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INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY

Symphony orchestra concerts, planned and presented expressly

for students long have been an accepted part of the musical and

educational scene in the United States. The earliest such concert

for which documentation could be found in this Study took place

in 1858.

At the present time, hundreds of symphony orchestras in the

United States play literally thousands of youth concerts each

year for millions of young listeners in large and small cities.

The cultural and educational philosophies, programming policies

and teaching practices that govern and surround the student con-

cer s are myriad. Within the education profession and perform-

ing arts circles there is an assumption fairly generally held,
that opportunities for students to hear concerts presented by

symphony orchestras and related ensembles form a valuable part

of a well rounded basic education. There also is a feeling that

young people need such experiences in order to prepare them .to

assume their proper share of cultural responsibilities as adults.

Some coexert presentations were believed to have produced

the desired Kesults. It is alleged that others have resulted in
experiences that were practically valueless -- either as edUCa-

tional projects or as musical or cultural experiences. .Why this

is so, what factors predisbose toward the success or failure of

the concert projects has not been fully understood.

In spite of the scope of youth concert operations, the

millions of children involved, the time, effort ahd money
invested.-the underlying philosophies of youth concerts, the

practices involved in their presentation and incorporation into

mnsic education curriculums had not been subjected to comprehen-

sive analysis prior to this study.

As described in the Study eection concerned with review of

the literature on youth concerts (page 616), the American Symphony

Orchestra League has undertaken periodic statistical surveys of

youth concert operations for benefit of its member groups. A few

individuals have studied youth concert operation5 in a given

city or region. None of the earlier studies, however, undertook

to make analyses in depth of the details of operations or of the

significance of youth concerts as educational experiences for

young people.

It mas -determined, thecefore, that there was need on the

part of education and symphony orchestras for a comprehensive

examination of youth concerts.
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Objectives

The following objectives were established for this study:

1. To examine the purposes for which youth concerts are

presented

2. To examine in detail all facets of the administration,

production and financing of youth concerts

3. To analyze the program content of youth concerts

4. To analyze the relationship of youth concerts to the

public school music curriculum

5. To try to ascertain fran these studies:

a. The factors that are significant in the establish-

ment and development of youth concerts

b. The practices that result in youth concerts being

effective as musical, cultural and educational
experiences for young students

c. The c.:rcumstances required to increase the oppor-

tunities that can be extended to young people of

this nation to hear symphonic music.

Study Method Adopted

At the suggestion of the U.S. Office of Education, a broad

scale statistical survey that would attempt to gather data from

literally hundreds of symphony orchestras and public school sys-

tems was discarded in favor of probing deeply into the youth

concert history, practices, experiences and conclusions in a

few communities selected as representative of situations that

would be found in many communities.



TWenty cities were chosen for the field-studies-in-depth,

the choices being influenced boy:

MI .10

4111111 OM.

size of city,

geographical location,

extent and nature of the symphony orchestra operations

and of the music education program in the public

schools,

the known presence in given cities of various aspects

of youth concert operations that would permit study of

diverse techniques practices and circumstances.

The Study personnel was balanced between the two fields of

symphony orchestra operations and music education. A project

director and two research specialists from each field were --

engaged.

Methods used in staff orientation and training, and in

development of techniques for gathering and analyzinq data are

described in detail in the chapter on Methodology (page 624).

Each fieldwork team consisted of a music education specialist

and an orchestra specialist and, on the average, spent two weeks

in each of the cities included in the Study.

Results of the Study

With reference to the 20 Study cities, the following results

have been obtained:

- - Youth concert history, operations and financing have been

documented in detail.

- - Opinions and attitudes toward youth concerts have been

gathered and recorded from music educators, general

classroom teachers, and general education administrators

and supervisory personnel.
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- Attitudes of teaching personnel toward youth concerts have
been analyzed in relation to teachers' training in mmsic,
and to their own musical participation history.

- - Techniques employed in preparing students for youth concerts

have been documented.

- - Materials used in concert preparation of students have been

gathered, inventoried and analyzed.

- - Student opinions and evaluations of youth concerts have been
gathered in a few cities.

- - Programming policies and production procedures as related
to the reactions of culturally deprived students have been
examined to limited degree.

- - Artistic and cultural philosophies of symphony orchestra
conductors have been related to their youth concert pro-

gramming policies.

- - The role of symphony orchestra organizations in the formal
education activities in conjunction with youth concerts

has been examined.

- - The place of small ensemble performances and opera per-
formances in the total youth concert structure has been
examined to some degree.

- - Socio-economic factors have been studied in relation to
youth concert developments.

- The scope of the need for youth concerts as related to
their availability has been definied.

4



Highlights of the Findings

With reference to the 20 Study cities, the following
emerge as highlights in the findings:

Importance of Youth Concerts

Youth concerts are held to be an extremely important part
of the civic, educational, and cultural responsibilities
of symphony orchestras in the opinions of symphony
orchestra boards of directors, conductors, managers,
musicians, and members of symphony women's association.

In the opinions of members of boards of education, school
administrators and teachers, youth concerts are generally
held to be vital in the total education of young people.

Factors in Development of Youth Concerts

- - The initiation, continuation and expansion of youth con-
certs in most of the cities studied has come about as
the result of the work of symphony orchestras and their
auxiliary units.

- The quality of leadership given by orchestras and schools
to youth concert development appears to be the most
decisive factor in the emergence of broad scale projects
that have significant musical and educational values

for students.

Financing

Symphony ordhestras are assuming responsibility for
approximately 75% of the total financing for youth
concerts, and usually are the motivating agency for
generating the remaining 25% of the funding for youth

concerts.

- Non-governmental funds account for approximately SO%
of the total financing of youth concerts.

Less than 2% of the total costs of youth concerts are met
through appropriations of city, county, and state boards

of education.
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Approximately 4% of the total costs of youth concerts pre-
sented in the 20 cities in 1966-67 were net from Funds made
available under P.L. 89-10 grants.

Concerts as Educational Experiences

- Educators generally agree that for youth concerts to
qualify as effective educational experiences, students
should learn something about the music to Ile played prior

to attending the concerts.

- - Close liaison and extensive joint work is required between
orchestras and schools in order for youth concerts to ful-
fill their potential as effective educational experiences
for the students.

- - The training in music listening as related to youth con-
certs that is given in the public schools was judged to
be "unimaginative" and less than satisfactory in many

instances.

- The training of the generalist teacher ill prepares the
teacher to give student instruction in the field of
symphcnic literature.

Attendance

Students in grades 4-9 are involved in the audiences for
approximately 75% of the concerts, and probably account
for 65% to 70% of total youth concert attendance.

- 90% of the youth concerts are given during school time.

- - There appears to be grave need for presenting more
concerts for high school students.

- - The number of youth concerts needed to give the present
school population even minimal concert attendance
opportunities greatly exceeds the present ability of
symphony orchestras to perform them, or of the

orchestras or the schools to finance them.
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The Conductor

- The conductor's mmsical knowledge and taste in choice of
music to be played and his personal influence upon student
audiences during the concerts are vital factors in the
value and success of the concerts.

30% of the works performed on youth concerts were written

by 20th century composers.

Despite the best efforts of the conductor, when the size
of the student audience for a given concert goes much
beyond 2,000 to 3,000 students, the effectiveness of the
concert as a musical and educational experience is said

to diminish markedly.

Evaluation of Results

- Neither symphony orchestras or the schools have related their
specific goals for youth concerts to their production and
teaching techniques in a manner that has permittel clear cut
testing and evaluabkm of the effectiveness of the techniques.

Significance and Implications of the Findings

If symphony orchestras and education are to achieve their
avowed goals of making a significant impact upon the total edu-
cational, musical, and cultural development of students through

youth concert experiences,

- - Ways muEt be found to increase the number of concerts pre-
sented.

- Plans for supplementing live concert experiences with wider
use of educational radio and TV will have to be developed.

- - More adequate methods of financing youth concerts will have
to be found.

Attention will have to be given to more adequate training of
teachers (and especially the generalist teachers) for the
task of introducing students to symphonic music

- Research and experimentation will have to be undertaken in
concert production procedures and in the teaching techniques
used in relation to youth concerts.

Methods for evaluating, the effectiveness of procedures
followed in terms of the educational, musical and cultural
results obtained with the students must be developed.

7
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HISTORY AND PURPOSE OF YOUTH CONCERTS

Symphony orchestra concerts for youth are not new either to
the educational or orchestral scene.

There is a vast body of experience in presentation of concerts
for young people. Within only the 20 cities included in this Study,
at least 5,000 symphony concerts for youth have been presented dur-
ing the last 50-odd years. Prior to this Study, however, compre-
hensive data on youth concert purposes and practices had not been
collected and made available to orchestras and educators.

Within the 20 cities studied, the earliest symphony concert
for young people (of which there is record) was presented in
Cincinnati, Ohio, on the Fourth of July in 1858, by the Philharmonic
Society conducted by Carl Barus, and consisted of music composed by
Mozart, Auber and Rossini plus some polkas. An admission price of
254: was charged.

53 years later (1911) the San Francisco Symphony played its
first youth concert. The Seattle Symphony followed with its first
student concert in 1912.

Within these 20 cities, however, the Detroit Symphony was the
first orchestra to initiate, in 1914, regular and continuing youth
concerts.

For all practical purposes, then, the Study covers the exper-
ience amassed by 20 orchestras located in large and small cities
in presentation of some 5,000 symphony concerts for young people
during a total of 546-youth-concert-operation-years.

10



HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF YOUTH CONCERTS IN 20 CITIES

Year of Initiation by Orchestra
the Resident Orchestra
of a Continuing Youth
Concert Project

1914-15

1916-17

1919-20

1920

1924

1926-27

1933

Detroit Symphony, Mich.

San Francisco Symphony

Cincinnati Symphony

Cleveland Orchestra

Baltimore Symphony

Seattle Symphony

New Haven Symphony

Table No. 1

Year of Pirst Youth
Concert Presentation
in the City of Which
There is Record

1911 - San Francisco

Symphony

1858 - Philharmonic

Society

1912 - Seattle Sym-
phony

1934 Pasadena Symphony 1926 - Los Angeles

Philharmonic

1935-36

1940°s (early)

1947-48

1948-49

1948

1950-51

1950-51

1954

1954

1958-59

1960-61

1962-63

New Orleans Symphony

Pittsburgh Symphony

Utah Symphony, Salt Lake

Chattanooga Symphony

Rhode Island Philharmonic,
Providence

Florida West Coast Sym-
phony
Sarasota - Bradenton

Columbus Symphony, 1940's - Columbus
Ohio Philharmonic

Evansville Philharmonic

Winston-Salem Symphony 1940's early - tour-
ing orchestras

Hartford Symphony

Sacramento Symphony

Spokane Symphony

11



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

In each city studied, with the possible exceptions of Seattle
and Winston-Salem, the orchestra organization took the initiative
in organizing and financing symphony concerts for young people. The

Seattle development is described as a joint venture between the or-
chestra and public schools, and the Winston-Salem director of music
education served with the orchestra's conductor and manager in plan-
ning the first yc:....zth concert presented by the Winston-Salem Symphony.

In several cities the director of public school music education
or the superintendent of schools was a member of the orchestra's

board of directors at the time youth concerts were started and it

is impossible to assess the role these educators may have played in

encouraging the orchestra association to present youth concerts.

Conductors provided the leadership for establishment of youth
concerts in at least 13 of the 20 cities with equal credit given

to the orchestra managers in 3 of those cities. Symphony women's

associations apparently were the chief instigators of youth con-

certs in 3 cities. The Junior League emerges as the prime motivat-

ing agency in 2 cities.

PATTERN OF DEVELCeMENT

With rare exceptions youth concerts in each city, regardless
of the date initiated, go through a similar pattern of development.

The rate at which the different stages of this development take

place varies markedly from city to city.

At the outset, each orchestra seems to have relatively simple

concepts of youth concerts, focused upon the basic premise that

the orchestra has an obligation to play symphony concerts paanned

especially for the pleasure and cultural development of young peo-

ple of the area.

The concert is announced, tickets usually are sold, and sup-

plementary funds garnered from some source; the conductor and

orchestra prepare and present the program according to the conduc-

tor's musical taste and experience; the children attend and the

original goal is generally met to the satisfaction of almost every-

one involved. This format may continue for several concerts or for

several years.

Ultimately, however, there seems to come to almost every or-

chestra the urge and a felt obligation to widen its community ser-

vices by making more concerts available to more children. This

leads either to greatly increased promotional efforts, and, perhaps,

12



changed programming concepts, or to presentation of concerts dur-
ing in-school time with involvement of the orchestra in unfamiliar
areas of formal elementary and secondary education techniques and

principles.

PURPOSES FOR WHICH ORCHESTRAS PRESENT YOUTH CONCERTS

With the exception of the Cleveland Orchestra, no orchestra
(included in this Study) had established and clearly articulated
the specific purposes for which it is presenting youth concerts.
Neither had the orchestras related their choices of concert for-'.
mats and programming policies to specific goals to be achieved
with the specific audiences for which concerts were designed.

When asked to state the reasons why their orchestras are pre-
senting youth concerts, orchestra board members, conductors and
managers usual4y responded with generul statements concerning:

1. The obligation of the orchestra to provide fine music

for the youth in its community;

2. The value of developing in youth an awareness of fine

music and cultural experiences;

3. The need to do all possible to develop among young
people those who will become concert-goers and who
will assume cultural leadership for the community
in the future;

4. The need to provide children with the spiritual
values inherent in listening to great music.

The Cleveland Orchestra, however, adopted a specific goal and

plan for youth concerts some 30 years ago - largely as the result

of the initiative of Miss Lillian Baldwin who at that time was an

employee of the Cleveland public school system. The plan has

given continuity and direction to Cleveland Orchestra youth con-
certs throughout these many years although various aspects of

implementing the plan have undergone change.

The basic purposes of youth concerts in Cleveland were clearly

set forth by Miss Baldwin to be those of:

1. Providing for children as nearly as possible a normal

symphony concert experience through presentation of

significant music by the full orchestra in the regular

concert hall and by rec:tiring the bhildren to pay at

least a'token admission 'fee.

13



2. Providing pre-concert study for all children
through closely ctoordinated work between the
orchestra and the public schools.

THE PRACTICE BEGETS THE PURPOSE

Deliberately adopted or not, the purpose of many Youth con-
certs evolves out of practices followed in their presentation.
Analysis of youth concerts covered in this Study indicates exist-
ence of two general types of student concert developments:

1. Educational concerts that are (or, at some time, have
been) closely coordinated with the public school music
curriculum;

2. Student concerts planned to attract ticket purchasers
from the general public and more or less lavishly
embellished with special "attractions".

Some orchestras are committed exclusively to either one format
or the other. Others present both types of concerts but in separ-
ate series and under separate financial plans. A few orchestras
attempt to combine both types of concerts within the same series,
and a few others have developed concerts that cut across the cus-
tomary formats of the above two general types.

Purposes and types of concerts presented obviously have some
relationship to the sources of financing developed for them.

Every conceivable kind of financial plan is found to be opera-
tive for the educational concerts (described under 1 above) - from
free concerts financed by federal education monies, to concerts
for w:Iich admission is charged with supplementary funding from
public and/or private sources.

The "attractions" concerts (described under 2 above)customar-
ilify are financed from combinations of ticket sale income and
contributions from various sources.

Regardless of the number or type of youth concerts presented,
each orchestra organization studied - be it large or small, pro-
fessional or avocational - subsidizes its youth concert presenta-
tions to some extent from its basic operating funds, funds that
must be raised annually from concert fees, ticket sales and other
earned income, and from contributions to its maintenance fund.

14



EVALUATING RESULTS OF YOUTH CONCERTS

The Study failed to reveal existence of significant efforts
on the part of orchestras to try to devise methods of evaluating
results of youth concerts. Perhaps it is impossible for orches-
tras to devise them, but there is no record of formal, comprehen-
sive efforts to do so.

When orchestra representatives were asked whether or not they
had any measurement for the degree to which their purposes in pre-
senting Immth concerts were being achieved, the answers came in
terns of generalizations, or of personal observations interpreted
as success or failure with reference to one specific concert, or
a specific group of individuals of which the following statements
were typical:

'We've been playing youth concerts for nearly 30 years but
still can't sell out our adult subscription series concerts
this year."

"I personally know many of our present ticket holders and
contributors who became interested in the orchestra as a
result of attending youth concerts."

"I notice that we have many more young people and young
adults attending regular concerts than used to be the
case."

EDUCATORS' CONCEPTS OF PURPOSES AND RESULTS OF YOUTH CONCERTS

In conjunction with the Study, over 1,000 teachers, adminis-
trators and supervisors expressed their philosophies concerning
the purposes of youth concerts. Their principal points may be
expressed as follows:

Education in music is a necessary part of the general
education of the public school student. As one of man's
nobler forms of self-expression, music offers nourishment
for the innermost recesses of a person's intellect and
emotions.

Attendance at youth concerts can result in:

1. The fost ring of an appreciation for meaningful music of
a highl developed nature.

2. The successful social interaction among students in the
audience.

3. The increasing enjoyment of muaic.

15



4. An increase in voluntary concert attendance.

5. The stimulation of interest in music as a vocation or a

profession.

6. The opportunity to benefit from the unigne qualities of
the live performance.

Whereas educators have identified youth concert purposes and
goals more specifically than have orchestras, the educational
practitioners have not developed a specific methodology to be em-
ployed for the purpose of achieving stated goals.

Neither have educators devised methods of measuring the degree

to which the stated goals are being reached as relates to (1)
various teaching techniques used by teachers in conjunction with
youth concerts, (2) various types of youth concerts being presented
(3) diverse onerating practices followed by orchestras in conjunc-
tion with presentations of youth concerts.

Just as in the case of orchestra representatives, educators'
responses to questions relating to measurement of results of youth

concerts came chiefly in terms of personal observations of speci-

fic situations, such as:

"My students buy many records of the concert music imme-
diately after each youth concert."

"More students in my classes show an interest in taking
up an instrument right after a youth concert."

"The music is over the heads of my deprived area students
and they get little from the concerts."

Total evaluation of youth concerts as educational experiences

in any of the 20 study cities was non-existent for all practical

purposes. Only about 11% of the teachers questioned were aware

of any post-concert evaluations being undertaken in their school

systems, and the results of even these evaluations would not stand

the test if subjected to the rigorous examination given to the

results of learning in other subject matter areas.

IN SUMMARY

Lofty principles, deep conviction of the worth of fine music,

selfless service on behalf of youth, a fierce desire for children

to have "the best" - all exist among orchestra organizations and

educators in profusion, but the half-century of youth concert
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presentations have not produced proven methods that are clearly

identifiable as the best procedures for making fine music avail-

able to young people of this nation or for drawing them into the

chatmed circle of people who enjoy it.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN RELATION TO YOUTH CONCERTS

(See also Chart 3, Appendix )

At the outset of this Study, various factors of a socio-
economic nature were suspected of holding a cause-and-result re-
lationship to the high or low incidence of youth concerts in a given
trity. Data relating to these factors was, therefore, collected,
studied and subjected to statistical analysis.

Not only mere the following items examined in efforts to find
positive or negative correlations with the high or low incidence
of youth concerts in each city, but the interrelationships between
the various factors were studied through graphs, tables, and other
statistical procedures:

a. corporate population of each city
b. metropolitan area population of each community
c. percentages of whites and non-whites in each community
d. median family income of city populations
e. median family income of county populations
f. median number of school years completed by adult

populations
g. size of public school enrollments
h. per-pupil expenditures for public school education
i. orchestras' annual operating budgets
j. age of each orchestra
k. median family incomes as related to orchestra budgets
1. median family incomes as related to age of each orchestra
m. median number of school years completed as related to

orchestra budgets
n. percentages of whites and non-whites in the population

as compared to age of orchestra and orchestra operating
budgets

o. etc. through a number of combinations and permutations
of the above factors.

Actually, the Study presented statistical problems because of
(a) the limited number of orchestras and cities involved--less than
2% of all orchestras in the United States; and (b) the fact that
the orchestras and cities were not selected on a random basis.
Rather they were selected for inclusion in the Study because of the
known existence of or absence of specific aspects of youth concert
operations.

With due regard, then, to these limitations, the analyses
showed almost complete lack of positive or negative correlations
between high or low incidence of youth concerts and all socio-
economic factors, thereby leading to the conclusion that the socio
and economic conditions found within a community art not, of them-
selves, the decisive factors accounting for the scope of a youth
concert operation.
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Not only did the statistical analyses indicate almost complete
absence of cause-and-result relationships between community condi-
tions and scope of youth concert operations, but the other phases of
the Study pointed up the fact that the quality and effective-
ness of leadership exerted on behalf of the orchestra development
generally,and upon the youth concert development specifically,
aTe decisive factors ii the extent to which students of a given
area will be given opportunity to hear youth concerts.

As shown in the discussion of youth concert financing, approxi-
mately 75% of the total costs of youth concerts are met from an
orchestra's general funds. It is not surprising, then, to find
that, even statistically, socio-economic factors are secondary to
effective leadership in determining the scope of the youth concert
development in any given city.

Ratio of Public School Enrollment to Number of Youth Concerts
Presented

In comparing scope of youth concert operations in 20 cities in
which populations ranged from 34,000 to over 1.5 million, and among
20 orchestras whose annual operating budgets ranged from $52,900
to $2.2 million, it obviously was impossible to simply use the
number of concerts presented.

The ratio of public school enrollment in each city to total
number of youth concerts presented by each orchestra was used to
give a comparable basis for statistical comparisons.

For example: By dividing the enrollment of Cincinnati's public
schools (88,391) by the total number of youth concerts presented
by the Cincinnati Symphony (114), the resultant figure (775) repre-
sents the ratio of public school enrollment to each concert presented.
Statistically, the Cincinnati Symphony presents 1 student concert
for every 775 public school students in Cincinnati.

Using this same method of computation, it is found that the
Winston-Salem Symphony presents, statistically, 1 youth concert
for every 23,961 public school students in that city.

It must be emphasized that the ratios so used are statistical
rather than actual. Students from suburban school districts and
parochial schools comprise a significant percentage of the youth
concert audiences in same of the cities studied. The youth concert
plan is based on only students from certain grades attending in
several cities. The total number of concerts presented by some
orchestras includes concerts presented in suburban areas. Use of
concert halls of widely varying seating capacities (from 1,000 to
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over 9,000 actually) enters the picture of actual concert availa-

bility to students.

Therefore, the following ratios of city public school enroll-

ments to the total number of youth concerts presented simply provide

a practical method of comparing the scope of youth concert opera-

tions in cities of widely varying population size, presented by
orchestras varying greatly in financing, extent and nature of their

operations.
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Table No. 2

STATISTICAL RATIO OF CITY PUBLIC SCHCOL ENROLLMENT TO NUMBER OF
YOUTH CONCERTS PRESENTED

(Note: The smaller the ratio figure, the more quantitatively ade-
quate are the youth concert operations interpreted to be.)

Ratio df Public
School Enrollment
to Numbev. of

City
Public
School

Total Number
of Youth
Concerts

City Concerts Presented Enrollment Played

Cincinnati 775 88,391 114

Hartford 929 26,016 28

New Haven 952 24/750 Est. 26

Providence 988 26,680 27

Seattle 993 95,417 96

Salt Lake City 1,288 37,319 29

Pittsburgh le560 78,000 50

New Orleans 1,889 105,716 56

Baltimore 2,061 195,843 95

Chattanooga 2,469 27,163 11

Cleveland 2,719 155,026 57

Sarasota 3,073 18,429 6

San Francisco 3,933 106,191 27

Detroit 4466 300,000 72

Sacramento 5,787 57,875 10

Spokane 6,800 34,000 5

Evansville 8,284 33,139 4

Columbus 10,541 105,417 10

Pasadena 22,165 44,330 2

Winston-Salem 23,961 47,922 2

High 23,961 300,000 114

Low 775 181429 2
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Findings Related to Socio-Economic Factors

The ratios of public school enrollment to the number of con-
certs given were interpreted as an index of the scope of youth
concert operations in a given city and were analyzed in terms of
various socio-economic factors.

No correlations, no cause-and-result relationships could be
found to exist between the scope of youth concert operations and:

--high or low median family income in a given city or county,
- -high or low percentage of non-whites in the total corporate

population,
- -high or low per-pupil expenditures for public school

education.

Oddly enough, there did appear to be a negative correlation
between the median number of school years completed by adult
residents of a community and the scope of youth concert operations.
The higher the level of education zmmpleted by adult residents,
the smaller the scope of the youth concert operations. No cause-
and-result theory is presented to explain this odd bit of statis-
tical data because it is strongly suspected that in a wider
sampling it would be found that the education level actually
reflects other significant factors.

These statistical exercises relating to socio-economic factors
produced 1 rather interesting bit of data that conceivably has a
bearing on orchestra operations and therefore on youth concert
operations- -the relationship of median family income for city popu-
lations to that of county populations.

The highest median family incomes for city populations occurred
in 5 western cities studied--Sacramento, Seattle, Pasadena, San
Francisco, and Salt Lake City--in that order.

For county populations, however, the 2 highest median family
incomes occurred in the counties in which are located Detroit and
Hartford, with the home counties of Pasadena, Sacramento and Seattle
following.

Salt Lake City dropped from the 5th highest place in the city
median family income list to 13th place in the county median family

income list. Sacramento dropped from 1st place in the city list to
4th place in the county list.

Conversely, Detroit moved from 6th place in the city list to
the highest rank in county median family income. Hartford moved from
8th position in the city list to 2nd place in the county list.
Cleveland moved from 10th place in the city list to 6th position in
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the county list. There were similar shifts for 5 other cities

located in eastern and midwestern sections of the country.

COMPARISON OF CITY AND COUNTY MEDIAN FAMILY INCOMES
(See Appendix D for complete listings)

Median Family
Income for
City Population

Median Family Income
for County PopUlation
(in which city is located)

Range among the
20 cities studied $6,943 to $4,438 $7,357 to $4,532

Sacramento $6.943 $6,968

Seattle 6,942 6,960

Pasadena 6,922 6,993

San Francisco 6,717 6,687

Salt Lake City . . . 6,135 6,265

Detroit 6,069 7,357

Hartford 5,990 7,054

This examination of city vs. county population incomes serves
to point up the well-known fact that in eastern and middle-western
cities, at least, there is continuing migration of high income level

families from the central city to the suburbs, a situation that
greatly increases problems of school and orchestra finance in those

areas.

Another interesting relationship that came to light in study
of socio-economic factors is that of the per-pupil expenditure for
public school eaucation as related to median family income of the

city population. In 9 cities studied, per-pupil school expendi-
tures were equal to 9% to 11% of the median family income for the

city population. In 6 cities, the per-pupil expenditures were either

7% or 8% of the median family income. Per-pupil expenditure
figures were not made available to the Study for the remaining 5

cities. (See Appendix D )
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Size of City

Of the 5 cities (Spokane, Evansville, Columbus, Pasadena and
Winston-Salem) having the higheFk_ ratio of public school enrollment
to the number of concerts presented--and whose youth concert opera-
tions are thereby judged to be of limited scope statistically--
3 have populations of less than 150,000.

The orchestras in all 5 cities engage their musicians on a
per-service basis. Under this employment plan a very definite limi-
tation is placed upon the number of occasions that orchestra musi-
cians can make themselves available for performances of youth con-
certs during the school day. For these orchestras to engage the
musicians on a full-time basis for even a few weeks during the
season would increase total costs of orchestra operations many times
over--a burden of expense that rarely has been shouldered by orches-
tras in cities of this size.

Conversely, among the cities having the lowest ratio of school
population to number of concerts given--Cincinnati, Hartford, New
Haven, Providence, Seattle--and whose concert operations are inter-
preted as being statistically the most extensive within the 20
cities, the musicians in 2 of these cities also are engaged on a

per-service basis.

Therefore, although it is acknowledged that orchestras in
relatively small cities face major problems in assembling their
musicians for concerts presented during the school day, it also
becomes clear that some orchestras operating under this plan have
found a way to meet the problem.

We conclude, therefore, that whereas the size of the city
has some bearing upon the scope of the youth concert operations,

this 1 factor of itself is not sufficient to explain presence or
lack of youth concert operations of statistically extensive scope.

Among cities having populations above 150,000, it would appear
that it is possible to develop and maintain a more quantitatively
adequate youth concert operation (as related to size of school
elirollment) in cities of less than 600,000 population than in cities
having larger populations.

All 5 cities having the lowest ratios of student population to
number of concerts given, ranged in population size from 160,000
to 560,000. None of the 5 largest rAties studied fell within the
lowest ratio grouping.
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City Population Size as Related to Ratio of Student Public School
Enrollment to the the Number of Youth Concerts Presented

City

Range for the 20
cities studied

5 cities having low-
est ratios of students
to concerts given

Cincinnati

Hartford

New Haven

Providence

Seattle

5 largest cities

Detroit

Baltimore

Cleveland

San Francisco

New Orleans

Ratio of School
Population to
Number of Con-
certs Given

775 to 23,961

775

929

952

988

993

4,166

2,061

2,719

3,933

1,889

26

City Population

34,083 to 1,670,144

502,550

162,178

151,000

187,061

557,087

1,670,144

939,024

810,858

740,316

627,525



Factors of Orchestral Development in Relation to Scope of Youth

Concert Operations

The effectiveness of the leadership in the general orchestral

development and, more specifically, on behalf of youth concert

development as a significant factor in the scope of youth concert

operations would seem to be borne out by the following results of

study of statistical data:

Age of the orchestra.--3 of the 5 orchestras having youth

concert operations of the widest scope (based on the ratio of school

population to number of concerts given) were the oldest orchestras

included in the study--Cincinnati and New Haven teach founded in

1895), and Seattle (founded in 1903).

Of the 5 orchestras having youth concert operations of the

most limited scope, 3 were among the newest orchestras studied--

Spokane, Columbus and Winston-Salem, each having been formed since

1945.

Sources of Financial Support for Youth Concerts

There appears to be a significant positive relationship between

the presence of certain types of financial support for youth con-

certs and the scope of the youth concert operations.

Comparison is given below of the presence of various sources of

youth concert financial support in the 5 cities having youth concert

operations of the widest and of the most limited scope, statistically

speaking.

SOURCES OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT

Presence of youth
financial support
indicated sources

concert
from

5 orcnestras having
youth concert opera-
tions of the widest
scope statistically

Youth concert ticket sales Operative in 4 arch.

Business firm sponsors

Local foundation support

Public, non-school funds

Bd. of dducation funds

P. L. 89-10 funds

13

27

If 3 ft

n 3 If

3 If

" 2

1

5 orchestras having
youth concert opera-
tions of most limited
scope

Operative in 4 orch.

tl If

" 0

St

" 1

" 0



Ctstomarily, the above types of financial support are developed

primarily by the orchestra management and board of directors. The

presence or lack of such support generally can be interpreted as

presence or lack of aggressive leadership on behalf of youth concert

activities, rather than as the presence or lack of scontaneous

appearances of such types of support. It is knowledge of this ex-

perience that leads to the conclusion that the presence of more

generous support for youth concerts is a reflection of the effec-

tiveness of 1 aspect of the orchestra's leadership.
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FINANCING OF YOUTH CONCERTS

The 20 orchestras included in this Study presented a total of
717 youth concerts in 1966-67 to a gross student audience conserva-
tively estimated at 1,200,000. (Accurate attendance figures were
not available for concerts presented in school auditoriums.)

Orchestra income that was directly attributable to youth concerts
totalled $973,675, or 81 per student audience member (average for
concerts played by all 20 orchestras).

Orchestra costs probably came close to 4 times this figure -
$3,894,700, or $3.24 per student attending, as derived later in this
section of the report. The difference between income and costs was
met from the orchestras' regular income and annual contributions to
orchestra maintenance funds.

There is no way of ascertaining the amounts of money that school
systems allocated to costs of administrative and teaching tire and
various materials used in conjunction with youth concerts. Student

transportation costs to and from concerts add another considerable
item of expense for which actual figures were not available. Mcne
of these costs are included in the above estimates of total orchestral
costs of youth concerts.

In discussing costs, it must be remembered that youth concerts
cannot be performed as an isolated orchestral activity - at least,

not as weknow orchestra operations today. An orchestra must exist
as a continuing institution in order for it to be available to play

youth concerts. Therefore, in addition to the actual out-of-pocket
expenses involved in playing and presenting youth concerts, a pro-
rata allocation of basic operating and institutional costs of
orchestras also should be ascribed to youth concerts if a true pic-

ture of youth concert costs is to be presented.

Musicians and Conductors' Fees

The largest single item of expense in any orchestra operation is

cost of artistic services. In order to examine youth concert costs
it is, first of all, necessary to understand the basis upon which
musicians and conductors are engaged and paid.

In the first place, the musicians' union - The American Federa-
tion of Musicians - operates or the principle of local autonomy. Each

of the 818 Locals of the union has full power to estab/ish minimum
pay scales that shall be operative for musicians working under the

jurisdiction of a given Local for any given type of musical service.
Therefore, playing fees and salaries vary widely from one orchestra

to another.
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Each orchestra must negotiate with the Local of the AF of M in
the orchestra's holm city,a basic agreement in which minimum salaries
and fees are stipulated along with certain Nor:king conditions. Once
that basic working or trade agreement has been estdblished, then the
orchestra negotiates individually with each musician concerning his
specific remuneration. The orchestra may pay more than the minimum
prescribed in the basic trade agreement, but it may not pay less.
The individual musician is free to accept or reject the orchestra's
offer.

In the fully professional orchestras, musicians are engaged on
a full time basis for a season consisting of a stated number of weeks
per year. In addition to spelling out minimum pay scales and various
other working conditions, the contracts also designate the number
of "services" or working sessions for which a musician may be called
upon each week.

A "service" may be a rehearsal or a concert and is customarily
211 or 3 hours in length. Most orchestra contracts provide for a
maximum of between 7 and 9 services per week. The musicians receive
the agreed upon weekly salary regardless of whether, in a given
week, they play youth concerts, adult concerts, rehearsals, or a com-
bination thereof.

In other words, in the professional orchestra, there is no such
thing as a "reduced rate" of pay to musicians for youth concerts.

In the smaller city orchestras, musicians usually are
under what is known as a "per-service, or a per-rehearsal
concert" plan. This means that the musicians customarily
a stated fee for each rehearsal they attend, and a higher
each concert they play. It also means that each time the
are called together for a rehearsal or a concert there is
payroll to be met for that service.

engaged
and per-
are paid
fee for
musicians
a specific

The basic rate of pay for rehearsals and concerts usually remains
the same regardless of the kind of concert involved. In other words,

the rehearsal and playing fees for a youth concert may very well be
charged at the same rate as for an adult concert, although some
orchestras have been able to negotiate reduced fees for youth concert
performances.

In both types of orchestras there is great variance in interpre-
tations of what constitutes a "service", a matter, incidentally, that
is ruled upon by the Local of the musicians' union. In some orches-
tras, for instance, a pair of back-to-back youth concerts that can be

performed within!. the 21/2 or 3 hour period may be counted as I service.
In other orchestras, a pair of back-to-back concerts must be counted
as 2 services. Translated into actual dolla .3, this ruling could
result in the musicians' fees for a pair of back-to-back youth concerts
of one orchestra being twice as much as those of another orchestra
in spite of the fact that both orchestras might be operating with
the same basic scale of playing fees.
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Conductors of large city orchestras customarily are engaged on
a season basis. In the smaller city orchestras, the conductor's
contract may be on a per-season basis, or he may be paid on a per-
rehearsal and per-concert basis.

Defining Costs of Youth Concerts

Ac indicated =1"^V°, mila";"a ana conductors in some orchestras
are engaged on a season basis. Many other items of orchestra costs
also are reckoned on a per-season basis including salaries of various
other employees, basic administrative costs, insurances, taxes, fund
raising costs, etc.

Question immediately arises as to the formula that shall be used
to pro-rate these on-going costs of orchestra operation to specific
concerts and, in this case, to youth concerts.

In this analysis, the total number of concerts played by an
orchestra has been selected as the pivotal figure. In most of the
case studies for each city, youth concert finance has been analyzed
in terms of the following:

(a) Ratio of youth concerts played to the total number of con-
certs played,

(b) Ratio of income derived directly from youth concert activity
to the total costs of operating the orchestra for the
entire season.

From these ratios, it is possible to get some indication of the
degree to which orchestras must subsidize their youth concert
activity from their general funds.

Among the 10 orchestras that engage their musicians on a full
time basis, the income directly attributable to youth concerts
totalled $861,877 as against annual costs of operating the orchestras
totalling $12,769,064. Out of a total of 1,554 concerts played,
614 were youth concerts.

Whereas youth concert income represented 6.7% of total costs of
operating the orchestra for a season, these orchestras used 39% of
their concext services for youth concerts.

Among the 10 orchestras that engage their musicians on a per-ser-
vice basis, the income directly attributable to youth concerts
totalled $111,798 as against annual costs of operating those orches-
tras totalling $1,255,747. Out of a total of 231 concerts played,
103 were youth concerts.
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Whereas youth concert income represented 8,9% of total costs
of operating the orchestras for a season, these orchestras used
44% cf their concert services for youth concerts.

In collibining the figures for both groups of orchestras,
data is as follows:

Ratio of youth concert income to total operating costs

the

Total 1966-67 income attributable to youth concerts. . $ 973,675
Total 1966-67 costs of operating the orchestras . . 14,024,811
Ratio of youth concert inccme to total operating costs . 6.9%

Ratio of no. of youth concerts to total concerts played

Number of youth concerts played 717
Total number of concerts played 1,785
Ratio of youth concerts to total concert services . 40%

Carried out to its arithmetical conclusions--the above formula
indicates that the average pro-rata costs of youth concerts within
the 20 cities, based on the ratio of youth concerts to total concerts
played, is 5.8 times greater than the income received from youth
concerts. (6.9% as compared to 40%)

After checking with managers and fiscal officers of the orchestras,
the conclusion is that instead of using a factor of 5.8, in order to
determine total costs of youth concerts, a more realistic figure is
a factor of 4.

In other words, the Study research indicates that youth concerts,
in the 20 cities studied, on the average, cost orchestras approxi-
mately 4 times as much as the income they receive directly from youth
concert activities.

Therefore, whereas total youth concert income as related to the
total student audience averages out to 81 per-child, per-concert,
orchestra costs probably were approximately 4 times that amount or
a total of $3.24 per-child, per-concert.

This method of calculating total costs of youth concerts is not
presented as the only or ideal method. It does represent one
realistic way of doing it. However, the chief value of the figures
is in demonstrating that there is a very large gap between the
amount of income that orchestras derive directly from youth concert
activity and the amount of money it actually costs the orchestra
organizations to present youth concerts.
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Items of Expense

The following items of expense enter into the reckoning of costs

of presenting youth concerts. It is unlikely that each and every

one of these items would be operative for each situation, but most
of the items will be cost factors in most youth concert operations.

Artistic personnel expenses
Concert fees, musicians and conductor
Rehearsal fees, musicians and conductor
Soloist fees
Narrator's fees
Payroll taxes

Concert production expenses
Music rentals, purchases and royalties
Librarian2s services
Concert hall rental
Rehearsal hall rental
Building custodian fee
Stage hands wages
Lighting and sound system
Box office expenses
Ushers fees
Piano rental, moving, tuning
Cartage of instruments
Printed programs
Printed tickets

Pre-concert study materials
Teachers' manuals
students' materials
Recordings, tapes
Other materials
Distribution costs

Promotion costs
Brochures
Newspaper advertising
Radio, TV advertising
Posters
Pictures and mats
Postage and supplies

Administrative costs

Miscellaneous expenses
Musicians' transportation
Students' transportation
.Performance permits

City admissions tax
Public liability insurance
Parking lot attendants
Audition and competition expenses for student soloists
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Due to the wide variance in operating practices of the 20
orchestras and the varying conditions under which youth concerts
are presented, it is impractical to attempt to give average per-
concert costs of the various expense items.

Take hall rentals as an example. Within the 20 cities, youth
concerts were presented in school auditoriums for which no rental
or use cost figures are available, in orchestra-owned halls in which
costs are based on a complicated structure of mPintenance costs and
investment charges, and in halls for which commercial rental fees
were paid.

Costs of music rentals, purchases and royalties vary widely
depending on whether an orchestra owns an extensive library, and
the extent to which public domain music vs. copyrighted music was
played on youth programs of a given year.

Therefore, the following figures are presented merely as
indicative of a representative range of costs of various expense
items in those situations in which a given cost item was operative
end could be isolated as relating solely to youth concerts.
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$
Representative Range

Selected items of
expense in present-
ing youth concerts

of Youth Concert Costs on

Orchestras that engage
musicians on a full-time
basis for a stated num-
ber of weeks per year

a Per-Concert Basis

Orchestras that
engage musicians
on a per-service
basis

Artistic Personnel,
including musicians,
conductors, solo-
ists, narrators

Music rentals and
purchases but not
including royalties

$1,600 to $5,933

$35 to $75

Concert hall rentals $78

Stage hands $33

Light and sound
systems $21

Cartage of instruments
for concerts played in $20
school auditoriums

to $330

to $180

to $48

to $75

Printed programs $23 to $100

Printed tickets $ 6 to $136

Promotion expenses for
an entire series of $125 to $1,063
youth concerts

Pre-concert study
materials for an
entire series of
youth concerts

$211 to $1,209

Total out-of-pocket
expense not including
basic on-going expenses$2,500 to $6,500
and youth concert
administration ..
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$600 to $2,100

$16 to $78

$56 to $260

$35 to $75

Insufficient data

Insufficient data

Insufficient data

Insufficient data

$35 to $1,800

$26 to $200

$850 to $2,600



Sources of Finance Table No. 3

Youth concerts in the 20 cities studied are financed chiefly
from non-governmental, non-school funds. Less than 2% of the total
costs were met through specific youth concert appropriations made
by city, county or state boards of education. Federal education
funds under P.L. 89-10 were used to meet approximately 4% of the
total costs.

As indicated previously, it has been ascertained that approxi-
mately 75% of the total costs of youth concerts are met from
orchestras' general funds. Nearly half of the remaining 25% of
the costs were met from ticket sales for youth concerts and con-
tributions made by business firms, local foundations and other
local sponsors. Public funds, including appropr:lations by various
agencies within cities, counties and states,and appropriations by
boards of education account for the remainder of the 25%.

Sources of Finance for 1966-67 Youth Concerts in 20 Cities
Source of Youth
Concert Income

Amount Percentage of Total
Youth Concert
Income

Percentage of
Total Costs
of Youth Concerts

Student concert
ticket sales

$289,514 29.70% 7.43%

Business firm
donors

39,083 4.03 1.00

Foundations 45,000 4.61 1.16

Other private
donors

9,491 0.97 0.24

Public funds,
non-school

(1). .352,000 36.20 9.04

Payments by
individual
schools

including some
student and
PTA payments 29,597 3.04 0.76

School board
allocations 74,040 7.61 1.90

P.L. 89-10 funds 134,950 13.85 3.46

Totals $ 973,675 100.01% 24.99%

Symphony orches-
tras gen. funds 2,921,025 75.00

Totals $3,894,700 99.99%

(1) $240,000 or 70% of this amount related to Baltimore
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Funds Allocated or Contributed by Various Sources

Indicative of the scope of responsibility assumed by various
donors, governmental agencies, and school boards are the following
listings:

Source of
Funds

City Amt. of support
given youth
concerts

Donor or agency

Business Cincinnati $14,000 Cincinnati Gas &
Firms Electric Co.

Coca Cola Company

Seattle 9,063 Union Pacific Railroad
and other donors

Salt Lake City 5,000 A. G. Foodstores,
Food Town Supermarkets

Chattanooga 4,000 Colonial Baking Co.
Mayfield Dairy Farms
Red Food Stores

Evansville 3,520 Whirlpool Corporation
Evansville COURIER

Hartford 3,000 Several business donors

Sacramento 500 Radio station

Total $39,083

Foundations New Haven $19,000 Gimbel Trust
(local) Morse Trust

Cleveland 18,000 Kulas Foundation

Providence 5,000 N. R.

Hartford 3,000 N. R.

Total $45,000

Continued next page
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Source of City Amt.., of support Donor or Agency
Funds given youth

concerts

Von-School Baltimore $240,000 City - $120,000
Public Funds , County - 20,000

State - 100,000

Detkoit 60,000 City

Seattle 27,300 City - 12,500
County - 15,000

Hartford 19,500 City

New qaven 5,000 City

Total $352,000

School Board Cleveland 34,000 18 city and suburban
allocations school systems

San Francisco 20,240 City & County bds.

Providence 8,000 State Bd. of Educ.

New Orleans 5,000 County Bd. of Educ.

Seattle 3,800 City Board

Columbus 3,000 City Bd. of Educ.

Total $74,040

P. L. 89-10 Detroit
Grants

Baltimore

Seattle

Cleveland

San Francisco

Total

$ 90,000

27,400

17,550

Title I

Title I

Title /II

5,000 (est.) Title III

modest amt. Title I

$139,950
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SUMMARY OF YOUTH CONCERT OPERATING PRACTICES

Youth concert operating practices that have been adapted to the
Preferences and needs of schools and orchestra in each city are
described in detail in the individual case study reports. This
chapter serves merely to summarize practices in general use, and
opinions generally held by representatives of schools and orchestras
regarding various aspects of youth concert activity.

Appraisal of Orchestra-School Cooperation

Relationships between schools and orchestra organizations rng---.1

from excellent to unfortunate.

At the upper end of the scale, top administre.krs of schools and
otchestra were in complete accord on basic purpo3e-; and values of

youth concerts. Finding solutions to operatingproblets consisted
chiefly of identifying problems and various kactors invcaved and,
with miziimtim formality, Sithserventiy`idobting plans believed to be

the most satisfactory for all conOerned.

At the other end of the scaie of relationships: outright animosi-
ties existed between school and orchestra admihistration--clashes
borne out of differing viewpoints and purposes tooted either in the
present or the past.

Ramifications of personal and institutional abrasiveness between
the two organizations invariably served to minimize the overall
effectiveness of youth concert work and as a result the students
ultimately paid the price for adult failure and/or irresponsibility.

Generally speaking, however, reasonably satisfactory working
relationships existed between schools and orchestras. The problems
most often encountered could be described as sins of omission
rather than sins of commission.

Orchestras and schools alike are understaffed. Employees of
each are overburdened and beset by daily crises. Representatives

of both institutions were found guilty of failing to find or take
the time needed to fully inform themselves of needs, viewpoints
and operating problems of the other. More thorough joint analysis
of the basic goals of youth concertstincreased joint planning of
procedures to be followed in reaching the goals, and closer communi-
caticn between the two institutions on all aspects of youth concert
operation undoubtedly would result in more meaningful, more enjoy-
able music experiences for students in any one of the cities studied.

IMI111
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Attendance

For what age students are youth concerts planned and presented?
Who attends youth concerts?

By far the greatest number of youth concerts presented in the
20 study cities in 1966-67 were planned for and attended by students
enrolled in the public schools in grades 4-9. There is a marked
decrease in youth concert activities for senior high school students,
grades 10 - 12.

Many youth concert series are attended by varioUs Combinations
of elementary and secondary grade studentt; and/ for that reason,
it was not possible to obtain complete breakdowns of attendance
figures by school grades.

The following percentages are presented as the most accurate
estimate that could be made of the grade breakdowns for concerts
and attendance.

School Grade Breakdowns for Concerts and Attendance

Total number of concerts presented in 1966-67 717

Estimated gross attendance 1,200,000

Concerts Percentage Percentage of
of gross attend-

concerts ance

For pre-school age Children 2.9%

For elementary grades only (1-6) 22.3

For elementary and jr. high (1-9) 5.5

For junior high only (7-9) 4.6

For junior and senior high (7-12).. 15.0

For senior high only (10-12) 3.5

For all grades (1-12) 46,207.11 1.
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The concert classification "for all grades" (Gr. 1-12) needsclarification. Although some series were identifed as being forall grades, scme or all of the audiences for specific concerts withina given series actually were grouped according to selected grades.

Concerts given ii:. school buildinas frequently were attended byall students in that building, and might include various combinationtof elementary and secondary students with emphasis on one group orthe other, Some concerts presented in high school buildings were
attended also by students from elementary schools in the neighborhood.

Included also in this "all grades" classification are the con-
certs presented on non-school time and available to any studentwishing to purchase a ticket and attend. Although technically theseconcerts were presented for "all grades", actually the planning and
attendance were focused upon elementary grade students.

So it was that elementary grade students Were included in
audiences for approximately 75% of the concerts, and probably
accounted for 65% or 70% of the total attendance.

Approximately 23% of the concerts were presented exclusivOyfor secondary grade students (Gr. 7-12).

Concerts planned specifically for and attended exclusively by
high school students (Gr. 10-12) accounted for less than 4% of thetotal number of concerts presented.

The Very Young

The "Tiny Tots Concerts", "Lollipop Concerts' and "Kinderkonzerts"
for pre-school age children are, of course, primarily of the nature
of party events for the children and their tethers, and are funded
chiefly from ticket sales.

Only 2 of the 20 orchestras plan speCifically for concert
attendance by student8 in grades 1-3.

During the Study, some of the conductors and music educators
expressed the opinion that children in grades 1-3 simply are not
ready for the complicated sound of a symphony orchestra hs the
Utah Symphony's Music Director, Maurice Abravanel, stated, "A
symphony orchestra is lost on tirv tots. Little children cannot
sustain their attention, and symphonic music requires sustained
attention from the listener. Therefore, it is best that the very
young children be introduced to instrumental music by small ensembles.

"When the child is a little older - (10 or 11 years old), he is
ready for the sound of a full orchestra, and it should be an over-
whelming experience for him."
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Concerts for Elementary Grade Students

Although strictly speaking, grades 1-3 referred to above) areincluded in the elementary classification, concerts for elementarygrades usually meant concerts for 4th, 5th, and 6th graders. Concertattendance started in 4th grade in 11 of the Study cities, with 5thgrade in 2 other cities, and with 6th in 2 cities.

Junior High and Senior High School Students - The "Teen-AgersY

Orchestras and educators alike are greatly troubled over theapparent slackening of interest in youth concerts as students progressthrough their junior and senior high school years.

Music educators reported the following as the main reasons whyjunior and senior high school students fail to go to concert0%when
attendance is optional:

1. Lack of student interest

2. Conflicts with increased school demands made upon students'time, attention and energy

3. Lack of effective channels of communication with these
students; frequently, concert information is sent only to
music education departments and fails to reach upper grade
students who are not enrolled in music classes.

Samplings of student opinion taken among junior and senior highschool students in 8 cities during the Study produced some ratheramazing results. Regardless of the size of the city, the economicand social level of the students, their involvement or non-involvementin musical performance, and their previous concert attendance exper-ience, many of the comments of the students, and the likes and dislikesthey expressed relative to youth concerts were almost identical andcentered around the following:

Youth Concert Operations

1. Don't expect us to attend concerts with the elenentary
kinds.

2. The conductor shouldn't talk down to us and treat us like
little kids.

3. Concerts are presented in a dull and uninspired manner.
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Programming

Programming "Likes"

1. Fast, short, gay, lively pieces

2. Rhythmic pieces and lots of per-
cussion

3. "Modern Music" - (one request
for electronic music)

4. Soloists - especially teen-age
soloists

Programming Requests

1. Some jazz
2. Some rock 'n roll
3. Some Broadway tunes
4. Some action on stage

Programming "Dislikes"

1. Long pieces

2. Slow, drab pieces
3. String pieces

It is significant to note that these same opinions and requests
regarding youth concert programming also were expressed by a consider-
able number of teachers in the cities studied.

The students' expressions of preferences and opinions open the
way for endless discussion and probing of musical taste, mmsical
training, modern education, the influence of radio and TV, and related
matters. They also bring into focus recent statements made in the
national press concerning such matters.

During the 1967 National Conference of the American Symphony
Orchestra League, several highly qualified persons were asked to dis-
cuss merchandising and music among the teen age sector which now
totals approximately 25 million. By 1970, half of the U. S. popula-
tion will be under age 25.

M. Vincent Guarino, Editor of Teen Magazine; reported that teen-
agers spend over $11 billion dollars a year, some $24 million an hour,
and traced the tremendous influence they have in today's economy,
today's tastes, today's marketing.

He is convinced that teem,agers are influenced primarily by three
sources of communication - teen-age magazines, TV, and Top-40 Radio
stations. The latter get their name by virtue of the fact that they
play only the 40 records (chiefly rock and roll and pops singers)
judged nationally at any given time to be the most popular, play
them over and over again with the conviction that the only way to
get through to these young listeners is by saturation exposure.
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Mr. Neely Plumb, Manager of the Popular A & R Productions, West
Coast Division of RCA Victor, reported that teen-age purchasers
account for approximately 31% of all record products sold.

He traced the development of musical tastes as reflected in
teen-age record purchases as follows:

"At abor't age 10, the children's money-goes for teen-seat
type of music which means contemporary rock and roll, Top 40.

"As the child gets older, his tastes tend to change and more
of his record dollar goes for other types of music.

"At about age 15, an interest in classical music is said to
crop up.

"The three main influences in record merchandising for the
teen-age market are television, radio and the films."

If it is true that an interest in classical music begins to
crop up among students at about age 15 -- about the time they enter
9th or 10th grade -- it would be of great interest to ascertain
whether or not this interest is an outgrowth of the prevailing prac-
tice of presenting youth concerts for students in grades 4-6.

In any event the problem of competition for teen-age interest
is obvious. One or two annual, 50-minute concert exposures to
symphonic music may well be lost in the welter of sound beamed at
the teen-age audience by Top-40 radio stations, TV, and the pops
recording industry--a problem of concern both to orchestras and
public school music education.

In the words of the Cincinnati Symphony's music director, Max
Rudolf, "something has to be done about the low level of radio broad-
casting in this country if we expect to reach young people with good
music."
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Scheduling of Concerts

90% of all 1966-67 youth concerts presented by the orchestras in
the 20 Study cities were played for students who were released from
school in order to attend.

Concerts presented
ONLY

during school time

1. Baltimore
2. Chattanooga
3. Cincinnati
4. Cleveland
5. Evansville
6. New Orleans
7. Pittsburgh
8. Providence
9. San Francisco
10. Sarasota
11. Seattle
12. Winston-Salem

On-School Time Concerts

Separate series
presented during
school time, and
non-school time

Columbus
Detroit
Hartford
New Haven
Salt Lake

Concerts presented
ONLY

during non-school
time

Pasadena
Sacramento
*Spokane

(*given during
school time in
1967-68)

95% of the nearly 1,000 teachers responding to Study questions
on concert scheduling stated they had no objection to concerts being
presented during school-released time. The responses chiefly repre-
sented opinions of elementary classroom teachers and music specialists.

There was no measure of the sentiments of secondary, academic
subject teachers who are acutely concerned with time and activity
pressures upon junior and senior high school students. A number of
comments indicated individual instances in which these teachers
discouraged students from taking time from regular classes in order
to attend concerts.

Secondary vocal specialists and elementary classroom teachers
expressed first preference for early moraing hours for concerts,
with choice of later morning hours and early afternoon hours follow-
ing in that order.

Back-to-Back Concerts

The growing practice of orchestras in scheduling two or more con-
certs in the same day (commonly referred to as back-to-back concerts)
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wss not a matter of concern to educators as long as the logistics of

arrivals and departures of large groups of students were effectively

handled.

Non-School Time Concerts

With the exception of the Pasadena Symphony which presents youth
concerts on Sunday afternoons, orchestras involved in non-school
time concerts presented them on Saturdays -- usually in the mornings
if single concerts, mornings and early afternoons for double concerts.

Ticket Sales and Payments

Adnission ws charged for one or more youth concert series in
16 of the 20 cities. In 3 of the 4 remaining cities students paid

bus fares. Therefore, school personnel was involved to some degree
in collecting money from students in nearly every city. The teachers

and school administrators were wonderful4y cooperative about this
additional, time-consuming responsibility.

Classroom teachers and music specialists both were involved in
collecting money from students with the latter apparently handling
more of the responsibility when only bus fare collections were made.

One half of the educator respondents indicated preference for continu-

ing to make the collections in the classroom as the most efficient

way of handling it.

School personnel made ticket sale payments to the orchestras in
a variety of ways -- at the box office at the time of the concerts,

by mail with use of a voucher system that obviated the necessity
of taking time for financial transactions at the concerts, by taking

the coins to orchestra offices, etc.

With few exceptions, ticket sale mechanics were handled for the
orchestras by members of women's associations and youth concert
committees who worked very closely with PTA groups and school personnel.
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Transportation of Students to Concerts

The task of transporting thousands of students to concert halls
loomed up as one of the most serious problems involved in youth con-
cert planning and presentation.

Sheer lack of available buses seriously restricts the number of
concerts that can be given and the number of students who can be
served in some cities.

Costs, usually borne by individual students, are prohibitive in
some areas -- running from 75 to $1.25 per concert in a few instances.
Where bus fares are held to a nominal amount of 15 to 3&, it usually
means that school funds or PTA monies subsidize fares paid by students.

In some cities lack of bus parking facilities presents monumental
problems of student safety and traffic disruption for the general
public.

The extensive time required from school personnel to work out
logistics and contracts for bus travel is a matter of serious concern
in several school systems.

Individual teachers spoke of their grave worries over safety of
children placed under their supervision for long trips to and from
concert halls that often had to be made in overcrowded buses.

The above practical problems account for a major part of the
increasing interest in bringing the orchestra to the students for
concerts in school buildings, instead of taking students to the
orchestra for concerts in central city auditoriums.

The bus systems -- whether private, commercial companies, or school-
owned systems -- were reported generally to be handling the work
satisfactorily. More than 80% of the education respondents to Study
inquiries rated transportation arrangements as "satisfactory".

Elementary classroom teachers were the most critical since it is
they who have the greatest involvement in this phase of youth con-
cert operation. The main reasons given for dissatisfaction, repre-
senting reactions from approximately 20% of the respondents, were as
follous:

1. Buses too crowded (21%)

2. Bus fare too expensive (18%)

3. Insufficient supervision on buses (7%)
4. Buses not on schedule (7%)

5. Trip takes too long (5%)



In addition to the above, many teachers expressed concern over

the lack of centrally organized transportation arrangements for con-

certs given on out-of-school time., pointing out that this lack

greatly reduced the number of students who could attend such concerts.

Audience Supervision and Control

Arrivals and Departures

Many different plans have been worked out and refined for orderly

handling of student arrival and departure from central concert halls.

When definite seating assignments were made in advance, diagrams of

the concert hall were sometimes forwarded to teachers for advance study.

Walkie-talkie devices were used by the concert coordinator and bus

drivers to facilitate corzert arrivals and departures in Baltimore

Audience Supervision During Concerts

Student behavior was examined rather closely in interviews,

through questionnaires and through observation in concert halls. The

total picture was a good one although the artistic forces (conductors

and musicians) were more critical than were the educators.

86% of teacher respondents, including music supervisors and

admiListrators, rated student behavior "satisfactory".

The main reasons given by teachers for unacceptable behavior were,

in order of frequency mentioned for 248 responses:

1. Inadequate concert preparation, particularly as it is

related to concert hall conduct (39%)

2. Inadequate supervision (24%)

3. Poor programming for the age group attending (16%)

4. Conductor variables (9%)

5. Concerts too long (6%)

6. Overcrowded conditions (5%)
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Students' safety, health and personal needs were aa,quately pro-
vided with the excaption of a few isolated instances.

There is no doubt that the presence of teachers who sit with
their classes at concerts is the most effective "extramusical" means
of having good audience supervision. Teachers knaw who to.watch and
have the advantage of post-concert contact with their students that
is not possible when ushers or members of the symphony women's
association have full responsibility for audience supervision.

It is not safe to assume: that student behavior will be good
merely because a concert is held in the school auditorium. The
groundwork is laid in the classroom. Good audience behavior does
not ordinarily occur magically either in tie concert hall or school
auditorium.

The few conductors who attempted to function as disciplinarians
were placed in an unfortunate position that alienated their audiences
and probably detracted frcm the mmsical benefits of the concert.

11111.

Length of Concerts

.Conductors were in gepieral agreement that concerts for elementary
and seccndary school students should range between 40 and 60 minutes
in total length. Teacher respondents were almost evenly divided in
preferences for progrsms of 45 minute or 60 minute duration. There
was no appreciable difference between elementary and secondary level
preferences.

Printed Programs

Use of printed programs generally was frowned upon by conductors
as being conducive to noise and an actual or potential nuisance
factor. 58% of the teacher respondents concurred, some of them
being of the opinion that there was little need for printed programs
when verbal comments were used. Others felt there was value in
students being able to refer to programs during the concert as a
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reminder of that composition was being played. This problem was
solved by one orchestra by putting the title and name of the composer
of each composition on large placards and exhibiting them on easels
placed on stage.

Several orchestras felt there was value in students having some-
thing to take home as a meuento of the concert and, in some cases,
as a reminder of the next concert and, therefore, distributed printed
programs to students as they left the concert hall.

Publicity and Promotion

The scope of publicity and promotion used in conjunction with youth
concerts varied greatly depending on whether concerts were given dur-.
ing school time or non-school time.

Orchestras presenting non-school time concerts financed from
ticket sales find it necessary to use all available publicity and
promotion media in order to attract substantial audiences, and the
costs are relatively high. Brochures, newspaper advertising and
feature stories, radio and TV announcements, personal contacts by
members of symphony women's associations, PTA, Junior League and
other sponsoring groups -- all are extensively used.

Relatively little promotion of this sort is used for concerts
presented during school time, and publicity generally is limited to
distribution of concert information through the school systems.

There was no indication that the music education offices of the
school systems gave anything but full coperation in publicizing
on-school time concerts, but there was evidence of breakdown of
communications within the individual schools where announcements
sometimes were not made. The weakest element noted was failure to
notify students not in secondary music classes of concerts.
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USE OF EDUCATIONAL RADIO AND TELEVISION IN CONJUNCTION WITH YOUTH
CONCERTS

Radio

Use of radio as an instructional medium was extremely limited
in the 20 cities studied. Although 9 of the 20 cities had educa-
tional radio stations, reports on use of this media were available
from only 7 of the school systems.

CLEVELANDseyeral -Programs broadcast in conjunction with
preparing students for opera performanceS; occasional hard-
to-obtain recordings played in conjunction with Cleveland
Orchestra youth concerts.

DETROIT--radio used only fot tebroadcases of:youth concerts.

EVANSVILLEconductor presented a 15-minute brobadcast prior
to youth concerts, and some of the concert music was broadcast
the day before concerts.

HARTFORD--youth concerts were broadcast live to the schools,
and the best of each pair of concerts was rebroadcast later
by WTIC, a commercial station. The station also provided
concert tapes to those schools requesting them.

NEW ORLEANS- -the Orchestra maintained the facilities for
broadcasting youth concerts live from the concert hall over
the Louisiana Youth Concert Network. There has been con-
siderable decline in the number of schools making use of
the broadcasts within the last few years.

PASADENA--the director of music education of the public schools
has, for the last 7 or 8 years, broadcast preparatory procirams
for students in connection with youth concerts, but not all
teachers to whom they were available were making use of the
programs.

SALT LAKE CITY--occasional use made of radio in conjunction
with youth concerts.

A number of teachers in the states of California and Washington
mentioned their use of the Standard School Broadcasts sponsored by
the Standard Oil Company.
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Television

Twelve of the 20 Study cities had educational television
stations and the Spokane station was scheduled to open in the spring
of 1967.

BALTIMOREuses a commercial station each year for a series
of music programs which, in 1967, were related to youth
concerts.

CHATTANOOGAmakes use of regularly televised music lessons in
which youth concert material is included.

CLEVELANDrebroadcasts youth concerts.

EVANSVILLE--uses commercial facilities for youth concert
rebroadcasts.

NEW ORLEANSstudents viewed videotapes from the "Music for
Children" series distributed by National Educational Tele-
vision, with a preview showing made available to teachers.

PITTSBURGH--pre-concert programs assist in preparation of
students.

SALT LAKE CITY--occasional use made of telecasts in connection
with youth corxerts.

SAN FRANCISCO--preparation of students for opera performances
was done via television in 1965-66,

CINCINNATI)
COLUMBUS ) no use being made of local educational
DETROIT ) television in connection with the youth
HARTFORD ) concerts.
SEATTLE )

Limitation of preparatioa time and the costs involved were men-
tioned frequently as barriers to greater use of educational TV
(and radio) in connection with youth concert work.

Need for Greater Utilization of Radio and Television

Individually, teachers in most of the Study cities commented
on their wish that greater use could be made of educational radio
and television in connection with preparation of students for youth
concerts. They spoke of the desirability of having a master teacher,
well-qualified by virtue of training and musical involvement, (or
the orchestra conductor), present the student preparation sessions.
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In nearly every instance that mention was made of the idea, the
teachers referred to the Leonard Bernstein discussiont in conjunc-
tion with the New York Philharmonic Young People's Concerts as the
ideal format toward which to work. The availability of books, re-
cordings and films based on these concerts has helped to make them
a staple in the music education teaching curriculum for many teachers.

Orchestras and schools alike could well give greater c3nsidera-
tion to the possibilities of using concert broadcasts and tele-
casts (live or delayed) as a practical means of supplementing
students' present limited opportunities to actually attend concerts.

In spite of the fact that 19 of the 20 cities studied had

populations in excess of 100,000, only 9 or 10 of them maintained

educational radio facilities. Two-thirds of these taught music
regularly via radio broadcasts, but in only 2 was youth concert

preparation a part of the regular radio instruction program.

The Hartford practice of linking one live concert with 5 or

6 radio broadcasts. of youth concerts gave the students increased

over-all listening experience in a realistic manner.

The low cost of radio in comparison with television, the possi-

bilities of diversifying instruction through use of multiplexing

facilities for broadcasting several programs simultaneously, and

the existence of the rich resource of taped music materials in the

National Audio Visual Catalog (1) were mentioned recently by

Jerrold Sandler as being the principal national indications of

the growing vltality of instructional radio. Indications of this

growth were in evidence in only a limited degree in the Study

cities. (2)

Of the 12 systems having educational TV only one, Chattanooga,

handled youth concert instruction as a part of the normal content

of televised lessons. Pittsburgh and Baltimore had related tele-

cast series that included youth concert preparation material.

REFERENCES

(1) National Audio Yape Catalog. Washington: N.E.A. 1967. $3.00.

(2) Sandler, Jerrold. "Educational Radio: 'The Hidden Medium'
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p. 964-967.
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PREPARATION OF STUDENTS FOR CONCERTS, AND CON6ERT FOLLOW-U0

ACTIVITIES

Learning to Listen, as Viewed by Educators

In the course of the Study, educators Were asked to set forth

their concepts of the purposes of youth concerts0 the folloWing

are listed in order of frequency mentioned:

To foster stUdent appreciation of good music

To form a part of a student's music education
To expose a student to live music performances
To stimulate student interest in music
Opportunity-for a student to participate in socially

effective situations
To build future concert audiences

As an aid in achieving the stated purposes of youth concerts,

715 of 739 Music teachers were of the opinion that students should

learn something about the music to be played prior to hearing it

at youth concerts, as did 30 of 34 general administrators and

supervisors interviewed.

Increased enjoyment and understanding of the music were
mentioned most often as the immediate goals of concert preparation.

A considerable amount of writing has been done on the subject

of listening and the best means of developing listening skills,

but it cannot be categoricclly stated that exposure to structured
listening experiences is the only means by which a person can learn

to listen to music. The burden of proof, however, does favor the

teaching of certain listening skills.

Schwadron had this to say about the place of listening in the

general music curriculum.(1)

"General music should provide for the development of
discriminative habits of listening to music, systemati-
cally progressing in complexity and abstractness. Judi-

cious use may be made of programmatic ideas and iconographic

representations in the lower grades. While imginative
elements may serve to motivate interests in younger people,
they can prevent purposeful transitions to more abstract

levels. Listening habits which are active and apperceptive

foster a greater awareness of artistic significance. We

must come to accept the belief that the capacity for

abstract listening may be possessed by the "uneducated"

listener. It remains the task of education to nurture
and to develop sensitive listening levels through instruc-
tion in general music."
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Ernst and Gary stress the importance of teaching the generally

educated person to listen purposefully, to be musically literate,

to understand design in music, and to exercise discrimination.(2)

Broudy stated his views in the following manner:(3)

"That the skills of listening should be among the outcomes
of formal music education is not a matter for debate. The

disagreement will come in what good listening is to mean
and the theoretical grounds for adhering to one meaning

rather than another.

"One camp of music educators regards listening as the
total activity from which the hearer derives enjoyment.
The important matter is that enjoyment accrue and that
the desire to listen be established. The more radical

version of this view is more interested in the enjoyment
than in what music is being enjoyed, and it is based on
the notion that good music is whatever music one happens

to enjoy. In the same way one will also find a less
radical view; one that believes that there is a differ-
ence between good music and music that is not so good,

but it also believes that somehow sufficient exposure to
'good' music will eventually produce in the listener a

preference for it.

"We may call this the exposure theory of teaching music

appreciation. As to method, it is suspicious of empha-

sis-on musical techniques, historical accounts of
musical works, interpretations by the teacher, and

analysis of musical compositions in general. All such

dissection, it is believed, threatens to destroy the
spontaneous and unified response of the listener. It

is, in brief, suspicious of any attempt to intellectualize

the art of appreciation.

"Opposed to this camp is another that believes the road

to appreciation lies in the study of music. Reading,

ability to discriminate in matters of melody, rhythms,
tempo and tonality, and ability to comprehend fairly

large patterns of tonal material are regarded as essen-
tial to adequate appreciation."

Hartshorn joins the second camp: (4)

"Although many people find enjoyment in taking an emotional

bath in the mere sound and general effect of the music

they hear, such a response is only partial in relation to

the listener's total capcity, for he has a mind as well as

a body and most of the music he hears in the public schools

should appeal to both. Listening, when properly guided



and focused upon the musical content of a composition,

can be a most effective means of developing musical under-

standing and insights, and there need be no conflict be-

tween this aim in listening and the enjoyment that can

come from it. . . Some of the greatest pleasures and

satisfactions in life come from the discovery of intellec-

tual insights. In fact, such discovery can be very ex-

citing, and there is a strangely mysterious interaction

between success in activities leading to intellectual

understanding and enjoyment at a more physical-emotional

level. Perhaps the ultimate in listening experience is

achieved when at a point of emotional climax in the music,

there is also at the moment a flash of understanding that

reveals a hitherto unsuspected relationship of form.41

Conductors' Viewpoints on Student Preparation for Concerts

Whereas music educators and general education administrators

were overwhelmingly in favor of students being guided in advance

study of the concert program as preparation for concert attendance,

the conductors of orchestras included in this Study held widely

differing opinions on advisability and value of such preparation.

Four conductors viewed student preparation as "absolutely

essential" and 6 considered it to be "valuable". Several conductors

stated they always could tell whether or not a student audience had

had advance study. They found that students who had been given con-

cert preparation were more alert, evinced a sense of greater per-

sonal involvement in the music, were more attentive, responded

more quickly, and gave every indication of enjoying concerts more

than students who had had no preparation.

One conductor preferred to have students prepared for 2 or 3

concert pieces, but given no advance information about the remain-

der of the program in order to preserve an element of "freshness"

and "surprise".

One conductor was of the opinion that "Jle value of advance

study depended entirely on who handled it and how it was done. He

preferred no preparation to having it done by persons not profes-

sionally trained in. music.
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Two conductors stated they couldn't tell the difference between
reactions Of students who had had preparation and those who had not.

Two conductors were strongly opposed to any form of student

preparation ,. stating it detracts from the student's open-mindedness
and receptivity to the music and makes a spontaneous, emotional re-

sponse to it impossible.

Concert Preparation Practices

TEACHING PERSONNEL RESPONSIBLE FOR PREPARING STUDENTS FOR CONCERTS

Elementary Grades.--Main responsibility of:

(A) Elementary claccrn^m music specialist with assistance by

classroom teacher

OR

(B) Secondary vocal teacher who teaches general music classes.

Half of the instrumental specialists were involved in a
limited degree unless they, too, were working in general

or academic music.

Sacondary Grades

:Vocal *teachers and. instrwental specialists -chiefly

responsible.

Students not enrolled in music classes seldom received
any preparation.

CONCERT PREPARATION FOR ALL STUDENTS ELIGIBLE TO ATTEND

The problem arose time-and-again during this Study, concerning

preparation of all students eligible to attend a concert even

though not all would attend. If preparation is structured in such

a way that the live performance is the culmination of the learning

experience with the structure collapsing without it/ it would be

difficult to justify preparing all students when only some of them

can attend the concert.
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Preparation of all students can be better justified if the

youth concert is treated as one experience among many in the course

of study, with the study leading up to a point where students could

hear the entire concert program either in person or via television

or radio. Under such circumstances all could receive benefit of

lasting nature from the preparation.

It is hard to imagine, however, use of a 45-minute classroom

concert of recordings as an effective substitute for a live concert

experience. The degree of personal involvement, a critical element

in the listening experience, is much greater in a live concert

experience. Attendance at n concert is an enriching experience,

par excellence, and can well be the crowning event of a well-

structured sequence of learning experiences. Learning will take

Place without it, but greater learning and a deeper aesthetic

experience could occur with it.

SPAN OF TIME NEEDED FOR CONCERT PREPARATION

Many teachers expressed concern that they didn't receive pre-

concert study material "in time" to adequately prepare their stu-

dents. Some wanted it 3 weeks in advance of the concert; a few

wanted it months ahead. (lathers didn't seem concerned whether or

not they received it.)

Both student and teacher respondents to Study inquiries empha-

sized the fact, over and over aaain, that student response to con-

certs is more enthusiastic when the music "is familiar" to the

students.

One difficult problem in concert preparation is finding the

optimum balance of advance exposure to the concert music in order

that the students may be familiar with it by the time they attend

the concert, but not bored with it as a result of dverexposure

prior to the concert. Nothing was unearthed in this Study that

sheds Much light on this point.

Limited research has been done on this subject in the education

field. Getz,(5) for instance, worked with a group of 7th grade

students to attempt to determine the effects that familiarity, based

on repetition of previously unfamiliar serious music, had on the

degree of musical preference. Based on results of the study, Getz

suggested that the junior high school general music class teacher

consider at least 2 or 3 hearings of the same composition, spread

out over several weeks. In fact, he found that by carefully spac-

ing hearings to avoid the factor of fatigue, periods of a year or

more might be used to provide carry-over from one grade to the

next.
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It must be determined what constitutes a minimum number of
exposures, and the distribution of listening experiences beyond
this left up to the judgement of the individual teacher. As one
respondent remarked, "planned overexposure" is a vital part of the
listening process and its existence a responsibility of the music
educator.

The feasibility of reintroducing compositions at various
levels in a student's education, thereby providing new opportunities
for more mature insights, has been set before the Miasic educator on
occasion. This prompts one to reconsider the objections, often
voiced by teachers, when an orchestra plays the same composition on
youth concerts 2 years in succession. The repeat policy implies
a "Great Piece of Music" approach (akin to the 100 great books)
that uses a limited number of works,which have proven their artistic
worth,as the cornekstone of a listener's repertoire.

Taking all of this into consideration, one must seriously ques-
tion the "crash program" in which a short period of intensive in-
struction is given on music to be heard at concerts without allowing
for adequate individual absorption of the basic content of the nmsic.
Often, decisioh must be made to study 1 or 2 pieces carefully and
leave the remainder of the program in the realm of "unprepared"
listeningthe procedure followed in Baltimore, for example.

In any event, long-range planning that produces study materials
well in advance of concerts is vital to any structured listening
program.

CONCERT PREPARATION TECLNIQUES AND PROCEDURES USED

The following techniques and procedures were among those
reported as being in use (currently or formerly) in schools within
the 20 Study cities:

Procedures used in individual schools,,or throughout
a school system

1. Preparation for some secondary concerts was handled for
all students in the school by language arts teachers.
(Seattle)

2. Concert preparation in former years was built arr.und
several music appreciation textbooks. (New Orleans)

3. When preparation is not being done in individual class-
rooms, 1 teacher works with large groups of students
on concert preparation. (Detroit)
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4. All students receive preparation, whether or not they

attend concerts. (Cleveland, Baltimore)

5. The conduCtor considers it important to visit the

schools to Play for the children and discuss tha

concert music. (Sarasota)

AnproaChes Used bit_z_11_2Lidj_ml.LIreachers

1. Themes written on cards were arranged in the proper
musical order by students as part of their study of a

composition.

2. A daily 15-minute listening period was held to aid in

instrument and theme recognition.

3. Selected portions of compositions, chosen to fit students'

attention span, were taped and played.

4. Student concert evaluations were taped and sent to the

conductor.

5. Students developed their own concert programs and dis-

cussed the lives of the composers.

6. Library assignments and reports were considered essential

to good concert preparation.

7. A high school orchestra played through music to be heard

on a forthcoming youth concert program.

8. Charts of the orchestra seating plan were drawn and pipe-

cleaner figures made to represent the musicians.

9. Bulletin board and display case exhibits were developed.

10. Copies of all themes contained in the study materials

were reproduced for individual students.

11. Themes were played on the piano and bells by capable

students.

12. Maps were used to locate composers' birthplaces, and

countries and places represented in nationalistic

and descriptive music.

,......
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Post-Concert Activities

The obvious lack of attention to the post-concert phase of

youth concert activity is puzzling. Only about half of the 944

teachers responding to this phase of Study inquiries reported

doing anything in their classes in the way of concert follow-up.

When done, it consisted mainly cf discussions, replaying records

of some or all of the concert music, written assignments including

letter writing to conductors and musicians. Approximately 67% of

the elementary classroom music specialist respondents stated they

did some follow-up, chiefly on an individual basis.

The desire that educators evidenced to have students learn

about the concert music would certainly include use of valid

teaching techniques, one of which would be post-concert discussions,

evaluations, re-listening, and other reinforcing activities. It is

at this juncture that learning should be tested to determine the

validity of the concert experience, at least from a recall stand-

point. Generally this was not done.

In actual fact, there were very few suggestions made for

follow-up activities. The following (among others) can be used,

however, as part of the total learning experience:

1. Discussion of individual reactions to the music

2. Formal gathering of data concerning student and teacher

likes and dislikes as related to the concert

3. Evaluation of the learning experience

4. Taking advantage of an emotional peak reached to discuss

what one gains from hearing a live performance

5. Using this experience as an entree to new and more

involved listening

v-I

,
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Materials for Use in Concert Preparation of Students

RESPONSIBILITY FOR PREPARING AND FINANCING CONCERT STUDY MATERIALS

FOR USE BY TEACHERS AND/OR STUDENTS

A total of 12 orchestras and 9 school systems were involved xn

preparation and/or financing of concert study materials for use by

teachers and students in the Study cities during 1966-67. Practi-

cally all of the materials were prepared for teacher use.

Orchestras used various plans for actual preparation of

study materials. Conductors developed the study guides in Chat-

tanooga, Evansville and for some of the Seattle concerts.

In Cincinnati and for some concerts in Seattle, the orches-

tra financed the materials but engaged school personnel to do the

actual planning and writing of them.

Orchestra administrative personnel was responsible for

preparation of materials or supervision of their preparation in

Cleveland, New Orleans, Providence, and Salt Lake City.

The San Francisco Symphony engaged a college faculty mem-
ber who worked closely with the Orchestra's youth concert conductor

in preparation of the materials there. For the last several years,

the Pittsburgh Symphony engaged the musicologist who prepares program

notes for the Orchestra's adult concerts, to prepare teacher guides

for student coy!certf:, but will experiment with having them prepared

by public schc-::1 personnel for 1967-68 concerts.

In those orchestras holding responsibility for large scale

preparation and production of materials (Cincinnati, Cleveland, San

Francisco, etc.) costs ranged between $1,000 and $1,500 plus staff

time. Complete costs for the handsomely printed materials used in

Salt Lake City were borne by the business firm sponsors of the youth

concerts. In Pasadena, the Area Youth Music Council met costs of

publishing the youth concert booklet.
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Table No. 4
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE FOR PREPARING AND FINANCING CONCERT
PREPARATION MATERIALS FOR USE BY TEACHERS/STUDENTS

Prepared by Prepared by No Materials

Schools Orchestra Used

Baltimore yes

Chattanooga

Cincinnati prepares

Cleveland for federal
funded.concerts

=1, yes

finances

yes

Columbus yes

Detroit yes

Evansville yes

Hartford yes

New Haven

New Orleans yes

Pasadena Area Youth
Council

Pittsburgh yes

Providence yes

Sacramento

Salt Ldke City through
business
sponsor

San Francisco yes yes

Sarasota yes

Seattle for federal yes

funded concerts

10.

=1, 410 410

ea, 410, eat.

ANN mi.

11

MN.

11,

none

41=, 41.1MOD

41M, ova

4//w =0.

Ns. Imp we.

rione

=1, ffill

.1.0MO,

Spokane

WInston-Salem yes

66
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SCOPE OF MATERIALS USED

Materials provided for concert preparation of students, whether

prepared and financed by schools or orchestras, ranged from the

briefest of hotes concerning a concert program to comprehensive

courses of study. Materials used during 1966-67 can be grouped

roughly as follows:

Kinds ofMaterials in Use
Notes Musical References Teaching

Examples and Sugges-

Resources tions

Category I X X X X

Baltimore -City, county, &
parochial series

Cincinnati -Young People's

Seattle -Elem. & Jr. High
under P.L. 89-10

Category II X X X

Detroit -School Concerts
Providence -Children's series

Salt Lake -Youth series
Category III X X X

Pittsburgh -Young People's

Sarasota -Sarasota County
concerts

Category IV X X

Cleveland -Severance Hall
concerts

Columbus -Youth
Hartford -Youth

Seattle -4th grade & elem.

Category V X X

Chattanooga -Youth (Includes
materials for
TV teaching)

Category VI X X

New Orleans -Louisiana Youth

series
Children's series

San Francisco-Concerts in Opera
House

Category VII
Evansville
Pasadena
Winston-Salem

Category VIII - No materials used
New Haven
Sacramento
Spokane

X
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SUMMARY OF CONTENTS

Contents of study materials covered a wide range of subjects

and reflected an interesting variety of approaches to the task of
preparing students for symphony concerts. To attempt to include

all of the subjects and ideas in any single guide would, of zourse,
be utterly impractical, and there is considerable question as to
whether or not a complicated tome would be used.

A concise approach, such as that used in Baltimore, apparently,

is more appealing to the teachers who are expected to use the mate-

rial. When youth concert programming is based on multi-yeat- cycles,

a concert resource manual might be developed that would include

references to all argropriate school and community resource materials.

Number of guides in

Inventory of Contents which item was included

Concert manners information 4

Information on conductor . . . OOOOOOO 0 4

Information on orchestra 6

Orchestra seating chart ....... .... 4

Source reference materials for teachers 9

Source reference materials for students 5

List of recordings 7

List of films and filmstrips ....... 3

Reference to materials in museums, etc. 1

Contents relating to the music:

Musical examples 12

Style, form, period, etc. 9

Analysis 6

"What to listen for" 11

Composer 13

Stories 13

Glossary of terms , 111

Pronunciation 5

Concert evaluation materials 3

Note: See Chart #10 in Appendix 0 for detailed analysis.
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The music education members of the Study staff found the fol-

lowing of special interest or concern:

a. Information on instruments of the orchestra was ihclUded

in many study guides although there is a wealth of maie

rial on this subject readily available to teachers through

regular teaching materials generally in use in the schools.

b. Lists of recordings, visual aids and reference books were

included in study guides in 9 cities. Recording lists

from Baltimore, Detroit, Seattle and Cincinnati were re-

lated directly to the current programs whereas other6

used general lists. The listing of compositions and re-

cordings related to the music scheduled for a specific

concert was a desirable practice. Not only do such list-

ings give teachers an added resource but are especially

helpful if recordings of the specific compositions in

question are not available. Reference to several differ-

ent recordings (interpretations) of the same work is useful

for work with more advanced students.

a.

The Detroit and San Francisco guides were the only ones

giving fairly complete lists of recommended films and

filmstrips.

Concert evaluation devices were included in only 3 guides,

the most extensive being used in connection with the

Seattle "Enrichment Through Music" concerts. The Sarasota

guide contained evaluation sheets for use by students.

The Chattanooga guide included a "feedback" sheet for

teachers to use in commenting on the cohcert.

Chart No. 10 in Appendix 0 givegdetailed breakdowns of

contents of study materials. Examples of various materials are in-

cludediin Appendix 0, of which the following are judged to be of

special interest:

Category I Materials

Baltimore 1965-66 materials were prepared primarily for use by

music specialists and included theme charts, tapes of

concert compositions, piano reductions of principal

thematic material, lists of references and suggested

activities. The 1966-67 materials were focused more

upon use by elementary classroom teachers and were

the most realistic and practical materials for this

purpose that were examined.

Cincinnati Study guide for the "Fun in Music" Young People's con-

certs included a number of teaching suggestions written

by an elementary classroom music specialist.
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Seattle Materials for the federal projects contained the most
advanced material for techniques in using the tape
recorder in concert preparation and included stimulating
and provocative pedagogical approaches.

Category II Materials

Detroit The materials were well-organized and attractively pre-
sented. Of special note are the separate section for
composer biographies, the section on materials avail-
able at the Children's Museum, and inclusion of call
numbers for recordings, films and filmstrips.

Providence Inclusion of a short explanation of tile dsmonstration-
narration aspect of the concert could be made use of
in the classroom to alert students to discussion of
certain playing techniques.

Category III Materials

Sarasota Of special interest is the section on concert evalua-
tion which provided a procedure for having the students
evaluate what they had seen and heard at the concert;
section on "Getting Ready for the Concert" also of
special interest.

Category IV Materiaft

Cleveland Writing style is of snecial interest. Materials are of
particular value to the skilled music specialist under-
taking comprehensive preparation of students.

Crategbry V Materials

Chattanooga The television guide for teachers in grades 4-6 incor-
porated doncert preparatiot with general music lessons
in a carefully planned sequential fashion.

Category VI MaterialS

New Orleans Offered a unique approach in describing the orchestra
in terms of the kinds cf cases in which instruments are
carried, and description of various steps leading up
to the beginning of the concert.
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CategsmEIL.Mielftalli

Spokane Although no materials were used in 1966-67, interesting
materials had been employed in earlier years, including
examples of various music forms and suggested listening

experiences.

Materials for. Student Use

There can be no doubt that study materials placed in the hands

of students reinforce work being done by teachers. The difficulty

of preparing, financing and distributing student study materials

was reflected in the fact that they are used in only 6 cities, and,

of these, only 3 cities produced fairly substantial materials for

student use (Hartford, Sarasota, Seattle). Use of Keyboard junior,

BOMAR materials and classroom music series was practiced to a lim-

ited degree.

MATERYALS RELATED TO TEACHING THE MUSIC

What to Listen For

The heart of study material is discussion relating directly to

the music, other sections of the guides making an understanding of

this section more complete. Judging from the study materials,

attempts made to teach students something meaningful about the music

were varied.

Rather than simply discussing each composition as a separate

entity, study guide authors in several cities first presented a short

resume on su C:,. topics as contemporary music, or the overture. Mate-

rials using this approach found in Baltimore and Cleveland were use-

ful and well-written. The development of short, accurate expositions

on general musical topics that relate direct/y to the concert theme,

or to the form or style of a composition (to cite just a few possilei,

bilities) provide useful materials for the teacher.

Musical Examples

In study materials using musical examples, themes usually were

written as single lines of music. Several guides offered piano

reductions of appropriate sections of music, a useful tool for music

specialists.

Lack of musical examples in study materials is difficult to

understand. Although their inclusion involves additional work, and,

sometimes, expense, it seems futile to try to discuss a piece of music

intelligently without using musical examples. Even the poor quality

of music reproductions found in some of the guides gave teachers smite-

....fling for concrete musical consideration.
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Form

In spite of the importance attributed to an understanding of
musical form by such writers as Broudy and Hartshorn, and by
knowledgeable musicians generally, only 4 instances of inclusion of

something about form were found in study maLerials examined (Cin-
cinnati, Cleveland, Seattle, and the Spokane 1964-65 guide).

Form was discussed either in the body of the narrative discussion,
or by letter designation (ABA).

Analysis

The quality and purpose of discussions of the analysis were
revealing. Obviously, some authors were writing notes to e read
to students, which accounts, in pert, for frequent use of anecdotal
and biographical material. Seldom did the writing style give the
idea that the information was intended to be absorbed by the teacher
and communicated to students according to their particular needs.

Presentations ranged from a lively, chatty style to a straight
musicological approach. Combinations of student-oriented narrative
and teacher-oriented factual data were noted in Cincinnati materials--
--a device that guarantees a certain degree of uniformity in teach-
ing method and content, while permitting the teacher freedom to
individualize a presentation through use of other materials as well.

Tempo,Rhythm, and Tone Color

There was more frequent reference to temporal than tonal
aspects of music, usually in terms of temr1 or rhythmic charac-
teristics of a specific composition. The composer's creation of a
mood was referred to in terms of major or minor tonality, the
registers in which instruments play, and use of various orches-
tration devices.

Instrument Recognition

Instrument recognition was given importance. The usual approach
was to identify appearance of a theme with a specific instrument or
group of instruments. Various instrumental playing techniques were
mentioned, such as pizzicato.

The Composer

In nearly all study materials, something was said about the com-
poser. Extensive use was made of anecdotal materials, leaving little
space, unfortunately, for discussion of the music. Certainly, there
is validity in using composer information that has a direct :aid mean-
ingful bearing on music to be played, but under the space limitation
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and purpose of program notes for school concerts, the emphasis
should be placed on the music and informatinn directly related to
it.

Stories

Stories that legitimately can be attached to descriptive music
were used frequently, and often biographical information was inter-
mingled with information concerning circumstances under which a
composition was written, performed or received.

Musical Terms and Pronunciation

Glossaries of terms were frequently used, but aid in pronun-
ciation of them was included in only 3 or 4 instances.

earliwyma1Is..im.

Availability of Materials

Distribution of materials within school systems presented prob-
lems in several cities. Some teachers who were directly responsible
for preparation of students reported they did not receive materials
regularly. This breakdown in distribution occurred often enough to
make it a matter of serious concern.

Approximately 90% of the elementary classroom music specialists
queried during the Study reported receiving preparatory materials for
their own use. The secondary vocal teacher, who ordinarily would
handle concert preparation, reported receiving material in only
approximately 65% of the responses.

If any satisfactory preparation is to be done, the starting
point is a distribution system that will assure receipt of the
materials by each teacher having responsibility for preparation of
students for the concerts.

The late date at which some teachers received materials pre-
cluded their making any significant use of them in some situations.
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Reproduction of Study Materials

Materials ranged from handsomely printed booklets to poorly
mimeographed materials containing inaccurate data, typographical
errors, and misspellings of composers* names, titles of composi-
tions, and musical terms. Poor reproduction of musical examples
was especially noted in mimeographed materials.

Greater use undoubtedly will be made of attractive looking
materials regardless whether they are mimeographed or more pro-
fessionally reproduced by printing, offset, or multilith.

Teachers appraised art work and layout of materials prepared
for student use as being either "good" or "excellent" in 67% of
the replies to Study inquiries.

Development of Supplementary Materials by Individual Teachers

Roughly 40% of al/ teachers responding to Study questionnaires
reported that they personally develop materials to use in conjunction
with concert preparation as a supplement to materials provided by
schools or orchestras.

Elementary classroom music specialists led in this activity
with elementary classroom teachers indicating the least involvement
in preparation of supplementary materials.

Percentage of Teachers Res onding to Study Questionnaires
Who Prepared Supplementary Materials for Concert Preparation

Elementary classroom music specialists . 59% (of respondents)

Secondary vocal teachers 45% "

Instrumental specialists 36% so,

Elementary classroom teachers 30% "

1;
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The following suggestions made by individual teachers as to
methods and materials used in concert preparation have general
application:

1. Enlist PTA assistance in locating and obtaining needed
recordings.

2. Correlate television preparation materials with youth
concert study guides.

3. Worksheets and workbooks can be used effectively, the latter
to be used from year to year. Worksheets can be completed
as children listen.

4. Materials from art galleries and museums could be used
effectively.

5. Scores should be provided for teachers to use in con-
cert preparation.

6. Teachers must be given time away from class responsibili-
ties to do needed research on concert programs.

7. Informal discussions between students and musicians could
serve a useful purpose.

8. Required in-service (teacher) activities could be centered
around concert preparation.

Evaluation of Concert Study Materials and of the Preparation
Given to Students

THE MATERIALS

Teacher Reaction to the Concert Study Materials

Compilations of teacher responses in this section of the Study
were interesting and, quite possibly, misleading.

Judging from the responses, many teachers considered any
materials received, whether for student or teacher use, to be
"teacher's guides". Over 90% of the 756 respondents thought the
materials were adequate for their purposes.
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Considering the great range in quality of materials examined,
this is puzzling. When teachers considered fragmentary or poorly
prepared materials to be adequate, it can only be assumed that
either their purposes in preparing students were nat clear, or
that they already were in possession of necessary facts and tech-
niques and did not need any special help other than knowing what
music was to be played. Unfortunately, this second rationale
doesn't ring true.

a. Information contained in the guides.--Over 90% of the
music specialists and 88% of the elementary classroom teachers
responding considered the information contained in guides and the
organization of it to be either "excellent" or "good". This held
true for guides that ranged from 2 paragraphs of general bio-
graphical, non-technical information to the most comprehensive
materials examined.

b. Availability of suggested supplementary materials.--The
question concerning the ready availability of suggested supple-
mentary materials drew an interesting response. The "availability"
was commented upon by many respondents even though no materials
were suggested in the guides, indicating either that the question
was poorly stated or read incorrectly.

In my event, there was much less staisfaction with the
status quo on availability of supplementary materials than with the
information contained in study guides. Only 68% of the respondents
gave a "good" or "excellent" rating on availability of suggested
supplementary materials; 18% responded with a rating of "fair",
and 14% with a rating of "poor". The latter two groups expressed
concern over lack of films, filmstrips, books, etc. to be used in
conjunction with student concert preparation and lack of availa-
bility of recordings that were in good condition.

c. Student materials.--These were judged with a more critical
eye by the relatively few teachers whose students received study
materials. Elementary classroom specialists, who would be most
directly concerned with these materials, gave rather satisfactory
ratings to the materials in most cases.

Evaluation of the Materials by the Study Staff

The music education members of the Study staff came to the
following over-all conclusions concerning the materials examined:

Uses made of materials showed that teachers need to be given
"instant" teaching devices if they are going to do an effective job
of concert preparation. The supposition that the busy teacher either
will have or take the time required to do adequate research in order
to prepare students for a concert program is fantasy, yet this
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seemed to be the idea behind the study materials in several in-

stances. In others, there was indication that this situation was
fully realized, and materials were simply prepared fok the teachers

to read.

Vhereac teachers must have acdess to carefUlly developed
teaching aids, the line of demarcation between guides prepared
for the non-snecialist teacher and thciSe plannea for the specialist

was not too clear in many cases. Study guides using musical exam-
ples, for instance, can be used effectively only if the teacher
reads music, which is not always the case with the generalist--the

classroom teacher. Nevertheless, some of the guides did little

more than present musical examples of themes contained in the con-

cert music.

The Seattle materials,prepared specifically for use by elemen-

tary classroom teachers in conjunction with federal-funded concerts,
were based on the assumption that the teacher handling concert
preparation would have very little specialited musical training or
experience and employed a realistic approach in dealing with the

non-specialist teacher.

The Cincinnati and tleveland materials and the 1965-66
Baltimore mate-rials, On the other hand, were prepared with the

music specialist (teacher) in mind.

The many technical inaccUracies found in study materials
greatly reduced their effectiveness as teaching aids.

Evluation of Concert Preparation and Post-concert Activities

for Students

The music educators who served on the Study staff gave special

emphasis to examination of the quality and extent of concert pre-
paration and post-concert activities in cities studied. In reporting

findings, consideration must be given to the fact that Study ques-

tionnaires were lengthy and, therefore, perhaps discouraging to
same respondents who may have given them only cursory reading. It

also is possible that the questions could have been worded more

effectively.

Nevertheless, the findings revealed a bleak and discouraging

picture.

It should be possible to assume that music specialists would

be fully aware of the possibilities of presenting music to students

in such manner that they, the students, gain a deeper understanding

and appreciation of it. On the whole, this was not evident.
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In spite of the fact that some research and considerable writing
exist in the areas of the teaching of listening skills and appre-
ciation of music, results of the Study indicated a feeling that music
educators do not know what direction to give tof:them-
selves or to the elementary classroom teachers in the teaching of
listening in connection with youth concerts.

It is not known whether the lack of achievement is attributable
to time pressures that preclude doing a really good job, to the
fact that colleges and universities are not reaching the supposed
level of musical training of teachers, or to the fact that school
performance pressures and preoccupation are all-consuming.

The fact remains that mediocrity (or less) is being tolerated
as evidenced by weak practices. For example:

The directors of music education and their supervisory and
administrative personnel sometimes were fully aware of the
lack of effectiveness of youth concerts, yet they do little
about the situation.

Teachers generally indicated satisfaction with what they
had to work with in their particular situation. There was
an overwhelming bias in favor of existing practices, good
or bad. Bias for good practices is understandable; bias
in favor of poor practices is tantamount to ignorance.

No matter what was played on a concert program or how it
was presented, there was acceptance of it by the average
teacher respondent.

Lack of pre-concert study materials was bemoaned when
there were none, but existing materials of doubtful
value or use were rated "good" even when they contained
little more than a listing of works to be played in a
concert program.

Delegation of responsibility for concert preparation to
music supervisors who understand the problems of teaching
music at specific grade 3evels was found to be standard
procedure in some of the school systems, but the materials
they ask their teachers to work with are sometimes hardly
usable.

All-in-all, it is not to be wondered that some of the orchestra
conductors expressed lack of enthusiasm for the entire theory of
preparation of students for concerts.
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YOUTH CONCERT PROGRAMMING

PROGRAMMING STATISTICS

The following statistics relate to works played in youth con-

certs performed by the 20 orchestras involved in the Study during

a three-year period: 1964-65, 1965-66, 1966-67.

Total number of different programs analyzed 281

Total number of performances of these programs 965

Total number of different composers represented 184

Total number of different compositions presented 1,205

The data that follows clearly indicates that youth concert

audiences are hearing, predominately, overtures, excerpts from

suites, and pieces from the romantic period and the 20th century.

An examination of the list of compositions played (See Appen-

dix P) indicates heavy emphasis on program music--music with a story,

a story that can be used by teachers in concert preparation; a story

that lends itself to student classroom activity; a story that con-

ductors can use in verbal comments during concerts.

It should be noted that programming policies reflected in the

following data, relating to the more than twelve hundred composi-

tions, are almost identical to policies followed by each individual

orchestra regardless of whether it played 6 or 60 youth concerts in

the course of a year.
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Classifications of the Compositions Table No. 5
Played in Youth Concerts

STYLES AND PERIODS OF MUSIC

Number of Com-
positions Fall-
ing within Each
Classification

Percentage of
Each to the
Total No. of
Compositions
Played

Baroque 61 5 %

Classical 242 20 %

Romantic 447 37 %

Impressionism 35 3 %

20th Century 402 33 %

Before 1937...195
After 1937...207

Not identified 18 2 %

Totals 1,205 100 %

TYPES OF COMPOSITIONS

Symphonies and excerpts of 205 /7.0%
Symphonic poems 15 1.3%

Overtures, suites, pieces 810 67.0%
Concertos and works with soloist 115 9.5%
Musical theatre and opera 56 4.6%
Not identified 4 .7%

Totals 1,205 100.0%

INSTRUMENTATION

Works for full orchestra 1,142
Works for small orchestra 2

Works for string orchestra 36

Not identified 25

Total 1,205

WORKS INVOLVING SPECIAL "FEATURES"

Works with narrator 21

Works with chorus.. .. qf 7

Works with dancers 15

Works with cartoonist 1

Works used for instrument demon-
stration 18

Works for group singing 2

Total 64 (5% of total)
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MAJOR FACTORS REPORTED TO BE AFFECTING YOUTH CONCERT PROGRAMMING

By and large, final selection of music for yonth concert
programs was left up to the orchestra which, in effect, means the
conductor and, more specifically, the conductor of youth concerts.

It is obvious, then, that youth concert programs are rooted
in the conductor's ability, training, experience, knowledge of
repertoire, isical taste, interest in educational work, and under-
standing of a child's learning capacity.

In addition, the conductors reported many other factors to be
operative in their program planning for youth concerts, including:

1. Basic purpose of youth concerts

a. To provide primarily a significant musical experience
for children

b. To serve chiefly as an educational experience coordi-
nated with the public school music curriculum

c. To entertain and amuse the children

2. Financial structure of youth concerts

a. Concerts completely subsidized vs. concerts that must
earn part of their cost from ticket sales

b. Source of the subsidy and the degree to which the
source(s) have influence or authority over programming
policies

c. Importance attached to educational work by the orchestra's
board of directors as reflected in the amount of funds
they approve for rehearsals and performances of youth
concerts

3. Educators' participation in youth concerts

a. Degree of interest and basic philosophy with which the
school system approaches youth concerts

b. Degree of participation by music educators in program
planning

c. Existence and effectiveness of pre-concert study presented
for students by the schools
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4. Audience factors

a. Ages of students attending a given concert

b. Number of concerts each child attends within the year

c. Number of consecutive years that a given student

customarily attends youth concerts

5. Production factors

a. Size of the student audience
b. Nature, size and acoustics of the auditorium or

building in which concerts are presented

6. Personnel factors

a. Size and quality of playing personnel available for

youth concert services
b. Interest and experience of orchestra management in

youth concerts

7. Scope and nature of orchestra's overall educational program

a. Presence or lack of a small ensemble project that is

coordinated with youth concerts presented py the full

orchestra
b. Number of years that youth concerts have been a part

of the orchestra's work

8. Special factors related to youth concert program content

a. Concert themes
b. Verbal comments
c. Augmenting groups
d. Special attractions or extra-musical devices

e. Audience participation
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Influence of Basic Purpose of Youth Concerts in Programming

Every conductor yearns for the ideal Situation in which to
exercise his programming prerogatives--opportunity to plan concerts
that heed serve only one purpose, thatof.providing significant, en-
joyable mUsical experiences for i;steners.

Probabiy the closest approxiMation to the conductor's concept
of an ie.eal situation for freedom in youth concert programming
would occur with concerts given during in-school time (thereby
guaranteeing presence of the audience),under complete subsidization
by the orchestra (thereby giving the conductor complete autonomy
in programming), and with no attempt made to coordinate program
content with any other considerations whatsoever.

No instance of such a situation was found in the 20 cities
studied. Each conductor had to take into account one or more of
the aforementioned factors as he planned his youth concert programs.

Programming for concerts designed primarily to serve as
educational experiences in coordination with a public school music
curriculum must be concerned to a greater or lesser degree with

--the school's courses of study
--availability of study materials in the schools
--consideration for interest on the part of music educators
to provide audience participation activities and per-
formance opportunities for student soloists and student
ensembles

--consideration of the musical and educational philosophies
of the school's director of music education and, occasionally,
the wish of that individual to have a part in the actual
concert performance.

Programs designed primarily to attract children to concerts
during non-school hours present very special problems. Seldom is
it the child who makes the decision to attend or not attend. The
decision is made by parents and, more specifically, usually by
mothers of the children. Therefore, the programming choices made
for these concerts do not necessarily reflect what the conductor
thinks the children would enjoy and should hear, but rather what he
thinks the mothers think their children will like and should hear.
Frequently, hese programs represent efforts to serve a combination
of purposes .including concern with educational and musical values
and sane efforts to amuse and entertain.
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Influence of the Fihancial Structure of Youth Concerts on
Programming

The financial structure of youth concerts has extensive influ-
ence on programming.

By common assent it is assumed that persons, organizations or
agencies that provide financing for youth concerts deserve the
courtesy (even though they may not demand the right) of having their
views taken into account in the planning of concerts.

BUSINESS SPONSORS

Youth concerts in 7 cities are financed in part by business
firms. In no case were the sponsors reported to have expressed any
desire or exerted any effort to influence programming policies.

ORGANIZATION SPONSORS

Organization sponsors assumed major responsibility for youth
concert financing in 6 cities through contribution of funds and/or
assumption of responsibility for handling ticket sales. Organization
representatives usually took a keen, personal interest in all phases
of youth concerts including program content and, in same cases, sub-
mitted many programming suggestions to the conductor, with consid-
erable insistence upon their choices.

FOUNDATION SPONSORS

Foundations figured in financial sponsorship of youth concerts
in 5 cities. In 4 of the cities, the foundations were locally based
and exerted no influence on programming. In the 5th situation, a
national foundation was involved and the usual format of granting
funds for a specific project with specific goals was followed. In
this case, (Baltimore), the grant was made in connection with a con-
temporary music project. Acceptance of these funds by the orchestra
committed the conductor to performing a specific repertoire.

NON-SCHOOL CITY, COUNTY, STATE FUNDS

Non-school public funds helped finance concerts in 5 cities.
There was no indication of influence on programming coming from
the agencies controlling the funds.

PUBLIC EDUCATION FUNDS

Local and/or state school system funds entered the financial
picture in 6 cities and, with but I exception, the purposes and
philosophies of the schools entered program planning to some degree.
Federal education funds under P. L. 89-10 projects were used in 5
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cities,and the specific projects for which funds vere granted may
have affected programming to some slight degree.

TICKET SALES

Whenever youth concert financing is based on sale of tickets,
as was the case for 1 or more series of concerts in 16 of the 20
cities, the conductor is subjected to pressure in the matter of
programming from whoever is responsible for promoting and handling
ticket sales.

If members of the orchestra women's association, Junior
League or PTA are responsible, they advise the orchestra manager
or conductor of the reasons why their sales efforts were success-
ful or unsuccessful and make recommendations and suggestions
accordingly.

If sales are handled primarily through mail orders and direct
personal contacts with the orchestra office, it becomes the re-
sponsibility of management to ascertain cause and result relation-
ships between programming and ticket purchases and to advise the
conductor of the kinds of programs that "sell."

If ticket sales are handled by school personnel, they report
on the results with explanations of why students are interested or
disinterested in attending concerts. Eventually, this information
goes to the conductor, who is expected to take such matters into
account in planning future concerts.

There are, however, other aspects of the influence of financial
matters upon programming that are of even greater importance.
Judging from educators' replies to study questionnaires, these
aspects are little understood in education circles except at the
very top level of school administration.

RELATION OF REHEARSAL TIME TO PROGRAM CONTENT

Teachers in a number of cities took exception to the practice
of including in youth concert programs some music that had been
played in recent adult subscription concerts. "Warmed over pro-
grams" was the phrase they used to describe the situation.

When a composition appeared on a youth concert program before
it was played on a current subscription concert, the orchestras
were accused of subjecting students to "nothing more than a rehear-
sal."

These programming policies relate directly to financial
matters. As indicated in the case study reports, each and every
orchestra is subsidizing youth concerts to some extent from basic
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income derived from adult concert ticket sales, recording con-
tracts (and other earnings), and from funds contributed annually
to the general support of the orchestra.

The first question relative to youth concerts that each
orchestra must face each year is "How much money can we allocate
to subsidization of youth concerts?" Translated into operations,
this question resolves itself into "How many of our musicians'
contracted services can we afford to use for youth concert rehear-
sals and performances? How much of our soloist budget can be used
for featured performers in youth concert programs? How much of our
music purchase and rental budget can we allocate exclusively to
youth concerts?"

One of the basic tenets of orchestra operation is that of making
1 dollar do the work of several. Rehearsals represent dollars.
Therefore, whenever a composition is rehearsed and brought to per-
formance level, orchestra economics demand that a practical return
be realized on that investment by performing the work in as many
concerts as good programming policies will permit.

Conductors must take these factors into account in all program
planning--whether for youth concerts or for adult subscription con-
certs. If they didn't, orchestras soon would be bankrupt.

In larae professional orchestras that rehearse daily, play
several concerts a week, and have huge repertoires at their command
at all times, it seldom is necessary to make many significant adjust-
ments in youth concert programming in order to accommodate the
situation. However, it may not be possible for these orchestras to
invest extensive rehearsal time in preparation of works that, due to
other performance commitments, can be used only in youth concerts
at a given time in the orchestra season.

In the smaller city orchestras that rehearse only once or
twice a week and play relatively few concerts during the entire
year, the repertoire that is ready for performance at any given
time is extremely limited. Their youth concert programs, therefore,
either must be drawn from current playing repertoire, or additional
money must be found to finance rehearsals required to prepare works
especially for youth concert programs.

Conductors of the smaller city orchestras reported that they
work out the interplay in program planning for adult and youth
concerts in several ways. Occasionally they play a given work on
an adult concert primarily because they want to use it in forth-
coming youth concerts and can, in this way, finance rehearsal time
for the composition. In other cases, the youth concert program is
dictated in large measure by the works currently in the orchestra's
playing repertoire at the time of the youth concerts by virtue of
having been prepared for an adult concert.
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When it comes to the artistic viability of playing some of the
same cmpositions in youth concerts and in adult subscription con-
certs, the conductors were amazed that the question was even raised.
To paraphrase the remarks of 1 conductor during a Study interview--

There is no such thing as "youth concert music." There

is significant and insignificant music. There is loud

music and quiet music. There is fast music and slow

music. There is music of a thousand different moods.
There are long pieces and short ones. Some of this music
lends itself to inclusion in a 45-minute program played
to 2 or 3 thousand children. Some of it doesn't. It's

up to the conductor to know what can be used effectively

and what can't be used under these circumstances. The
artistic suitability of a given work for a youth concert
has nothing to do with whether or not the work has been
played for other audiences either before or after it is

played for students.

The conductors also pointed out that the children usually are
the beneficiaries whenever it is possible for an orchestra to use
compositions in youth concerts that already have been performed in
recent adult concerts simply because the works are likely to re-
ceive a more polished performance than when they must be prepared

especially for youth concerts with minimal rehearsal time.

Influence of Educators on Youth Concert Programming

School administrations in some Study cities had established
policies for the nature of school participation in youth concert
planning. The Study indicated, however, that there was no existing

general pattern in these matters. In effect, the Study's research

specialists found 20 different approaches within the 20 cities
studied, including the following:

1. Traditional close corroboration between orchestra and
schools in jointly developing youth concert programs as an
integral part of the school music curriculum, with financing
assumed jointly by schools and orchestra.

2. A situation in which the orchestra assumed full responsi-

bility for financing but the programs were developed jointly
by the conductor and the director of music education.
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3. A situation in which the director of music education
assumed considerable personal responsibility for influencing
concert programming although the concerts were played during
non-school time and financed by a business firm.

4. In 3 of the 6 cities in which local public school monies
were used for youth concert support, there was close collabo-

ration between schools and orchestra in program planning.
In the other 3 cities there was less close collaboration on

programming.

5. In 3 cities in which no public funds were used to finance

youth concerts, there was very close collaboration between
schools and orchestra in selection of music to be played.

In 3 other cities in which youth concerts were financed en-

tirely bv private funds and/or ticket sales there was no
cooperative work on programming although in 1 instance the

concerts were presented during inschool time.

Almost 66% of the music administrators and supervisors re-
sponding to Study questionnaires considered music played on youth
concerts to be satisfactory for the audiences attending. Another

27% were partially satisfied,with only 7% indicating definite

dissatisfaction.

The degree of participation sought by music administrators and
supervisors in program selection pretty much boiled down to a ques-
tion of professional and personal viewpoints of the individual edu-

cators involved.

Conductors of almost every orchestra reported, however, that
there was some program consultation, formal or informal, between
themselves and administrators of school music departments. Only

the individuals involved really know to what degree the viewpoints

of each were reflected in youth concert programs.

It is believed that this Study has aftorded the first compre-
hensive opportunity to examine the influence that those persons who
actually deal with the students--the classroom teachers and the
music specialists--have on programming. This influence makes itself

felt in several different ways:

1. Through reports the teachers make to their supervisors
and, thus eventually to school administrative personnel, and

through the administrators,finally to the conductors, at

least to some degree.

2. Through the reports the teachers make to members of
symphony women's associations and PTA groups who are re-
sponsible for youth concert ticket sales and, through these
channels, eventually to the conductors.
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3. Through the teachers' close work with children who

attend the concerts and whose reactions are a potent factor

in the conductors' selection of format and content of sub-

sequent youth concert programs.

It therefore seemed especially pertinent to this Study to examine in

same detail the teachers' attitudes, opinions and suggestions relat-

ing to youth concert programming.

Generally speaking, the teachers indicated that they felt the

music played was suitable for the children attending.

Replies to the Study question, "Do you consider the music

played in the youth concerts to be suitable for the chil-

dren attending?"

Yes

Elementary classroom teachers 86%

Secondary vocal teachers 86%

Instrumental specialist teachers 79%

The teachers' write-in comments, and responses to the Study

invitation to list their programming suggestions proved more reveal-

ing of their opinions than did the above yes-or-no anwers to the

questionnaires relating to concert programs. When the teachers'

programming suggestions were placed opposite the profiles of their

musical training and experience (See Appendix B) a clearer picture

of the situation and problems involved began to emerge.

Elementary grade students were involved in the audiences for

approximately 75% of the youth concerts presented. The teachers

classified as "music specialists" (vocal and instrumental teachers)

actually handle most of the work involved in teaching elementary

children about the music to be played at youth concerts. They are

assisted by elementary classroom teachers--the generalist teachers.

Regardless of the fact that music assignments are largely

handled by vocal and instrumental teachers in the schools studied,

it is the classroom teacher who has the most extensive and continu-

ous daily contact with students and, probably, the greatest influ-

ence upon their ideas and opinions. Also, in the cases in which

youth concert tickets are sold through the schools, it usually is

the classroom teacher who handles this chore.

Therefore, the opinions and attitudes of the generalist teach-

ers in matters relating to youth concerts become of great signifi-

cance to all concerned.
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The teacher training given in colleges and universities today
ill prepares the average generalist elementary grade teacher to cope
with matters of musical taste and program selection--as indicated
in the teacher profiles (Appendix B).

It is not surprising to find, therefore, that the write-in com-
ments of many of these teachers indicated limited knowledge of
orchestra repertoire, limited comprehension of what a symphony
orchestra can reasonably be expected to do and play and what it
can't do, and even limited personal experience in attending sym-
phony concerts (youth concerts or otherwise).

Some of these teachers wistfully expressed the hope that their
school principals would permit them to attend at least 1 youth con-
cert--something they couldn't do unless every student in their class
attended.

The generalist teachers urged performances of (a) short, gay,
lively pieces because "this is what the children enjoy most";
(b) Broadway tunes "because the children know them"; (c) avoidance

of long, slow, quiet pdeces "because they are dull for the children";
and, (d) especially, inclusion of music "that is familiar to the
children."

Here, indeed is an anomaly. One purpose of youth concerts is
to introduce children to a new experience in life, to a new litera-
ture. Inevitably the symphonic repertoire will be unfamiliar to
most students. Presumably, one purpose of pre-concert study in the
schools is to "prepare" the children to hear that which heretofore
has been unfamiliar to them, yet the teachers who are responsible
for giving the students such preparation are urging that programs
be drawn fram that which the children already have experienced.

Individual comments made by several teachers served to dramatize
the wide gap between what symphony orchestra organizations tend to
assume is general knowledge of what a symphony orchestra is all 0-
about, and the actual understanding of orchestras held by some of
the teachers who are so vital to the total structure of successful
youth concerts.

Next to elementary classroom teachers, the vocal teachers
(elementary classroom music specialists) form the specialist group
having the widest contacts among students. Practically all elemen-
tary students have some contact with vocal teachers, whereas only
a relatively small percentage of students come under the influence
of instrumental teachers.

Again, examination of the vocal teachers' training and musical
experience profiles reveals their lack of personal involvement in
orchestral experiences and, judging from their individual comments
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and programming suggestions, generally limited personal acquaint-

ance with the entire structure of symphony orchestra operations

and symphonic literature.

Individual ccmments and programming suggestions offered by
vocal teachers indicated wide interest in programming that would
incorporate the short pieces, the gay, lively pieces and "familiar"

music.

In addition, the comments indicated that a significant number

of vocal teachers felt orchestras were failing to give proper im-
portance to presentation of vocal soloists and choral groups in
conjunction with youth concerts. "Orchestras always place too much
emphasis on instrumental music" was the way I vocal teacher expressed

it.

The vocal teachers made a significant observation on 1 of the
gaps in the over-all musical education of students in pointing out
that little opportunity is given students to hear professional or
quasi-professional choral performances. What wouLd appear to be a

lack on their part of a practical understanding of symphony orches-
tra operations is their expectation that orchestras necessarily have

it within their power to solve these problems. Financial limita-
tions and operational problems usually preclude presentation of
professional or quasi-professional choral groups on multiple youth
concerts, and the voices of student vocal soloists are seldom devel-
oped to the point that they can be balanced against a symphony

orchestra.

When it came to programming suggestions and attitudes toward
youth concerts expressed by the music specialists- -both vocal and
instrumental teachers--the Study revealed what appeared to be con-
siderable confusion in their minds between youth concerts as
offering opportunities for students to hear professional perform-
ances, and youth concerts as performing platforms for their students.

Some teachers urged presentation of student performers (solo-
ists or groups) as a means of developing strong interest in the
concert on the part of the student audience.

Other teachers urged use of student performers primarily as a
means of giving them recognition and encouragement, and also for

the purpose of challenging the student musicians hearing them to
greater achievement levels.

Many of the orchestras are presenting student soloists, link-
ing the selection of the young performers with annual young artist
competitions.
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Student choral groups, violin choirs, clarinet choirs, and

youth orchestras have been featured with the adult orchestras

on occasion. Such presentations are necessarily limited by the

practical problems of joint rehearsal time for the youth groups

and the adult orchestra, and availability of the students to per-

form several repeat concerts.

Two or 3 of the orchestras, however, hold staunchly to the

philosophy that 1 of the great values of a youth concert is the

opportunity for students to hear a fully professional performance,

that the students have many opportunities to hear student per-

formers in various school-sponsored activities, that the youth con-

cert should not be used as a student performance medium unless the

student is so exceptionally talented and advanced as to be approxi-

mating professional performance standards.

Student opinion polls indicated interest in student soloists,

but the viewpoint was coupled with statements that the student

soloists should be used only if they were really "good."

Finally, in the matter of the influence of educators on youth

concert programming, comes the very practical problem of how the

concert preparation activities in the schools shall be coordinated

with choice of music to be played.

In responses from teachers to Study questionnaires concerning

pre-concert study materials, there was almost a universal statement

of need for recordings of the works to be played. If the orchestra

considers detailed student preparation for concerts to be important,

then either music must be chosen for which recordings already are

available in the schools, or provision must be made by schools or

orchestra for acquisition of recordings of music that is programmed

for youth concerts.

Influence of Audience Factors on Youth Concert Programming

AUDIENCE AGE GROUPS

Policies varied widely among the 20 cities in the matter of age

groupings for youth concert audiences. Procedures ranged from pro-

grams planned for and presented to carefully selected age groups to

those played for "anyone who will buy a ticket and come."
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Nevertheless, conductors, musicians, orchestra managements,

educators and students--all agreed on this 1 aspect of youth con-

certs. The message was clear--give separate concerts ior different

age groups! If at all possible, present different programs for

each age group!

High school students (grades 10-12) want concerts played just

for them. They will tolerate the presence of junior high students

if it's absolutely necessary. Given a choice they will have nothing

whatsoever to do with concerts whose audiences include elementary

grade school children.

Junior high students (grades 7-9) and their teachers were of

the opinion that for optimum concert conditions they should be

grouped together without the presence either of older or younger

students.

The consensus among elementary teachers seemed to be that 4th,

5th, and 6th grade students could be accommodated in the same audi-

ence with reasonable success, but that separate concerts should be

given for younger children (grades 1-3), and for older students.

Some teachers of elementary grade students expressed the opin4.on

that the presence of junior and/or high school students at concerts

attended by elementary students spoiled the concerts for the younger

children and also created discipline problems that otherwise would

not occur.

Each of the conductors in the Study cities commented that pro-

gramming must take into account, as far as possible, the ages and,

therefore, the attention span of youth concert audiences. With I

exception, each was convinced that, ideally, different programs

should be played for elementary, junior high, and senior high school

age students. When this is impossible, the conductors felt that

quite satisfactory results could be obtained by making suitable

changes in verbal comments for audiences of different age groups

even when the same program was played for them.

The programming problem described as being practically unsolv-

able appeared when a single audience consisted of students of wide

age range--from grades 1 to 12, for instance. "Simply impossible

to plan a fully satisfactory program under these conditions," was

the general verdict of the conductors. The conductor can only focus

on the large middle group of students,and neither the very young nor

the older student group is properly served in such concerts.
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NUMBER OF CONCERTS ATTENDED BY STUDENTS

The number of concerts attended by a child in a given year,

and the number of consecutive years he attends concerts have great

influence on programming policies.

One of the conductor consultants for the Study remarked that
exceedingly difficult programming problems are encountered when

students attend only 1 concert each year.

"There is so much music to play, so many things to accomplish,
so many things the children should hear that your first inclina-

tion is to try to do everything at once--you try to conceive of
the all-encompassing youth concert program. Obviously, it doesn't

exist."

Some of the educators pointed out that, in their opinion, it
was almost hopeless to try to structure a meaningful youth concert
experience based on each student hearing only I program (approxi-
mately 40 minutes of symphonic music) per year.

Conductors and educators agreed that the most meaningful youth
concert programming can be achieved when based on students hearing
several concerts a year over a period of several successive years.

Under these circumstances, the cycle plan of programming comes

into the picture. Programs are planned for the entire 3 or 4 years

for which sequential concerts are provided. Heavy investment is

made in study materials for use in the schools. At the end of the

cycle, the same series of programs starts all over again.

Several conductors and educators pointed out that ideally
there should be a I2-year concert cycle that would carry the stu-
dent from his first exposure to orchestral music in primary grades,
on through his high school years when, presumably, he would be

fully ready to graduate to adult subscription concerts.

Influence of Production Factors on Youth Concert Programming

Various production factors greatly influence concert pro-
gramming according to the conductors. Size, acoustics, and general
atmosphere of the hall, and size of the audience--each has a bear-
ing on the length of the pieces that can be performed successfully
and on the dynamics and even the tempi of the works that may be
included in the programs.
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These factors also have a telling effect on what can be done in
the way of verbal comments during the concert, on certain aspects
of audience participation, and upon soloists that may be presented.

Ideally, the conductors would like to work with student audi-
ences ranging in size froM 1,000 to 2,500 and present youth concerts

in regalar concert halls. All departures from these conditions
demand compromises to be made in youth concert program content.

The New Haven Symphony deliberately imreased its financial
obligations in order to move youth comerts from a 2,500 capacity
hall to one seating 1,000 for the purpose of nresenting what the
conductor felt would be more meaningful musical experiences for
the children.

One of the large city orchestras has withstood considerable
pressure from various sources to move the youth concerts from a
2,000-seat auditorium to a 10,000-seat hall in order to make con-f
certs available to 3 times as many students as now can be served.

"Better that we do an effective piece of work with 2,000 stu-
dents than an ineffective piece of work for 3 times that many," is
the judgement of this orchestra.

The Evansville Philharmonic joyfully moved its 1967-66 youth
concerts from the 9,500-seat stadium it had been using to the new
hall which accommodates only 2,000 even though it meant that the
orchestra had to develop new financing for the additional number
of concerts required merely to continue to serve the same number of
students.

In the opinion of conductors and orchestra managements in the
cities visited, the effectiveness of youth concerts diminishes
as the size of the audience increases, and, for student audiences
in excess of 2,500 or 3,000, youth concerts usually cease to have
much significance either as musical experiences or as educational
experiences.

The kind of building used for youth concerts is considered
by conductors and orchestra managements to be of prime importance
in permitting selection of effective programs as well as enabling
the performance of those programs to be satisfactory.

Ideally, a concert should be played in a hall that lends it-
self to good listening conditions, one that enhances the anticipa-
tion, enjoyment, and pleasant memories of the concert experience.
Compromises in acoustics, compromises in pleasantness of surround-
ings, compromises in the over-all concert atmosphere--each detracts
from enjoyment of a concert for persons of any age--be they adults
or young children.
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Therefore, student concerts performed in sports arenas or
other unsuitable facilities with uncamfortable seating, poor
acoustics, poor visibility--all of these factors serve to mitigate
against the enjoyment and effectiveness of the concert musically
and educationally.

Influence of Personnel Factors on Youth Concert Programming

Lack of playing personnel for youth concert performances is a
factor that affects programming of the smaller citv orchestras i

rather than that of the large city orchestras.

A full symphonic complement of musicians is acsured for youth
concerts played by fully professional orchestras in which all
musicians are engaged on a full-time basis for a stated number of
weeks per year.

In several of these orchestras (included in the Study) the
over-all youth concert projects included concerts played by the full
orchestra as well as additional series played in school buildings
which could accommodate only smaller units of the orchestra. Spetr.
cial programming, of course, was required for concerts played bv
the smaller orchestral units.

Availability of playing personnel or the lack thereof, however,
is a factor of major concern among the smaller city orchestras
whose musicians are engaged on a per-service basis. Most of the
musicians in these orchestras hold full-time professional positions
in addition to their orchestra work. The orchestra customarily
schedules rehearsals and concerts at niaht and on Sundays--at times
that do not conflict with musicians' regular employment.

When youth concerts are scheduled during school hourse the
orchestra musicians must arrange individually with their respective
employers fo7 the released time needed to play the concerts.

In some cases the musicians lose the salary they ordinarily
would receive for that day's work. Seldom do the modest playing
fees paid by the orchestras equate to the loss in salary. Moreover,
some employers are not willing that business concerns or the teach-
ing schedules of educational institutions be disrupted through
absenteeism caused by even so noble an undertakina as youth concerts.

Therefore, it is not uncommon for smaller city orchestras to
be forced to play youth concerts with personnel numbering only 2/3
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or 3/4 the size of the orchestra that customarily performs in con-
cert. What to do? Use the music already rehearsed and simply play
it with a smaller personnel? That proves to be reasonably satis-
factory for same compositions and exceedingly unsatisfactory for
others.

Or, should a special program be chosen that can be performed
satisfactorily by a smaller personnel? This solution immediately
brings up the necessity for additional funding with which to finance
the extra rehearsals required for preparation of an entirely new
program.

In other words, there simply is no good solution to this pro-
blem, and each orchestra meets it with compromises--trying as best
it can to choose the compromise that will result in the best
possible program for the young listeners.

There was justified criticism from teachers in several cities
over the fact that orchestras were playing music composed for full
instrumentation with a reduced personnel; criticism that the sound
of the small orchestra used for youth concerts was swallowed up in
the huge hall in which concerts were presented; criticism that the
orchestra's best players were not used in youth concerts; allega-
tions that the orchestras were willfully downqrading the quality of
the music presented to the children.

The inadequacy of solutions the orchestras used for meeting
the personnel problem is apparent, but the solutions were adopted
because of the exigencies of the situation and not because the
orchestra association or its conductor wished to present youth con-
certs under these conditions.

Another aspect of the influence of personnel factors upon
youth concert programming has to do with the orchestra's management.
Managers who are deeply committed to the need and value of youth
concerts often find ways in which rehearsal and financial schedules
can be adjusted in order to give the conductor more freedom in
programming.

In fact, the history of youth concert developments in several
cities clearly reflects the importance of strong, enlightened
management as a part of the total picture in effective youth concerts.

...a.......&
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Influence of the Scope and Nature of the Orchestra's Over-all
Educational Program on Youth Concert Progranming

Most orchestras experiment ulth various formats, ideas and
schemes in youth concert programming. Maturity comes with experi-
ence as revealed in the histories of youth concert developments
reported in the individual case studies.

Some of the orchestras incorporate a small ensemble program
into their educational acitivities and coordinate programming be-
tween the 2 units (full orchestra concerts and ensemble perform-
ances). The conductor may, for instance, depend on small ensemble
performances presented in school classrooms to take care of instru-
ment demonstrations rather than using time for such demonstrations
during the full orchestra concerts. In some cases, small ensembles
are expected to introduce students to basic concepts of rhythm,
melody, harmony, etc. thereby doing away with need to allocate time
for these discussions and demonstrations in full orchestra concerts.

Special Factors Related to Youth Concert Program Content

CONCERT THEMES (See Appendix P for listing of themes used)

Conductor opinion on desirability, validity, necessity, or
practicality of using central themes for concert programs varied
widely, ranging from complete rejection of the idea as being "con-
trived" and "artificial," to that of enthusiastically embracing the
plan as a practical method of knitting together the diverse pur-
poses and practices operative in the youth concert situation.

To a man, however, the conductors deplored inclusion of insig-
nificant music just because it fitted into a theme concept. Con-
ductor consultants who analyzed the 1200-odd works played by the 20
Study orchestras found in the total list very few works (actually
only about 1%) that they surmised had been included only in order to
carry out a theme idea.

One conductor pointed out the fact that good basic programming
for any concert incorporates "compatibility of style" which he
described as "an implied theme." "We usually don't refer to it as
a 'theme' in connection with adult concerts," he added. He observed
also that well chosen themes permit great flexibility in choice of
music and, in his opinion, can be worked out in a way that facili-
tates concert preparation responsibilities of the teachers.
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One conductor was of the opinion that the central theme idea
is utterly impractical when the concert plan enables students to
hear only 1 concert a year, but that themes can be useful and help-
ful when students are attending 3 or more concerts a year.

90% of the questionnaire replies fram music supervisors and
administrators indicated that they considered the central theme idea
to be effective, but a note of restraint entered into their indivi-
dual comments. Several observed that although the theme idea had
been used successfully in concerts for their students, they didn't
consider it really necessary. Others pointed out that teachers
didn't have the teaching time needed to really develop the idea
adequately when preparing their students for concerts.

Comments from individual teachers indicated that many of
them found the theme concept helpful in concert preparation. An
elementary music teacher in Detroit commented as follows:

"I feel that a definite subject should be presented in each
program whether it be the comooser, the instrument, or the
work itself. This subject should then be exemplified by
many aids--visual, esthetic, aural, etc. The concept should
be fully developed and leave a definite impression upon
the audience. Then the children can take this subject, as
say the sonata, and use it as a tool to evaluate other
compositions."

VERBAL COMMENTS

Verbal comments for youth concerts have at least some effect
on programming--an effect on timing, if nothing else. Generally
speaking, the conductors stated they planned about 8-10 minutes
of verbalization in a concert totalling 50-60 minutes in length.

Verbal comments were used in all concerts and were generally
presented by the conductor, although in a few instances orchestras
engaged so-called local radio or TV "personalities" to handle the
verbal comments.

Generally speaking, teachers expressed preference for verbal
comments over use of printed programs with the proviso that the
person presenting the comments have the talent and training re-
quired to speak well and effectively9 that the comments be well-
planned and well-suited to the age group attending, paced as to
hold the students' attention, and that they be clearly audible to
every child in the audience.
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Granting the above circumstances, teachers generally preferred
that the conductor handle the verbal commentary, and some teachers
(approximately 8% of the replies) stated they felt more detailed
comments relating to the music and its performance would be helpful
and desirable.

AUGMENTING GROUPS

Conductors expressed wide interest in exposing students to
Lallet and opera in conjunction with orchestral youth concerts.
Teacher responses indicated widespread desire to have ballet and
opera included on youth concert programs and professional choral
work as well. They reported excellent student response to almost
any concert program that involved action and movement in combination
with the orchestra.

SPECIAL "ATTRACTIONS" OR EXTRA-MUSICAL DEVICES

Little use was made of special "attractions" or the extra-
musical devices of puppets, cartoonists, and films in concerts
presented during in-school time. Rather, they were programmed
mainly for concerts presented during non-school time and for which
tickets were sold to the general public.

Few of the conductors indicated any enthusiasm for ase of the
extra-musical devices and, at the other extreme, 2 or 3 conductors
characterized the attractions as turning youth concerts into
"music vaudeville" of which they wanted no part.

There was no clear-cut picture of teacher acceptance of the
puppets, cartoonists, and films in conjunction with concert pro-
grams. Among music supervisors and administrators interviewed, a
few considered extra-musical devices to be acceptable, some felt
that music should be written especially for such presentations in
order for them to be effective. More of these administrators,
however, rejected use of the extra-musical devices under any
circumstances.

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

Audience participation had been incorporated into youth concert
presentations at some time or other by most of the orchestras and
continues to be used intermittently. Although the conductors gener-
ally were willing to try to work out such plans, they also reported
that they often found these activities awkward and, in the case of
large audiences, difficult to handle effectively.

Audience participation techniques were quite limited and usually
consisted of audience singing, rhythmic responses including clap-
ping or tapping, and mass audience responses to questions asked by
the conductor.
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Elementary grade teachers were especially in favor of use ofsome form of audience participation in youth concerts, their ap,
proval being indicated in approximately 90% of the replies to Study
questionnaires. Secondary vocal teachers were somewhat less favor-
ably disposed toward it.

Audience singing was arged by many teachers. Others felt itwas rather pointless unless the orchestra played the songs thechildren sang.

The question and mass answer techniaue was rejected by some
teachers because they felt that when the conductor asked questionsin a manner that produced a noisy response, audience discipline
broke down rather rapidly. Nevertheless, most conductors queriedtheir student audiences to a limited extent.

OBSERVATIONS ON TEACHER REACTION TO THE INFLUENCE FROM TUE STAGE

From replies given by nearly 900 teachers, there is no doubt
that they considered the conductor's manner to have great influenceon the success of youth concerts. Major factors mentioned included:

1. Projection of enthusiasm and personal warmth by the
conductor.

2. Effectiveness with which the conductor handles the verbal
comments.

3. Projection of a strong and dynamic personality that
commands the respect of children, and is an effective forcein maintaining control of large student audiences.

4. Projection, through conductor's handling of the orches-
tra, of the importance of music and, more specifically, of
the importance of that specific concert.

Student opinion polls (junior and senior high school students)
reflected strong resentment toward conductors turned disc/plinarians,toward conductors who, they felt, "talked down" to the audience,
and toward conductors or other narrators who, they felt, were tryingto imitate the professional emcee approach of "selling" the musicand the performers to the audience. As stated by 1 child, "Whydoes every conductor seem to think he's a born emcee? Why doesn't
he just be a conductor?"

The orchestra musicians, in virtually every case, made a favor-able impression on teachers attending youth concerts, presenting
themselves and their music to good advantage. Although there were
isolated reports of the musicians appearing bored at concerts,and
becoming careless about their posture on stage, and committing otherminor infractions of customary professional procedures, each of
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these situations had quickly been dealt with either by the conductor,the orchestra management, or jointly by the school and orchestraadministration.

Although such matters did not present a problem of any extent,it became apparent during interviews that the orchestras have little
comprehension of the importance attached by the schools and studentsto every phase of the concert in terms of it serving as an example
for student musicians. The professional musicians' posture, tuningprocedures, bowing, deportment on stage, facial expressions, pageturnings, stage entrance and exit procedures--all of these usuallyhave been discussed with students prior to concerts with the teach-
ers admonishing the students to watch and see how it's done by a
professional orchestra and then come back and do likewise with theschool performing groups. If the professional musicians have failedto set a perfect example, the teachers have a great dea/ of ex-
plaining to do after the concert!

Concerts for Disadvantaged Students

One particularly exciting phase of the entire Study concerned
exaaination of concerts presented for culturally disadvantaged
children.

Educators working with culturally disadvantaged children in
nearly every one of the 20 cities emphasized the wide gap between
the previous exposure of these students to any form of concert
activities and the general background needed for a successful first
exposure to a symphony orchestra.

The teachers pointed out that many culturally disadvantaged
children have absolutely nothing in their background that enables
them to relate in any way to the sight and sound of a symphony
orchestra.

These teachers urged special planning of concerts for cul-
turally deprived groups. "Use what these students are familiar with
as a bridge to symphonic music," was their advice. They urged in-
clusion in concert programs of rock and roll and jazz groups, some
popular songs and Broadway tunes as a means of taking the students
from the familiar to the unfamiliar and introducing seriously con-
ceived music gradually.
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The importance of the place in which concerts are presented forculturally deprived students came under scrutiny. A much betterresponse from culturally deprived groups was reported when the per-forming groups came to the students own school--at least for thefirst few concerts. The students,apparently, felt complimentedthat the performers came to them, were in accustomed surroundingsduring the concerts, and could better focus their attention upon themusic.

All in all, the Study clearly indicated the need and desira-bility for special planning and special presentations for culturallydisadvantaged student audiences.
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CHAPTER VII

OPERA FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

Opera performances were presented for students during the school
year in at least 8 of the Study cities, and during summer months in
one additional city. -

;_Although the scope of the Study did not extend to opera perfor-
mances per se, limited information was collected on some of the
1966-67 opera projects.

Occasional opera performance8 were included in youth concert
series sponsored by an orchestra. The Cleveland Orchestra worked in
conjthction with the Lake Erie Opera Society in presentation of
performances for students in 1966-67. For the most part, however,
opera presentations were under the aegis of non-orchestral groups
within each community.

Chamber opera, presented by a small cast with a small orchestra
or piano and making use of minimal staging proved highly successful
in the opinion of several music educatorsr

Baltimore,-

Performing Group: Opera in Miniature
Financing: P. L. 89-10, Title I funds

Performances were presented in school buildings, during school
time and made available at no cost to the students.

Cincinnati
Performing Group: Cincinnati Summer Opera
Financing: Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co.

AVCO Broadcasting Company
Women's Committee of the Summer Opera

Two fully staged performances were-presented in English for
students in grades 4-8, at the Zoo Opera Theater during the Summer
Opera Company season at admission prices of 25c and 50.

ClPveland
Performing Group: Lake Erie Opera Society
Finanding: P. L. 89-10: Title III funds

Four performances were presented in high school buildings for
grades 10-12, with members of the Cleveland Orchestra forming the
orchestra
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Cleveland

Performing Group: Lake Erie Opera Society
Financing: Cleveland Orchestra, The Opera Society

and ticket sales

Six performances in Severance Hall

Other groups presented opera performances for students in
grades 6-9 at the Supplementary Education Center under P.L. 89-10
funds.

Detroit

Performing Group: Piccolo Opera Company
Financing: P. L. 89-10, Title I funds

Twelve staged performances were presented in English for
students in school buildings.

New Haven
Financing: P. L. 89-10, Title III funds

Six performances, staged, in English and with a small orchestra
were presented in school buildings.

Pasadena

Under the aegis of the Area Youth Music Council and the spon-
sorship of the Junior League, performances of operas written
especially for children have been presented for several years as a
pant of the total annual youth concert series. Admission - 50.

Salt Lake City
Performing Group: University of Utah Opera Department
Financing: Young Audiences and payments by individual

schools

Twelve staged performances in English were presented in school
buildings for grades 7-9. Piano was used in lieu of an orchestra.

San Francisco

Performing Group: San Francisco Opera Company
Sponsorship: San Francisco Opera Guild

Four (or five) fully staged performances were presented in the
Opera House for grades 6-12. Admission -- $1.20 and $3.00

Performing Group: Western Opera Theater
Financing: Board of Education; National Endowment for

the Arts

Ten performances, fully staged but using 2 pianos instead of
orchestra, were presented in school buildings for grades 7-12.
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Seattle

Performing Group: University of Washington Opera Department
Financing: Board of Education

Five (or six) performances were presented in school buildings
for students in grades 7-9.

Performing Group: Seattle Opera Association
Financing: P.L. 89-10, Title III

Fourteen performances, fully staged and with orchestra, were
presented in the Opera House for students in grades 6-9.

Opera Repertoire Presented for Students

Bizet Carmen
Britten Noye's Fludde
*Caldwell A Gift of Song
*Caldwell The Night of the Star
*Caldwell Pepito's Golden Flower
Donizetti Don Pasquale
Humperdinck Hansel and Gretel
Kalmanoff A Quiet Game of Cribble
Menotti Amahl and the Night Visitors
Menotti The Old Maid and the Thief
Menotti The Telephone
Moore Gallantry
Mozart The Impressario
Mozart Magic Flute
Offenbach Tales of Hoffmann
Pergolesi La Serva Padrona
Pergolesi The Music Master
Puccini La Boheme
Puccini Tosca
Rossini The Barber of Seville
Stravinsky L'Histoire du Soldat
Thompson Solomon and Balkis
Verdi Falstaff
Verdi Rigoletto

Vasadena Productions
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Preparation of Students for Opera Petformances

Cleveland: Study materials for use in the schools were
prepared by the opera conductor.

Pasadena: Members of the cast visited schools o assist in
preparation of students f.)r the opera per!ormances.

San Francisco: For the San Francisco Opera Company performances,
study materials were prepared by the Opera Guild Education Committee,
and included a study guide with biographical

materials; listings of
recordings, books and articles available in the San Francisco Public
Library; information about the singers; short synopsis of each act
of the opera (Magic Flute).

The booklet was supplemented by a 30-minute program including
color slides, model of a stage set and recordings -- all of which
were available to schools upon request at the beginning of the opera
season. School memberships in the Opera Association were offered
at $15, and entitled the school to receive seVeral magazines and
opportunity for 2 students from each nember school to attend a
rehearsal and a backstage tour.

The Western Opera Theater offered, in connection with its pro-
duction of The Barber of Seville, an informal discussion period
after the performance between members of the cast, conductor and
selected students.

Seattle: For the University of Washington productions, membersof the cast visited schools to help with preparation of students
for the performance.
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SMALL ENSEMBLE PERFORMANCES

Between 2,000 and 2,500 small ensefilble performances were pre-

sented in 1965-66, during school time, in classrooms and school

auditoriums in 17 cities covered in this Study. Public school

funds were involved in financing the performances in at least 12

of the cities, including local and state school board allocations,

individUal schools' activity funds, and federal education project

funds.

Eleven orchestra organizations and 9 other non-profit groups

served as sponsoring and administrative agencies for the perfor-

mances.

There seemed to be a tacit understanding that the ensemble per-

formances mere not within the mainstream of the schools' music

education program. It is assumed that the direftJrs of music edu-

cation acted as the school authority approving the performances

although little or no mention was made of these programs in inter-

views with school supervisory personnel.

PROGRAMMI146 .g1D *SENTATiON PROCEDURE§

In only one city (Winston-Salem) was the orchestra conductor

personally involved in presentation of ensemble performances,

although general artistic supervision of ensemble projects was

the stated responsibility of conductors in several cities.

Performances presented under the federal-financed projects

in Cleveland and Seattle were subject to strong central controls.

Young Audiences, Inc., sponsor of ensemble projects in three study

areas, has a well established presentation format that includes a

training program for ensemble musicians before they are booked for

performances, and exercises strong central controls relative to

artistic standards of ensemble groups.

With the above exceptions, however, ensemble leaders were

found to hold practically full responsibility for selection of

music, planning the presentation, and handling verbal comments

during performances.

Instrument demonstration was the principal purpose of the per-

formances in many instances. The Hartford ensemble performances

originally were based on a sequential listening program designed

to prepare students for a full symphony concert. The Sacramento

ensemble performances were designed as a combination of instrument

demonstrations, preparation and promotion for the full symphony

concerts.
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PRE-PERFORMANCE PREPARATION OF STUDENTS

Schools were involved in very little preuaration of students
for ensemble performances and no current materials were examined
that could be deemed adequate for teacher use in iareparing students
other than those used for the "Excursions in Music" performances
in Detroit.

Hartford materials, although explicit colicerning the instruments
to be played, the general purpose of eadh program, and the recom-
mended sequence of concerts, were not designed for teaching purposes.

Columbus materials prepared for student use provided basic
information on brass instruments.

EDUCATORS ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT ENSEMBLE PERFORMANCES

In response to Study questionnaires and interviews, educators
at all teaching and administrative levels were generally enthusias-
tic about ensemble performances presented in their respective
schools. Many commented on the complimentary values of using
ensemble performances in conjunction with and supplementary to
full orchestra concerts.

Factors favoring use of small ensembles as gleaned from comments
of teachers and performers included the following:

Size of performing unit

The small ensemble can perform in almost any school, even in
a classroom, without the many physical facilities necessary
for presentation of a full symphony orchestra.

Educational experience - simple to complex

The relatively few instrumental voices involv0 in small ensem-
ble performances enable the teacher to approach the music from
a very basic standpoint. Students obtain a better understand-
ing of each instrument because there are so few of them to
consider at one time. Logically, the small ensemble listening
experience should precede the large orchestra concert experience.

It should be observed, however, that the validity of develop-
ing a sequence of listening activities that begin with small
ensembles and culminate with full orchestra concerts has not
been fully established. There was no report of accurate means
of judging the overall effectiveness of this approach in the
Study cities.
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Suitable for very young children

Small ensemble performances can be presented successfully
for kindergarten and primary age students.

Intimacy of performance situation

The opportunity to see and hear instruments and players at
close range is a strong motivational factor and permits stu-
dents to identify personally with the performers. When the
sane performers are observed in the full orchestra, an imme-

diate rapport is established.

Chances given to students to actually handle instruments in
small ensemble performances provide a meaningful learning
technique, particularly with disadvantaged children, according

to some educators.

Performer motivation

The adult performer who has not had experience with groups of

students gains a much fuller understanding of and:sympathy for
the ains of youth concerts when he can observe his listeners
as they may surround him and react to his playing during a

small ensemble presentation.

Modest costs of ensemble performances

The modest fees charged for ensemble performances make it possi-
ble for individual schools, with relatively little money to work
with, to engage a small ensemble whose members can contribute
directly to the cultural education of the students. The cost
oftenis well within the financial structure of a PTA or a princi-

pal's building activities budget. This opportunity to exert
individual initiative in engaging ensembles is one that more
enlightened elementary principals, in particular, are utilizing.

ENSEMBLE PERFORMANCES AS EFFECTIVE EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES -
OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

What appears in this Study to be the widespread practice of per-
mitting, in the name of public school mus:.c education, large numbers
of ensemble performances to be presented (during in-school time)

that are not the product of close cooperation and thought between
musician and music educator is not defensible.

If the preponderance of educational thought that favors concert
preparation is to be given serious consideration, the small ensem-
ble performance deserves as much attention in the classroom before
and after performance as does the orchestra concert.



The nature of the small ensemble makes it an extremely flexible
and useful means of teaching music. Supposedly, the music educator
is in a position to know how to use it most effectively and he
should see that this is done. The professional musicians involved
in the ensembles understand their instruments and can talk knowledge-
ably about them. They may or may not have had training in music
education techniques.

The following recommendations are offered for the fuller utili-
zation of enserble performances as effective educational experiences
for students:

1. Assuming that the small ensemble performance can make
a significant contribution to the music education of the
student, music administrators should see to it that as
much careful advanced planning as possible is done for
them, and that the principals and teachers whose students
attend the performances be made fully aware of their
importance. Steps could include:

a. Having enough contact with the ensemble leader
to insure that he is capable of doing an educa-
tionally effective job geared to the level of the
audience.

b. Participation in or approval of the choice of
music for all small ensemble programs.

c. A music specialist in a school that presents
ensemble performances should submit an evalua-
tion of the performances based on pre-determined
criteria.

2. The teachers should receive materials and assistance that
will enable them to bring their students to the perfor-
mances primed to reinforce previous learning and to
participate in new musical learring experiences.
Preparation and follow-up should be mandatory.

3. Performances given in school time should be sanctioned by
the director of music education, even though the indivi-
dual school or PTA has contracted for the service.

4. A variety of musical ensembles should be considered in
planning this phase of the music education curriculum.
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SMALL ENSEMBLE PERFORMANCES PRESENTED DURING IN-SCHOOL TIME, 1966-67

Ensemble Projects Sponsored by Symphony Orchestras

Baltimore String quartet, woodwind quintet (Baltimore
Symphony*first chair players).

11 free performances presented for elementary
and secondary students.

Study materials for teacher use prepared by the

schools.
Firtran:-4ng: Public funds made available to

Orchestra.

Cincinnati No performances in 1966-67 due to reduction in

public school funds. Previous years included
string quartet, woodwind quintet, brass sex-
tet and 5 lectures by each of 2 conductors.

Chattanooga String quartet, woodwind quintet.
14 performances for grades 7-12.

Financing: Music Performance Trust Funds,

Columbus String, brass, woodwind, per6ussion ensembles.

180 performances.
Some student preparation materials.

Financing: Modest school board funds, indivi-
dual school funds, PTA funds, loâal

foundations, and Music Performance

Trust Funds.

Also 23 performances under sponsorship of the

Columbus Womengs Music Clubs, but not using

symphony musicians.

Evansville String quartet composed of Orchestra section

heads enciaged on a full time basis.

100 performances for kindergarten through

grade 8.
No formal preparation or Materials.

Financing: Orchestra, private sponsors,
$1,500 from P.L. 89-10, Title I

Hartford String, woodwind, brass, percussion ensembles

plus various combinations.
250 performances, kindergarten through grade 12.

Sequential arrangement of concerts culminating

with full orchestra experience.
Some classroom preparation.
Financing: School purchases; P.L. 89-10,

Title I - $2,000; local foundations
and Music Performance Trust Funds
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New Haven String quartet,. woodwind quintet.
112 concerts (wel program in 1966-67)

Providence String quartets, woodwind Quintet, brass
quintet.

160 concerts, mainly for grades 4-6.
Coordinated with orchestra vouth concerts.
Financing: State education funds, state arts

council funds, Children's Concert
Committee of the Philharmonic.

Also, Young Audiences statewide high school
performances.

Sacramento Augmented string quartet, woodwind quintet.
124 performances for grades 4-6
Considered as preparation for orchestra

concerts.
Financing: PTA and individual school funds.

Seattle String, woodwind, brass and percussion
ensembles.

Presented under P.L. 89-10 program entitled
"Enrichment Through Music with the Seatt/e
Symphony", and the Puget Sound Program

Winston-- . Double string quartet plus one wind.
Salem 44 performances for grades 4-6.

Follow-up evaluation by schools.
Financing: Local foundation, Music Performance

Trust Funds and PTA

Ensemble Projects Not Sponsored By Orchestra Organizations

Cleveland Sponsor: Supplementary Educational Center under
P. L. 89-10.

Small instrumental, vocal and jazz ensembles.
Over 300 performances.
Brief study materials prepared for teacher use.

r..--yDetroit Sponsor: Detroit Adventure, (n.on-rmtlfit)

String, brass, percussion and woodwind ensembles
composed of members of the Detroit Symphony.
Performances titled "ExcurbiOns in Music"
administered by Detroit Symphony's principal
violist.

185 performances.
Extensive teacher's guide available.
Financing: Ford Motor Company, Music Performance

Trust Funds, limited P.L. 89-10 funds.
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Pasadena Sponsor: Coleman ChaMber Music Association

String quartetsi mainly; brass quintet in 1966-67.

Performances during a 12-day period, elementary

and junior high schools.
Occasional preparation and materials.

Also Pasadena Symphony Juniors presented 12 per-

formances by a folksinger

Pittsburgh Sponsor: "Gateway to Music" corporation (non-

profit.
String quartets, woodwind quintet, brass ensemble,

woodwind jazz group.
350 coacerts; $50,000 annual budget; grades 1-12.

Musicians drawn ptimarily from Pittsburgh Sym-

phony; project administered by Orchestra's

personnel manager.
Personnel of ensembles included advanced students

occasionally.
Financing: Local foundations, individual schools,

Music Performance Trust Funds.

No formal preparation of materials.

°.Salt-.Lake -Sponsor: Young Audiences
String quartet, woodwind quintet, brass and

percussion groups.
Over 100 performances, grades 4-9, twice a year.

No formal preparation or materials.

San ,_Fponsor: vYoung Audiences

Francisco String, woodwind, percussion and baxoque ensem-

bles, piano trio.
Presented mainly for grades 4-6.

No formal preparation or materials.

Financing includes limited school board support.
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YOUTH CONCERTS AS EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES

Youth Concerts as Viewed by Education

The role of orchestra youth concerts as part of the every-
day, on-going music education program in the 20 Study cities, and
the effects of this role upon certain youth concert operating
policies were examined from the following points of view:

1. Do the public school music education program6 of the
20 cities provide effective training in music listening
along with the opportunities for live concert
experiences?

2. In order for youth concerts to be significant as formally
structured educational experiences, is it necessary to
base a youth concert plan on:

a. Sequential listening experiences over a period of
several years,

b. Coordination of the youth concert music with class-
room instruction?

3. If youth concerts are incorponated into the school music
curriculum, what is the effect upon:

a. The choice of day and time for presentation of wncerts,

b. Policies relating to student payments of concert
admissions?

4. In cities where youth concerts are considered to be a basic
part of the school music curriculum, what is the role of
schools in providing financial support for the concerts?
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Do the Public School Music Education Programs of the 20 Cities
Studied Provide Effective Training in Music Listening Along With
Opportunities for Live Concert Experiences?

Evaluation by the nIrUc education specialists on the Study
staff,of, music listening training offered by the 20 public school
music education programs was based on the following premises:

a. That listening and its many applications are the basis
of all music; and

b. That development of musical understanding is a conscious,
intellectual process which must be counterbalanced by
aesthetic considerations in order for the listener to
gain the greatest possible values from music.

The only true measure of what actually transpires in the class-

room comes with close observation and testing of students. Ob-

viously such procedures did not come within the provihoe of this

Study, and the evaluations were, therefore, made on the basis of

interviews with educators and their written responses to question-

naires.

In general, the educators' responses to open-ended questiohs

did not indicate any particular interest in imaginative approaches

to the teaching of music listening. The average teacher did not

show evidence of understanding the listening process (as it haS

been documented), nor vere there many music administrators or
supervisors who displayed first hand knowledge of current thinking

in this area and how it might be applied to youth concerts.

The principal topic of discussion in auestionnaire responses
related to the bare fact that concerts were being given at all

and, though perhaps understandable in view of the complexity of the

operation, the responses were revealing of the generally limited

concern with the subject of effective training in music listening.

Public school curriculums in the 20 cities usually included
required courses in classroom or general music for elementary and

junior high school students, thereby giving them at least some
opportunity to learn to listen to music. Beyond 8th grade, only

a small fraction of the general student population is given
opportunity to learn anything about the inner workings of a piece

of music.

The fact that Cleveland public school students have received
instruction in music listening for several generations, and the vol-

ume and quality of comments made by Cleveland teachers, place this

city in the forefront of the 20 study cities in providing effective

training. The individual Cleveland schools' record libraries, in
themselves, are worthy of emulation.



In Order To Be Significant Educationally, Is It Necessary to Base

a Youth Concert Plan Upon Offering Students Several Concerts as
They Progress throu9h the Grades, the Concerts To be designed for
Sequential Listening and Coordinated with Classroom I-.7struction?

According to the educators, the most meaningful experience
educationally is given in those cities in which students have op-
portunity during their public education to hear several concerts
that are planned for sequential listening and that are coordinated

with classroom instruction.

One of the pillars of the "Cleveland Plan" is a sequence of
concerts that tie in directly with music instruction in the public

schools.

The singls annual concert experience can be used effectively
if it can be related directly to classroom learning activity, but

is judged to have little value educationally if it consists merely
of a collection of comnpositions played for a group of students who

have been given no preparation for the concert.

If there is va/idity in the accepted educational practices
of pacing a student's musical experiences according to his ability
to utilize them, then youth concerts should be used in the same

manner in order to gain optimum educational results from them.

If Youth Concerts Are To Be Incorporated into the School Music
Curriculum, What Is the Effect Upon:

a. the choice of day and time for presentation of cohcerts?

One of the prine requisites for making youth concerts an inte-

gral part of the mmsic offerings in the schools is that they be
given at a time when all students can attend. Only under these
cirommtances can youth concerts be considered an integral part of

the course of study in music.

The onlv circumstance:making it possible for all students to

attend is presentation of concerts during the school day when trans-

portation can be vrovided, or when the orchestra can play in the

school building with all students in attendance.

These procedures were being followed in presentation of 90% of

the youth concerts in the 20 cities.

b. Policies relating to student payments of concert admissions?

The Study revealed wide diversity of practice and opinion rela-

tive to youth concert admission charges.
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In several cities, schcol codes prohibit released time for con-
cert attendance if students have to pay admission, whereas in Cleve-
land, payment of at least a t:-..sken admission fee is considered by

schools and orchestra alike to be an integral part of the total edu-

cational value of youth concerts.

FREE vs. ADMISSION CHERGES

Cities in which both
free concert series and
admission concert series
were presented

FOR YOUTH CONCERTS

Cities in which
ONLY free concerts
were presented

Cities in which
ONLY admission
concerts were
presented

1. Baltimore 1. Chattanooga 1. Pasadena

2. *Cincinnati 2. Evansville 2. Pittsburgh

3. *Cleveland 3. Providence 3. Sacramento

4. *Columbus 4. Sarasota 4. Spokane

5. Detroit 5. Winston-Salem

6; Hartford
7. *New Haven
8. New Orleans
9. Salt Lake City

10. *San Ftancisco
11. Seattle

In the 5 cities indicated by an asterisk (*), the mail series

of youth concerts carried admission charges. In 4 cases, orches-
tral units ranginq from 35 to 50 musicians also played conderts in
the sc.lool buildings under a variety of financial sponsorships and
for which no admission charges were made to the students. The Co-

lumbus Symphony used an orchestra of 65 musicians for free concerts

played in school buildings.

The Utah Symphony concerts in Salt Lake City were predominantly
free to students, although individual schools charged admission for
some of the concerts played in school buildings.

The youth concert series presented by the above 11 orchestras
for which admission prices were charged were, generally speaking,
coordinated with school music curriculums, at least to some degree.

In the 4 cities in which only free concerts were presented,
there was close coordination of concerts with the music education
curriculum in Chattanooga and Sarasota, with less close joint work
between schools and orchestra in Evansville and Providence.

In the third grouping--that of cities in which only admission
concerts were presented--close coordination of concerts with public
school music curriculums existed in Pittsburgh and Winston-Salem
where the concerts were presented during school hours.
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In Pasadena, Sacramento and Spokane, the concerts u_re presented
during non-school time with relatively little coordination of con-
certs with school curriculum.

Teacher reaction to the desirability of students paying to
attend concerts was refl.,!cted in the replies of 763 respondents,

over half of whom favored charging something--even if only a token
amount. About 28% were opposed to admission charges.

In viewing the work in the 20 Study cities, it does not appear
that the presence or absence of admission fees for youth concerts,
of itself, is a definitive factor in the presence or absence of
educational values. What is important, of course, is whether or
not the existence of admission fees makes it impossible for any con-
siderable number of students to attend. If such is the case, the
value of the concerts as a part of the school music curriculum ob-
viously is reduced.

Various sources of funds were available for help in meeting
costs of concert admissions and transportation expense for needy
students includina PTA funds, school funds, P. L. 89-10 Title I
funds, special orchestra and comrunitv funds, and some help given
personally bv teachers.

In Cities Where Youth Concerts Are Considered To Be a Basic Part
of the School Music Curriculum, What Is the Role of Schools in
Peoviding Financial Support for Concerts?

Funds allocated by boards of education were used to assist in
meeting costs of youth concerts in 6 of the 20 cities studied, but
in no case do those funds meet total costs of the concerts, In 4

additional cities, public funds granted by municipalities, cotnties,
or states assist in meeting youth concert costs.

Federal education funds, made available under P. L. 89-10,
Titles I and III, also were used to aid in financing youth concerts
in 5 of the above 10 cities, and were used to assist in financing
small ensemble concerts in several other cities.

Monies available to individual schools through building ac-
tivity funds and efforts of the PTA or other parent sponsoring
groups were used in some cases to finance concerts presented in
school buildings and to assist in meeting costs of transporting
students tn concerts in t'g'111 f.ity auditori.

School policy-level personnel who commented on the school
system's financial involvement in youth concerts favored moderate
commitments with inclusion of youth concert financing in yearly

school budgets.
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To expect a school system to fully support a system of youth
concerts probably is unrealistic at the pzesent time, but given
leadership by and a guarantee of substantial educational achieve-
ment from the music education department, a yearly grant that ex-
ceeds the "token" level should be a part of the expenditure for
performing arts presentations, including drama and dance as well as

music.

Need for Youth ContertS as Compared to Their Availability

If the foregoing music education premises are subscribed to:

-- if youth concerts are to be considered integral parts of the

music edmation curriculum,

-- if optimum educational results can be obtained only when each
student is given opportunity to hear several concerts annually
over a period of several consecutive years,

-- if it is acknowledged that concerts for high school students

should be materially increased,

-- if these things be true, then it is necessary to take a look at
the ability of symphony orchestras to perform and finance the num-

ber of concerts needed.

Statistics that stagger the imagination can be amassed on the
number of school-age children presently attending youth concerts each

year.

Within the 20 cities included in this Study, it is estimated
that gross attendance at the 717 youth concerts during 1966-67

totalled 1,200,000. The figure shrinks appreciably when compared

with school enrollments.

Enrollments in the public schools totalled 1,600,000 in the 20

cities. Increase this figure by an estimated 30% to account for
enrollments in private, parochial and independent schools, and the
total school population for grades 1-12 in the corporate cities

comes to 2,080,000.

(Actual figures could not be obtained for non-public school
enrollments in all 20 cities, but ran approximately 30% of public

school enrollments in the 9 cities for which they were available.)
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Add to these 2,080,000 students from schools in the central
city, the uncounted thousands attending schools in suburban areas
surrounding each city for whom the orchestras also undertake to pro-
vide concerts, and the magnitude of the number of students to be
served begins tc emerge.

It is reported that the national school-age population totals
50 million individuals at the present time.

Assuming that concert halls of a uniform 3,000 seating capa-
city existed throughout the land, it would require presentation of
a total of 16,600 youth concerts a year (45 concerts every day for
365 days) to enable each school child to hear 1 concert per year.

For example, it is the stated aim of the Baltimore public
schools to provide each city school child with 1 concert each year.
In 1966-67, the Baltimore Symphony played 95 concerts for students
of city, county and area schools using 46% of its total of 205
concert services for this purpose.

Youth concert attendance totalled 150,000 of which approximately
65,000 were students of Baltimore City schools as compared to the
City school enrollment of 195,000. The wide gap between the stated
goal and actual practice is immediately obvious, and the gap is re-
peated in greater or lesser degree in every orchestra city in the
country.

Among the fully professional orchestras, grave questions al-
ready have arisen as to what percentage of their concert services
they can give over to educational work and still carry out their
other rehearsal and performance obligations and commitments.

In these larger cities in which most of the fully professional
orchestras are established, it already has been shown that, in
spite of presentation of from 50 to 100 youth concerts a year, the
ratio of student enrollment to number of concerts presented is dis-
couragingly high. (See chapter on socio-economic factors.)

The Detroit Symphony, for example, plays 72 youth concerts
per year. When compared to the Detroit public school enrollment
of 300,000, this works out to 1 concert per 4,100 children per year.

The Cleveland Orchestra's 57 youth concerts, when compared
to the Cleveland public school enrolImPilt nf 155,000, works out to
1 concert per year for each 2,700 students in the public schools.

Were either of these orchestras to undertake presentation of
sufficient concerts to gilie each city public school child (grades
1-12) 3 concert experiences a year, it would mean that the orches-
tras would have to play many more concerts for young people than
their complete seasons' concert presentations now total.
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It is Obtious that neither the time nor the monsy required for

such a youth concert structure is available under curreni orchestral

financial schedules and operating practiceS.

The problem is just as acute, or possibly more so, in the
sraller cities in which orchestras engage their musicians on a per-

service basis.

Were the Sacramento Symphony, for inscance, to undertake
presentation of 3 concerts per year for the total Sacramento public
school enrollment of 57,875, it would require performance of 55

concerts in the municipal auditorium seating 4,000. In 1966-67,

the complete concert season of the Sacramento Symphony totalled
only 34 concerts including 6 youth concerts and 4 "Tiny Tots"

concerts.

It would appear that if the music education needs are to be

met, greatly increased funds, perhaps more orches-Ixas, and a greater

lase of educational TV must be brought into the total youth concert

picture.

Tha Ro1,1 of SymphOny OrafeStras aS Educational InstitbtiOs:31

The phrase "symphony orchestras as educational institutions"
has 2 separate and distinct meanings.

Practically al/ symphony orchestras have received what is
commonly referred to as "tax exempt status" under Section 501 (c)(3)

of the U. S. Internal Revenue Code, which means that persons or
business firms making contributions to an orchestra may claim their

gift to be deductible from the donor's income tax.

To gain this tax exempt status, an orchestra must qualify as

an "educational institution" as interpreted for these purposes by

the Internal Revenue Service. That interpretation identifies a

broad spectrum of activities as being "educational" in nature, such

as presentation of ensemble concerts in the schodlls, sponsorship

of youth orchestras and various scholarship trograms, presentation
of music appreciation lectures, performance of youth concerts, etc.

The phrase "orchestras as educational institutions" also has
come to have a less technical meaning in recent years.

As previously indicated, educators report that the most mean-
ingful educational experience from youth concerts occurs when there
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is a close tie-in between the concerts and the public school music
curriculum.

As a result, many orchestras today find themselves deeply in-
volved in educational activities that were not considered to be
responsibilities of performing arts organizations a few years ago.

Lengthened orchestra seasons have opened up new opportunities
for developing cultural and music services for the community.
Availability of Federal monies for expansion of educational activi-
ties in the cultural field has been another factor in increased
orchestral involvement in educational activities of a pioneering
nature.

Few orchestras, however, have within their employ administrative
and artistic personnel who have had formal training and experience
in elementary and secondary edn'eation processes and techniques.

Planning and presenting a symphony concert suitable for stu-
dents is, for instance, a vastly different undertaking for a sym-
phony organization than is the task of structuring the format and
preparing teaching materials to be used in the schools in conjunc-
tion with "preparing" students to attend such a concert. Neverthe-
less, at least half of the 20 orchestras have found it necessary
to assume the latter responsibility.

Presentation of a concert for young people, played by the full
orchestra within the normal surroundings of a concert hall bears
little resemblance to the techniques required to plan, supervise
and guide presentation of scores or even hundreds of small ensemble
concerts performed in elementary and secondary classroans and
schoc/s--yet more and more orchestras are undertaking such responsi-
bilities in order to augment opportunities for students in their
cities to hear live music.

There is no obligation upon an orchestra to check with the
school system on program content and presentation techniques in-
volved in youth concerts presented during non-school time and
attended voluntarily by students.

But when a school system takes responsibility for approving re-
lease of thousands of students from classwork in order to attend
concerts, the program content and presentation techniques of the
concerts must, of necessity, become a vital concern of the school
system.

Let us assume that the time required for student attendance at
1 concert (including transportation time) totals 2 hours away from
classes, and that 3,000 students and teachers are involved. This
totals 6,000 teaching-learning hours for which the school adminis-
tration is held accountable.
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Multiply 6,000 hours by 21 concerts (as in the case of 2
Cincinnati series), or by 34 concerts (as in the case of 2 Balti-

more released-time youth concert series), or by 46 performances

during school time (as the case in Cleveland), and the number of
teaching-learning hours totals 125,000, 204,000 and 2761000

respectively.

Obviously, a school system must concern itself with the
educational values of a project in which so much student time is

invested.

So it is that formal educational premises, methods and tech-

niques assume a degree of importance that may appear to the orchestra

world to be far afield from the basic premise that obvious inherent

values exist whenever children can be exposed to live performances

of fine music.
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4.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This report represents the distillation of current youth concert
ideas and practices of 20 symphony orchestra organizations and,
through study of orchestra documents, the philosophies of distin-
guished conductors and educators of earlier years who did extensive
pioneer work in youth concerts in some of the 20 Study cities.

Opinions, viewpoints and suggestions were collected from con-
ductors, orchestra musicians, orchestra managers, youth concert
coordinators and directors of public relations in orchestra offices;
from members of orchestra boards of directors, symphony wamen's
associations and youth concert committees; from representatives of
business firms and organizations that provide funds to help pay for
youth concerts, and from a few contributors to orchestras' general
support.

In the course of the Study, over 1,000 educators--including
teachers, music specialists, general administrative and supervisory
personnel--provided evaluations of youth concerts as educational
experiences. In addition they made many recommendations and sug-
gestions for strengthening the educational aspects of youth con-
certs and related activities in their respective cities:.

Inevitably, from study of this data, certain ideas and prire-
ciples began to emerge that take on the nature of recommendations.
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PART I - RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO YOUTH CONCERTS AS EDUCATIONAL
EXPERIENCES

Principal Circumstances Required for Effective Educational Youth
Concerts

90% of the youth concerts involved in this Study were presented
during school time primarily for the purpose of supplementing the
formal education of students through exposure to live performances
of symphonic music.

The music education members of the Study staff developed the
following summary of the ..rincipal circumstances believed to be
required to result in a fully effective educational youth concert
program.

1. CONCERTS SHOULD BE AN OUTGROWTH OF THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM. To
fully qualify as educational experiences, youth concerts must be an
outgnayth of and closely correlated with courses of study used in
the various music activities of the school curriculum. Working from
this basic premise, many policies related to youth concert program-
ming and presentation follow naturally and logically.

2. ALL STUDENTS SHOULD ATTEND YOUTH CONCERTS. Steady progress must
be made toward the goal of providing youth concerts for all students
in a school system with careful attention given to adjusting pro-
gramming and presentation format to varying age groups.

3. CONCERTS SHOULD BE PRESENTED DURING THE SCHOOL DAY in order to
enable every student to attend.

4. NO STUDENT SHOULD BE PREVENTED FROM ATTENDING YOUTH CONCERTS
BECAUSE OF PERSONAL FINANCIAL LIMITATIONS. This goal is most
easily achieved through presentation of free concerts. If the free
concert plan is not possible or acceptable in a given situation,
then same provision should be made for meeting costs of tickets
for impoverished students.

5. CONCERTS SHOULD BE PRESENTED IN LOCATIONS THAT PROVIDE OPTIMUM
CONDITIONS FOR LISTENING, SEEING, AM LEARNING FROM YOUTH CONCERTS,
with due regard given to balancing factors of acoustics, size, and
seating capacity with accessibility of the concert location to
the students.

6. CONCERTS FOR SECONDARY STUDENTS (junior and senior high school
grades) can best be fitted into school schedules if presented as
assembly programs in school buildings (granting suitability of
auditorium facilities) in order to avoid loss of class time other-
wise necessitated by time-consuming travel to and from a central
city concert hall.
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7. THERE IS NEED 2OR CONTINUITY IN CONCERT EXPERIENCES. One con-%
cert per-student per-year, if part of an integrated music prog:Tamr
can be of value, but a program of maximum effectiveness certainly
requires more than 1 live listening experience per year. Just how
many concerts would be "enough" is not known.

8. CONTINUITY IN CONCERT EXPERIENCES IS ENHANCED through programs
planned for sequential listening experiences as practiced in those
cities in which youth concert programs are developed around a
multi-year cycle plan.

9. STUDY MATERIALS FOR CONCERT PREPARATION OF lilt; S'iuDENTS SHOULD
BE DEVELOPED UNDER SUPERVISION OF THE DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
who may delegate the preparation to master teachers or engage a
full-time youth concert coordinator to do the job.

10. CONCERT PROGRAMS AND STUDY MATERIALS SHOULD BE CORRELATED
AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE WITH RECORDINGS, tapes and classroom music
series that either already are available in individual schools and
through the systemss audio-visual department, or provision made for
providing needed materials.

11. CONCERT PREPARATION MATERIALS SHOULD BE PROVIDED IN SUFFICIENT
QUANTITYOND DISTRIBUTION PROCEDURES ESTABLISHED to insure that
every teacher responsible for preparation of students will receive
copies of the materials and will have them sufficiently in advance
of concerts to make proper use of them.

12. EDUCATIONAL RADIO AND TELEVISION SHOULD BE FULLY UTILIZED for
classroom concert preparation.

13. POST-CONCERT ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE USED to re-enforce the educa-
tional values of the actual concert experience.

14. TEACHERS WHO ATTEND CONCERTS SHOULD BE GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY
AND OBLIGATION to evaluate them by means of specially prepared forms,
such evaluations to form an integral part of source materials used
in planning subsequent concerts.

15. PERFORMANCE INVOLVEMENT OF STUDENTS IN YOUTH CONCERTS, as solo-
ists or members of featured ensembles, is considered highly de-
sirable as a means of increasing audience identification with the
total concert experience. Student soloists must meet high quality
performance standards, however, if the intended purposes are to be
achieved.

16. AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION IS ESPECIALLY VALUABLE FOR AUDIENCES OF
YOUNGER CHILDREN, including audience singing geared to the age
level of students in attendance.
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17. A FULLY EFFECTIVE YOUTH CONCERT PROJECT SHOULD BE CONCEIVED
OF AS AN OVERrALL UMERTAKING ENCOMPASSING THE ENTIRE SCHOOL YEAR
and including full orchestra concerts, small ensemble concerts,
demonstration-lectures by symphony orchestra musicians and/or
conductor, choral concerts, performances of opera and ballet, and
performances by school ensembles.

Recommendations for Teacher Orientation and Preparation

Close coordination between the orchestra's conductor and the
school's director of music education is required for proper teacher
orientation and preparation for concerts. Wherever possible, the
orchestra's conductor and, on occasion, leading members of the or-
chestra should personally participate in briefing sessions for
music specialists and teachers. Under optimum circumstances:

/. MUSIC SPECIA_ISTS would receive intensive briefing on the music
to be performed, followed by discussion of what to teach and how to
approach the music at various age levels. Aporopriate visual aids
would be previewed. Full scores should be made available whenever
possible. Music to be played by student ensembles as a part of
the pre-concert study would be discussed.

2. GENERAL CLASSROOM TEACHERS responsible for concert preparation
uould be given special briefing and instructions on use of the
teachers' guide and other materials by the music specialists work-
ing in the building. Particular emphasis would be placed on working
with musical examples and musical content of the concert programs.

3. EDUCATIONAL RADIO AND TELEVISION could be used when available
to prepare general classroom teachers. Recordings of broadcasts,
films covering the instruments of the orchestra, musical form,
rhythm, melody and numerous other general aspects of music could
be viewed and heard by teachers on a voluntary basis during the
period leading up to a concert or throughout the year. A master
teacher might conduct televised in-serVice preparation sessions.

4. THE ORCHESTRA would present a preview rehearsal or concert for
teachers, followed by a question and answer session with conductor
and musicians.

Recommended Minimum Contents for Teachers' Study Guides

1. Listing of program(s) with timing for each composition.

2. General notes on the types of music to be heard; notes to be
suitably written for the teacher to read aloud to students.
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3. Analysis of the music, with musical examples on charts or

transparencies, in sufficient depth to inform and interest the

student but not confuse him. This material should be relsted

directly to the general music goals fox specific grade levels.

Specific suggestions for guided listening should be provided.

Technical terms should be explained.

4. Listing of reference materials available to teachers and students.

5. Listing of community resources available for enrichment of

preparation such as art objects, library and museum materials,

audio-vlsual aids, etc.

6. Follow-up activities should include suggested tests, discussion

topics, opportunity for re-hearing of concert music or related

compositions. Language arts assignments in conjunction with

youth concerts could be introduced at this juncture.

7. Evaluation sheet to summarize student reactions and for teacher

reactions and comments on pre-determined items.

8. Whenever possible, concert arrangement details would be pre-

sented in memorandums separate from the teachers' study guides.

Recommended Minimum Contents for Students' Study Guides

1. Listing of program(s).

2. History of the orchestra that will perform the concerts should

be included at least once a year.

3. Biographical information on conductor and soloists should be

included at least once a year.

4. Discussion of music with musical examples, listing of things to

listen for, and an outline of material to be covered by the

teacher.

5. Composer biographies--possibly included as a separate section.

6. Suggested reading materials, supplementary listening suggestions,

and "extra-credit" projects.

7. Evaluation form for student reaction to the music and the per-

formance.
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Activities for Supplementing Students' Study Guides (or to be used
in lieu of student materials when such are not provided)

1. Worksheets and workbooks covering much of the material suggested
for the students' study guides could be provided to enable
-students to respaild at their own levels throughout the .

listening-directed activities.

2. Musical examples1 pictures and diagrams for use with overhead

projector.

3. Reduction of an entire composition to a one-line score, as
used in several music appreciation texts, would prove helpful
for students who have some knowledge of notation and some
experience in listening.

4. Inclusion of youth concert material in the everyday flow of

general music instruction.

5. Inclusion of instrumental specialists and their students in
the preparatory process.

PART II - RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRAS

The Study indicated that orchestras undertake youth concerts
primarily for 2 broad general purposes: (1) to make fine music

available to the young people of the area; and (2) to build future

audiences for symphonic music. Generally speaking, orchestras have

not related their broad purposes to specific methods of achieving

their stated goals, nor have they devised techniques for testing
thA rpgnitg nhtainpA.

The Study, for instance, did not uncover a single instance of

an orchestra undertaking a comprehensive study of the results of

its past youth concert efforts in relation to its current adult

audience. It is doubtful that any orchestra knows how many of its

current adult ticket holders and contributors were or were not in-

fluenced to participate in these activities as a result of attending

youth concerts when they were children.
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In general, the Study revealed a marked tendency among orches-

tra organizations:

--to edge into youth concert projects bit by bit,
--to add youth concerts to their schedules as time, financing
and opportunities permitted but without fitting the addi-
tions into a preconceived master plan of educational work,

--to assume more and more responsibility for formal education
activities as new projects were launched or as crises

occurred,
--to accept "habitual" practices as "traditional" commitments,
--to fail to subject their entire youth concert structure to
objective analysis from time to time in the light of current
needs and opportunities.

From the analyses contained in this report concerning the size
of the student population in relation to the number of youth con-
certs presented, it appears inevitable that orchestras must face
the challenge of finding ways to expand youth concert activities.
In order for that expansion to be truly significant in terms of the
stated goals of youth concerts, in order that an orchestra's edu-
cational work may meet specific educational and cultural needs
within a given community, the following steps would appear to be

essential.

1. Analyze the purpose(s) for which the orchestra engages in
presentation of youth concerts, or of a specific series of youth

concerts.,

There are a number of perfectly legitimate reasons fr-r an
orchestra to present youth concerts--to make live symphonic music

available to a specific age group, to fulfill musical entort4inment
purposes, to fulfill purely educational purposes, to increm7a the

orchestra's usefulness to and visibility within the community, to
make constructive use of musicians' contracted time, to try to
build future audiences and future patrons of music, and possibly a

few others as well.

Whatever the reasons, they should be identified, clearly
articulated, deliberately adopted, and specific plans and procedures
devised for attempting to achieve the stated purpose.

Methods of testing the validity of the plans and procedures
should be developed. The youth concert operations should be sub-
jected to periodic review in order to ascertain the degree to which

the stated purposes are being achieved. If results are not satis-
factory, then something should be done about either the basic pur-

poses or the methods chosen for achieving them.
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2. Decide upon the roles that the orchestra organization can and
should fulfill effectively in youth concert operations.

Symphony orchestra organizations are, primarily, builders of
artistic institutions devoted to excellence in the performance of a

specific musical repertoire. This is their area of primary exper-

tise, and their primary reason for existence.

An orchestra association and its artistic and administrative
leadership should deliberately decide upon the role or roles that

the organization is in a position to assume in conjunction with

youth concert operations. -..Should.it declare its
position to be that of producing the concerts with attendant for-
mal educational responsibilities to be fully assumed and financed

by the educational institutions?

Is it necessary for the orchestra organization to assume the
role of music educator in connection with youth concerts and re-
lated performances of small ensembles? If assumption of such
responsibilities is considered necessaty and desirable, then the
orchestra must decide on a method of doing it effectively.
"Effectively" probably will mean the addition of at least 1 staff
member to serve as youth education director--a person trained both
in the fields of music and in youth education.

The youth education director should be able to provlde
effective guidance in such matters as preparation of pre-concert
study materials for students and teachers (When that preparation
is the responsibility of the orchestra), in counseling with
musicians who are presenting small ensemble performances in the
schools on effective teaching and demonstration practices, etc.

3. Ascertain and analyze the actual and total costs of youth

concerts.

Few orchestra accounting systems are set up in a manner that

enables orchestras to ascertain the true and total costs of their

youth concert operations. As a result, the orchestra organizations
are greatly hampered in trying to decide whether or not they can

afford to expand youth concert work, hampered in seeking adequate

financial support for youth concerts, hampered in presenting the
full facts with requests for concert support to boards of education.

In those cases in which student concerts actually form an
integral part of the school's music education curriculum, the con-
tributors to orchestra general support also are subsidizing
public, private and parochial school education--a fact that should
be fully documented and made patently clear to all concerned--the
schools, the orchestra's contributors, the general public.
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Such documentation takes on added significance for orchestras

in smaller cities that seek to strengthen playing personnel

through finding security employment in the area for professionally

trained musicians many of whom are qualified and interested in

teaching positions in elementary and secondary schools.

4. Establish goals'and a timetable for meeting them.

Having decided upon the purposes for which it engages in youth

concerts, having chosen the role it shall assume in the educational

field, and having identified the full costs of its educational work,

an orchestra then is in a position to set up its long range goals,

a timetable, cost schedules, and specific procedures for trying to

achieve those goals.

If the goal is that of developing an educational program fully

coordinated with the school music curriculum, close liaison be-

trleen orchestra and schools must be established and maintained.

Many aspects of this close coordination are covered in the fore-

going summary of music educators' recommendations for making youth

concerts effective educational experiences. The following are typical

of other situations that, due to lack of close liaison between

schools and orchestras, have created major problems in some of the

cities studied.

--Failure of an orchestra to carry out the precise program plans

originally agreed upon by the conductor and director of music

education: the performance of a given composition or specific

movement from a large work for a given student audience at a

given concert in a given year may be extremely important in

the educator's scheme of things.

--Failure of an orchestra to fully understand the necessity of

developing youth concert schedules that will facilitate the

schools' handling of the complicated logistics involved in

shifting thousands of students' class schedules, lunch sche-

dules, special activities schedules, and that will accommodate

the extremely difficult-to-manage bus schedules for student

transportation to concerts: lack of full attention to such

matters can cause untold disruption in a school system.

--Failure of orchestras to completely manage their own affairs so

that concert dates and times, once established, can be carried

out: disruptions caused by changed schedules are almost cata-

clysmic when they affect arrangements for literally thousands

of students and hundreds of teachers.
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Failure on the Part of orchestras to fully take into account
the problems of schools in the above and similar matters almost re-
sulted in the school systen completely withdrawing from any partici-
pation whatsoever in youth concert undertakings in a few of the
Study cities.

In addition to the above matters relating to operations and
programming, other aspects of close liaison between schools and
orchestra must be brought into clearer focus.

The Study indicates that many teachers in public, private and
parochial schools have had extremely limited opportunity to become
acquainted with symphony orchestras or hear symphony concerts
during their teacher training.

If orchestras seek the full-hearted interest and cooperation
of teachers in orienting young students toward the enjoyment of sym-
phony music, it becomes obvious that deliberate plans should be made
for drawing the teachers more directly into the sphere of symphony
orchestra activities.

Various plans could be explored--orchestras could invite
teachers to attend 1 or 2 adult concerts a year as guests of the
association, youth concert rehearsal-previews might be arranged
for teachers, a special concert might be presented each year in
honor of the teachers of the area, symphony women's associations
could arrange events that would enable teachers to meet and chat
with the conductor and orchestra musicians.

These and similar activities might go a long way in facili-
tating the joint work of schools and orchestras in opening up the
world of great music to the young people of the community.

If the goal is that of expansion of youth concerts in order
to more fully meet the needs of the young people of the area,
a search must be made for specific ways in which the goal can be
accomplished.

For those orchestras already playing heavy schedules of youth
concerts, several possible plans would seem to bear investigation:

a) The plan already in use by a number of orchestras of
splitting the orchestra personnel into several playing
units is 1 way of doubling or tripling the number of
different youth concert audiences that can be served
without doubling or tripling the total number of
playing services required.
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b) Development of plare for su.2.2leelentng students' atten-

dance at youth concerts. 1..Z:11 closely related activities,

including rider use of educaticnal television of con-

certs and rehearsals, and possibly attendance by older

students at regular rehearsals for adult concerts might

nsrove practical in same situaticEs.

c) Subcontracting of 7outh concerts coulrl well be explored

in the large cities.

In every large city there are a num'Jer of quasi-orofessional

and avocational symphony orcimstras in creration in addi-

tion to the leaLang fully-professional orchestra.

A carefully conceivPd plan, nanaged bv the leading orches-

tra, through r:7.Lch some of the quas3.-pro2essional orches-

tras could be engage e. to play certain youth concerts,

the programming of T!,hiel rcul..1 be coordinated into the total

youth concert structure, w:ild enable more students to hear

live concerts wi:,hout demanding additional concert Jervices

from the major orchestra.

d) Orchestra-sponscred youth concert performances by related

musical arts organizatio-as--eAorusec, ballet end opera

groups--also can serve to increase concert ooportunities

for students withut drawillg mon the orchestra for addi-

tional services, while at the same time knitting this

additional repertoire into the over-all concert program-

ming.

Orchestras that engage their musicians on a per-service basis

are especially hard put to devise practical long range plans for in-

creasing youth concert performae.ces. Some of the suggestions made

above could be to these situations.

e) The smaller city orchestras also could el:plore possibili-

ties of subcontracting youth concerts. In this case,

however, the resident orchestra organization in a smaller

community would subcontract with professional touring

orchestras to present youth concerts when appearing in the

community for adult concerts.

One reason given by orchestras for meriting financial

support from the general public is that the orchestra

assumes responsibility for pxesenting fine music for

the young peonle of the area. At the same time, the

orchestra organizations in the smaller cities are greatly

limited in the number of youth concerts they can offer

because of unavailability of their playing personnel.
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One way in which the small city orchestra could more

fully carry out its self-assumed responsibility for

extending concert opportunities to students is to ful-

fill 2 roles simultaneously--that of producing youth

concerts with its own local orchestra to the limit of

its ability to do so, and that of serving as the impre-

sario for additional youth concerts played by other

organizations.

f) The small city orchestra, likewise, would do well to

explore use of educational radio and television as a means

of supplementing the live concert experiences it can

offer to students. Conceivably, it would be possible for

orchestras to prepare and tape several youth programs

within their night-time rehearsal schedules. If these

tapes could be used in the schools as supplementary to

the live concerts presented by the orchestra, significantly

increased music education study facilities could be offered

by the orchestra to the schools of the area.

g) Detailed study of the Pasadena Area Youth Music Council

plan is recommended,especially for orchestras in smaller

cities. Under this plan a coordinating council was formed

by several performing and sponsoring organizations within

the community.

Under sponsorship of the council, a coordinated youth

concert series is offered to students of the area including

2 youth concerts played by the Pasadena Symphony, 2 by

the Los Angeles Philharmonic, 2 performances each pre-

sented by an opera group and a chamber music group.

In some of the smaller communities, the basic plan could

be extended to include annual choral performances and

dramatic presentations as well--thereby materially in-

creasing the total number of cultural events that could

be offered to the schools.

If the immediate goal is that of drawing high school students

closer to symphonic music, tnen study must be given to the specific

interests of these students and the channels of communication with

thea.

Joint study by orchestra, the schools and selected students of

procedures used in San Francisco in connection, with the student Forum,

of those used in Cincinnati in connection with The Young Friends of

the Arts, in New Haven in connection with student attendance at dress

rehearsals of adult concerts, in Salt Lake City in connection with

the high school auxiliary groups--study of these plans and examina-

tion of other ideas coming out of the joint discussions might well
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leaa to a working program in a specific city that would make con-
certs for high school students meaningful educationally, culturally
and in terms of the development of future audiences.

5. Place all educational activitie- within the embracing framework
of artistic excellence.

Only as symphony concerts for youth represent the best possible
artistic presentations that a given orchestra can produce, do they
+qualify as significant culturally, mmsically or educationally.

The orchestra's role in this aspect of educational work is
crystal clear--it must declare and maintain the artistic standards
that bespeak of its worth, dignity and integrity as an artistic
institution.

PART III SUGGESTIONS RELATING TO EXPANSION OF CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

During this Study, conversations relating to youth concerts
frequently served as springboards for broader based discussions
with orchestra representatives and educators concerning young peo-
ple and cultural activities in today's world.

Public school and symphony orchestra leadership share a common
interest in seeking to expand opportunities for young people to
become aoquainted with the arts. Certain aspects of the problems,
however, must be tackled on a much broader basis than can be encom-
passed through joint work between an orchestra organization and a
school system in a given city.

Why not a national task force to seriously approach the problem
of upgrading the music offered by radio, TV, the juke box ard "pops"
recording fields?

Why not joint exploration at the national level by educators,
orchesttas, opera companies, and the professional unions and guilds
having jurisdiction over instrumental and vocal musicians to find
out what might be done to facilitate wider use of educational radio,
television, taping and recording on behalf of expanded music educa-
tion for youth in conjunction with youth concerts?
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Why not a coordinated two to three year project in which
outstanding leadership from education and symphony orchestras
could experiment with and test various approaches and materials
for introducing young people to fine music for the ultimate

purpose of making proven techniques and tested materials readily

available to all schools and orchestras wishing to use them?

Why not joint exploration by the fields of education and the

arts of the place accorded the arts in teacher training with

special reference to the training of the generalist elemementary

and secondary teachers?

Why not broad based study and action that would be dictated

solely by (1) the needs of students, and (2) the requirements
for excellence in the arts?

If education of youth and excellence in the arts are as vital

to the future of our society as their spokesmen claim, then why

not place them at the focal point with the avowed intention of

finding ways to undertake research, study, and subsequent action

that will break through the myriad of practical and financial

barriers impeding progress in these areas?

WHY NOT?

PART IV SUGGESTIONS MADE, AS A RESULT OF THIS STUDY, FOR FUTURE

RESEARCH PROJECTS

1. Controlled studies to determine whether or not students'

favorable response to concerts and music actually is
enhanced by incorporating in the school music curriculum

advance study of music programmed for youth concerts.

2. Controlled studies to evaluate the validity and effectiveness

of various pre-concert and post-concert teaching techniques

in making youth concerts significant as educational exper-
iences for students.

3. Studies under controlled conditions to ascertain the effect

of various factors upon the student learning situation at

concerts, including:

a. Size and instrumentation of performing ensembles in
relation to students of different age groups
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b. Location of concerts; i.e. concerts played in school
Windings vs. those played in concert halls

c. Size of audience

4. Studies relating to techniques for making effective use of
small ensemble performances as preliminary and/or supplemen-
tarY to attendance at full symphony orchestra conceris.

5. Studies on the value placed by students on concerts for
which they must pay admission as opposed to the value they
place on free concerts.

6. Studies to determine student reaction to televised concerts
as compared to their reactions to actual concert attendance
(using the same orchestra for both types of presentation).

7. Studies to determine reaction by students of various age
levels to specific compositions played in youth concerts.

8. Studies to determine tte degree to which exposure of students
to fine music in the home affects their reactions to youth
concerts.

9. Study of the same group of students over a three or four year
period to determine the degree to which interest increases
as concert exposures increase.

10. Studies of adult audiences to determine whether or not earlier
attendance at youth concerts is a factor in present concert
attendance a§ adults.

11. Studies of adult audiences to determine what:percentage of
individuals were influenced to attend concert as-a result

of the Damrosch youth concert broadcasts of yesteryear.

12. Studies of non-concert goes to determine whether or not they
attended youth concerts as children and if so, whether or
not that experience is a factor in their present disinterest
in attending concerts.
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CASE STUDIES OF YOUTH CONCERTS PRESENTED BY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRAS IN

TWENTY CITIES

The availability of an orchestra's playing personnel for perform-

ance of youth concerts during school hours is a decisive factor

in the scope of the youth concert project in a given city.

The case study reports aref-therefore, presented in the following

two groups:

Group I Cities in which the orchestra engages all or a substan-

tial pert of the musicians on a full-time basis for all

or part of the year

Page City Orchestra

147 Baltimore Baltimore Symphony Orchestra

177 Cincinnati Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra

209 Cleveland Cleveland Orchestra

234 Detroit Detroit Symphony Orchestra

258 Hartford Hartford Symphony Orchestra

279 New Orleans New Orleans Philharmonic Symphony

Orchestra

297 Pittsburgh Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra

322 Salt Lake City Utah Symphony Orchestra

348 San Francisco San Francisco Symphony Orchestra

370 Seattle Seattle Symphony Orchestra

Group II Cities in which the orchestra engages the musicilns on

a per-service basis

City

4

Orchestra

401 'Chattanooga Chattanooga Symphony Orchestra

420 Columbus Columbus Symphony Orchestra

449 Evansville Evansville Philharmonic Orchestra

472 New Haven New Haven Symphony Orchestra

488 Pasadena Pasadena Symphony Orchestra

510 Providence Rhode Island Philharmonic Orchestra

534 Sacramento Sacramento Symphony Orchestra

553 Sarasota Florida West Coast Symphony Orchestra

571 Spokane Spokane Symphony Orchestra

588 Winston-Salem Winston-Salem Symphony Orchestra



1 City
Population, U.S. 1960 Census

BALTD1ORE. MARYLAND

2 Corporate population 939,024
3 Metropolitan population 1,727,023
4 City public school enrollment . 195,843
5 Annual per-pupil expenditure $532.00
6 Median no. school yrs. completed. . 8.9
7 Median family annaal income $5,659

8 Orchestra BALTIMORE SYMPHONY
9 Founding date 1916

10 Yr. orch. first Played youth conc.. . 1924
1966-67 ORCHESTRA DATA

11 Gross merating budget $1,034,675
12 Length of season 34 weeks
13 Number of musicians in orchestra. . 88

14 Total number concerts Played 209
15 Total rumber youth concerts played. 95
16 Est. ..4ross youth concert attendance 150,000
17 No. small ensemble performances . . . 11

DATA ON 1966-67 MOST IMPORTANT YOUTH CONC ERT SERIES - (See reports of each city for additional data)

CIN

City County City & Private & Young
18 Name of series School School Parochial Parochial People's

Concerts Concerts Concerts Concerts Concerts
19 Size of orchestra used full full full full full
20 Number of concerts 18 16 13 6 18

21 No. different programs in series. N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R. 3

Halls used for the concerts
22 Regular concert hall Lyric Lyric Lyric Lyric Music Hall
22a Seating capacity 2,620 2,620 2,620 2,620 3,718
22b Average attendance per concert. . N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R. 3,000
23 School auditorium or building . . also also also no

Youth concert scredule
24 Played during in-school hours . . . yes yes yes yes yes
25 Played during non-school hours. .

25a Day
25b Time
26 Grades eligible to attend 4-12 4-12 Elem.&Sec. Elem.&Sec. 4-6
27 Audience grade groupings 4-6, 7-12 4-6, 7-12 Elem.&Sec. Elem.&Sec. 4-6

28 Are pre-concert study materials used. yes yes yes yes yes
29 Are special "attractions" used. . . no no no no no
30 Are printed programs used no no no no yes
31 Verbal comments made by conductor conductor conductor conductor conductor
32 Free vs. admission concerts free adm. free adm. adm.
33 Admission price per concert 50 50 50
34 Admission price per series $1.25 for 3
35 Amt. pd. by child for bus to conc.. . free free free N.R. 25-75

36 Sources of financing in addition to
orchestra funds

city
grant

county grant
plus individ-
ual school
payments

P.L. 89-10,
Title I

ticket ticket
sales sales



CINCINNATI, OHIO

502,550
1,268,479
88,391
$482.04
9.7

$5,701

CLEVELAND, OHIO DETROIT, MICHIGAN

810,858
1,971,000
155,026
$481.90
9.6

$5,935

1,670,144
3,762,360
300,000
N.R.

10

$6,069

CINCINNATI SYMPHONY CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA DETROIT SYPHONY
1895 1918 1914-15

1919-20 1920 1914-15

$1,422,682 $2,200,000 $1,953,400

46 weeks 48 weeks 47 weeks

95 107 102

194 180 173

114 57 72

155,140 98,800 100,000

none none by orch. none by orch.

ional data)

Young
People's
Concerts
full
18

3

Music Hall
3,718

3,000

yes

4-6
4-6

yes
no

yes
conductor

adm.

50

$1.25 for 3
25-75

ticket
sales

Junior
High
Concerts
full

3

3

Music Hall
3,718

3,700

yes

7-9
7-9

yes

no
yes

conductor
adm.

50

$1.25 for 3
25-75

ticket
sales

In-school
Chamber
Concerts

35

84

4

N.R.

yes

yes

1-12

Elem., &
Elem.&Sec.

no

no

conductor
free

business
firms, &

individual
school
payments

Severance
Hall
Concerts

full
46

6

Severance
1,854
1,850

yes

High School School

Concerts Concerts

30-35 full

10 16

2 8

yes

yes

4-12 10-12
4th, 5-6, 10-12
7-9, 10-12
yes yes

no no
no no

conductor conductor

adm. free

45-60

25 -50

Bd. of Ed.
grants,
foundation,
ticket sales

N.R.

P.L. 89-10,

Title III

Ford
2,926

2,900

yes

5-12
5,6,7-8,

10-12
yes
no
yes
conductor
free

55 ay.

city
grant

Young
People's
Concerts
full
8

4

Ford
2,926

N.R.

no

yes
Sat.

11 am, 2pm
anyone
none

no
yes
yes
conductor
adm.

$1-$2.75
N.R.

personal

ticket
sales

In-school
Concerts

50

48

N.R.

N.R.

yes

yes

10-12
10-12

no
no
no
conducto
free

N.R.

P.L. 89
Title



In-school
Chamber
Concerts

35

84

4

N.R.

yes

yes

1-12

Elem., &
Elem.&Sec.

no

no

conductor
free

business
firms, &

individual
school
payments

CLEVELAND, OHIO

810,858
1,971,000
155,026
$481.90
9.6

$5,935

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

1,670,144
3,762,360
300,000
N.R.

10

$6,069

CHART NO. 1

SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRAS -
Summary of
Data on
Operations
and Most
Important

CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA DETROIT SYMPHONY Youth

1918 1914-15 Concert

1920 1914-15 SPries

$2,200,000 $1,953,400
48 weeks 47 weeks Orchestra

107 102 Group I -

180 173 Orchestras

57 72 in which

98,800 100,000 all or a

none by orch. none by orch. substantial
number
of the

Severance Young musicians

Hall High School Schcol People's In-school are

Concerts Concerts Concerts Concerts Concerts engaged

full 30-35 full full 50 on a

46 10 16 8 48 full-time

6 2 8 4 N.R. basis for
all or
part of

Severance Ford Ford the year

1,854 2,926 2,926

1,850 2,900 N.R. N.R.

yes yes Continued
on

Chart No.

yes yes yes no

yes
yes 1-A, 2-A

Sat.

11 am, 2um
4-12 10-12 5-12 anyone 10-12
4th, 5-6, 10-12 5,6,7-8, none 10-12
7-9, 10-12 10-12

yes yes yes no no
no no no yes no
no no yes yes no

conductor conductor conductor conductor conductor
adm. free free adm. free

45-60 $1-$2.75
N.R.

25-50 N.R. 55 ay. personal N.R.

Bd. of Ed. P.L. 89-10, city ticket
grants, Title III grant sales
foundation,
ticket sales

P.L. 89-10,
Title I
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1 City

Population, U.S. 1960 Census
2 Corporate wpulation
3 Metropolitan population
4 City public school enrollment .

5 Annual per-pupil expenditure
5 Median no. school yrs. completed. .

7 Median family annual income

8 Orchestra
9 Founding date
10 Yr. orch. first played Youth conc..

1966-67 ORCHESTRA DATA
11 Gross operating budget
12 Length of season
13 Number of musicians in orchestra. .

14 Total number concerts played
15 Total number youth concerts played.
16 Est. gross youth concert attendance
17 No. small ensemble performances . .

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

162,178
549,249
26,016

$659.93
9.6
$5,990

HARTFORD SYPHONY
(1934) 1938-39

1958-59

$388,071
30 weeks

75-85

51

28

30,000 est.

250

627,525
907,123
105,716
$349.94
9.0
$4,807

NEW ORLEANS PHILHARMONIC SYMrHONY
1935-36
1935-36

$648,400
32 weeks
80

130

56

81,000
none

DATA ON 1966-67 MOST IMPORTANT YOUTH CONCERT SERIES - (Sse reports of each city for additional data)
Young Louisiana Children's Parish

18 Name of series Youth People's Youth Symphony Student
Concsrts Concerts Concerts Concerts Concerts

19 Size of orchestra used 4:5 50 full full full
20 Number of concerts 16 8 6 9 19
21 No. different programs in series. . 8 4 3 3 8

Halls used for the conceits
22 Regular concert hall Bushnell Municipal Sm.Municipal
22a Seating capacity --- 3,277 5,000 2,500
22b Average attendance per concert. . . 1,000 1,500 4,500 2,500 1,800
23 School auditorium or building . . . . yes High school

Yollth concert schedule
24 Played during in-school hours . . . . yes yes yes yes
25 Played during non-school hours. . yes
25a Day Sat.
25b Time 1 pm, 3 pm
26 Grades eligible to attend 6-12 anyone 7-12 K-6 1-12
27 Audience grade groupings 6-8; 9-12 none 7-12 K-6 1-9;10-12

28 Are pre-concert study materials used. yes no no yes N.R.
29 Are special "attractions" used. . . no yes no no no
30 Are printed programs used yes yes no no no
31 Verbal comments made by (1) (2) (1) conductor conductor conductor
32 Free vs. admission concerts free adm. free adm. adm.
33 Admission price per concert $1.50 $1 $1
34 Admission price per series $4 for 4 $3 for 3 $3 for 3
35 Amt. pd. by child for bus to conc.. . 15 15

36 Sources of financing in addition to city ticket Bd. of ticket ticket
orchestra funds grant sales Ed. &

contrib.
sales,

contrib.
sales,
contrib.(1) radio/TV announcer

(2)dir. of music ed.



SYMPHONY

ata)

Parish
Student
Concerts
full

19

8

1,800

High school

yes

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA

604,332
2,405,435
78,000
N.R.

10

$5,605

PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY
1926
1945

$1,620,000
40 weeks
95

234

50

118,000
none by orch.

Young
People's
Concerts
full

30

5

Mosque
3,722

3,675

yes

Little
People's
Concerts
30

6

3

Rockwell
750
615

yes

1-12 4-7 1-3

1-9;10-12 4-7 1-3

N.R.

no

no

conductor
adm.

$1

-$3 for 3

yes no

no no

yes yes

conductor conductor
adm. adm.

75 $1

$3 for 5 $3 for 3
30-$1 30-$1

ticket ticket ticket

sales, sales sales
contrib.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

189,454
447,795
37,319
$462.00
12.2

$6,135

UTAh SYMPHONY
1940
1947

$684,000
28 weeks
85

91

29

67,400
none by orch.

Youth
Concerts
full
3

3

Tabernacle
6,500
5,500

In-school
Concerts
full

24

18

yes

y es

yes
Sat.

10 am
anyone 7-12

4-6 prog. 7-9; 10-12

yes

no
no

conductor
free

no

no

no

conductor
*free/adm.

25-75

business schools, PTA,
firms ticket sales
*schools establish own
policy cn free vs. adm.
charge, and plans vary

740,316
2,648,762
106,191
$603.75
12

$5,717

SAN FRAUCISCO SYMPHONY
1911

1911

Iouth Symphony
Concerts

full

6

6

$1,637,917
30 weeks
100

112

17*

40,200 est.

*In-school Chamber
Orchestra Concert::

40

10

3

Opera House
3,252

3,200
yes

yes yes

4,5,6
4-6

yes
no

yes

conductor
adm.

$1

50-75

1-12
Elem.; Jr. High;
Sr. High

N.R.

no

no

conductor
free

ticket Board of
sales Education

*10 In-school Chamber Orchestra Con-
certs played outside Orchestra's
contracted season.



NNSYLVANIA SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

2

435

SYMPHONY

,000

KS

0

orch.

ittle
People's
Concerts
30

6

3

ockwell
750
615

yes

1-3

1-3

no

no

,T yes

conductor
adm.

$1

$3 for 3
30-$1

ticket
sales

189,454
447,795
37,319
$462.00
12.2

$6,135

UTAH SYMPHONY
1940
1947

$684,000
28 weeks
85

91

29

67,400
none by orch.

Youth
Concerts
full

3

3

Tabernacle
6,500
5,500

In-school
Concerts
full

24

18

yes

yes
yes

Sat.

10 am
anyone 7-12

4-6 prog. 7-9; 10-12

yes
no

no
conductor

free

no

no

no
conductor
*free/adm.

25-75

business schools, PTA,
firms ticket sales
*schools establish own
policy on free vs. adm.
charge, and plans vary

740.31(3

2,648,762
106,191

$603.75
12

$6,717

SAN FRANCISCO SYMPHONY
1911

1911

Youth Symphony
Concerts

full
6

6

$1,637,917
30 weeks
100

112
17*

40,200 est.

*In-school Chamber
Orchestra Concerts

40

10

3

Opera House
3,252

3,200

yes

yes yes

4,5,6
4-6

yes
no
yes

conductor
adm.

$1

---

50-75

1-12
Elem.; Jr. High;
Sr. High

N.R.

no

no

conductor
free

ticket Board of
sales Education

*10 In-school Chamber Orchestra Con-
certs played outside Orchestra's
contracted season.

SEATTLE, CHART NO. 1-A
WASHINGTON

SYMPHONY
Included ORCHESTRAS -
in Summary of

DGroup I ata on

Operations
See and Most
page 146-A, Important
column on Youth
right Concert

Series

Orchestra
Group I,
continued

Seattle
Symphony
Orchestra,
see Chart
No. 2-A
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1 City CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE COLUMBUS, OHIO EVANSV
Population, U.S. 1960 Census

2 Corporate population 130,009 471,316
3 Metropolitan population 283,169 828,000
4 City public school enrollment 27,163 105,417
5 Annual per-pupil expenditure $373.00 $410.68
6 Median no. school yrs. completed. 9.2 11.2
7 Median family annual income $4,438 $5,982

8 Orchestra CHATTANOOGA SYMPHONY COLUMBUS SYMPHONY EVANSVIL
9 Founding date 1932 1950-51
10 Yr. orch. first played youth conc.. 1948-49 1950-51

1966-67 ORCHESTRA DATA
11 Gross operating budget $76,040 $200,000

*13 NLmber of musicians in orchestra. 65 80

14 Total number concerts played 19 33
15 Total number youth concerts played. 11 10
16 Est. gross youth concert attendance 32,000 20,000
17 No. small ensemble performances . . 14 180

DATA ON 1966-67 MOST IMPORTANT YOUTH CONCERT SERIES (See reports of each city for additional data)

18 Name of series Youth Concerts youth

Concerts
High School City Scho
Series Concerts

19 Size of orchestra used 40 65 65 full
20 Number of concerts 8 4 6 3
21 No. different progr.7.ms in series. 2 2 3 1

Halls used for the concerts
22 Regular concert hall Memorial Auditorium Veteran's Roberts*
22a Seating capacity 4,480 4,000 9,474
22b Average attendance per concert. 4,000 2,500 N.R. 4,160
23 School auditorium or building yes

Youth concert schedule
24 Played during in-school hours . yes yes yes
25 Played during non-school hours. yes
25a Day Sat.
25b Time 11 am, 2 pm
26 Grades eligible to attend 4,5,6 anyone 10-12 6-12
27 Audience grade groupings 4,5,6 none 10-12 6-12

28 Are pre-concert study materials used. yes yes no yes
29 Are special "attractions" used. no no no no
30 Are printed programs used yes no no
31 Verbal comments made by conductor Univ. prof. --- conductor
32 Free vs. admission concerts free adm. free free
33 Admission price per concert 50:
34 Admission price per series
35 Amt. pd. by child for bus to conc. 25-40c 25

36 Sources of financing in addition to
orchestra funds

business ticket
firms sales

Bd. of Ed., business
MPTF firm

*1967-68
* No. 12, Length of season, not applicable to this group of orchestras



EVANSVILLE, INDIANA NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

141,543

222,U-0
33,139
$521.67
10.2

$5,299

EVANSVILLE PHILHARMONIC
1934

1954

nal data)

$85,900
80

12

4

21,500
100

151,000
303,400
N.R.

N.R.

10.1

$5,864

NEW HAVEN SYMPHONY
1895
1933

$202,000
80

34

26

29,500
21

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA PROVIDENCE, RHODE

116,407
6,918,300
44,330
$694.49
12.4

$6,922

PASADENA SYMPHONY
1928

1934

$105,707
82

10

2*

6,000
none by orch.

287,061
735,000
26,680 1

$567.11 4

9.8

$5,069

RHODE ISLAND PHILH
1945
1948

$218,039
75

45
.77

41,000
160

City School Tri-State
Concerts Concert

full full

3 1

1 1

Roberts* Roberts
9,474 9,474
4,100 9,500

yes yes

6-12 6-12

6-12 6-12

yes

no no
no no

conductor conductor
free free

25c N.R.

Young People's High School Youth Concerts

Concerts Concerts (Area Youth Music Council)
50 50

I

full

12 14 2

3 2 1

school
1,000
1,000 ---

yes yes

yes

yes

Sat.

11 am, 1 pm
anyone 7-12

7-9; 10-12

no no

yes no

yes

conductor conductor
adm. free

$1.25
$3.00

business business City of New Morse Trust;
firm firm Haven; ticket some schools'
*1967-68 new auditorium sales funds

Civic Auditorium
3,000
3,000

yes
Sun.

2 pm, 3:30 pm
anyone
anyone

yes
no
no

conductor
adm.

75

ticket sales

*Also plays for Children's
Opera

Children's
Concerts

50

16

1

Veteran's
2,200
2,200

yes

4-6
4-6

yes

no

yes
Prof. Nar.*

free

free or 35

High
Con4

4
A
8

3

coni

schools and sta
donors gra
*Professional Nar



NEW HAVEN, CCNNECTICUT PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

151,000
303,400
h.R.

N.R.

10.1

$5,864

NEW HAVEN SYMPHONY
1895
1933

$202,000
80

34

26

29,500
21

116,407
6,918,300
44,330
$694.49
12.4

$6,922

PASADENA SYMPHONY
1928

1934

$105,707
82

10

2*

6,000
none by orch.

Young People's High School
Concerts Concerts

50 50

12 10

3

school
1,000
1,000
yes yes

yes
yes

Sat.

11 am, 1 pm
anyone 7-12

7-9; 10-12

no no

yes no
yes

conductor conductor
adm. free
$1.25
$3.00

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND CHART NO. 2

187,061 SYMPHONY

735,000 ORCHESTRAS -
26,680 Summary of
$567.11 Data on
9.8 Operations

$5,069 and Most
Important

RHODE ISLAND PHILHARMONIC Youth

1945 Concert
1948 Series

$218,039
75 Orchestra

Grop II
45
27 Crchestras

41,000 in which

160 musicians
are

engaged

Youth Concerts
(Area Youth Music Council)

full
2

1

Civic Auditorium
3,000
3,000

yes
Sun.

2 pm, 3:30 pm
anyone
anyone

yes

no
no

conductor
adm.

75

on a

Children's High School per-service

Concerts Concerts basis

50 40
16 8

1 1 Continued
on Chart
No. 2-A

Veteran's
2,200
2,200

yes

yes yes

4-6 10-12
4-6 10-12

yes no

nc no

yes N.R.

Prof. Nar.* conductor
free free

free or 35

City of New Morse Trust; ticket sales schools and state ed.
Haven; ticket some schools' donors grant
sales funds *Also plays for Children's *Professional Narrator
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1 City
Population, U.S. 1960 Census

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA SARASOTA, FLORIDA

2 Corporate population 237,712 34,083

3 Metropolitan population 742,000 76,895

4 City public school enrollment . . 57,875 18,429

5 Annual per-pupil expenditure $649.00 $539.00

6 Median no. school yrs. completed. . 12.1 12

7 Median family annual income $6,943 $4,889

8 Orchestra SACRAMENTO SYMPHONY FLORIDA WEST COAST SYMPHONY
9 Founding date 1948-49 1948

10 Yr. orch. first played youth conc.. . 1960-61 1950

1966-67 ORCHESTRA DATA
11 Gross operating budget $181,100 $52,900

12 Length of season
13 Number of musicians in orchestra. . 81 85

14 Total number concerts played . . . 34 13

15 Total number youth concerts played. . 10 6

16 Est. gross youth concert attendance . 18,000 10,500

17 No. small ensemble performances . . . 124 none

DATA ON 1966-67 MOST IMPORTANT YOUTH CONCERT SERIES (See reports of each city for additional data)

18

19

Name of series

Size of orchestra used

Concerts for
Young People

full

Sarasota
County
Concerts
full

Manatee
County
Concerts
full

20 Number of concerts 6 3 3

21 No. different programs in ser;es. . 3 1 1

Halls used for the concerts Sarasota Bradenton

22 Regular concert hall Memorial Municipal Municipal

22a Seating capacity 4,000 1,700 1,800

22b Aver7lge attendance per concert. . 3,000 1,700 1,800

23 School Auwinm or building . . .

Youth concert schedule
24 Played during in-school hours . yes yes

25 Played during non-school hours. . yes

25a Day Sat.

25b Time 10, 11:45 am
26 Grades eligible to attend anyone 5-6 4-6

27 Audience grade groupings 4-6 prog. 5-6 4-6

28 Are pre-concert study materials used. no yes no

29 Are special "attractions" used. . . no no no

30 Are printed programs used yes yes yes

31 Verbal comments made by . conductor conductor conductor

32 Free vs. admission concert adm. free free

33 Admission price per concert 50

34 Admission price per series $1 for 2 ---

35 Amt. pd. by child for bu:- to conc.. free free

36 Sources of financing in addition to
orchestra funds

ticket donors,

sales MPTF
donors,
MPTF

SPOKANE, WAS

181,608!

278,333-

34,000
N.R.

12.1

$6,044

SPOKANE SYZ

1945-46
1962-63

$74,061

75

18

5

3,500
none

Youth
Concer

full

5

Post Theat
1,250

700

yes
Sat.
12:45

anyon
chiefly 4

no

no

no

conduc
adm.

50

$2 fo

ticket s
Jr. Leagu



, WASHINGTON WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.

1,608
8,333
-,000

,L
-,044

SYMPHONY
A5-46
62-63

4,061

500

ne

111,135
189,428
47,922
$409.46
10.6

$5,317

WINSTON-SALEM SYMPHONY
1948
1954

$60,000

70

13
2

15,000
44

'uth

ncerts
full

5

-Theater

1,250
700

yes

Sat.

12:45 cm
anyone

efly 4-8

no

no

no

onductor
adm.

50

$2 for 5

ket sales,
League

Coliseum
Youth
Concerts

50

2

1

Coliseum
8,250
7,000

yes

4-9

4-9

yes

no

no
conducwr

adm.

25

25

ticket
sales

GROUP I
(continued from page 145)

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

557,087
1,107,213
95,417
$621.28
12.2

$6,942

SEATTLE SYMPHONY
1903
1912

$1,179,919
29 weeks
83

180
96

145,000

CHART NO. 2-

SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRAS -
Summary of
Data on
Operations
and Most
Important
Youth
Concert
Series

Orchestra
Group II,
continued

and

Orchestra
Group I,
Seattle

Fourth Elem. & Jr. and Symphony

Grade Elementary Jr. High Sr. High Orchestra

Concerts Concerts Concerts Concerts
full full full full
4 8 16 12

1 2 4 1

Opera Opera Opera
House House House

3,100 3,100 3,100

3,000 3,000 3,000
yes

yes yes yes yes

4 5-6 5-9 9-12

4 5-6 5-6; 7-9; 9-12

5-9
yes yes

no no

no no
conductor conductor

free adm.

50t::

30:34

city
grant

304:

ticket
sales

yes

no
no

conductor
free

30

yes

no

no
conductor

free

P.L. 89-10, Bd. of Ed.,

Title III P.L. 89-10,
Title III

Page 146-A



STUDY OF YOUTH CONCERTS IN BALTIMORE MARYLAND

Field Workers: Franz Bibo, Orchestra Research Specialist
Martin LeBeau, Music Education Specialist

REPORT OUTLINE Page

Fact Sheet 140

Baltimore Schools, Summary 149

Music Education in Baltimore Public Schools . 150

Changes in Youth Concerts for 1967-68 . 153

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Youth Concerts,
1966-67, Summary 155

History of Student Concerts in Baltimore 17

Coordinating Work of Schools and Orchestra

Concert Planning and Evaluation . " 15R
Scheduling 1'79

Attendance and Transportation . . in
Audience Supervision 162
Promotion and Publicity 162
Concert Preparation and Follow-up 162

Programing 168

Youth Concert Evaluations, Comments and Suggestions . 173

Financing 17-

Ensembles 176

147
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FACT SHEET - BALTIMORE MARYLAND

THE CITY

Population Data

Economic Base

Income Data

(See also ,Appendix D)

Corporate population
Metropolitan area .-. . . .

939,024
1,727,023

Whites in corporate population . . . 65.07
Negroes in 34.7%
Other non-whites in 033%.

Retail trade, production of food and
kindred products

Median family income . . . . . . $ 5,659 annual
18.6% of families earning less than $ 3,000 annual
15.07 of families earning over . . $10,000 annual

Designated major poverty areas (1966):
3 with 532,000 persons

Education Data Of Baltimore residents 25 years or older:
(1960) 10.7% had completed less than 5 years of school

28.2% had completed high school or more
Median number school years completed - 8.9 yrs.

THE ORCHESTRA - THE BALTIMORE SYMPHONY (1966-67 data)

Gross annual budget
Length of season
Total number of musicians
Total nimiher of concort-s played

Total number of youth concerts played
Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts . . .

President: Joseph Neyerhoff
Music Director: Peter Herman Adler
Manager: Oleg Lobanov

$1,034,675
34 weeks
88
205 - 209

.95

150,000

Conductor of youth concerts: Elyakum Shapira, Assoc. Conductor
Coordinator of " : Kenneth Keine, Assoc. Mgr ('66-'67)
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BALTIMORE SCHOOLS 7_gINI1AIILS126.6:61_41atal

Public school enrollment 195,843

Non-public school enrollment 38 534
Total school population (through high school) 2543377

Baltimore Public Schools

Superintendent:

Director of music education:
Cultural activity coordinators:

Laurence G. Paquin (deceased)
J. Marion Magill

Nergaret Armstrong, Evelyn Howard

Annual per pupil expenditure $532.00
Grade structure: Pre-school, Kindergarten, 6-3-3-2

Schools:

Elementary Schools
Elementary-Special Junior High School Curriculum
Elementary-Junior High Schools
Junior-Senior High Schools (General Vocational,
General Vocational High and Advanced Special
Curriculum anly)

Junior High Schools
Advanced Special Curriculum Only
Senior High Schools
Senior High Schools (Vocational-Technical only)
Special (Physically, Mentally and Emotionally
Handicapped)

Junior College

Special Facilities and Programs
Pre-school (Headstart)
Adult Education
Manpower Development and Training Centers
Educational Radio (WITH-FM) and educational
broadcasts aver WBAL-TV, a commercirq station

Extensive Federally Funded Programs

145
1

6

5

24

1

12

2

10

1

Representative Community Cultural and Educational Institutions

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
Mechanics Theatre
Peale Museum
Museum of Art
Walters Art Gallery
Baltimore Museum of Arts

149

Baltimore Junior College
Coppin State College
Johns Hopkins University
Loyola University
Morgan State College
Peabody Institute
University of Maryland(branches)
Goucher College



MUSIC EDUCATION IN BALTIMORE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Music Listening

The expressed goal of the music education department of Baltimore
City Public Schools is to provide every student in the city with at
least one symphony concert experience each year. In spite of heavy
financial investment for student concerts by the City of Baltimore and
the State of Maryland, and with the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra al-
ready playing approximately 100 student concerts a year for city and
county students, so far it has been possible to make concert experi-
ences available to only about one-third (approximately 65,00) of the
city school student population each year. Nevertheless, the school
system continues in its valiant efforts to expand the program.

Elementary students also are the recipients of a variety of vocal
and instrumental ensemble performances including string quartets, wood-
wind and brass ensembles made available by the Baltimore Symphony and
Young Audiences, occasional opera performances, plus occasional appear-
ances by other performing art groups.

Learning to listen is the prime objective for all of these activi-

(See Appendix 0 for statement of philosophy and objectives.)

Cultural Activity Coordinators

ties.

Two full-time cultural activity coordinators (both former teachers)
are employed by Baltimore City schools. One is responsible for sched-
uling, transportation and other production matters relating to elemen-
tary school concerts, with her colleague being responsible for similar
work in connection with secondary school concerts. Their concern is
not solely with the Baltimore Symphony concerts and ensembles, but
includes also Young Audience ensembles, Opera in Miniature, hi-fi
demonstrations, and other arts presentations.
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MUSIC EDUCATION IN BALTLMORE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

BALTIMORE TABLE NO. 1

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF - BALTIMORE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
(Total Staff 203)

VOCAL-GENERAL

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary

In 161 schools:
Elementary Supervisor

4 Assistant Supervisors
55 Elementary Music Specialists

In approximately 107 schools:
Instrumental Supervisor
all levels

Assistant Supervisor
32-1/2 Instrumental Special-

ists - (15 also Jr. High,
5 also Sr. High)

Junior High

In 40 schools:
Secondary Vocal Supervisor
57 Vocal-General teachers

(2 part-time and 4 teaching
in 2-3 schools)

In 14 schools:
31-1/2 Vocal Teachers

In 26 schools:

19 Instrumental Specialists
(15 also Elementary)

Senior High

In 13 schools:
12-1/2 Instrumental Spec-
ists (5 also in Ele-
mentary)

2 Special Education Teachers
Cultural Activity Coordinator - Elementary
Cultural Activity Coordinator - Secondary
Junior College - 1 Vocal, 1 Instrumental Teacher
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BALTIMORE TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM - BALTIMORE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

VOCAL-GENERAL

Classroom Music (K-6)

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary

Beginning Strings (Gr. 4)
Beginning Winds, Percussion

(Gr. 5)
Guitarz Accordian, Piano,

Organ (some schools)
Intermediate and Advanced
Winds, Percussion, Strings
(Gr. 5-6)

Orchestra
Small Ensembles

1314i42Eilidt

General Mnsic (required grade 7
and elective grades 8-9)

7th Gr. Chorus
Girls', Boys', and Mixed Choruses

Choir

Beginning and Intermediate
Winds, Percussion, Strings

Orchestra
Organ
Class Piano
Small Ensembles

Senior High

General Music (Gr. 10-12)
Girls', Boys', and Mixed Choruses
Choir
Voice Class
Small Ensembles

Intermediate Wind and Percus-

sion Instruction
Band
Orchestra
Small Ensembles

Humanities
Theory
Music Appreciation
(2 days per week)
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Elementary Music

Elementary classroom music specialists, called resource teachers,
handled kindergarten through 6th grade and managed to visit a classroom

once every 2 weeks, with an average of 3 schools each. In 12 schools,

however, building specialists worked with 5th and 6th grades as part
of an experimental program that would eventually lead to elimination of

the self-contained classroom.

Elementary instrumental music was taught in about two-thirds of

the schools, the remaining third having been dropped when instruction

did not prove feasible. Students received an average of one and one-

half lessons each week on orchestral instruments, the string program

having been started only recently.

Station WITH-FM carried a series of elementary school music broad-

casts correlated with various classroom music materials in use, such as

Lillian Baldwin's Young and Keyboard Junior.

Secondary Music

A requirement in 7th grade, with a weekly class meeting the entire

year, general music was an elective ift grades 8 and 9. 23 Baltimore

city junior high schools also offered organ instruction.

General Music was an elective for 3 years at high school level,
along with music appreciation (twice each week), theory, and humani-

ties. Vocal, instrumental and academic music classes met daily. All-

city performing groups were offered as extra-curricular activities.

CHANGES IN YOUTH CONCERTS FOR 1967-68 SEASON

The field work for the study of youth concerts in Baltimore was
completed in November 1966, and the detailed report is based on the
work and procedures as of that date.

During the ensuing months, however, new plans were adopted for the

1967-68 season including the following:
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Youth Pro ram Council

The Baltimore Symphony Association formed an advisory committee

for its educational work. Titled, The Youth Program Council of the
Baltimore Symphony, the committee is composed of the directors of music
education from Baltimore City and County schools, private and parochial
school representatives, the state supervisor of music education, Assis-
tant Director of Peabody Institute, the Baltimore Symphony Director of

Youth Education, the Orchestra's general manager, and representatives
of the Young Associates Unit of the Baltimore Symphony Wamen's Com-

mittee.

The Council meets bi-monthly and serves in an advisory capacity
to the Orchestra's Board of Directors and staff on all youth activities.

Included in the Council's current studies is an evaluation of pro-
,

cedures, results, and values of pre-concert study and follow-up work
with students.

Director of Youth Education

Effective for the 1967-68 season, the Orchestra engaged a full-
time Director of Ybuth Education, Allan Miller, who also will serve as
conductor of youth concerts, succeeding Elyakum Shapira in that capac-

ity.

The new conductor of youth concerts is desirous of placing special
emphasis upon providing an enioyable musical experience for the stu-

dents. Audience participation will be increased during the current
year, a simplified plan of dismissing students from the concerts has

been devised, and use of the large placards for announcement of works
being played will be discontinued.

New Concert Series

A new series of 3 double concerts titled "The Children's Lyric
Series" will be presented under the musical direction of Peter Herman
Adler, Music Director of the Baltimore Symphony, and will feature opera,
ballet, puppets, and the winner of the Orchestra's new competition for
young instrumentalists. The concerts will be presented on two Saturday
afternoons and one afternoon during the Christmas holidays. Season

ticket prices for the 3 concerts range from $3.00 to $7.50.
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SUMMARY OF 1966-67 BALTIMORE SYMPHONY YOUTH CONCERTS - 8 Series

1. Youth Concerts Played for Baltimore City Schools

Number:

Conductor:
Sponsorship:
Financing:

Attended by:
Performed in:

Time:

Transportation:
Transportation

Cost:

Admission:

2. Youth Concerts

18 performances
Elyakum Shapira
Baltimore City Schools and Baltimore Symphony
Grant from the City of Baltimore (to thc Or-

chestra Association)
Students in Grades 4-12
Lyric Theater and High School Auditoriums
School day mornings
School buses for concerts in the Lyric Theatre

Free
Free

Played for Baltimore County Schools

Number:
Conductor:

Sponsorship:
Financing:

Attended by:
Performed in:

Time:
Admission:
Transportation:
Transportation

Cost:

16 performances
Elyakum Shapira
Baltimore County Schools and Baltimore Symphony

Grant to the Orchestra Association from
Baltimore County, and contracts with indi-

vidual schools
Students in Grades 4-12
Lyric Theater and High School Auditoriums
School day mornings

$.50
Buses to Lyric Theater

Varies according to school

Run-out Youth Concerts Throu hout the State of Marjand

Number:

Conductor:
Financing:

Sponsorship:
Attended by:
Performed in:

Time:
Admission:

23 perfolfmances

Elyakum Shapira
Grant to the Orchestra Association from the

State of Mhryland and contracts with local

schools and other groups.
Baltimore Symphony
Students in Grades 4-12
School Auditoriums
School time
Varies, some free
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4. Youth Concerts Pla7ed for Private and Parochial Schools

Number:

Conductor:
Sponsorship:

Financing:
Attended by:
Performed in:

Admission:
Transportation:

5. Youth Concerts

6

Elyakum Shapira
Baltimore Symphony
Baltimore Symphony and ticket sales
Students, Grades 4-12
Lyric Theater - seating capacity,.2,620

$.50
Buses

Played at Goucher College

Number:
Conductor:
Sponsorship:
Financing:

Attended by:
Performed in:

Time:
Admission:
Programming:

6. Youth Concerts

14 performances (oven rehearsals)
Elyakum Shapira
Rockefeller Foundation American Music Project
Rockefeller Foundation,Orchestra Association,

Goucher College, City School Contract P.L.
89-10, Title I funds

Elementary and Secondary Students
Goucher College Auditorium
School day
Free
Special Series titled "American Music Festival
Series" featuring contemporary works, and
offered as "Open rehearsals"

under P.L. 89-10, Title I Grant

Number:
Conductor:
Sponsorship:
Financing:
Attended by:

Performed in:

Time:
Admission:
Transportation:

13 performances
Elyakum Shapira
Baltimore City and Parochial Schools
P.L. 89-10, Title I Grant
Elementary and secondary students
Lyric Theater and School Auditoriums
School day
Free
Buses to Lyric Theater
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7. Kinderkonzerts

Number:
Conductor:
Sponsorship:
Financing:
Attended by:

Performed in:

Time:
Admission:

4 performances
Harry John Brown
Baltimore Symphony
Ticket Sales
Anyone purchasing a ticket, geared to pre-

school age
2 in Lyric Theater and 2 in a Frederick
Naryland School Auditorium

During Christmas Holidays
$1.50 average

8. Small Orchestra Concerts under P.L. 89-10, Title I

At the end of the 1966-67 season, an extra week of services
was added for a 34-piece orchestra.

Number:
Conductor:
Financed by:
Attehded by:
Performed in:
Admission:

9 performances, 1 program
Elyakum Shapira
P,L; 89-10, Title I funds
Elementaky students
City school buildings
Free

HISTORY OF YOUTH CONCERTS IN BALTIMORE

The Baltimore Symphony presented its first youth concert on a
Saturday in February 1924. Under the direction of Gustav Strub, the
01:chestra presented a series of three Saturday morning youth concerts
that year. Apparently, this format continued until 1940 when, under
the direction of Nhssio Freccia, the Baltimore Symphony began its in-
school concerts, presenting 12 each year for the Baltimore City schools.

Concerts in the Baltimore County Schools began during the 1955-56
season with as many as 22 concerts being presented in one school year.
A total of 19 concerts wili be presented for the Baltimore County

schools during the 1967-68 season including three in the Lyric Theater.
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COORDINATING WORK OF SCHOOLS AND ORCHESTRA

Note: The Youth Concert Study was focused on concerts affecting stu-
dents in the City of Baltimore. The overall programs however, involves
schools throughout the county and state as well, and many references
are made both to city and county schools in this report.

Concert Planning and Evaluation

Starting point for the relationship between Orchestra and schools
for planning and evaluating student concerts in Baltimore rests in the
financial structure. Public monies from State, County and City, total-
ling approximately $250,000 to be used for educational activities ac-
count for approximately 25% of the total annual income of the Baltimore
Symphony Orchestra. A project of this scope demands maintenance of
close cooperation between schools and Orchestra, as has been done in
Baltimore, in order to achieve a smooth functioning and effective edu-
cational experience for students.

The two big school systems of the area (Baltimore City and Balti-
more County) provide a large percentage of the Orchestra's total stu-
dent audience, the remainder coming from private and parochial schools,
special interest groups, and from various schools around the state.
The two large school systems realize the value of coordinating their
ideas concerning student concert projects and usually find themselves
in natural agreement when it comes to presenting suggestions to the
Orchestra realizing, meantime, that the Orchestra has many complex
operating problems that must be given careful consideration.

A prime example of orchestra-school joint planning had to do with
policies relating to first chair players. Customarily the first chair
players (section heads) of the Orchestra were not required to play stu-
dent concerts. They were formed into ensembles and arrangements were
made for these nusicians to perform in elementary schools in lieu of
playing the full orchestra student concerts.

Such an arrangement was possible, of course, only because of the
financial arrangements already in effect relative to the Orchestra's
educational activities.

The formal structure for concert planning consists of an advisory
committee composed of the directors of music education from Baltimore
City and County schools, elementary and secondary vocal supervisors,
private school representatives, and representatives of Young Associates
of Baltimore - one of the units of the Symphony Women's Committee.

The committee is scheduled to meet with the conductor of the stu-
dent concerts and the Orchestra's manager at least once a year for
evaluation of the current work and planning for the coming year. The
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annual meeting has been cancelled the last year or two due to con-
flicting schedules of participants.

Through the years of committee work, however, various aspects of
oncert presentations have been changed and improved especially in the
non-musical and aural aspects of the concerts, according to a number of
educators.

The director of music education for the city schools is of the
epinion that school-orchestra cooperation and efficiency of operation
could be further enhanced if a full-time orchestra-school coordinator
were engaged, with the salary to be borne jointly by Orchestra and
the schools. He feels that a further step in closer coordination that
bears serious consideration would be for the schools to engage a con-
ductor for the all-city student orchestra who also would serve as con-
ductor for Baltimore Symphony student concerts, thereby easing the
present heavy work load of the Orchestra's associate conductor.

In the opinion of one school administrator, the size of the school
system precludes involvement of the teachers in any but the student
preparation phase of the total operation, the planning and evaluation
of concerts being primarily a school administrative function.

In conjunction with concerts played in school buildings, the Or-
chestra sends to each school an information sheet covering the many
production details that the school should arrange, including the fol-
lowing: (See Appendix N)

1. Arrival time of the Orchestra's equipment vans.

2. Need for wooden ramps to be used in moving of heavy
instruments over steps.

3. Auditorium temperature

4. Lighting

5. Stage to be cleared before Orchestra arrives with exception
of chairs, music stands, and podium.

6. Stage set with reference to acoustical needs.

7. Dressing rooms

8. Microphones

9e Statement regarding whether or not a piano will be needed.
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10. Statement prohibiting the making of tapes without specific

permission to do so.

11. Request that, if possible, coffee be served to musicians be-

tween concerts if a pair is being played. The musicians are
willing to pay for the coffee if it can only be made available.

12. Request that one person be placed in charge of heating and

lighting arrangements.

Scheduling

Concerts are played on school days usually between 9:30 and 11:30

AN. Both single concerts and back-to-back ccncerts are presented.

School concert coordinators handle the intricate logistics of
scheduling locations of concerts and assigning seat allocations to

individual schools.

Attendance and Trans ortation

City school p3licies prohibit charging students for school materi-

als or school activities. City school student attendance at concerts,
therefore, is dictated by availability of school buses needed for con-

cert transportatione These logistics are further complicated by school

bus seating capacity.

Basic policy of the city schools is to have an entire class and

the teacher attend a concert. School buses have capacity for 64 pas-

sengers. If class units do not work out in multiples of 64, then a
problem arises as to which students shall be selected to attend.

The school music education concert coordinators allocate some con-
cert seating space and bus transportation to each school. It becomes

the responsibility of the individual school administration to decide
which students shall attend.

Elementary schools generally give priority to 6th grade students,

with 4th and 5th grade students attending from some schools..

Secondary schools customarily give priority to students in music

classes.

Due to lack of sufficient school buses being available, it occasion-
ally is not possible to use the full seating capacity for student con-
certs presented at the Lyric Theater although every effort is made to
juggle seating space between city and county schools so that fullest
possible use is made of concert opportunities.
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County schools have more leeway in regulations affecting charges
and transportation and some of the schools charge some of the students
$1.00 admission which includes bus fare, thereby permitting those schools

to charter commercial buses.

Limited parking facilities at the downtown Lyric Theater demand
careful organization of bus loading and unloading. Upon arrival at the

Theater, bus drivers are directed by a coordinator using walkie-talkit,
equipment as to unloading and pick-up procedures.

At the conclusion of the concert, the audience is dismissed by bus
units, the bus numbers being called out from the stage and students ad-
vised where they will find their buses. This process can take up to
40 minutes, especially on a rainy date when traffic is slow, but has
been considered preferable to turning two thousand students out on a
busy city street to fight their own way to their buses. (See page 7)

An alternate procedure that has been used with some success is to
have the students identify their bus drivers as they walk through the
lobby and follow the driver to the bus.

Study responses from 79 teachers indicated that 66 were satisfied

with transportation arrangements.

59% of 44 elementary classroom teachers voluntarily gave the fol-
lowing breakdown on the approximate percentage of their students at-

tending concerts.

BALTIMORE TABLE NO. 3

APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN IN ELEMENTARY CLASSES
ATTENDING CONCERTS

0 - 25% 25 - 50% 50 - 75%

0 1%
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Audience Supervision

Teachers are in attendance at all concerts.

For concerts presented at Lyric Theater, students are shown to their

seats by theater guides, and each group of approximately 60 students is

supervised by one teacher. Some schools follow a practice of not per-

mitting problem children to attend concerts, a procedure that is ques-

tioned by one principal who commented that so-called problem children

may not prove to be problems when attending concerts.

About 907 of the teachers working with elementary children, and 31

of 36 secondary vocal teachers rated student concert behavior as either
fi excellent" or "good".

Promotion and Publicity

Promotion developed by the Orchestra is focused chiefly on in-
forming the public of the educational service given by the organization
in conjunction with student concerts and is handled through newspaper

feature stories and the Orchestra's own publications.

Promotion developed by the schools consists of working materials

related to concert scheduling and student preparation.

Several school administrators expressed the opinion that youth
concert activities are not given sufficient community-wide coverage and

that a good public relations opportunity was being missed by both schools

and Orchestra.

Concert Preparation and Follow-up

Leadership of schools and Orchestra is of one mind concerning the
purpose of student concerts - they are conceived solely as an integral

part of a student's total music education. It follows naturally, then,

that pre-concert study shall be given the students by the schools.

Orchestra management and conductor each termed concert preparation

as "absolutely necessary". The conductor stated he always can tell
which groups of students have been pr.Tared for concerts. "I can see

it in their faces. The prepared students are alert, are willing to

participate in our program discussions at concerts. Granted that stu-

dents have had pre-concert study, it then is possible for the conductor
to hold their interest at the concert through his verbal comments and

by maintaining a high level of performance."
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Baltimore City schools and Baltimore County schools cooperatively
prepare study materials for use by teachers, each system doing the work

on alternating years. Current practice calls for the Orchestra to file

program listings with the schools not later than August 31. School music

administrators wnuld like to have it even earlier, preferably by the
early part of the summer, in order to facilitate preparation of study

materials.

Nhenever possible, Entire classes attend concerts which means that,
with rare exceptions, all students in a class receive concert prepara-

tion. Regardless of whether or not they can attend a given concert
with their classes, classroom teachers are encouraged to attend at least

one concert each year given for their own students' age group to aid

them in concert preparation and follow-up activities.

Classroom teachers are encouraged to use school library source
materials, to work with the recognition and function of orchestral in-
struments, to use theue charts, and generally to review the teaching of

the classroom music specialists.

Although Baltimore City schools use educational radio and commer-
cial television time for instructional purposes, no direct concert prep-
aration ordinarily is done through these media.

During 1966-67, the school music television program NBAL-TV, titled
"Accent on Music" featured taped interviews with Virgil Thomson and
Aaron Copland whose music was played on one of the youth concert pro-

grams, "Accent on Music" broadcasts are presented over a two-month
period in the spring and often feature children and teachers as per-
formers.

In some previous years, some concerts were broadcast over the radio.
Thematic charts, transparencies for use with overhead projectors, re-
cordings and concert tapes were used.

Elementary School ConcertlaRaration

Actual materials used during 1966-67 contained some interesting
sections for use by teachers. (See Appendix 0 for outline and examples.)
No specific materials were prepared for distribution to students.

Preparatory materials used in 1965-66 were considered by a number
of teachers to be very effective. They were designed more for use by
music specialists than was the case for 1966-67 materiale and included
detailed analyses of each composition, charts of themes, extensive but
realistic lists of references, recordings, and other materials, suggested

concert preparation activities. (See Appendix 0)
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When asked if they developed their own materials for concert prepa-
ration, 32 of 44 classroom teachers said they did, as did 26 of 35 ele-
mentary classroom specialists.

Elementary music supervisors felt strongiy that music for youth con-
certs should be selected from materials already available to elementary
teachers such as "Keyboard Junior", "Adventures in Music", the RCA Basic
Record Library Series and the Bowmar recordings.

Generally speaking, 36 classroom teachers responding to Study ques-
tionnaires considered the teachers' guides prepared by the schools to be
adequate for their purposes. 867 of elementary classroom music special-
ists concurred. Teachers who used the materials rated them as follows:

BALTIMORE TABLE O. 4

RATING OF ELEMENTARY TEACHERS' STUDY GUIDE

Provides sufficient informa-

Excellent
A /B

Good
A/B

Fair
A/B

Poor
A/ B

tion 8 19 23 13 4 1 0 0

Clearly organized 15 21 25 12 2 1 1 0

Suggested suPplementary
material available 11 12 13 12 6 8 7 3

Column A - Elementary Teachers
Column B Elementary Music Specialists

.Several music specialists expressed the opinion that elementary
program materials were within the classroom teacher's grasp as far as
biography and general statements about music were concerned, but that
themes, terminology and technical materials were not within the aver-
age teacher's grasp. (The different emphasis in preparing 1965-66 and
1966-67 study materials has been noted.)
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BALTIMORE TABLE NO. 5

IRTSICAL BACKGROUND NECESSARY TO USE ELEMENTARY PROGRAM MATERIALS
(37 Elementary Music Specialists)

A Great Deal A Reasonable Amount Very Little None

Another specialist suggested that a simplified version of the
teachers' guide be distributed to students, highlighting materials
presented to the teacher including themes, and leaving space for
students to make notes.

Suggestions and Comments

Elementary teachers

"I do not think it is necessary to have a musical
background to understand the teacher's guide. It

is an excellent release and provides adequate infor-
mation for pre-concert preparation (when it is
available)." (4th grade teacher)

"Pupils are trained to use reference books for in-
formation about the lives of composers . . . Records
are brought in and played from 8:45 to 9:00 AM so
pupils can learn to recognize instruments and
melodies." (5th grade teacher)

"Sometimes if a melody is prominent, it is copied
and children are urged to play it on bells, etc.
Usually a film strip demonstrating the various in-
struments is shown. Children demonstrate on their
instruments." (6th grade teacher)

Elementa music s ecialists and su ervisors

"Explanatory charts (themes) and tapes of the music
should be continued."

"Have the instrumental classes give demonstrations."
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"The key position occupied by the music specialist
in preparing the elementary child for a concert was
fully recognized and a suggestion was made that work-
shops be held for new specialists to acquaint them
with the procedure used in preparation and to also
have them observe the more experienced music spec-

ialists.

"Don't assume previous knowledge of the symphony

orchestra. Start from scratch - do some real

teaching."

"Use an experimental attitude. Uhy use traditional

methods when something else might work better if tried."

"Programs should be offered beginning in the fourth
grade and should be mainly demonstrations, as a first

experience."

_Secondary School Concert Pre aration

By doing a thorough job of preparing all elementary Students for

concert listening, it is hoped that a strong enough foundation will

have been established that general secondary students (those Who are

not in music classes and therefore do not receive special preparation)

will receive sufficient program guidance by listening to the conduc-

tor's verbal comments at concerts.

Concert preparation materials for use by secondary school music

teachers and specialists likewise vary from year to year just as is the

case for elementary student materials.

In l965-66, for instance, secondary school concert guides contained
7 pages of clearly reproduced thematic material that was playable at the

piano. A letter breakdown of the composition's form (ABA, e.g.,) cor-

related nicely with thematic material. The material included a sugges-

tion that teachers not attempt to prepare students in each of the four

compositions included in the program, but concentrate on one or two of

them.

One junior high school vocal teacher observed that "if I find that

a work to be played may be too heavy, I generally find a work that has

more interest and use this as a motivation for the larger work."

28 secondary vocal teachers of 37 answering Study questionnaires
thought the guides prepared for their use were adequate. The rating

of the materials is given below.
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BALTIMORE TABLE NO. 6

RATING OF SECONDARY TEACHERS' GUIDES

Excellent Good Fair Poor

Provides sufficient information 18 12 3 110.

Clearly organized 20 11 1

Suggested supplementary materials
readily available 9 8 6 6

fakcerl_E21121.1:ga

Classroom follow-up was done on an individual basis with about

647 of 67 music specialists at both levels conducting discussions,

assigning written and oral reports, administering tests and replaying

some of the music.

"In one school I had a 'Little Concert Series'

assembly at which time the pupils who attended

the symphony concert shared their experience with

the other intermediate classes. I brought record-

ings for the group to hear." (Elementary classroom

music specialist)

25 of 44 elementary classroom teachers reported ,1:ome sort of

follow-up. Separate materials developed specifically for post-concert

follow-up had been prepared in the past, but, in the interest of keep-

ing the staff interested by varying the approach to concert preparation

and follow-up, this practice was discontinued. In their current form,

the guides provided for follow-up activities, if the teacher were in-

clined to do it.
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PROMAMMING

The basic philosophy, mutually supported by schools and Orchestra
is that student concerts shall qualify as valid, enjoyable, educational

experiences. There are, naturally enough, differences of opinion from
time to time between music educators and the Orchestra's leadership as
to the most effective ways of achieving this goal when it comes to pro-
gramming and various concert production procedures.

For instance, elementary music supervisors urge that concert music
be selected from commercially published materials readily available to
them such as music included in "Keyboard Junior", "Adventures in Music"

series, etc.

Integration of school concerts into the music education curriculum
with carefully structured concert preparation, although a procedure
strongly supported by both schools and Orchestra leadership, neverthe-
less requires the Orchestra to play many, many repetitions of the same
program - a situation that holds within it inherent threats of program

performances becoming stereotyped and "stale". It is up to the conduc-

tor to do whatever he must to avoid such sterility.

Next, of course, comes the ever present problem of costs with special
reference to royalty and rental fees for contemporary music. Such cost,

for instance, for one performance of a work that is considered valuable
for use in student concerts throughout the country is $25.00. Were an
orchestra presenting that work for only 3 or 4 studene concerts a year,
the total of $75 to $100 in rental and royalties would not be prohibi-

tive. If it is to be performed in, say 20 or 25 different programs,
the cost becomes a major item and a factor that undoubtedly would affect
programming plans.

So it is that programming for nearly 100 student concerts a year
presents many inherent problems not easily solved to the complete satis-
faction of all concerned, but compromises must be dictated by the basic
goals of the undertaking - that of providing a valuable, educational
asset for students of the area.

In Baltimore, it has been fhe young associate conductor of the
Orchestra who carried the primary responsibility of choosing music
that was helping to form the musical tastes of some 100,000 children
a year. He was assisted, of course, by the advisory committee of
music educators, the Orchestra's music director and management.

Programs for Baltimore Symphony youth concerts are geared to the
age of the audience for which they are played. Approximately half the
concerts are played for elementary grades 4-6, with the remainder played
for junior and senior high school students.
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The following is the breakdown for 1966-67 youth concert programs:

Programs for Programs for

Elementary Grades Secondary Grades

Program I
Program III
Program V-A

Program II
Program IV
Program V-B

American Music Project at Goucher College )
for elementary and secondary students

Kinderkonzert program

Number of
Performances

19

20

4
14
13

7

14 rehearsals of
different music

4

lath the exception of the Kinderkonzerts, all youth concerts were con-
ducted by Elyakum Shapira.

Conductor's Viewpoint

The basic philosophy was to present "music of
than choosing music for its "sure fire" qualities.
philosophy, no use was made of special attractions
certs such as puppet theater presentations, visual
occasionally professional soloists were presented.
grams based on a specific concert theme.

the masters" rather
As a part of this

for the youth con-
aids, etc., although
Neither were pro-

The conductor felt that the specific goals to be reached in youth
concerts were:

1. To help the child overcome his feelings of mystery and
uneasiness toward serious music;

2. To implant good listening habits;

3. To make the concert an enjoyable listening experience
rather than a class lesson.

As a general guideline, he tried to correlate the length of compo-
sitions with age and attention span of the student and found that a
maximum of approximately one minute of music per one year of age worked
out satisfactorily.(10-year-olds can enjoy a work of up to about 10 min-

utes in length.)
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The conductor would like to have a clearer division of age groups

attending the concerts, and would recommend separating junior high audi-
ences from senior high audiences to further enhance programming that can
be geared to students of a given age and listening experience. He ques-

tioned whether or not primary grade stud,:nts are ever ready for symphony
concerts by the full orchestra.

He found good response from students and music educators to care-
fully selected contemporary music but, in the experiment with all-con-
temporary programs presented for elementary and secondary students in
the Goucher College series, audience response indicated that these pro-
grams offered too much of a concentration of the unfamiliar. "We lost

those youngsters within the first ten minutes", he commented.

Verbal commentaries are held to be essential in the concerts but,
commented Nr. Shapira, "Little people are just short adults and should
be treated as adults - not talked down to and patronized."

Concert Presentation Procedures

Customarily, the Orchestra chooses 6 different youth concert pro-
grams for the entire year - 3 for elementary grade students, and 3 for
secondary grade students.

Advance announcement is made of only some of the works that will
be performed in each of the separate programs, The remaining composi-
tions are chosen by the conductor, are not avnounced in advance, but
are billed as the concert "surprises". It is felt that this procedute
not only permits the students to have some "free" listening experience
without advance preparation, but it also helps relieve the monotony for
the Orchestra of endless repetitions of identical programs throughout

the year.

Student PartisiRatioa. Student performing groups occasionally
are presented with the Orchestras as, for instance, presentation of a
high school girlo' chorus singing Nendelssohn's "Midsummer Night's
Dream" with the Orchestra.

Audience consisted chiefly of students giving
answers to the conductor's questions and occasional rhythmic responses.
Elementary music personnel seemed to want students to participate by
playing bells and song flutes during concerts but these suggestions
had not been adopted.

Narration. The narration by the conductor was brief, interesting,
involving the audience in the pronunciation of names, short answers to
questions, etd. Humor, control and interest were part of this success-
ful conductor-audience relationship.
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Placards (large program cards) giving name of composition, composer,
etc., were mounted on stands on stage in lieu of printed programc. (See

page 7)

Evaluations Comments and Su estions Made b Music Educators

807 of the elementary classroom teachers queried thought the music
played for their pupils was suitable, while about 647 of the iastru-
mental specialists were satisfied with it, considering both elementary

and secondary levels.

Elementary grades

"No suggestions, as I thought the selections were

very well chosen and appropriate for the age group.

However, the concert rehearsal the chileren attended
at Goucher College last spring seemed 'eyond them.

They did not understand nor especially like the con-

temporary music." (6th grade teacher)

"The large program cards are fine. They are easily

read from the stage. Rattling of several hundred

programs might very well be disconcerting to musician

and listener." (5th & 6th grade tenchnr)

"Concerts could be organized to present:
1. Work of one composer.
2. Work of composers of a certain period of time.

3. Work similar but written by different composers.

"Pupils could be guided to make comparisons and
note relationships that exist because of the time

during which the composer wrote and the effect on

his music." (Elementary classroom music specialist)

"There should be more familiar music played so that
the children can feel a sense of achievement at rec-
ognizing music they already know." (Elementary class-

room music specialist)

Secondary_grades
Instrumental specialists:

"Sometimes the young and disadvantaged youths need
someone to identify with - a hero! Perhaps a young

soloist, or a soloist who is a Negro can help bring
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some of these children out of their lethargy or

shake their indifference. At any rate, it is

always good to give the public something that is
good, for the Lord knows that much that is poor
comes their way through the medium of television,
radio and the movies." (High School instrumental

teacher)

"For the sake of our particular socio-economic poPu-
lation, and their particular lack of background, more
programmatic music would be beneficial. I feel that
solo performance does not make the impact that full
orchestra literature does." (High School instrumental

teacher)

"As the youth concerts continue, they ought to be
geared to those who have been exposed previously,
the more experienced. They should be very basic
and entertaining for the group that is just being
introduced. It might be wise to develop an over-

all four or five-year plan of just youth concerts
geared to definite purposes of presentation,. -Select

your audiences with this in mind and then make your
point." (Senior High School instrumental teacher)

"I feel that the Music Division, along with the music
teachers, should make up a list of selections that
would be of greater interest to the pupils4" (Junior

High School vocal teacher)

"I feel a more efficient way of handling the 'program
notes' (given by a narrator) would be to use an ex-
cellent speaker, either one with an educational back-
ground in the teaching of public school music, or to
have program notes prepared by the conductor and a
representative from the Music Division, d presented

by a fine speaker." (Senior High School instrumental

teacher)

The effectiveness of the narration had improved over the past few
years, according to various observers.

The use of a program theme was considered to be a restrictive factor
by the two supervisors immediately responsible for elementary classroom
and instrumental instruction.
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High school vocal teachers:

"Use of music of more contemporary than late Classical
and Romantic periods. The student is usually aware of
'today's happening' and completely uninterested in the
past."

"There are some things (works) that are familiar enough
for us to say 'everyone knows that'. I think one of
these 'war horses' should be on every program. This

would tend to build warmness between the students and
the very dignified symphony in a very 'uppity' place."

"More compositions by modern musicians or featuring
vocal groups or soloists in perhaps Randall Thompson's
Testament of Freedom or Howard Hanson's Beat Beat
Drums would arouse much interest."

"Have participation by a school chorus accompanied
by the orchestra or a young school soloist, if found
capable . . . Never play down to the group. If they
are prepared first, they can grasp the most difficult
when the age group is limited to senior high students."

YOUTH CONCERT EVALUATIONS, COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS

When asked if youth concerts were achieving the goals that they,
as teachers, had set for them, 91 percent of a total of 44 elementary
classroom teacher' thought that they were, and 81% of the secondary
vocal teachers made the same judgment.

Instrumental specialists, when asked to consider the effect that
youth concerts by the symphony orchestra musicians had on their stu-
dents, gave the following information:
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BALTIMORE TABLE NO. 7

RATING OF EFFECT OF YOUTH CONCERTS

Attracting new students (re-

Favorable Noz Evident Unfavorable

cruiting) 16 7 1

Regular concert attendance 10 5 0

Conduct in student rehearsals
and concerts 16 5 1

General student enthusiam for
music 23 6 0

Music Educators' Individual Comments

Elementary

"The symphony concerts have done quite a lot io
help our students develop an appreciation for music.

They have created a great deal of :Interest in our
instrumental class. We have more children wanting
to study than we have instruments alloted to our
school."

"Two small ensembles featuring the harpist duo and
the brass quintet provided by the Young Musicians
Series were informative, delightful, and inspiring."
(6th grade teacher)

The one constant comment was on the neee for more concerts for more
students:

"I suggest that the concerts should be a little longer.
. . My own pupils have stated on several occasions
that the concerts were too short. If the program is
geared to the age group, I have no doubt that the
pupils would maintain their interest." (4th grade
teacher)

"Introduce the instruments by families., Allow.the
listener to hear the sound of each. Relate short
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history of each. Pupils could associate the picture
and recorded sounds with the real McCoy." (5th & 6th
grade teachers)

"1. Use pupil evaluation sheets following concerts
to ascertain likes, dislikes and reasons for same.

"2. Accept pupil requests in making up program.

"3. Discontinue concerts in gymnasiums and other
auditoriums where a proper setting for real
music appreciation and enjoyment cannot be had."

(5th & 6th grade teacher)

"I think that the youth concerts would be far more
satisfactory if they were performed by groups de-
voted completely to this purpose. Their programming
might be more effective, realistic and satisfying
if this could be done." (Elementary classroom music
specialist)

FINANCING

Baltimore Symphony student concerts are financed almost exclusively
fram public funds, the exceptions being the modest financial arrangements
made between the Orchestra and a few private and parochial schools and
special interest groups for occasional concerts.

Public funds invested in concerts for students include the follow-
ing annual grants:

State of Maryland $100,000
County of Baltimore 20,000
City of Baltimore 120 000

Total $240,000
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Funds from P.L. 89-10 educational projects swelled the total in

the last two years:

1965-66
Title I funds, Baltimore City . . 3 $36,100

Title III funds, Baltimore County . . . 21 000

Total $57,100

1966-6/
Title I funds $27,400

The regular grants totalling $240,000 comprise approximately 25%

of the total annual income of the Orchestra, whereas educational con-

certs comprise almost 507 of the total number of concerts presented

each season. It becomes immediately obvious that the Orchestra Asso-

ciation makes a substantial investment in the education program over

and above the funds provided by City, County and State.

ENSEMBLES

Under sponsorship and management by the Orchestra Association, two

ensembles presented a total of 11 performances in school auditoriums,

gymnasiums and classrooms in 1966-67. Financing came under public

funds allocated for the Orchestra's educational work.

The ensembles are composed of first chair players from the Orches-

tra and include a string quartet and a woodwind quintet. Their ensemble

rehearsals and performances come within the Orchestra's contractual

services in lieu of playing with the Orchestra for student concerts.

The ensemble musicians receive additional fees of approximately $1,000

a year for this work.

The principal violist of the Orchestra is in charge of the string

quartet, and the principal horn player is responsible for the woodwind

quintet. Programming is handled by these two leaders in consultation

with the Orchestra's music director. Ensemble performances include

instrument demonstrations, verbal discussions concerning the instruments,

musical form, etc.

Performances for elementary students make extensive use of short

pieces and mevements of longer works. Complete longer works are in-

cluded in programming for junior high and high school students.
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FACT SHEET - CINCINNATI, OHIO

THE CITY (See also Appendices D

Population Data: Corporate population 502,550

(1960) Metropolitan area 1,268,479

Economic Base:

Income Data:

Education Data:

(1960)

Whites in corporate population 78.27
IfNegroes in 21.6%

Other non-whites in 0.2%

Manufacturing

Median family income $ 5,701 (annual)
19.6% of families earned less than $ 3,000
35.8% " " ft over . . $10,000

Designated major poverty areas (1966)
3 with 296,000 persons

If

Of Cincinnati residents 25 years or older:
8.27 had completed less than 5 yrs. of school
33.6% had completed high school or more
Median number school years completed - 9.7 yrs.

THE ORCHESTRA - THE CINCINNATI SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (1966-67 data)

Gross annual budget $1,422,682
Length of season 46 weeks
Total number of musicians 95

Total number of concerts played 194

(plus 43 concerts on world tour)
Total number of youth concerts 114

Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts 155,140

President: Laurence L. Davis
Music Director: Max Rudolf
Manager: Lloyd H. Haldeman

Conductors of youth concerts: Erich Kunzel, Assistant Conductor
(Sigmund Effron, Concertmaster

Conductors of (John Beroset, Violinist and
In-school chamber orchestra ( Personnel Manager
concerts (Erik Kahlson, Principal Violist

Coordinator of youth concerts: Patti Page Davis
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CINCINNATI SCHOOLS - SUMMARY (1966-67 daqg

Public school enrollment

Cincinnati Public Schools

Superintendent Wendell H. Pierce
Director of music education John W. Worrell
Coordinator of youth concerts

88,391

Annual per pupil expenditure (1965-66) . $482.04
Grade structure: Pre-school, Kindergarten, 6 - 3 - 3

Schools:

Elementary Schools (Grades K-8, some fewer grades) 70
Elementary-Junior High Schools (K-8) 1

Junior High Schools (Grades 7-9. One grades 7-8) 13
Junior-Senior 5
Senior High Schools (one, grades 10-12; two, grades 9-12)
Special Schools and Classes (Physically, Emotionally,
Mentally Handicapped) 13

School Facilities asjzzagyam:

Educational Television Station
Adult and Continuing Education

Cincinnati Cooperative School of
Summer School Programs

School-Community Service Center

Re

Technology (post-graduate)

(0E0 funds)

resentative Cultural and Educational Institutions

Cincinnati Summer Opera

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Cincinnati Youth Symphony
May Festival

Edgecliff Academy Shakespearean
Festival

Playhouse-in-the-Park
Schubert Theatre
Cincinnati Art Museum
Flair Gallery
Taft Museum
Hamilton County Library
Historical and Philosophical
Society Library

Contemporary Arts Center
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Art Academy of Cincinnati
Hebrew Union College
Our Lady of Cincinnati College
University of Cincinnati and

its College Conservatory of
Music

Xavier University
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MUSIC EDUCATION I N C LNCINNATI PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Although Boston can claim the first paid music specialist in pub-
lic education in this country, (engaged in 1838), Cincinnati pre-
ceded Boston in ofieriug music in the schools on a voluntary basis
in 1837. It became regular branch of instruction in 1844, prob-
ably in grades 4 through 12. Music was taught in primary grades
beginning in 1855. For 90 years, 1847 4. 1938, all high school
students had to take 4 years of music. Orchestras evidently began
appearing in high schools in 1872, and the elementary inbtrumental
program began in 1912.1

=2='

CINCINNATI TABLE .NO. 1

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF - CItiCIgNATI PUBLIC SCHOOLS
(Total Staff 128)

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
(Supervisor of Music)

VOCAL-GENERAL INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary

In 71 schools (includes one
Associate Supervisor of Music
51 Elementary Classroom Music

Specialists (1 also jr. high)

Junior High

4 String teachers
(1 Title P.L. 89-10) in
20 schools

18 Instrumental Fee System
Teachers (13 taught
piano only)

In 18 schools: In 18 schools:
24 Vocal-General Music Teachers 21 Instrumental Specialists

(7 also instrumental, I also (7 also vocal, 8 also
Elementary) Senior High)

Senior High

In 8 schools:

8 Vocal Teachers (3 also Jr,
High, I also Instrumental)

In 8 schools:

10 Instrumental Teachers
(8 also Jr. High, 1 also
Vocal)

'Course of Stud for Year 1923-1924, Cincinnati Public Schools.
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Staff. The elementary classroom music specialists, included
several part-time teachers and 2 who also taught other subjects.
Elementary instrumental music was handled by 4 full-time string
teachers and 18 teachers who worked on an individual lesson fee
basis. One junior high vocal teacher also taught English, and
1 taught part-time.

Elementary Music. Each elementary school received services
of a music specialist en an alternating-day basis in intermediate
grades. In primary grades and kindergarten, the required 100 min-
utes of elementary classroom music each week uas taught by class-
room teachers with some specialist assistance, The average music
specialist covered 1 or 2 schools and the average classload was
about 6 each day. From 40 to 50 minutes was spent with each class.'

Both the Orff and Kodaly methods of teaching music in elementary
grades were used in Cincinnati. The recorder also was caught under
supervision of elementary classroom specialists.

An all-city boys' choir, composed of 4 boys from 5th-and 6th
grades in each school, performed Britten's Noye's Fluddq ti6 a pilot
project fot the Ohio Arts Council.

Students from 2 differe0 Cincinnati elementary Schobis were
chosen to tang in the biehnial May Pestiva/ Children's Choir made
up of childreh.Erom the giedter CitdinnaEi akea.4ji,similiti high
school group also was formed every other year.

r

Secondary Music. General music was required for 1 year in
junior high school on an alternating-day basis, and was an elec-
tive for the remaining 2 years. Band, orchestra or choir could
be substituted for general music. College preparatory students
in secondary schools often took music on an alternating-day basis.

Most beginning instrumentalists had their initial experience
in summer school between 6th and 7th grades, although beginning
classes were available in 7th grade during the school year.

All senior high schools had stage bands after school and
many schools presented musicals each year. All-City Choir was
an extra-curricular activity for the more capable singers.

It was possible in both vocal and instrumental music to ob-
tain credit for private lessons for 2 units of the 16 required
for graitlation.

Another unique opportunity was provided a few advanced high
school students by the Cincinnati College Conservatory of Eusic
to earn 2 years of college music credit while attending high school.
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CINCINNATI TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM - CINCINNATI PUBLIC SCHOOLS

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC

Classroom Music (Gr. K-6)

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary

Beginning Winds, Percussion,
Brass Instruction (grade 4)

Class Piano in 19 schools
(grade -)

Junior,High

General Music (required Gr. 7,
elective Gr. 8-9)

Mixed Chorus, Grade Level Chorus
Small Ensembles

Girls', Boys' Glee Clubs
Mixed Chorus
Small Ensembles
Applied Music Credit

Beginning (Gr. 7) Instruc-
tion and Intermediate
Instruction

Band
Orchestra

Senior High

Orchestra
Band
Stage Band
Small Ensembles
Applied Music Credit

Music Theory (2 years)
General Music (2 years)

Special Programs, One P.L. 89-10, Title I, project involved
children in Saturday "art and museum treasure hunts" at the Art
Museum. They observed instruments, paintings including instru-
ments, participated in a "treasure hunt" of instrument identifica-
tion in paintings, and attended a recital in the Museum.

A summer elementary arts and music enrichment program pre-
sented three different areas of experiencc to the child; Art and
Music in Drama, Art and Music Past and Present, and Art and Music
in Cincinnati. This latter area of experience included visits to
Taft Museum, Flair Gallery and Music Hall (civic auditorium).

19 elementary schools offered class piano for students in
grades 2 through 6. 4 years ago, an experimental program in
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instrumental music was scarted and in 1966-67 was staffed by 4
teachers working in 2b schools giving 2 lessons a week per child.
All but the string and keyboard lessons were paid for by the indi-
vidual children. Schoolaowned instruments were availables

Through a special fund, it was possible for children in
grP.des 4 through 6 to take lessons at the Cincinnati College
Conservatory.

School Board Financing for Youth Concerts

Ohio's state statutes enable school boards to make grants to
symphony orchestras under certain circumstances, and in amounts not
to exceed $25,000 per year. (Ohio Revised Code, Title 7, Municipal
Corporations, Sections 757.03 to 757.08).

When a school board makes such grants, it has the "right" to
nominate 3 persons for the governing board of the orchestra - one
member of the board of education, the superintendent or assistant
superintendent of the schools, and one person from the school sys-
tem's department of music. The law states that these persons shall
thereupon be elected as members of the orchestra's governing body,
and that one of these three individuals has the right to be a mem-
ber of the orchestra's executive committee.

The Cincinnati Board of Education, as of the beginning of the
1966-67 school year, had been making an annual grant of $10,000 to
the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra for 4 or 5 years for the purpose
of financing in-school small ensemble concerts and talks by the
Orchestra's conductors.

A serious financial crisis in the schools made it necessary
to place before the voters the option of accepting or rejecting a
tax levy. The levy was rejected in a special election held in
November 1966, thereby necessitating elimination of a number of
school services including those financed through the grant to
the Cincinnati Orchestra.

4 of the 7 elected members of the school board discussed
Cincinnati Symphony youth concerts and related activities with
the music education research specialist for this Study just prior
to the November tax levy election. Two of the gentlemen had at-
tended youth concerts. The woman member hel been actively in-
volved in assisting with youth concerts and considered youth
concert activities to be very important. All 4 persons mentioned
the positive effect that youth concerts had exerted upon expansion
of the school's instrumental music program.

In discussing the possibility that the grant to the Orchestra
might have to be eliminated (should the tax levy fail to pass),
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both men agreed that youth concerts were a legitimate budget item
for the school board but did not consider them bp be of top pri.,

ority. One board member kelt that, whereas the school board could

legitimately allocate funds for in-school concerts and ensemble per-
formances, school monies should not be allocated for student con-

certs presented at Music Hall which, he felt, should be financed

from ticket sales and private contributions.
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SUMMARY OF 1966-67 CINCINNATI SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA YOUTH CONCERTS

6 Series

1. Young Peo le's Concerts

Number
Conductor
Sponsorship
Financing
Attended by
Performed in
Time
Admission
Transportation

18 performances, 3 different programs

Erich Kunzel, Assistant Conductor
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Ticket sales and Orchestra i.ssgOidtion funds

Students in 4th through 6th graaes

Music Hall, seating capacity 3,718

In-school time
$1.25 for 3-concert series; 50 single admission

Chartered buses. Fare varies up to 75 per

concert

23 Junior High Concerts

Number
Conductor
Sponsorship
Financing
Attended by
Performed in
nine
Adthission

Transportation

3 performances, 3 different programs

Erich Kunzel
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Ticket sales and Orchestra Association funds

Junior high school students, grades 7-9

Music Hall
In-school time
$1.25 for 3-concert series; 50 single admission

Chartered buses, children pay bus fare

3. In-School Chamber Orchestra, Concerts

Number
Conductors

Sponsorship

Financing

Attended by
Performed in
Time
Admission

84 performances
Sigmund Effron, Concertmaster
John Beroset, Violinist and Personnel Manager

Erik Kahlson, Principal Violist
Orchestra Association
Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co., The Coca-Cola

Company, and modest fees paid by individual

schools
All students in a given school
School buildings
In-.school time

Free
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4. Kinderkonzerts

Number 3 performances, 1 program
Conductor Erich Kunzel
Sponsorship Orchestra Association
Financing Ticket sales and Orchestra Association funds

Attended by Intended for pre-school children, ages 3-6

Performed in Music Hall
Time During the Christmas season, Saturday 2:00 P.M.,

Sunday 2:00 and 5:00 P.M.

Admission 500 to $3.00

5. Various, Area Special School Concerts

*umber 8 concerts
UnIductor Erich Kunzel
Si.onsorship Various high schools
Financing School fund, student activity fund payments,

school endowment funds, parents' association

funds
Attended by Junior and senior high school students

Performed in High school auditoriums
Tiiee In-school time - 9:30 A.M.

Admission Free

6. College Concerts

Number 1 or 2 concerts per year
Conductor Max Rudolf
Sponsorship Cincinnati Symphony Association
Financing The college sponsoring the concert
Attended by Students in the college
Performed in College auditoriums
Time Noon
Admission 250
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF STUDENT CONCERTS IN CINCINNATI

In Cincinnati, the history of musical activities stretches
back to a "select band" of soldiers at Fort Washington who enter-
tained the villagers with music written by the then-contemporary
composers - Haydn and Beethoven. An influx of German immigrants
brought the Saenger Fest (choral festival).

The first student concert was performed in Cincinnati in
1858 - nearly 40 years before the founding of the Cincinnati Sym-
phony Orchestra. Under sponsorship of the Philharmonic Society,
40 musicians conducted by Carl Barus presented a concert for young
people on July 8, 1858. Admission was 25.

Program
Mozart Jupiter Symphony
Auber Black Domino
Mozart Overture to "Marriage of Figaro"
Rossini Overture to "La Gazza Ladra"
A polka with variations was sung by Madam Sondag

The Cincinnati biennial May Festival was established in 1873,
under the direction of Theodore Thomas who continued as festival
director until his death in 1905. "The huge throng attending the
first May Festival almost caused the large, wooden Saenger Halle
to collapse, prompting Cincinnati philanthropist Reuben Springer
to erect Music Hall (present home of the Cincinnati Symphony) on
the identical site. Music Hall was dedicated in 1878 for the
third May Festival."

Although many efforts were made to form symphony orchestras
in Cincinnati, none succeeded in firmly establishing itself until
the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra was founded in 1895 with Frank
Van der Stucken as conductor until 1907. After two years of in-
activity between 1907 and 1909, due to labor difficulties, there
followed a succession of musical giants in the role of the Orches-
tra's music director-,leopo/d Stokowski,. (1909-1912), Ernst Kunwald
(1912-1917), Eugene Ysaye (1918-1922), Fritz Reiner (1922-1931),
Eugene Goossens (1931-1947). Goossens was followed by Thor Johnson
(1947-1958), at which time Max Rudolf left the Metropolitan Opera
to become Music Director of the Cincinnati Symphony.

Cincinnati Symphony Young People's concerts were originated
by Eugene Ysaye in 1919-1920.
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Summa of Youth Concert Develo ment in Cincinnati

Season

Number of Young
People's Concerts Conductor

1919-20 2 Eugene Ysaye

1920-21 4 Modeste Alloo, trombonist

1921-22 4

1922-23
thru 4 Fritz Reiner

1924-25

1925-26 4 Ralph Lyford

1926-27 5 Rudolf Thomas

1927-28
thru 5 Vladimir Bakaleinikoff

1929-30

1930-31 5 Ernest Schelling

1931-32
thru 5 Eugene Goossens

1942-43

1943-44 5 Walter Heermann

1944-45 5 Walter Heermann,
Eugene Goossens

1945-46) 5 Young People's Welter Heermann, &

1946-47) 2 Junior High Eugene Goossens

1947-58 6 Young People's Thor Johnson

2 Junior High

1948-59 9 Young People's Thor Johnson

thru 2 to 6 Junior high

1957-58 concerts

1958-59 12 Young People's Max Rudolf

3 Junior High
2 High School
1 Kinderkonzert

1959-60 Approximately same Haig Yaghjian, Ass't Conductor

thru schedule Ronald Ondrejka, Ass't Conductor

1964-65

1963-64 Above schedule, plus Haig Yaghjian, Ass't Conductor

42 1n-school concerts
1964-65 Above schedule, plus Ronald Ondrejka, Ass't Conductor

84 1n-school concerts

1965-66) 15 Young People's Erich Kunzel, Ass't Conductor

1966-67) 3 Junior High
3 Kinderkonzerts

84 In-school chamber
orchestra concerts
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With this background of over one hundred years of wide-
spread community interest in music, and with music recognized as
a normal part of the education curriculum in public schools for
the last 140 years, it is not surprising to find that people in

the community generally seem to take it for granted that presenta-
tion of student concerts is a part of the Orchestra's normal pro-
fessional responsibility.

The Orchestra's board of directorsi conductor and manager also
take it for grahted that student concerts are a normal part of the
organi2ations' responsibility. the Otchestra association has taken
the initiative in constantly expanding youth concert activities
during the last 50 years rather than waiting for the schools to
urge expansion or even to concerh themselves about it.

Mrs. Fred Lazarus, III, member of the Orchestra's executive
committee, commented that "everybody believes in student concerts.
Our problem is that we don't play enough of them. The Board would
want to do nothing but expand them."

The Orchestra's manager sees the prime purpose of student
concerts as being that of ":.ealizing the community responsibili-
ties of the Orchestra", and the secondary purpose that of creating
an interested audience for the future.

Max Rudolf, Music Director, is convinced that more than 50%
of all children are basically musical and, if expose6 to great
music early in life, will respond to it favorably. He feels that
one of the greatest obstacles to expansion of interest in good
music to this country is the low level of radio broadcasting.
"If we rsalt young people with good music, we are doing sone-
thing very wortbwhile for our country", he observed.

This pattern continues today - with the Orchestra taking
the initiative in developing additional funding for more youth
concerts and assuming responsibility for preparation of study
materials for students.
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PROCEDURES USED-1N CONJUNCT/ON WITH YOUTH CONCERTS

The Cincinnati Syophony Orchestra's current schedule of more

than 100 concerts for Young people each year represents sincere

efforts to make symphonic music available to all student age groups

in concerts specifically designed for each group. It falls short

of the association's goal, however, in terms of the number of con-

certs that can be offered to each group. The 1966-67 schedule was

as follows:

3 Kinderkonzerts for pre-school children

18 Young People's Concerts for students in 4th through

6th grades

3 Coricerts for junior high school students

I Concert for high school students plus special
arrangements with the schools for high school

students to attend the Oraiestra's Friday matinee

concerts
1 or 2 Concerts for college age students, plus sponsorship

of a special organization of college students at-

tending subscription series con4erts

84 In-school concerts played by chamber orchestras

composed from the symphony orchestra personriel.021

/10

Youth concerts in suburban area schools

Almost without.exception the structure is financed from kloti-

governmental funds through.tipket sales and contributions from

individuals, business firms,.and organizations interested specifi-

cally in assisting the Orchestra's educational program, and Sym-

phcny Association funds.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERTS (Series established in 1919-20 by Eugene

Ysaye)

Young People's Concerts are presented for students in grades

4-6 with the expectation that each child will attend the entire

3-concert series during the year. Each of the 3 programs is played

for 6 different student audiences at Music Hall.

Concert Plannin& is handled chiefly by.conductor, music direc-

tor and manager. An advisory committee composed of 12 music super-

visors is called together as needed. Very few meetings have been

held the last couple of years because,.according to the manager,
the schools are satisfied with arrangements and programming.

gslacut_Schecialia& is Orchestra management's responsibility.
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Ticket Sales and Transportation

A quota system is used for allocating tickets to each school.

Elementary classroom music specialists handle collection of money

for concert admissions and transportation, with occasional assist-

ance from PTA members and individual parents.

Actual tickets are not used. Instead, a voucher system which

identifies the name of the school and number of admissions ordered

seems to be quite satisfactory. The doorman at the concert hall

has a duplicate listing of vouchers and can verify a school's order

in case of question.

Admission price for each series of 3 concerts is $1.25. Single

admission is 50c. Several teachers reported collecting the total

amount plus total bus fares for the entire year prior to the first

concert of the series.

The individual schools work out transportation arrangements

with chartered buses. Transportation charges ba students vary,

depending on distance from the concert hall, and may be consider-

ably higher than the concert admission. One school, for instance,

finds it necessary to charge stud2nts a total of $3.50 for the

series - $2.25 of which is for transportation.

Teachers may apply to the Orchestra's Remembrance Fund for

financial assistance with ticket and transportation costs for stu-

dents unable to afford these expenditures. 17 of 19 respondents

to Study questionnaires did not know about the fund.

When asked how they preferred ticket and bus money to be

handled, 15 out of 20 classroom music specialists favored some-

one other than themselves doing it. One teacher commented on the

involvement of elementary specialists in the mechanical side of

the Young People's Concerts as follows:

"Many don't realize the vast hours of work done

by adults (mostly music teachers, although in a

few schools PTA helpers and principals or secre-
taries help) in planning the business details of

the Symphony concerts. Taking 343 children to

the Music Hall (as I do, from my two schools to-

gether) is a terrific responsibility."

About 65% of the elementary classroom music specialists, and

92% of the instrumental specialists who were involved in secondary

school teaching, were satisfied with transportation arrangements,

the negative siderelating mainly to the expense and crowded condi-

tions on buses.
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Attendance

In 1966-67, 17,668 students from a total of 173 schools at-

tended three concerts each in the Young People's concert series,
A giving a gross attendance of approximately 53,000.

This record represented almost a 407 increase over the pre-

vious year (1965-66) and was attributed to:

(1) Stimulation of interest in the Orchestra as a result of

its world tour.

(2) Corrected mailing lists used in promotion of the concerts.

(3) Enthusiam for Conductor Kunzel's programs.

(4) Work of the Cincinnati Symphony Women's Committee.

(5) Availability of federal funds for concert admission
and transportation costs for culturally deprived
students.

Attendance is strongly encouraged by the schools according

to the Orchestra's manager.

Audience Supervision

Music teachers attending concerts with their students handled
audience supervision. The Orchestra association made 1 free ticket
available for teachers' use with every 15 or 20 student tickets
sold. 15 of 19 teachers rated concert behavior "good".

Concert Pre aration and Follow-u

The director of music prepared a comprehensive memorandum en-
titled "Suggested Steps in Preparing for Young People's and Junior
High Concerts". i

A list of recordings for Young People's and Junior High School
Concerts was distributed in previous years giving both school and
public library holdings. A limited number of.recordings were pur-
chased by schools each year to correlate with concert programs.

The Orchestra originates and finances pre-concert study guides
for Young People's and Junior High Concert Series. Prior to 1966-67,

the guides were written by Orchestra and University of Cincinnati
personnel. In 1966-67, the Orchestra manager and director of public
school education chose an elementary classroom specialist to pre-
pare study guides inasmuch as it is the elementary classroom
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specialists who are responsible for preparing students for con-
'(Yomag Peoples Concerts, that is).

The materials gave some background on music to be played,
teaching suggestions (see Appendix 0), a seating plan of Music
Hall, a chart of exit locations, and some material on concert
manners including the poems that Lillian Baldwin prepared for use
in Cleveland (see Appendix 0). 12 of 18 elementary classroom spec-
ialists supplemented the material they received.

When asked to rate the teacher's guides, the answers were as
follows:

CINCINNATI TABLE NO. 3

RATING OF YOUNG PEOPLE'S AND JUNIOR HIGH CONCERTS - TEACHER'S GUIDES

Excellent Good Fair Poor
A B AB AB AB

Provides sufficient information 17 5 1 8 - 1 -

Clearly organized 13 5 5 8 1

Suggested supplementary materials
readily available 8 5 6 7 5 1

Column A - 20 Elementary classroom music specialists.
Column B - 22 Junior high school vocal-general and instrumental

teachers.

.11...1111.

5 elementary school respondents felt that a great deal of
musical background was necessary to use the teacher's guide, 13
considered a reasonable amount to be adequate, and 2 thought very
little musical background was needed. The guides were prepared for
use by music and classroom teachers, as previously noted. Inci-
dentally, this was one of the rare situations studied in which all
respondents actually received the pre-concert study materials.

The author of the guides sometimes had children in his classes
create plays about composers being studied, or had them play percus-
sion or rhythm scores based on concert music. An additional teach-
ing device was use of songs based on instrumental themes.
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When asked to make further suggestions or comments about con-
cert preparation, some cf the responses vere as follows:

Elementary Classroom Music Specialists

"We can use more teaching suggestions. Our plans
are often too heavy with biographical material.
I think the music is the important thing."

"We have discussion groups. The most interesting
thing I ever did was to record conversations of
small groups talking together the day after a con-
cert. As a teache- , I did very little participating.
Instead of a letter I sent the tape to the conductor."

"There should be a special series of classes prior
to the concert, including only those children who
are going to attend. I have the problem of only a
small percentage out of each class who are able to
attend the concert."

"I take the entire third grade enrollment to the
first concert, the fifth graders to the second, and
the sixth graders to the last one. By doing this,
virtually all of the children attend a concert and
both administrators and classroom teachers are satis-
fied. It also provided me with a more reasonable
preparation situation."

Although Cincinnati had an educational television station, it
was not used for concert preparation.

There were no organized follow-up activities either through
television or in the classroom, but 11 of 15 elementary classroom
music specialists reported use of some sort of post-concert class-
room activity.

-,
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PROGRAMMING

Programming policies harken back to the basic philosophy of
student concerts in Cincinnati - that it is the Orchestra's obliga-
tion to make good music available to young people of the area.

As Erich Kunzel, conductor of Young People's and Juniorlligli
"Concerts states it, "The school system can't provide everything.
It becomes the duty of the Orchestra to do it."

Mr. Kunzel points out that there are two component parts of
music the science and the art. The science end of it can be
taught. The art must be experienced. Therefore, it becomes very
important to expose students of all ages to professional perfor-
mances in all of the performing arts - including symphony orchestra
concerts.

The programs are planned on a 3-year cycle, inasmuch as Young
People's Concerts are played for 4th, 5th and 6th grade children.
Music is drawn primarily from basic orchestral literature of all
periods including 20th century music. Of the latter, Mr. Kunzel
believes that contemporary works chosen for youth concerts should
represent the "landmarks" of contemporary compositions.

Student soloists chosen through area-wide competitions are
presented in Young People's and junior high concerts, and each
soloist has opportunity bo rehearse with the Orchestra. Soloists
drawn ftom Orchestra personnel also are used. High school choirs
and the civic ballet have been presented with the Orchestra some
years.

Group singing, although not used in junior high concerts be-
cause "they don't need it" according to the conductor, is used in
lieu of an intermission in Young People's concerts. 16 of 17 music
teachers asked to comment on this procedure approved. However, one
informed opinion was that the songs used did not correlate with the
rest of the program, and that use of just any song was neither pur-
poseful or effective.

Verbal commentary is presented by the conductor.

Use is made from time to time of "special" activities. In
earlier years themes had been flashed on a screen above the or-
chestra, and contests in guessing instruments, themes and composi-
tions had been held. In 1966-67, an artistically talented member
of the Orchestra drew pictures as the Orchestra played.
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CINCINNATI TABLE NO. 4

RATING OF EXTRA-MUSICAL APPROACH FOR EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
ARTIST'S CHALK ILLUSTRATION

Very Effective Effective Good, if limited Ineffective

11
1

Respondents = 17 elementary specialists and 5 instrumental special-
ists.

filinad_12DIIEERE

Abbreviated programs with brief program notes are distributed
at concerts, a procedure approved by 9070 of elementary classroom
music specialists asked to comment. Students of some schools were
required to produce their programs when they returned from a con-
cert or be subject to disciplinary action.

gestions and Comments on Concert Pro rammin and Production
Procedures

Music educators were invited to file comments and suggestions
on concert programming and production policies and procedures:

One person was concerned with the large size of Music
Hall (seating capacity is 3,718), and felt that audiences
should be limited to a maximum of 3,000 students if proper
audience control were to be maintained.

Elementary Classroom Music Teachers

"Too many times the music is far above the chil-
dren's level. Fourth graders are eager to attend,
but by sixth grade many discontinue going as they
didn't enjoy or understand well enough what they
heard. Far more children attend the Children's
Theatre Series."

"The attention span of one song sung through once
does not give the children a chance to get into the
mood of singing. It's over before they have a chance
to get into the swing of it."
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"Music is suitable in most .Lnetances. The resources
of the orchestra are not en.tirely presented. Are
there no symphonic works which employ saxaphon .s and
guitars, with which all youngsters are familiar, thanks
to radio and TV?"

"The concert tickets are not expensive. It's the
transportation fee that makes the cost prohibitive
for some of my students."

"The concerts sheuld be continued. The children who
go seem to appreciate them and feel that they had a
pleasant and unusual experience."

"I believe there should be a standing committee of
the school staff including a permanent member of the
supervisory staff which should have a prominent part
in planning the yearly concerts."

"Although Mr. Kunzel plans well, me need to discus
with him some of the listening materials available
with our new texts. It would be advantageous to
use these for two reasons: educationally they are
good material; financially, all Cincinnati public
schools already have recordings from which to teach."

Instrumental SpeciAlists:

"The orchestra should be elevated on risers so that
the audience on the first floor could see more than
the first row. This is very important."

"A representative or public relations man from the
orchestra might visit at least the large junior and
senior high schools rather than depending on the
busy music teacher, who is always making announce-
ments of one kind or another, for the concert
publicity."

.r.

^
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CONCERTS

-

The Junior High School concerts are similar in basic plan to
the Young People's Concert series. The 3-concert Junior High series
is presented at Music Hall during in-school time, conducted by Erich
Kunzel, and an admission of $1.25 for the series, or 50Q single ad-
mission is charged. Students pay additional transportation costs.

Attendance at this series has fluctuated in recent years with
a sharp dropoff occurring two or three years ago. In 1966-67, how-
ever, a 107 increase in attendance over the previous year brought
total attendance to 3,631 students from 58 schools, thereby bring-
ing gross attendance for the series to 10,800, plus an additional
243 junior high school students who, because of lack of seating
capacity, -were assigned to the Young People's series and included
in attendance figures for that series.

Attendance problems, apparently, have centered around two
main factors - insufficient publicity and promotion that reaches
students who are not enrolled in music classes, and academic con-
flicts. Students must miss academic classes in order to attend
concerts. Some teachers are known to penalize students who do
attend. Almost 807 of the instrumental specialists queried felt
that students not enrolled in music classes were not getting suf-
ficient information about junior high concerts 'through either the
Orchestra's publicity procedures, or through announcements that
are supposed to be made in the schools.

14 of 15 instrumental specialists stated they felt the music
played was suitable for junior high students.

HIGH SCHOOL CONCERTS

Music presentations designed specifically for city high school
students are very limited.

Several Cincinnati high schools ran assembly programs for which
students paid 20Q per program to hear various artists.

Special arrangements are made for high school students to attend
the Orchestra's Friday Matinee subscription series concerts. The
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students may purchase a 4-concert series ticket for $2.75, and each
student is responsible for his own transportation. Students may be
excused from classes at 2 PM for these concerts. Orchestra manage-
ment reported that approximately 1,000 students were involved in
this program in 1966-67.

On occasions, the Orchestra makes complimentary tickets avail-
able to a school chorus, band or orchestra. A scholarship founda-
tion makes tickets available to students unable to purchase their
own, and occasionally entertains these students with light refresh-
ments and some comments concerning the music prior to the concerts-.

The Walnut Hills High School, a college preparatory high school,
operates a special concert and lecture series for its students and
includes one annual concert presented in the school auditorium by
the Cincinnati Symphony.

Funds for the series are obtained from the $1.00 annual activity
fee paid by all students, school endowment funds, the parents' asso-
ciation fund, and income from sale of tickets to adults at $5.00 for
the entire series. Costs of the project are becoming burdensome,
however, and the school reported that it may have to consider some
reduction in events offered.

No formal student preparation or follow-up is attempted in
conjunction with these presentations. Teachers attend with stu-
dents, and informally submit suggestions to the Orchestra on pro-
gramming and format.

Incidentally, it is interesting to observe that attendance
from the junior high division of this school at the Orchestra's
regular junior high concerts at Music Hall is very large in com-
parison to other junior hi6h schools.

Student Opinion

In conjunction with this Study, a poll of opinion concerning
student concerts was obtained from 48 study hall students in grades
10 through 12 at Walnut Hills High School.

Of the total group, 33 either played an instrument or sang.
Their active participation in music groups ranged from rock'n roll
bands to the All-City Choir and Cincinnati Youth Symphony. 27 stu-
dents were not currently involved in school, community or church
musical ensembles.

About 57% of this group currently attend youth concerts, with
the remainder having had some concert experience.
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Their likes and dislikes ranged over a wide area, buL several

patterns were evident. There was the expected preference for faster,
lighter, shorter, more rhythmical music, but thee were also expres-
sions of preference for shorter "classical" niovements, Beethoven's

Fifth Symphony, and opera. Others commented on the impression made

on them by the Kinderkonzerts they attended when younger, and 2

students commented favorably on the in-school Cincinnati Symphony

Orchestra programs. One enjoyed watching the musicians as well as

listening to them, while another felt that quality of playing was
the most vital part of the experience for her.

Dislikes were grouped around "classical" music (6 responses)

and long, slow pieces (4 responses). The stringed instrument en-

sembles were under fire on 2 questionnaires, with the remainder of

the comments being single expressions about such items as the long

bus ride, and being forced to sit and listen.

16 of the 48 students reported h?ving been involved in con-
cert preparation activities (for either the Walnut Hills concert

or other concerts). 2 students considered concert preparation to
be very valuable, 15 thought it was of some value, 1 stated it
made no difference in concert enjoyment, and 4 considered it to
be worthless.

Only 7 of the 48 students reported post-concert activity in
any of their classes.

19 of the 43 students attended the Orchestra's regular sub-
scription concerts (either night or matinee concerts), and 14
preferred these to student concerts - reflecting a strong vein
of adolescent independence in their comments. Aaong those who
stated preference for the adult concerts, mention was made in
10 responses of the desirability of the adult atmosphere; others
commented on enjoyment of the more serious type of music played
at adult concerts, and of the quiet audience intent on listening
to the music. "They play music you can listen to and enjoy, but

not completely understand", commented one student.

When asked what they would do if they could plan youth con-
certs, the following ideas and thoughts were offered:

"Classical music is presented in a dull and

uninspiring manner. Livelier, more familiar
music would be more appropriate."

"If the people involved
conductors, etc.) would
we would find it easier
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"I would leave the concerts much the same as
they are now, leaving out only solos, unless
they were by young people."

"More variety and more solos. More classical
music."

"A combination of the old composers and some
modern, contemporary music as well."

"I -would suggest that it is ridiculous to have
them because if certain people enjoy music, they
can go hear a regular concert and enjoy it. I
don't think that anyone should go if he doesn't
really love music, and the youth concert program
is a program in which parents make their Xerox
kids go hear a b-inch of guys playing music which
has no meaning for them!"

"Some popular music."

"Fifty percent youth music, fifty percent mature
music."

"More pieces by 20th century composers (Gershwin,
Copland, Grofe), along with classical symphonies."

"Although it is not pleasing to everyone, I would
try to give the listener a complete introduction to
different types of music. This would possibly attain
the goal of realization of pleasure."

"Concerts playing the works of only one artist (com-
poser)."

"1 enjoy the more familiar music like Wagner, Gershwin,
Mozart, Beethoven. I think if it is new, then we
should hear it once or twice before, because the
first time you hear a concert without being pre-
pared, you lose tne value and are sometimes bored."

"1 would have less classical music and more ultra-
modern music such as electronic music."

The comments from this group of students differed qualitatively
from those of the Detroit students. These Cincinnati students wereall supposed to be in the 120-and-above IQ bracket and their mannerof expression was good. Their attitudes were not so militant, nor
were they quite so strongly convinced that they had the necessary
solution to problems as compared to the Detroit students. The more
random nature of these 2 study hall groups took the interviewer outof the music class atmosphere into a more representative general
population.
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IN-SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA CONCERTS

The Cincinnati Symphony association initiated in-school chamber

orchestra concerts in 1963-64, with finAncial aid from two business

firms - the Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company, and the Coca Cola

Company.

The 95 musicians of the Orchestra are divided into 3 performing

groups of approximately 35 musicians each - 2 chamber orchestras,

each with double winds, and 1 string orchestra. Serving as conduc-

tors of the three groups are the concertmaster, a violinist who

also is the Orchestra's personnel manager, and the principal violist,

each of whom had had significant conducting experience prior to

adoption of this project.

Each of the orchestral groups prepares two different programs -

one especially for elementary students, the other for junior and

senior high students. The conductors formulate the programs with

counsel from the Orchestra's music director.

Due to financial sponsorship of the two business firms, the

performances can be offered to schools at nominal cost - ranging

from $115 to $175 per performance, depending on travel distances

involved and number of musicians in a given concert.

Performances are available to all schools (public, private

and parochial) within the metropolitan tri-state area. Schools

must have an auditorium or gymnasium with a minimum seating capac-

ity of 400 to 500. Purchase of performances is dependent upon the

interest of a given school's administrative staff and PTA, Per-

formances are played on a back-to-back basis and, occasionally,

two schools in the same neighborhood join together in engaging

one of the orchestras.

In the first year of the project (1963-64), 42 performances

were given. In each succeeding year, a total of 84 performances

have been played in 42 schools.

The Orchestra association sends program notes to schools pur-

chasing concerts prior to the performances as an aid in pre-concert

study that may be undertaken by individual teachers.

The programs of approximately 50 minutes in length reflect the

musical taste and teaching philosophies of each of the three con-

ductors.

Sigmund Effron, concertmaster, states that although choice of

music is important, it is the presentation that is the key to suc-

cess or failure of these concerts. He chooses music from standard

orchestral literature, with emphasis on works or movements of short

duration, seldom exceeding 4 minutes in length. He uses instrument
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demonstrations and brief comments on the music. "The children",
he states "always sense whether or not the musicians are doing
their best. We try to gear our work and comments to what we know
of the general musical and listening experience of each student

1 audience."

John Berosst, violinist and personnel manager of the Orches-
tra, finds that in these smaller audiences, the children give the
music and the musicians their undivided attention. "I try to en-
courage the students to 'think music", he comment:ed. 'We keep
the performances very informal. The students seer.1 to love the
concerts and there are no discipline problems. I do find some
lack of interest, however, in the stringed orchestra. The per-
formances go better when we also use woodwinds and brasses with
the strings."

Erik Kahlson, principal violist, feels that the emphasis should
be placed on presenting an enjoyable, entertaining hour for students
rather than delving too deeply in the purely educational approach.

He makes considerable use of music, that in itself, will demon-
strate instruments. He finds much greater involvement on the part
of students in these concerts played in the school buildings than
in those played for the Large student audiences in Eusic Hall.

The following comments were offered by music educators on the
in-school chamber orchestra concerts:

"The small touring chamber orchestra is a real
asset to the music program provided it has the
right kind of conductor - one who loves children
and knows how to be an entertaining performer,
knows the types of music which appeal to the age
level, can stir the imagination, etc. This is
certainly preferable to the present system of
transporting a few to the Music Hall. In the home
school, the chamber orchestra is more exciting."

"On those occasions when we have had small en-
sembles the entire student body had attended,
while only a small fraction of the students
attend symphony concerts."



KIMERKONZERTS

The Kinderkonzerts were introduced and organized through the
leadership of Mrs. Fred Lazarus I1I, board member of the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra, in 1958-59, as a novel and attrac,ive Christmas
holiday event for pre-school children.

The first concert, an immediate success, was completely sold
out in spite of the 3,700 seating capacity of Music Hall, and two
performances were presented the following year. Again, sold out
houses were the order of the day, and a third performance was
added in 1965-66. Kinderkonzerts now are presented once on a
Saturday (2:00 PM), and twice the following Sunday (2:00 PM and
5:00 PM) during the Christmas season.

Designed as a "fun" event, special entertainment is featured
each year including ballet, jugglers, narrators, etc. Members of
sororities and fraternities from local colleges dress in fairy-
tale costumes and act as "kinderkops".

Admission prices range from 50C to $1.50. Members of the
Symphony Women's Committee are urged to purchase the concert hall
boxes at $18 for 6 seats. Adults cannot attend the concerts un-
less accompanied by a small child.

At the close of the concert, the Orchestra is dismissed, but
the principal players remain on stage while approximately 1,000 of
the children file by to get a close look at the instruments and
meet the musicians personally.

ENSEMBLE CONCERTS

For several years, a $10,000 grant from the Cincinnati school
system financed 15 small ensemble performances and 10 lectures pre-
sented in the schools by Cincinnati Symphony personnel. Ensemble
groups included a string quartet, woodwind quintet and brass sextet.
(These were augmented by performances presented by the LaSalle
String Quartet - a quartet-in-residence at the Cincinnaei College
Conservatory of Music.) Within this series of activities, the
Orchestra's Music Director and Assistant Conductor each presented
5 lectures in the schools during the year.

This project was discontinued in 1966-67 due to failure of
passage of the special school levy.
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COLLEGE - UNIVERSITY CONCERTS AND CONCERT ATTENDANCE PROJECT

The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra has tried a number of
approaches in developing special concerts and concert activities
for college age students.

1940-41 2 concerts, presented for college age young people were
well attended.

1941-42) College series expanded to 4 concerts with outstanding
1943-44) student soloists.

1944-45 Series abandoned because of the war situation.

1951-52 Special rates offered to college students for the Orches-
tra's adult Saturday night subscription concert series.

1964-65 "Young Friends of the Arts" was formed for the purpose of
encouraging greater audience participation of college and
university students in the visual and performing arts of
the Cincinnati area.

Membership in YFA is open to high school seniors, and under-
graduate and graduate students at the 8 colleges add universities
in the Cincinnati area. Membership fee is $2.00 per year. Each
member is entitled to purchase a maximum of 2 tickets at $1.50
each for any event presented by the participating organizations
which, in 1966-67, included the Cincinnati Symphony, Shubert
Theatre, Playhouse-in-the-Park, Cincinnati Summer Opera, Cincin-
nati Art Museum, Edgecliff Theatre, Cincinnati Civic Ballet, Con-
temporary Arts Center, Cincinnati Nay Festival, and the Anerican
Musical Theatre Club.

Social activities of YEA in conjunction with Cincinnati Sym,-
phony concerts include a "college corner" in the balcony of Music
Hall, dances and parties after the concerts.

Once or twice a year, a local college or university engages
the Cincinnati Symphony to play a noon-time concert on campus.
Such concerts are conducted by the Orchestra's Music Director,
Max Rudolf.
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CINCINNATI SYMPHONY YOUTH ORCHESTRA

At the request of the director of music of ths public schools,
the Cincinnati Symphony established a youth orchestra a few years
ago. Talented junior and senior high school students are eligible
for participation in the youth orchestra providing they also are
playing in performing groups sponsored by their own schools.

Youth orchestra personnel ranges between 85 and 100 young
musicians. Conductor is Sigmund Effron, concertmaster of the
Cincinnati Symphony. The youth orchestra is involved in 4 or 5
public appearances each year. Student soloists and the All-city
High School Chorus have appeared with the youth orchestra. On
one occasion the youth group presented half of the program for a
Young People's concert and was very well received by the student
audience. The young orchestra also has made some appearances in
various schools.

EVALUATION OF STUDENT CONCERTS

In the Cincinnati public schools, there was a system-wide
youth concert committee that evaluated the activities but, accord-
ing to some persons interviewed, there was not enough teacher repre-
sentation on the committee. Rather it was judged to be top heavy
with supervisory personnel not involved in concert preparation and
follow-up activities with students.

Although there has been sporadic contact between teachers and
conductors of youth concerts in the past, interest was expressed
by music educators in increased joint evaluation. The teachers,
for instance, hoped for an opportunity to review with the conduc-
tor teaching materials in current use for the purpose of having
more music referred to in these materials included in concert
programs.

In comparison with other cities included in this Study, the
Cincinnati schools seem to have more school music staff evaluation
of concerts of informal nature. About 707 of the elementary class-
room music specialists responding to Study questionnaires expressed
the wish to have a stronger voice in evaluating youth concerts.
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When as%ed if goals and purposes of youth concerts in Cincinnati
were being achieved, 20 of 28 music teachers said they thought they
were.

One high school orchestra attended a Friday matinee subscrip-
tion series concert en masse and several other students attended on
an individual basis. The music teacher for this group of students
reported that "their acceptance of modern music increased notice-
ably as a result of hearing the concert."

A sampling of opinion concerning the effects of youth concerts
was obtained from a group of instrumental specialists, with results
as follows:

CINCINNATI TABLE NO. 5

RATING OF THE EFFECT OF YOUTH CONCERTS ON STUDENTS

Favorable Not Evident Unfavorable

Influence upon attracting
new students to study of
music (recruiting) 2 12

Influence upon students'
attendance at regular
concerts 3 11

Influence upon students'
conduct in rehearsals and
concerts of student per-
forming groups 5 9

Influence upon students'
general enthusiasm for music 12 2
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FINANCING

That the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra association takesseriously its stated philosophy that the Orchestra has an obli-gation to make fine music available to the young people of thearea is borne out in the financial structure of the Orchestra's
educational activities.

Income received as a direct result of educational activitiespresented in the Greater Cincinnati area totals less than $50,000a year or approximately 47 of the total annual operating budget.But the number of educational performances presented in that sam.=geographical area accounts for 507 of all concerts played in ayear.

The Orchestra's total annual operating budget for 1966-67was $1,422,682. If operating costs were pro-rated according tothe percentage of educational concerts to the total number ofconcerts played, costs of approximately
$215,228.00 would haveto be allocated to the educational concerts.

In other words, the Symphony association is making a hugeannual investment each year in its educational work. Further-more, with exception of some portion of the $5,000 paid by schoolsfor in-school chamber orchestra performance fens, all of the Cin-cinnati Symphony's educational work is financed from non-govern-mental funds.

Sources of income for educational concerts:

Ticket sales, including Young People's Concerts,Junior high concerts and Kinderkonzerts $29,000

Fees paid by schools for in-school chamber
orchestra concerts

5,300

Contributions from two business firms for
in-school chamber orchestra concerts

_14,000

Total income from educational activities in the area. $48,300
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FACT SHEET - CLEVELAND OHIO

THE CITY

Population Data
(1965)

(1960)

Economic Base
(1960)

Income Data

(See also Appendix.D)

Corporate population:
Metropolitan area:

810,858
1,971,000

Whites in corporate population ..... . 71.1%

Negroes " II It

28..6%

Other non-whites "
it

. . .. ... 0,3%

Manufacturing: steel, machine tools, etc.
48.4% of total work force - white collar workers

Median family income - $5,935 (annual)
17% of families earned less than $3,000 (annual)
13% VI n II over $10,000 (annual)

Designated major poverty areas (1966)
1 with 305,000 persons

Education Data Of Cleveland residents 25 years or older:
10% had completed less than 5 years of school
30.1% had completed high school or more
Median number school years completed - 9.6 years

(1960)

THE ORCHESTRA - THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA (1966-67 data)

$2,200,000
48 weeks

Gross annual budget
Length of season ..... ...... ..

Total-number of musicians . .... 107

Total number of concerts played . 180 +31 summer

Total number of youth concerts played - - 67.
Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts , . 98,800

Sponsoring organization
President
Music Director
General Manager

The Musical Arts Association
Frank E. Joseph
George Szell
A. Beverly Barksdale

Coniuctors of youth concerts: Louis Lane, Associate Conductor
Michael Charry, Assistant Conductor
James Levine, Kulas Apprentice Conductor
Stephen Portman, Kulas Conducting Fellow

Coordinator of youth concerts: George P. Carmer, Ass't. Gen. Manager
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CLEVELAND SCHOOLS - SUMMARY (1966-67 data)

Public school system enrollment

Cleveland Public Schools

Superintendent:

Director of Music Education:
Coordinator of Youth Concerts

Annual per pupil expenditure
Grade structure: Pre-school,

Schools (1965-66)
Elementary,

Junior High,

Junior-Senior High,

Senior High,

Vocational-Technical
Special Schools

Paul W. Briggs
Robert H. Rimer

: Dixie Holden

(1965-66)

Kindergarten, 6-3-3

Grades K-6
Grades K-8
Grades K-9
Grades 7-9
Grades 7-10
Grades 7-12
Grades 9-11
Grades 9-12
Grades 10-12

Special Facilities and Programs

135

2

1

23

1

1

1

10

4

Adult education program
Educational Radio, since 1938 - WBOE
Education Television - WVIZ
Extensive federally funded programs:

Supplementary Educational Center
Curriculum centers

Secondary experimental centers
Major work and enrichment centers

Great Cities Program for School Improvement

Representative Cultural and Educational Institutions

Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland

Orchestra
Chorus

Philharmonic Orchestra
Women's Orchestra
Museum of Art
Public Library
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155,026

$481.90

Case Institute of Technology
Cleveland Institute of Music
Cleveland State University
Cuyahoga Community College
John Caroll University
Notre Dame College
St. John's College
Ursuline College
Western Reserve University



MUSIC EDUCATION IN CLEVELAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS

busic education was introduced in Cleveland schools
in 1946. Silas Bingham, the first "special music
teacher" in Cleveland schools, taught until 1858 when
financial problems resulted in both art and music
being dropped from the curriculum until 1869.
Resumed at that time, Ellsic has remained in the
curriculum to date.

CLEVELANO TABLE NO.

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF, CLEVELAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
(Total Staff - 201)

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
(Directing Supervisor)

VOCAL - GENERAL MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary

In 138 schools:
4 Elementary supervisors
74 Elementary classroom

music specialists

Junior High

In 100 schools:

Elementary supervisor
25 Teachers

In 28 schools: In 28 schools:
Junior high supervisor Advanced instrumental
31 Teachers supervisor

32 Teachers

Senior High

In 13 schools:

Senior high supervisor
14 Teachers

In 13 schools:

15 Teachers

3 Special Schools

2 Vocal Teachers
1 Vocal and instrumental teacher
Radio teacher
Television teacher
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CLEVELAND TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM - CLEVELAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS

VOCAL - GENERAL MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary
Classroom music (Pre-sch. K-6) Beginning winds, percussion
Supp/Bwentary radio classes strings (Gr. 4)
Choir

Intermediate instruction,
orchestra (Gr. 4-6)

Junior High
General music required (Gr. 7-8) Beginning,
Girls' and boys' choruses advanced
9tn grade mixed chorus Beginning,
Choir advanced

intermediate, and
band

intermediate, and
orchestra

§.1212121:21igit
Beginning and advanced choral Beginning, intermediate, and

clubs advanced band
Girls' and boys' glee clubs Beginning, intermediate, and
Voice class advanced orchestra
Applied music, credit Applied music, credit
Small ensembles Small ensembles

Theory

Music appreciation

Ipmmatary_Music

Cleveland local music requirements called for 75 minutes of
music instruction each week in the first 3 grades, and 90 minutes
in grades 4 through 6. The elementary classroom teacher was re-
sponsible for the music her children received until they reached
4th grade, at which time the bulk of their musical training was
placed in the hands of a classroom music specialist who met them
twice a week in the music room. Most of the specialists worked
in 2 schools, with a few teaching in only 1 large school. Sup-
plementary music lessons were broadcast for each grade over radio
station WBOE and were outlined in special teachers' guides.

The classroom music program included orchestra concerts for
grades 4 through 6, auditorium programs and inter-classroom sing-
ing. (See Appendix 0 for the Cleveland Listening Program.) Addi-
tional classroom emphasis was placed on use of piano, xylophone
and bells by students.
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The strongly motivated child in the area of performance could
he chosen for school choir or, on the basis of test scores, including
the Seashore Measures of Musical Talent, scholastic record and recom-
mendations of classroom teacher and principal, be chosen for instru-
mental classes.

Instrumental specialists serviced 100 of the 134 elementary
schools, covering an average of 4 schools each, and usually giving
2 lessons a week. (See Cleveland Table No. 2, and Appendix H)

Secondary Music

General music was required in 7th and 8th grades, with 30% of
the ;unior high instrumental staff having shared teaching responsi-
bilities with their vocal counterparts. These classes met twice
each week for about 40 minutes for one semester each year.

Fifty percent of the high school instrumental specialists
taught theory, several levels of which were offered at some schools..

City-wide music festivals featured elementary and junior high
school orchestras E.nd choruses, senior high bands and choirs, and
the All-City High School Symphony Orchestra. (See Cleveland Table
No. 2, and Appendix H)

Cultural education was receiving its share of attention in
4 pilot schools in the Cleveland area which were offering a more
complete exposure to the humanities than had been attempted in
area schools up to the time of the Study. Under a plan de-
vised by the Education Research Council of Greater Cleveland,
every student was required to take English, humanities, art and
music, in addition to mathematics, physical and social science.
If successful, the program was to be adopted on a city-wide basis.

A very close relationship existed between the public schools
and the Cleveland Public Library to the extent that some of the
school libraries were operated as branches of the main public
library.
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SUMMARY OF 1966-67 CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA YOUTH CONCERTS - 4 Series

1. Concerts Presented in Severance Hall

Number: 46 performences, 6 different progrpms

Conductors: Louis Lane, Associate Conductor
Michael Charry, Assistant Conductor
James Levine, Kulas Apprentice Conductor
Stephen Portman, Kulas Conducting Fellow

Sponsorship: The Cleveland Orchestra

Financing: Grants from city and suburban departments of educ.
Student ticket sales
Kulas Foundation
The Musical Arts Association

Attended by students in graded groups:
4th grade
5th and 6th grades

Junior and senior high schoo/ students

Performed in Severance Hall, seating capacity - 1,854
Tine: Wednesdays, 10:15 OM, or 1:45 PM

Admission: 4th-6th grades - 45, plus bus fare of 25i to 50i
jr. and sr. high school - 60C plus transportation

The Cycle Plan

In 1958, a 4-year cycle plan for student concert programs vas
adopted. Four different programs, to be used over a 4-year
period, are selected for 4th grade students. Each program is
played for 4th grade audiences in successive years, with a
repeat of the cycle beginning in the 5th year. The same gen-
eral procedure is followed in programs for 5th and 6th graders,
and for junior and senior high school students.

Stated advantages of the plan are:

No child hears the same concert program more than once
throughout his entire school concert attendance experience.

The opportunity for teachers to present different concert
prE?aration material each year makes the work more inter-
eE ing.

Tae plan enables schools to invest heavily in records and
other source materials because they will be reused in future
years as programs are repeated in each cycle.
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Under the cycle plan, 1966-67 youth concerts included:
For 4th grade students - 1 program for 8 concerts

For 5th and 6th grade students - 1 program for 10 concerts
1 program for 16 concerts

For jr. and sr. high students - 1 program for 3 concerts
1 program for 3 concerts

Opera performances for young people for which The Cleveland
Orchestra played (new in 1966-67) . . . 6 performances

The basic plan for student concerts in Cleveland is under-
going changes due to increased school enrollments and the
limited seating capacity of Severance Hall.

Whereas in previous years, all 5th graders had opportunity to
hear two different concerts each year, the 1966-67 schedule
limited many 5th grade students to one concert. The same
reduction may have to be applied to 6th grade and junior-
senior high school concerts in future years.

In former years, separate concerts with different though
similar programs mere played for junior-senior high school
students, but in 1966-67, these two groups had to be com-
bined. As a result, most students attending were chosen
from music classes.

2. Concerts Presented in Suburban Area of Lakewood, Ohio

Number: 5 concerts

Conductors
Sponsorship
Financing ) See Section 1 above
Concert Times )

Admission

Attended by: 5th and 6th grade students - 3 concerts
jr. and sr. high students - 2 concerts

Presented in Lakewood High School Civic Auditorium
Capacity - 2,000
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3. Concerts Presented in Cleveland High Schools

Number: 10 concerts, 2 separate series

Performed by members of The Cleveland Orchestra

Series A -

Series B -

4 concerts, presented by a chamber orchestra
of approximately 40 musicians during a week
when full personnel was not required for the
Orchestra's regular subscription series concerts,

6 concerts, presented by a string orchestra of
approximately 30 musicians during period when
opera vas being presented and the full string
complement of the Orchestra was not involved.

Financing: P.L. 89-10, Title III grant

4. Concerts Presented in:V.-Aron, Ohio

_Akron is approximately 30 miles from Cleveland. Although The
Cleveland Orchestra presents 6 youth concerts in Akron each
year, the series is not related to the joint planning and
evaluation procedures that were used in connection with con-
certs presented for Cleveland and its suburban area students.

Therefore, procedures relating to the Akron concerts are not
included in this report.

Number: 6 concerts

Conductors: Louis Lane
Michael Cherry
James Levine

Attended by:

Sponsorship:

Financing:

Presented in:

Concert Times )
Admission

4th grade, 1 concert
5th grade, 2 concerts
6th grade, 2 concerts
jr. and sr. high schools, 1 concert

Akron Children's Concert Society

Akron Children's Concert Society, and
The Musical Arts Association

Cathedral of Tomorrow, capacity - 5,000

See Section 1 above
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HISTORY OF STUDENT CONCERTS IN CLEVELAND

In a city in which music education was officially introduced
in public schools in 1846, it is not surprising to find that the
Cleveland Orchestra - founded 72 years later in 1918 - almost im-
mediately included student concerts and close work with the schools
as an inherent part of its season's work and obligation to the
community.

Under sponsorship i5f_ Thc Musical Arts Association, parent
organization of the Cleveland Orchestra, youth concerts were pre-
sented from 1920 to 1928 under the direction of Arthur Shepherd,
assistant to the Orchestra's mmsical director, Nicolai Sokoloff.

Upon Shepherd's resignation, Rudolph Ringwall became conductor
of the Cleveland Orchestra's youth concerts, holding that position
for nearly 30 years (until 1956) as Artur Rodzinski (1933-43),
Erich Leinsdorf (1943-46), and George Szell (1946 to date) each,
in turn, became musical director and chief conductor of the
Cleveland Orchestra.

Interest in youth concerts on the part of the Orchestra and
Ringwall was paralleled in the public school system by that of
Miss Lillian Baldwin, the dedicated and imaginative youth concert
coordinator for the Cleveland school system, and there evolved in
the ensuing 30 years what came to be known as "The Cleveland Plan"
for youth concerts - a plan that has served as a guide and goal
for literally scores of other school systems and symphony orchestras
throughout the land. (See Appendix 0)

The following basic premises formed the foundation for the
"Cleveland Plan":

1_ Thorough concert preparation of students is essential
and should be achieved through use in the schools of
extensive and carefully designed study procedures - a
revolutionary idea 30 years ago. Preparation should
include not only study of music to be heard, but proto-
col of concert attendance as well.

2. Close association and ooperative work must be maintained
between schools and orchestra association.

3. Conviction that students should receive, as nearly as
possible, a completely 'normal' concert experience and
should, therefore:

a. Hear the concerts in the Orchestra's regular concert
hall.



b. Hear significant music selected from basic orchestral
repertoire.

c. Pay a token concert admission to make students value
conscious and to train them for concert attendance
as adults.

Eventually, Miss Baldwin was appointed to a dual position as
an employee of the public school system and of the Cleveland
Orchestra, holding the title of Educational Activities Administrator,
with an office in Severance Hall, home of the Cleveland Orchestra.
She wrote numerous articles, pamphlets and books on student concert
procedures, study guides for students and teachers, etc.

The Ringwall-Baldwin youth concert regime came to an end with
their respective resignations in 1956, and the Orchestra's new
associate conductor, Robert Shaw, further enriched the program by
adding his own philosophies and concepts.

In 1958, Shaw and the then Assistant Conductor, Louis Lane,
introduced a carefully structured 4-year programming cycle that
facilitated acquisition of suitable study materials by the schools,
meantime insuring that no student would hear repeats of the same
program. This plan is being continued by Mr. Lane, Assoc:tate
Conductor of the Orchestra since 1960, who took over active direc-tion of youth concerts in 1965 (ft. Shaw remaining as advisor until
1967).

Throughout the 47-year history of Cleveland Orchestra student
concerts, the hallmark has been that of considering the Orchestra's
education work of prime importance, programming the best music and
maintaining close cooperation between schools and orchestra asso-ciation.

BASIC PHILOSOPHY OF THE YOUTH CONCERTS

The basic philosophy behind the Cleveland Orchestra youth
concerts remains, essentially, that established by Lillian Baldwin.

The Cleveland Orchestra considers the educational concerts tobe among its most important services, and supports the convictionwith heavy financial investment in production of the concerts and
in preparing, financing and distributing concert preparatory
materials to the schools.
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Frank E. Joseph, President of The Musical Arts Association
(sponsoring body for the Cleveland Orchestra), characterized student
concerts as "absolutely essential" for development of future audi-
ences, and stated that orchestra governing boards must be actively
involved in an orchestra's educational activities.

A. Beverly Barksdale, General Manager of the Cleveland Orchestra,
described the Orchestra's involvement in educational concerts as "an
obligation to our community" and an opportunity for the Orchestra
to make a vital contribution to the total educational and cultural
life of the community.

iqqe hope to create the feeling that it is a normal part of
life to attend symphony orchestra concerts," stated Louis Lane,
Associate Conductor, who conducts many of the youth concerts.

Support of and interest in youth concerts was reported to
be "enthusiastic" on the part of the total orchestra organization
including board of directors, management, artistic directors, and
the Cleveland Orchestra Woman's Committee,

The public schools, likewise, have considered student con-
certs of vital importance in the total music education curriculum
for the past 40 years. Since their inception, the Cleveland Or-
chestra youth concerts have been an integral part of the school
music program. They constitute the major part of the music
listening program from 4th grade on.

The concerts have been held during the school day and have
received financial support from the city school system as well as
from 20 suburban school systems.

Adhering to a basic premise that all children can "understand"
serious music if properly prepared for it, all students in vocal
and general music classes are prepared for concerts whether or not
they actually attend.

Presentation, planning, financing, scheduling, and developing
study materials for concerts are primarily the responsibility of
the Orchestra association. The school system has a voice in con-
cert planning and carries out its share of total responsibility
by seeing to it that concert preparation and attendance are in-
corporated into the formal music education curriculum, and by
making arrangements for concert transportation and chaperonage
of elementary school students.

Some apprehension was expressed by a few persons in the
school administration that, because the concerts had been in
existence for so long, some of the teachers may be taking them
for granted and therefore, failing to give them and the concert
preparation the emphasis each should have.
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In responses to Study questionnaires, however, 82 of 88 teachersstated they felt Che goals of the youth concerts were being achieved.

COORDINATING WORK OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND OF THE ORCHESTRA
ASSOCIATION

Concert Planning and Evaluation

The school coordinator of youth concerts, who also is super-visor of elementary music for the public schools, is in complete
charge of the school system's activity relating to student concerts.

Each spring an evaluation and concert planning session, for
the Severance Hall youth concerts, called by the Orahestra manage-
ment, is attended by representatives of the Orchestra's managerial
and conducting staff, two music staff representatives of the
Cleveland schools, and one representative each from other parti-
cipating school systems.

Although there is no school directed synthesis of school
personnel evaluations and suggestions, various useful changes inprocedures and programming are made as a result of these planning-
evaluation meetings.

Some supervisors hold concert orientation sessions primarilyto acquaint new teachers with the approach and study proceduresused.

In the Study questionnaires, 46% of 80 Cleveland music teachers
responding expressed interest in participating in somewhat morebormal evaluation of the concerts, and slightly more than half of41 elementary classroom specialists who responded expressed a wishto have a stronger voice in evaluation and planning.

Concert Scheduling and Ticket Distribution

Concert attendance is open to students in Cleveland schools aswell as to students in some 20 suburban school systems. In addi-tion, the Cleveland Orchestra plays several student concerts annu-ally in Lakewood, one of the suburban areas.
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Each spring the schools conduct a-preliminary survey of anti-
cipated ybuth concert attendance from each school for the succeeding
years The Orchestra sets up the master youth concert schedule
according to results of the survey.

In the fall, the school youth concert coordinator's office
distributes ticket order blanks and youth concert study guides
(prepared and financed by the Orchestra association) to both city
and suburban schools. The Orchestra management advises each school
of date and time of concerts that students from that school shall
attend.

Each school forwards its actual ticket order and payment to the
Orchestra association which, in turn, fills the orders and sends
tickets directly to the schools.

Several school administrators stated that a minimum of
5 veeks is needed between receipt of notification of the concert
date and the actual concert performance in order to take care of
the many details and arrangements involved, including, (1) obtain-
ing field trip premission slips from parents; (2) selling, and
collecting payments for the tickets; (3) contracting chartered
buses; (4) adjusting of schedules for classes and lunch hours;
(5) preparatory instruction of students for the concerts.

The Orchestra operates a seating rotation plan that enables
students from each school to sit in a different part of Severance
Hall at each concert.

Total student enrollment of the many schools involved greatly
exceeds total concert seating capacity, thereby necessitating selec-
tion of students who shall have the privilege of attending.

Selection of students depends primarily on the students' wish
and ability to purchase tickets, and willingness of parents to
sign field trip permission slips.

The Orchestra association has a special endowment fund to
which schools may apply for aid for students financially unable
to purchase tickets. Additional free tickets have been made
available to certain schools receiving P:L. 89-10, Title I funds.

Free tickets for teachers are made available by the Orchestra
on the basis of one teacher's free ticket for every 20 students
attending.
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Concert Attendance

Although all students in vocal and general music classes re-
ceive concert preparation as part of the music study curriculum,
actual attendance at concerts is elective. The number of students
attending from any given school somewhat reflects the interest in
the concerts on the part of principal and music teachers in that
school. It is they, incidentally, who are responsible for actually
collecting students' payments for tickets and bus fare. Approxi-
mately 62% of teachers responding to Study questionnaires indicated
they thought this plan was the best way to handle the money.

That there is a high percentage of attendance among 4th, 5th
and 6th grade students was indicated by responses to the Study
questionnaires. Twenty-seven of 48 teachers in these grades re-
ported that 75% to 100% of their students attended the concerts,
whereas the remaining 21 teachers reported attendance ranging from
507 to 757 of their students.

Attendance from secondary schools is made up almost entirely
of students from music classes.

Total attendance is divided almost evenly between city and
suburban schools, the latter accounting for approximately 48% of
attendance at youth concerts. Suburban schools, however, showed
a marked preference for inclusion in audiences for 5th and 6th
grade programs, with 4th grade, junior and senior high concerts
attended mainly by students from City schools.

Transportation

Each school is responsible for making transportation arrange-
ments for its own pupils. In some schools, the music education
specialists take charge of transportation. Almost all of the
elementary schools contract with the City bus system for chartered
buses.

Each student pays his own bus fare which ranges from 25 to50 depending upon the distance between the school and Severance
Halle The schools, in some instances, make up the difference be-
tween student payments and bus costs from school funds, or from
P.L. 89-10, Title I funds when available.

Teachers accompany children on the buses as do some parents.

Teacher acceptance of the transportation system was indicated
in 83% of 118 responses to Study questionnaires, though several
administrators criticized overcrowding of some buses and expressed
the hope that a better system could be worked out for unloading
buses at Severance Hall.
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Although a few junior high schools arrange for chartered buses,
most students attending from secondary schools must arrange their
own transportation.

Audience Supervision

Teachers and parents accompanying students on concert buses
also handle supervision of students during concerts with the help
of members of the Cleveland Orchestra Women's Committee.

It was observed by 74% of the teachers responding to Study
questionnaires that the long history of concert preparation and
concert attendance in the City schools resulted in City school
students having a much better comprehension of concert protocol
and acceptable concert deportment than was true of some suburban
school students whose participation in youth concerts has only a
ten-year history.

Concert.Preparation and Follow-Ea

Preparation of study materials

The Cleveland Orchestra's program annotator - since 1958,
Klaus G. Roy - writes the teachers' guides for all student con-
certs. The Orchestra bears full cost of preparing and mimeograph-
ing some 1,500 copies of the guides distributed to elementary
specialists, vocal and general music teachers.

Concert preparatory materials have changed little in format
in recent years. Written in engaging, readable, non-technical style,
the guides contain information on composers and the music, thematic
material, and references to available recordings. The guides are
prepared in such manner that material may be read aloud effectively,
or may be reproduced and given to students for self study. The
musical examples, on separate sheets, have been found useful in
class demonstration and discussion. (See Appendix 0)

This procedure departs somewhat from Miss Baldwia's hope
(which she was unable to realize due to production problems) that
study material could be directed to and written for the children
rather than being relayed, second-handed, by someone else - even
the teacher.

The practice of programming for a 4-year cycle has made it
possible for the school system to make large purchases of record-
ings to be used and re-used in conjunction with concert prepara-
tion, thereby building substantial record libraries in each indi-
vidual school. In 1965-66 the school system spent over $2,000
for record purchases.
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Individual schools submit requests for record acquisitions to
the youth concert school coordinator each spring in order to insure
fall delivery of needed materials. (See Appendix N)

Sixty-six of 70 elementary classroom and secondary vocal spec-
ialists who used the study guides considered them to be adequate for
their concert preparation work.

CLEVELAND TABLE NO. 3

TEACHERS'STUDY GUIDE RATINGS - CLEVELAND SCHOOLS

Provides sufficient information

Clearly organized

Suggested supplementary material
available

Excellent Good Fair
AB
1 I

3 I

1 2

Poor

26

29

29

B

21

21

26

A

18

23

13

B

2

2

5

AB"

-

-

1 ale

Note: Of the respondents,

42 were elementary classroom specialists - Column A
24 were secondary vocal-general music teachers - Column B

When asked what degree of musical background was essential in
order to use the guide effectively, the following responses were
given:

CLEVELAND TABLE NO. 4

MUSICAL BACKGROUND NEEDED FOR USING CLEVELAND TEACHERS' GUIDE

Elementary class- Secondary vocal-general
room specialists music teachers

A great deal 8 4
A reasonable amount 32 10
Very little 4 8
None
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The following are typical of suggestions made by teachers forimproving the study guides:

Suggestions made by Elementary Classroom Music Specialists

"Written material should be more on child's level of under-
standing and interest."

"Pre-concert materials are all right the way they are."

"The only addition I would make would be to have some printed
material to be given to the children, perhaps information in
outline form, which could become a basis for further investi-gation and study, as well as discussion."

"We should have more biographical material on contemporary
composers as pupils have difficulty in finding this material."

Pre aration of Students

Elementary classroom preparation is done by music specialists,for the most part.

Secondary student preparation usually is included in generalmusic classes.

Education radio was used occasionally when hard-to-find re-cordings of youth concert pieces mere broadcast over Station WBOE.

Education television has been restricted to video-taped re-broadcasts of the day-time concerts during evening hours.

Lack of time for proper use of radio and TV was advance(' asthe reason for not using these media more often in conjunction withconcert preparation.

Of special interest are comments made by teachers on tech-niques they used or would like to use in pre-concert study:

Comments of Elementary Classroom Music Specialists

TechnIgues in usft:

"Write musical themes on cards, scramble them, and the
students learn to put them in proper order."

"Bodily movements help the child to feel the flow of themusic. Singing and the use of rhythm instruments for theme
recognition are very helpful. Dramatization whenever it canbe applied, and recognition games create additional interestand enthusiasm."
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"I make theme charts and me learn to sing thems Later,
after several hearings of a composition, I ask the children
to decide which charts belong to a particular composition.
In this way, they also learn notation. These also help
in our discussions of orchestration, development, etc."

"Themes used Oh fianhel board or blackboard . . 1 Playing
of themes by able sthdents on piano or bell setsi"

F_rom high school_instrumental specialist: "We play through
one of the selections programmed on the concerti"

Saggestions techniques music
specialists

"It would be good to have the school orchestra and the
orchestra teacher demonstrate instruments to the general
music classes so the children could become better ac-
quainted with these instruments. Each child in the orch-
estra could do some research on his instrument and tell
about it. I try to have students in my classes do this,
but I don't always have classes where there are students
who play all of the instruments."

"Television presentations involving orchestra members
playing their instruments, individually and in ensemble;
video tapes of orchestra rehearsals, and hort sections
of works being studied would be highly valuable."

"Pre-concert study would be more practical if all of the
pupils involved could actually attend the concerts."

"Concert preparation system-wide by a master teacher over
ETV would be more effective and time-saving."

"I think that worksheets could be included to hand to the
children while listening to the music. Specific ques-
tions could be asked such as number of times theme heard,
instruments heard, etc. This would be helpful if it is a
classroom teacher rather than a music teacher preparing
them."

"It would be good if we had printed musical examples to
give to the pupils."

"Musical themes should be printed on large charts rather
than on 8-1/2" by 11" paper. A printed review quiz should
be developed for each concert testing pupil's knowledge of
themes, instruments, facts about composers, form, etc."
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Post-Concert Activity

There was no organized, system-wide, post-concert classroom
activity, although almost haif of 95 teachers responding to Study
questionnaires stated they do something in the way of follow-up
after concerts.

The following comaents relating to post-concert activity indi
cate the variety of techniques used by the teachers:

Comments from Elementa Classroom Music Specialists

"Follow-up, generally, is more productive than preparation.
Interest is stimulated. Reports and deeper listening are
eagerly done."

"Children discuss concert, draw pictures of the instru-
ments and seating arrangenent of the orchestra, letting
colors represent orchestra families, make pipe cleaner
figures, use color and designs to picture a composition."

"Sometimes they write letters to the orchestra members.
Another time they might draw pictures about the trip.
We also pursue the music and composers in fuller detail.
The interest is sometimes higher after the concert than
before."

"We re-listen to the compositions on the records. We
also listen to more of the composition if it wasn't all
played at the concert."

"We take one period to discuss the concert music, the
hall, the musicians, etc. Also, I play any of the records
they wish at different times through the semester. Also,
I continue to play their favorites on the piano."

"It is interesting just to put on a recording of one of
the concert numbers and see how man2, recognize the title
and composer."

Comments from Secondary_yoggl-General Eusic Teachers

"Relate and compare concert numbers to other selections
in the textbook or played by the school orchestra."

"In the vocal field - I find that discussing the concert
afterwards, the numbers played, the attentiveness and
discipline of symphony members, helps in conduct and
appearance of your own performing group be it instrumental
or vocal."
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Printed Programs

Use of printed programs is strongly opposed by Orchestra conduc-tors and administrators on the basis that they are physical nuisances.Some teachers expressed the hope that printed programs would, someday,be used because they would aid students in knowing what works werebeing performed during the concert, and would serve as an added toolin post-concert study activities.

Promotion and Publicity

Aside from study guides and factual information concerning con-cert schedules distributed to the schools, there is very little otherpublicity or promotion used for student concerts. Furthermore, sincethere is insufficient seating capacity for all students wishing toattend, no need is felt for increased promotion of these concerts.

.././.1Mffirlarat....

PROGRAMMING

With rare exceptions, programming for all Cleveland Orchestrayouth cor.certs has been kept free of anything that would destroy thepure concert atmosphere. Those rare exceptions include use of verbal
commentary by the conductor instead of printed programs, an occasional
instrument or rhythm demonstration, or group singing for 4th gradestudents.

Program building for specific age groups is held to be "impera-tive" by Orchestra management and conductors, with careful attentiongiven to the attention span of each audience age group. For instance,excerpts of larger works are used in concerts fot elementary grades,but complete performances of shorter symphonies and suites are per-formed for secondary school audiences.

Ve try to play the very best musi we can find within the limitsof the audience age group and the selected themes Each program shouldbe planned As an adult program is planned with concern for proper pro-gram structure and contrasts" stated Associate Conductor Louis Lane.

Soloists are seldom used chiefly because of practical diffi-culties involved in presenting so many repeats of each youth concertprogram.
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Special "attractions" such as cartoonists, puppets, etcb are
never used as it is considered that "they would only get in the way
of the music,"

Use of concert themes was introduced at the request of music
educators as an aid in concert preparation. The themes are held to
be of assistance in lending cohesion to concert programs which, in
the case of younger children, must contain many short works.

Verbal commentary is considered to be essential in youth concerts
and is used (1) to change the point of concentration for a =merit, and
(2) to focus attention of the child on certain factors in the music.

Former Associate Conductor Robert Shaw has many strong convictions
concerning the verbal commentaries. "Conductors must take the utmost
care ta preparation of their verbal comments," he stated-.

He feels that the comments should never duplicate materials used
in pre-concert study guides but must be new and exciting for students
attending the concert, Comments should be based on carefully prepared
scripts but should not be read at concerts. Mr. Shaw makes careful
note of the way in which students react to the comments on each piece,
then revises his notes before preventing the material in another pro-
gram.

Deliberate effort is made to include contemporary works in youth
concert programs as a matter of principle on the part of both Orchestra
and the public schools. When asked about student reception of contem-
porary music, the conductors responded that "students take a piece of
music on its own merit regardless of 'labels".

When asked if they thought music played at the youth concerts vas
suitable for student audiences, 92% of over 100 teachers - including
elementary teachers, secondary vocal-general music teachers, and
instrumental specialists - stated they thought it was. The teachers
also had many programming suggestions of which the following are
representative:

Comments from Elementary

Vorks which use voice and orchestra could be presented
at concerts."

"From previous experience in other cities, Cleveland youth
concerts are excellent and a wonderful musical and learning
experience for the student."

"Often the selections on the program are melodically uninter-
esting for the children to listen to, especially during pre-
concert preparation. Therefore, it would be most desirable
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if the selections made by the orchestra could be approved
by the teachers involved with pre-concert preparation."

"I do not feel the inner city child attends enough concerts
to achieve the goals of the youth concerts. His concn2t of
music and the music he hears at the concert are too far
apart. Small ensembles brought directly into the schools
in addition tc the regular concerts may help."

"When I see what one concert can do, I yearn for more, not
less, opportunities for children to hear all manner of live
programs."

"The 4th grade concerts are better than the 5th and 6th
grade concerts. There is no real contact with the audi-
ence like there is for the 4th grade."

Comments from Instrumentalecialists

"I feel more school systems could benefit by such a program.
Children are excellent audiences if the teachers prepare
them ahead of time, not only musically but also socially.
A positive and enthusiastic attitude is necessary. Manners
and discipline are also contributing factors. If the tea-
cher doesn't like the concerts, the children will react
accordingly."

"I would like to see more demonstrations of individual
instruments somehow incorporated into the concert. Also
more exposure to the students of the lesser heard symphonic
instruments. The concerts might be varied with opportunity
to see and hear vocal groups and vocal soloists with orches-
tra rather than always completely instrumenta."

"The conductor's manner is just like a teacher's or any
leader in a group situation. If the leader is highly
vivacious, so is the group. Where the conductor knows
his material and is alive, so is the group."
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FINANCING

The 1966-67 Cleveland Orchestra youth concerts were financed
from the following sources:

1. $34,000 in grants from city and suburban boards of education.
2. $18,000 from the Kulas Foundation.
3. $32,750 from youth concert ticket sales.
4. Remainder from Cleveland Orchestra general funds.

The Cleveland Orchestra devoted approximately 14% of the con-
tracted services of the musicians to the rehearsals and concerts
involved in city and suburban youth concert activities, but total
income for the concerts represented only 4% of the Orchestra's
total income for the year. From these figures, it is obvious that
the Orchestra association draws heavily from its basic income to
finance the educational program. Based on the above percentages,
it is estimated that the Orchestra Association subsidizes the
educational program in an amount estimated to be appronimetely
$200,000 annually over and above income received from youth
concerts.

It is also true that some of the donors 03 the Orchestra's
annual maintenance fund make their contributions primarily because
of their interest in the educational work of the Orchestra.

GENERAL EVALUATIONS AND COMMENTS

When asked to rate the effect youth concert had upon the
several areas listed, secondary vocal-general music teachers and
instrumental specialists from both levels responded as follows:



CLEVELAND TABLE NO. 5

RATINGS OF THE EFFECT OF YOUTH CONCERTS ON STUDENTS

Effective in attracting new
students to study music (re-
cruitment)

Effective in encouraging

regular concert attendance

Effective influence on student
reaction toward student re-
hearsals and concerts

Effective in developing

general enthusiasm for music

FavorableAB Not EvidentAB Unfavorable
A B

6 12 9 2 1 1

8 9 7 3

9 12 7 1 2 I

18 19 3 1

Column A - secondary vocal and general music teachers
Column B instrumental specialists

Teachers' SliggeltIgns_lalEgmt_ts_ School Administratiye
Practices and Youth Concerts

"Our vocal music department limits preparation for and
evaluation of the concerts to their departments. I can
understand why this is a good policy but wonder why en
optional use of materials might not be available for the
classroom teacher. We could possibly give extra orienta-
tion in literature and social studies classes. The vocal
music teachers time with the class is limited."

(Elementary classroom teacher)

"I think every teacher should have a chance to attend at
least one concert. Teachers in my system who are not upper
elementary teachers never attend the youth concerts."

(Elementary classroom teacher)

"Considering the fact that the concerts are instrumental
in nature, the instrumental music teachers should be in-
formed of the dates, materials, etc., and be given an
opportunity to attend where possible."

(Instrumental specialist)
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FACT SHEET - DETRQIT MICHIGAN

TIE CITY (See Appendix D)

Population Data Corporate population: 1,670,144
(1960) Metropolitan area: 3,762,360

Economic Base
(1960)

Income Data
(1960)

Education Data

Wbites in corporate population 70.8%
Negroes 'AI

u u 28.97
Other non-whites in u

.3%

Manufacturing - employees 50% of total labor force
Automotive industry - " 60% of total labor force

Median family income - $6,069 (annual)
19% of families eatned less than $3,000 (annual)
17,8% earned over $10,000 (annual)
Designated major poverty areas (1966)

2 with 637,000 persons

Of Detroit residents 25 years or older:
9.3% had completed less than 5 years of school

34.4% had completed high school or more
Median number school years completed - 10 yrs.

THE ORCHESTRA - THE DETROIT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (1966-67 data)

Gross annual budget $1,953,400
Length of season 47 weeks
Total number of musicians 102
Total number of concerts played 173
Total number of youth concerts played 72
Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts . 100,000

President

Music Director
Manager

Conductor of youth concerts .

Coordinator of youth concerts

Robert B. Semple
Sixten Ehrling
Howard D. Harrington
Valter Poole, Associate Conductor
Saul Bernat, Business Administrator
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DETROIT SCHOOLS - SUMMARY (1966-67_Altal

Public school enrollment
300,000

Non-public school enrollment 110 000

Total school population (through high school) 410,000

Detroit Public Schools

Superintendent Norman Drachler
Director of music education Robert Klotman
Coordinator of youth concerts Isabelle Hoersch

Per pupil expenditure (annual)
Grade structure: Pre-school, kindergarten,

Schools (Approximate BreakdowAl

. . . (No Report)

6-3-3

Elementary, Gr. K-6 161
Elementary Jr. High School, Gr. 1-9 12

Gr. 1-8 16
Gr. 1-7 35

Junior High School, Gr. 7-9 37
Gr. 8-9 3
Gr. 7-8 1

Junior-Senior High School Gr. 9-12 7
Senior High School Gr. 10-12 16
Special Schools -

Physically, emotionally,
mentally handicapped 21

Trade and Vocational Schools 4

Special Facilities and Programs
Adult classes

Continuing education
Summer schools

Educational radio since 1935
Educational television: Channel 56
50 clubs and organizations involving school personnel, but not
sponsored by Board of Education

Representative Cultural and Educational Institutions
Children's Museum Merril-Palmer Institute
Detroit Adventure University of Detroit
Detroit Institute of Arts University of Michigan Extension
Detroit Symphony Orchestra Wayne State University
Fisher Theater
Ford Theater
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MUSIC EDUCATION IN DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Staff - Each year, elementary instrumental staff members elected
chairmen by regions. These chairmen handled much of the administra-
tive work, elementary instruction, and acted as liaison between
administrators, supervisors, and classrcom teachers. Each high
school had a fine arts department head who supervised the program
in his school.

DETROIT tABLE NO. 1

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF - DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
(Divisional Director) .

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC INSTRUMENT6L MUSIC

Elementary

In 210 schools:

Assistant divisional directot
Supervisor, vocal music

210 Elementary classroom music
specialists (8 also jr. high)

In 210 sChobla:

Supervisor, elemeritary and

juOor high insetimental
71 Instrhmental specialists

Junior High

In 59 schools:

71 Vocal-general teachers
(8 also elementary)

In 30 schools (full-time pro-

grams, others - part-
time programs)

31 Instrumental specialists

Senior High

In 22 schools (includes 1 tech-
nical school):

35 Vocal teachers (1 junior
high vocal, 3 also instru-
mental)

49 Accompanists

In 22 schools (includes 1 tech-
nical school)

31 Instrumental specialists
(3 also vocal)

1011111.1111111,11111111"}M.MINIMM=!.
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Elementary Music (See Table 2)

Elementary classroom music instruction was handled chiefly by
classroom teachers in kindergarten through 3rd grade, with special-
ists doing all of the music teaching in grades 3 through 6. Ab*ut
60 of the elementary choral groups met twice each week during school

time.

Although Carl Orff's "Music for Children" was part of the ele-
mentary program for deprived children, classroom music was based on
the five areas of singing, listening, music reading, rhythmic activi-
ties, and creative work. (See Educational Radio and Television for
related programs and chapter on federal and foundation programs in
the twenty study schools for further information.)

The elementary instrumental program, which was part of the
regular school curriculum, included a special economically deprived
area pre-school program for string players based on the Suzuki ap-
proach, presented as a pilot program in three centers to 60 chil-
dren in 1966-1967. Particularly precocious children could begin
instrumental instruction before 4th grade. Most of the instruments
were available on loan from the school without charge (See Appendix

H),

Secondary Music (See Table No, 2)

General music was required of all 7th and 8th graders on alter-
nating days for one semester. 9th grade general music was an elec-

tive. About 507 of the schools actually had boys' choral ensembles.

The comprehensive nature of the high school music program is
immediately apparent (See Table 2). The Fine Arts Adventure com-
bined study of music and art, with emphasis placed on overall
appreciation rather than narrow specialization. It was offered
primarily to academically talented students in llth and 12th grades,
but any student interested in broadening his cultural background
was eligible to enroll. Instruction was carried on by separate
art and music teachers, who correlated their subject matter. The

fine arts department in the various high schools was administered
by department heads chosen each year.

Auditions were held each fall to select highly qualified stu-
dents to perform as orchestra members with the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra at one of the two concerts attended by high school stu-
dents each year.

The Cass Technical High School offered tLe courses listed in
Table No. 2, plus courses in arranging, harp, larp and vocal en-
semble, music history, piano, and two levels of choir. Musically
talented students from the entire city were selacted to attend
this school.
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DETROIT TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM - DETROIT PUBLIC _SCHOOLS

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary

Classroom Music (H, K-6)
Supplementary Radio Broadcasts
Primary, Junior and Senior
Choruses

Girls' and Boys' Glee Clubs

Suziki String Class - Younger
Children

Beginning Winds, Percussion,
Strings (4-6)

Intermediate and Advanced In-
struction (4-6)

Ensembles

Junior HijK4

General Music Required (7-8)
General Music - Elective (9)
Girls', Boys' and Mixed Choruses
Mixed Chorus
Small Ensemble Groups

Vocal Instruction - 3 years
Glee Clubs - selective
Choruses - selective
Vocal Ensembles - selective

Academic Music

Elements of Music

(Additional Courses at Cass
Technical High School)

Beginning, Intermediate and
Advanced Instruction

Band
Orchestra
Small Ensembles

Senior High

Instrumental instruction -
strings, winds, percussion -
2 years

Beginners Band and Orchestra
(Chamber and Full)

Marching Band
Stage Band
Solos and Ensembles

Special Programs

Special Abilities Program -
Honors Orchestra, Band, Choir

School Concert Series
Students Performing with Detroit
Symphony Orchestra

City-Wide Festivals - 2 choral
and 6 instrummtal
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Educational Radio and TV

Radio. Ealcational radio has been a part of the instructional process

in Detroit since 1935. Music programs broadcast by Station WDTR-FM

during 1966-67 included the following:

Kindergarten through grade 2:

Grades 3 through 5:
Grades 4 through 6:
Grades 5 through 12:

"It's Fun to Sing"
"It's Time for Music"
"Let's Make Music'
"Music in the Fine Arts Adventure"

"Music in the Fine Arts Adventure" was made available through

federal funds. The series was na,_-ated by Karl Haas, Director of

Fine Arts of Radio Station WJR, Detroit, and patterned after Haas'

successful "Adventures in Music", broadcast ddily on WJR.

The program titled "The School SymphOny Concert" consisted of a

re-broadcast of the Board of Education sponsored School Concerts

played by the Detroit Symphony Orchestra.. The programs were presented

for the entire school system during school hours on the day following

concerts, and again on WWJ at 8:15 P.M. on Friday nights following

School Concerts.

Television. Channel 56 presented a considetable number of music

programs but none was specifically concerned with youth coucert

activities.
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SUMMARY OF 1966-67 DETROIT SYMPHONY YOUTH. CONCERTS - 3 Series

1. School Concerts:

Number:

Conductor:
Sponsorship:

Financing:
Attended by:
Performed in:
Time:

Admission:
Transportation:

16 performances, 8 different programs
Valter Poole, Associate Conductor
Detroit Board of Education
Local public funds
Students in grades 5-12, plus some 4th graders
Ford Auditorium, capacity - 2,926
Tuesday mornings, back-to-back concerts, 9:30,

10:45
Free
Arranged by schools, average cost of 55C per

child

jsstai.22s_Concerts

Number:

Conductor:

Sponsorship:
Financing:
Attended by:

Performed in:
Time:

Admission:

Transportation:

8 performances, 4 different programs
Valter Poole
Detroit Symphony Orchestra
Sale of tickets and Detroit Symphony
Amy student wishing to purchase a ticket
Ford Auditorium, capacity - 2,926
Saturdays, 11 Aiti, and 2 PM (2 concerts per day)

$1.00 - $235 per concert; reduced prices for
series ticket of 4 concerts

Axranged by student

3. In-School Concerts

Orchestra divided into two orchestras of approxIalately 50 musi-
cians each. Each unit played 24 concerts.

Number:

Conductor:
Sponsorship:

Financing:
Attended by:

Performed in:
Admission:

48 performances
Valter Poole, assisted by Henry Lewis
P.L. 89-10, Title I Cultural Enrichment Program
P.L. 89-10, Title I grant
Students in given public school plus some stu-
dents from parochial schools in neighborhood

Public school buildings
Free
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The Cultural Enrichment Program which sponsored the In-School
Concerts was established and financed from P.L. 89-10, Title I funds,
and represented an effort to bring together the various cultural
backgrounds in Detroit's "mixing bowl" population for the purpose of
providing meaningful, related experiences in literature, drama, the

,

visual arts, music, dance, the social sciences, science and tech-
nology. The 1966 summer program was closely linked with remedial
work, the theory being that success in the arts can carry over into
mathematics or reading.

1966-67 RELATED EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCES AND PROGRAMS

1. "Excursions in Music", sponsored by Detroit Adventure

Detroit Adventure is a non-profit coordinating agency for 26
cultural organizations in Detroit. Included in its 1966-67 sponsor-
ships was a series of 185 small instrumental ensemble performances
(string, woodwind, brass and percussion) presented in the schools by
members of the Detroit Symphony under the title of "Excursions in
Music", initiated in 1959.

Sources of finance for the series in 1966-67 included the Ford
Motor Company Fund, the Music Performance Trust Fund of the Record-
ing Industries in cooperation with the Detroit Federation of Musi-
cians, and P.L. 89-10, Title I funds.

Coordinator for the series was Nathan Gordon, principal violist
of the Detroit Symphony.

L. Opera Performances

A limited number of performances of opera for children were
presented by the Piccolo Opera Company of DeLroit under P.L. 89-10,
Title I grants.



HISTORY OF YOUTH CONCERTS IN DETROIT

The Detroit Symphony Orchestra played its first student concert
during its debut season, 1914-15, under the baton of Weston Gales,
the Orchestra's first conductor.

Within the next 53 years and by the end of the 1966467 season,
the Orchestra had played over 700 educational concerts for a total
estimated audience of more than 2 million students.

In 1921-22 youth concert activity suddenly jumped from 6 to 50
concerts, but two years later dropped back to 15 concerts, and ranged

between 8 and 20 concerts annually until 1958-59. At that time a

stable annual schedule of 16 free, school-time concerts, and 8 Satur-

day admission-concerts was established.

In 1966-67, these customary 24 concerts were augmented under a
federally financed project that enabled the Orchestra to be divided
into two orchestras of approximately 50 musicians each, for presenta-
tion of concerts in school buildings of the inner city. 48 additional

free concerts (24 by each "orchestra") were played thereby bringing
to 72 the total number of educational concerts performed in 1966-67.

The artistic direction of more than 90% of the 700 concerts has
rested in the hands of two of ihe Orchestra's associate conductors -
Victor Kolar (1920-1940), and Valter Poole (1945-to date).

Local public financing for educational concerts was introduced
ift 1920 and has consistenily been augmented by funds from the Detroit
Symphony Association and the Symphony Women's Association. For a

period of a few years in the 1940's two Detroit retail firms - Sam's
Inc., and the J. L. Hudson Company - served as sponsors for some of
the educational concert tctivitys
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BASIC PHILOSOPHY OF THE YOUTH CONCERTS

The 53-year successful history of youth concerts in Detroit
is characterized by agreement on the basic philosophy relating to
their value, plus mutual respect, close cooperation and successful
coordination of effort between the Detroit Symphony Orchestra Asso-
ciation and the Detroit Public School System.

"To become acquainted with music, one has to listen to it.
Music is something one hears, not the syvbols of notation
nor the facts about music which one learns. They are merely
paths to the ultimate insight and enjurrent - intelligent
musical listeaing."

The above statement rils by the director of music education,
and published in the foreword of the Detroit Public Schools Program
Notes for 1966-67 School Concerts vas one of the concepts upon which
the music education program vc:: built in Detroit,

Youth concerts have become al: integral part of students' listen-
ing experience and, as such, are given comnlete administrative ac-
ceptance within the public scHool system.

Robert B. Semple, Presie'7a;: of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra

Association, expressed his concept of the chief function of youth
concerts as being that of "exnosing children to good music", and
reported that the Symphony Association's Board of Directors gives
11

enthusiastic support" to youth concert activities. He observed
that it is throufzh educational and cultural services the orchestra
provides for young people thlt the Orchestra merits and receives
some of its contiaued financial support fro:a the community at large.
Mr. Semple pointed out that ths success of the youth program rested
within the excellent cooperation given by the public school system
and its department of music education.

These same viewpoints were reiterated by administrative and
artistic directors of the Orchestra !ssociation.

"The youth concerts should aim tward helping provide a
solid cultural foundation for the students by starting
the mind of the child towards acceptance of all kinds of
classical music. We have had superb rapport with the
public schools in undertaking this goal", stated Howard
Harrington, Manager of the Detroit Symphony.

"Develop:rent of future audiences for fine music is a chief
goal of our youth concerts and the work requires exceed-
ingly close cooperation with the public schools", stated
Saul Bernat, Assistant Manager and coordinator of the
Orchestra's educat'onal work.
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"The young mind must be opened to the
music and close work with the schools
tial", stated Valter Poole, Associate
Detroit Symphony, who serves as music
concerts.

esthetic beauty of
is absolutely essen-
Conductor of the
director of youth

COORDINATING WORK OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND ORCHESTRA ASSOCIATION

Business -1(1':ails d basic policy matters relating to the 16
School Concerts Er:e and11 by the director of music education of
the public schools and the rinager of the Orchestra.

Other operati.na Tatters are handled by the assistant director
of music education of the public schools, who is designated as youth
concert coordinator, in cooperation with the Orchestra's assistant
manager, and the conductor for the youth concerM

It is significant to note that the assistant director of music
education also has served on the Orchestra's Board of Directors, and
has been a member of the Detroit Symphony Women's Association.

Concert Plannirg

Concert Planning Committee consists of the director of music
education, the assistant director, the bur music education admini-
strators, and the conductor of the youth concerts. Drawing upon the
many years of cumulative experience, the planning committee now
finds it necessary to meet only twice a year - first for prelimi-
nary discussion of schedules and programs, and finally for adoption
of specific plans for the coming year.

No formal process of obtaining teacher opinion about the con-
certs was in existence in 1966-67 although questionnaires had been
distributed and results tabulated in former years.

The only group of teachers who expressed significant interest
in participating in youth concert evaltgitions consisted of 27 in-
strumental specialists, 13 of whom wanted to have a stronger voice
in this process.
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Concert Schedulin Attendance Allocations and Audience Su ervision

The office of the assistant director of music education works

out schedules relating to selection of schools that shall attend

each concert. The complete schedule, including dates, times and

routes to be taken by buses, is distributed to all schools by the

music education department. (See Appendix II)

Attendance allocations for the School Concerts are made on the

basis of individual school enrollments, in lots of 60 seats per ele-

mentary school, and 50 to 100 seats per secondary schools. Each

music teacher selects students who shall attend the concerts on the

Lasis of interest, talent and school achievement.

Suburban school systems submit attendance requests to the

assistant director of music education, and their students comprise

approximately 57 of the total audience.

As a part of concert preparation, "At the concert procedures"

are clearly spelled out for students. Each school group is accom-

panied by a music or classroom teacher. Members of the Symphony

Women's Committee assist in handing out printed programs and direct-

ing each group to its seating assignment.

Auditorium behavior of the children was considered to be either

II good" or "excellent" by 90% of 108 teachers questioned.

Transpatation

Transportation of students to concerts is handled by the charter

service of Detroit Public Bus System. Each student pays his own fare

at average cost of 55.

The assistant director of music education notifies the bus sys-

tem of the date and time a school has been scheduled to attend a con-

cert. Each school then contacts the bus system directly to complete

arrangements.

80% of the teachers responding to Study questionnaires stated
the transportation system was working well although some were con-
cerned about requiring students to pay their own fare.

Concern was expressed by some teachers over the bus parking

system that makes it necessary for children to walk between buses,

and delays in unloading buses upon arrival at the concert hall which

results in some student behavior problems.
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Concert Preparation and Follow-up

Agreement in basic philosophies held by the Orchestra organiza-

tion and the public schools is again reflected in views held concern-

ing the importance of concert preparation of students.

The Orchestra's managers commented that concert preparation of

students was "essential", "absolutely necessary",

The conductor of the youtfi concerts held concert preparation to

be "tremendously important. Without it,.we can only plan concerts

that will amuse the children", he stated. He pointed out that it is

very easy to detect whether or not a student audience has ha4 pre-

concert instruction and study. "The prepared students are the most

attentive, apparently enjoy the concert more than the others. Their

pattern of applause differs from that of students who have had no

concert preparation."

Conviction on the part of the school system of the importance

of pre-concert study is clearly indicated by the time, effort and

expense invested in this phase of the work.

The music education department prepares the materials. The

school system distributes the material to teachers and weets all

costs involved.

preparation of Stt_Icim.1,1aterials

The assistant director of music education, serving as youth

concert coordinator, prepares the study materials - usually during

the summer months. The study guide,titled Program Notes, is a guide

for teachers, based on the premise that it should be easy for tea-

chers to use, and that it should inform the teacher exactly what is

expected, what should be done, and how it should be done.

Program Notes were paper bound and lithographed by the publica-

tions department of the public schools. Contents included material

for all programs to be presented in the School Concerts, notated

themes, listings of source materials including books, records, audio-

visual aids, and a valuable description of additional materials
available at the Children's Museum. (See Appendix 0)
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DETROIT TABLE NO. 3

RATINGS OF THE TEACHER'S GUIDE FOR THE SCHOOL CONCERTS

Ratings were made by 34 elementary teachers and 30 secondary teachers -

Total of 64

Does guide provide sufficient

Excellent Good Fair Poor

information? 51 11 2

Is Guide clearly organized? 55 6 -

Is suggested supplementary
material available? 43 7 8 3

Radio station IsIDTR provided additional School Concerts study

material during 1965-66 through a series of tapes issued under the

title of "Exploring the World of Music". Limitations of music staff

time, however, made it impossible for the station to continue this

service.

Detroit Adventure prepared and distributed a second teacher's

guide related to the small ensemble concerts. This guide included

pictures and brief descriptions of instruments, a short statement
on the repertoire, names of musicians, a seating chart of the Detroit

Symphony Orchestra, listine of source materials available through
the City Library, public school library, and Children's Museum. This

guide was prepared by two music supervisors and a free-lance writer

with technical assistance from the Chief of the Music and Performing
Arts Division of the Detroit Public Library.

Preparation of Students

Actual preparation of students for concerts is handled customari-
ly by vocal music teachers at both elementary and secondary levels.
In some elementary, junior and senior high schools, an auditorium
teacher (a master teacher in the language arts), or a music special-
ist handled some of this work in sessions for three or four classes

at the same time. Judging from the teachers' responses to Study
questionnaires, the present methods of handling pre-concert study
have a high degree of acceptance.

Follow-up study and evaluation of concerts is handled on an
individual basis according to wishes of teachers involved.
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Promotion and Publicity

Promotion and publicity procedures vary markedly with each dif-

ferent series of student concerts.

The public school system is responsible for promotion and pub-

licity for the School Concerts. Since there are not sufficient seats
available at these concerts for all eligible students, there is no
need and little desire for promotion in connection with them. Never-

theless, 45% of the music specialists responding to Study question-
naires stated they felt promotion was not adequate to interest
secondary students not enrolled in music classes.

The Young People's Series, presented on Saturdays and sponsored
by the Orchestra Association requires sale of tickets. Therefore,

the Orchestra association publicity department handles promotion for
this series and makes extensive use of brochures, newspaper ads and
feature articles in order to sell the 5,800 tickets available for
the double series of concerts.

PROGRAMMING

Programming policies varied markedly with each different series

of educational concerts.

Programs for the School Concerts were drawn primarily from basic
orchestral literature, were related to concert "themes", and made
provision for various types of student participation in the concerts.

Programs for the Saturday Younz People's Concert series featured
ICspecial attractions" and reflected concern with box office appeal
that would attract voluntary ticket purchasers from students through-
out the area.

Programs for concerts played in school buildings by the two
orchestral groups of approximately 50 musicians each, were geared to
the instrumentation of these ensembles.

Programs for each series, ranged between 45 and 60 minutes in
length, and carried out the underlying philosophy expressed by both
the Orchestra and public school representatives that concerts for
students must offer valuable listening experiences through per-
formance of good music widely representative of various musical
styles and periods, As is the case with all United States orches-
tras, choice of programs also had to be made within a practical
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framework of available rehearsal time which is another way of sayirtg

within a practical cost structure.

The Echool Concerts Series Programs

Within the Detroit Symphony Orchestra's 53-history of playing
concerts for students, almost every conceivable program format and

programmdng idea has been explored, tried, used, changed, refined,

revised. Some have been retained, others abandoned.

In earlier years, various devices were used to introduce stu-

dents to concepts of rhythm, melody, harmony, etc. Students clapped

outrhytlims played rhythm instruments and songflutes with the Orches-

tra. Various visual aids have been used during concerts.

The current thinking on the part of both school and orchestra
planners is that such procedures no longer are needed and emphasis
should be placed on developing the programs as concert experiences
with students coming to listen and to learn to appreciate music for

what it is rather than to supplement the music with activities that

might detract from the listening experience. The concert prepara-

tion work done in the schools plus cooperative program planning by
school and orchestra leadership make such an approach viable in the

Detroit situation.

Programs have been coordinated with the record series titled
"Adventures in Music", and the classroom music textbook series

titled "Our Singing World".

Within the last three years (1964-65, 1965-66, 1966-67), the
programs have included works written by a total of 66 composers,

407 of whom come within the "contemporary" category. Of the total

of 89 different works played, 367 fell in the "contemporary" cate-

gory,

Symphonies, concertos, suites, "pieces", music from the ballet

and opera literatur,3 - all have been included.

Concert themes are used as a device for giving the students, in
the words of Valter Poole, "a peg to hang their attention on", and

are held to be helpful and valid as long as there is flexibility in

linking program content to stated themes. Care is given to ages
and attention span of students in selecting the program for any

given concert. Concerts for elementary classes tend to contain

more shorter works that those presented for secondary school students.

Verbal commentary is presented by the conductor who states that
he feels very little commentary is needed for a student audience that

has been prepared for the concert. Rather, the commentary serves

chiefly "to set the stage and the atmosphere" for the concert.
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Provision is made for student participation in the concerts.
Group singing is included in each concert. The students are pre-

pared for this participation by their teachers. The director of

music education serves as conductor for this portion of the progra=a.

One concert each year features talented instrumental students

who are chosen by school directed auditions to play as members of

the Detroit Symphony alongside the professional musicians.

Some years, student soloists are given opportunity to audition

for a solo spot with the Orchestra. For each concert one year,

groups of choral students (from 10 different schools for each con-

cert) were trained to sing descants under the direction of the

director of music education. Orchestra, audience and descant choir

combined forces in performing "America the Beautiful" and Christmas

carols.

DETROIT TABLE NO. 4

RATING OF AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION IN DETROIT SCHOOL CONCERTS

34 Elementary Classroom

Very
Good Good

Limited
Amount Good Unfavorable

Music Specialists 22 10 1 1

24 Secondary Vocal-GenerEd
Music Teachers 8 12 9 2

Comments and Suggestions from Teachers and Students

Suggestions and comments from teacher respondents to Study
questionnaires reflected reactions that are customary in any inquiry

concerning symphony concert programs. Some teachers sought more

"features"; others recommended "shorter, livelier and peppier num-
bers"; others felt concerts should offer more solid symphonic reper-

toire. The overall response was positive and provided a reaffirma-
tion of the validity of the basic concepts currently employed, as
indicated from the following comments:
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"I would like to see a livelier programming with more
direct teaching of the children at the concert. At one
concert last year, the concert master demonstrated his
instrutAent. This was a vital experience and my class
took much away from the concert."

"Whoever programs the School Concerts must ':Iiviude
siweral lively and peppy numbers. One of the recent
concerts was much too staid and the children did not
wax enthusiastic about it. A child's attention span
is so short there must be more variety."

"Primary students should be able to attend. Arouse and
stimulate their interest before they are involved in
other activities. Use wore soloists and especially
young student soloists! The one concert featuring high
school instrumentalists as members of the Detroit
Symphony is meaningful to the audience composed of
high school students."

"I think they are excellent, very well done, a wonderful
experience for the children; and I feel that the children
of Detroit are exceptionally fortunate in having a wealth
of fine musical experiences available to them."

"They are of inestimable value, I'm sure. Children who
go to a concert with misgivings invariably return with an
enthusiastic desire to go again. The concert-goers avail
themselves of opportunities for radio, television and
other concerts very frequently after a concert experience."

"Attending one concert a year nay not make a child an
avowed music lover, but quite often it can sow the seed
that may develop later."

"By and large, our Detroit concerts are geared to the
majority of our elementary pupils."

"I feel that a definite subject should be presented
whether it be the composer, the instrument or the work
itself. This subject should then be exemplified by
many aids - visual, audio, esthetic, aural, etc. The
concept should be fully developed and leave a definite
impression upon the audience. Then the children can
take this subject, as say the sonata, and use it as a
tool to evaluate other compositions."

"My classes always remark - 'It was too short.'"
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SecolIsla_mi Vocal Teacher Commet_Its

"Some selections seem a little beyond their appreciation.
Very quiet numbers seldom hold their attention very long
unless emphasis is directed to this before the concert."

"I would like to enter a plea for the playing of music that
might be considered 'warhorses' by the musicians. This is the
only time some of this music will be heard by most of the
students. Obscure compositions are not the great music that
they should hear." (Senior High Vocal Teacher)

"I believe that some emphasis on 'pops' concerts might
involve the interest of more students and make them more
open minded toward symphony orchestras in general.
(Sr. high Vocal Teacher)

"Music should pot be hackneyed. Should. include contemporary
music and things that are colorful and unusual. Solo passages
are interesting to students." (Sen.l.or High Vocal Teacher)

Instrumental S ecialist Comments

"Music has been excellent, so no comment." (Instrumental
Specialist)

"Husic should be varied from the point of style, length
and instrumentation." (Secondary Instrumental Teacher)

ly giving more time and effort to preparing the students
for the youth concerts, I can see to it that more general
music students know about them and get this exposure to
concert music."

"Short excerpts of a ballet or opera might be presented
as part of a concert. Not only would the stage action
be interesting, but exposure to these two facets of art
is totally lacking at the present time."

High School Teacher Comment

"blany of the students have no desire to attend the concert.
It is difficult to get an adequate number to go. Also,
they are afraid of missing a class in an academic subject.
Some teachers will not excuse students. There is not the
proper cooperation on the part of all staff members."
(High School Vocal Teacher)
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Hi h School gtudentsi CommentS

49 music students from two different Detroit high schools were
selected to answer a brief questionnaire concerning the School Con-
certs. All the students either had played or sung in school groups.
All had been attending youth concerts from 1 to 9 years.

The 22 students from High School A were more deeply involved in
music than their colleagues from the other school, and their comments
reflected a greater sensitivity to programming and performance. 12

students regularly attended Detroit Symphony adult subscription con-

cert series.

Most of the High School A students stated that their classes had
not received any preparation for the School Concerts. 15 students

(68%) were critical of the general atmosphere established at Lae
School Concerts stating they felt them to be designed more for ele-

mentary school students. Several described the concerts as reflect-

ing "immature programming."

The 27 students from High School B were less discriminating in
their musical tastes, leaning more toward familiar, loud, fast, and

light music. These students did receive preparation fcr the concerts,

found it helpful, and found the concerts interesting. Only 1 student

within tnis group was concerned about the alleged "elementary atmos-
phere" of the School Concerts. 9 of these 22 students regularly
attended the Detroit Symphony adult subscription series concerts.

Taking responses of the two groups as a single unit, it was
found that 69% of the students found value and interest in the
School Concerts. Four students mentioned increased interest in
the concert in which high school instrumentalists played with the
Detroit Symphony. 71% of the total group participated in some sort
of post-concert activity, usually a discussion of program and per-
formance.

Of the 21 students who regularly attended the adult symphony
concerts, 18 (87%) stated they preferred these concerts to youth
concerts.

The Young People's Concert Series Programs (Admission concerts pre-

sented on Saturdays)

When the three different series of educational concerts (the
School Concerts, the Young People's Series and the In-School concerts)
are viewed as a single, overall unit, it is readily seen that each
of the suggestions made by teachers has been incorporated into the
total youth concert programming. However, it is only those children
who can attend all three series who have opportunity to hear all of
the types of presentations suggested.
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The Young People's Concert Series includes a special

in each of the four concerts. Within the last three years 1;iffi.-65,

1965-66, 1966-67), presentations have included the following:

4 ballet performances
3 opera performances
2 concerts featuring visual aid through presentation of E,

cartoonist
2 concerts featuring a narrated work
1 concert featuring solo performers

This type of programming obviously is linked to the fazzzial
structure of these concerts. Tickets must be sold through
spread public appeal that will attract the interest not only cr:

the children but the parents as well, and revenue produced
sale of tickets makes possible a higher expenditure for comcart

programs.

The In-School Concerts (Concerts played in school buildings in the
inner-city by two 50-piece orchestras under a P.L. 89-10, Titis 1

Grant)

This series of concerts, initiated in 1966-67, was heit 1:0 be
of great value and cultural importance to students Gf inner-city
schools. The general feeling expressed was that students see.1.-Led

to identify more with the musicians and the music than was :ba case
with the School Concerts at Ford Auditorium because the must!:ians
had come to "their school and, therefore, into their societij.'

Programs for these concerts were chosen by the conducto:s in
cooperation with the Cultural Enrichment coordinator's offts.z.

FINANCDIG

The basic economics of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra's educa-
tional work can be stated rather simply. The educational concerts
and attendant rehearsals account for 12% of the musicians' time
(services) available to the association under the musicians' con-
tract and education concerts comprise 22% of the total number of
concerts played, but gross income for the threc educational con-
cert series meets only 9% of the total costs of operating che
Orcheetra.
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In other words, in addition to present sources of financing for
the educational work, the Detroit Symphony Association also subsidizes
the program from its general funds, probably in a ratio of approxi-
mately 50 Detroit Symphony funds for each $1.00 provided for educa-
tional work from other sources. However, a certain portion of the
contributions to the Orchestra's annual maintenance fund are made
because of the interest of some of the donors in the educational
services that the Orchestra offers to the youth of the community.

Sources of Financin for

School Concerts

Young People's Concerts

the Detroit S =lion, Youth Concerts

Concerts played in the school
buildings by 2 units of 50
musicians each

Additional funds applicable
to the total educational
program

Costs of public school teach-
ing and administrative time,
and materials used in conjunc-
tion with student preparation
for concerts

Costs of transporting stu-
dents to the concerts by bus

- $60,000 grant made to the Detroit
Symphony by the City of
Detroit through the Depart-
ment of Parks and Recreation

- Ticket sales

- $90,000 granted under Title I of
P.L. 89-10

- $100,000 (approximately) annually
from Detroit Symphony Asso-
ciation funds

:.vitiefarom publ te schooliffilnds

Met by individual students
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EVALUATION OF RESULTS OF YOUTH CONCERTS

Music education personnel responding to Study queetionnaireS
concerning their evaluation of the influence of youth concerts upon
students reflected the following opinions:

DETROIT TABLE NO. 5

EVALUATION OF EFFECT OF YOUTH CONCERTS ON STUDENTS

Favorable Not Evident UnfavorableA BAB AB
Influence upon attracting new
students to study of music
(recruiting) 6 15 1 4

Influence upon students'
attendance at regular series
concerts 7 7 3

Influence upon students con-
duct in rehearsals and con-
certs of student performing
groups 10 13 3

Influence upon students'
general enthusiamm for
music 20 24

....,eina!

FUTURE PLANS

111 eV

410

MI

When queried about future plans for student educational work,
the Orchestra's managers and youth concert conductor pointed to the
need to increase concert opportunities for high school students,
for primary grades, and for pre-school age children. Implementation
of such plans depends upon development of needed financing and finding
the additional orchestral services required for an expanded educa-
tional program.
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FACT SPSET

THE C117

HARTFORD CONNECTICUT

(See also appendixes D

Population Data: Corporate Population

Economic Base:
(1960)

Income Data:

Education Data:

162,178
Metropolitan Area 549,249

Whites in corporate population 84.57.

Negroes in II 15.37
Other non-whites in If

0.27.

Manufacturing

Median family income
15% of families earned less than $ 3,000
147. of families earned more than $10,000

$5,990

Of Hartford residents 25 years or older:
10:27. had completed less than 5 years of school
34.5% had completed high school or more
Median n,,mber school years completed - 9.6 yrs.

THE-ORCHESTRA - T4E HARTFORD SYMPLONY ORCHESTRA (1966-67 data)

Gross annU?4.1 uudget A 4 4 a a e a 4

Totil number of muticians . : .

Total number of conerts played
Tothl-nuMbet of yodthconcefts played

088,071
. 4 4 4 4 S s 75 - 85
. . 1 . . . & 51

& 4 4 e 28
Estimated gross attendance at yoUth concerts i .

President:

Music Director:
Manager:

Coordinator of youth

Charles E. Lord
Arthur Winograd
David G. Kent

concerts: C. L. Burns, Jr., Asst. Mgr.
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HARTFORD SCHOOLS - SU11121A.S1266:62_Llatal

Public school system enrollment 26,016

Hartford Public Schools
Superintendent Medal Bair
Director of music education Elmer M. Hintz
Coordinator of youth concerts Elmer M. Hintz

Annual per pupil expenditure (1965-66) $659.93

Grade structure: 8 - 4

Schools
Elementary - Junior High SchOols, Grades 1 - 8 . 24

Senior High Schools, Grades 9 - 12 . i s 3

Senior High School, Grades 9 - 17 1

S ecial Facilities and Proanm
Educational Television - WEDH

Dual enrollment syste=
Non-public school students take some of their regular wrk in
public schools under public school teachers, these subjects
requiring equipment and facilities not commonly found in
parochial schools,

Transporting of students out of their neighborhood school areas
to alleviate de facto segregation.

P.L. 89-10, Title I funds: $1 million, part of likich was used
to employ elementary classroom Music specialistb in deprived
schools.

Non-Public Schools
Parochial schools 10

Representative Cultural and Educational institutions
Connecticut Academy of Fine Arts Hartford College for Women
Connecticut Opera Association Hartford Conservatory
Coordinating Council for the.Arts Hartt College of Music of .

Hartford School of.Ballet University of Hartford
Hartford Stage Company Trinity College

Hartford Symphony Orchestra
Jewish Community Center
Wadsworth Atheneum
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MUSIC EDUCATION IN HARTFORD PUBLIC SCHOGLS

HARTFORD TABLE HO. 1

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF - HARTFORD PUBLIC SCHOOLS (Total Staff-43)

In 24
31

DIRECTOk OF HUSIC EDUCATIOH
(Supervisor of Music)

SUPERVISOR OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

elementary schools: 7

elementary classroom music
specialists (3 part-time,
one also instrumental)

In 3 high schools:
4 vocal teachers

Instrumental specialists
(One also vocal, 3 also
high school)

In 3 schools:

5 Instrumental specialists
(3 also elementary, one
also supervisor)

The supervisor of instrumental music taught two high
school orchestra classes daily, conducted the All-City Orchestra,
had charge of musical instruments owned by the system, and
helped supervise student teachers.

Elementary Music

Required general music uas taught to 7th and 8th grade
students twice each week for the entire year. (See Hartford
Table No. 2).

One weekly lesson was given on school time to students in
the instrumental program, with some instruction given in 4th
grade, but most of it beginning in 5th grade.

Ten elementary instrumental teachers were engaged under
P.L. 89-10, Title I funds. Students in deprived area schools
received services of a building music teacher several times a
week, while other music specialists saw their classes once a
week.

A special guide for elementary classroom music specialistr:
hired under the P.L. 89-10, Title I funds, to use in teaching.
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disadvantaged children provided insights not only into this special
program, but into the regular classroom program as well. The basic

areas of singing, listening, creative and rhythmic activities, and
playing, were the point of departure in working with the disadvan-
taged child.

HARTFORD TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM - HARTFORD PUBLIC SCHOOLSami
VOCAL - GENARAL hUSIC

Elementa=

Elementary Classroom Music
(Gr. Pre-school - 6)

General Music - Required (7 - 8)

Girls', Boys' and Mixed Choruses

-serve* vet

Beginning, Intermediate and
Mvanced Wind, Percussion
and String Instruction
(Grade 5 - )

Band and Orchestra

Small ensembles

High,School

Girls', Boys' and Mixed Choruses Beginning, Intermediate and
Advanced Instruction

Senior Inter-High Choir (Gr. 9 - 12)
Band and Orchestra

Small Ensembles

Theory I and II (Gr. 9 -
Introduction to Music (Gr. 9 - 12)
Music Appreciation 742 (Gr. 9 - 12)
Music Appreciation A Group (Gr. 9 - 12)
Music Literature (Grc 11 - 12)

/1.1.1.110.
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The academic music offerings in Hartford were extensive (See
Hartford Table No. 2). Theory I and Il were the equivalent of a
fundamentals course, Theory I having been recomplended for students
who plan a career of teaching at elementary grade level.

Introduction to music was a general music course utilizing
singing, playing of classroom instruments, discussions and reports
on contemporary movie, radio, television and other music.

In Music Appreciation 742, a general approach to the more
traditional types of music was made, while Music Appreciation I
and II took musical masterpieces and studied them in relation to
the times in which they were written and other art forms that
were contemporary to them.

Music Literature was a survey-type course for the academically
talented student who was in the honors track program.
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SUMMARY OF 1966-67 HARTFORD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA YOUTH CONCERTS
2 Series

1. Youth Concerts (or Hi h School Concert Series)

Number 16 performaaces, 8 different prozrams

Conductor Arthur Winograd

Sponsorship Hartford Symphony Orchestra

Financing City of Hartford

Attended by Grades 6, 7, 8 in public and parochial schools

Grades 9 - 12
students,grades 6 - 12 attend at least

one concert per year)

--.Perfoimed in High school audito?-iums

-Time Wednesdays, 11 AM, 12:30 FM

Admigsion Free

Mimber 8 performances, 4 different programs

Conductor Arthur Winograd
Sponsorship Hartford Symphony Orchestra

Financing Ticket sales, and Orchestra Association

Attended by Any student purchasing a ticket
Performed in Bushnell Auditoriums seating capacity 3,277

Time Saturdays 1 PM, 3 PM

Admission Series ticket: Students - $4.00; Adults $4.00
Single admission: " $1.50; Adults $1.50

3. Ensemble Performances "The Educationprograael

Number Over 250 performances
Sponsorship Hartford Symphony Orchestra
Financing Fees paid by schools, foundation grants,

P.L. 89-10, Title I funds, MPTF

Attended by Students in schools that purchase performances

Performed in School auditoriums and classrooms

Time 1n-school time

Admission Free to students
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF YOUTH CONCERTS IN HARTFORD

The Hartford Symphony Orchestra's early days were fraught
with disappointments, frustrations and disruptions that were over-
come by dogged determination on the part of many people.

The predecessor of the present orchestra made its appearance
in 1934 under the Federal Emergency Relief Administration. Angelo
Coniglione served as the first conductor, succeeded two years later
by the well-known violinist, Jacques Gordon. In 1936, the federal
government made continued governmental support contingent upon
private funds also being placed in support of the Orchestra, and
The Hartford Symphony Society was established.

The Society took over full responsibility for operating and
financina the Orchestra in 1938-39, but activities uere suspended
two years later, from 1941 to 1948, due to World War II.

Sparked by an offer from the Local of the American Federation
of Musicians to make services of musicians available free for an
experimental year, the Orchestra was reactivated in 1948-49. In
May 1949, a campaign for funds yielded approximately $40,000, and
Radio Station WTIC pledged $10,000 for each of the next 3 years
(total of $30,000). The reorganized Hartford SyMphony was launched
under two conductors - Hoshe Paranov and George Heck.

There ensued a growing argument within community and musical
circles over the basic philosophy concerning advisability of a two-
conductor versus a one-conductor system. The latter viewpoint pre-
vailed, and Fritz Mahler was appointed conductor-manager of the
Orchestra in the spring of 1953. It was under Mahler's regime that
Young People's Concerts were initiated in 1958-59, and have been
continued under Arthur Winograd who succeeded Mahler as music direc-
tor in 1961-624

The Women's Auxiliary of the Orchestra, however, had not con-
tented itself with waiting for music for children until the Orches-
tra itself was stable enough to undertake such a program. Instead,
the Auxiliary formed an Education Committee and launched what, at
that time, was a unique plan of ensemble concerts in the schools in
1952.

With a gift of $500 from the Musical Club of Hartford, the
Education Committee turned to a remarkable woman - Rena Openheimer
Greenwald - asking her to plan and serve as narrator for two dif-
ferent programs that could be performed by 3 or 4 musicians for
students in the schools. One program was offered to a school at
no cost with expectation that the school would pay $25.00 for
succeeding programs. Musicians were paid for their mork from
the outset.
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From this modest beginning, Mrs. Greenwald developed a most
ingenious plan that ultimately was closely coordinated with es-
tablishment of orchestra concerts for students.

By 1955-56, the Symphony Society becaEe the sponsor for the
so-called Educational Concerts (ensemble performances), appointed
Mrs. Greenwald Director of the Orchestra's Education Program,
sought and obtained financial support from the Hartford Founda-
tion of Public Giving Ighich made a 2-year grant of $7,400. The
Orchestra, supplemented the grant in the amount of $1,500 per
year. The growth pattern was impressive:

1952-53 1956-57

Performances 40 79
Audience 7,000 32,000

Channel 18 televised 10 of the programs in 1955-56, and the
following year, the Connecticut State Board of Education extended
the program to other Connecticut communities by asking Mrs. Green-
wald to prepare eighteen 30-minute musical and discussion programs
for weekly broadcasts over Station MB that were integrated into
the music curriculum of the schools.

It was Mrs. Greenwald's concept that no child should be per-
mitted to attend an orchestral concert until he had heard at /east
one performance by each of 4 ensembles - a string ensemble, a wood-
wind, a brass, and a percussion ensemble, the latter charged with
the responsibility not only of demonstrating instruments and per-
forming, but also with the task of introducing students to the
concepts of rhythm in music.

After one or more performances by ensembles from all four
orchestral instrument families, then and then only did Mrs. Green-
wald feel that the child would be ready to listen, to enjoy and
respond to the complicated colors and sounds of an entire orchestra.

Although the Young People's concerts were, from the outset,(158.459)
presented on Saturdays, Mrs. Greenwald was able to closely coordi-
nate the concerts with school activities. The student audience
wishing to attend the early Young People's concerts was greater
than the seating capacity of Bushnell Auditorium (3,200 capacity),
and many schoois placed block orders for tickets for their students.
Choices had to be made as to students that could be accommodated,
and priority in ticket allocations was given to those schools that
already had presented the 4 ensemble concerts for their students.

Mrs. Greenwald's goal was a carefully structured program for
music listening that would begin with kindergarten students, become
more demanding as it progressed through elementary, junior and high
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school years, thereby preparing graduating students also tc graduate
into adult concert audiences.

The strong impetus and leadership that accounted in leEge measure
for the brilliance and succe"thS of the program disappeared with Mrs.
Greenwald's death in 1960.

Since that time, the ensemble program has continued tt: expand,
but the close integration of the program with the Saturday '.7oung
People's concerts has lessened with the result that atten.Aance at
the Saturday concerts now is down to approximately half t,=_ capacity
of the house. This being the case, there no longer is a 11-verage
for insisting that students hear a prescribed series of eLsemble
concerts prior to being permitted to attend the full orchestral
concert.

Meantime, however, free orchestral concerts played
school auditoriums and financed by the City of Hartford and the
public schools were added to the Orchestra's educational p:gram
in 1960-61. Every public and parochial school student in isrades
6 - 12 attends at least one 30-minute orchestral program each year.

The concerts are an integral, required part of the Irdsic
listening program in grades 6 through 8. Extensive music apprecia-
tion and mus:Ic literature courses offered to high school students
are a further indication of the importance accorded to music listen-
ing in the Hartford Public Schools.

The superintendent of schools indicated that every e:ffort is
being made to maintain the status quo of school financing for youth
concerts even in the face of the many school problems of serious
nature involving the inner-city.

INIMI.o.16/Newmamminew.....abometraelallia.
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COORDINATING WORK OF SCHOOLS AND ORCHESTRA ON THE YOUTH CONCERTS

YOUTH CONCERTS
Wer-"Ignffrtford Youth Concert Series also is referred to as

the "High School Concerts", due to the fact that the con-
certs are played in high school auditoriums, though at-
tended by students in grades 6 - 12.)

Concert Planning,and EsTaluation

The Orchestra conductor and director of music education, with
a minimum of formality, jointly plan the concerts. 'The director of
music is a member of the Orchestra's board of directors, and serves
as concert coordinator for parochial as well as public schools.
There is no formal evaluation of Youth Concerts either by the school
system or teachers.

Scheduling

The 16 Youth Concerts are played by an orchestra of approxi-
mately 45 musicians which can be accommodated on stages of high
school auditoriums. Each of the 8 different programs is played
twice in 8 different high schools (11-11:30 AM and 12:45 - 1:15 PM).
The first of the two back-to back performances id played for studentS
in grades 6 - 8, and the repeat performance fot grades 9 - 12. The
director of tausic education handles concert scheduling for both pub-
lic and parochial schools&

Au d ie nc e Sup_eryision

Teachers accompany students to concerts and are responsible for
audience supervision.

IIAREMEW1212

Elementary students (grades 6 - 8) attend concerts in nearby
high schools and most student groups can walk to the concerts. If
the round trip exceeds a distance of 3 miles, transportation is pro-
vided by the school system. Transportation arrangements are made
by the music education office with individual schools and the public
bus system.
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Promotion and Publicity

Concert promotion is handled by the music education office
through memorandums to teachers and principals, and by distribu-
tion to students of concert notebooks containing study materials.

Concert Preparatory Materials

Attractive notebooks (9"x12"), identified for use by public
and parochial schools, are prepared by the director of music, dis-
tributed to all students in grades 6 - 8, and to students in music
classes in grades 9 - 12. Copy for the inside cover is as follows:

These concerts by the Hartford Symphony Orchestra
are presented through the cooperation of the Hart-
ford City Council, The Hartford Board of Education,
and Station WTIC-FM.

To Our Students:

This is your concert notebook which includes all
the programs you will hear during the school year.
Each listed composition has a story or other in-
formation that will help you to enjoy the concerts.
Also, the melodies and the themes, written on music
staff, Will help you to remember the music.

Before every concert, read the paragraphs that ek-
plain each piece of music. Learn to sing the
melodies. Knowledge of the music will increase
your pleasure, especially if you know the melodies.

I wish for all of you many enjoyable listening
experiences.

Elmer M. Hintz, Director
Hartford Public Schools
Music Department

Contents include listing of the 8 concert programs, a brief
descriptive paragraph for each work, musical examples of themes,
and a glossary of musical terms.

The only major change in the booklets since inception of the
series in 1960 haS been from mimeographed to printed format and
some reduction in size and content.
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tA commercial publication entitled "The A B Os of Symphonies' l
also was used. It covers such topics as "What is a symphony, any-
way?" "What does a conductor do?" "Who's Who in a Symphony?" (the
orchestra instruments), includes drawings, diagtats, sample page of
a score, and listings of a few popular books about music,

Programaling

The music is chosen by the director of music eddcatiori and the
conductor. Each prOgram is based on a cohcert theme. Although the
1966-67 practice was to play the same program for 411 gr4des, dif-
ferent programs had been played some years for grades 6 - 8, and
for grades 9 - 12.

Programs are short, approximately 30 minutes in length, are
drawn from the basic orchestral repertoire, with oceasional per-
formance of a full sumphony. Instrumental soloists drawn from
Orchestra personnel are used on one or two concerts.

Verbal commentary was handled .by the director of music for
one of each pair of concerts, and by an announcer from Station
WTIC for the second concert. Each prepared his own comments which
were limited to very brief introductory statements (about 2 min-
utes) for each compositidn. Comments for Copland's "Billy the
Kid", for instance, were effectively ptesented by having the
narrator give a brief explanatory sentence between sections of
the suite while the Orchestra sustained a chord.

Audience participation is not used4

Chief restrictive factor in programming is the small size of
the Orchestla, a matter of great concern to Orchestra condUctor
and management, and the schools, but a factor that they febl can
be resolved only with increased financing. (Arrangements have
been completed to increase the size of the Orchestra to 55 musi-
cians for 1967-68 youth concerts.)

Concert Broadcasts

All performances are broadcast live over NTIC-FM, and through
the public address system of the high school housing the concert.
The best performance of each pair of concerts is rebroadcast the

'The ABC's of Symphonies, Greenfield, Hass., Channing L. Bete Co.,
Inc., 1954, 16 pp.
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following Friday evening. This procedure makes it possible for
many students to hear all 8 programs during the year if they will
take the initiative to listen to the evening broadcasts.

Station WTIC-FM gives a copy of the tape to the school audio-
visual department which makes additional copies of tapes upon re-
quest by teachers. Some concern was expressed over the quality of
tapes that can be produced under present circumstances.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERT SERIES (Saturday Concerts)

The Young People's Concert Series consists of 4 different
programs, each played twice, presented at Bushnell Auditorium on
Saturdays at likA. and 3 PM. This series, originated by the Orches-
tra Society in 1)58-59 under Fritz Mahler, has been based on at-
tracting ticket purchasers among students (and their parents) on
an area wide basis. Although not a school-connected venture,
attendance is encouraged by the schools.

Planning of the series is handled by Orchestra conductor
and management.

Scheduling is contingent upon availability of Bushnell Audi-
torium, and the concerts are spread throughout the season. In
1966-67, they were presented in November, December, January and
February.

Audience supervision :s handled by members of the Women's
Auxiliary and other adults who accompany children to concerts.

Promotion is the responsibility of Orchestra management. All
customary form of promotion are used including distribution of
brochures for the Young People's Concert Series, newspaper ads and
feature stories, radio and TV announcements. Members of the Women's
Auxiliary work with the schools and PTA groups. The manager of the
Orchestra reports that the work of the Auxiliary and newspaper ads
prove to be the most effective promotion judging from ticket sale
response.
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Ticket Sales. Ticket prices are the same for sEudents and
adults - $1.50 single admission, or $4.00 for the series of 4 con-
certs. The price was recently increased 25 (frot $1.25 to $1.50),
a step that has not proven helpful in efforts bo enlarge the audi-
ence. Ticket sales are handled by the Orchestra office (mail re-
sponse to brochures and newspaper ads), and by members of the
Auxiliary through their direct contact mlth schools4

Concert preparation of students is not structured or directed
thrbugh the schools, although with the school involvement in en-
semble concerts and concerts played in high school auditoriums
there aremany natural tie-ins between those activities and the
Saturday Young People's Concert Series. Nevertheless, formal
preparation of students for Saturday concerts is pretty much a
matter of individual initiative on the part of teachers.

gtogrAmisg. Programming policies for the Saturday concerts
reflect the continuing efforts of the Orchestra to deal with the
familiar problems of (1) costs, (2) presentation of cohcerts on
ncln-school time, (3) lack of direct tie-in with school music cur-
riculum, and (4) planning for students of a wide age range. In
other words, great effort is made to give the Saturday concerts
so-called "box office appeal" that will attract voluntary purchases
by students and by the parents who must see that the youngsters get
to the concerts.

The "box office appeal" approach does not necessarily coincide
with the concepts held by Orchestra leadership as to the basic pur-
pose of student concerts. The president of the Orchestra Society
sees the purpose of youth concerts as being that of building audi-
ences for the future and taking responsibility for contributing to
the total cultural development of the community.

The conductor and manager feel that youth concerts should
stimulate an interest in music on the part of the young people.

Pressed with the necessity of trying to fill Bushnell Audi-
torium twice for each program - (combined seating capacity of 6,400)
in order to meet high orchestral and production costs, the Saturday
series has more and more emphasized "special attractions".

The 1966-67 series included presentation with the Orchestra
of the Pickwick Puppet Theater in "Cinderella", a Japanese folk
dancer, Lisl Weil and her "Ballet with Crayons" in "The Sorcerer's
Apprentice", and a young classical accordionist. The previous (1965-
66) year's series included presentation of opera ("Hansel and Gretel"),
the puppet theater, the Nelle Fisher Ballet, and a narrative-orchestral
work.
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The all-city chorus and winner of the Young Artist competition
also are presented in one of the concerts each year.

The conductor and management feel that the special attractions
are very important for the Saturday series, needed to "hold the at-
tention of the students". The conductor finds greatest success in
the large hall with "almost unrelieved animated music" by which he
means music that is loud and fast. It is his experience that quality
of performance for these concerts is important "up to a point".

Programming problems are complicated by the limited size of
the Orchestra that can be used for these daytime concerts due to
unavailability of musicians. Customarily the Saturday concerts
are played by a fifty-piece orchestra.

The custom of using a professional commentator (usually an
announcer from a radio or TV station) is well established and con-
tinues to be followed. Neither Orchestra manager nor conductor
works in great detail with the commentator in preparation of his
remarks.

Attendance shrinkage is a matter of great concern to the
Orchestra Society, Women's Auxiliary, conductor and management.
Within the 10-year history of the Saturday series, attendance
gradually has diminished from a peak of 5,000 to 6,000 for a
pair of concerts, to current normal attendance of 2,000 to 3,000
for a pair.

THE ENSEMBLE PERFORMANCES (The "Education Program")

The ensemble performances, known as "The Education Program",
initiated by the Women's Auxiliary in 1952, have shown steady growth
throughout the 15-year period.

In 1966-67, over 250 performances were presented in more than
100 different schools throughout the entire area, to a total audi-
ence estimated at 150,000 students ranging fram kindergarten through
grade 12.

The performances are purchased by individual schools using
funds from various sources (see section on Financing), and are
booked by the schools directly through the Orchestra office.
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A small nucleus of Orchestra musicians, engaged by the Orchestra
on a full-time basis, is available to play in the ensembles. En-
sembles during 1966-67 included trios, quartets and quintets drawn
from string, woodwind, brass and percussion sections, an early instru-
ment group, a harp trio, a trio with dancers, a jazz ensemble, con-
temporary music group of 4 players, and combinations with keyboard
instruments.

The scale of prices charged for performances varies with (1)
number of musicians involved; (2) number of concerts contracted
on one day by either one school or neighboring schools; (3) travel
distance.

Type of
Ensemble

Trios
Quartets
Quintets
Sextets

Prices for Performances in
Hartford Schools

Single Pairs:Lc:177
Concert

$ 87.50 $47.50 per perf.
110.00 60.00 II ft

135.00 72.50 " "

160.00 85.00 " It

Prices for Performances in
schools 30 to 60
miles distant

Single Pair of concerts
Concert

$124.00 $ 67.00 per perf.
154.00 82.00
134.00 97.00
214.00 112.00 " "

If If
ft

Note: Some variations in above prices related to special costs
such as harp transportation, etc.

Promotion of the ensemble concerts is extensive and effective.
A very handsome 24-page brochure, published in recent years, de-
scribed each different ensemble, and charted a suggested sequence
of programs for different grades. (See Appendixli).

Printed programs for :-.he Orchestra's adult subscription con-
certs include, in the listing of Hartford Symphony events for the
coming month, performance schedules of the ensembles.

Programming for ensemble performances is the responsibility
of the leader of each ensemble. Some advance program materials
are sent to schools by the Orchestra office and teachers initiate
concert preparation in some classes and/or some schools. An indi-
vidual school or PTA may make special requests relating to pro-
gramming as, for instance, when requests came in from some of the
junior high schools for contemporary works. In general, performances
for kindergarten classes are 30 minutes in length, 45 minutes for
other audiences.

.1111111..
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FINANCING

Costs of the Orchestra's education activities (including or-
chestral concerts and ensemble performances) exclusive of admini-
strative costs total approximately $74,000 annually, or 207 of the
Orchestra's annual gross operating budget.

Income (earned and contributed) directly attributable to edu-
cation activities totals approximately $58,000 or 167 of gross
annual budget.

SUMMARY OF 1967 ORCHESTRA COSTS AND INCOME FOR EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
(Exclusive of administrative costal

1. Youth Concerts (h,igh school series) . . .

Costs Income

$26,000

40,000

$19,500
Income: Grant, City of Hartford

2. Young People's Seriea_SSaturday)

Income: Ticket sales 15,500
Contributions

6.000
$21,500

3. Ensemble Performances 18,000

Income: Fees paid by schools 8,000
P.L. 89-10, Title I funds 2,000
Foundation graPts 5,200
Music Performance Trust Fund . 2,000

$17,200

Totals
$74,000 $58,000

Operating deficit:
Costs $74,000
Income 58 000

Operating deficit $16,000 + administrative costs

The operating deficit plus all administrative and incidental ex-
penses are met from the Orchestra's annual maintenance fund, with
modest assistance from the Women's Auxiliary.
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The Orchestra concerts for students (exclusive of ensemble
performances) accounted for 28 of the Orchestra's 51 concerLs,
representing 557 of the performance services for the year, yet
the income from these services comprised only la of the Society's
total income.

Public Funds

Support given to the Orchestra's education activities from
public monies is impressive, totalling approximately 02,200.00
annually:

City of Hartford:

Grant to Orchestra for Youth Concerts in
high schools $19,500

Hartford Board of Education:
Publication of concert notebooks for
Youth Concerts 800

Transportation of students to Youth Concerts . 1,900

Other Board of Education (including some PTA funds):
Performance fees for ensemble concerts 8,000

P.L. 89-10, Title I funds for ensemble concerts . . . 2.000

Total $32,200
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MUSIC EDUCATORS' commas Am SUGGESTIONS

General Comments and Suggpstions

"I feel that the Young People's Concerts should be available
to youngsters from grades 4-12 with programs geared to the
appropriate age levels." (Elementary classroom music special-
ist, grades 1-8)

"In a Youth Concert program where grades 6-12 have an oppor-
tunity to listen or to attend live programs, no student
should be required to listen to or attend the programs after
the first year. After the first year, these students should
attend youth concerts only because they choose to do so."
(Elementary classroom music specialist, grades 1-8)

"The students are better able to concentrate on fewer instru-
ments at the same time. They become more involved in what
they are listening to when they are able to follow entrances
of the several voices represented by the instruments. The
visual aspect becomes more interesting also." (Elementary
classroom music specialist, grades 1-8)

"The announcer should never talk 'down' to the audience as
if he had to sell his product. He should simply treat the
high school students as adults and by his tone and presenta-
tion, the students will rise to his level of interest and
preparation." (Senior high vocal teacher - parochial)

"The choice of music and general programming might be im-
proved. Too many programs are mainly 'warmed-over' adult
concerts. Greater depth, not breadth, should characterize
each program. More commentary (Yes, at the expense of per-
formance time) should be given at each program." (Elementary
classroom music specialist, grades 1-8)

Comments and Su estions on Concert Pre aration

"A partiroarly interesting lesson was developed around
a program of music by one composer - Mozart. The composer's
life was briefly discussed and one important contribution
was outlined in detail - the composer's contribution to the
development of music for solo instruments such as bassoon
and clarinet." (Elementary classroom music specialist,
grades 1-8)

"The Guide is sent so much earlier in the year of the concert
that often it is misplaced." Ulementary classroom music
specialist - parochial, grades 7-8)
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"Organize a music club in vhich the only requirement would
be monthly dues (a nominal amount) and regular attendance
at meetings. These meetings may include listening, perform-
ing, and/or study sessiop,.7. Many aspects of music might be
explored this waY and the meetings provide an excellent oppor-
tunity for special pre-concert preparation." (Elementary
classroom music specialist, grades 1-8)

YOUNG ARTIST COMPETITION

11

Winner of the Young Artist Competition is presented as soloist
with the Orchestra in one of the pairs of concerts in the Young
People's Concert Series.

The competition, sponsored and financed by Aetna Life & Casualty
on a statewide basis, is open to high school instrumentalists (any

orchestral instrument).

The Orchestra is responsible for administration of the competi-
tion, including selection of the panel of judges headed by the Orches-
tra's conductor. The Orchestra and Aetna Life jointly publicize the
competition.

In addition to a solo appearance with the Orchestra, the winner
receives a cash award of $1,000. Students placing 2nd and 3rd in
thecompetition each receive a cash award of $250.
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FACT SHEET - NEW ORLEANS LOUISIANA

THE CITY (See also Appendices D

Population Data Corporate Population 627,525
(1960) Metropolitan Area 907,123

Economic Base
(1960)

Indome Data

(1960)

Education Data
(1960)

Whites in corporate population
fNegroes in

Other non-whites in

Water transportation, retail trade

Median family income . . . . $4,807 (annual)
27.8% of families earned less than $3,000
12.9% of families earned over $10,000

Designated major poverty areas (1966)
1 with 529,000 persons

62.6%
37.2%
0.2%

Of New Orleans 25 years or older:
13.7% had completed less than 5 years of school
33.3% had completed high school or more
Median number school years completed - 9.0 years

THE ORCHESTRA - THE NEW ORLEANS PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

1966.-67 data

Gross annual budget $648,400
Length of season 32 weeks
Total number of musicians 80
Total aumber of concerts played 130
Total number of youth concerts played 56
Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts 81,000

President J. Freyhan Odenheimer
Music Director Werner Torkanowsky
Manager Thomas A. Greene

Conductors of youth concerts Werner Torkanowsky
Kyung-Soo Won, Asst.. Conductor
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NEW ORLEANS SCHOOLS - SUMMARY

Public school system enrollment 105,716

Non-public school enrollment 53 346

Total school population (through high school) . 159,062

New Orleans Public Schools (Orleans Parish)

Superintendent: Carl Dolce

Director of Instrumental music education: Rene A. Louapre, Jr,

Annual per pupil expenditure: $349.94

Grade structure: Pre-school, Kindergarten, 6r3-3

Schools:
Elementary Schools (main grades K-6) . .

Junior High Schools (grades 7-9) . . .

88
20

Junior-Senior High Schools (grades 7-12) . 1

Senior High Schools (grades 10-12) . . . . 11

Technical-Vocational Schools 1

Special Classes (Physically, Emotionally,
Mentally Handicapped) 45

School Facilities and Programs:
Educational Television Station WYES
Louisiana Youth Concerts (Radio Network)
11 PL89-10 Projects

Representative Cultural and Educational Institutions

Issac Delgado Museum of Art
Louisiana State Museum
New Orleans Philharmonic-

Symphony Society
Theaters - four
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DeLisle Junior College
Dillard University
Louisiana State Univ. in
New Orleans

Loyola Universipy
Our Lady of Holy Cross College
St. Mary's Dominican College
Southern University in
New Orleans

Tulane University
Xavier University



MUSIC EDUCATION IN NEW ORLEANS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

NEW ORLEANS TABLE NO. 1

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF - NEW ORLEANS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

(Total staff, 107)

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC

Supervisor of vocal music

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Supervisor of instrumental music

Elementary

In 88 schools: In 86 schools:
3 Elementary vocal 22 Elementary instrumental

consultants specialists (4 also
7 Elementary vocal Junior high, 1 also

teachers Senior high)

In 21 schools:

27 Vocal-general teachers

Junior% High

In 21 schools:

24 Junior high instrumental
specialists (4 also
elementary, 3 also
Senior high)

In 12 schools: In 11 schools:
17 Vocal teachers (1 also 13 Seaior high instrumental

elementary) specialists (1 also
vocal, 3 also junior
high, 1 also elementary)

01

Staff: Unlike most school systems, New Orleans did not have one
person designated as the over-all director of music education. In-

stead, a vocal and an instrumental supervisor controlled the music
program. About 83 percent of the elementary classroom work was
handled on a consultant, or on-call basis, the remaining assistance
being handled by 7 itinerant elementary vocal teachers who had been
hired in the fall of 1966, to cover au average of three schools each.
These schools were chosen on the basis of need and "projected poten-
tial."
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NEW ORLEANS TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM - NEE; ORLEANS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

VOCAL-GENTRAL MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Classroom Music (Gr. K-6)
Choir (upper elementary)

Elementary

Beginning, intermediate and
advanced winds, percussion,
strings, keyboard (Gr. 4-6)

Band and Orchestra

IaakIL_Msit

General Music I (Pilot Project)-
Girls', Boys' and Mixed Choruses
Music History and Appreciation

(9th grade only)
Applied Music - private
Voice lessons outside of school

hours

General Music 1 - IV (2-5
periods per week)

Girls', Boys', and Mixed
choruses

Vocal Ensemble
Voice Class (2 periods/week for

3 years)

Applied Music - private voice
lessons

Beginners, Intermediate and
Advanced Band

Orchestra (3 schools)
Instrumental Music Classes
Instrumental Technique Classes

(9th grade only)
Applied Music

Instrumental Music Classes
Applied Music
Band

Junior and Senior Bands
Junior and Senior Orchestras

Music History and
Appreciation I and II
(2-5 periods/week)

Fundamentals of
Music I and II (for
juniors and seniors
onky)
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Elementary Music

Sixty minutes per week was the local requirement for elementary
classroom music to be carried out by classroom teachers. The course

of study was clearly set forth in two bulletins including individual

sections on listening in which the Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra
Concerts were not mentioned.

All but 2 New Orleans public elementary schools have instru-

mental music. An average of 1A- tessons were received by instru-

mental students each week. Instrumental teachers also did some

work in regular classrooms on the simpl.!r classroom instruwents

such as song-flute. Some string instructors gave daily 15 minute

lessons in selected schools.

SecondaryMusis

There was no required general music in New Orleans public
secondary schools. That there was some thinking in that direction
was indicated by the existence of a pilot project in one school in

which 7th grade students were required to take general music.

The comprehensive nature of the secondary vocal offerings was
highlighted by the possibility of studying voice privately and re-
ceiving 1 point of credit for each hour of weekly instruction each
semester.

Applied instrumental music study with a teacher outside of
school was also allowed for creCit.

Educational Radio

In 19t6-67, 6 student concert programs were broadcast over 12
stations throughout Louisiana including 14WL in New Orleans.

Educational Television

A series of 7 lessons selected from Music for Children, a series
of films distributed by the National Educational Television and Radio
Center, were shown over the educational television outlet in New
Orleans. They were used to introduce orchestral and keyboard instru-
ments, and to explain elements of musical composition. Each lesson
received a preview showing for teachers several weeks before being
presented for in-school viewing.
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SUMMARl_l_a_12Afts-A7NEWRLEANS SYMPHONY YOUTH CONCERTS 4 Series

1. Louisiana Youth Concerts

Number:

ConducLor:
Sponsorship!
Financing:
Attended by:

Performed in:
Tine:

Admission:

Transportation:

6 performances, 3 different programs
Werner Torkanowsky

New Orleans Philharmonic Symphony Society & Schools
Orleans Parish Board of Education and private gifts
Grades 7-12 in public, parochial and private schools

in Orleans Parish (County).

Concerts also available to schools through a state-
wide educational radio hookupl

Municipal AUditotium, seating capacity 5,000
9:45 AM; 1:15 ail Weekdays
Free
Usually 15

2.
childrtala_§.Emah2E.Y_qgIStEla

Number:

Conductor:
Sponsorship:
Financing:

Attended by:

Performed in:
Time:

Admission:

Transportation:

9 performances, 3 different programs
Werner Torkanowsky
New Orleans Philharmonic Symphony Society
Ticket Sales, private contributions and Symphony

Society funds

Stud_tnts in Grades K-6 in public, private and
parochial schools of the metropolitan area

Municipal Small Auditorium, seating capacity 2,500
Weekdays during school hours (9:45 AM, 1:15 PM)
$3.00 for series of 3 concerts
150

Jefferson Parish Count Student Concerts

Note: Jefferson Parish is located on both sides of the
Mississippi River making it necessary to give a double series.

Conductor, Sponsorship, Financing, Time -
Same as for Children's Symphony Concerts above

A. East Jefferson Student Concerts

Number:

Attended ay:

Performed in:
Admissi.on:

12 performances, 3 different programs
Students in Grades 1-12, vial 1 concert set aside

for high school studencs only.
E. Jefferson High School, seating capacity 1,800
$3.00 for series of 3 concerts
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B. West Jefferson Student Concerts

Number:
Attended by:

Performed in:

Admission:

3 performances, 3 different programs
Students in Grades 1-12, with 1 concert*

set aside for high school students only.
West Jefferson High School, seating capacity 1,800
$3.00 for series of 3 concerts

4. St. Bernard Parish (Countyl_Stuclent_gancertE

Number:

Conductor )

Sponsorship )
Financing )

Time

Attended by:

Performed in:
Admission:

4 concerts, 2 different prograns

Same as above

Students in Grades 1-12, with 1 concert*
set aside for high school students only:

Chalmette Senior High School, seating capacity 1,800
$2.00 for series of 2 concerts

*Note: Programs for high schools vary somewhat from other programs.
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF NEW ORLEANS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA YOUTH CONCERTS

The New Orleans Symphony Orchestra has a continuous history of
presenting, promoting, and financing student concerts since 1935-36,
the year the Orchestra was founded.

The Orchestra has carried on its educational program with and
without close cooperation trom the schools, with and without State
subsidization of the program, under a segregated school policy,
under an integrated school policy, with audiences to hear the con-
certs, with the Orchestra playing concerts in empty auditoriums.

Through the years, the Orchestra's education program has, in
succession, reaped and withstood success, popularity, scorn, and
rejection as changes have taken place in the local, state and
national sociological scene and legislation. Through it all, the
Orchestra leadership has remained steadfast in its conviction that
one of the basic functions of the Orchestra is to see to it that
symphonic music shall be made available to children.

Being the only fully professional orchestra ia the State of
Louisiana (and for that matter, almost the only orchestra of any
format), the New Orleans Symphony also has undertaken, to the ex-
tent of its ability, to extend its educational services to students
throughout the State via live concerts and state-wide broadcasts.

1935-36 to 1951-52

The New Orleans Symphony mas formed in 1935 under the musical
direction of Arthur Zack. Young People's concerts were introduced
in the Orchestra's first season in 1935-36. Three years later Ole
Windingstad became conductor and student concerts were continued
under his baton. During these years, youth concerts were financed
through paid admissions and private contributions. School age chil-
dren in public,.private and parochial schools mere eligible to attend.

With appointment of Massima Freccia as music director in 1944-45i
there followed a period of expanded interest in the Orchestra's edu-
cational program. In 1947, largely as a result of thc interest of
the mayor of New Orleans, the City allocated $30,000 a year to the
Young People's Concert Series (as student concerts mere then titled),
the Board of Education initiated an annual $5,000 grant, and indi-
viduals and business firms contributed $40,000 a year to the total
project.

The goal was to make at least one free concert available to
all students (white and negro) in grades 5 through 12 in public,
parochial and private schools. The concerts were conducted by
Pierre Henrotte, assistant conductor of the Orchestra.
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During this period, there was close cooperation between schools
and Orchestra. Concert preparation materials were prepared by a
member of the school music staff and distributed to all participating
schools by the Orchestra office. Student participation included con-
cert notebook contests, musical quizzes, community singing, presenta-
tion of student soloists and student choirs with the Orchestra.

High school band and orchestra students served as ushers. .

Occasionally, advanced instrumental students played as members of
the orchestra, and high school instrumental teachers conducted the
orchestra in one or more compositions.

The vigor and scope of school involvement in the Pew Orleans
youth concert program in these years was brought out in a prelimi-
nary bulletin Bar the school year 1950-51.1

Anew departure announced in the bulletin was the elimination
of study materials in favor of a course of study utilizing the book
Music and Man by Howard McKinney.2 All Orchestra youth concert
programs were related to the book which was to be used directly by
secondary students, and by elementary teachers as a guide.

There were 4 basic concerts each year for 4 years based on
(1) The Orchestra and Descriptive Music, (2) Form, (3) Nationalistic
Music, and (4) A Study of Rhythm and the Music of Today. Assign-
ments were given in the McKinney book and in Music 42preciation for
Ei=...a_uksi_ by Glen and Loury.3

For the first time, students in grades 5 through 12 were at-
tending concerts by school instead of by grade.' The programs were
broadcast as part of an effort to give each student in these grades
a live concert each year, and at least 3 radio concerts (which
could be chosen from the 10 to be broadcast).-

iFoster, George A., and Yvonne C. LaPrime: Youth Symphony Concert
Pro'ect Preliminary.Bulletin for the School Year 1950-51. Spon-
sored by the New Orleans Department of Recreation.- -11 pp.- mimeo-
graphed.

9 .

-McKinney, Howard. Music and Man.

3Glen, , and Lowry. liusi_s_Apprecl.ati.on
Child. Silver Burdett Company, 1935.
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1951-52 to 1966-67

in !.952 there was a aerger of the New Orleans Symphony Or-
chestra and the Philharmonic Society of New Orleans. Alexander
Hilsberg was appointed music directcr beginning with the 1952-53
season, and while holding that post (until November 1960) con-
ducted student concerts.

In 1952-53, the Louisiana Youth Concerts were organized as a
formal series of free concerts for students in grades 5 to 12 in
public, parochial and private schools of Orleans Parish (county).
Each school was invited to send its students to one concert per
year. The concerts were presented to segregated audiences under
the "separate but equal facilities" philosophy.

In 1953-54, the Orchestra initiated the "Symphony for Children
Concert Series" for students from kindergarten through 6th grade,
in public, parochial and private schools of the New Orleans metro-
politan area. Concerts were presented during school hours and au
admission charge was made of $3.00 for a series of 3 concerts.
The concerts were presented in the small side of Municipal Audi-
torium having a seating capacity of 2,500.

Although the City grant was discontinued about this time, new
sponsorship and financing came from the Louisiana State Department
of Education which, in 1952, began contributing funds to concert
costs. The Symphony Society organized a radio network known as
"Louisiana Youth Concerts Network", for the purpose of broadcasting
educational concerts to all school children in the State. Pre-

concert study materials were prepared by the State Education Depart-
ment and distributed to participating schools, with the Symphony
Society meeting printing and mailing costs.

During the 1956-57 season, for example, 12 different programs
were broadcast live from New Orleans through a 13-station hook-up
to an audience estimated to be about 600,000 students in Louisiana,
with some out-of-state schools also picking up the broadcasts. Evi-
dently, the broadcasts were intended to be heard by students from
the 5th grade through high school.

The study materials were quite extensive. .1t. .

Special features appearing in the study guide included a musical
quiz, and an art project involving large numbers of students sub-
mitting their artistic impressions of a specific composition to a
panel of judges. Yearly, state-wide competitions were held to
select student soloists who performed on these programs,

The Louisiana Youth Concerts broadcast series was evidently
the first state-wide effort of its kind in the country although
radio youth concerts were hardly a new departure. Funding Pf thi4
enterprise was accomplished through a combination of state, private,
and commercial funds.
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The State Department of Education discontinued its support of
the project in the late 1950's, but grants from business corpora-
tions continued. The Orchestra continued to maintain ground lines
for the radio network and many stations (as of 1967) continue to
broadcast the educational concerts as a part of their public service
programming.

The Orchestra's music director, Alexander Hilsberg became ill
in the fall of 1960, and James Yestadt, appointed resident conductor,
became conductor of student concerts.

The Orchestra again expanded its educational services in 1962-
63 through initiation of Jefferson Parish (County) Student Concerts.

In 1963-64 a similar expansion was extended to St. Bernard
Parish.

In that same year (1963-64) Werner Torkenowsky was appointed
to the post of music director and assumed artistic direction and
conducting for student concerts.

With the advent of integration in the schools (1962-63), the
Orchestra's total educational program suffered severe setbacks in
terms of concert attendance, and in joint work between schools and
Orchestra in the all-important area of pre-concert study.

Racial problems first arose in 1957 when the Orchestra found
it necessary to cancel presentation of negro student soloists on
the Youth Concert Series due to a State law. Although concerts
were being played for segregated audiences, the same soloists and
programs were presented for each audience. Performance by a negro
student before a white audience was interpreted as "entertainment"
and, therefore, "social contact", and prohibited according to State
statutes. As a result of this situation, negro schools began boy-
cotting concerts played for their students at Booker T. Washington
(negro) High School, and the Orchestra frequently played these con-
certs to near-empty or totally empty houses. The concerts were
continued, however, with the Orchestra stating that if some students
did show up, the Orchestra should be tbere for them. Furthermore,
some of these concerts were carried on the radio network educa-
tional series.

Following integration, teachers and parents from both white
and negro schools were apprehensive about sending students to con-
certs offered to integrated audienceG, and attendance remained very
low. With so little patronage of concerts by students, the schools
found little validity in attempting to include concert programs in
music education activities in the schools in spite of the fact that
all children could have had access to the music via the educational
radio hook-up. This was little used in the New Orleans area, at
least.
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1966-67

Aside from willingness of schools to author11-2 concert attend-
ance by children during in-school time, and contf.-ation of the
annual $5,000 grant by the Board of Education the't is very little
current, joint activity between schools and Orch:a in connection
with youth concerts.

The Orchestra reported, however, that there 7,Ls marked increase
in youth concert attendance in 1966-67, and it is ,z-Red that 1967-
68 will mark the first year of significant genera recovery from
the tragic chain of events of the last few years.

In the spring of 1967, the Study research syi.iialists attended
the first concert ever presented for an integrate student audience
in Picayune, Mississippi, 65 miles from New Orlei%?. The New Orleans
Symphony management carefully saw to it that no sial mention was
made in the press of the historical nature of the event either be-
fore or after the concert. All -went smoothly -wi.%" die complete
focus and emphasis being placed on the music tha, as made avail-
able to the children that day.

Since 1965-66, the New Orleans Orchestra ha i. zade annual visits
to Bay St. Louis, Mississippi, and from the ours.?..: the student mati-
nees and adult evening concerts have been played integrated audi-
ences. The same is true of some 20 other cities amd towns in Louisi-
ana and Mississippi in which the Orchestra plays sZiulent matinees
and adult evening concerts.

1MM/OIL.101

PROCEDURES USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH YOUTH CONCER:5

The Schools and the Orchestra

Although the Board of Education of Orleans i-Lrcish makes an
annual $5,000 grant toward costs of the free YoL':,;. Concerts played
for junior and senior high school students in InA2.11c, private and
parochial schools throughout the Parish, there L; almost no joint
activity between the Orchestra and the central rsic administra-
tion of the public school system at the present .:-Aue.

Orchestra management maintains direct conta:; with individual
schools concerning concert schedules, sale of 4.tets (for the
elementary student concerts) and other concert .yangement details.
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At the present time, schools throughout the irea follow a
policy of releasing students to attend concerts during school time.Some teachers attend concerts with their students. Pre-concert
materials, prepared and distributed to schools by the orchestra,
are available for those teachers who wish to use them, but pre-
concert study is not built into the music education curriculum.
No mention is made of the concerts in the teachers' curriculumguides.

The Study's music education research specialist found no indi-
cation that New Orleans schools were making use of the educational
broadcasts of youth concerts in spite of the fact that a total of
6 different programs could be made available to all students each
year through this media.

Inasmuch as the public school central music administration is
so little involved in student concerts, it was the judgment of the
Study's music education specialist that distribution of question-naires to New Orleans teachers was not practical. Therefore, datagiven in this report relative to schools is the result of interviewsand examination of various documents.

An undercurrent of resentment was expressed by some school
representatives over the fact that even though the Orchestra re-
ceives $5,000 annually from the school board for youth concerts
(used to help meet costs of 6 free concerts for junior and seniorhigh school students), the Orchestra expects elementary students
to pay for concert tickets. This policy was interpreted by some
school spokesmen as evidence that the Orchestra was interested in
elementary school concerts only as a source of revenue that couldbe applied to cost of the Orchestra's basic operations and was
little concerned with educational aspects of elementary school
concerts. Few school people interviewed had even attended a con-cert in recent years.

It is under these circumstances that the Orchestra Society has
developed procedures enabling it to play approximately 35 concerts
for a total annual audience of approximately 80,000 students in theNew Orleans metropolitan area.

Current Basic Concert Plan

In the Louisiana Youth Concert Series, the Orchestra plays 6
free concerts (2 performances each of 3 different programs) forjunior and senior high school students in public, private and paro-chial schools in Orleans Parish. Each school is invited to send
its students to one free concert each year. The concerts are pre-sented on the large side of Municipal Auditorium (capacity 5,000)for integrated audiences.
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The Children's Symp_any_Cort.est consists of 9 per-
formances (3 performances each of 3 different programs) for stu-
dents in kindergarten through grade 6 in public, private and
parochial schools of the metropolitan area. Admission price is

$3.00 for the series of 3 concerts. Likewise played for inte-
grated audiences, these concerts were presented on the small side
of Municipal Auditorium having a seating capacity of 2,500, and
will be presented on the large side in 1967-68.

Outlying_Parish Concerts consist of a total of 19 performances
organized into 2-concert and 3-concert series played in three dif-
ferent locations for students in grades 1-12, one concert of each
series being set aside for high school students only. Admission

price is $3.00 for the series of 3 concerts. ($2.00 in the case of

one 2-concert series.) The concerts are played in high school audi-

toriums for integrated audiences of approximately 1,800 for each

concert.

Educational radio broadcasts are offered within a 12-station
hook-up of six different programs a year drawn from the Youth Con-
cert series and the Children's Symphony Concert series, but use is

no longer made of state-wide study guides in conjunction with the

broadcasts.

Operating_Procedures

Concert plannin.k is handled by the Orchestra's music director.

Scheduling is handled by Orchestra management through direct
contacts with individual schools.

Ticket sales are handled by the management in cooperation with
the Women's Committee of the Orchestra and other women volunteers
who make direct contacts with schools.

Transportation is arranged chiefly by individual schools through
use of school buses and commercially chartered buses at a customary

charge of 15C to the individual student. In some cases the Orches-

tra assists in making bus arrangements.

Audience supervision is handled by teachers attending concerts
with their students, and by members of the Women's Committee. Actu-

ally, the Orchestra publicly discourages attendance by adults (aside
from teachers) unless they are officially involved in concert respon-
sibilities, feeling that a much better response is elicited from
young listeners in an all-student audience.

Promotion and eublicitx are the responsibility of Orchestra
management. Use is made of modest brochures for the various series,
newspaper feature stories, radio and TV announcements, plus personal
work done by Women's Committee members.
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Concert preparation of students is a sometime thing, completely
dependent upon interest and initiative of individual teachers. The
Orchestra distributed brief, one-page mimeographed program notes to
schools, an orchestra seating chart, and an interesting, unique, 2-
page introduction to a symphony orchestra.

The tliread of continuity for this introduction has to do with
arrival of the Orchestra's equipment trucks at the auditorium, and
proceeds to introduce the instruments in terms of the kinds of cases
they are in. Comes then a brief description of the stage set-up,
the function of the librarian (whom the students may see placing
music on the stands), arrival of musicians on stage, the orchestra's
tuning process and, finally, the arrival of the conductor. (See
Appendix 0).

The Orchestra manager concludes that, perhaps, more extensive
use is made of pre-concert materials distributed by the Orchestra
than might be supposed because "we get many protests if the con-
ductor decides to make some slight change from the pre-announced
program" (such as choice of movement from a large work).

The conductor is of the opinion that concert preparation of
students is excellent when done by persons properly qualified, but
is better left undone when it becomes the responsibility of persons
having had little or no professional musical training.

Concert evaluation by school personnel is limited to occasional
informal discussions between Orchestra management and/or conductor,
and principals of individual schools.

Printed umnIns are not used, the Orchestra preferring to
depend on verbal commentaries of the conductor or associate con-
ductor.

PROGRAMMING

Programming policies are rooted in the basic purposes held
by the Orchestra leadership regarding youth concerts.

Symphony Society President J. Freyhan Odenheimer considers
youth concerts an inherent part of a child's cultural and musical
education. In spite of the fact that youth concert financing sig-
nificantly increases the Orchestra's total funding responsibilities,
the president stated that "the more we can do co bring fine music
to the children of the area, the more we want to do."
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Orchestr& managemehi sees the basic function of youth concerts

as being those of (1) exposing students to a listening experience in

a concert halll (2) helping students develop musical taste; (3) help-

ing them acquire a taste for music coupled with live performance.

The conductor's aim is to "make music a meaningful, emotional

experience for students".

Conceit programs are drawn from the basic orchestral literature,
are planned with specific age groups in mind, are unified through

flexible use of concert themes, and include presentation of contem-
porary music to Which the conductor finds students respond with

great interest.

Mr. Torkanowsky is convinced that one method of making youth
concerts meaningful is that of giving students thorough acquaintance

with all of the orchestral instruments, and he makes extensive use
of soloists for this purpose.

The Orchestra holds statewide auditions for student instru-
mentalists (up to and including llth grade) each spring, and pre-
sents the most outstanding talents as soloists with the orchestra

in the succeeding year.

1964-65 - 14 student sdloists were presented

1965-66 - 5 "
U It It

1966-67 - 11 "
" "

, including
7 pianists, 1 violinist, 1 flutist, 1 oboist and

1 trumpet player.

In addition to student soloists and presentation of soloists

from within the Orchestra, student choral groups, ballet groups,
and small ensembles are presented with the Orchestra from time to

time. On occasions, guest conductors from the schools are invited
to conduct the Orchestra in one work,

Concerts are approximately 55 minutes in length including the
verbal commentary which the conductor characterizes as "being use-
ful in preparing students emotionally for the music they are to
hear, but is not designed as a music appreciation lecture".

The Orchestra manager looks forward to the time when student
attendance and school involvement will be such that programming can
be set up on the basis of a progressive sequence of concerts and
listening experiences.
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FINANCING

Total revenue directly attributable to youth concerts pre-

sented in the New Orleans metropolitan area averages approxi-

mately $45,000 per year:

Grant from Orleans Parish Board of Education . . $ 5,000

Ticket sales for student concerts ; ; . 39.700

Total $44,700

$45,000 represents approximately 77 of the total annual costs

of maintaining and operating the Orchestra, but the 35 student con-

certs presented in the metropolitan area account for 277 of the

total number of concerts played by the Orchestra in a season.

If the student concerts were funded on a pro-rata percentage
of services used to the Orchestra's total annual costs, it would

mean that costs totalling approximately $175,000 should be charged

against the educational program. When this figure is compared with

the $44,700 revenue now being realized directly from student con-

certs, it becomes immediately obvious that the New Orleans Phil-

harmonic Symphony Society is making a large financial investment

in the musical and cultural development of the young people of

its area.
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FACT SHEET

THE CITY

Population Data
(1960)

Economic Base
(1960)

Income Data

(1960)

Education Data
(1960)

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA

(See also Appendices D, )

Corporate population: 604,332

Metropolitan area 2,405,435

Whites in corporate population
tt

Negroes in "

Other non-whites in

Manufacturing; Steel Production

83. 2%

16.7%

. 0.1%

Median family income - $5,605
18.4% families earned less than $3,000 (annual)

14.3% families earned over $10,000 (annual)

Of Pittsburgh residents 25 years or older:

8.1% had completed less than 5 years of school

35.4% had completed high school or more
Median number school years completed . 10 yrs.

THE ORCHESTRA THE PITTSBURGH SIMPHONY (1966-67 Data)

Gross Amnual Budget $1,620,000

Length of season . 40 weeks

Total number of musicians
Total number of concerts played 234

Total number of youth concerts played . . . . 50

Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts 118,000

President
Music Director
General Manager

Conductor of youth concerts
Educational Activities

Administrator

John E. Angle
William Steinberg
John S. Edwards (1966-67)
Seymour Rosen (1967-68)
Henry Mazer

Gordon Bengston
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PITTSBURGH SCHOOLS - SUMMARY (1966-67)

Public school system enrollment 78,000

Non-public school enrollment . 47,222

Total school population (through high school) . . . . . 125,000

Pittsburgh Public Schools4141 IMMI 4116.

Superintendent
Director of music education
Coordinator of youth concerts

Annual per pupil expenditure
Grade structure: Kindergarten

Sch^olo. im..

S. P. Marland, Jr,
Stanley H. Levin
none

No Report
6-3-3

Elementary, K-6, 5 schools had fewer grades 60

Elementary-Junior High Schools K-8, 2 K-7 29

Junior High Schools (grades 7-9) 8

Junior-Senior High Schools (grades 7-12) . 7

Senior High Schools (grades 9-12) . . .
4

Senior High Schools (grades 10-12). . .
4

Special schools and classes (Physically, Emotionally

and Mentally Handicapped) . 45

Technical - Vocational . . . . 2

Special Facilities and Programs:..........-

Educational Television Station WQED
Great Cities School Improvement Project
Dual Enrollment Program *
Federally Funded Programs

Representative Cultural and Educational Institutions
-----.-

Carnegie Library
Civic Light Opera
Museum of Art
Museum of Natural History
Pittsburgh Opera Company
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra

Carnegie Institute of Technology

Chatham College
Duquesne University
Mount Mercy College for Women
Pennsylvania College for Women

Point Park College
Robert Morris College
University of Pittsburgh

* Since 19147, parochial school students have been served by

certain public school facilities and faculty.
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MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE PITTSBURGH ruBLIC SCHOOLS
Agi

PITTSBURGH TABLE No. 1.

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF-PITTSBURGH PUBLIC SCHOOLS (TOTAL STAFF - 163)

DIRECTDR OF MUSIC EDUCATION

(Associate Director of Instruction for Music)

VOCAL - GENERAL MUSIC

Elementary

In 89 Schools:
Supervisor of Vocal Music

(Gr. R-3, ESEA)
Supervisor of Eurythmics
2 Supervisors of Vocal Music

(regular program)
86 Elementary Classroom Music

Specialists
10 Eurythmics teachers

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

In 83 Schools:
Supervisor of Instrumental
Music (Gr.K-8,ESEA)

Supervisor of Instrumental
Misic (regular program)

19 Instrumc:Itn1 Spcc4-14:;t3

Junior and Senior High

8 Vocal Teachers
in 7 schools (one Gr. 1-8)

11 Vocal Teachers (2 also
instrumental) in Gr. 7-12

high schools

5 Instrumental Specialists
in 5 schools

Senior High

5 Vocal Teachers in five Gr.
9 or 10-12 lligt schools
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8 Instrumental Specialists
(2 also vocal) in Gr. 7 or
8.12 high schools

5 Instrumental Specialists
in five Gr. 9 or 10-12
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STAFF

The director of music education was assisted by 2 instrumental
supervisors% one of mtom worked in kindergarten through 8th grade
in a P. L. 89-10 funded program, and the other in the regular el-
ementary instrumental program. One vocal supervisor taught kinder-
garten through 3rd grade in a special P.L. 89-10 program in the

self-contained classroom. 2 vocal supervisors handled regular

classroom music work. A supervisor of eurythmics was employed
with government funds.

Total teaching staff included 86 specialists teaching elem-

entary classroom music, 10 eurythmic teachersand 19 instrumental

teachers, 14 of whom were employed for an ESEA project.

The number of teachers employed with federal funds indicated

a serious lack of teachers created by a drastie teduetion in schodl

funds in the 1950ss, and subsequent slow recovery.

ELEMENTARY MUSIC

Pre-school and kindergarten music were handled by classroom
teachers, with schools in deprived areas receiving additional as-
sistance at these grade levels from a special federal-project sup-

ervisor. Building music specialists taught grades 1 through 6.
Local requirements called for a mimimum of 80 minutes per week to
be devoted to music in primary grades, and 120 minutes in inter-

mediate grades.

Dalcroze Eurythmics were used in kindergarten through 3rd

grade. Emphasis in primary grades was on development of a large
singing repertory and playing of rhythm instruments.

By the time a child had reached 4th grade, he learned symbols
of music and music reading. A sequence of listening experiences

was introduced early to inculcate the idea that one does not always

move to music, but sometimes just listens. Listening situations
included having student performers sing or play, use of-specific re-

cordings for specific listening purposes, introduction to musical
instruments. orientation to the symphony orchestra and various en.

sembles, and planning a music program.
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All classroom instrumental music activities were coordinated
with the Silver.Burdett") classroom music series with activities
progressing from purely rhythmic ensembles to melody instruments
added to form a "school room orchestra" by fifth grade. Each elem-
entary school also organized a "Bell-Aire" ensemble composed of
tuned tone bells, with concerts given by various groups.

One of the expressed goals for intermediate grade chil&en was
voluntary attendance at concerts and other performances.

SECONDARY MUSIC

General music was required in 7th and 8th grades for three
40-minute periods each week. Classroom records included more
advanced recordings used with the Silver-Burdett series, record-
ings that accompanied the Allyn and Bacon series for junior high
school(2) , plus other supplementary recordings. Under the cate-
gory of listening in grade 7, were 1) discussion of proper aud-
ience conduct, 2) establishment of an active listening attitude,
3) directed listening to vocal and instrumental music. In 8th
grade, the study of acoustics, and program and absolute music
were added.

Private instrumental instruction was available to selected
students in 13 deprived-area secondary schools.

An all-city junior high school orchestra and an all-city senior
high band, orchestra:and chorus were extra-curricular activities.

oieaaonr.ma.amoaeaaa.oearmr-amln:E..mmunmm.aswonwaasmraoavac.W.=Imolmaacnlmee

(1),
-Records That Teach", Making Music Your Own, 1-6, Morristown.

OM.=

N.J. Silver-Burdett Company

(2)
"Music in our Life",,Sets I and 2, Morristown, N.J.,

Silver.Burdett Co,, Master Records for This isitsis, 8c:Boston;
Allyn-and Bacon, Inc.
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PITTSBURGH TABLE .

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM - PITTSBURGH PC:ILIC SCHOOLS

VOCAL - GENERAL MUSIC

ElementaryirlIMIlla..11111.

Special Program (grades K-3,
limited)

Classroom Music (Pre-School,
K-6)

"Belle-Aire" Ensembles

Ns. =.....e

INSTRUL.7.7.,!,L MUSIC

Beginnim and Intermediate
Winds, ?ercussion,Strings
(grades 4-6)

Class Pia;-xi (grades 3-6)

Orchestra (grades 5-6)
Small ens7:vmbles (grades 5-6)

Junior High

General Music - Required
(grades 7-8)

Girls1,Mixed and Grade Level
Choruses

Girls', Boys', Mixed and
Grade-level Choruses

Class Piano (grades 7-8)
String G7.asses

Band and Orchestra (5 levels
of instruction)

Private instruction in 13
depri,!ed-arca secondary
schools

Senior High

String Classes
Band and Orchestra (5 levels

of insr;ruction)

Music Theory and Literature

mOmmoi&COlumlieumer......M.M110mAilmAMMOKowaDwAmmeCii.U.A.4.1..........a.C.O.011M
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SUMMARY OF 1966-67 PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA YOUTH CONCERTS
3 Series1

1. Young People's Concert Series (Played by the full Orchestra)

Number:

Conductor:

Sponsorship:
Financing:

Attended by:
Performed in:
Time:
Admission:
Transportation:

30 concerts, 5 different programs
Henry Mazer
Pittsburgh Symphony Society and Women's Ass'n
Ticket Sales, arid Symphony Society funds
Students in Grades 4 through 7
Syria Mbsque Auditorium, seating capacity 3,722
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 1:00 PM and 2:30 PM
$3.00 for 5-concert series; 75 single admission
School buses, commercial buses; fare 30 to $1.00

. Little People's Concerts (Played by the Symphonetta)

Number:
Cotductor:

SponsorshiP:
Financing:
Attended by:
Performed in:

Time:
Admission:
Transportation:

6 doncerts, 3 different programs
Hehry Mazet
Pittsburgh Symphony Society and Women's Ass'n
Ticket Sales and Symphony Society funds
Students in Grades 1 through 3
Rockwell Ball, Duquesne University,

seating capacity, 750
TUesdays, 1:00 PM, 2:15 PM
$3.00 for 3-concert series; $1.00 single admission
School buses, commercial buses; fare to $1.00

3. Tiny Tots Concerts (Played by the Symphonetta)

Number:-

Conductor:
Sponsorship:
Financing:
Attended by:
i)erformed in:

Time:

Admission:
Transportation:

6 concerts, 3 different programs
Henry Mazer
Pittsburgh Symphony Society and Women's Ass'n
Ticket Sales, and Symphony Society funds
Pre-school and kindergarten children
Rockwell Hall, Duquesne University,

seating capacity 750
Tuesdays, 9:45 AM, 11:15 AM
$3.00 for 3-concert series; $1.00 single admission
Personal, and see above
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF YMTH CONCERTS IN PITTSBURGH

Although the Pittsburgh Symphony Society, parent organization
of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, was not founded until 1926,
an earlier orchestra of national renown preceded it and possibly

may have played concerts for students.

The Pittsburgh Symphony Society youth concerts were begun in
the early 1940's with the aid of the Children's Theatre Society, in
Carnegie Husic Hall on Saturday mornings, there were 2 or 3 concerts

each season with Vladimir Sakaleinikoff conducting.

In 1945 the Buhl Foundation made a grant to the Symphony Soci-
ety enabling the Orchestra to play 15 back-to,back concerts (30
audiences) in Pittsburgh public and parochial high schools. Programs
and commentary, aimed at junior and senior high school students,
were handled by Bakaleinikoff.

After 3 years, the Gimbel Foundation took over the project
for 2 years after which it was discontinued.

In 1953, the Women's Association of the Symphony Society took
over the young people's concerts from the Children's Theatre Soci-
ety, obtained permission to present the concerts on school-released
time and beginning with 3 concerts and an audience of approximately
2,700 have built up the present young people's concert structure.

William Steinberg, appointed music director of the Orchestra
in 1952, increased and conducted some of the student concerts in
1953-54.

lath expansion of the Orchestra's other activities, the educa,

ti.5nal concerts became the responsibility of the five associate
or assistant conductors who succeeded each other during the next

13 seasons:

1954-55--
thtu.

1961-62--

1962-63

1963-64
1964-65

1965-66

1966,67
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The concerts, originally known as "School Concerts", became

the current "Ybung People's Concerts," played in the Orchestra's

regular concert hall (the Syria Mosque) with a seating capacity

of nearly 4,000, for students in grades 4 through 7. Starting

with the original schedule of 3 concerts, the Young People's

Concert series now consists of 6 series of 5 concerts each,a
total of 30 concerts.

Through the initiative of the Pittsburgh Symphony Women's

Association, "Tiny Tots Concerts" for pre-school age and kinder-

garten children were started in 1956-57 and, within a 10-year

period, expanded to two 3-concert series.

Again, the Women's Association provided leadership for es .

tablishing the "Little People's Concerts" in 1963-64, for stud-

ents in grades 1 through 3. That series now also consists of

two 3-concert series.

All of the above 42 concerts are financed from ticket sale

income supplemented by the Symphony Women's Association and the

Symphony Society.

Analysis of student concerts in the other cities covered in

this Study indicates the existence of two general types of stud-

ent concert development:

(1) Educational concerts that are (or, at some time,

have been) closely coordinated with public school

music curriculum;

(2) Student concerts planned to attract ticket pur-

chases from the general public and more or less

lavishly embellished with special "attractions".

Pittsburgh Symphony student concerts cut across both of these

general formats. They have never been closely coordinated with

the public school music curriculum. They are financed largely

from ticket sales, but have never included presentation of spec-

ial attractions selected for "box office" appeal.

John S. Edwards, current manager of the Chicago Symphony, who

served as manager of the Pittsburgh Orchestra from 1955 through

1966-67 season, frankly set forth the Pittsburgh Orchestra's basic

approach to youth concerts as follaws:
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A professional symphony orchestra must strive for
ever higher artistic aild performance standards; must meet
certain community obligations but, at the same time, it
must maintain a stable, economic base of operations. In
order to achieve the latter goal, it must balance the
total number of musicians' services available to it be-
tween rehearsal time and revenue producing activities.

Revenue producing activity consists primarily of
playing concerts for which tickets are sold or perform-
ing fees are paid. This means that many different con-
cert audiences must be found or developed.

In Pittsburgh, we have developed the student aud-
ience as one of many different audiences for whom our
music is played, and whose ticket purchases help to
support the Orchestra.

Just as we have given great care to presentation
of adult concerts of which we can be proud, so have we
given great care to present student concerts that main-
tain high standards of programming and performance.This
we have considered to be the normal, professional respon-
sibility of the Society, our conductors and our musicians.

Furthermore, since the Orchestra and its Women's
Association have been the instigators of each series
of student concerts, we have considered it to be our
professional obligation to assume the responsibility
and expense of also handling work in connection with
the concerts - such as preparation and distribution
of advance study materials, ushering, audience super-
vision, etc.

The schools, in turn, have been most cooperative
in releasing students during school time to attend con-
certs, and in some areas permitting members of the Or-
chestra's Women's Association to Landle student ticket
sales through the schools.

We hope that our student concerts will widen the
musical experience of the students, and influence many
of them to want to attend concerts as adults.
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Through the years, the youth concerts have, naturally, re-

flected these basic premises. Also, they have refieeted.the_,

basic philosophies concerning young people and music, held by

each of the youth concert conductors. For instance, suggesti-

ons made by the city school director of music education for

close collaboration between schools and Orchestra in concert

planning and programming were of no interest to one of the

former youth concert conductors, but are of interest to the

present conductor of youth concerts.

Under the present set-up, elementary classroom teachers

and secondary vocal teachers are not in touch with any phase

of youth concert activity, but the courses of study for elemen-

tary..-and junior high school general music classes are replete

with suggestions for listening activities that build up to the

live program. (See previous section on Elementary and Second-

ary Music in the public schools.)

Traditionally, promotion and administration of the youth

program has been primarily the responsibility of the Orchestra

Women's Association, but in the 1966-67 season a full time Edu-

cational Activities Administrator was added to the Orchestra's

management staff.

MILMAIIIMIMENYMIONNIMMIIIIMNINIM.11=110111

PROCEDURES USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH YOUTH CONCERTS

Basic Plan of Operation
311.1M141160.1.0.7,6GIE ONT.

The full Orchestra plays the 30 Young People's concerts in

the Syria Mbsque for students in grades 4 through 7. The concerts

are scheduled on in-school time throughout the year.

The Little People's Concerts and Tiny Tots Concerts are played

during in-school time, in a 750 capacity university auditorium, by

the Symphonetta, composed of approximately 30 members of the Orches-

tra. The Symphonetta is a formally organized group that fills many

types of engagements during the periods of the year when approxi-

mately 65-members of the Orchestra play'with the Pittsburgh Opera

Company. Both the Symphonetta engagements and Opera work come

within the Orchestra's contractual season.
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Concert Planning
.1111.M-Maill. Milt NIM NMI

Concerts for all three series are planned by brchestra per-

sonnel including manager, conductor of youth concerts, music

director, and membets of the Womenis Association. The Pittsburgh

airector of music education,serving as the liaison person between

city schools and Orchestra, issues memcrandums to the city schools

announcing and endorsing the cOncerts. The Okthestra makes direct

contact with the other 90-odd school districts in the metropolitan

Pittsburgh area.

The Young People's Concert series is open to all students, but

planned chiefly for students in grades 4 through 7. It is intend-

ed that each child attending the Young People's Concerts will hear

all five programs included in the series each year.

In like manner, it is intended that each child attending the

Little People's Concerts (grades 1-3), and the Tiny Tots (pre-school

and kindergarten) will hear the 3 different programs included in

each of these series.

Concert Scheduling

Concert schedules are worked out by cooperative agreement

between the Orchestra and the 90 different school systems involved.

Young People's Concerts and Little People's Concerts are presented

at 100 PM and 2:15 PM. The 1:00 PM concerts usually are reserved

primarily for suburban area students who must return to their schools

in time to get school bus transportation home. Tiny Tots concerts

are presented in the mornings at 9:45 and 11:15 AM.

Ticket Sales and Ticket Prices
11111=a1Mf 41111.=MIO

The Pittsburgh Symphony Women's Association is responsible for

sale of student concert tickets. A member of the Committee is as-

signed to each geographical district, and various sales and collec-

ticnplans are worked out district-by-district. Customarily, some

one person connected with each school--an administrative employee,

a teacher, a member of the PTA, (or possibly the Women's Committee

member herself) is designated as the contact person within the

school.

Sales and collections are handled by the contact person in

some schools, in cooperation with the Women's Committee repre-

sentatives.In others, mail orders are sent to the Orchestra

office--either by the school contact person, or by the individ-

ual student.
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A few schools, using school or PTA funds, purchased tickets
for one or more of the different series and distributed them among
students, but ticket costs prevented any significant amount of
this benevolnce. Several large corporations also have purchased
blocks of tickets for students in their neighborhoods.

Purchased on a series basis (5 concerts for $3.00), admission
price for the Young People's Concerts is 6W for concert, 75 if

purchased as single admissions. Admission for the other two ser-
ies is $1.60 per concert.

Sampling of opinion from elementary parochial school teachers
and elementary music specialists indicated the following attitudes
toward the policy of charging admission.

PITTSBURGH TABLE E0.3.

SCHOOL PERSONNEL OPINION ON ADMISSION POLICY
IIIM11.1.11......i...111.41JIIR116111.ANLIMIr...40,RiNAie,..MIIIII

Very Favorable Favorable
.114.111... l.MIL

Poui-ral
C.110011.111=4..

Unfavorable Very Unfavorable
....armwoar-ak.smrenryme amas....aemt:Mr..

Public 5 10 3 3 0

Parochial 3 7 5 14 0
41111.1=f.

8 817 17 0

Attendance
.111116TMEIMENI.INIMiONNIII.B.MNIMENii

Students from Pittsburgh city schools account for approx-
imately one-third of the attendance, with the remaining two-thirds
coming from suburban area schcols.

Young People's Concert attendance in 1966-67 averaged 3,675
semesaysrs ....sr... cua ftwtawww.moadiam..ss

students per concert, or about 98% of the capacity (3,722) of
Syria Mosque. Inasmuch as 6 different series of these concerts
were given, a total of approximately 22,000 different children
attended a given 5-concert series, thereby giving a gross attend-
ance of approximately 110,000 during the year.

Little People's Concert attendance averaged 615 students per
concert, or 82% of the 750 capacity of Rockwell Hall. Two differ-
ent 3-concert series were presented to a total of approximately
1,200 children. Gross attendance for the year totalled approxi-
mately 3,600
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Tiny Tots Concerts, consisting of 2 series of 3-concerts
each were sold out. A total of 1,500 different children attend-
ed, giving a gross attendance of 4,500.

Total attendance figures for all three series:

24,700 different children attending from 3 to 5 concerts
each;

118,100 gross attendance

A sampling of opinion from elementary teachers in parochial
schools resulted in the following estimates being given of the
percentage of children in their classes who attend student con-
certs:

PITTSBURGH TABLE NO.4.

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS ATTENDIM FROM CLASSEG IN PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS

0-25% 25-50% 50-75%

18 7 1.

ARNOMM.IME

75-99% 100%

3

Financial problems were cited by parochial school teachers
as a major factor in keeping their students away from youth con-
certs, with lack of parental encouragement, and the fact that
the children came from deprived areas mentioned by 4 individuals.
The lack of transportation was mentioned by 2 teachers.

MIMINVENI...01.4111111111MIOMMINII. MEANIONLI11

AUDIENCE SUPERVISION

Of the three series, the Young People's Concerts in the large
auditorium are the only ones presenting audience supervision prob-
lems.

Members of the Orchestra Women's Association have primary
responsibility for supervision of audiences for Young People's
Concerts, (as well as for the other 2 series), and women assist-
ing in this work are referred to as "concert hostessed': Or-
chestra management, in cooperation with the Women's Association,
prepared a detailed statement of concert supervision procedures,
and copies are given to each hostess. (See Appendix N).
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The statement covers information on hours the hostesses will
be needed, parking arrangements for the hostesses' cars, use of
arm bands to aid in identification of official hostesses, assign-
ments to a given area of the auditorium, procedures for handling
noisy or unruly students, instructions regarding children leaving
and te-entering the auditorium, and a command that under no cir-
cumstances shall a hostess leave her station in the auditorium
without first arranging for it to be covered by a colleague.

In seeking opinions from teachers and observers as to the
effectiveness of audience supervision procedures, it was possible
to bbtain a wide range of opinions as a result; apparently, of
varying experiences with varying audience groups within the year's
total of 30 concerts.

Some observers reported some audiences to be excessively
noisy. One supervisor attributed it to the fact that few teachers
attend with their classes and, even if they do attend with students,
the teacher may not be seated with his or her class. Other school
personnel observed that students do not pay as much heed to admon-
itions from non-school personnel (members of Women's Association
and PTA) as they do to their teachers and, therefore, volunteers
may find the handnng of an assembly of 4,000 young people quite
difficult.

One music supervisor was of the opinion that student behavior
had improved considerably during the 1966-67 concert season.

75% of the aforementioned group of parochial school teathers,
on the other hand, rated audience behavior at the concerts they
attended as either "excellent" or "good", attributing the attenti-
veness to good concert preparation of students, good programs, and
adequate supervision. 78% of a group of public school elementary
specialists responding to Study questionnaires also rated concert
behavior of students as "good" or "excellent".

IINC111011111=ViAR

TRANSPORTATION

Individual schools handle transportation arrangements for 4 .

their students, and the Orchestra assists when requested to.-.do so.
Some school buses are used, but in most cases PTA representatives
assume responsibility for chartering buses from a public transpor-
tation system.
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Parochial schools in and around Pittsburgh reported that bus
fares paid by students ranged from 300 to $1.00 per concert, dep-
ending on distances and travel time involved.

ar
City police handle traffic control and direct parking of

buses on adjacent side streets for the Young People's concerts.
Little Peonle's and Tiny Tots concerts present no traffic or
parking problems due to use of a small hall.

24 of 29 elementary classroom music specialists judged the
total transportation arrangements to be satisfactory.

Concert Preparation and Follow-up
4M. al 0.

Mr. Mazer, conductor of youth concerts, is of the opinion
that advance preparation of students for concerts is "absolutely
necessarg-".

Study Materials
INI2.61111M11.1.11MMINIIL.

The Symphony Society prepares, distributes, and finances
pre-concert study materials in conjunction with Young People's
Concerts, but neither school or Orchestra provides advance study
materials for Little People's and Tiny Tots concerts.

The study material for Young People's Concerts have been
prepared by a musicologist--a university faculty member, and in-
cluded program listings, brief program notes, thematic material,
"Suggestions to Teachers," and a listing of the schedule of tele-
vised preparatory lessons.(See Appendix 0).

The study guide was viewed with mixed feelings by music
education administrators, music specialists, and classroom teachers,
some of whom felt the guide to be too technical, too historically
oriented, and the program notes too brief. The suggestiona for
teachers, though considered to be "sound", were not found to include
truly practical aids. Some educators felt that the thematic mater-
ials were.the most useful part of the guide. Several music super.
visors expressed the opinion that the study guide should be prepared
by public school personnel who would be more conversant with needs
of teachers and students.

(Study materials for the 1967-68 concerts will be prepared by the
Pittsburgh Public Schools music supervisor.)

A group of 25 Pittsburgh public school elementary classroom
music specialists gave the following judgements of the teachers'
guide--judgements*:that did not agree with the supervisory appraisals
mentioned above.

41111.1111.(.11.0.111011...
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PITTSBURGH TABLE NO.5

RATINGS BY PITTSBURGH PUBLIC SCHOOL ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM

MUSIC SPECIALISTS OF THE YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERT TEACHERS GUIDE.....,.
Excellent Good

.00411.171W
Fairens Poor

406...110/11/1.

Provides sufficient information 9 9 4 I

Clearly organized 9 10 3 -

Suggested supplementary material
readily available 2 6 5 5

21 of 23 teachers in this group thought the guides were ad-
equate in a general way. Only 7 of 20 supplemented the teacher's
guide with other materials.

18 of the 22 teachers in the above category felt that a reason .
able amount of musical background was necessary to use the teacherts
guide effectively.

An appraisal of the study guide was made by a group of 34 re-
spondents from parochial elementary schools in and around Pittsburgh.
They were mainly elementary classroom music teachers plus a few music
specialists. 18 of the 21 respondents considered the material to be
adequate. Details of the ratings are given in the following table:

PITTSBURGH TABLE NO.6

RATING OF YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERT TEACHER'S GUIDE BY A GROUP OF

ELEMENTARY PAROCHIAL SCHOOL TEACHERS IN PITTSBURGH Al\M ITS SUBURBS

Excellent...L1M.2.0. Good Fair Poor

Provides sufficient information 6 10 3 IND

Clearly organized 1 6 2 1

Suggested supplementary material
readily available 2 3 1 11

As noted in the above table, parochial school teaching per-
sonnel reported difficulty in obtaining supplementary materials.
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It was observed that the addition of listings of specific
recordings, films, books and other teaching aids would make-the
guides more valuable to teaching personnel.

Out of 20 of the parochial school teachers who responded to
a questionnaire concerning the amount of musical background neces-

sary to use the teacher's guide effectively: 19 felt it required

at least a reasonable musical background. 12 of a total of 32
parochial school teachers prepared materials to supplement the
study guides provided by the Orchestra.

Responses to study inquiries concernimg distribution of the
guides indicated that 24 of 25 public school elementary classroom
music specialists who responded taceived them, whereas 11 of 21
parochial school teachers stated the guides had not yet been made

available to them.

Student Preparation

Pittsburgh Symphony student concerts are mentioned in the
public school instrumental teacherst handbook, but the music to
be played is not included as a part of the public school music

curriculum. Therefore, the school music department makes no
attempt to formalize concert preparation or post concert activity

aside from a series of 5 pre-concert lessons telecast over WED-TV.

Preparation of students for concerts was considered to be
generally inadequate by school personnel.

As part of the pre-concert activities, the Symphony Women's
Committee sponsors an art contest for the program cover in con-
junction with the Carnegie Art Institute,

Televising Preparatory Lessons

The Pittsburgh School Board makes a grant each year to enable

Station WED-TV to present a variety of educational programs one
of which is a series of 5 lessons to aik in preparing students for

Young People's Concerts. A 20-minute televised lesson is presented
approximately one week before each of the five different programs

included in the concert series

The television teacher during 1966-67 was the instrumental
supervisor for deprived schools, engaged under a P.L. 89-10,Title

I project.

A brief guide for teachers, designed for use in conjunction

with the television lessons (see Appendtn 0), was prepared by the

television teacher and distributed throughout the school system by

the school music department. Although sketchy, the guide enabled

music specialists to gather materials needed for the pre-and post-

telecast teaching of their classes.
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AlthoUgh students from grades 4 through 7 attend the concerts,
the television lessons were focused upon the 5th grade level, were

planned to supplement the conductor's comments during the concert,

and to use teaching approaches not available to classroom teachers.

As aids to reinforcement of learning, white flash lettering was

used at tbe bottom of the screen, and time was provided during

telecasts for classroom teachers working with classes to ask for

responses to televised questions..

The station program directors reported that each 20-minute

lesson required 20 hours of preparation time on the part of the

television teacher, plus 6 hours of on-set rehearsal time.

3 city school music supervisors interviewed during the Study

were of the opinion that the television lessons were effective,

but were not used in all classrooms due to insufficient publicity

concerning their availability.

3 public school elementary music specialists spoke favorably

of the programs, with 1 person voicing the opinion that the programs

shJuld deal directly with compositions to be played in the concerts

rather than dealing with the orchestral instruments as individual

entities.

Approximately 26% of the parochial school teachers mentioned

earlier reported they used the television lessons.

Comments and Suggestions From Teachers on Preparation Procedures
O.L41.10.1v

and Materials
0.0141LiamiMIIMMIK.MIYIIIIIAME11111.11111

"We need materials for teachers before and after the

concerts" (Parochial 6th grade classroom music teacher)

Public School elementary classroom music specialists' comments:

"Our PTA furnishes the records of all compositions

to be played at our concerts."

"In WED previews, please play the themes of all

numbers to be performed at each concert instead

of dwelling on only one or two."

"I make tapes of passages of recordings which in

their entirety would be too time-consuming, and

beyond the attention span of the elementary child."

qlaterials for children's use should make certain

more information about the composer and important

background information about the compositions they

will hear. Some musical themes should be printed as

well as questions that will provoke thought and re-

search before children attend concerts. These raster-

ials should reach the home.TV programs should be

correlated with materials distributed."
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PROGRAMMING

The conductor of student concerts has final responsibility
for programming of all three student series, but he discusses
his program plans with the Orchestra's music director and man-
ager, and with the director of music education of the city schools.

Mt. Mazer, conductor of youth concerts for 1966-67, feels
the basic purpose of youth concerts is enrichment of the student's
cultural background, and that youth concert programming should be
approached just as are adult programs but with modifications die-
tated by the ages of a given student audience..

"There is no such thing as 'youth concert music'," stated Mr.
Mazer. 1Music for any audience--adults or children--must have
value and integrity as music."

Working from these basic concepts, Mr. Mazer finds no validity
in presenting puppets or other so-called attractions, and no neces-
sity or particular value in use of concert themes. He finds that
students enjoy contemporary music. Also, they enjoy well-chosen,
well-played music from all periods.

Audience participation in concerts consists of limited audim.
'ence,singing in the Little People's Concerts.

Student soloists, selected through annual auditlons held in
May of each year, are presented in each of the Young People's
Concerts. In past years, presentation of a high school chorus,
ballet groups, and opera excerpts have been included from time to
time.

A demonstration string group from the All-City Orchestra
played for the Little People's Concert audiences in one of the
1966-67)concerts.

Verbal commentary is considered very important because of the
varying policies followed in the many school systems regarding con-
cert preparation of students. In a 50 to 55 minute program, less
than 10 minutes are devoted to the conductor's comments. Mr. Mazer
stated that, although the comments are important in the Pittsburgh
situation, he wishes all students were so well prepared that there,
would be no necessity for the conductor to make any comments what-
soever. "The students should be coming to concerts to hear music,
not to hear speeches", he added.

Printed programs are distributed to the students for use dux...
ing the concert.
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Comments and Suggestions from School Personnel Relative to
Programming

"Other art forms such as ballet should be included."
(8th grade teacher)

"Why not (at the end of each season) ask classroom
teachers and school music teachers to suggest pieces
and the reason for these pieces. Could a member of

the program committee study what the elementary and
junior high's will cover in a music program and use
that as a springboard for the program planning?"

(7th and 8th grade teacher).

"I wish that the conductor would discuss the funda-
mentals of the pieces to be played. He could say
which instruments will be featured, or discuss the
various movements, or where to listen for a change

in the tempo or key signature. All these things

are obvious to musicians, but foreign to children."
(6th grade teacher).

According to several school representatives a better trend in
programming has taken-place with compositions being selected for
their intrinsic musical values rather than for the purpose of de-

monstrating some specific aspect of music, This ie felt to be

more in keeping with the purpose of these concerts. The addition

of musical or dance groups to the youth concerts was favored by

the director of music education for city schools. An appraisal

by a music supervisor of the participation of such groups in the
past rated a high school chorus and ballet highly, with opera
and an ensemble of ancient instruments not so well received. A

further consensus of several music supervisors favored these

groups if they functioned as an integral part of the program

and not as something "extra".

PUBLICITY

as

The Orchestra and its Women's Association prepare fliers

describing the student concerts, and letters directed to PTA

of each school. The school music education director's office

Prepares an explanatory bulletin, that is in the nature of a

general endorsement of the concerts, and sends this bulletin

and the materials prepared by the Orchestra to all schools.
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The Orchestra also makes use of the usual publicity .-.:

techniques and materials and reports that student concert
brochures widely distributed throughout the metropolitan
area schools prove to be the single most effective publicity
material.

amanoll&mmwro-rrair Imamonor-...11.

FINANCE

Ticket sale income for the 42 youth concerts played in
Pittsburgh totalled $56,000 in 1966-67. The Symphony Women's
Association contributed $2,500 to student concert expenses of
various kinds, bringing the total income directly related to
these concerts to $58,500.

The 42 student concerts represented 18% of the total con.
certs played during the season, but income directly attribut-
able to student concerts totalled only 3.6% of the orchestra's
total operating costs of $11620,000.

If the season's costs of operating the Orchestra were
assessed on a pro rate per-concert basis the allocation for
youth concerts would work out at $291,600 as compared to actual
student concert income of $58,500. It becomes obvious that the
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra is investing heavily in its educa-
tional work.

ENSEMBLE CONCERTS

Approximately p350 ensemble concerts mere presented in
the schools during 1966-67 by two string quartets, a moodwind
quintet and a brass ensemble--each composed of Pittsburgh
Symphony musicians.

An autonomous non-profit corporation, titled "Gateway to
Music" sponsors the ensemble concerts under administration by
the Orchestra's personnel manager. Although operating indep
pendently (though cooperatively) from the Orchestra associ-
ation, the Orchestra encouraged and assisted "Gateway to Music"
to become established.
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The City school board allocated $2,500 to the project

annually and the schools engaging the ensembles pay approxi-

mately 50% of the performance fee. The remaining costs are

Eet through contributions made to "Gateway to Music" by local

fondations (Kaufman Foundation, Benedum Foundation, Alcoa

Foundation, U.S. Steel Foundation, United Steel Workers Founda-

tion, the Falk Trust), and funds from the Music Performance

Trust Funds of the Recording Industries.

Starting with 3 concerts in 1957, the Gateway program

consisted of approximately 350 performances in 1966-67 with

a total operating budget of $50,000.

The performances are presented for students in all grades

(1 through 12), during school time, in school auditoriums, gym-

nasiums, activity rooms and classrooms; include instrument de-

monstrations (especially for the younger children),s&fte verbal

commentary, programs drawn from all periods and styles of music.

Some opportunity is given to advanced senior high school perform-

ers to play with the ensembles. Elementary audiences occasion-

ally enjoy community singing accompanied by the ensembles. No

use is made of any formal plan of audience preparation for the

performances.

Emphasis is placed on string ensembles. The administrator

of the project reports that there has been an increase in stud-

ent enrollment for string instrument study during the last 10

years as a direct result of the ensemble performances.

One teacher comments on the ensemble concerts as follows:

"Children have shown great interest in small ensembles

that visit the school_ They remember and look for the

players each time at the concert of the full symphony

orchestra. Both types (of concerts) encourage children

to study an instrument and to hear recordings of good

music (which they can borrow and hear at home). Some

go to adult concerts on the week-ends.".

(Elementary classroom music specialist, public school)

.1111111C
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EVALUATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS MADE BY YUSIC EDUCATORS

An opinion expressed both by administrative supervisors and
tc.achers was that too great an age span (grades 4.7) is involved
in the Young Peoples Concerts, that programming could be improved
and more students served if, instead of presenting a 5-concert
series, the concerts could be divided into elementary and second-
ary grade level concerts. Another suggestion was to present 3
programs for 4th graders, and 3 for 5th and 6th graders.

Individual comments included the following:

"If a principal supports the program, then it is ef-
fective. If the principal does not, then publicity
is ineffective, regardless."
(Public school instrumental specialist, Grades 3-8)

"Youth concerts are good as they now are presented.
They do not, however, reach many children who might
benefit from such an experience because of the price
of the tickets and transportation. A system of
scholarships to worthy or talented children could be
established with available money."
(Public school elementary music specialist)

"The complete concert plan is left to me - chartering
of buses, checking o .t of my own account to pay the
bus bill. I keep a detailed accourra and present it
at the office following the concert season. I find
it makes much added work for me, but the children's

; musical experience makes it worth my while."

Parochial School Elementary Classroom Music Teachers:
MIMMINI011110LW.M1101C..IGJEIN:

"I think they should be held at a place where all the
children can get a full view of the orchestra. Fifth
Avenue Auditorium did not seem large enough for this."
(3rd and 4th grade teacher)

"At concerts which I have attended, I have seen many
of our students who have been taught to conduct,con-
ducting the music in small beats, oblivious of their
neighbors." (Teachers in grades 1-8)

"The youth concerts are a wonderful introduction to a
cultural world that many of our children do not take
advantage of. It would seem like a good opportunity
to distribute literature about other occasions the
children might have to enter the wonderful world of
the arts on their own".(8th grade teacher)
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FACT SHEET SALT LAKE CITY UTAH (1966-67 data)

THE CITY (See also Api,andices

Population Data Corporate)population 189,454

(1960) Metropolitan area 447,795

Whites in corporate population - 97.9%

Negroes in " ts - 0.8%
Other non-whites in " - 1.3%

Economic Base Retail trade, State Government Offices
(1960)

Income Data

(1960):

Education Data

Median family income $6,135 annual

14.4% of families earned less than $3,000 annual
17.4% of families earned over - $10,000 annual

Designated major poverty areas (1966)
1 with 25,000 persons

Of Salt Lake City residents 25 years or older
3.2% had completed less than 5 years of school
54.7% had completed high school or more
Median number school years completed 12.2 years

THE ORCHESTRA - THE UTAH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (1966-1967 data)

Gross annual budget $684,000
Length of season . 28 weeks
Total number of musicians 85

Total number of concerts played 91

Total number of youth concerts played 29

Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts 67,400

President
Music Director
Conductor of Youth Concerts
Manager

Wendell F. Ashton
Maurice Abravanel
Maurice Abravanel
Herold L. Gregory
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SALT LAKE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS -.SUMMARY (1966-67 data)

Public school system enrollment

Salt Lake City Public Schools

Superintendent M. Lynn Bennion
Director of Music Education Vernon J. LeeMaster

Annual per pupil expenditure
Grade structure: Pre-school, Kindergarten,

Schools (Approximate Breakdown)

$462
6-3-3

-------

Elementary Schools 41.

Junior High Schoc.ls 12
Senior High Schools 4

Special Facilities and Programs--------------

Continuing Education
Educational Radio and Television
Reserve Officers Training Corps - Junior Division

Representative Cultural and Educational Institutions
11MONEMONsimcar.

Art Barn
Mormon Tabernacle Choir
Salt Lake Opera Association
Utah Symphony Orchestra

37,319

College of Mary-of-the Wasatch
McCune School of Music and Art
University of Utah
Westminster College

Utah ranks second among the 90 states in the percentage of tax
expenditure which goes for education (49.9%), and second in the per-
centage of personal income which goes for education (9.3%).

The statewide concern for quality education was reflected in
many of the materials examined in the course of preparing the Salt
Lake City case study.
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MUSIC EDUCATION IN..SALT LAKE CITY SCHOOLS

The importance that music assumed in the family living and
spiritual life of the Mormons was evident in both the manner in
which it was presented and the scope of the program.

Secular schools were established in the territory in 1851.
The Salt Lake City school District was established in 1890, and
music was a part of the school curriculum from that date. Prior
to that time, music was taught in the church schools.

SALT LAKE C/TY TABLE NO. 1.

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF - SALT LAKE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
(SPECIALIST MUSIC EDUCATION)

VJCA1-GENERAL MUSIC

Elementary

In 41 schools:

Specially qualified classroom
teachers

Junior High

In 12 schools:

26 Junior High General Music
and Vocal Teachers
(a few part-time)

Senior High

In 4 schools:

7 Senior High Teachers

Total Specialist Staff: 57

Mlo.0111111.

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

In 41 schools:
17 Elementary Teachers
(11 also teach in

junior high)

In 12 schools:

12 Junior High Teachers
(11 also taught elementary
instrumental music)

In 4 schools:

4 Senior High Teachers
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ELEMEMRY MUSIC

Classroom teachers presented their own music in kindergarten
and the first 4 grades, but when the child reached the 5th and 6th
grades, he received instruction from a classroom teacher who had
been selected to teach it because of her musical background. In

a few cases this also occurred in the 4th grade.

The Utah Symphony Youth Concert series was mentioned in the
handbook for elemefttary teachers as being an accepted part of the
listening program in intermediate grades.

The Headstart pre-school program, which went on during the
winter and summer placed a heavy emphasis on music, using the
piano, rhythm instruments, resonator bells and other appropriate
devices.

Workshops on the teaching of music listening had been held
for elementary teachers in kindergarten through grade 6.

All elementary schools had instrumental programs that began
in the 4th grade. All elementary students were encouraged to be-
gin their instrument study in summer school, if possible.

The specialists usually were responsible for two large and
two small schools and managed to give 2 lessons a week to each
child. Eleven of the junior high school teachers also worked in
the elementary instrumental program. A special program existed
in one ungraded school where the Suzuki approach was used with
younger children.

SECONDARY MUSIC

One-half unit (one semester) of music study was recommended
for 7th grade, but general music was required in 8th grade for
the year. The 8th grade course was based primarily on American
music. Some schools also had 9th grade general music. Four or
five music specialists in junior high schools also taught in other
subject areas.
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SECOIOARY MUSIC (Continued)

Both senior high vocal and instrumental ensemble classes
could be taken for credit by students enrolled in other vocal
and instrumental classes. Advanced orchestra and band were of-
fered in 3 of the 4 high schools and harmony in 1 high school.
A humanities course including music, art, )nd literature was
being taught by a team of teachers in 2 high schools, for 12th
grade students.

The All-City 'Music Festival included band, orchestra, glee
clubs and choir from 1 of the,3 school levels (elementary, jun-
ior high, senior high) every 3rd year.

SALT LAKE CITY TABLE NO. 2.

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM IN'THE SALT LAKE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

VOCAL - GENERAL MUSIC

Elementary

Classroom Music (Pre.school,
K-6)

Junior High

General Music (Elective in Grade 7,
required in Gr. 8)

Boys' Glee Club (Gr. 7 - 9)
Girls' Glee Club (Gr. 9)
Mixed Vocal Ensembles (Gr. 9)

Boys' Glee Club
Girls' Glee Club
Junior Choir (Gr. 11)
Senior Choir (Gr. 12)
A Capella Choir (Gr. 12)
Vocal Ensemble (Gr. 11 - 12)

Senior High

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Beginning Winds, Strings,

and Percussion (Gr,4)
Intermediate Instruction,

Band, Orchestra. (Gr.
4 . 6)

Small Ensembles (Special
Suzuki classes

Intermediate Orchestra
(Gr. 7 - 8)

Intermediate Band
(Gr. 7 - 8)

Orchestra 1 - 2 and Band
1 - 2 (Gr. 8 - 9)

Cadet and Marching Band
(Gr. 10 - 12)

Advanced Band (Gr.11-12)
Stage Band (Gr.10-12)
Orchestra (Gr. 10-12)
Instrumental Ensemble,

(Gr. 11-12)
qarmony (Gr.12)
Uumanities (Gr.12)
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SUMMARY OF 1966-67 UTAH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA YOUTH CONCERTS - 3 SERIES

1. Youth Symphony Concerts

Number:

Conductor:
Sponsorship:
Financing:

Attended by:
Performed in:
Time:

Admission:
Transportation:

3 concerts, 3 different programs
Maurice Abravanel
AG Foodstores and Food Town Supermarkets
AG Foodstores, Utah Symphony Society
Grades 4,5,6, plus others who wish to attend
Salt Lake Tabernacle, seating capacity 6,5160
Saturdays, 10:00 AM
Free
Personal plus some chartered buses

2. In-School Concerts

Number:

Conductor:

Sponsorship:
Financing:
Attended.by:
Performed in:
Time:

Admission:

24 concerts 18 different programs
Maurice Abravanel
Utah Symphony Society
Schools, PTA, ticket sales, Symphony Society
Junior and senior high school students
Junior and senior high school auditoriums
In-school time, back-to-back concerts
Free in some schools, 250 to 750 in other schools

3. Salute to Youth Concert (Annual)

Number:
Conductor:
Sponsorship:

Financing:
Performed in:
Time:
Admission:

2 concerts, 2 different programs
Maurice Abravanel
1 concert, Deseret News and Utah Sym. Society
1 concert, Salt Lake City Tribune and Utah

Symphony Society
Ticket sales and sponsors' funds
Salt Lake Tabernacle
Evening Concert
$1.00 students, $2.00 adults
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF STUDENT CONCERTS IN SALT LAKE CITY

Salt Lake City; the home and world headquarters of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints,(geaerally referred to as-!The
Mormons") is unique among American cities.- The teachings, philos-
ophies, beliefs and dictates of the church form the foundation for
the life of the community.

As the Mormon settlers set out from Nauvco, Illinois,to search
for the place that was to become their permanent home, the Nauvoo
Brass Band accompanied them, and singing held an important place in
their spiritual and social lives"during the long trek westward. They
arrived in the Salt Lake Valley on July 24, 1847, and just 100 years
later, the Utah Symphony Orchestra played its first youth concert in
Salt Lake City.

As each group of settlers arrived they brought musical instrum-
ents. Schools were set up quickly and each ward (roughly equivalent
to a parish in other churches) had its own choir. Music was first
taught in the Sunday schools, but became a part of the public school
music curriculum when the Salt Lake City School District was estab-
lished in 1890,

The Utah Symphony 04:'cchestra was founded in May 1940, and, after
6 seasons of five concerts each, deflision was made to establish the
orchestra on a permanent basis with professional, resident personnel.

Maurice Abravanel, who had earned distinction in the United
States and abroad in the symphony and opera fields, accepted in 1947
the invitation and the challenge to develop the neophyte Utah Sym-
phony into a significant symphony orchestra.

In his first season with the Orchestra (1947-48) he introduced
a free youth concert, not only because music for young people was
a part of his basic philosophy for a musical community, but also
because he found the Orchestra had "time on its hands". A second
concert for students was played the following year.

In 1949-50, the Salt Lake Tribune and Telegram, assumed fin-
ancial sponsorship for youth concerts4 increasing to 3 the number
presented during the year. The orchestra has continued with three
annual free Saturday morning concerts, played in the Salt Lake Tab-
ernacle, each year since 1949-50.

The AG Foodstores and Foodtown Supermarkets joined the Salt
Lake Tribune in sponsorship of the youth concerts during the 1952-
53 season, and have continued as the sole sponsors beginning with
the 1954-55 season.
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In 1951-52 the Utah Symphony association launched In-School

concerts, played in junior and senior high school auditoriums

for those schools wishing to purchase concerts at a performance

fee of $750 to $1,000 each. From 3 to 17 In-School concerts have

been played each year since.

Within the past 20 seasons (1947-48 to 1967-68), Maurice

Abravanel has conducted every one of the Orchestra's 205 Saturday

morning and In-School concerts, plus some 40 student concerts played

on tours throughout the area. He has insisted that the full person-

nel of the Orchestra be made available for each student concert.

Abravanel has keen interest in high school and college age

young people, feels that music should be taught as one of the human-

ities, that concert attendance should be a required laboratory ex-

per4ence, and that young people uhould be exposed to good music as

they are to basketball. He feels that this is the most important

age group to be reached by the 6rcheGtra. If they are to purchase

the Orchestra's season tickets as adults, young people must be given

something they like and enjoy while they are students. Be strives

for spiritual communication with the young people through music

rather than for an instructional or academic approach.

The citizenry of Salt Lake City takes great pride in its Or-

chestra, and the Orchestra association feels a tremendous respon-

sibility for making fine music available to young people. Many

persons interviewed during the Study stressed the importance of

the spiritual aspect of music and spoke with conviction of the value !

of the Orchestra's educational work.

Many comments were made concerning the effect of youth concerts

on the audience for the Orchestra's adult subscription series and

mentioned the large number of students who regularly attend the eve-

ning .concerts.

The philosophy upon which music in Salt Lake City Public Schools

was based was expressed by the director of music education as follows:

"The culture of our community and pioneer leadership stressed import-

ance of music and the other arts as a vital part of family life, com-

munity life, and the church. It fs our desire that all children in

the public schools have an oppsntuility to participate in musical ac-

tivitles that will develop skill, appreciation, discrimination, and

encourage the development of native talent."

More so than in any other city included in this Study, the Salt

Lake City questionnaire respondents, both teacher and student, ex-

pressed appreciation for youth concert activity and, although the

Utah Symphony Youth Concert series is not presented on school time,

there was a high degree of acceptance of these concerts by teachers

and administrators.
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CURRENT STRUCTURE OF STUDENT CONCERTS MD RELATED ACTIVITIES

Concerts1117111

The Utah Symphony Youth Concert series consists of three, free
Saturday morning concerts per year,planned especially for studehts
in 4th, 5th, and 6th grades but attended by children of all ages as
well as by adults. The concerts are financed by the AG Foodstores
and the Foodtown Supermarkets. Every child in the community has op-
portunity to attend.

In-School Concerts are played in junior and senior high schools
with at least one concert-being presented in practically every school
each year, through a variety of financing plans.

Salute to Ybuth Concerts
11A111 MiNIIIlr,i1MN.11

In 1960, under the direction of Maurice Abravanel, the Utah
Symphony started its "Salute to Youth Concerts." This is an extra
concert given in the Tabernacle by the full Utah Symphony and feat-
uring outstanding young soloists from the area junior and senior
high schools and colleges and universities. The concert, which is
sponsored by the Deseret News, gives an opportunity for parents and
friends to recognize odtstanding accomplishmant in the field of music.
The "Salute to Youth" concert this season featured seven young instrum-
ental soloists.

During the 1964-65 season, the Utah Symphony added an ahhual
"Salute to Youth Choral Concert". The choral concert proVides an
opportunity for 4 or 5 outstanding choruses from local high schools
to perform with the Utah Symphony hnder the directioh of Maurice
Abravanel. Choruses from throughout the 'State are iOited to par-
ticipate in the combined chorus for this concert which is sponsored
by the Salt Lake Tribune.

Orchestra-Ballet Performances, of "The Nutcracker" presented by
the Ulah Symphony and the Utah Civic Ballet Company, mere originated
in 1955, and have become an annual Christmas season event for the
young people of the area.

Ensemble Concerts, presented under,the sponsorship of Young
Audiences, are presented in elementary and junior high schools and
total approximately 100 performances per year.

Family Night Concert, an annual event sponsored by AG Foodstores,
came about as a result of many parents making requests for tickets to
the Saturday morning Youth Symphony Concerts for themselves and their
older children. The concert is in the nature of a miniature symphcny
concert in which overtures, suites, and one or more movements from
full symphonies and concertos are presented. Tickets are available
to all who call at AG Foodstores and supermarkets for them.
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Student Auxiliary Organizations------------ MiAl1111/11.1.10GIM 11101.111DOILAII11.11.10.110

Utah Symphony Debs is a collegiate service organization at the
University of Utah under sponsorship of the Utah Symphony. The Debs
hold biweekLk,meetings at which they hear lectures on music to be
Performed at Utah Symphony concerts, and other subjects relating to
the Orchestra. In addition, members of the organization assist the
Orchestra with office work, ushering at certain concerts, activat-
ing telephone committees for various promotion efforts, etc.

Utah Symphony Sub Dabs is a service organization for high school
girls sponsored by the Utah Symphony and the Symphony Guild, for the
Primary purpose of involving students in early appreciation of sym-
phonic music. 12 Sub Deb Clubs in the Salt Lake City area high
schools form the total organization. Each club has its own officers,
may engage in individuLl club activities as well as joint activities
undertaken with several or all of the clubs. Approximately 600 Sub
Deb members regularly attend Utah Symphony subscription concerts.

Utah Symphony Squires is an educational-service club for high
school boys, co-sponsored-by the Utah Symphony Guild and particip-
ating high schools within the community. The club meets regularly
to hear prominent musicians and lecturers discuss music to be per-
formed by the Orchestra. Members enjny attending concerts together,
and associating further through a planned program of educational,
social, and service activities such as distributing display posters
for all Orchestra concerts.

.111.111.ii=7PiMMAIWG110410fiIUM.91..C.1.0...MILAMILIOAMINIWIO,

PROCEDURES FC1LOWED FOR THE SATURDAY YOUTH SYMPHONY CONCERT SERIES

The Sponsors
IMMO MGM,

All procedures in connection with the Zree, Saturday Youth
Symphony Concerts stem from the interest in and basic philosophy
concerning the concerts held by the AG Poodstores, sponsors of the
concerts for the last 15 years (since 1952-53).

Characterized by the manager of the Orchestra as "good,.public.
spirited people" , the AG Foodstores are an association of independ-
ently owned grocery stores and supermarkets (Foodtown Supermarkets).
Leadership of the association is interested in contributing to the
cultural development of the community while at the same time build-
ing a faVorable public image for member stores throughout the trad-
ing area, and is convinced that sponsorship of concerts for all young
people in the area is an effective means of achieving these goals.
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-s.----

AG Foodstores spend approximately $14,000 annually in support

of the youth concerts which, in a period of 15 years, represents a

total expenditure of over $200,000. Sponsorship of the annual Pam,

ily Night Concert is in.addition. Youth concert sponsorship and

promotion represents the major portion of the sponsor's overall an-

nual advertising budget.

Basic plan of operation is as follows: Programming is the re-

sponsibility of the Orchestra conductor and school directors of music

education. Schools work out pre-concert preparation procedures and

urge children to attend. School policy requires attendance by a given

number of principals and teachers. The sponsors meet all costs of

pre-concert and promotional materials, and services of the Orchestra.

24,000 tickets are printed and distributed to AG Foodstores.

Students and/or their parents must call at the stores to obtain their

free admission tickets.

Concert Planning and Scheduling

The concert planning committee consists of Orchestra conductor

and manager, directors of music education and PTA representatives

from the four school districts that include Salt Lake and immediat-

ely adjacent areas, and the coordinator of AG Foodstores. This com-

mittee sets concert dates and approves generai plans including concert:

programs. The director of music education also discusses concert pro-
grams with the director of curriculum and instruction, for the schools.

The director of music education in Salt Lake City schools was

very closely identified with every phase of the Youth Symphony Con-

certs (as well as the Ih-School Concerts and Young Audience Ensemble

performances).

Only about 17% of 64 teachers responding to Study questionnaires

indicated a desire to have greater participatien in planning and ev-

aluating student concerts.

Ticket Distribution andKtfelld:slite-
_,,,_

Students and parents must call at AG Foodstores and supermar-

kets for their free admission tickets. Each student in the area is

given eaual opportunity to obtain a concert ticket--a policy reflect-

ing the tenets(of the church.

Although concert programs are focused primarily upon students

in 4tht 5th, and 6th grades, children of all ages - including many

small children attend as do many parents. There were numerous in-

stances of entire classes attending with their teachers. Established

school policy emphasizes attendance by both teachers and principals.
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Total attendance averages about 5,500 at each concert present-

ed in the Symphony Series. Capacity of the Tabernacle for an aud-

ience of students is approximately 6,930.

44 elementary teachers answered as follows when asked to give

the percentage of students in their classes attending the Youth

Symphony Series:

SALT LAKE CITY TABLE NO. 3.

PERCENTAGE OF ELEMEMARY STUDENTS ATTENDING

SALT LAKE CITY YOUTH SYY&HONY 03NCERTS

0 - 25% 25 - 50%

12 16 8

Number of teachers responding = 44

75 - 99%

3

100%

5

MENIMIINIM

The reason given in 22 cases for low attendance was the fact that"-

concerts were not held during the school day. Lack of transportation,

and lack of parental encouragement garnered 8 replies each.

One teacherls comment on attendance of older students at Saturday

morning concerts was interesti.ng:

"During the ski season, high school students go to

the mountains because Saturday is the one day of

the week that they can go. They say Thursday, at

4:00 PM would be a better time for the concert for

their convenience, but realize it would not be good

to have younger children downtown ready to go home

during rush hour." (Jr. High. Teacher)

Wien asked if they objected to concerts on school time, only

9 of 79 respondents expressed a feeling against such concerts. Ac-

cording to a member of the school board, there is no formal hind-

rance to having concerts on school time; it is simply a matter of

choice on the part of the board.

Audience Supervision

Maintaining quiet in the large student audience was an area of

concern to most people interviewed during the Study, a problem ar-

ising largely out of the famed acoustics of the Salt Lake Tabernacle

which is known as the building in which "you can hear a pin drop".
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and you can. The acoustics also amplify equ3lly well each sound
each small child creates and, as someone said in one of the Study
interviews in another city, "children make noise just by sitting

still."

Another factor contributing to difficulty in audience
control arises from the practice of many small children accompanying
their older brothers and sisters to the concerts.

In spite of the fact that teachers, -principals, (a committee
of whom serve as ushers), parents and ROTC cadets are on hand to as.
sist and supervise the children, the conductor must assume a discip-
linarian role from time to time in reminding the audience that listen-
ing to music requires first of all, absence of other sound. The aud-
ience responded to the conductor with great respect.

In terms of Study questionnaire responses, 53 teachers con-
sidered student concert behavior to be "good" or "excellent", 21
rated it "fair" and 3 "poor".

Transportation

Although various sponsors have occasionally paid transporta-
tion costs one-way some years, the current practice is to place
upon parents the responsibility either to see that students get to

concerts, or to pay bus fares individually in those schools in

which central transportation arrangements are made.

Teacher reaction to transportation arrangements drew 40
answers approving existing procedures, and 26 indicating dis-

satisfaction. Lack of buses was mentioned by 16 teachers as being
the most serious problem in increasing student attendance.

Promotion and Publicity

AG and Foodtown Stores promotion for concerts includes
letters to PTA units throughout the area, purchase of radio spots,
newspaper ads, brochures, and 1,000 posters distributed to the

grocers prior to eaCh concert. The concerts are reviewed in the

local press.

Teachers Playing in the Orchestra
AIL7......M.10MililiOICON ICCap.1111WOINOZ CNIEINWO ---NOZZO

7 of 19 instrumental teachers in Salt Lake City Public Schools
responded to Study questionnaires stated they were playing members

of the Utah Symphony. 6 other teachers had played in previous years.
School policy made it possible for the teadder--players to have re-
leased time in order to play with the Orchestra during the school
day, but the teacher was responsible for the arranging for a sub-
stitute teacher, and forfeited the cost of the substitute's salary.
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Concert Preparation of Students - The Material
IMMIC

Copy for the pre-concert study booklet titled "Your Guide to
Music" is prepared by the Salt Lake City schools' director of music
education, assisted by the vocal music specialist. AG Foodstores
provides extensive art work, publishes and distribdtes the handsome
20-page booklet. A table of contents for the 1966-67 edition of
"Your Guide to Music" is given in Appendix 0.

Two editions of the guide were published in 1966-67the first
being a somewhat smaller and less costly publication than the second,
printed in black and white, and included general infotmation about
music the instruments of the orchestra (including piciures), the
Orchestra seating chart, information on leading composers, glossary
of musical terms, and advertisemefits of vatious food products sold
in AG stores. This edition was distributed to students and their
parents.

The second, more handsome edition that was distributed to the
teachers included the above materials plus program listg.ngs and
brief progtam notes (including musical themes) for each tf the
season's three concerts.

In the sponsor's message, printed on the first page of the
guide, Donald P. Lloyd commented that AG Foodstores and the Food-
town "hope this season's youth concerts will contribute further
toward upgrading the musical interest and standards of our youth.
Sponsorship of this project, with the cooperation of so many friends
and supporters of the symphony, is just one way we can say 'thank
you' for shopping at our stores".

In the course of the Study, teachers were asked to-rate the
guide. 30 of 38 elementary classroom teachers found the guide ad-
equate, and 27 members of this group felt that a reasonable amount
of music background was needed to use the guide properly. 11
thought that very little musical background was necessary.
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SALT LAKE CITY TABLE NO 4.

RATINGS OF TEACHERS' GUIDE - FOR YOUTH SYMPHONY SERIES

Excellent
A B C

GoodABC

16 3 8

FairABCABC

9 2

Poor

Provides sufficient
information 11 6 3 411111.

Clearly organized 11 6 5 222 3 7 4 - 1 IN:

Supplementary materials
available 8 5 5 1734 7 1 2 4 1

Column A - Elementary Classroom Teachers (music)
Column B - Secondary Vocal General Teachers
Column C - Instrumental Specialists

There was some indication that the guides did not reach all
of the teachers and, in some cases, did not arrive in time to per-
mit adequate preparation of students. Of 45 elementary teachers
responding to the Study inquiry, 26 reported receiving the guide,
12 received them sporadically, and 7 did not receive them.

Concert Preparation of Students - The Philosophy and Process

If the conductor's viewpoint were the only one to be considered,
there would be no preparation of students for the concerts. He is
strongly opposed to formal concert preparation.

Abravanel feels that advance analysis and study detract from
the student's receptivity to the emotional and spiritual experience
that he feels is the most important thing for the listener to gain,
and that a few remarks made by the conductor at the concert are suf-
ficient "preparation".
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Music for the listener is not primarily a "structure", a "first

and a second subject", he commented. "The listener should be listen.

ing and admiring the beauty of the music. It's as Debussy said...like

children who play with and love a doll and if they begin to examine

the doll's insides, they discover only sawdust."

In Salt Lake City, however, cooperation and respect for each

other's viewpoints are the order of the day. School personnel is

in favor of pre-concert study for students even though the lack of

extensive study materials is indicative of the fact that the concert

programs have not been fully absorbed into the fabric of music ed-

ucation in the schools.

Concert preparation in elementary grades is handled mainly by

special elementary classroom teachers. Of 19 instrumental special-

ists responding to Study questionnaires, 13 stated that they carried

out preparation activities.

Materials used in pre-concert study included the study guides,

program listings:occasional recordings of music to be played (See

Appendix O.) These materials were supplemented by a television

program shown after school hours. Considerable preparatory activ-

ity took place - especially in elementary classrooms.

45 of 68 teachers responding to Study questionnaires reported

they supplemented the study guides with a variety of standard ap-

proaches, and 40 stated they did something in the way of follow-up

after the concerts.

It is interesting to note here, that preparatory sessions for

adults are held prior to the regular subscription concerts.

mr.c.Ocomr

PROGRAMMING

Maurice Abravanel is a man with a mission--a mission he serves

with steadfast staunchness. As a musician and conductor, he is ded-

icated to the task of enabling the music listener --be he child or

adult.-to realize the revitalizing spiritual and emotional experience

that is inherent in great music.
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"Music has produced more important works than literature in
the last 150 years. Music means more to people than either paint-
ing or sculpture," he remarked. "The task of the performer is to
make these great works available to the listener."

Abravanel's orchestra is lost on tiny tots," he commented.
"Little children cannot sustain their attention, and symphonic
music requires sustained attention from the listener. Therefore,
it is best that the very young children be introduced to instru-
mental music by small ensembles."

'When the children are a little older--then they should
ernPrienre the magir nf sound coming from thP many instriments
of an orchestra playing together. By the time the child is 10
or 11 years old, he is ready for this sound, and listening to
an orchestra should be an overwhelming experience for him--some-
thing not to be detracted from by coupling symphonic music with
'attractions' that can be heard and seen and enjoyed without the
presence of a symphonic orchestra."

Special attractions, in other words--the puppets, cartoon-
ists, etc.--are judged by Abravanel to be "unnecessary"-for
student concerts.

Although some use is made of stated concert themes,.Mr.
Abravanel feels they are actually eXiianeous. "Labearig a
concert as having a theme of 'melody', or 'rhythm' is artifi-
cial because every niece of music has melody and rhythm."

Audience participation
9
he feels, properly comes about

through the listener's personal involvement in reacting to the
music, not through an intellectual exercise based on facts about
the music. Students are given opportunity to sing the Nati-661
Anthem with the Orchestra, and Christmas carols are sung at ap-
propriate concerts. Occasionally, there will be limited question-
and answer exchange between conductor and students.

Twentieth centuryumusic beckons to the child according to=wo.semacc aecaurimoinwnce. mamma
the conductor. It is easy for him to listen to it. It's close
to his time. Therefore, most student concerts in Salt Lake in-
clude 20th century music.

A student soloist customarily is presented in at least
one of the three Youth Symphony Concerts each year--often the
winner of the Utah State Fair Music Competitions.
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Student clarinet and vidlin ichoirsh from secondary 'schools
have performed with the Orchdstra and student instrumentalists
ocCasionally sit in as members of thd Orchestra.

Verbal comments are used sparingly by the condUctor; but he
feels they are very important. "Students are accustomed to the
spoken word. When the conductor speaks to them briefly, the stu-
dents immediately become involved. Empathy between performer and
listener can be established quickly."

Abravanel finds no necessity for commenting on each composi-
tion included in the program, however, preferring to hold the em-
phasis on the students' listening to and enjoying the music.
Neither does he find it successful to have someone other thaa the
conductor make the comments because it divides the child's atten-
tion between the conductor and narrator.

Printed programs have been used some years, but were omitted
in 1966-67. The conductor is opposed to'their use, feeling they
provide a distraction for the young listeners, "A child either
reads or listens--not both,'Y he commented. In responding to Study
inquiries only 7 of 54 teachers felt that students should have
programs in hand during concerts.

So it is that within the above general framework, the con-
ductor and the Salt Lake City schools' director of music educa-
tion formulate the actual concert programs and submit them to
the planning committee for final approval. High rental and roy-
alty costs were mentioned as a somewhat restrictive factor in
programming.

In response to Study questionnaires, very few programming
suggestions were advanced by the 79 teachers who received ques-
tionnaires. Most of those received are herewith quoted:

One administrator suggested that it might be quite
helpful to ask the opinions of high school students
when programming was being evaluated by the school
system.
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junior High School Vocal-General Music Teachers

"The choice has been excellent with variety and
neither playing up nor down to the youth--giving
it straight."

"1 think we have had a fine choice of numbers to
take care of the various grades."

"Programming is good when not too much soft music
is played."

"Have soloist' each time."

"Including, when possible, student participation,
using youth soloists; etc."

Instrumental Specialists
MIOIIICAMCIEZISIN147611MS.

"The youth soloists' performance with the sym-
phony is a highlight for not only the youth, but
a thrill to all who marvel at their accomplish-
ments." (Elementary Teacher)

Elementary Classroom Teachers (Music)---------------------

"Sixth grades study The Old World in social studies.
For them, the nationalistic music of various counz.

tries is very interesting and more could be done
along these lines for this specific age group."

"I think the selections are good generally, but I
have the youngest age group that is invited, and
many times I think the music could be chosen with
more simple themes for them."

"The music chosen for the concerts should be of
records we have in the schools so they could be
played in advance of the concert or else each
school should be given a tape of the entire pro-
gram two or three weeks in advance, All of the
descriptive material in the world is useless
without the music."

Four teachers mentioned that more thought could
be given to gearing the music to the age level of
the child. Three recommended shorter numbers and
two favored more contemporary music.
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IN-SCHOOL CONCERTS
INIF.4 IIINIMIMMiir

In-School concerts, presented as assembly programs, were orig-
inated in the 1951-52 season by the Utah Symphony association, and
the full orchestra has played between 3 and 24 concerts each year
since in junior and senior high schools. The 50-minute concerts
are available to any school wishing to purchase them at a perform-
ance fee of $750 to $1,000 each.

In some schools, the concerts are free to students with the
cost being absorbed through school activity funds, PTA fint,;tring,
or aid from other sponsors. In other schools, students are charged
an admission varying from 250 to 750 per concert.

Teacher reaction to the student paying for his ticket was ex .
pressed as follows:

SALT LAKE CITY TABLE NO.5

TEACHER REACTION TO STUDENT TICKET FEES

Very Favorable Favorable

6

worammammew

9

Neutral

8

Unfavorable

25

Pre-concert study for these concerts is dependent upon the
initiative of the indiliidual teacher.

Following the initial In-School concert in one high school,
some 10 years ago, everyone was unhappy. Discipline was poor, rald
the total effect of the concert was disappointing to students,
teachers and Orchestra. Several years later, another In-School
concert was tried, and a "dress-up" day was instituted the day
of the concert. 1,600 students attended. A combination student
and teacher evaluation concurred in judging the concert to be
what the principal described as a "delightful experience."

Customarily, the Orchestra rehearses for approximately an hour
in the auditorium of each school prior to each concert. In the high
school referred to above, the pre-concert rehearsal was called for
8:00 AM. The Symphony Debs and Squires from that school entertained
the Orchestra at a 9:00 AM reception following the rehearsal and
just prior to the 9:30 AM In-School concert.

This same school has developed a system whereby guest lec-

turers visiting the school have a "Press Conference" with the stu-
dents before and after their talk. This very effective means of
communication was suggested for the conductor of the symphony and
the students.
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ENSEMBLE CONCERTS

Small ensemble concerts in Salt Lake City schools are pre-
sented under sponsorship of Young Audiences. A total of over
100 performances were presented in 1966-67, with each student
in grades 4 through 9 given opportunity to hear 2 performances
in the course of the year.

Ensembles include a string quartet, woodwind quintet, brass
ensemble, percussion ensemble, opera group, and a woodwind jazz
group.

The ensemble program is financed from various sources in..
eluding school activity funds, PTA personal contributions
Kennecott Copper Company) and Music Performance Trust Funds of
the Recording Industries.

FINANCE

The Utah Symphcny received cash income directly attributable
to the Youth Symphony Concerts and In-School Concerts totalling
$22,250 in 1966-67.

Youth Symphony Concerts - paid by sponsor. .

In-School Concerts, performance fees
Total

$5.000
17,290

$22,250

The 27 student concerts covered in the above income represented
Wo of all concerts played by the Orchestra during the year, yet the
income from these concerts represented less than 3% of the Orchestra's
total $600,000 operating budget for the year.

From these figures, it immediately is obvious that the Utah Syn..
phony Association is placing a substantial percentage of its total
income in support of the Orchestra's educational work.

411111111111:11111r.......
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EVALUATIONS COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS

Comments from Teachers and School Administrative Personnel

The response from Salt Lake City teaching and school adminis-
trative personnel to the Study opportunity to make suggestions for
improving youth concerts was minimal.

What criticism that was made was less sharp than that given in
other cities included in the Study. Whether this was due to the
effectiveness of the total program or a generally less coldly an-
alytical approach that can be related to church tenets, or a com-
bination of both, is open for conjecture.

When asked how youth concerts affected certain aspects of their
activities, instrumental specialists and secondary vocal teachers
answered as follows:

SALT LAKE CITY TABLE NO.6.

RATINGS OF EFFECT OF YOUTH CONCERTS BY TEACHERS

Attracting new students

Favorable Not Evident Unfavorable
-

14.
(recruiting) 12 11 0

Regular concert attendance 13 12 0

Conduct in student rehearsals
and concerts 27 8

General enthusiasm for music 26 4 0

rimr....mmnumilmoic.s.mram...raftszir

Individual comments from teachers included the following:

Secondary Vocal-General

"Would suggest that the conductor use a microphone
when speaking to the audience. We can never make
out what he is saying. We would very much like to
hear, because what he has to say about music, when
one is near enough to hear, is always very valuable."

(Junior High Teacher)
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"The type of idusical grouping isn't as important as
the structuring and orientation for the medium and
feed back after the performance. I feel nearly any
musical experience can be of some degree of value
and interest to a student if the student is prepared."

Instrumental Specialists

"I am so glad to see the federal government support
concerts in areas where students cannot afford these
concerts. And I am sure that more support will en-
hance the interest of our young people and eventually
will up-grade their music appreciation."

(Senior High Teacher)

"Symphony Youth Concerts are splendid assets to city
schools. It is regrettable that there isn't satis-
factory housing for them to achieve the giant stature
that is possible were all the children able to attend
the concerts. Young Audiences are valuable assets,
although some groups show more personality in their
approach than do others. There is not a transportation
problem with this type of concert."

(Elementary Teacher)

Elementary Classroom Teachers (Music)

"Have all of them on school days"

"The Young Audiences concerts are our best prepar-
ation for the Youth Concert. Small ensembles in-
troduce composers, their works, and instruments and
have interesting question and answer periods for the
children."

"In ensemble groups, all instruments (bass, viola,
cello, for example) should receive prominent atten-
tion to encourage students who play them. They
shouldn't be just there with the violins."

Comments From Students
C112M1IIIIMMORMNIMINIM

50 members of a pep club in one high school were asked to.respond to
Study questionnaire calling for their reactions to youth concerts
they had attended. Membership in the club required a minimal
scholarship level of a "B" average.
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Music performance involvement of the respondents was as

follows:

All
had from
attended

11 students neither sang nor_iilayed instruments

.7

2
7

3

25

26

5

1

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
It
ft
ft

string players
woodwind players
guitarists
organists
pianists
participated in the school choir
played in the school orchestra
played in the school marching band

50 students had attended youth concerts with 17 having

1 to 4 years of concert attendance experience, 20 having

from 5 to 8 years, and 1 having attended over 9 years.

40 students expressed approval of the youth concerts, 9 had

a few reservations about them, and I did not like them.

Numerous answers were given to questions concerning what they

enjoyed most and least in connection with the concerts. Those ap-

pearing most frequently are summarized in Table No.7.

SALT LAKE CITY TABLE NO. 7

YOUTH CONCERT LIKES AND DISLIKES EXPRESSED BY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

Enjoyed Most

The variety of music played (10)

G:ay lively tunes (6)

Soloists (4)
Concert In-School:(4)
Familiar music (3)
Slow music (3)

Enjoyed Least

Long drawn-out pieces (18)

Repetitive music (3)
Music without meaning or

feeling (2)
The noisy audience (2)
Concerts too long (2)

Respondents from one High School Pep Club

27 students reported that concert preparation took place in

their classes. 18 found it to be very valuable, 9 considered it

to be helpful, and 2 said it made no difference in their enjoyment

of the concert. Almost half of the students reported some post-

concert activity in their classes.
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When asked what they would do if they could plan youth
concerts, responses were as follows:

7 - program fast music
5 - use soloists
9 - "play music familiar to the listener
7 - play a greater variety of music

11 students reported regular attendance at the Orchestra's
adult subscription concerts. Others attend occasionally. 11 stud-
ents stated they preferred the youth concerts because they were
planned for young people. 8 preferred the subscription concerts
with 5 stating specific preference for the more mature programming
of these concerts.

In informal conversation with another class in the same high
school, the following observations were made:

The students stated they would like some jazz, Broadway music
and famous name soloists included in youth concert programs. Some
students objected to the somber appearance of the Orchestra play-
ers and stated they thought the women ought to wear something
besides black dresses. One stated he found the tuning of the or-
chestra unpleasant.
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FACT SHEET - SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA

THE CITY (See also. Appendiv D)

PopulationDate Corporate population 740;316

Metropolitan area 2,648,762

Economic Base
(1960)

Income Data

Whites in corporate population . . . 81.6%

Negroes in "
I

. . 10.0%

Other non-whites in " . . 8.4%

Insurance carriers, banking, retail trade,

tourism

Median family income - (annual) $6,717

13.5% of families earning less than $3,000
22.6% of families earning over . .$.10,000

Designated major poverty areas (1966)
3 mith 393,000 persons (includes Oakland)

Education Data Of San Francisco residents 25 years or older

(1960) 7.4% had completed less than 5 years of school
51.0% had completed high school or more
Median number school years completed - 12 years

THE ORCHESTRA . THE SAN FRANCISCO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (1966-67 data)

Gross annual budget $1,637,917

Length of season 30 weeks

Total number of musicians 100

Total number of concerts played 112

Total number of youth concerts played 17

Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts. . . 40,200

President
Music Director
Manager
Conductor of youth concerts . .

3149

Philip S, Boone
Josef Krips
Joseph A. Scafidi
Verne Sellin



SAN FRANCISCO SCHOOLS - SUMMARY (1966-67 data)

Public school system enrollment 106,191

San Francisco Public Schools

Superintendent Harold Spears
Director of music education Albert A. Renna

Annual per pupil expenditure . $603.75
Grade structure:

Schools:

Kindergarten, 6-3-3-2

11.~
Elementary Schools (main Grades K-6) 98

Junior High Schools (grades 7-9) 15

Senior High Schools (grades 10-12) .... 9

Technical-Vbcational Schools 2

Adult High Schools (one evening school) 4

Special Schools (Physically, Emotionally,
Mentally Handicapped) Or 6

Junior College 1

Special Classes in 5 Institutions

Special Facilities and Programs:
OAGO.C.

Educational Radio Station KALW
Educational Television Station KQED
Adult Education Program
Great Cities School Improvement Project
Summer School Activities, including music

Representative Community Cultural and Educational

Ballet schools of San Francisco
Regional Arts Council
S.F. Boy's Chorus
S.F. Chamber Music Society
S.F. Museum of Art
S.F. Opera
S.F. Players Guild
S.F Symphony Orchestra
Spring Opera of San Francisco
Young Audiences of San Francisco
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Institutions
"MOO*

Conservatory of Ballet and
Theater Arts

Music and Arts Institute
S.F. Art Institute
S.F. College for Women
S.F. Conservatory of Music
S.F. State College
University of California
University of San Francisco

American Conservatory Theater



MUSIC EDUCATION IN SAN FRANCISCO UN/FIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

SAN FRANCISCO TABLE NO.1.

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF SAN FRANCISCO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

(Total Staff - 86)

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
(Director of Music)

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary
In 81 schools:

15 Instrumental Specialists

In 98 schools:

3 Elementary Classroom Music
Supervisors

Junior High School

In 15 schools:
1 vocal-general-instrumental

teacher
4 vocal teachers
8 general music teachers (5
also instrumental)

10 vocal-general music teachers

In 9 schools:
10 teachers (1 nig()

instrumental)

STAFF

In 15 schools:

27 Instrumental Specialists
(5 also general music)
(I also vocal and general

music)

Senior High School

In 9 schools:

8 teachers (1 also vocal)

1 federal project teacher
City College
4 teachers

The director of music education was assisted by three super.
visors whose main concern was the elementary classroom program, and
one teacher mho was working on federal projects and the opera and
chamber orchestra ventures. One elementary supervisor was assigned
to the coordination of the Young Audiences program, another to the
Western Opera undertaking, and the third to the Symphony Ybuth Con-
certs. A further degree of control was evident in the appointment
of one or two teachers in each elementary school to act as music
representatives, working with office of director of music education.
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SAN FRANCISCO TABLE NO.2.

MUSIC ENICATIbN CURRICULUM - SAN FRANCISCO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

VOCAL.GENERAL MUSIC

Elementary
111, al110111PEC

Classroot Music- (grades K-6)

Junior High

INSTRIJMENTAL MUSIC

Beginning and Intermediate
Instruction

Small Ensembles

General Music (Required grade
7, 1st semester; Elective
grade 7, 2nd semester and
grade 8)

Girls and Boys' Choruses
(grade 8)

Choir (grades 8 and 9)

Beginning and Intermediate
Winds, Percussion and
Strings (grade 7)

Intermediate and Advanced
Orchestra (grades 8 & 9)

Intermediate and Advanced Band
and Orchestra (grades 8 &

Music in the Humanities I & II
(Grade 9)

Senior High

Girls' and Boyst Choruses
Intermediate and Advanced Choirs
Vocal Musicianship
Small Ensembles

Beginning and Advanced Piano
Classes

Intermediate and Advanced
Bands

Intermediate and Advanced
Orchestras

Small Ensembles

'Music Theory I & II
Survey of Music I & II
Music History I & II
Music in the Humanities I & II



ELEMENTARY MUSIC

Classroom teachers carried on the program with assistance from
3 supervisors who visited classrooms and also were available for in-
dividual teacher problems on a consultant basis. They were able to.
visit an average of 40 classrooms each week. 20 minutes of music
ware required daily in primary grades, and 60 minutes each week in
grades 4-6.

Beginning and intermediate instruction and small ensemble work
was carried on in all schools having 5th and 6th grades. The 15
teachers averaged 2 meetings a week with these students, with an
average of 51 schools weekly. Area orchestras were part of the ele-
mentary instrumental program. During the fall semester of 1966,
about 3.8.9% oC the tQcal population of the schools in which instruc-
tion was offered were in the instrumental program, which was started
in 1948.

SECOIDARY MUSIC

The required one semester of daily 7th grade general music
was taught by vocal and instrumental teachers, and a few who taught
general music plus an academic subject. Out of a total of 44 junior
high school music teachers, 16 taught non-music subjects. One teacher
presented English as a foreign language to Chinese students in a cho-
ral class, and another taught a class for the musically talented. The
vocal program also made it possible for the better singers to meet
before school for "honor" chorus. Madrigal singing also was an extra-
curricular activity as is usually the case in junior high school. The

All-City Honor Chamber Choir and Honor Orchestra included students
from grades 7 through 12.

As an added inducement to membership, two scholarships were
given each year for attendance at San Francisco State College, and
two for Interlochen National Music Camp.

7 high school music teachers were engaged in teaching subjects
other than music.
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FEDERAL PROJECTS INVOLVING MUSIC

The Western Opera Theatre, supported by $5,250 from the schools
and an additional grant from the National Foundation for the Arts and
Humanities, presented its Eirst programs on March 9 and 10, 1967, Ten
performances of The Barber of Seville, abridged and in English, Jere.
given in junior and senior high schools during the first half of 1967.
After performances, the cast and director met with selected groups
of students for informal discussions. A selected group of students
attended these performances, since the secondary school auditoriums
could not accommodate all students of a particular school.

The San Francisco Symphony Chamber Orchestra Concerts were
started with grants bY tfie board of education.

Under the guidance of the Great Cities Program for School Im-
provement, a local program of compensating education was carried on
in five areas:

1. School-Community Improvement Program

2. Superintendent's Compensatory Education Program

3. State Compensatory Education Program

4. Ybuth Opportunities Center

5. The Drama Demonstration Project

Note: The situation in San Francisco did not lend itself to dis-
tribution of questionnaires to teachers and music supervisors in
connection with this Study. Therefore, the customary evaluations
and suggestions from music educators are not available in connection
with San Francisco youth concerts.
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SUMMARY OF 1966-67 SAN FRANCISCO SWTHONY ORCHESTRA YOUTH CONCERTS

(3 Series)

1. Youth Symphony Concerts Presented in the San Francisco Opera
ouse

Number:
Conductor:

Sponsorship:
Financing:

Attended by:
Performed in:
Time:

Admission:
Transportation:

6 concerts, 6 different programs
Verne Sellin, Youth Concert Conductor & Commentator
San Francisco Symphony Association
Ticket sales and Symphony Association funds
Students in 4th, 5th, 6th grades

San Francisco Opera House, seating capacity 3,252
School days, 10:30 AM, 1:30 PM
$1.00

Chartered or municipal buses, 504 to 754

2. Youth Symphony Concerts Presented in Outlying Areas

Number:
Conductor:

Sponsorship:
Financing:

Performed in:
Time:

Transportation:
Admission:

Area

Berkeley
Marin
Richmond
San Leandro
San Mateo

All the above

11 concerts, 4 different programs offered
See Above
See Above
See Above

Area and/Or high school/college auditoriums
School days, 10:30 AM, 1:30 PM approximately
See Above
$1.00 (average)

Number of Concerts Admission

4 concerts, 4 programs
1 concert
2 concerts, 2 programs
2 concerts, 2 programs
2 concerts, 1 program

Single adm. $1, Series $3
$1.25
$1.25 incl.transportation
$1.00
$1.25

concerts played between February 1 and June 1, 1967.

3. In-School Chamber Orchestra Concerts, San Francisco
MIM10. WINNOW

Number:
Conductor:

Sponsorship:
Financing:

Attended 'IT:

Performe in:

Time:

Admission:

10 concerts, 3 different programs
Verne Sellin
San Francisco Unified School District
Board of Education

Students in schools where concert played
Elementary, junior high and senior high schools
9:30 AM, 1:30 PM i:approximately;
Free

All ab,)ve chamber orchestra concerts played Oct.31 - Nov.14, 1966
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HISTORY AM PHILOSOPHY OF SAN FRANCISCO SYDIPHONY ORCHESTRA
YOINH CONCERTS

The San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, founded in 1911,
played its first youth concert December 291 1911, under the
baton of Henry. HaAley.

During the next 55 seasons, the Orchestra-presented a
total of 303 symphony orchestra concerts. for young students... -

The Orchestra Association.has a wonderful document -
a complete listing of all but 4 of these concerts, including -

date, conductor, soloist, and name of the auditorium in which
each concert was performed.

Within this document are to be found names -of -many- re-_
nawned musicians - conductors and soloists - who helped guide. --

and shape the musical development of the United.States and
whose pioneer work in the area of youth concerts influenced
similar activities throughout the-tand.-Itmch of this-work
took place under the maridgerials direction-Of Howari Skinnervlo served'as manager of the San Francisco Symphony from1935-36 until his retirement.in 1963-64,
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SAN FRANCISCO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
-ad----MTH7HtEi=S

Seasonamose Conductor of Youth Concertssawarrara. Partial Listings of Soloists
for Youth Concerts

1911-12 Henry Hadley

Ya11011111.1161MICAMIIIIMAIIMMI=ill

Martha Richardson, Soprano

1916-17 Alfred Hertz Myra Hess, Pianist
thru Florence Macbeth, Soprano

1925-26 Louis Persinger, Violinist
Yehudi Menuhin, Violinist
Kajetan Attl, Harpist
Waldemar Giese, Double Bass

1926-27 Wheeler Beckett Maurice Dumesnil, Pianist
thru "Mr" Piastro, Violinist

1929-30

1930-31
1931-32

1932-33

1933-34
thru
1936-37

1937-38

1938-39

1939-40
thru

1947-48

1948-49
thru

1952-53

1953-54
thru

1958-59
1959-60
1960-61

1961-62

1962..63

thru
present

) Basil Cameron

Alfred Hertz
Bernardino Molinari

Ernest Schelling

Rudolph Ganz

Ernest Schelling

Rudolph Ganz and
Pierre Monteux
conducting

Kurt Herbert Adler

Earl Murray )

Jan Popper )

Wendell Otey)

Several Conductors

Verne Sellin
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Henri Deering, Pianist

Laura Lodema, Mezzo Soprano

Laura Dubman, Pianist

San Francisco Ballet

Peter Paul Loyanich,
Pianist
With Ganz narrating "Peter
and the Wolf", "Ferdinand
the Bull", or with Ganz as
piano soloist

David Abel, Violinist
Samuel Lipman, Violinist
Caesar Curzi, Tenor

Soloists from the Orchestra,
and Student Contest Winners.



At the outset of the Orchestra's work, only occasional student
concerts were presented. After the initial youth concert in 1911,
none was presented until 1916-17, when another Christmas Holiday
concert was presented. Again there was a lapse until 1919.20, when
a third youth concert was played during the Christmas season.

Starting with 1921.22, three or more youth concerts were given
each year, building up to 6 or 8 per year until 1934-35 when the Or-
chestra's entire season was cancelled due to 4.con-omicif ti16.-
pressipn. ,

From 1935-36 when the youth program was reestablished with 4
concerts, there was gradual and steady expansion to a total of 13
youth concerts in 1960-61, some reduction in the two succeeding
years, followed-again by expansion to the 1966-67 total of 17 full
symphony concerts.

The Orchestra played its first youth concert in other Bay area
communities in Berkeley in 1922-23, gradually extending the perform-
ances to Marin, Oakland, San Leandro, San Mateo, and more recently,
adding Richmond to the list.

All of the 304 full symphony concerts played within the 56-year
span have been financed from student ticket sales and funds made
available by the San Francisco Symphony Association. Not until 1965.
66, when the pilot program of in-school chamber orchestra concerts
was undertaken, were any public funds allocated to direct support
of San Francisco orchestral concerts for students.

Philip S. Boone, President of the San Francisco Symphony Asso-
ciation, sees the Orchestra as having a responsibility to make sym-
phonic music available to young people and to provide musical enjoy.
ment for students through the concerts. "Children of parents of means
have concerts structured into their environment" he commented. ""Vle
also have to make the orchestra knmin to the total population."

Mrs. Victor Atkins, member of the board of directors of the
Orchestra Association and chairman of the board's youth concert
committee, commented that with the Orchestra's long experience in
playing for the young people of the area, the Association is well
aware that the "youth concert proiect is a two-way street. The
child benefits by attending the concerts. The Association benefits
by eventually acquiring new audience members and new patrons, and by
broadening the horizon of the Orchestra's total work and service
within the community."

Throughout the years, the school system has been cooperative,
approving release of children during school time to attend concerts,
and working with the Orchestra's youth concert committees to en-
courage student purchases of tickets. The director of music edu-
cation considers youth concerts a proper part of a student's total
music education.
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Now that the board of education is experimenting with use of
school funds for financing in-school chamber orchestra concerts,
it is quite possible that even a closer liaison will be developed
for joint work between schools and Orchestra.

PROCEDURES USED IN CONNECTION WITH THE SAN FRANCISCO SYMPHONY

YOUTH CONCERTS

Current Youth Concert Schedule
=110161..illiftaCillIUMAIMILOOLMCMICSC~ pmins.

The youth concert activities of the Orchestra are currently
structured as follows:

Between January and June of each year, the Orchestra custom-
arily plays:

A. 5 youth concerts, each offering a different program, in the
San Francisco Opera House, the home of the Orchestra. (A
6th special concerX was presented in December in 1966-67.)

B. 11 concerts, consisting of series of from 1 to 4 concerts
each, presented in five different Bay Area communities.

All of the concerts are sponsored by the Orchestra Association,
played during in-school time, focused primarily upon students in 4th,
5th and 6th grades, and an admission of approximately $1.00 per stu-
dent per concert is charged.

The free fsloncerts played by a 40-piece chamber orchestra are
performed in San Francisco schools, financed by the school board,
and performed outside of the orchestra's contracted season.

Procedures used in conjunction with student concerts41. 41011.1111, MOMINMEM.....111110.011..0.

Concert Planning110...ni..C.,

Joint planning between Orchestra and schools in connection
with youth concerts traditionally starts at Orchestra Association
board level. For many years, the San Francisco Symphony Association
Board of Directors has had a Youth Concert Committee. The director
of music education of San Francisco public schools is a member of
the Associationts Board of Directors and serves on its youth con-
cert committee.
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The Association Board's youth concert committee brings into

beihg a second committee, commissioned to serve in an advisory
capacity to the Orchestra's manager and conductor of youth con-

certs. This advisory committee consists of 26 volunteer workers

and 15 professional persons including the directOr of music edu-

cation of the San Francisco public schools ahd representatives of

other Public, parochial and private schools of the area.

Completing the youth concert committee structure ate local

committees in each of the communities in which the Orchestra plays

youth concerts.

It is through this committee structure, working in coordination

with the Orchestra management, that much of the youth concert work

is carried out.

Although the plan involves and elicits full cooperation of

music education admininstation of various school jurisdictions,

it does not draw into active participation much representation

from teachers and music specialists who actually are working

with students.

Planning for the chamber orchestra concerts that are played

in the schools is handled by the director of music education of

the San Francisco public schools and the youth concert conductor.

Concert Scheduling

Orchestra management has evolved a youth concert schedule

that not only is satisfactory to the schools, but also is effec,-

tively coordinated with the Orchestra's overall schedule.

San Francisco Symphony Orchestra musicians comprise the or-

chestra of the San Francisco Opera Company whose fall season pre-

cedes the Orchestra season. The Orchestra season customarily opens

around the last of November or first of December.

Some- of the Orchestra's first chair musicians do not elect to

play the Opera season and, therefore, are available to participate

in the 40-piece chamber orchestra that plays the in-school con.
. .

certs during the Opera season.

The 16 youth concerts, played by the full orchestra, are
scheduled between January 1 and June 1, all performed during in-

school time. (A 17th special concert was played in December 1966.)
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Ticket Sales are handled primarily by youth concert committees
whose members work closely with individual schools. Orchestra
management takes care of ticket orders coming directly to the
association by mail.

Attendance is worked out through Orchestra management and youth
concert committees in direct contact with schools and areas in
which youth concerts are presented. Attendance for all youth
concerts approximates the capacity of the halls in which they
are played.

Audience Supervision is the responsibility of teachers attend-
ing concerts with their students, members of the committees and,
in the case of the concerts played in the Opera lle-Juse, assistance
as needed is given by professional ushers engaged by the Orchestra
Association. The Association allocates one complimentary ticket
for each 20 student tickets sold for use by a teacher attending
with students.

Transportation is worked out by individual schools through use of
municipal buses and commercially chartered buses. In some schools,
field trip budget money is used to meet transportation expenses. In
other schools PTA groups underwrite the main costs, with students
paying from 54 to 75c each. In some suburban areas, the committees
sponsor modest, special fund raising drives in order to meet the
transportation costs.

Promotion is handled by Orchestra management through publication
of youth concert brochures, feature stories and ads in metropolitan
and neighborhood newspapers and shopper's guides, radio and TV
announcements. Members of youth concert committees work closely
with schools and various other promotion channels in suburban areas.

Concert Preparation and Follow-up

The Orchestra Association is responsible for preparing, fin-
ancing, and distributing teachers' study guides used in conjunction
with youth concerts.

The guides are written by a faculty member of San Francisco
State College, engaged by the Orchestra, who works closely with the
youth concert conductor.

Contents include program notes for all youth concert programs
offered during a given season. Notes are written in a rather
straightforward, technical style for use by classroom teachers.
Source material listings include reference to commercial record-
ings of the concert music as well as to those contained in the
Bowman OrchestrOl Library and Adventures in Music record albums,
filmstrips, reference books and musical dictionary for use by
students and by teachers,
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A general statement is made to the effect that the reference
materials probably are available in school audio-visual departments,
school and public libraries, private libraries, and from local
music dealers. No musical themes are included and no suggestions
are given for presenting the material or for follow-up procedures.

IN-SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA CONCERTS-

The in-school concerts, played by a 40-piece chamber orchestra,
were started in March 1966 at the suggestion of the Orchestra and
financed with an $8,000 grant from the San Francisco Board of Edu-
cation including some funds from P.L. 89,-10, Title I allocation.

The initial series consisted of 6 concerts, with two perform-
ances of each of three different 45-minute progrhms--one for ele-
mentary students, one for junior high students and the third for
senior high school students. Three schools were able to have
students observe chamber orchestra rehearsals held in their build-
ings.

Concert locations were chosen from schools in culturally
handicapped areas by the assistant superintendents working with
the director of music.

The programs during the first year of the series were planned
to give students basic experience in listening through emphasis
upon rhythm, melodic concepts, musical form, harmonic development
and orchestral color.

Music educators were more actively involved in program planning
for in-school concerts than was the case for the Ybuth Concert ser-
ies. When the in-school concerts were first started, copies of each
program were sent to all music faculty and administrators with a re-
quest for their suggestions many of which were incorporated into the
overall program.
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The teachers and students in at least one school received

program: notes and were asked to evaluate, by means of a question-

naire, the program they attended. The evaluation by one group of

high school teachers was quite favorable and contained several sug-
gestions about preparation of student audiences afid rehearsal atten.

dance in small groups. Another spoke of having general cultural

displays in the school. The students in the orchestra and partic-
ularly the student soloists were well-received by their peers.

The programs played were considered to be generally appropriate
to the type of audience, although several teachers wanted musical

comedy music, and, another Baroque music.

The program notes mentioned above were prepared by a student

teacher or intern from a teacher-training institution. They were

straightforward, non-technical and lacked thematic materials or

suggested resources.

The students appearing with the Chamber Orchestra were picked

up by bus and transported to and from the concert locations. Another

detail was handled by sending a memorandum to the appropriate school
official to insure having the proper lighting, sound systems, and
number of chairs on each school stage. The actual stage set up and
dismantling of equipment after the concert was handled by the Sym-
phony stage manager.

Representatives of schools and Orchestra made some interesting
observations in comparing the in-school ooncert project with the
Youth Concerts presented at the Opera House. They felt students

were significantly more deeply involved in the in-school concerts,

attributing this reaction to the smaller auditoriums and the fact
that the orchestra, in going to the schools, became a more intimate

part of the students' own lives.

In like manner, the musicians became more involved in students'

response during concerts played in the schools.

The 1966 pilot project was considered highly successful, and
the Board of Education approved funds for 10 such concerts in 166-67:

Requests were filed for an increase to 20 in-school concerts in '67-68.
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CONCERTS FOR JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

Except for schools served by in-school chamber otchestra
concerts, special concerts had not been established for jUnior
and senior high school students. Orchestra and schools, there-

fore, have worked out a plan whereby junior and senior high
school students can be released from school in order to attend
the Orchestres adult subscription matinee series concerts on
Thursday afternoons. Student tickets are made available at $3.00
for these concerts.

Some thought is being given to opening final rehearsals for
subscription series concerts to junior and senior high school

students.

PROGRAMMING

Verne Sellin, violinist and conductor for youth concerts,

has been a member of the Orchestra for over 20 years. He also

has had extensive teaching experience in elementary and second-
ary schools and at college level. With his combination of ex.
perience, Mr. Sellints views on youth concert programming take
on special interest for this Study.

He states that his basic purpose is to create a concert
situation in which the "children listen with a purpose", and to
make the programs so interesting that the students want to come

back. He also encourages them to listen to recordings and fadio

programs of good music. As aids in carrying out these purposes,
Mt. Sellin presents his own verbal commentaries at concerts and

makes extensive use of instrument demonstrations and studeat

soloists.

Soloists are selected through annual competitions in which
school music directors assist the conductor as judges. Elementary
and secondary students in public, private and parochial schools

in any of the geographical areas in which the Orchestra is pre-
senting youth concerts are eligible to enter the competition if

and providing they play instruments included in a symphony or-

chestra. The conductor prepares the young soloists in advance
for their rehearsal with the orchestra and the performance.

Mr. Sellin reports a very good response from student audi.

ences to contemporary music and plans to introduce them to elec-

tronic music during the 1967-68 season, He finds, however, that

high rental and royalty fees for contemporary music present a
restrictive factor in the extent to which it can be used.
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The Youth Concert series is planned specifically for students

in grades 4-6.

Although the Orchestra plays five different programs in the
Youth Concert series presented at the Opera House, customarily a
different group of students attends each of the concerts. In some
of the suburban series, the same student may hear two concerts

per year, 4 in the case of the Berkeley series.

Special attractions are used occasionally including present-
ation of a local artist who makes drawings as the orchestra plays,
and a puppet theater. Student choruses and the school Honor Choir
also have been presented on occasions.

Audience participation is limited to occasional group singing.
No special preparation is given to students and songs generally
known by the youngsters are used.

Printed programs are presented to stildents as they leave the

concert.

FINANCING

The 17 Youth Concerts presented in 1966-67 (exclusive of
the in-school chamber orchestta concerts) represented 15% of all
concerts played by the Orchestra during the season, whereas the
income from youth concert ticket sales totalled $38,000 or 2% of
the Orchestra's total operating budget. Again, it becomes im-
mediately obvious that substantial funds derived from the Orchestras'
basic income are invested in the maintenance of student concerts as
an educational service to the community.

The Orchestra Associaticn, through its Youth Concert Committee,
has for many years sponsored a "Fairy Godmother's Fund" which accepts
contributions from individuals and organizations for the purpose of
making tickets to the Youth Concert series available to underprivi-
leged children.

The in-school chamber orchestra concerts were handled outside
of the Orchestra's contracted season. The grants from the San
Francisco Board of Education met performing fees and related pro-

duction costs. The Orchestra Association bore all costs of admin-

istration in conjunction with these concerts.
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Board of Education Grants for in-school chamber orchestra concerts:

1965L66'. - Grant of $8,200 - 6 concerts

1966-67 - Grant of $20,240 - 10 concerts

1967-68 - Requested grant
of $36,100 - 20 concerts

In addition to the chamber orchestra concerts, the Board of

Education made allocations as follows in 1966-67 for other con-

certs for students:

$5,761 for small ensemble concerts by Young

Audiences.

$5,250 for miniature opera performances pre-

sented by Western Opera Theater, a quasi-

subsidiary group of the San Francisco Opera

Company.

0,...=100...=21=tiSIMONG..r./.1111701/111IC.0,143..

ENSEMBLE PERFORMANCES

The San Francisco Symphony Association does not sponsor small

ensemble performances in the schools, but many of the Orchestra

musicians play these concerts under the auspices of Young Audiences

of San Francisco, Inc. These chamber music performances are pre-

sented for 4th, 5th and 6th graders during school hours. Last

season, Young Audiences presented 566 performances in 35 Bay Area

communities.

The San Francisco schools presented and helped to support 120

Young Audiences elementary school concerts, along with financial

assistance from Local No. 6 of the A.F. of M. through Music Per-

formance Trust Funds of the Recording Industries, individual

memberships and various other community and parent groups. Three

programs were presented in each school on alternate years at a

cost of $110 each.

Musicians drawn primarily 'rom the San Francisco and Oakland

symphony orchestra participated in string, wind and percussion en-

sembles, in addition a piano trio, an opera ensemble, and a Baroque

instrument group were available. No student preparation was done

for these concerts, but verbal commentary was a definite part of

each performance.
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The response to the programs from school personnel inter-
viewed was strongly enthusiastic. One principal felt that groups
visiting the schools were particularly effective because of the
intimacy and 13ersonal contact inherent in the situation. An assis-
tant superintendent commented on the motivating effect that the
Young Audience's program seems to exert on students beginning the
study of an instrument..
THE SAN FRANCISCO FORUM

Although not concerned with elementary and secondary school
students, the San Francisco Forum, a San Francisco Symphony organ.
ization for college and university students, has long set a pattern
for efforts by other orchestras to increase concert attendance among
college age students.

Legend has it that the first formally organized campus Forum
meeting was held behind locked doors during the 1939-40 season at
the University of California at Berkeley.

"The doors were locked," the story goes,"by the enterprising
entrepreneur who was determined that thio new campus musical venture
would succeed. On the evening of the historic meeting, only a hand .
ful of students was on hand to greet the Forum program participants.
To correct this embarrasing situati.on, the ingenious Philip S. Boone
turned Pied Piper and lured students from recreation centers, fra-
ternity and sorority houses and the library, to the Stephens Union
room which Dr. Sproul had given over to Forum purposes.

"Pierre Monteux, conductor of the San Francisco Symphony Or-
chestra, Alexander Fried, music critic of the San Francisco Examiner,
and Howard K. Skinner, manager of the San Francisco Symphony Associ-
ation performed to a locked-in, but SRO audience.

"Credit for putting young Boone's organizational talents to
work in behalf of the Forum must go to a fellow student, Miss Jane
Goodfellow (Mrs. Ivy Lee). Through her efforts, Er. Skinner met
with Mr. Boone at Berkeley and was won over by his enthusiasm for
tae Forum project."

The "Young Boone" referred to above is naw referred to as Philip
S. Boone, President, San Francisco Symphony Association.
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The Forum never has been an organization of music students.
It consists almost entirely of young men and women who have a
lively interest in symphonic music, but who are pursuing non-
musical careers. Membership is voluntary, and there are no dues.

In the early days of the Forum, a sales campaign to interest
fraternity and sorority groups in subscribing for boxes for the
Saturday evening concerts was begun. The girls helped the fledg-
ling Forum along by refusing Saturday night dates unless they were
for the Symphony concerts.

Interest in attending Symphony concerts on a student season-
ticket basis also began to develop on the Stanford University
campus. At first, only fraternity and sorority groups bought
boxes for the Saturday evening series. Broader student partici-
pation soon followed.

Student season-ticket sales increased so rapidly in the next
five years that it was no longer possible to accommodate Forum
members at Saturday evening concerts. In 1945; the Chairman of
the Forum, Ava Jean Barber (Mrs. Harold D. Pischel), approached
the Board of Governors of the San Francisco Symphony Association
to ask that a season series be scheduled for college students.
The result was the Thursday evening series, which met two needs:
it provided additional employment for the Orchestra's musicians,
and it gave the San Francisco Symphony Forum its own evening in
the Opera House. In the 1957-58 season, the Forum cohcerts were
changed to Wednesday evenings at the request of the students,
From the start, few seats have been left for public sale,

In addition to attending concerts, Forum members hold on-
campus meetings during the Symphony season to discuss music pre-
sented in the concert series. Organized by Forum members, these
meetings are held regularly at various participating institutions,
with the college holding the meeting acting as host for Forum
members of neighboring colleges and universities.

Visiting artists, conductors of the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra, and Bay music critics frequently attend Campus Forum
meetings.

A Board of Directors made up of student representatives from
all participating institutions governs the Forum.
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Representatives from college and university faculties serve
in an advisory capacity to the Forum.

Membership in the Forum now consists of approximately 2,700
students from 40 different colleges and universities in the San
Francisco Bay Area.

The Forum functions with the warm blessino and financial as-
sistance of the San Francisco Symphony Association. Although
sold out at the special student rate, the Vednesday night Forum
series of concerts operates at a large annual deficit--an amount
met by the Symphony Association.
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FACT SHEET - SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

THE CITY

Population Data
(1960)

Economic Base

Income Data

(See also Appendices D.

Corporate Population 557,087

Metropolitan area 1,107,213

Whites in corporate population 91.6%
Negroes in ff ff 4.87

Other non-whites in ff 3.6%

Retail trade, manufacturing

Median family income $6,942 (annual)
11.8% of families earned less than $3,000 (annual)
22.9% of families earned over. . $10,000 (annual)

Designated major poverty area (1966)
1 with 63,000 persons

Education Data Of Seattle residents 25 years or older:
3.4% had completed less than 5 years of school
55.9% had completed high school or more
Median number school years completed - 12.2 yrs.

THE ORCHESTRA - THE SEATTLE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (1966-67 data)

Gross annual budget $1,179,919
Length of season 29 weeks
Total number of musicians . . . 83

Total number of concerts played . 180

Total number of youth concerts played 96

Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts 145,000

President: C. Carey Donworth
Musical Director: Milton Katims
Manager: Alan Watrous

Conductors of youth concerts: Milton Katims
Donald Thulean, Ass't Conductor

Coordinator of youth concerts: Mrs. Ruth McCreery, Lucile Linden
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SEATTLE SCHOLS - SUMMARY (1966-67 data)

Public school system enrollment

Seattle Public Schools

Superintendent: Forbes Bottomly
Director of music education: Jack E. Schaeffer
Coordinator of youth concerts:

Annual per pupil expenditure
Grade structure: Pre-school, K-6-3-3-2

95,417

$621.28

Schools:

Elementary Schools 86
Junior High Schools 17

Junior-Senior High Schools 1

Senior High Schools 11

Special Schools and Classes 9

(Physically, Emotionally, Mentally Handicapped)
Pacific Pre-Vocational School
Seattle Community College

Special Facilities and Programs:
Educational Television Station KCTS-TV
Federally-funded Projects:

Neighborhood Youth Corps
Headstart Child Development Center
Madrona Project Summer School and Junior High

Summer Recreation Program
Diagnostic and Remediation Center
Volunteer Tutoring Services
Sh..1 4-r0d Workshop

Representative Cultural and Educational Institutions:
Seattle Art Museum
Seattle Center (World's Fair Bldgs.)
Seattle Public Library
Seattle Opera Association
Seattle Repertory Theatre
Seattle Symphony Orchestra
Seattle Youth Symphony Orchestra
Frye Museum
Museum of History and Industry
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Seattle Community College
Seattle Pacific College
Seattle University
University of Washington
Cornish School of Allied
Arts
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The type of activity within Seattle public schools was indi-
cative of the philosophy governing education of Seattle students.
Projects under way included one under the auspices of MIT and the
National Science Foundation for study of physical scientos, com-
pulsory Spanish for grades 3 through 6, and comlnilsory economics
in junior high schools. An extensive federally-qunded arts and
sciences project was part of approximately 8 million dollars of
such monies used. Federal funds were being used to transport
students away from their regular schools to break the ae facto
segregation pattern. 12 separate federally-supported projects
were in progress in Seattle Public Schools during the 1966-1967
school year.
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MUSIC EDUCATION IN SEATTLE SCHOOLS

SEATTLE TABLE NO. 1

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF - SEATTLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS (Tota:1 Staff, 222)

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
(Director of Music)

EL.els..essaty
In 86 Schools:
Assistant for Vocal Music

(Gr. K-12)

2 Helping Teachers (1 K-6,
1 K-6 & 10-12)

7 Primary Grade Music Special-
ists (5 part-time)

93 Intermediate Grade Music
Specialists (80 part-time)
(Some primary-intermediate
overlap)

Junior Hi
In 17 Schools:
16 General Music Teachers
26 Combination Vocal-General (17)
and Instrumental-General
Music (9)

3 Vocal Music Teachers (I also
instrumental)

2,11

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

In 86 Schools:

Assistant for Instrumental
Music (Gr. K-12)

Helping Teacher (Gr. K-12)
32 Instrumental Special-

ists

In 17 Schools:

11 Instrumental Special-
ists (9) also General
Music
(1 also vocal music)

Senior High
In 12 Schools: In 12 Schools:
Helping Teacher (also Elementary) 13 Instrumental
15 Vocal Teachers (1 also Instru- (1 also Vocal Music)
mental)

Staff: The elementary classroom teaching staff consisted of 5
part-time and 2 full-time primary grade music specialists, 80
part-time and 13 full-time intermediate grade specialists, with
some teachers working in both primary and intermediate grades.
The part-time teachers, some of whom were music specialists,
divided their time between music and regular classroom work, the
ultimate goal being assumption of full-time music teaching by
those who were specialists.
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The director of music education, at his request, also received
assistance from a committee of principals whose job it was to work
with him on improving the music program.

Elementary Music

There was no specific time requirement for elementary class-
room music. (It should be mentioned at this point that there was
a compulsory foreign language requirement beginning in grade 3.)
Television instruction in music for each grade was offered by
KCTS-TV, the broadcasts going to other communities in addition to
Seattle. Planning for these programs was done on an area-wide
basis to supplement regular classroom music programs. The RCA
Victor Basic Record Library, the "Adventures in Music" record
series, and the Bomar Orchestral Library were the basic listen-
ing resources. Extensive teacher's guides were available for
each grade.

About 607 of classroom teaching was done on a consultant basis,
with the remainder handled by building music teachers.

The elementary instrumental music program in Seattle offered
a variety of experiences to young musicians. Each teacher covered
an average of 3 schools and was able to give 1 iesson on school
time, and 1 out of school each week in all elementary schools.
Band and orchestra were presented either before or after school.
Instrumental teachers did limited work with classroom instruments.

A staff-developed music aptitude test was given to all 3rd
grade students. A television program to interest 3rd graders in
instrumental music featured 5th and 6th graders.

24 harps were placed in elementary schools by a national
manufacturer on a temporary basis, as were 16 organs.

Music in the Community College was not under the regular
elementary-secondary music administration.

5.21ScultlExinupic

One year of general music was required in 7th grade. A course
called "Music Survey" was an elective offering for 8th ane 9th
graders. 6 junior high schools had some form of organ instruction.
Some work was being done with the Kodaly choral method in a few
junior high schools.

2 or 3 high schools offered music history and appreciation
but plans were being made to eventually absorb this in a humani-
ties course which was being developed.
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A special college level theory program for high school stu-dents, taught after school, was supported by a Ford Foundationgrant. Other activities of interest in Seattle were:

1) All-city bands and orchestras functioned at ele-
mentary, junior, and senior high levels.

2) String scholarships provided by various community
groups were awarded to 40 students each year for
private study.

3) A summer instrumental program was offerw' to about
2,000 students in 12 centers by 55 teachers.

4) The Seattle Boys' Chorus, sponsored by the schools,
for selected elementary and junior high students.
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SEATTLE TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM - SEATTLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary

Classroom Music (Gr. K-6)
Television Instruction - Supple-
mentary

Beginning Winds, Percussion
and Strings (Gr. 4 through
intermediate and advanced
instruction)

Band and Orchestra
Harp and Organ Instruction

(limited)

Junior Higl

General Music - Required in Gr. 7
General Music (Gr. 8)

Music Survey I and Il (Gr. 9)
Girls' and Boys' Glee Clubs

(Gr. 7-9)

Ninth Grade Choir

Beginning Junior Orchestra
and Junior Band (Gr. 7)

Junior Orchestra and Band
(Gr. 8)

Senior Orchestra and Band
(Gr. 9)

Ukulele, Recorder, Handbell
Instruction (limited)

Class Piano (limited)

Senior High

Intermediate Choir and Glee
Clubs

Concert Choir and Glee Clubs
Small Ensembles

Voice Class (Gr. 12)

Intermediate and Concert
Orchestra

Cadet and Concert Band

Harmony (1 year)
Music History and Appreciation
Special College Level Theory
Humanities
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SUMMARY OF 1966-67 SEATTLE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA YOUTH CONCERTS
5 Series

Seattle School Concerts

1. Fourth Grade Concert

Number
Conductor
Sponsorship

Attended by
Performed in
Time
Admission
Transportation

4 performances, 1 program
Milton Katims

Grant from the City Park Commission (City of
Seattle)

Every 4th grade student in the City schools
Seattle Opera House, capacity 3,100
During In-school time
Free
30C, paid by students

2. Elementary Level Concerts

Number
Conductor
Sponsorship
Financing
Attended by

Performed in
Time
Admission

8 performances, 2 prograns
Milton Katims
Seattle Symphony association
Ticket sales and Symphony association funds
5th and 6th grade students, some junior high

students
Seattle Opera House
During In-school time
50C

Transportation 30C

.2.E1,1Drenta and Junior High School

Number
Conductor
Sponsorship
Financing

Attended by

Performed in
Time
Admission
Transportation

16 performances, 4 different programs
Milton Katims
Puget Sound Arts and Sciences Center
Seattle School District, P.L. 89-10, Title III
funds

4 performances of 1 program for 5th and 6th gr.
4 performances of 2 programs for junior high
4 performances of 1 program for 5th through

9th grade
Seattle Opera House
During In-school time
Free
300
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SURMARY OF 1966 7 SEATTLE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA YOUTH CONCERTS
5 Series - Continued

Soattle School Concerts

Ju ior and Senior H' h School Concerts

Number 12 performances, 1 program
Conductor Donald Thulean, Assistant Conductor
Sponsorship Seattle Symphony Association
Financing Symphony Sustaining Fund

Seattle School Board Fund - Live Performance Fund
Seattle School, P.L. 89-10, Title III Fund

Attended by Students of school in which concert is given,
Grades 9-12

Performed in School auditoriums, gymnasiums, etc.
Time During in-school time
Admission Free

Concer t s

Number 29 performances, 1 program
Conductor Donald Thulean
Sponsorship Seattle Symphony Association
Financing MPTF through AF of M, Local 76

Grant from King County Commissioners to
Orchestra Association

Union Pacific Railroad Fund Grant to
Orchestra Association

Seattle Symphony Sustaining Fund
Attended by Students of school in which concert is given.

If possible, audiences are divided for junior
high students - 7th, 8th, 9th grades; and
high school students, Grades 10-12.

Performed in School auditoriums, gymnasiums, etc.
Time During In-school time
Admission Free
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HISTORY AND PHAOSOPHY OF YOUTH CONCERTS JON SEATTLE

The 55-year history of Seattle Symphony student concerts is
characterized throughout by close association with the public
sch&ols, although it was not until 1960-61, anparently$ that the
first mtnicipal and school board funds were allocated to student
concerts.

The Seattle Symphony was founded in 1903. John Spargur was
appointed conductor for the 1911-12 season ind, at the close of
that season, the Orchestra participated in the Seattle Public
Schools' May Festival of Music with Spargur conducting a chotal-
orchestral work involving some 2,000 student voices.

The following year (1912-13), the first Young People's Con-
certs were initiated in cooperation with the public school system,
and were continued through 1920-21. One aspect of some or all of
these concerts, considered to be very important at that time, was
the opportunity given to students to talk with members of the Or-
chestra about their instruments.

It is interesting to observe, also, that in November 1921,
the Seattle Symphony played a special concert ftir "all the orphans"
in the City.

The Orchestra was disbanded for a five-year period (1921 to
1926) and reactivated in the 1926-27 season under the direction of
Karl Krueger. 4 Junior Concerts were presented during that year.

During the next 6 years (1926-27 through 1931-32) Krueger and
the Orchestra presented children's concerts with a high degree of
showmanship and in close collaboration with Miss Letha McClure,
director of music education in the schools at that time. Financed,
apparently, from ticket sales, with admission prices scaled from
25 to 50c, plus contributions from civic organizations, the num-
ber of concerts ranged from 4 to 6 annually.

During this period, mothers of young children organized them-
selves into committees and spoke before various civic groups as
they sought financial assistance in support of student concerts.

Student musicians, including youngsters 8 and 9 years old,
were presented as soloists. Special lighting effects, balloons,
detailed instrument demonstrations were a part of these concerts,
described as "joyous affairs", and Mr. Rrueger's wife, daughter,
and pet Italian greyhound dog figured prominently in the concerts
- often being present in the conductor's box at the theater to the
delight of the audience of youngsters. Occasionally the dog was
pressed into service to perform tricks at the coacerts.

1144011.01.0.0.
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The youth concerts came to an abrupt halt when Mr. Krueger
left. Basil Cameron was appointed conductcr of the Orchestra for
the 1932-33 season, and by the following year, 1933-34, arrange-
ments were made to start youth concerts again. For the next 5-
year period, from 1 to 4 concerts were presented every year - or
nearly every year. In 1937-38, an in-school educational program
was initiated in the high schools in which Mr. Cameron and small
instrumental ensembles presented assembly programs involving lec-
tures and instrument demonstrations.

In 1938-39 Nikolai Sokoloff became conductor and an average
of 5 concerts were presented for students each of the next three
years. Sir Thomas Beecham accepted appointment as conductor of
the Orchestra in 1941-42 and, for a 3-year period, conducted sev-
eral student concerts each year. He was followed by Carl Bricker,
Eugene Linden, and Stanley Chapple, who served as conductor of
youth concerts for 13 years (1948-49 through 1961-62), sharing the
youth concert podium from time to time with ,-,aest conductors.

Milton Katims was appointed conductor of the Seattle Symphony
in 1954-55 and, since that time, has conducted practically all of
the student concerts played in the City of Seattle.

From 1948-49 through 1955-56, the Orchestra Women's Committee,
the junior League of Seattle, and the Music Performance Trust Fund
of the Recording Industries supplemented funds from ticket sales
and the Orchestra's basic operating funds in order to finance
youth concerts.

In 1960-61, the King County Board of Commissioners and the
Union Pacific Railroad initiated grants to the Orchestra for fi-
nancing 23 youth concerts in the schools. In that same year, the
Seattle Park Board and the Public Schools made funds available for
4 concerts for 4th graders, and 12 concerts for elementary and
junior high school students. Music Performance Trust Funds were
used for 2 high school concerts.

Practically this same format has been continued for the last
7 years.

Although there are admitted areas of weakness, the total youth
concert picture in Seattle is one in which concern of the school
system is evident not only in providing of funds for some programs,
but in the willingness and ability of the schools to depart from
traditional, time-honored practices in order to make concerts more
effective. Development of imaginative study materials for the Puget
Sound project (P.L. 89-10, Title III) and preparation of all stu-
dents in a secondary school for in-school concerts are but two
examples of the more progressive practices. (See Appendix 0)
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The Seattle Public Schools have been very cooperative with the
Seattle Symphony educational program. Z.11 student e-oncerts take
place during school time and are considered to be educational e4-
periences. The Board of Education makes a grant to the Orchestra
Associatioll for some of the school concerts.

Much of the pre-concert study material is prepared by music
supervisors or teachers, and is used extensively throughout the
school system.

Public school teachers Milo are qualified OD play in the Sym-
phony are encouraged to do so and are placed on part-time school
contracts.

CURRENT STRUCTURE OF SYMPHONY CONCERTS FOR STUDENTS AND RELATED
PERFORMANCES

Concerts for Students in 4th Grade

The Seattle Symphony plays 4 performances at the Seatcle Opera
House (capacity 3,100) of 1 program planned for 4th grade students.
Financed from public school funds and City Park Commission funds,
these free concerts are made available to each 4th grade student inthe City school system each year.

Concerts for Students in 5th and 6th Grades

Another series of concerts, consisting of 8 performances, is
presented at the Seattle Opera House for 5th and 6th grade studentsplus some junior high students. The concerts are presented during
in-school time, and an admission of 50 is charged.

Junior and Senior High School Concerts

12 performances are presented in senior high school auditoriums
and symnasiums for students in the respective schools. These freeconcerts are financed from a combination of school funds and Sym-
phony sustaining funds.

A similar series is presented in outlying schools within KingCounty.
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University of Washington Opera Performances for Students

For the past 7 years, the University of Washington Opera Work-
shop has presented fully-staged opera-in-English in the auditoriums
of 5 junior high schools each year. The small opera orchestra is
composed of members of the Seattle Symphony and university students.
The free performances are financed jointly by school and university
funds and non-school monies.

String Quartet Concerts

String quartet concerts are presented in elementary schools,
chiefly for 5th and 6th grade students. In 1966-67, performances
were presented in 54 of the 86 elementary schools. Costs totalled
approximately $5,500 and the project was financed joincly from the
public schools' Live Performance Fund, and the Music Performance
Trust Fund of the Recording Industries.

PROCEDURES USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH SEATTLE SYMPHONY YOUTH CONCERTS

Concert Planning and Evaluation

Concerts are planned chiefly by the Orchestra's music director,
conductor of youth concerts, and management personnel, with informal
participation by public school music supervisors. The public schools
are not represented on the Orchestra's Board of Directors.

There is no formal evaluation procedure, either within the
school system cr between representatives of schools and Orchestra.
Informal general evaluations were held among principals, music tea-
chers, administrators, superintendent's staff, and Orchestra manage-
ment. One influential school administrator expressed a feeling that
a more formal approach was needed to give proper direction to the
concerts.

One staff member proposed sending annual questionnaires to tea-
chers attending youth concerts to get their reactions and suggestions.

About 397 of 61 classroom and music teachers felt that they
should have more to say in evaluating youth concerts in Seattle.
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Scheduling

Concert schedules must be coordinated with related schedules of
the auditorium, the Orchestra and schools. All concerts are pre-
sented during the school day and schedules are cleared through the
office of the director of music education for the City schools.

Ticket Sales

In the entire structure of concerts, the only ones carrying
admission charges are & concerts played at the Opera House for 5th
and 6th grade students. Tickets at 54 each are sold by the schools,
with school personnel collecting the sales money as well as bus fares.

When asked why attendance for these concerts was low among stu-
dents from her class, one elementary music teacher commented that
it was due to the fact that a non-music loving homeroom teacher
failed to generate enthusiasm for the concert.

Attendance

Each 4th grade student in the entire City School system has
opportunity to attend one concert presented for that group at the
Opera House each year.

Attendance allocations for free elementary and junior high
school concerts played at the Opera House are handled by the office
of director of music education, as is distribution of free per-
formances in junior and senior high school buildings which are
attended by all students in the schools involved.

Transportation

Transportation arrangements were handled by school personnel,
with use being made of school and commercial buses. Customary bus
charge made to the students was 30C, with school funds making up
transportation deficits.

With a limited number of buses available for youth concert
transportation, the Seattle Transit Company worked out a scheme
for back-to-back concerts in which buses unloaded students for the
first concert, went to other schools to gather up students for the
second concert and, while they were attending their concert, the
buses were used to take the audience for the first concert back to
their schools. Generally speaking, the plan worked out satisfac-
torily although there were instances of some students standing out-
side the Opera House for as long as 45 minutes, awaiting "their
turn" for concerts.
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Transportation arrangements were rated as "satisfactory" by 89%
of teachers responding to Study questionnaires.

Audience Supervision

The director of music education stated that teachers on his
staff were expected to attend concerts and help with audience super-
vision. Most of the principals responding to Study questionnaires
reported there were no audience behavior problems among their stu-
dents. 887 of 50 teachers asked to comment, stated concert behavior
presented no problem.

One elementary supervisor expressed confidence in concert be-
havior of elementary students but considered junior high school stu-
dents to be a problem. One music supervisor felt that concert be-
havior was not good partly because of lack of understanding on the
part of students of proper concert protocol - such as applauding
procedures, etc. Several persons suggested a booklet on concert
manners would be helpful to students and teachers.

Concert Preparation

Contrary to what might be expected in a situation in which con-
cert attendance is closely allied with school planning and all con-
certs are presented during in-school time, concert preparation of
students was not considered to be a strong aspect of the total youth
concert structure according to music supervisory personnel. In com-
parison with materials prepared for the P.L. 89-10, Title III con-
certs (See page 27), the teachers had practically no study material
to work with for most of the Seattle youth concerts.

Mr. Katims stated he feels that advance study enables students
to feel more at ease with music during concerts. "Certainly, they
recognize more of it and, as a result, are more attentive when they
have had some concert preparation."

The Orchestra is responsible for preparation and financing pre-
concert study materials. The school system distributes the materials
to teachers and students. The Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone
Company assisted by printing the 1966-67 materials.

The Orchestra has used various plans in preparation of materials.
Some years the task has been assigned to the musicologist who pre-
pares program notes for the adult subu;ription series of concerts.
One school administrator reported tnat he felt on occasions these
materials failed to be satisfactory for use by students or teachers.
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1966-67 materials, prepared by the conductor of some of the
youth concerts and by a vocal and classroom music assistant in the
Seattle Public Schools for others, consisted of the following:

A. Brief 4-page student program notes, including a brief
narrative for each composition and a few principal themes.

B. Materials for use by teachers.

Music administrators and teachers expressed great concern over
the fact that the materials were not available far enough ahead of
the concerts to enable full use to be made of them either by teachersor students. Some respondents felt the materials were not geared to
ages of some students expected to use them.

Student materials were evaluated by 26 elementary classroom
teachers and by 26 vocal and instrumental specialists, as follows:

SEATTLE TABLE NO. 3

EVALUATION OF STUDENT MATERIALS BY SEATTLE TEACHERS

Interesting for ages in-

Excellent
A B

GoodABABABFair Poor

volved 1 1 11 15 4 5 3

Vocabulary choice 1 1 8139 5 1 2

Layout and artwork 2 2 8 9 2 3 2 3

Organization of ideas
and information 1 1 12 14 3 4 1 1

Recordings available and
in good condition 1 1 1 2 4 6 4

Printed examples of music 1 6 10 3 4

Column A - Elementary Classroom Teachers
Column B - Elementary Music Specialists (Vocal and Instrumental)
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Teacher materials were rated as "adequate for-our need" by 16of 17 elementary classroom teacher respondents. When asked about
the musical background needed to use the teacher's guide, the ele-
mentary classroom teacher group responded as follows:

SEATTLE TABLE NO. 4

CLASSROOM TEACHERS - MUSICAL BACKGROUND NEEDED TO USE MATERLALS

Lgreat deal A reasonable amount Very little None

1 9 4 1

7 of 18 secondary vocal-general music teachers thought verylittle musical background was needed to use the teacher's guide.

In handling student preparation for concerts, 6 of 23 class-
room teachers reported they developed their own materials. 11 of26 music specialists stated they supplemented materials provided bythe Orchestra with materials of their own devisitg.

Preparation for in-school high school assembly concerts in oneschool was done in the language arts class, a course required of
every student in the school.

The principal of one senior high school made the activities
coordinator in his school responsible for seeing that concert
preparation was given in each home room.

Suggestions for use and improvement of concert preparation
materials included the following:

1) Have PTA music committee chairman help locate, borrow,
and return needed recordings.

2) Get materials to teachers at least 3 weeks before concerts.

3) Distribute tapes of sizeable portions of the music (parti-
cularly new music) along with the program notes.

4) Tapes should include, among other things, something defi-
nite to listen for, or excerpts from, compositions to beplayee.

5) Provide printed thematic examples. The composer data was
considered relatively unimportant.
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6) The schools should participate in preparation uf concertmaterials and work up a backlog of highly appropriate
printed materials.

7) Make greater use of radio and television to bring theorchestra into the classroom, so to speak.

8) It was suggested that a qualified student might attendan early performance of an opera, for example, and helpwith the preparation of his peers who would be goinglater. Opera personnel from the University of Washingtondid some preparation in the junior high schools beforetheir programs.

There was no formal post-concert classroom activity, although35 of 66 teachers stated they used some sort of follow-up. Oneteacher pointed out the advisability of waiting a few days beforereplaying the concert music due to the emotional let-down thatoccurs immediately after concerts.

PROGRAMMING

Milton Katims, Music Director of the Orchestra, discussed thedifficulty of programming for students who hear only one or twoconcerts a year. "Hearing a concert or two is like having one ortwo books in a personal library - which books would you choose?"

He feels that student concerts should introduce young peopleto another dimension of the total structure that leads to a maturepersonality, and that at least l or 2 pieces in each program shouldbe music of importance. "You don't go to concerts just to beamused. There are three components in music listeaing - the cere-bral, the emotional and the thoughtful. In student concerts, thechild should have in introduction to each of these three aspectsof music learning."

The Orchestra manager pointed out that a live symphony concertgives a child an experience he can get in no other way and that oneof the goals of student concerts is encouraging a student to con-tinue as a music participant - either as listener or performer.

Special attractions are avoided because, it is felt, "theydetract from music, and the concert becomes 'musical vaudeville'.The music should and cap stand alone", remarked Manager Watrous.
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Concert themes - are considered artificial, restrictive andunneeded.

losisaisary_Eags, is "always" included because it speaks toyoung listeners in a very special way.

Brief verbal comments are considered valuable because they canbe used to emphasize some focal point in a given composition. Alsothe response of students to verbal comments assists the conductorin sizing up audience reaction to the music.

Student soloists are extensively used. Whenever possible theconductor likeL to use soloists who are approximately the same ageas the students in a given concert audience. Student soloists are"treated like any soloists" - meaning they are accorded full courtesyas featured performers, given carefully planned rehearsal opportunity,etc.

Advanced students have played with the Orchestra as sectionmembers. They were chosen by the conductor of the school orchestraor by means of auditions.

Audience participation is limited to singing the National Anthem,and question-answer exchange between conductor and audience, the lat-ter occasionally giving rise to some audience behavior problems.

Printed programs are not used at concerts although they are sentout to students (through the schools) prior to concerts.

Comments
andluggestionslegardimpagrAmmiag

By and large, teacher respondents to Study inquiries stated theyfound programming adequate. 83% of 48 elementary classroom and musicteachers reported they were "satisfied" with it.

Several teachers mentioned that student soloists were well re-ceived, although young soloists did not seem co be a strong interestfactor among students asked to comment
fl.

Severa3 teachers and supervisors were of the opinion that schoolsshould have a greater voice in programming.

Specific suggestions and individual comments were received asfollows:

1) Use a "panel of experts" consisting of music teachersfrom the several grade levels to select the concert music.

2) Too many movements of symphonies are included in the programs.

00.11.,
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3) Include student ensembles on the programs as a motivational
factor.

4) Start programs with a fanfare and then show the various
sections of the orchestra.

5) Use of music to be played at regular subscription concerts
makes student concerts appear to be mere rehearsals.

Elementar- classroom teachers

"I think some exposure to the "masters" is necessary,
but it is overdone in my estimation (symphonies, etc.).
A wider range of selections could be played." (Teach-
ers, grades 4-5)

"The fourth grade concerts, I feel, lack a "fourth
grade level" in the selections and programming.
There were a lot of restless children at the close."
(Teacher, grade 4)

Eigaskta

"A program of low interest to the age group will
effect the following concert, for the fellow stu-
dents approval or disapproval is very communicable.
There must be items of special interest, even
'gimmicks' - electronic music, strong rhythms, com-
binations of instruments and something
One girl enjoyed the 'Star Spangled Banner' the
most! It was familiar and most impressive with
the full orchestra!"

Instrumental specialists

"Junior High students are not as sophisticated as
some symphony people and directors might think.
I feel that public school teachers should have the
main voice in the selection of programs being pre-
sented to the students they teach." (Instrumental
specialist, Junior High)

"Contemporary music should be stressed in youth
concerts because it is relevant to our time and
can serve better than Mozart to whet a child's
appetite for serious music." (Instrumental spec-
ialist, elementary)
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"I feel that the Symphony concerts could be greatly

enhanced with interesting solos, ensembles, and a

wider vai4ation of styles." (Teacher, High School)

"High School students are not oriented to sitting

long periodti without making sounds. Few, for in-

stance, would find an entire movement of a Mozart

symphony iteresting, unfortunate as it may seem.

I view the fact that they can be brought into

first-hand contact as a major breakthrough."

(Teacher, High School)

Secondary vocal teachers

"The music presented should be in the humanities

context, tied into as many subjects as apply, by

as many teachers as possible. But many teachers

- alas - some music teachers, think music is merely,

or primarily, entertainment." (Senior High vocal

and humanities teacher)

"I would like to see a high percentage of old

master's works. This is where children will get

the basic education. Some modern is good, but

the obscure music, I feel, is out of place here."

(Teacher, Junior High vocal)

"I would like to see Mr. Katims analyze the signi-

ficant musical forms of the compositions and explain

these forms to the students during the concerts."

(Teacher, Junior High vocal)

"The combination of orchestra with chorus brings in

the possibility of a great operatic or sacred compo-

sition. This widens the scope that the student can

experience in instrumeatal and choral literature."

(Teacher, Junior High vocal)

"Why only offer music which we think suitable? Why

is it that we think all teen-age music is not listen-

able? The youth concert program is doomed at this

stage if it becomes only a symphony production, or

a choral production. Why not use some of these so-

called pop-groups that come through the area? We

cannot force good music down the throats of the

teen-ager today. But we still attempt to, as this

questionnaire is a prime example. You have taken

it for granted that we wish only symphony programs.

Being a lover of fine music and a great believer in

the high school choral program and instrumental pro-

gram and constantly trying to find a way to enhance

it, I feel you have only made a start in youth concerts."
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FINANCING

The Seattle Symphony received a total of $63,700 income directly
attributable to the 47 student concerts played in the City of Seattle

during 1966-67.

Ticket sales (5th and 6th grade concerts $12,580

Public Funds
City Park Fund grant . . . . $12,500*

County grant 15,000

City Schools 3,800

$31,300

Grants and funds from non-public governmental scies. 112,m

Total $63,710

*It should be noted that the Seattle Symphony must
pay a Seattle amusement excise tax on tickets sold
to adult subscription series and other concerts.
The City Park Fund grant for student concerts some-
what offsets the payment of the City amusement tax
and, from that point of view, may or may not properly
be considered as "income".

$63,710 represents 57 of the Orchestra's total operating budget
for 1966-67, but the 47 student concerts played in Seattle account
for 26% of all concerts played during the season. Disparity between
income received from student concerts and the percentage of total
concert services given over to youth concerts is immediately ap-
parent. The Seattle Symphony association is allocating a substan-
tial portion of its basic funding to its educational program.

Seattle School System Live Preformance Fund

The Seattle School System Live Performance Fund totalled $11,500
for 1966-67, of which $3,800 was granted to the Orchestra for con-
certs played in junior and senior high school concerts. Expenditures
for other types of live performances for students included the fol-
lowing as of April, 1967:

String quartet performances $3,375
Opera performances 1,639

Folk dancers 159

Jazz performances 465

Rising scales of remuneration for musicians' performances, as
required by the Seattle Local of the American Federation of Musicians,
are presenting serious problems in continuation of the string quartet
performances. Costs of string quartet performances have increased
over 807 within a 3-year period, from $103 for two 30-minute back-to
back performances in 1965-66, to $187 in 1967-68.
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EVALUATIONS OF YOUTH CONCERTS MADE BY SCHOOL PERSONNEL AND STUDENTS

Evaluation of the Effects of Youth Concerts

When asked to rate the effectiveness of youth concerts, 18 sec-
ondary vocal-general music teachers, and 26 instrumental specialists
responded as follows:

SEATTLE TABLE NO. 5

EVALUATION OY EFFECT OF YOUTH CONCERTS ON STUDENTS

Favorable Not Evident Unfavorable
Influence upon attracting
new students to study of
music (recruiting) 10 12

Influence upon students'
attendance at regular
series concerts 6 10

Influence upon students'
conduct in rehearsals and
concerts of student per-
forming groups 13 7

Influence upon students'

general enthusiasm for music 25 4

When asked to indicate which of the various ensembles (full
orchestra, opera, string quartet, and other ensembles) were the
most effective educationally, 507 of 31 secondary vocal-general
music and instrumental teachers chose the combination of small en-
semble performances and full orchestra concerts.

One secondary vocal teacher expressed strong concern over the
fact that the Seattle Symphony was the main focus of attention in
student concerts and that professional choral concerts were not made
available to students.
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Individual teacher comments and suggestions

"Just keep them up and add a grade each year until
all children can share in this wonderful experience.
Just taking mine and observing their pleasure is one
of the high spots in my school year."

"Generally speaking, whether the goals of youth con-
certs are achieved depends on the teacher. The

short-range value - immediate knowledge about music
as an art and the long-range goal of providing musical

knowledge, leisure time activity, future audiences,
some aesthetic value, are, I feel, provided to the

students here."

"In my school (low-income area) the effect of the

concerts is minimaL La a more normal school situa-
tion the effect is probably greater. Much of this is

still basically brought about by parent-family atti-
tude and background, private teachers, and student's
personal success and interest." (Teacher, Junior

High vocal)

Comments by School Principals

In Study interviews with principals of 5 junior high schools
and 1 senior high school, comments and opinions on various aspects
of youth concerts and music education were offered and are herewith

summarized:

1) Mechanics of operating the concerts were judged to be

well handled.

2) Compulsory attendauce for in-school concerts results in
seme students discovering an interest in music they did

net know they possesse&

3) Sharp criticism was voiced by one principal over the inade-

quacy of the present structure which offers only disjointed,

brief concert experiences for students. Listening, he felt,

should be sequential, and a few preparatory lectures before
concerts will not make up for lack of continuity in actually
hearing concerts with programs planned in sequence.

4) Concert planning was held to be inadequate. For effective

student involvement, concerts must be planned with awareness
of the past listening experience of a given student group
in order to lead the student from tnat point to the next
step in his musical experience. Such an approach would

offer effective stimulus to attendance.
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3) Question was raised by one principal as to whether or not
music teaching personnel made serious effort to use the
concerts as educational experiences. He suggested that con-
cert follow-up tests be given to counteract attendance by
some students simply as a means of being released from school.

6) Need to offer students opportunity to attend performances by
other performing arts groups (drama, ballet, etc.) as well as
musical events was stressed.

7) The fact that students spent more time in transit tven actu-
ally in the concert was a matter of concern.

8) A closer bond between orchestra players and students could
be developed by having the Orchestra listen tc student com-
ments after concerts.

9) Released time for concert attendance present administrative
problems. Athletic coaches complain that inasmuch as athletic
eiients must take place outside of school hours, so should
student concerts. Academic teachers complain over the time
students lose from classes as a result of concert attendance.

10) In spite of these complaints, however, the principals were
of the opinion that student concerts are sufficiently im-
portant to students to continue present practices of re-
leased time for concert attendance, and they felt their
colleagues shared this opinion. It was reported that one
principal did not schedule concerts in his school for one
year but was forced to do so the following year because of
strong expressions of parental concern over the retrefichment.

kalLtssiono.lopjaions 12/29.auctents

A group of 29 junior high scblol (9th grade) choir students
responded to a Study questionnaire. The school was located in an
economically deprived section of the city and enrollment was predomi-
nately negro. About 80% of the students in the school were involved
in the music program. All of the students had attended Seattle youth
concerts for from 1 to 7 years. 15 had played or were playing a
musical instrument.

Of the total number of students, 10 expressed strictly positive
reactions to the various youth concerts, 14 had some reservations about
them, and 5 responded in a negative fashion. With refreshing oandor,
one student said, "They tell the school board that they're for the
kids just so they can be granted. Then they have all the stuff that
grown-ups like".
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When asked what they enjoyed the most, 8 preferred the variety

of music played, 3 favored music "with lots of percussion", 2 enjoyed

gay and lively compositions, and I enjoyed seeing someone his own age

perform. 4 students specifically mentioned L'Histoire du Soldat as

being enjoyable.

Responses on the least enjoyable aspects included "certain solos"

(in 2 cases), slow, long classical pieces (2 respondents), the ballet

(2), and the conductor (1). Several students mentioned resenting the

conductor's admonitions from the podium when the audience failed to

applaud enough when a ballet dancer appeared, and generally disci-

plining them from the podium.

All students had received preparation for concerts they attended.

10 students felt preparation was very valuable to them, 15 thought it

to be somewhat helpful, 3 said it made no difference, and 1 thought

it did no good. 22 said they 'lad experienced some post-concert activ-

ity. Only 5 of the group attended regular Seattle Symphony concerts.

When asked for suggestions to make youth concerts more meaning-
ful, the most frequent responses were:

1) Have more jazz and small groups of instrumentalists (8)

2) Have a greater variety of music, including jazz (7)

3) Have some movement on stage with the music (4)

Several conjectures can be made on the basis of these opinions
from 29 students in a deprived area school. First, they have been

exposed to a variety of staged musical situations and seem to lean
toward smaller groups that depart from the static concert format and
include music and dramatic action. Evidently the L'Histoire per-
formance made a profound impression on a few of them, and a con-
side.rable impression on more. Two students openly admitted that they

just wanted to go to the concerts to get out of class, but both men-
ticined the Stravinsky as being the presentation they enjoyed most.
Another point to be made is the importance of the rapport established
between student audiences and the person who makes the verbal com-
ments at the concerts.
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P.L. 89-10 TITLE III PERFORMING ARTS PROGRAM IN SEATTLE

Two P.L. 89-10, Title III projects including music were shared
by Seattle and area schools: the Puget Sound Performing Arts Project,
and the statewide tour of the Seattle Symphony of which a few of the
concerts were played in Seattle.

Pu et Sound Arts and Sciences Pro'ect

The ambitious 20-month "Puget Sound Arts and Sciences Center
Project" funded in the spring of 1966 for students in 33 contiguous
school districts and a total student population of approximately
320,000, used the Seattle World's Fair Center as the base of opera-
tions. The program involved three main projects: the science and
performing arts projects which were started first, and the visual
arts project which came later.

The performing arts section, known as the "Puget Sound Performing
Arts Project" included drama, dance, music, and story telling with the
following activities serving as focal points:

1) Use of specially talented persons, including artists and
musicians, to supplement the basic educational process.

2) Maximum use of the unique physical facilities available
at the Seattle Center complex.

3) Development of new educational approaches to the humani-
ties, emphasizing their relationship to one another.

4) Presence of opportunity for children of all socio-
economic and racial backgrounds to have significant
contact with professionals in the arts and with one
another.

5) Provision of exemplary educational programs and services
to supplement the regular school program.

6) Continued development of in-service educational programs
for teachers utilizing special talents of professionals,
and facilities of the Seattle Center.

Students were exposed to music by Stravinsky; art by Saul Stein-
berg; dalace by Anton Dolin, Marina Svetlova, and Terry Lee Sparks;
and drama by performers Basil Rathbone, John Gavin, Richard Hale,
Tony Steele, and Dick Montgomery.

Activities pertaining directly to music took the following forms
between March, 1966 and June, 1967:
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glaa. 17,250 Seattle students of all ages were able to atten,.1
performances of L'Histoire du Soldat by Stravinsky, at the S3att1e
Opera House and in various school auditoriums. A full-scale produc-
tion of the Barber of Seville was g!.ven for approximately 13,000
sixth graders in the spring of 1967 at the Opera House. La Boheme
was given for 4,779 Seattle students, in the Opera House, and re-
quests for tickets exceeded available seats by 5,000. The two-hour
La Boheme performance did not -.:.nclude an intermission, but students
were asked to stand and stretch between scenes. Conductor discussion
between scenes was designed to relax and inform. The Festival Opera
Company's production of Mozart's Cosi Fan Tutte was presented fri. con-
densed form in selected schools.

SeattleJamahm_gonosts. Seattle shared 10 concerts in the
spring of 1967 with the cities of Everett, Bremerton, and Tacoma.
Eight elementary and 2 high school concerts were given with over 22,000
students attending. Preparation for these concerts was extensive, with
tapes, coordinated teacher lesson plans, and student programs forming
the corps of this activity.

Seattle Junior Program. Through Seattle Junior Programs, Inc.,
20 performances of ASorig_fmleseed were given in. March
and April of 1967 for students in grades 2 through 5 in various school
auditoriums.

Coaching and Ensemble Performances. Using the total school popu-
lation as a basis, assignments were made of performances by profes-
sional ensembles and the individuals within them to various school
districts, including Seattle. A close relationship was est.-ablished,
most often directly in the classroom, between the performer-teacher
and the student. The concerts were played to over 100,000 students
by string, woodwind, brass and percussion ensembles, and consisted
of programs of varying length according to the age of the audience.
Each concert was followed by a question and answer period and a
short instrument demonstration supplemented by a little historical
information.

Kodalv and Suzuki Workshops. Teachers in Seattle and area schools
were given an opportunity to observe the methods expounded by Suzuki
and Kodaly, Suzuki having given his own workshop. The Kodaly methods,
presented in a 3-day workshop, were in the process of being tried in
selected classrooms at the time of this writing.

Summer String Workshoa. Members of the Seattle Symphony assisted
two outstanding string teachers and the regular summer music education
staff in presenting a workshop for culturally deprived students.
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Several facets of the evaluation done on, and reports written
about, the Puget Sound Performdng Arts Project are germane to an
examination of youth concert practices in Seattle:

1) The importance of teachers having a voice in selection of
music played was cited if these teachers were to react with
the enthusiasm necessary to properly motivate their students.

2) Initial preparation materials were developed by each per-
forming group without the assistance of professional edu-
cators. After due consideration and study it was decided
that subsequent materials would be prepared with the skills
and experience of the music educators being utilized. (See
Appendix 0)

3) The necessity for adequate student preparation was recog-
nized. Evaluation to determine the effectiveness of the
programs and the materials used were to continue until the
end of the project in January, 1968. (See Appendix 0)

=4161100ae-

"ENRICHMENT THROUGH MUSIC" - With the Seattle SytmlimITE

The Office of the Intermediate School District IX received a
Title III grant for a project that utilizes the professional services
of the Seattle Symphony Orchestra to bring as nearly as possible a
total musical approach toward the enrichment of the lives of children
throughout the State of Washington never before thus privileged. The
project includes in-service teacher training, ftill orchestra concertsv
chamber concerts, ensemble lecture-concerts, master classes and coach-
ing, student participation, student solist appearances, demonstration
rehearsals, preparation of study materials, and organization of com-
munity groups to sponsor local public concerts.

The area served under this project consists mainly of rural and
farm areas, the 28 most populous school districts in the state being
served by the Puget Sound Arts and Science Project. Lack of financing
has prevented the Seattle Symphony Orchestra from travelling to these
areas in the past.

In addition to concerts presented by the full Seattle Symphony and
a chamber orchestra drawn from its personnel, the Spokane Chamber Or-
chestra assists the Seattle Symphony with this project by presenting
concerts in four counties of the northeast section of the State.
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The concerts are supplemented by ensemble groups, composed of
orchestra musicians, who present lecture-performance programs for
music students and for small audiences of younger children in an
informal atmosphere. Master classes are conducted by individual
musicians who also lead clinic sessions for specialized music
students.

Extensive pre-concert preparation materials are used for this
project. Emphasis is placed on inter-curticular coordination with
mus5cal repertoire. A survey of musical taste of the general stu-
dent population is made through interviews and questionnaires before
and after the concerts. (See Appendix 0)

Post concert curriculum activity including critical essays,
social study projects, painting, sketching, and photographic proj-
ects on musical subjects, is encouraged. In the early planning
stages of this project, the Washington State Office of Public
Instruction assisted as advisor and consultant on educational as-
pects. Music directors from various school districts act as mem-
bers of a state-wide advisory committee and take part in regional
conferences for evaluations. The music directors have formed local
organizational meetings attended by other educators, administrators
and community leaders in their areas.
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FACT SHEET

THE CITY

CHATUNOOGA TEITASSEE

Population Date corporate Population 130,009
(1960) Metropolitan Area 283,169

Percentage whites in corporate pop. 66.8%
Percentage of negrees in " If 33.2%

Percentage of other non -white " 0.0%

Economic Base Metal processing, textile mills,
chemicals and allied products

Income Date

Education Date

Median family income . . .

31.5% families earned less
9.5% families earned over

.

than $3,000 annually
. . $t0,000 annually

Designated major poverty aress: 2 with 157,000
persons

Of the Chattanooga residents 25 years or older:
14% had completed less than 5 years of school
31.4% had completed high school or more
Median number of school years completed - 9.2 yrs.

THE ORCHESTRA THE CHATTANOOGA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (1966..,57 data)

Founding date 1932
Gross annual budget $76,040
Total number of musicians . . . . 65

Total number of concerts played 19

Total number of youth concerts played 11

Estimated gross youth concert attendance 32,000

President: C. M. Wilcox
Manager: Gary Shinbaum 0960
Music Director: Charles Gabor (1966-67)

Richard Cormier (1967-68)
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CHAITAMOGA SCHOOLS - SWAM' (1966-67 )ata)

Public school enrollment

Detroit Public Schools
Oa IMINNENVi.

Superintendent: Benjamin E. Carmichael

Director of Music Education: Jay M. Craven

Per pupil eroenature (annual): $373.00

Grade structure: 6 . 3 . 3

Schools:
Elementary Schools (Grades 1-6) 29

Elementary-Junior High Schools (Grades 1-9) . . . . 1.

Elementary-Junior-Senior High Schools , (Gr.1-12) . . . 1

Junior High School (Grades 7-9) 9

Junior-Senior High Schools (Grades 7-12) 1

Senior High Schools (Grades 10-12) . . 2

Vocational-Technical Schools
1

Special Facilities and Programs:

Educational Television Station

Adult and Continuing Education

Occupational Training Oenter

lieighborhood Youth Corps

Representative Cultural and Educational

Chattanooga Allied Arts Council

Chattanooga Arts Association
Chattanooga Boys! Choit
Chattanooga Community Concert

Association
Chattanooga Little Theatre
Chattanooga Music Club
Chattanooga Opera Association

Chattanooga Symphony Association

Hunter Gallery of Art

Tivoli Theatre

institutions
'''UnItanooga City College

Temple College
University of Chattanooga

The heavy concentration of negro students in the schools (46.9%)

and federal legislation requiring that integration be accomplished

resulted in Chattanooga being awarded a large federal grant under

P. L. 88-352, Title IV, for team teaching projects which included

integrated faculties even though the student body may have been all

negro or all white. These teams included music teachers.
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MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE CHA1TANOOGA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

CHATTANOOGA TABLE NO.

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF-CHATTANOOGA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

(Total Staff - 41)

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
(Supervisor of Music)

VOCAL - CENERAL MUSIC

Elementary

In 9 schools:
9 Elementary Classroom Music
Specialists

1 Elementary Television
Resource Teacher

Junior nigh

In 12 schools:
12 Vocal-General Teachers

Senior High

In 5 schools:
5 Vocal Teachers (3 also

Instrumental)

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

In 19 Schools:
12 Instrumental Special.

ists.

(12 also junior high, 5
also senior high)

In 12 Schools:.
13-Instrumental Special-

ists
(12 also elementary)

In 5 schools:
9 Instrumental Special-

ists

(3 also vocal)

Staff: A committee of principals worked in an advisory capacity

to the director of music education in the subject area of music.

Two itinerant string teachers taught elementary, junior and

senior high students. Seven junior high instrumental teachers
worked at the elementary level, along with 3 high school instrum.

entalists. Four high school teachers were also involved in junior

high school instrumental music.
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ELEMENTARY MUSIC

Eight deprived area schools had building music specialists who
worked with a team of teachers (engaged under federal funds) and
gave 2 lessons a week to children in the school. Classroom music
in the 22 other elementary schools was taught by the television
music teacher, who was an on-call consultant, and the classroom
teachers. The television teacher also held workshops for element-

ary classroom teachers.

There WAS an elementary all-city band, chorus and string group
as well as an elementary music festival and a summer instrumental

program in Chattanooga.

SECOMARY MUSIC

General music WAS required in the 7th grade twice each week
for the entire year, or more frequently for a shorter period of
time. Stage band VAS a regularly scheduled class in the senior
high schools.
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CHATTANOOGA TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM - CHATTANOOGA

VOCAL - GENERAL MUSIC-------+10.0=11Gg=1.

Elementary

In 9 schools:
Classroom Music (Grades 1-6)
by specialists

In 2:: schools:

Classroom Music (Grades 1-6)
by classroom teacher and by
television

General Music . required
Chorus
Glee Club
Small Ensembles

Chorus
Glee Club
Small Ensembles

Junior High

Senior High

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Beginning Strings (Gr. 4)
Beginning Winds,Percussion

(grades 5 - 6)

Band
Small Enser,bles

Beginning, Intermediate and
Advanced Winds, Strings
and Percussion

Band
Orchestra (3 schools)

Marching and Concert Bands
Stage Band
Orchestra (2 schools)
Small Ensembles

Music Appreciation (Grades 10-12)
Theory

EDUCATIONAL TELEVIS TOR

Three televised lessons were taught each meek for the elem-
entary classroom: one was for 1st graders, another for pupils in
the 2nd and 3rd grades, and the last for grades 4 through 6. Each
telecast was of half-hour length and was broadcast once each week.

Special teachers' guides mere prepared for the televised les-
sons. One particularly compelling aspect of these lessons was a
"feedback" sheet to be used by classroom teachers in commenting
directly to the television teacher on the instruction given. (See
Appendix 0 for example of lesson from guide, including concert
preparation).
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1966-67 CHATTANOOGA SYMPHONY YOUTH CONCERTS - SUMMARY

Youth Concerts:
alCOMINI.Oal.

Number:
Conductor:
Sponsorship:
Financing:

Attended by:

Performed in:

Time:
Admission:
Transportation:

8 performances, 2 different programs
Charles Gabor, Conductor, Chattanooga Symphony
Chattanooga Symphony
Chattanooga Symphony, and 3 business firms:

The Red Food Stores, Mayfield Dairy Farms,
Colonial Baking Company

Students in grades 4, 5, 6 with a few stud-
ents from grade 3

Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Auditorium,
seating capacity 4,480

Wednesdays and Thursdays 10:30 AM & 12:30 PM
Free

Arranged by schools, at a cost of 250 to - 400
each child

Tiny Tot Concerts:

Number:

Conductor:
Sponscrship:
Financing:

Attended by:
Performed in:

Time:
Admission:

2 performances, 2 different programs
Charles Gabor
Chattanooga Symphony
Chattanooga Symphony, ticket sales,and

grant from radio station.
Children ages 3 - 6, accompanied by parents.
Brainard Methodist Church activities building,

seating capacity 600
Saturday or Sunday, 3:30 PM
Children - 250; Adults - 500

3. Small Ensemble Concerts:11111Malaine

Number:.,
Performing

Groups:
Sponsored by:
Financed by:

Performed in:

14 performances

String quintet, and a woodwind quintet
Chattanooga Symphony
Music Performance Trust Fund of the

Recording Industries
City and County school buildings, primarily

for junior and senior high school students
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF STUDENT CONCERTS IN CHATTANOOGA

The first Chattanooga Symphony youth concerts were presented
on a Saturday during the 1946-49 season under the direction of the
Orchestra's conductor, Joseph Hawthorne, and were financed by the
CHATTANOOGA TIMES. Interest in the first concert was so extensive
that it was necessary to close the doors of the 4,500 seat auditor-
ium to keep out the overflow audience, present the concert, empty
the auditorium, and repeat the concert for a second capacity aud-
ience.

The CHATTANOOGA TIMES continued financing the Saturday con..
certs for the next three years (through 1951-52) with the Chatta-
nooga Symphony carrying complete responsibility for planning, pre-
senting and promoting the concerts.

Miller Brothers Department Store succeeded the CHATTANOOGA
TIMES as financial sponsor in 1952-53, continuing for the next
six years (through 1958-59), at which time several retail and
manufacturing firms began to share financial responsibility each
year. The Junior League also assisted on several occasions.

At no time have local public funds from either the muhici4
pality or the school system been used to aid in support of youth
concerts. Full responsibility for presenting and financing the
concerts has rerained with the Orchestra association.

It was not until 1952-53 that concerts were given during
school hours with accompanying public school involvement in
student preparation for the concerts.

In 1965-66, Julius Hegyi became conductor of the Orchestra
and in that same year, the number of youth concerts was increased
from 3 to 8, a format that has been maintained for the last 13
years. On two different occasions each year (customarily in Nov-
ember and February), a concert program is played for 4 different
audiences of 4th, 5th, and 6th grade students. During the last
two yeare (1965-66, 1966-67), the concerts have been presented
under the musical dircction of Charles Gabor who succeeded Mr.
Hegyi.

Two annual concerts for "tiny tots"--pre-school children--
were added to the Orchestra's schedule in 1958-59 and continued
to date.

Although the public schools cooperate fully in preparing
students for youth concerts and make arrangements for students'
transportation, close cooperation between schools and omhestra
has been disrupted from time to time by adherence to different
viewpoints and philosophies on the part of school and orchestra
leadership.



This situation has reflected the fact that the school
system, having had no responsibility for financing the con-
certs, neither has had an assured, built-in opportunity or
direct responsibility to help plan and shape the overall
youth concert development, procedures and programs.

That youth concerts are valued as an educational asset
by the schools, Orchestra association and financial 'spowors.,
there is no doubt, but both orchestra and schools seem -to look
upon the concerts as an "extra" rather than as an essential
part of the student's total educational experience.

Mr. C. N. Wilcox, President of the Chattanooga Symphony
stated that presentation of student concerts was one of the
main reasons for the Orchestra's existence and that some con-
tributions to the Orchestra's maintenance fund are made as a
direct result of the Orchestra giving this educational service
to the community. The directors of music education for both
city and county schools and the principal of one of the elem-
entary schools have served or are serving on the Orchestra's
governing board.

In spite of the expressed viewpoints and organizational
structure, there seems to be no sense of urgency about expand-
ing concert attendanceopportunities for students, No plans
to increase financing so that concerts can be extended to the
lower grades (1-3), or to the junior and senior high school
students (grades 7-12), no discussion of procedures that might
enable the full orchestra of 65 musicians to play the youth
concerts instead of a reduced orchestra of 40 musicians as has
been the standard practice.

It must be remembered, however, that pressures upon both
the public schools and orchestras in the smaller cities are
many and varied, that practical restrictions on expansion of
concert giving are myriad and real, that the youth concert
history in Chattanooga extends back only twenty years, that
the Chattanooga Symphony itself has been in existence only 35
years, that the corporate population of Chattanooga is only
130,000, that the population for the entire metropolitan area
is less than 300,000. Within this framework, presentation
and private financing of 8 free student concerts annually with
gross attendance totalling nearly 35,000 is, in itself, a major
achievement.
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COORDINATING THE 'WORK OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS AM OF THE ORCHESTRA

ASSOCIATION

Concert Planning Committee

The present concert planning procedures evolved from a former

era when there was so little disposition on the part of the or-

chestra leadership to consult with the schools that the schools

were ready to withdraw from the entire youth concert operation.

Current procedures have been effective for 'several years and

involve a planning committee composed of the directors of music

education of city and county schools, the Orchestra's conductor

and manager and, theoretically, the Chattanooga Symphony board's

youth concert committee consisting of 6 persons appointed by the

president.

The job description of the Orchestra board's youth concert

committee is specific. The committee is charged with responsib-

ility to "plandevelop and arrange for a series of youth concerts

in the City and County Schools and secure complete financi- sup-

port for the program." Committee instructions are to work with

the Orchestra's conductor and manager, with the directors of music

education of the city and county schools in planning programs and

setting dates; with private and parochial schools to encourage

their participation; to solicit and obtain financial sponsors for

concerts, to arrange for sponsors to be present for at least one

concert; and to coordinate youth concert-activities between the

Orchestra association and the Symphony Women's Guild.

Actually, most of the formal planning for the concerts is

handled directly by the director of music education and the Or-

chestra's conductor and manager.The board committee carries-out its

full responsibility of obtaining the sponsors and working with the

Guild.

75% of teachers who responded to study questionnaires were

not particularly interested in becoming directly involved in

youth concert planning and evaluation.

Concert .8 chedul
maloacmoomsmalr.coowww....azwe Ankar- v. -

That yo:.-th concerts shall be given in November and February

has been established by the Orchestra's governing beard, but the

specific concert dates within those months are selected by the

school system. Concert times for two concerts per day must be

fitted into provisions of the contract between the Orchestra and

the A F of M (musicians' union) which permit two sessions if com-

pleted within a total of three hours. Therefore, concert times

were established at 10:30 AM and 12:30 PM.
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Two concerts are presented for 4th, 5th and 6th grade stud-
ents on each of two succeeding days. City school students attend
the first day, and county school students the second. The city
and county school directors of music education work out the detail-
ed schedules of the two concerts each school shall attend each day--
a complicated procedure involving logistics of transportation and
scrambled lunch hours.

Attendance

Attendance policies marywidely from school to school.
Some schools expect all 4th, 5th and 6th grade students to attend;
some schools also permit 3rd grade students to attend; other pub-
lic schools;_do not participate at all. Students from some private
and parochial schools attend concerts.

Although concerts are free, students must pay their own bus
fare. In some schools,, selection of students to attend depends
on which students bring bus money and a note from their parents
giving permission to attend.

4,400.
Total attendance for each concert ranges between 4,000 and

CHATTANOOGA TABLE NO.3.

PERCENTAGE OF ELEMENTARY STUDENTS ATTENDING FROM SELECTED
MICMEA.....17.t4.4 aNIR IMFM

CLASSES
1110,41.11011WIMOIMIMEO
C.,,,,..7.11111.4110[1101.

0 - 25% 25% - 50% 5070 - 75%
IMMO. 11=NUMINAltIMINNO
75% - 99% 100%

4 4 4 19 2

Total number of teachers responding to questionnaire: 33411.SAWZ.M.M2MMEOW /101=1,111.11MNIMM110101.,

The most frequently mentioned reasons for poor attendance
were (a) lack of transportation, and (b) lack of student intarest
in deprived area schools.
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Audience Supervision

The student concert audiences are supervised by their own
teachers and principals with assistance from the Symphony'libm_als
Guild. Orchestra representatives and school personnel alike com-
metttext.! on the excellent behavior of the children. Teacher rat-
ings of concert behavior were high in the Study questionnaires -(a0-70

rated it excellent or good), good concert preparation having been
given as the reason in most cases.

Transportation
41111.,-*

Transportation arranpments are complicated in Chattanooga,
In the State of Tennessee, only county school systems may have
buses under regular contract. The city schools must charter com-
mercially owned buses for each concert or have the children walk
to the concerts.

County school buses are owned by individuals operating under
contracts with the county schools to provide only regular student
transportation to and from school. The schools have no control
over buses or drivers for special work such as transportation to
concerts. Each owner-driver established his own price for concert
transportation which usually ran from $15 to $22 per bus. Further-
more, drivers preferred not to handle these trips because delays
caused by the length of the concert or traffic conditions upset
their work schedules.

City schools paid $22.50 ner bus for private charters. Each
school paid for its own buses ard, in most instances, met the costs
by charging each child from 25ç to 4W. Each school handled its
own bus funds and paid the drivers directly without submitting bills
to a central school office. From 60 to 90 children were loaded on
each bus.

The director of music education of city schools reported it
took him approximately one full day to work out bus schedules, con-
cert seating arrangements, on-the-street bus parking and audience
dismissal procedures.

Of AO teachers responding to Study questionnaires, 34 were
satisfied with transportation arrangements. Those who weren't
mentioned the ..lrowded bus situatl,a as being the most bothersome
part of the operation.

Concert Preparation ane. Follow-up---...-----

The orchestra and school leadership were in agreement that
student preparation is important if full potential value is to be
realized from youth concerts. The Orchestra's conductor and man-
ager each described concert preparation as "very important", and
stated that the results of pre-concert study or lack thereof 'board
be observed in Chattanooga youth concerts.
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Students from private schools do not have benefit of pre-

concert study and are less attentive and interested at concerts

than are students from public schools who have had contert -ore- 2-

paration:

One elementary public school
concert preparation in his school
at youth concerts was not a valid
experiences were used to the full

principal personally handled the
because he felt that attendance
use of school time unless the

He pointed out that teachers might have earned in-Service

training credits (in-service training is requited in Tennessee)

for participating in a project that would teach them about music

to be played in youth concerts and how to use the concerts as a

teaching resource were such a project available.

-
Preparation of Study Materials

The teacher's guide for youth concerts has, to date, been

written by the Chattanooga Symphony conductor and financed by the

Orchestra association. The guides are sent to the directors of

music education who, in turndistribute them to all teachers in

grades 3 through 6.

The 1966-67 guide consisted of a mimeographed booklet contain-

ing material relating to both the November and February concert

Programs. Contents were a blend of composer biographical infor-

mation., program notes, and general musical information. Listings

of recordings of concert compositions, price and source of supply

were included. The songs to be sung by children at the concerts

also were listed. The guide did not include musical examples.

14 of 37 teachers responding to Study questionnaires reported that

they supplemented the teacher's guides with additional material.

Preparation of the Students

Concert preparation of the students was handled mainly by

classroom teachers and the television resource teacher.

The school system, to the limit of its financial ability,

purchased recordings of youth concert music for use in individ-

ual schools.

From 10% to 20% of the students received no music instruct-

ion beyond what was given on television, although classroom

teachers were expected to provide at least 30 minutes of music

instruction each week in addition to the televised lesson.
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The teacher's television guide outlined the sequence of iset-
ivities leading up to concerts. (See Appendix 0 for lessons lead-
ing up to the November, l.c56 concerts.)

The television resource teacher used some of her 30-minute
weekly music lessons for concert preparation. Classroom teachers
were expected to listen to the TV program with students and con-
tinue work introduced by the television teacher. The television
teacher played recordings of some music to be played at youth con-
certs, told something of the composer and the composition, featured
instrument demonstrations presented by high school students, and
taught songs the children were to sing at concerts.

The extensive use made of commercial television in teaching
music in Chattanooga schools prompted the Study's music education
research specialist to seek an interview with the television. teacher.
A number of areas of interest in presenting effective youth concert
preparatory broadcasts, which, in essence, were part of the weekly
general music lesson were given:

1. The teacher undertaking televised teaching should
have a broad experience in direct contact with
children in the classroom.

2. New ideas were tried with an actual class before
they were made part of the televised lesson.

3. Concert programs should be available to the tele-
vision teacher at least 5 months in advance of
actual p3rformance to allow for clearance of copy-
righted materials to be used, and for preparation
of visual aids and teacher guides.

4. A program cannot be effective without adequate vis-
ual aids.

5. One of the chief strengths of television concert
preparation is the ability to present groups of
musicians to an entire school system, if the pri-
mary cost can be met.

Utilization of the full orchestra, its various
sections and individual musicians could make
broadcasts more effective, if they could be used
both before and after a concert. Unfortunately,
the small budget for the programs ruled this out
completely.

6. Another possibility would be to have high school
drama groups present skits about the composer that
would allow the children to see costumes, ucenery
and circumstances of the composers life and times.

14,3.14t
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Teachers' Comments on Concert Preparation

Comments from individual members of the teaching staff on
their own methods of concert preparation and suggestions of things
that would be helpful included the following:

Schedule music for the conceets that is readily
available in recordings as an aid to pre-concert
study.

9. Find a way to make more recordings available,to
more schools.

3, Make film strips and other materials about music
available.

4. Repeat the programs every four years or so.

"We make up similar programs (similar to. the TV lessons)
and review the life of the respective composers. This
enables us to understand how and/or why the composer
wrote the composition and the type of person he is."

(4th and 5th grade teacher)

"When I know well enough in advance, I prepare music to
play for the children in our school auditorium and explain
the story behind the music. I also give information on
the composers of the music played." (4th grade teacher)

Post-concert activity was confined largely to having the students
write letters to the conductor and the orchestra as a language
arts lesson.

glE7m111111

PROGRAMMING

TWo basic restrictive factors had to be reckoned with in
programming for all youth concerts--(l) the size of the auditorium
with its 4,400 seating capacity and (2) the unavailability of the
full orchestra.

The huge auditorium with its standing-room-only student aud-
iences placed a premium on full bodied music, but the difficulty
of many of the musicians in obtaining released time from their
security positions in order to play day-time concerts made it nec-
essary to present concerts with a personnel of approximately 40
players.
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Selection of music for youth concerts was made jointly by
the conductor and the city and county directors of music educat-
it)n who prepared lists of suggested compositions. .t= .

A
. A sampling of elementary classroom teacher opinion

on the suitability of music played found 29 teachers considering
it suitable and 5 in disagreement.

Charles Gabor,.conductor, of the Orchestra, was of the firm
conviction that the primary purpose of youth concerts is that of
education not entertainment, and sought to develop programs in
such manner that students would learn about the various elements
of music on an increasingly difficult level year after year. He
conceived of a 3-year programming cycle in which the emphasis in
successive years would be placed upon rhythm, melody, and harmony
(expression).

The programs were designed for students 9 to 11 years of age
(4th, 5th and 6th grades).

Student participation in the programs was achieved in a var-
iety of ways. custom=i, the entire student audience sang one or
more songs with the Orchestra (in addition to the National Anthem)
and sometimes participated ip rhythm demonstrations. The Chattanooga
Youth Symphony Orchestra played with the adult orchestra in one of
the concerts, and a ballet group performed with the Orchestra on
one or more occasions in the past.

The tmndhers' numerous written comments in support of student
patticipation in the program were substantiated by expressions of
opinion from 36 teachers responding to Study questionnaires.

CHATTANOOGA TABLE Nb. 4.

RATING OF DESIRABILITY OF AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

Very Good Good

17 12

Good if it is
limited

4

Unfavorable
AILAIAAAMAIIIIIAA,A.AMINIMMA

5

Verbal commentary at the concerts has undergone considerable
experimentation. Questions have arisen on the proper balance be-
tween the amount of time devoted to actual performance of music
and that devoted to comments concerning the music. Some observers
stated that occasionally the verbalization had consumed up to 300
or 40% of the total concert time. Mention also was made of the fact
that the comments had been merely a reiteration of information found
in teachers' program guides.



During the past two years, the conductor has requested that
someone other than he handle the verbal commentary due, in part,
to limitations of the public address system, and to his Eungarian
accent which he felt might make it difficult for students fo fully
understand what was being said.

One short announcement was made at the concerts acknowledging
the contributions of the commercial sponsors.

Printed Programs, financed by the Orchestra, were used at
concerts, a practice that met with approval by 73% of the teachers
questioned, but the orchestra leadership felt that printed pro-
grams provided an added distraction for students.

FINANCING

....Assaf/caw/amp

The Orchestra has borne complete responsibility for developing
financing for youth concerts since their inception twenty years
ago. Neither the city nor county school system has allocated any
money toward concert costs although no admission charge has ever
been made to students.

As indicated in the history of Chattanooga youth concerts,
the Orchestra has obtained funds with which to finance youth con-
certs from business and industrial firms in the community. The
business sponsors report great satisfaction in being able to help
make concerts available to youth of the area.

Costs for the 3 annual concerts total approximately $7,000.
Contributions of concert sponsors total approximately $4,000 each
year. The Orchestra association makes up the difference of approx-
imately $3,000 from its general funds. Ubereas the youth concerts
comprise some 57% of the total concerts played by the Orchestra,
revenue directly attributable to the concerts represents only 5%
of the Orchestra's total annual income.

In an interview with a school board member, it was brought out
that the Orchestra had requested school board assistance in financ-
ing concerts but the school board member did not personally favor
using tax money for this purpose. Ile was, on the other hand,strofigly
in favor of expanding youth concerts to include lower grades (1 to
3) and junior and senior high school students.



One member of the city school administration disagreed with
the practice of not giving school financial support to concerts.
He felt that youth concerzs were an essential part of the total
educational program and they, along with other cultural activit-
ies, should be encouraged and supported.

Payment of Musicians

The financial policies of the city school system relative to
yOuth concerts present yet another unique situation. 1Teachers who
play in the orchestra during youth concerts are prchtbited from re-
ceiving payment as teachers ftwr the same period of tifte that they
are paid for playing in the orchestra. If a teacher reCeivedT3re
money in fees from the orchestrh for playing the YOuth Concerts
than he would have received from the schools for teachihg uripg
those hours, he lost a half-day's teaching salary. If the reverse
were true, he turned his orchestra check over to the schools and
his teaching salary was not reduced. (Hamilton County teacher-
players were not affected by this policy.)

GENERAL COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS MADE BY SCHOOL PERSONNEL RELATIVE
TO YObTir-COCERTS.

Elementary Classroom Teachers' Comments:

"Youth concerts should be an important part of the
regular curriculum. They should be held more often
and with smaller groups in attendance."

"Since me have many fine student musicians in our
school system, there is no reason why they should
not be allowed to perform for their fellow class-
mates and students (at these concerts)."

"Youth concerts should not be restricted entirely
to symphonic music. There should be some vocal
music and ballet." (5th grade teacher)
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"Rather than require all of our students to attend
the concert, I feel it should be presented only to
the students who want to go. It would be much eas-
ier for teachers to take interested pupils and those
who will get something good out of the concert."

(Grades 5-6, team teachina . general)

nOur attendance is low only when weather conditions
are very severe. We walk to=the concert. Some of the
students do not have adequate clothing."

High School Vocal Teacher

"The scope of youth conmrts should be widened
from instrumental to include vocal organizations."
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FACT SHEET - COLUMBUS OHIO

THE CITY

Population Data
(1960)

Economic Base
(1960)

Income Data

Education Data

(See also AlliendixxOff,

Corporate Population:
Metropolitan area: (1965)

Whites in corporate population . .

Negroes in corporate population
Other non-whites in I

Manufacturing, government - state capital

471,316
828,000

83.10.

16.4%
0.2%

Median family income $ 5,982 (annual)

16.17. of families earned less than $ 3.000 "

14.0% of families earned more than $10,000

Designated major poverty areas (1966)
1 with 148,000 persons

t t

Of Columbus residents 25 years or older:
5.1% had completed less than 5 years of school

44.27 had completed high school or more
Median number school years completed - 11:2 yrs.

THE ORCHESTRA - THE COLUMBUS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 1966-67 datkl

Gross annual budget .
Total number of musicians
Total number of concerts played
Total number of youth concerts played
Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts . . . .

President:

Conductor:

Manager:

Robert Lazarus, Jr,
Evan Whallon
Alan W. McCracken

421

$20C,000
80

33

10

20,000



COLUMBUS SCHOOLS - SUMMARY 1966-67 data

Public school enrollment

Superintendent of Schools: Dr. Harold H. Eibling

Director of music education: Kenneth R. Keller (deceased)

105,417

Per child expenditure (1965.66) $410.68

Grade structure: Pre-school, K-6, 3-3

Schools:

Elementary Schools 118

Elementary-Junior High Schools 2

Junior High Schools . . . 22

Junior-Senior High Schools 2

Senior High Schools 10

Special Schools (Physically, Emotionally,
Mentally Handicapped) . . 3

Sp_esins:
Educational Radio Station WCBE-FM
Educational Television, Ohio State University, WOSN-TV

Adult Education
Federal Projects

Representative Cultural and Educational Institutions

Columbus Symphony Orchestra
Columbus Symphony Youth Orchestra
Symphony Club of Central Ohio
Columbus Gallery of Fine Arts

Ohio State University
Capital University
Franklin University
Lutheran Seminary
Case Institute of Technology
College of St. Mary of the

Springs

The Columbus City School District did not include all of the area

within the city limits. Large areas had been annexed since 1950,

but a few outlying portions still remained to be absorbed. As
the Columbus school area grew, the school population increased by
approximately 43,000 in the decade between 1955 and 1965 (1966

Digest of School Data).
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Federal Projects

Using P.L. 89-102 Title 1 funds, the Columbus schools set up

a project called the "Enrichment Unit Project" that has functioned

in the elementary schools. Staffed_with specially trained tea-

chr.rs, the program centered on pupil-language, deyelopment, home-

school relations, and staff development. Enrichment teams com-

posed of three classroom teachers and one enrichment teacher, (a

language specialist), worked in schools with high concentrations

of disadvantaged children. Under the team system, the classroom

teacher was freed to go into the student's home or 03 receive

additional training to improve her competencei The individuali-

zation of instruction was one area of accomplishment.

A pre-kindergarten program was conceived as an outgrowth of

the "Head-Start" program for disadvantaged children.

In 1963, the "Neighborhood Seminars" program was conducted

to give the people of Columbus an opportunity to talk about their.

schools and how they could he improved. Reading improvement and

mathematics improvement projects were statied as a result pf these

meetings. Five Regional Service Centers were established to bring

school services to the children. Music specialists, along with

specialists in other areas, used these centers as bases of opera-

tion and work in area elementary schools with disadvantaged chil-

dren.

A Neighborhood Youth Corps project enabled students between

the ages of 16 and 21 to work and attend school to complete their

education.

Both Ohio State and Ohio Wesleyan dniversities were involved

in educating the disadvantaged, the former in teachers' in-service

training, and the latter in helping disadvantaged children of ex-

ceptional talent to achieve a college education.
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MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

COLUMBUS TABLE NO. 1

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF - COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
(Total Staff - 89)

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC

Elementary

In 65 schools:

Usistant director of music
education

8 Elementary Classroom Music
Specialists (3 hired with
Title I, PA, 89-10 funds)

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

In 116 schools:

30 Instrumental SpecIalists
(27 also taught in junior
high, 1 in senior high)

Junior High

In 24 schools

24 Vocal-General Music teachers

Senior High

In 12 schools:
12 Vocal Teachers

In 26 schools:

29 Instrumental Specialists
(27 taught in elementary)

In 12 schools:

14 Instrumental Specialists
(one also elementary, one
all high schools - double
reeds)

Staff: The elementary music specialists spent from 4 to 6 weeks
each year in each of 65 elementary schools out of a total of 120
elementary schools. They worked on a rotating basis with art and
physical education teachers.

Three of these 8 music specialists were engaged with
Title I, P.L. 89-10 funds, and each of these 3 was responsible
for 5 public and 2 parochial schools, visiting each school for
3 two-week periods during the year.

The 5 specialists being paid with city funds visited 10
schools twice a year, each visit being for a two-week period.
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The elementary child was to receive 100 minutes of music
instruction each week according to state and local requirements.

In an attractive and useful publication for teachers en-
titled, Teaching Agreements for Primer and Intermediate Grades,
the essential goals to be achieved throughout the year were listed
in all subject areas, including music. Since much of the music
instruction was carried on over radio and television, extensive
tew.her's guides were provided containing lesson plans and teach-
ing suggestions for the entire year. These guides were prepared
by the assistant director of music education.

The classroom teacher was responsible for teaching music to
her children with assistance, in some schools, by specialists.
In addition to the 4 staples of singing, listening, rhythmic
movement, and playing classroom instruments, the experiences of
reading and writing music, and of dramatization involving music
were suggested for the elementary child. (See educational radio
and television)

All students in grades 5 and 6 were eligible for instrumental
music instruction during the school day, and during an 8-week
period in the summer. Teachers worked in an average of 4 ele-
mentary schools plus a junior high school, with usually two
lessons given each week.

Secondary24us

General music was required for 90 minutes a week in grade 7,
and could be elected in the ninth grade.
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COLUMBUS TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM - COLUMBUS FOLIC SCHOOLS

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary

Classroom Mnsic (Pre-School,
Kindergarten - 6)

Beginning and Intermediate
Winds and Strings (grades
5 - 6)

Small Ensembles

Junior High

General Music (Required in Band
grade 7, elective in grade Orchestra
8 - 9)

Senior High

Girls', Boys', Grade Level Band
Choruses Orchestra
Choir Stage Band
Small Ensembles

Music Theory (2 years)

EducAtimal.,Radio.and,TeleN,Won

Both radio and television were used extensively for teaching
music in elementary schools, with programs for developing the
listening and reading sides of the music curriculum being offered.

Radio station WDBE-FM is operated by the Columbus Board of
Education. WOSU-TV, operated by the Ohio State University,
carried programs for public high schools.

The "Music Can Be Fun" series, broadcast over WCBE for kin-
dergarten through 6th grade each week, was vocally oriented. The
"Music Can Be Fun" series was televised for 4th and 5th grades,
with 6th grades invited to view the broadcast weekly on WOSU-TV.
A teacher's guide was provided for preparation.
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The "Adventures in Mnsic Listening", and "Music Listening
Can be Fun", radio series provided the elementary child with
weekly listening experienee, a separate weekly broadcast being
offered respectively for Drimary and intermediate levels.

Available radio aud television facilities were not used in
any phase of the educational presentation of the Columbus Sym-

phony Orchestra's youth codcerts, although they had been used in
some previous years in connection with youth concerts played by
visiting orchestras.
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STATEMENT OF PLANS AND PROCEDURES FOR THE 1967-68 SEASON

Since completion of the field work in Columbus In conjunc-
tion with this Study, various changes have been made relative to
the Orchestra's 1967-68 educational activities, including the
following:

The Board of Education has purchased 5 pairs of chamber
orchestra concerts to be played in junior high schools. The 1st
of each of these back-to-back concerts will be played for students
in the home school, and 2nd for students from elementary schools
located in the surrounding area. The Orchestra association will
subsidize payments made by the Board of Education for the con-
certs.

The Orchestra has engaged a string quartet on a full-time
basis thereby strengthening the Ensemble concerts project. All
ensemble performances will be priced at $35.00 for a pair of
back-to-back performances.

The Orchestra has engaged a staff member to coordinate the
various phases of its educational activities.

The Orchestra has established a second youth orchestra in
order to expand this phase of its educational services.

The Assistant Supervisor of Music of the Columbus Public
Schools has been elected to the Board of Directors of the Or-
chestra association.

The Orchestra's educational activities for 1967-68 will
include:

2 performances of the opera "Hansel and Gretel" (1 morning
and 1 night performance)..

6 ba 8 high school concerts,

5 junior high and 5 elementary school chamber orchestra
concerts.

4 Saturday Youth Concerts (2 pairs).

Approximately 150 pairs (300 performances) of Ensemble
concerts in the schools.

Sponsorship of two youth orchestras and two competitions
for young artists.
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SUMMARY OF 1966-67 COLUMBUS SYMPHONY YOUTH CONCERTS - 2 Series

1. Saturda Series in Veterans Memorial Auditorium

Number
Conductor
Sponsorship
Financing
Attended by
Performed in
Time
Admission
Transportation

4 performances, 2 different programs
Evan Whallon
Columbus Symphony Association
Ticket Sales

Any student purchasing a ticket
Veterans Memorial Auditorium, capacity 4,000
Saturdays, 11 AM, 2 PM
Single tickets: Student SOC, Adult 50C
Student pays 25c and Orch. pays additional
costs.

LHigh School Series

Number
Conductor
Sponsorship
Financing

Attended by
Performed in
Time
Admission

6 performances, 3 different programs
Evan Whallon
Columbus Symphony Association
Bd. of Education, Music Performance Trust

Funds

Students of each school
High School Auditoriums
School days, 9:00 AM, 9:50 AM (pair)
Free

Related Educational Activities

A. Ensemble Concerts in the Schools

Number
Sponsorship
F-innnring

Attended by
Performed in
Time
Admission

93 pairs, approximately 180 performances
Columbus Symphony Association
S^h,,,,1, BA. of Education, M.P.T.F. Orches-

tra Ass'n.

Students of each school
School auditoriums and classrooms
School days, 9:00 AM, 9:50 AM (pair)
Free

B. Coltmth Orchestra

Conductor
Sponsorship
Financing

Number of concerts performed: 7-8

George Wilson
Columbus Symphony Assn.

4R9
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HISTORY Atth PHILOSOPHY OF COLUMBUS SYMPHONY YOUTH CONCERTS

Philosophy

Symphony orchestra concerts for young children in Columbus

have been chiefly the concern of the Orchestra organization and

a small group of dedicated women who have been very active in the

Orchestra's work. To date, there has been little inclination on
the part of anyone else to develop such concerts as a vital part

of the total educational curriculum of the elementary school chil-

dren of the area.

For that matter, e7en the development and maintenance of a

resident symphony orcheszra in this city has proven exceedingly

difficult. The orchestral history of the past 25 years has in-

cluded disbandment of an outstanding quasi-professional orches-

tra in favor of the fully professional Columbus Philharmonic;

its failure due to lack of conviction on the need for an orches-

tra or of the ability to support it; an orchestral vacuum for a

couple of years; organization of a Columbus Little Symphony
through the leadership and staunchness of a small band of women

who guided its steady growth and cautious expansion to the present

Columbus Symphony - a quasi-professional orchestra now playing a
total of 33 concerts per year on a gross annual budget of approxi-

mately $200,000.

Music and art, considered somewhat in the nature of "educa-

tional frills", were severely cut back or dropped altogether from

public school curriculums during the depression years. Their re-

establishment in the curriculum has been slow, gradual and limited.

Until 1965, there were no classroom music specialists in any ele-

mentary schools. A school policy of at least 30-years' standing

has prohibited release of students during in-school time for par-

ticipation in special events, such as concerts, except on rare
occasions and, then, only during the last 30 or 60 minutes of the

school day.

In lieu of a school-orchestra-coordinated elementary youth

concert program focused on educational goals, concerts for grade

school children have been thought of, for the last 17 years, pri-

marily as extra-curricular, cultural "Saturday entertainment".

Even on this basis, the Orchestra has found it necessary to exert
tremendous effort tn generate substantial student attendance.

Scheduling of Saturday youth concerts in Columbus must
await establishment of Big-10 game schedules in this football-

conscious home city of Ohio State University. Parents cannot be

counted on to bring their children to the concerts if there is a

concert-game conflict.
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There has been almost no joint work between school and orches-

tra leadership relative to youth concert development for elementary
school children despite the fact that the Orchestra has initiated

various contacts from time to time. Personality clashes, both old

and current, continue to cast their shadows over sporadic urges to

reorganize and coordinate school and orchestra efforts in music

education for elementary grades.

Neither school board nor orchestra board, educational or
artistic leadership, school or orchestra administrators, have

drawn up a blueprint of specific plans designed to expand the

current elementary-age youth concert program or to coordinate it

with the school curriculum. Neither is there expressed opposition

to development of such plans. They simply do not exist.

The Orchestra management does not believe that an "orchestra

can, or should, be involved directly in youth education because an

orchestra cannot do it effectively. Rather, it is felt to be the

responsibility of the orchestra management to make the orchestra
as available to young people as is humanly possible and to depend

upon the education profession to translate that exposure directly

into an educational experience."

With lack of interest (for whatever reasons) on the part of
the school administration in such a development, the concerts for
elementary school-age children have remained extra-curricular events
throughout the past 17 years.

History of Youth Series Concerts

In the mid-40's, the Columbus Philharmonic (predecessor of

the Columbus Symphony) presented youth concerts, under the direc-
tion of Izler Solomon, that involved in-school pre-concert study,

and busing of students to concerts in cooperation with the schools.
This came to an end with disbandment of the Philharmonic in 1949.

In its first season, 1950-51, the Columbus Little Symphony,
conducted by George Hardesty, launched youth concerts as the result
of the leadership of the band of women who had sponsored and fi-
nanced the reappearance of a resident orchestra in Columbus. From

1950 to the spring of 1954, three Saturday morning concerts for
elementary grade students were presented each year in the down-

town auditorium. The results were discouraging. There was no

school cooperation, and concert costs were so high that the con-

certs were discontinued.

In the ensuing 4 years, the Columbus Little Symphony became
the Columbus Symphony Orchestra. Claude Monteux succeeded Hardesty

as conductor and, in turn, was succeeded by Evan Whallon who was
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appointed conductor in 1955-56. In 1958-59 four performances of
Menotti's Amahl and the Night_yisitors, with the NBC cast were
presented for a total of 7,000 children and adults.

Encouraged by this success, the following year (1959-60) a
unit of the Orchestra's supporting group of women, sponsored the
appearance of "Captain Kangaroo" with the Orchestra in a double

concert for pre-school age children, played to SRO (standing room

only) audiences. Captain Kangaroo made annual return visits for
the next four years that proved successful for him and the Orches-
tra, and enjoyable for the young children.

Meantime, the Youth Concert Series was again launched in
1960-61 under sponsorship of the Columbus Symphony association,
and under guidance by a Youth Council organized for this purpose.
The Council was composed of members of the Orchestra board and
women's association, plus a music teacher from one of the suburban
school districts, and the assistant director of music of the
Columbus public schools, representing the first linkage between
schools and Orchestra though each member of the Youth Council
served in a personal capacity rather than as official representa-
tives of the school system.

The Youth Series consisted of three different programs, later
increased to 4, each played twice on Saturdays in October, December,
and February (and April), in the 4,000 seat Veterans Memorial Audi-
torium, Concerts were planned primarily for students in grades 4-7.

For the next 3 years, the concerts featured special "attrac-
tions" - ballet, opera, the Detroit Art Institute's larger-than-
life puppets, nationally known personalities as narrators, films
and other visual aids, Costs were high, running to $5,000 and
$6,000 per concert, all of which was supposed to be met through
sale of tickets at $1.50 each.

Except for the first year when a substantial profit was
realized, ticket sales uere disappointing - running little more
than 50% of the capacity of the house, and the Orchestra associa-
tion met substantial annual operating deficits on the Youth Series.

Advance sales for the 1964-65 concerts were so limited that
the entire series was reluctantly cancelled shortly before the
first concert was to have been presented.

In 1965-66, the Saturday Youth Series again was launched -
this time with 1 pair of concerts. Presentation of the expensive
attractions" was discontinued, and ticket prices were reduced
from $1.50 to 50c. The series was increased to 2 pairs of con-
certs in 1966-67. Although attendance was disappointing in 1965-
66 and for the first pair of 1966-67 concerts, attendance for the
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second pair of 1966-67 concerts ran to approximately 80% of the
capacity of the auditorium.

History of High School Concerts

The Orchestra association launched concert performances in
high schools in 1952, a project that, witn the exception of one
year, has been continued and expanded. The schools have had
interest in this educational venture and, as a result, the Board
of Education has invested some funds in it. The full orchestra
plays a double concert in each of 3 high schools during the year.

Related Educational Work

Through the leadership of the group of women who brought
Columbus' orchestra back to life in 1950-51, the Young Musicians'
Competition was initiated in 1952-53 for young instrumentalists.

Three years later, at the suggestion of Claude Monteaux,
then conductor of the Orchestra, the Association initiated spon-
sorship of in-school, small ensemble concerts, and of the Colum-
bus Youth Orchestra.

In 1961, the Junior Music Competitions were launched for
instrumentalists of 14 years and younger through the leadership
of Mrs. Frank Bentley, then president of the Orchestra associa-
tion.

PROCEDURES RELATED TO THE SATURDAY YOUTH CONCERT SERIES

Concert Planning

The Ohio State Department of Education took cognizance of
youth concerts by stating that the school music program might
include them, "planned jointly by the music supervisor and the
director of the performing group.... Before the concert, chil-
dren should make careful preparation for the learning experience
by becoming informed about the music to be heard, the program,
the performance, the players or singers who will perform, the
director or conductor, and the role of the audience (concert
behavior). These aspects of concert experience should then be
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discussed and related to the ongoing musical learning of each

classroom group upon returning from the concerts."

This procedure is not carried out in Columbus.

The planning committee consists of the conductor, a pro-

fessor of music from Ohio State University who makes the verbal

commentaries at youth concerts, and the assistant supervisor of

music of the Columbus public schools who is a member of the Youth

Council - the unit of the Orchestra women's association that

handles ticket sales, ushering, etc.

There exists, however, considerable informal contact between

schools and Orchestra that may be brought to bear on youth con-

certs by virtue of the fact that approximately 90% of the Orches-

tra's musicians are music teachers many of whom teach in city and

suburban public schools.

During the course of research on this Study in Columbus,

numerous comments were made by school administrators and teachers

to the effect that, in their opinion, the initial planning for a

season of youth concert activities should take place at a care-

fully structured meeting between school and orchestra leadership

at which time responsibilities should be clearly outlined and

problems frankly discussed.

School-orchestra relationships were described as "unsatis-

factory", due mainly to the absence of strong leadership needed

to pull together the entire youth concert operation and make it

function to the benefit of the students and of both institutions

concerned.

Concert Scheduling

Concerts are presented on Saturdays at 11AM and 2 PM. The

Orchestra association establishes the dates contingent upon (1)

availability of the concert hall, and (2) lack of an Ohio State

University home football game.

The question of presenting in-school time concerts was dis-

cussed with one of the school's general administrators who re-
ported that for over 30 years, the Columbus Board of Education has

had a strict formal policy of not releasing students during school

hours for concerts (or theater, opera, special motion pictures,

etc.) except on rare occasions, and then only for 30 to 60 minutes

at the end of the school day. The administrator defended the

policy on the theory that "two-thirds of the students probably

wouldn't attend the event even if they were given released time
at the end of the school day", but observed that the public press
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recently had been critical of the schools for "not supporting
cplture" and that possibly the released-time fmlicy entered into
this criticism.

Early dismissal of students had been requested and granted
the previous year when the Minneapolis Symphony presented an
afternoon youth concert under auspices of the Symphony Club of
Central Ohio.

91% of the 75 teachers responding to this question in Study
cpestionnaires did not object to released time for concerts.
(Secondary teachers responding were all music specialists, how-
ever.)

Publicity

The Orchestra and its Women's Association carry full responsi-
bility for promoting and publicizing the Saturday youth concerts.
Lacking a close tie-in with the schools that would offer a direct
channel for getting concert information into the hands of students
and parents, the Orchestra has invested heavily in other types of
promotion including youth concert brochures and flyers, newspaper
features and ads, radio and TV announcements.

In 1965-66, publicity costs accounted for 307 of the total
costs of the Saturday youth concert series, and consumed 60% of

the total revenue from youth concert ticket sales.

In responses to Study questionnaires concerning promotion,
teachers suggested:

1. Student art contests for posters and/or youth
concert ads

2. Composition contest at high school level

3. Presentation of high school choruses in concerts
with the Omhestra

4. Permitting some of the advanced high school music
students to sit in as players in the Orchestra,
especially at high schooi concerts.

Ticket Sales

Tickets, at 5ft each for either students or adults, are
sold largely through the efforts of the Youth Council and news-
paper advertising.
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Attendance

Each tima the Saturday youth concert series has been re-

established a pattern of declining attendance emerges that ulti-

mately prompts suspension of the concerts, re-assessment, reorgani-

zation, and a fresh start. The current series seemed to be fol-

lowipg that same pattern with attendance dropping from nearly 607

of auditorium capacity in 1965-66, to approximately 40% of capacity

for the first pair of concerts in 1966-67. Inasmuch as the second

pair of concerts attraczed total attendance of 6,700 (80% of

capacity), it is hoped that a reversal of the oft-repeated trend

has been achieved.

The public schools were involved in developing concert

attendance only to the extent of sending letters to principals

regarding ticket sales to be conducted in each school by members

of the Orchestra's Youth Council.

32 elementary classroom teachers responding Oa Study ques-

tionnaires reported attendance from their classes was running

from zero to 25% of the students. Reasons given for this poor

attendance centered around students' financial inability to pur-

chase tickets (22%), failure to present concerts during in-school

time (167), parental indifference to concerts (16%), lack of

interest by students in deprived areas (137), and lack of adequate

transportation (97).

Teachers' concert attendance, Incidentally, was considered

to be quite limited, but many parents accompany their children to

the concerts.

Wben asked to comment on the attendance situation and prob-

lems, teachers responded as follows:

"I believe that concerts on the stages of neigh-

borhood movie houses would increase overall

average attendance while developing an increased

appreciation for live music." (Instrumental

specialist, grades 5 - 9)

"It should be the school board's responsibility

to provide the programs in educating the whole

child. We wouldn't think of asking a child to

buy an English book or a copy of the Constitution

of the United States, so why make him pay for be-

ing educated in the arts. This, too, is an im-

portant part of his growth and maturity." (Tea-

cher, secondary vocal, grades 7 - 9)
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"The school administration must be made aware
of its responsibility to the community in en-
couraging and supporting these concerts for the
eventual broadening and enlightenment of the
community's cultural atmosphere . . . It is

vital for the happiness and welfare of its

citizens." (Instrumental specialist, high school)

"Would like to see every Columbus child have the
opportunity to hear a full orchestra concert at
least once in the elementary school. Would sug-

gest a planned field trip." (Instrumental spec-

ialist, grades 5 - 9)

Audience Supervision

Members of the Orchestra Women's Association (with special

reference to its Youth Council group) are responsible for audience

supervision and ushering. What was considered by some observers

as a "high incidence of student restlessness and inattention" was

judged by them to be "unwarranted". Student concert behavior, as

rated by 22 public school instrumental specialists, was "good"

according to 12 respondents, and "fair" or "poor" according to

10 others.

Ilaylportation

Inasmuch as concerts are presented on Saturdays, neither
orchestra or schools had been involved in transportation arrange-
ments prior to 1966-67. In conjunction with the second pair of

concerts, the Orchestra sponsored a transportation plan in which

students paid 25c round trip fare (in addition to cost of the con-

cert ticket). The Orchestra subsidized the transportation plan

in an amount totalling approximately $1,000. Judging from the

increased attendance, the Orchestra concluded the plan ues valu-

able to the students and expects to continue it.

Printed Programs

Printed programs are used, but are distributed to the stu-

dents at the close of the concert.

Concert Preparation and Follow-up

The Orchestra association or its Women's Committee has been
responsible for preparing and financing pre-concert study materials
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throughout the history of the youth concert series. The form,

scope and cost of materials has fluctuated with the various con-

cert formats. The conductor feels that concert preparation is
especially valuable for the younger child because it creates anti-
cipation and helps him get acquainted with what is new to him. He

finds that children who have had concert preparation are more atten-
tive and responsive during concerts than those who have not had it.

In earlier years, the Orchestra published quite an elaborate
Teacher's Manual containing an orchestra seating chart, informa-
tion concerning conducbar and orchestra instruments, notes on con-
cert audience protocol, program notes with theme examples, teaching

suggestions, lists of source materials and recordings, and informa-
tion on publishers and distributors of such materials.

The conductor observed that the manual probably was too com-
prehensive and detailed for practical use by general classroom

teachers.

On some occasions, study tapes were prepared for use over
the educational radio station MCBE-FM, but the conductor was ap-
prehensive that some teachers used the tapes as a substitute for
concert attendance rather than as preparation of students for con-

cert participation.

Currently, study materials consist of mimeographed program
notes, written in non-technical style and include examples of a

few musical themes. The material is written by the Orchestra's
program narrator (Ohio State University music professor), and the

assistant director of =sic of the Columbus Public Schools who is
a member of the Orchestra's Youth Council.

Distribution is made by the schools (one copy per school,
apparently) approximately two weeks prior to each concert. 17

respondents (primarily secondary teachers) out of 27 reported they
always received the materials, whereas only 11 out of 32 elemen-
tary classroom teachers reported receiving them.

Elementary classroom teacher responses to Study question-
naires concerning pre-concert materials indicated the materials
were not generally considered satisfactory, and that they were
received too late to be fully used.

Responses from 30 elementary and secondary music teachers
provided the following ratings of these materials:
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COLUMBUS TABLE NO. 3

RATINGS BY MUSIC TEACHERS OF TEACHER'S GUIDE FOR
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERTS

Excellent Good Fair Poor

Provides sufficient information 8 16 2 4

Clearly organized 7 13 4 -

Suggested supplementary material
readily available 4 5 5 6

Actual use of materials and development of concert prepara-
tion activities were left to the initiative of individual teachers.
Participation of instrumental specialists in concert preparation
was notable in Columbus with almost 827 of respondents having done
some form of preparation.

A little more than half the elementary classroom teachers
returning the Study questionnaires, and 8 of 26 instrumental
specialists reported they had done something in the way of post-
concert activities with their classes,

Teachers comments included the following:

"Prior to a concert, it would be helpful if a more
adequate outline of works to be played was given
out so that more adequate pre-concert preparation
could be done. If this could be given out well
in advance, possibly a whole unit or six weeks of
work could be devoted to the composers and types
of orks to be presented which would culminate in
thL actual performance." (High schoD1 instrumental
specialist)

"The pre-concert preparation and the concerts are
fine. The publicity could be improved and post-
concert follow-up needs a lot of improvement. The
concert attendance is not what it should be in
Columbus." (High school instrumental teacher)

..1111.111UM, VOW
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PROGRARMING

Youth concert programming policies and philosophies indubi-
tably continue to be the direct result of the 15-year history of
youth concert sponsorship and financing in Columbus.

It must be remembered that when the small band of women
launched the re-birth of an orchestra in Columbus in 1950, it took
place in a climate of resistance from community leadership that
customarily can be relied upon for orchestra support. That leader-
ship still was resentful over financial deficits incurred by the
old Columbus Philharmonic.

The women who brought the orchestra back to life had no sub-
stantial financial backing. The modest maintenance funds they
could raise through tiny individual contributions and neighborhood
fund raising projects had to be applied to the orchestra's basic
support. Of necessity, additional projects were initiated with
great caution and on a pay-as-you-go basis.

Therefore, the re-born orchestra's first youth concerts were
undertaken in 1951 with the conviction that the concerts should
pay the out-of-pocket costs through ticket sales. That same basic
attitude continues to color all aspects of today's youth concert
work in spite of the fact that the Columbus Symphony Association
assumes financial responsibility for subsidizing this phase of its
endeavors. Nevertheless, it is assumed with an underlying feeling
on the part of many persons that the necessity to do so somehow
reflects failure on someone's part.

So it is that the conductor is faced with the obligation to
program for:

1. Youth Concerts that will sell tickets, largely as the
result of public media promotion;

2. Youth Concerts, the publicity for which will attract and
interest parents to the point that they will voluntarily
buy tickets for their children and bring them to the
concerts;

3. Youth Concerts that, although really planned for students
in grades 4 - 7, must not be so announced otherwise ticket
sale losses occur among children under 4th grade level
and students above 7th grade level.

4. Youth Concerts that will hold students' attention (and
parents) in spite of lack of school structured pre-
concert study.
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5. Youth Concerts that can be performed inthmately it a
4,000 seat auditorium - hopefully filled with children.

6. Youth Concerts that can be prepared in one rehearsal
plus a little time 'borrowed or stolen' from rehearsals
for subscription concerts.

7. Youth Concerts that also will contain repertoire suit-
able for the concerts to be played in the high schools
because no funds are allocated to rehearsals specifically
for the high school concerts.

8. Youth Concerts that will meet teachers' concepts of what
an educational experience in music listening should be,
plus somehow fulfilling the Orchestra Association's and
Women's Association's rather general and vaguely con-
ceived "educational" goals.

This - obviously is a big assignment, an impossible assign-
ment, actually. That the conductor achieves a reasonably satis-
factory compromise to all of these varying expectations is indi-
cated by his perceptive comments on his present programming policies.

"We are committed to the basic philosophy of youth
concerts for entertainment until such time as a
joint school-orchestra operation can be established.

course the auditorium is too large, so large
that it is impossible to develop student participa-
tion in the programs except for occasional group
singing. This was done quite effectively in con-
nection with the performance of Amahl when students
sang the themes in a brief pre-performance intvoduc-
tory exercise.

"Concert themes are vital to provide something they
can hang the publicity on in order to sell those
tickets. The theme plan also helps teachers wto are
interested in concert preparation of their students.
It's necessary, of course, to avoid letting the theme
idea get out of balance.

"Programs should be structured for spesifia_is.
Ours are focused upon students in grades 4 - 7, but we
never know what age students will actually attend - and
then, of course, parents' reactions to the programs
must be given some consideration in this setup.

"Verbal comments - they are important especially in a
4,000 seat house. We usually figure about 10 minutes
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of discussion within a one-hour program. The com-
ments also add variety. Our comments are handled
by a former playing member of the orchestra who
now is professor of music at Ohio State.

"Contemporary music - the children are very respon-
sive to it but, for young people, Bach and Bartok
are not far apart."

Teacher responses to Study questionnaires indicated that 19
of 21 classroom teachers thought the music played was suitable for
their students. Detailed comments included the following:

"All age groups are put together. Separate age
groups require separate programming and therefore,
concerts for elementary, junior high and senior
high school should be separate - not all age groups
together." (Teacher, grades 4 9)

"Concerts lean too heavily on the educational side
and too little on enjoyment." (Teacher, grades 4 - 9)

"Programming more concerti seems a way of enabling
students to hear the possibilities inherent in
their instruments which may be brought about by
serious study and practice." (Instrumental spec-
ialist, grades 5 - 9)

%Te need livelier demonstrations at concerts for
school age children." (Instrumental specialist,
grades 5 - 9)

FINANCING

Youth concerts account for approximately 307 of all con-
certs played by the Columbus Symphony Orchestra.

Costs of Educational Work

The Orchestra's direct costs for educational work total ap-
proximately $20,000, or 107 of total annual operating expenses,
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exclusive of basic overhead, conductor's salary, and administrative
costs. When these are added, costs of the Orchestra's educational
work totals approximately 20% of the gross annual expenscs or .

$40,000

Income for Educational Work

Income directly attributable to

educational activities totals approximately . $ 8,000

In addition, the Orchestra receives
the following grants for the express pur-
pose of aiding it in meeting costs of its
educational work:

Grant from Columbus Board of Education. $ 2,400
Grant from Columbus Foundation $ 2,000
Grant from Jeffrey Foundation $ 2,000

The City of Columbus makes an annual
contribution of $5,000 toward general
operating costs of the Orchestra, a
portion of which is used toward
financing educational work $ 2 000

Total income applicable to
educational work $16,400 16,400

Subsidy provided from the Orchestra's general funds $23,600

As a result of the above total operations and financial struc-
ture, the students of Columbus schools have benefit annually of a
total of 12 student symphony concerts, the Symphony-sponsored youth
orchestra, and 90 ensemble concerts presented in the schools, with
the Board of Education meeting only $2,400 of the costs involved.
(Actually, the Board of Education allocated $4,000 but the Orches-
tra used only $2,400 due to unavailability of the musicians to carry
out some portions of the planned work.)
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HIGH SCHOOL CONCERTS

Columbus Symphony Orchestra free, in-school concerts, dating
back to 1952, were presented in 3 different high schools in 1966-67.
Double concerts were played in each school. Attendance was compul-
sory for the students of the school. When seating capacity per-
mitted, students from neighboring schools were invited to attend.

Winners of the Orchestra's annual Young Musicians Competition
are presented as soloists in these concerts. It is not possible to
hold special rehearsals for these concerts. Therefore, aside from
the solo repertoire, the programs are drawn from the music played
in the adult subscription concerts and from the Saturday youth
concert series.

No study materials are prepared for these concerts, and con-
cert preparation is left up to the wishes and initiative of indi-
vidual teachers.

Originally, the high school concerts were financed from
funds raised for this purpose by a special unit of the Symphony
Women's Association. Eventually, the Orchestra Association as-
sumed responsibility for the financing. In 1966-67, Music Per-
formance Trust Funds and a $2,400 allocation from the Columbus
Board of Education assisted in meeting the costs.

ENSEMBLE CONCERTS

The Ensemble Concerts, made available to public and parochial
schools, were initiated in 1953 by a special unit of the symphony
women's sponsoring group which raised the funds for this work.
Later the ensemble concerts were placed under the general structure
of the Columbus Symphony association, and administered iointly by
the Orchestra's manager and Youth Council whose members handle much
of the scheduling, promotion, and arrangements with schools and the
performing musicians.

Costs of the project are met in a variety of ways - through
payment of performance fees (ranging from $53 to $79 for a pair of
back-to-back performances at the same school) by individual schools
and/or their PTA groups, performances made available at no cost to
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other schools through subsidy by the Music Performance Trust Funds,

local foundations, and limited use of Board of Education funds.

Four different types of ensembles are available - brass, wood-

wind, strings and percussion - all composed of members of the Or-

chestra. Customarily performances are presented for all students

in a given school but also are available for a special group such

as the school band. A total of 186 performances (93 pairs) were

presented in 1966-67.

A certain number of the presentations financed from Board of

Education funds during the 1965-66 season were to include participa-

tion-type activities such as having members of the ensemble sit in

with the school orchestra in concerts, or serve in the capacity of

teacher-demonstrators.

Leaflets, describing the instruments, are distributed in ad-

vance of the performances as pre-concert study materials and are

available in sufficient quantity to be given to students.

Generally speaking, the ensemble concerts are highly valued

by school administrators and teachers, but need is seriously felt

for more effective central direction of the program in terms of

its administration, selection of musical content of the programs,

teaching methods, demonstration techniques, and performance prac-

tices used by the musicians.

In addition to the ensemble concerts sponsored by the Orches-

tra, another series of 23 free, in-school ensemble concerts was

made available to elementary and secondary students under sponsor-

ship of the Columbus Women's Music Club. This series included

solo piano or harp, mixed instrumental trios, singers with piano

accompaniment, and duo-pianists, but did not make use of musicians

from the Columbus Symphony.

Elementary classroom teacher comments on ensemble programs

included the following:

"Each child makes his own music book. (Keep in

mind these are 2nd graders). In this he has

dittoed pictures of the musical instruments. He

colors these pictures and writes something about

each instrument. Also, the child encloses any
materials he receives from the concert. The first

thing appearing in the child's music book is a

brochure on concert manners. I play records.

Soon the children are able to identify the musi-

cal instruments." (Refers to ensemble concerts)

- (Teacher, grade 2)
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"Some individuals go up on the stage and are
allowed to try instruments out with the help of

the musician. They often play along with some

simple rhythmic figure. Audience and child both

enjoy this." (Teacher, grade 4)

GENERAL COMMENTS AND STUDENT EVALUATIONS

When asked if the purposes they considered important for

youth concerts in Columbus were being achieved, 61% of the instru-

mental teachers responding answered in the affirmative.

At the administrative level in the schools, the opinion was
expressed that, whereas the Board of Education was especially con-

cerned about expansion of music activities and opportunities for

elementary grade students, it was felt the Orchestra had primary

interest in work with secondary students. This opinion was

strengthened by the fact that, to date, the Orchestra has not pre-

sented to the school administration a comprehensive statement or
request concerning plans it would like to carry out in expanding

concert activity and school involvement for elementary grades.

Student Opinion

33 students, members of a high school orchestra, were imvited

to express their opinions concerning Columbus Symphony youth con-

certs, high school concerts and emsemble performances.

25 members of the group had attended Columbus Symphony youth
or high school concerts for an average of 2 years. Several had

attended in-school ensemble concerts for an average of 11- years.

25 of the 33 students attended the Orchestra's subscription series

concerts.

When asked their general opinion concerning the Orchestra
concerts presented especially for students (youth and/or high

school concerts), 22 of the 28 responding felt the concerts were

worthwhile. The following were the most frequenZly mentioned

specific likes and dislikes concerning the concerts:
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COLUMBUS TABLE NO. 4

WHAT HAVE YOU ENJOYED THE MOST (ANYTr THE CONCERTS)?

The ensemble concerts (only 2 of 10 respondents

were partial to ensembles utilizing the instru-

ments they played) 10

The explanation of instruments and music 6

Soloists with the orchestra (one mentioned Yehudi
Menuhin and Isaac Stern)

Lively pieces with movement and rhythm

COLUMBUS TABLE NO. 5

WHAT HAVE YOU ENJOYED THE LEAST (ABOUT THE YOUTH CONCERTS)?

6

4

The music didn't please me. Too slow, drab, long, etc. 5

The string ensemble. (Respondents were a saxaphone
player, two percussionists, and a string bass player
who resented the fact that only the upper strings
were discussed.)

MIONINA

4

Two students felt the youth concert programs were not made
up with high school students in mind.

When asked what they would suggest if Cley were given the
chance to plan youth concerts, the following answers were given:
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COLUMBUS TABLE NO. 6

IF YOU WERE GIVEN THE CHANCE TO PLAN YOUTH CONCERTS,

WHAT WOULD YOU SUGGEST?

Have more explanatory comments 6

Programming music that features various sections

and solo instruments 5

Programming light, vigorous music 5

Programming more familiar music 2

Programming jazz 2

Programming different eras and styles 2

Approximately 81% of the students stated their teachers had

given them some sort of preparation for concerts which they evalu-

ated either as 'very valuable" or "somewhat helpful". The remainder

felt it made no difference in their enjoyment of the concert.

Approximately 537 reported that some sort of concert follow-

up was done in their classes, most often taking the form of a

written report.

20 students stated they preferred the Orchestra's subscrip-

tion concerts to youth concerts. 8 gave as their reasons that the

music was of better quality - "deeper", "more difficult", "played

with more feeling, expression and technique", and included a greater

variety of music. One student preferred the evening concerts "be-

cause the concerts are aimed at a higher intellectual person who

would enjoy the music more than the discussion period." Another

said, "I enjoy them only because of the change from normal teenage

living. There are actually very few pieces I really enjoy." Four

others were impressed with the soloists who appear with the Orches-

tra at subscription concerts.
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FACT SHEET

TEE CITY

Population Data
(1960)

Economic Base
(1960)

Income Data
(1960)

Education Data

EVANSVELE, INDIANA

(See also Appendix D).

Corporate Population 141,543
Metropolitan Area 222,890

Percentage of whites in corporate population - 93.47
- 6.6%Percentage of negroes in

Percentage of other non-whites

Manufacturing

Median family income - $5,299 (annual)
211.67 of families earned less than $3,000 (annual)
10.8% of families earned more than $10,000 (annual)

Of the Evansville residents 25 years or older:
6.47 had completed less than 5 years of school

39.1% had completed high school or more
Nedian number of school years completed - 10.2 yrs.

THE ORCHESTRA - THE EVANSVILLE PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA (1966-67 Data)

Gross Annual Budget
Total number of musicians
Total number of concerts played
Total number youth concerts played
Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts

President Alexander L. Leich
Conductor Ninas Christian
Manager Carlos Wilson (1967-68)
Chairman of Youth
Concert Committee of
Board of Directors Reverend1J. Robert Webb

145o

$85,900
80

12

4
21,500



EVANSVILLE SCHOOLS - SUMNW? S1966-67 data)

Public school system enrollment 4 4 6 o 33,139

Non-public school enrollment 10,090

Total school population (through high school) 43,229

Evansville Public Schools

Superintendent Herbert Erdmann

Director of music education Claude Smith
Coordinator of youth concerts Miss Ruth Shireman

Annual per pupil expenditure l521,67
Grade stracture: Kindergarten . . . . 8-4

Schools

Elementary, K-4 ol 4 i

K-6 5

Elementary-Junior High, K-8 4 4 4 4 4 o 3

Senior High School, 9-12 4...3..65
Technical-Vocational Schools 4. . 3

Special Facilities and Prozoms

Team Teaching
Work-study program
Readiness training (pre-school)
Summer Music
Educational radio
Adult education

Representative Cultural and Educational Institutions

Evansville Philharmonic Orchestra
Museum of Arts and Sciences

1451

Indiana State University-
Evansville Campus

University of Evansville



MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE EVANSVILLE-VANDERBURGH SCHOOL CORPORATION

EVANSVILLE TABLE NO. 1

MbSIC EDUCATION STAFF - EVANSVILLE-VANDERBURGH SCHOOL CORPORATION

(Total Staff 69)

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION

VOCAL - GENERAL MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary

In 37 schools:

Elementary Vocal Supervisor
37 Elementary classroom music

specialists and vocal-general
teachers (Gr. 5-8)

High School

In 5 schools:

High school music consultant
4 Vocal teachers

ELEMENTARY MUSIC

Classroom Music

In 37 schools:

Instrumental supervisor
17 Instrumental specialists

In 5 schools:

7 Instrumental specialists

From kindergarten through the 4th grade, the classroom teacher
handled music instruction in the majority of cases, supplemented by
radio instruction. In grades 5 through 8, a vocal music specialist
assigned to each building taught the classroom music.

The listening experience was a constant one from kindergarten
through grade 8. Music to be played on the youth concerts, however,
was not "written into" the teacher's guides, though ample opportunity
to integrate this material with the curriculum was given if substitu-
tions were made in the carefully structured program. (See Table No. 2)
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One unique part of the elementary music program was the explora-

tory course conducted for 4th grade students by the instrumental music

teachers. Object of the course was to select students for instrumental

music instruction. In essence, the approach used was to test all stu-

dents, select some for the pre-instrumental class (tonette), present

demonstration and "adaptation" classes to select the instrument best

suited to a child's capabilities. The total process book the entire

school year, mainly on a once-a-week basis.

Radio Instruction

The director of music education also was in charge of the edu-

cational radio station, WM. Two 30-minute radio programs involving

music instruction were broadcast meekly for grades 1 through 4, plus

several weekly 15-minute broadcasts.

SECONDARY MUSIC

A full range of vocal and instrumental activities was available

to the high school student (See Table No. 2). An unusual opportunity

was given to string players who were seeking further instruction to

take one class lesson a week from a string specialist during the
school day on a rotating schedule. In this way, students would miss
approximately one academic class each grading period while getting

needed string lessons.

The humanities course was a combination of history, art, litera-

ture, and music, but music personnel were not involved in its teaching.

All-city b nds and orchestras operatei at both elementary secondary

levels.
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EVANSVILLE TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUGATION CURRICULUM - EVANSVILLE

VOCAL - GENERAL MUSIC INSTRUMENM MUSIC

Elementary (Pre-school, K-8)

ClassLoom music (Pre-school,
Kindergarten - 4th grade)

Radio instruction

General music (required Gr,, 5-8)

Exploratory course (all 4th
grade students

Beginning winds, strings and
percussion (Gr..5)

IntermedIate instruction (Gr. 6-7)
Advanced Instruction (Gr. 7-8)
Band (Gri 6-8)
Orchestra (Gr. 6-8)

Liisi.§stlogjicrades 9-12)

Preparatory chorus (Gr. 9)
Glee Club (Gr, 10)
Mixed chorus (Gr. 11)
Concert choir (Gr. 12)
Small ensembles
Voice class
Applied music credit

Special string classes
Preparatory band & orchestra (Gr. 9)

Intermediate band
harching band
Concert band
Concert orchestra
Chamber ensembles

Humanities



EVANSVILLE PHILHARMONIC YOUTH CONCERTS - INTRODUCTORY STATENENT

The Evansville Philharmonic youth concert field study was made
in November 1966, and the detailed report is based on operations and
practices in effect up to and including the 1966-67 season.

Since completion of the Study, however many new developments
have solved some of the most urgent problems in conjunction with
youth concerts.

Concert Location

The new Vanderburgh Auditoriur, with a seating capacity of
2,000, has been completed and is in use for 1967-68 youth concerts.
"The days of 'music in a cornfield' (page 9) in the 10,000 seat
basketball stadium formerly used are now over," stated the President
of the Philharmonic.

With the 2,000 seating capacity, the number of youth concerts
has been doubled - from 3 to 6 annual City School Concerts, thereby
continuing to accommodate a total of 12,000 students.

Financial Suatort From public Schools

The Evansville-Vanderburgh School Corporation has made its
first allocation (in the amount of $2,000), toward support of youth
concerts. In addition, for 1967-68 the schools obtained a P.L, 89-10,
Title I grant of $2,000 for youth concerts Bar 15 "Target Area Schools,"
and $1,500 for Philharmonic string quartet concerts in those same
schools.

Philharmonic Expansion

The Evansville Philharmonic expanded its operations during the
year, is classified as a Metropolitan Orchestra as of the 1967-68
season, and has engaged a full time professional manager.
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1966-67 EVANSVILLE PHILHARMONIC YOUTH CONCERTS - 2 SERIES

1. cisy School Concer ts: 3 performances

Conductor:
Sponsored by:

Financed by:
Attended by:
Performed

Usual attendance
Time:

Admission:
Transportation:

Minas Christian
Evansville Philharmonic Corporation
Philharmonic and Whirlpool Corporation
Students in grades 6-8, music students in grades 9-12
Robertslitipiéi15at'Stadiump seatingrxdpgeitk:9,474
per concert, 4,100
November, customarily on a Thursday, back.-to-back

concerts at.9:10, 10:15AM and 1:00 PM
Free
Arranged by the schools, at a cost of 25c to each

child.

2. TriState Youth Concert: 1 concert

Conductor:
Sponsored by:

Financed by:
Attended by:

Minas Christian
EvansVille Philharmonic Corporation
Evansville Courier
Students in grades 6-12 from Tri-State area;
includes neighboring areas in Indiana, Kentucky,
and Illinois; 50 towns represented

Performed in: Roberts Municipal Stadium
Usual attendance per concert) 9,500
Time: Customarily in the spring, on a Thursday, 10:00 AM
Admission: Free
Transportation: School buses

3. 1966-67 Rela,ted Educational Performances

The Evansville Philharmonic engages a string quartet on a fuli-time
basis. Members of the quartet also serve as section heads in the
Orchestra. The quartet is available to schools for performances at
no cost to the schools.

Number of performances, 1966-67: 100
Sponsored by: Evansville Philharmonic
Financed by: Philharmonic Corporation

Quartet Fund Sponsors, approximately 15
P.L. 89-10, Title I grant

(For up-dating of statistics and arrangements, see page 455)
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF THE YOUTH CONCERTS

Evansville Philharmonic youth concerts were initiated in 1954
(20 years after the Orchestra was founded), when Minas Christian
was appointed conductor of the Orchestra.

The Orchestra organization assumed full responsibility for
developing and presenting the concerts, and for obtaining needed
funds for them. The Junior Service League served as financial
sponsor for the first five years (1954-1959).

The Whirlpool Corporation and the Evansville Courier added
their financial support beginning in 1960, with assistance from
Station WTVW-TV for five years. Currently, the Evansville Phil-
harmonic Corporation supplements aid given by Whirlpool Corpora-
tion and the Courier.

At no tine have local public funds from either the school
system or the city government been placed in support of the youth
concerts, although city funds are allocated to help meet the costs
of the string quartet performances in the school buildings. (For

updating, see page 6) Through the generosity of the Junior Service
League, and business sponsors, all concerts have been presented
free to students for the past 13 years.

The Orchestra's conductor, the chairman of the board of the
Philharmonic Corporation, the president of the Orchestra's Women's
Guild, officers of sponsoring business firms - each spoke of the
urgency of need to increase the number of youth concerts, the need
to be playing for more students, the need to play concerts in a

smaller auditorium pointing out in each case that the annual con-
cert provided almost the only opportunity for young people of the
area to be exposed to live, symphonic music. "There isn't even
any good music for them on radio stations", stated one spokesman.

Consideration of the attitude of the school administration
toward youth concerts must be placed within the framework of the
difficulties and limitations under which the concerts are presented.

Available financing has made it possible for each child to
hear only one 45-minute student concert each year, on a day fraught
with tension due to the necessity of scheduling 3 back-to-back con-
certs within a five-hour period. Each of the three audiences in-
cludes students from gr4des 6 through 12 thereby 4reatly complicating
program planning.

Lack of suitable concert facilities in the community has made
it necessary to present youth concerts in a sports arena having a
seating capacity of 9,500. The huge size and nature of the arena,
poor acoustics, and a public address system never intended to be
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used for music have seriously limited the educational and musical
values that could be developed in concert presentations. (For up-
dating, see page 4-55)

Under the circumstances it is perhaps not surprising to find
the attitude of school personnel taward the concerts characterized
largely by apathy or outright.irritation over what they cotsider to
be encroachment upon school time. One teacher stated that due to
transportation problems, her students lost a tdtal of 2 hours of
class time in order to attend a 45-minute concert that they could
scarcely see or heari

"Youth concerts in the arena are about as conducive
to a serious musical experience as would be a string
quartet performance in a cornfield", remarked one
school administrator.

Added to the very real and serious production problems are
conflicts in attitude and philosophy between school and orchestra
leadership that, no dodbt, have further reduced the chances of
effective joint efforts being wade to strengthen the total youth
concert project.

But all things change - eventually, and a new civic auditorium
with a seating capacity of 2,000 is nearing completion in Evansville.
The orchestra leadership and youth concert financial sponsors are
eagerly hoping that this new facility will offer solutions to prob-
lems that will introduce an entirely new chapter in educational
concerts for Evansville students.

Meanwhile, although the school system has been uninterested
in expansion of youth concerts and has made no effort to partici-
pate in serious evaluation of or planning for the musical content
of concerts, music as a listening art has been emphasized in teacher
guides of the school music department, as indicated by the following
statements:

Guide for gacks 4 through 6: "Music is a listening
art. The basic element in music is tone, and for this
reason training in aural perception is essential in any
music activity. Every lesson is a listening lesson.
The child's ear must hear and his mind must be aware
of musical sounds, both those around him and those he
makes himself."

dammallINIOry~IMII

Reference: Guide for Vocal Music in the Elementar School, - Grades
Four,Five, Six. Evansville-Vanderburgh School Corporation, Evans-
ville, Indiana, 1962, 97 pp.
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Guide112fortlry=tgatadary.maaLjaapic related
listening more directly to recorded and live music:
"The basic element of music is tone and for this reason

P training in aural perception is essential in any and
all musical activity.

"Recorded or live performances of good music are used
to widen the musical experiences ot children, to make
them aware of different types, styles, and moods in
music and to increase their understanding and enjoyment
of the works of the composers. The aim is the develop-
ment of discrimination and taste in music.

"Children should learn something of the composer whose
works they hear. They should know something of the man,
of his works, and of the time in which he lived."

The position of youth concerts in the Evansville-Vanderburgh
schools probably was best presented by an upper echelon respondent
when he stated his feelings about the future of youth concerts in
Evansville, as follows:

1. Expansion of the current orchestra concerts would be
difficult due to competition from other areas within
the curriculum and because of the time factor in-
volved when they occur during the school day. (This

latter thought was frequently expressed by Evansville
school administrators.)

2. The community is not necessarily that interested in
having more youth concerts.

3. A balance must be maintained iu the school program.

Another person within the music education department considered

the present arrangement of one program a year for Evansville students ,

adequate.

The excellence of the all-city student band and orchestra was
mentioned along with the fact that they toured the State of Indiana
each year. The idea of having these groups provide youth conoerts
was put forth. (A recurring statement heard in Evansville and
several other cities included in the Study was that "we have our
own music programs presented by students from our own and other
schools as well, don't forged")

Reference: Guide for Vocal Music in the Elementary andasor_aida
School - Grades Seven through Twelve. Evansville-Vanderburgh School
Corporation. Evansville, Indiana, 1962, 120 pp.
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Approximately 797 of the 43 music teachers responding to.Study
questionnaires, when asked whether or not the present concerts were
achieving the purpose intended in presenting them, said that they
were.

PROCEDURES FOLLOWED IN PRESENTING THE CITY SCHOOL YOUTH CONCERTS

Planning and Evaluation

Joint work between school and orchestra leadership in planning
the city school concerts was limited to operating mechanics, in-
cluding arrangements for student transportation, seating, etc.

One annual meeting for discussion of such production matters
was attended by the conductor-manager, director of music education,
elementary vocal and instrumental supervisors, and representatives
of the Women's Guild of the Orchestra.

This general meeting was followed by two or three meetings
attended by the elementary vocal supervisor, who acted as youth
concert chairman for the schools, and the Women's Guild youth con-
cert committee which has full responsibility for ushering at con-
certs and for assisting with transportation and promotion. Good
cooperation and effective joint work has been developed and main-
tained in this phase of the work.

Program planning is the responsibility of the Orchestra's
conductor who consrlts with the public school coordinator of youth
concerts.

Although there was no formal procedure for evaluation of con-
certs by teachers (except for production procedures), they were
encouraged to send in suggestions to the Orchestra and to present
their reactions to concerts during school staff meetings. When
asked if they wanted to have a stronger voice ia evaluating con-
certs, 14 of 29 teachers answered affirmatively.

Judging from comments made during the Study research, a sig-
nificant number of persons felt that orchestra-school relationships
were not conducive to the youth concerts resulting in a fully suc-
cessful music education experience. Allegations of inflexibility
on the part of both schools and orchestra, and of failure on the
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part of each to do all possible to create a meaningful, learning
experience for students indicated need Zor reassessment of philoso-
phies and practice on the part of each institution.

Scheduling and Attendance

Concert scheduling problems were complicated due to the neces-
sity of presenting three concerts in one day.

All city school students in grades 6 through 8, and all music
students in the high schools were eligible to attend concerts. Music
students in at least one high school were expected to attend.

A total of approximately 12,000 different students attehded the
three city school concerts presented it the fall of 1966.

Transportation

The supervisor of elementary vocal music, with assistance from
the Women's Guild, was in charge of transportation arrangements.
Each school principal was responsible for requisitioning buses needed
for his school. Inasmuch as the school system does not own buses,
privately owned buses were chartered for the day and shuttled back
and forth between the many schools and the three concerts. Each
child was responsible for paying his own bus fare of 25.

An added problem in conjunction with the 1966-67 concerts in-
volved scheduling all schools benefitting from P.1.4 89-10 grants to
attend the same concert because bus transportation costs for these
schools wete met from federal funds.

Although several administrators were concerned over bus arrange-
ments, only 7 of 37 music teachers expressed dissatisfaction with
them.

Concert Location (For up-dating, see page 455)

The Robert Municipal Stadium with its seating capacity of 9,500
was selected for youth concerts due to the desire to make the one-
concert-per-year opportunity available to as many students as pos-
sible, meanwhile recognizing the limitations of this huge facility.
Many students were far removed from the stage making it difficult
for them to either hear or see the Orchestra. Use of risers for
back sections of the Orchestra would have aided visibility according
to one observer. It is hoped that the city's new concert hall (seat-
ing capacity of approximately 2,000) will be available for youth
concerts in the future.
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Audience Supervision

In spite of the physical difficulties, student behavior was
held to be exceptionally good by both orchestra and school repre-
sentatives, reflecting the tradition of tight discipline that has
been maintained throughout the school system.

The superintendent of schools and a representative from-Whirl-
pool Corporation (concert sponsors) each made opening announcements
to each student audience.

Concert Preparation and Follow-up

The conductor prepared very brief program notes which were
forwarded to the director of music education who, in turn, dis-
tributed them to teachers. Although the notes did not include
listing of source materials or other teaching suggestions, 27 of
31 music teachers reported they considered the material to be
adequate for their purposes. No additional materials were pre-
pared or provided by the school system beyond what might be found
in the music text books.

EVANSVILLE TABLE NO. 3

RATINGS OF TEACHERS GUIDE - EVANSVILLE

Provides sufficieat information

Clearly organized

Supplementary materials readily
available

Excellent
A B

Good
AB

Fair
AB

Poor
AB

9

11

5

4

4

2

8

7

5

4

2

4

2

8

1

1

1

alb

6

,00

9

Column A - Elementary classroom music specialists
Column B - Instrumental specialists (all levels)

12 of 19 elementary classroom music specialists reported they
developed their own materials for concert preparation. 13 of 18
instrumental music teachers reported they helped in preparing stu-

dents for concerts, 12 having done the work for their own students.
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The school-owned radio station WPSR broadcast some of the con-

cert music the day before the concert, plus one 15-minute concert

orientation broadcast prepared by the conductor. In 1966, for the

second year, a video tape made of the concerts was played over a
commercial channel during evening hours following concerts.

Post concert activity chiefly took the form of class discussions,
letter writing by individual students, and letters written by student
government presidents to the conductor. 25 of 37 music teachers re-

ported doing some form of concert follow-up with their classes.

TegEher Suggesti...cms.tor pre2aration and Concert Follow-up

Elementary classroom music specialists

"Concert material could and should be planned, in part, to
correlate with materials in use in the schools."

"Familiarity with music would aid in its understanding and

enjoyment. I would like recordings of pieces to be per-

formed. If not recordings, perhaps we could be given some
of the main themes or an outline (blueprint) of some of
the music to study."

"Not enough fundamentals. Not enough explanation."

Instrumental specialists (4-8 grade teacher)

"These concerts generally have a stimulating effect on the
instrumental pupils, both band and orchestra. Prior to

the concert we draw attention to the instrumental highlights
to be observed and ask for attention to tone qunlity, intona-

tion, position, etc. This leads pupils to become an informed
and critical audience, and they usually return with questions
about vibrato, high notes, etc. Sometimes they become, per-

haps, too critical for today I was informed that two violin
players were playing on-stage with their legs crossed."

Vhen practical, we discuss instrumental techniques, tone
quality, similarities of style, etc., which they have ob-
served in comparison to compositions we are playing which

were written by the same composers."

Senior high vocal teacher

"I do not believe in going over the music to be heard. This

only dulls the experience of hearing it. Rather we strive to

teach students how to listen to music and discover things in
it as they listen. The conductor gives program notes before
the pieces are played and I believe this is adequate."
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Publicity and Promotion

Orchestra representatives expressed great satisfaction in
coverage given to the concerts by press, radio and TV. There seemed
to be little concern on the part of the schools over concert promo-
tion inasmuch as large audiences were virtually guaranteed in any
case.

PROGRAMING

The conductor is faced with an almost impossible task in select-
ing youth concert programs. Limitations and restrictions placed
upon him are many and serious, including the huge size of the arena
and audience, the wdde span in ages of the students, the financial
limitations that make it necessary to prepare the youth concert
program with only one rehearsal and to "borrow" front the repertoire
the Orchestra already has prepared for adult subscription programs,
the fact that only one program is played for students each year and
the tendency of many persons concerned to want the program to in-
clude "everything", the limited amount of time allocated by schools
for concert preparation of students, the tight schedule imposed by
the necessity to play three concerts in one day which, in turn,
places an absolute limit of 45 minutes on the length of the program,
limitations of the public address sytem, difficulties of some stu-
dents in being able to either see or hear the Orchestra.

Nevertheless, the z.onductor maintains a basic philosophy that
places primary emphasis 9n careful selection of music from the
basic, significant orctdstral literature with attention given to

changes of pace and styles of music. He solves the problem pre-
sented by the wide age span of the students by programming primarily
for the 6th, 7th and 8th grade students and adding one or more works
of special interest to high school music students. He finds special
interest among music educators in 20th century music and reports the
students 7:espond well "to anything that is well presented". He finds
no need for adoption of concert themes for this one concert per year.

Student participation is introduced through use of student solo-
ists and by giving the huge audiences opportunity to sing the National
Anthem with the Orchestra.

Verbal commentary is important especially for these large audi-
ece, and it obviates the distraction that might develop from use
nnd handling of printed programs..
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The coaductor reports he is aided in his difficult task by the
excellent training the children have received from their teachers in
concert attendance protocol and in giving their full attention to the
program and to the Orchestra.

Of 23 instrumental and secondary vocal teachers who responded to
the Study questionnaire concerning suitability of the music for the
age group involved, 18 reported they found the music suitable, 4 did
not, and 1 stated it was suitable part of the time. Several individ-
uals commented on the fact that Evansville students did not react
favorably to student soloists when they were chosen from Tri-State
schools rather than from City schools.

Specific teacher suggestions relating to programming included
the following:

Elementar cl_.L_m_stoc_211music specialists

"If the conductor would consult the music teachers, I feel
that a more suitable program could be given. We have lots
of materials and examples available in our buildings, but
invariably numbers are selected that the children are not
likely to hear again."

"I feel that the Philharmonif:: should provide tapes (of
the music to be played) for each school. These tapes
could be used year after year."

"The programming is good - above reproach."

Instrumental specialists

"Generally, the children seem more receptive to litera-
ture of the romantic era rather than the baroque or
contemporary."

"I think that we could 'pltay down' to our audience even
more than at present if we want to promote the symphony
and the string program." (4-8 grade tacher).

"The young people seem to be most attracted to fiery and
bombastic styles of music. They also like music with
which they can feel some relationship from past acquaint-
ance or familiarity, such as a theme which has been used
for a popular song or in a radio or TV commercial. Pro-
gramming for the youth concerts has been generally good."
(4-8 grade teacher).

"Selection of literature to be performed is most generally
excellent. Orchestra does very commendable performance."
(4-8 grade teacher).



"teing thoroughly familiar with the musical environment

in our schools, the music selected, Bor the most part,

has been beyond compreheAsion of the average student.

Greater variety is needed to include some of the lighter

modern worksL" (9-12 grade teacher).

Senior high vocal teachers

"Have a vocalist as soloist since the majority of the

audience has contact with vocal music. A singer would

allow them to identify easily and would also provide an

educational stimulus."

"1 believe one composition could be heavier. One piece

of absolute music should be included on the program."

Student Likes and Dislikes

30 students from one high school responded to the student

opinion Study questionnaire. All were members of the senior con-

cert choir, 9 were brass or woodwind players, 3 were string players,

2 were guitarists and 1 was a percussionist. 7 members of the group

played in school bands, 6 mere orchestra members, and 2 played in

jazz groups. They had been attending youth concerts for an average

of 7 years.

When asked for their general opinions of the youth concerts,

21 responded positively and/or with reservations, and 9 considered

them to be generally good. There were no negative responses.

All of the students had received preparation for concerts. 18

considered the preparation to be very valuable and 12 thought it some-

what helpful. 17 students attended the Orchestra's regular subscrip-

tion concerts. 5 preferred youth concerts to the regular concerts

stating they were more interesting because they were designed for

young people; 7 chose the subscription concerts stating they Bound

the music more interesting and enjoyed the adult atmosphere.

The students gave the following reactions to music they had

heard in youth concerts:
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EVANSVILLE tABLE NO& 4

STUDENT LIKES AND OsuiviR Tilt YOUTH CONCERT PROGRAMS

EVANSVILLE

Enio ed Most

Student soloists (15)
West Side Story Overture (8)
Modern light pieces (5)
Classics (5)

Moving numbers (2)
Lively music (2)

Entmed_heast

Some of the soloists (4)
Slow music
Poor acoustics in Stadium (2)
Poor orchestra intonation (2)
Long pieces (2)
Music 200-300 years old ( )

An invitation to make suggestions concerning concerts brought
forth the following responses:

More music like West Side Stou_Oyerture (11)
Longer programs (5)
Separate concerts for high school and elementary students (4)
Familiar music (4)

"Having the concerts in the Stadium where the acoustics are very
bad makes them sound like they're in another room."

"They are very good for all students, especially the non-musical
ones. These non-musical individuals would probably not other-
wise be exposed to great music. I enjoy them tremendously."

"I only go to regular concerts when they have something I
especially like. The youth concerts are more generalized so
I don't always enjoy them as much."

The Youth Concert Student Soloists

The Youth Talent Auditions are sponsored by the Orchestra and
Women's Guild to encourage young instrumentalists of the area. Minners
of the auditions are presented as soloists with the Orchestra in the
City and Tri-State youth concerts.

Contestants must be enrolled as students in public or parochial
schools, 6th grade through high school, and reside within a radius of
50 miles of Evans-fille. The contest is open only to advanced instru-
mentalists, including pianists. Students must perform a solo c3mposi-
tion from the standard repertoire for which an orchestral accoivaniment
exists and is available. Cuts are permitted and performance time must
not exceed six minutes.
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STRING QUARTET CONCERTS

The Evansville Philharmonic Corporation assumed full responsi-

bility for developing, operating and financing the small ensembl

programs for the schools. In 1966-67, approximately 100 string

quartet performances were presented in school auditoriums and gym-

nasiums during school time at no cost to the schools or students.

The Orchestra engages the four members of the quartet on a

full-time basis for the season. Responsibilities of the players

include the quartet work and serving as heads of their sections in

the Orchestra.

The quartet concerts are available to schools for the asking.-

Scheduling was handled by the Orchestra and director of music edu-

cation. Schools visited by the quartet during 1966-67 included:

39 grade schools
23 parochial schools
1 private day school

Several high schools

Age groups comprising the audiences included kindergarten and grades

1 through 12.

Some principals stated they had not been officially informed of

the availability cf the quartet.

The schools take no responsibility for doing pre-concert work

in conjunction with quartet performances, and the Orchestra does not

prepare or distribute program materials. One eleme-Lc4ry classroom

music specialist commented that there was urgent nect for visual aids

in conjunction with quartet concerts, and for advance information on

music to be played.

The programs ranged in length from 30 to 45 minutes, were planned

by the conductor and the first violinist, and consisted of discussion

and demonstration of instruments, verbal comments about the music,

demonstration of rhythm, form etc., opportunity for the students to

see the instruments at close range and, in some cases, to touch and

feel the instruments, and, of course, the actual music performances.

With the assistance of 15 sponsors who contribute approximately

$14,000 annually to the quartet program, the Orchestra bears responsi-

bility for costs of quartet performances. $1,500 was received from

P.L. 89-10, Title I funds for 1966-67 performances.

One public school administrator xade the following comments and

suggestions concerning the quartet project:
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"The value of this group is largely dependent upon two factors:
first, Personnel; and second Program Material. The present
quartet is composed of persclinable young men who appear at
ease on stage, converse easily with the audience, display ex-
cellent musicianship, maintain audience interest and make
their audience feel at ease. This year I have received
numerous comments from faculty members who were formerly
non-committal or openly critical of the Quartet assembly
programs.

"The program this year contained numbers that were familiar
to the children and were mostly of a type that could be
appreciated by the general student body.

"While the programs are planned fo!-- the entire pupil popu-
lation as part of the general education program, they are
of special significance for elementary string players and
prospective string players.

"It would be helpful if ztring students could sit in the
front of the auditorium for quartet concerts and, following
the concerts, participate in a 20-30 minute question and
answer period with the musicians."

FINANCING (For up-dating, see page 455)

Financing of the Evansville Philharmonic youth education pro-
gram, including City school youth concerts, Tri-State youth concerts,
and the 100-odd string quartet performances in the schools presented
an interesting situation.

The students have access to the entire free program without the
schools assuming any financial responsibility for it, yet there seems
to be a prevailing climate of apathy, and in some cases actual resis-
tance, to naking the fullest possible use of the educational poten-
tials of the program on the part of, at least, some of the school
administrators and teachers.

As stated in the historical review of Evansville youth concerts,
the Evansville Philharmonic Corporation meets a significant portion
of youth concert costs from the Orchestra's general funds.

The Whirlpool Corporation and the Evansville Courier contributed
a total of approximately $3,500 towards the total cost of $8,000 for
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the 1966-67 youth concerts. The Orchestra Corporation funded the

difference of approximately $4,500 from its general operating funds.

Evansville youth concerts represent approximately 107. of the

Orchestra's total expenditure for the year whereas the total income

for the youth concerts represents only 47g.

In other words, the Orchestra Corporation is voluntarily making

a significant investment in terms of time, money, work and responsi-

bility in youth education projects for the sole purpose of augmenting

school music facilities by giving students at least some opportunity

to hear a live symphony orchestra playing music representative of the

best in orchestral literature. Opportunity exists for the schools

to make greater use of the program through more effective coordina-

tion of the concert project and the official music curriculum.

EVALUAT:ONS, COMMENTS, AND SUGGESTIONS

When asked to comment on the effect of the youth concerts, a

group of instrumental specialists and vocal teachers replied as

follows:

EVANSVILLE TABLE NO. 5

RATINGS OF THE EFFECTS OF YOUTH CONCERTS

Influence upon attracting new
students to study of music (re-

cruiting)

Influence upon students' attend-

ance at regular series concerts

Influence upon students' conduct

in rehearsals and concerts of

student perfo=ing groups

Influence upon students' general
ent/410:40msfor music

Favorable Not Evident Unfavorable

5 6 0

4 11 0

6 4 0

15 1 0
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Elementary Classroom Music Specialists

Specific suggestions relating to the youth concerts included
the following:

"I hope the time will come when it will be possible to
have more than one concert a year."

"I wish the 5th graders could attend as this is the
starting point of our regular instrumental program."

"I doubt that many students have a burning desire for
classical music kindled in them from this one concert
per year. Maybe we hope that they will at least be a
little more tolerant of classical literature."

"Education in the fine arts is just as worthy as many
other things we do in education. Our present program
is about the most practical way to expose our pupils to
high quality live =Sit:. It is worth using school time
for."

"The limited time for the program precludes adequate
explanations of orchestra instrumentation, program notes
in depth, etc. Regardless of pre-teaching units and
follow-up in the classrooms, these would be of interest
and value at the time of performance."

'While the present concerts meet general and intended
goals, improvements could be made. Some classroom and
subject matter teachers resent giving up their class-
room time and the necessity to chaperone buses of pupils.
Even though the teacher may not openly show this atti-
tude, many pupils are sharp enough to recognize even a
hidden resentment and this can defeat the purpose of the
program - to instill an appreciation of music and a desire
to attend concerts."

Suggestions:

"Early in the school year have the best qualified person
(vocal teacher, instrumental teacher, or building principal)
discuss the string quartet and youth concert program with
the building faculty. This discussion should int-lude such
points as: the value of liberal art$ education; the con-
tribution of these programsto liberal arts education; the
necessity for these programs to be conducted as they are;
the mechanics and problems involved in an activity of this
magnitude. In short, 'sell the program',"
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FACT SHEET - NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

THE CITY

Population Data
(1960)

Economic Base
(1960)

Income Data

(See also Appendix D)

Corporate population: 151,000 (1965)
Metropolitan area: 30,400

Whites in corporate population .

ffNegroes in
Other non-whites in

Manufacturing

If
It 3

85 rt
14 57

0.4%

Median family income $5,864

16.6% of families earned less than $3,000 (annual)
15.4% of families earned over $10,000

Education Data Of New Haven residents 25 years or older:

(1960) 8.8% had completed less than 5 years of school
38.2% had completed high school or more
Median number school years completed - 10.1 yrs.

THE ORCHESTRA - THE NEW HAVEN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (1966-67 data)

Gross annual budget $202,000

Total number of musicians 80

Total number of concerts played 34

Total number of youth concerts played 26

Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts 29,500

President : Beekman C. Cannon
Music Director: Frank Brieff
Manager : Harold Kendrick

Conductors of youth concerts: Frank Brieff
Harry Berman

Coordinator of youth concerts: Mrs. Marjorie Shutkin

(Note: School data was not available for the New Haven study)

* Designated major poverty area (1966) . 1 with 50,000 persons
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SUMMARY OF 1966-67 NEW HAVEN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA YOUTH CONCERTS
(2 series)

1. Young People's Concerts

Number
Conductor
Sponsorship
Financing
Attended by

Performed in
Time
Admission

12 performances, 3 different programs
Harry Berman

New Haven Symphony Orchestra Association
Sale of tickets, City of New Haven
Amy student purchasing a ticket

Hillhouse High School, capacity 1,000
Saturdays, 11 AM, 1 PM
Single tickets - $1.25
Series tickets - $3.00 for 3 concerts

2. High School Concerts

Number
Conductor
Sponsorship
Financing

14 performances, 2 different programs
Frank Brieff

New Haven Symphony Orchestra Association
William Inglis Morse Trust, plus modest payments
by schools in metropolitan area outside New Haven

Attended by Students in schools in which concerts are given

Performed in 7 different high schools and junior highs
Time School days, morning
Admission Free

RELATED EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITMS

1. Dress Rehearsals for Orchestra's Subscri tion Concerts

Number
Conductdr
Financing
Attended by
Performed in

Varies, up to 7 per season
Frank Brieff

Admission - $1.25, per student
Primarily college and high school students
Woolsey Hall

2. Ensemble Concerts in the Schools

Number 21 performances
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF NEW HAVEN SYMPHONY CONCERTS FOR STUDENTS

The New Haven Symphony concerts for students are included in
this Study as an example of one way in which an educational program
of significant scope can be carried on by an orchestra without parti-
cipation or interest in the project on the part of the central ad-
ministration of the city's public schools.

The New Haven Orchestra's educational program has been developed,
presented and financed entirely as the result of the initiative of
the Orchestra organization and various individuals associated with it:

The New Haven Symphony is one of the oliest orchestras in the
nation, having been established in 1895 as the result of action taken
by a group of musicians. A second orchestra, the New Haven Civic
Orchestra, formed in 1931, merged with the Symphony in 1936 to form
the present New Haven Symphony Orchestra, Inc.

Through the initiative of Harry Berman, a violinist in the New
Haven Symphony, the Saturday Young People's Concerts were launched
in 1933. Hr. Berman has served as conductor for the Young People's
Concerts from the outset and has been largely responsible for their
development and expansion.

For many years, (1933-1960) 3 concerts were presented annually
at Woolsey Hall, the Orchestra's regular concert hall (seating
capacity of 2,700), and were financed from ticket sales. Feeling
that the hall was too large for optimum results, the Orchestra
moved the concerts to Hillhouse High School Auditorium (seating
capacity of 1,000) in 1961, and began giving two performances of
each program the same day even though the change materially in-
creased costs.

The series now (1967) consists of a total of 12 performances,
3 different programs, each played for four different audiences.
The concerts are intended to offer a combination of entertainment
and educational experience, and are successfully financed from
ticket sales and a $5,000 annual grant from the City of New Haven.

In 1952, the trustees of the William Inglis Mbrse Trust (local-
trust fund), concerned over the fact that so little music was avail-
able to high school students, made a grant to the Orchestra to cover
all costs of presenting several concerts in high schools each year.

The Orchestra immediately offered the concerts (totally free)
to the New Haven City school system which had very little interest
in them. The Association then offered the concerts to suburban
school systems which enthusiastically accepted them. In 1966-67,
the series consisted of a total of 14 performances, 2 programs,
each presented in 7 different schools.
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Recently, however, individual schools within the New Haven system
have requested the Orchestra to present concerts for their students.
As a result 10 of the 14 1966-67 in-school concerts were presented in
New Haven junior high and senior high schools.

It was reported that the recent interest of New Haven schools
was sparked largely by various anti-poverty programs that have been

undertaken in the City.

Through the years, the Orchestra Association has looked upon
presentation of concerts for young people as a part of its normal
community opportunity and obligation. The sense of obligation in
this matter was heightened by the lack of musical opportunities made
available to students in city public schools.

Therefore, regardless of lack of interest on the part of the
school system's central administration, the Orchestra Association
simply went ahead on its own to develop, promote, and finance con-
certs for young people.

The school situation was undergoing various changes at the time
the Study was being made, and it is hoped and anticipated that in
the future there will be joint work between the schools and the
Orchestra in conjunction with educational concerts and related

NOW HAVEN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA STUDENT CONCERT PROCEDURES

THE YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERT SERIES

Concert Planning

General plans for the Ybung People's Concert Series are developed
by a concert planning group consisting of Mr. Berman (conductor for
the series), the Orchestra manager, the Orchestra's coordinator of
educational activities, and 2 members of the Orchestra's Women's
Auxiliary. Directors of music education are invited to attend the
planning session each year.
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Scheduling

Scheduling is handled by Orchestra management. Concerts are
presentcd throughout the year, and concert dates are coordinated
with schedules of the playing personnel.

Promotion

The Orchestra management handles promotion for concerts, making
use of various public media including newspaper feature articles and

ads, radio and TV announcements, publications of special youth con-
cert brochures, with announcements being made in some public schools
through the efforts of members of the Women's Auxiliary and PTA.

Ticket Sales and Distribution

Orchestra management directs and supervises sale of tickets.
Members of the Women's Auxiliary provide the sales force and make
direct contact with PTA groups in individual schools. The full

capacity of the house is sold for all concerts.

Students attending suburban area schools purchase a high per-
centage of the season tickets.

The United Curriculum Service distributes tickets that are
provided from funds raised by the Orchestra to enable indigent
children to attend concerts. Some teachers observed that a more

uniform method is needed for issuing complimentary tickets.

Transportation

Generally speaking, transportation is a personal -esponsibility
of students who attend. PTA arranged for bus transportation for
students from some suburban areas.

Audience Supervision

The Orchestra Association engages professional ushers who,
with some assistance from members of the Women's Auxiliary, super-
vise the audience during concerts.

Concert Preparation

Concert preparation of students as a planned or centrally
directed activity does not exist although an individual teacher
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may do something about it from time to time.. Neither Orchestra or
schools prepares or distributes pre-concert study materials.

The Orchestra purchases records for limited distribution in
some schools in the hope that they may be played for children prior
to concerts.

Both the Orchestra manager and music director view pre-concert
study as "absolutely essential" if full value is to be realized from
student concerts. Conductor of the Youth Concert Series stated that,
based on his observation of student at!diences for many years, he is
convinced the children have had absolutely no preparation.

High School Concerts

In 7 different junior and senior high schools, a 50-piece or-
chestra plays two free concerts per year. (Total of 14 performances).
In some schools, all students attend. In others, it is necessary
to restrict attendance according to concert seating capacity. The
concerts are presented during school time (8:40 A&) and are con-
ducted by the Orchestra's music director, Frank Brieff.

Planning for High School concerts is undertaken by the music
director, the manager, and various leading musicians in the area
who are invited to serve as consultants.

The Orchestra is commissioning several 5-minute works especially
for use in High School concerts.

Scheduling is handled by Orchestra management in consultation
with individual schools requesting concerts.

No pre-concert study materials are prepared either by the
Orchestra or the schools and, apparently, little is done ia pre-
paring students for concerts.

School personnel responses to Study inquiries included the
following observations and suggestions:

"Verbal comments were not complete enough to pro-
vide an educational basis from which students
might attempt to understand the music especially
in view of the lack of pre-concert study."

"Effectiveness of the concerts was reduced due to
the fact that the programs included music written
for a full symphonic complement of musicians, but
only a small ensemble (approximately 50 musicians)

was available to play the high school concerts."
(Noted especially in reference to repeats of works
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played on the Orchestra's subscription series
concerts for adults.)

"One school observed difficulties encountered
in school sciledules due to late arrival of
musicians and subsequent delayed starting time
for the concert."

PROGRAMMING

ONNI.MLIP 111111

Young People's Concerts

Programming policies reflect the influence of three basic
factors: (1) programs must be devised that will attract voluntary
ticket purchases by students and their parents; (2) students are
given no preparation for concerts; (3) students of all ages (from
grades 1 - 7) attend the concerts.

Under these circumstancest the Young People's Concert con-
ductor feels that use of special attractions and visual aids is
important - especially during the second half of the concerts.
The manager feels they are "indispensable" for young audiences.

Concert themes are used to aid in discussing the program for
and with students. Contemporary music is not especially stressed,

Brief verbal commentary (approximately 5 minutes for a 50
minute program) is prepared by the conductor, but is presented by
a person engaged for this purpose.

Student participation is limited. A student contest winner
is presented in one program (4 performances) each year. Although
there is no advance preparation for group singing, a student singer
directs the audience in at least one song that the Orchestra plays
with the children. Words of the song are printed in the program.

Programming also must take into account the limitations of'
playing personnel inasmuch as only about 50 of the Orchestra's
musicians are available to play for daytime concerts.

itighSchool Concerts

The music director, who serves as conductor for the High School
Concerts, feels the purpose of the concerts is (1) to prepare students
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to become adait concert goer:4 (2) to widen their horizon; and (3) to

expose the students to cultural experiences. In order to try to ful-

fill these purposes, the music director considers that the programs

should be designed to instill in students a feeling for the best in

music, to give them a sense of our great musical heritage and, hope-

fully, "to stimulate the students to think."

The programs are drawn from basic orchestral literature, often

emphasize contemporary works, and one program each year features the

winner of the Villiam Inglis Morse Trust for Masic contest.

The condtictor presents his own verbal Omments and keeps them

very brief. He does not formally prepare them in advance, preferring

to "get the feel of the individual audience" and shaping his comments

accordingly. Concerts are approximately 50 minutes in length.

Cgmments by teachers

Due to the disruption in administration of the school music

department, it was not possible to follow the customary Study pro-

cedures in obtaining evaluations, comments and suggestions on stu-

dent concerts fram teaching and administrative personnel. From a

limited number of interviews and completed Study questionnaires,
however, some suggestions and comments were obtained.

Of 6 secondary instrumental specialists who responded, 3 con-

sidered music played for the Young People's concerts to be suitable,

with the other 3 somewhat undecided; 4 expressed a wish to have a

voice in evaluating concerts; 3 were not convinced that the purposes

of the concerts were being met.

Individual comments on programming from vocal and instrumental

specialists included the following:

1. "The teachers in the area in which the Symphony
is playing should be involved in the music selec-

tion."

2. "Suggest an educational concert with explanations
and examples which are familiar to the audience."

3. "More program music. Less emphasis on movements

from various symphonieq. Short pieces:"

4. "All too often the program is over the students'

heads. Proper preparation could create a liking

rather than a dislike for what i& presented."

5. "I personally feel that exposure to a variety of
musical fare is important for young audiences. The
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New Haven Symphony had presented such a variety at
our school concert programs."

6. "More performing of standard works."

FINANCING

komapeople's Concerts

Annual costs of the 12 Young People's concerts total between
$17,000 and $18,000 exclusive of administration and basic overhead

expense. Income from the followine sources customarily approximates

out-of-pocket costs:

Sale of ticket-s $12,000 Ausoximate
Grant from City of New Haven 5,000

Other contributions 1 100
$18,100

Hi h School Concerts

Since their inception, High School concerts have been financed
from funds made available for that purpose by the William Inglis

Mcrse Trust. The Trust has been making $18,000 available annually

to cover costc of 14 concerts,

The New Haven Symphony is one of some sixty orchestras having
received challenge grants from the Ford Foundation for the purpose
of establishing or expanding cndowments. Since it is anticipated

that the Orchestra will have additional funds at its disposal from

this source, the Mbrse Trust plans to phase out its support of the
High School concerts during the nex five year period. The grant

for 1967-68 has been reduced by $3,000 in amovlance with this plan.

In order to meet costs a't this time it is, therefore, necessary
for the Orchestra to request those schools outside of New Haven that

wish concerts to make modest payments toward their costs. In no

case were students asked to pay admission to the concerts.
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ENSEMBLE CONCERTS

The New Haven Symphony initiated ensemble concerts in 1966-67.

Two performing units from the Orchestra - a string quartet and a

woodwind quintet - were made available to schools wishing to book

performances and willing and able to meet the performance fee which

ranges between $50 and $85 depending on the number of musicians and

travel distances involved.

The ensemble concerts are sponsored by the Orchestra Association

with management having full responsibility for bookings, scheduling,

promotion and financing.

Supervision of programming is the responsibility of the Orchestra's

music director.

The advent of the ensemble performances was a hafbinger of an

enriched elementary and secondary school picture if the enthusiasm

of the musicians to work up meaningful instrument demonstrations

and concerts of appropriate music were any measure of future success.

DRESS REHEARSAL SERIES

11=IIIIIIIlmM=MaNeg

For several years, the Orchestra Association has followed the

practice of selling tickets to students for the final (dress) re-

hearsals for the Orchestra's subscription concerts. Until 1966-67,

rehearsal ticket prices were 50C.

In 1967-68, the price was raised to $1.25, and students were

urged to purchase tickets for rehearsals for practically the entire

series at the series rate of $1.00 each. ("Practically the entire

series" because some guest artists will not give their approval for

having a paid student audience at their rehearsals).

There has been some adverse reaction to the sharp increase in

admission price as evidenced by the following observation made by a

high school music teacher:

"1 have a suggestion concerning the student dress
rehearsal for the New Haven Symphony. I feel that

this once simple plan of having students pay 50c to
hear a dress rehearsal has burgeoned into a huge
prrfit-taking adventure for the Symphony in that
not only has the price gone up, but also the tickets
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are only available by subscribing to the whole

series. Many students would like to attend one
or two rehearsals, but cannot afford the series.
The result is that the college students have
taken over and the high school students are left
without a chance."

(Note: Single admission tickets are always available. The Orchestra

grossed $1,361 from rehearsal admission and netted approximately $600

profit from the project for the entire 1966-67 season.)

COMPETITIONS FOR STUDENT SOLOISTS

The Orchestra Association sponsors, administers and finances
two different competitions for student musicians and presents winners

as soloists in student concerts. One competition has been in opera-
tion for 15 years in order to give opportunity for outstanding young
musicians of the area to be "discovered" and encouraged to 'pursue

musical careers. Some winners have gone on to national competitions
in later years, one being declared winner of the Marjorie Merriweather
Post Competition.

Eligibility

Performance
Requirements

Young People's Concert William Inglis Morse

Committee Contest

Open to violinists,
pianists, cellists,
flutists, oboists,
clarinetists attending
a private, parochial or
public school in the New
Haven area in a grade no
higher than 8th.

Play from memory a move-
ment of any standard
concerto or composition
originally written for
solo instrument and or-
chestra, and one solo
composition.

Registration Fee $1.00
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Trust for Music Contest

Open to players of the
same instruments who
are attending high
schools in the area and
who will not graduate
before hay of the year
of the contest.

$3.00
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Award Opportunity to appear as
soloist with the Orches-
tra at a Young People's
Concert, plus cash award
to be determined by the
Committee.

Opportunity to appear as
soloist with the Orchestra
at several High School
concerts, and a cash
award of $200.00.

GgNERAL COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS

Although it was not possible to follow usual Study procedures in
obtaining reactions from teachers and school administrative personnel,
interviews and limited survey methods brought forth some interesting
comments and suggestions:

"Concerts should be geared to that vast percentage
who do not like music. They should be informal
and informative as opposed to formal and music
performed for music's sake."

"An educationally effective youth concert is one
that relates to the individuals to whom the per-
formance is given. Only when there exists active
communication between performers and audience can
education occur."

"Rapport is lost when the look of disdain replaces
the 'understanding' smile of app-zeciation when a
performer's efforts are not greeted with enthusiastic
applause."

"At present, youth concerts are given to the
youngsters, not for the youngsters. Allow
youngsters to express their views on what
should be presented. Allow music educators,
not only musicians, to express their views on
that material which could and/or should be
presented."

"The orchestra should
More publicity should

"Program notes should
teachers."

play more youth concerts.
be given to them."

be forwarded to the
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"There should be some communitation between tfre
conductor and the audience."

"Narration should be improved."

"Mr. Brieff establishes a fine rapport with our
atudent audience. There is an obvious display of
mutual respect."

"Music is NOT a universal language. Any compli-
cated art form should be explained and understood."

The remarks of the choral director at the West Haven High School
were deemed worthy of repetition here because they exptess so well
the feelings held by a vast majority of the distressingly few music
educators who took the time to thoughtfully answer the questionnaire
given to them by the research specialist.

"Fot.youth tuhcerts to fulfill their goals of increas-
ing an interet in music and for instilling an excite-
meht in attending concerts, much has to be done. I

feel that the majority of students mildly enjoy the
concerts, blit none are really excited and motivated to
go any fdrther, and this is where the program fails.
The students have a 'take it or leave it' attitude.

qlhy? I ieel that students have to be afforddd the
opportunity again and again - that a program should
be worked out for the students to attend concerts all
through their school years - concerts that are appro-
priate for their age level. In this way musical growth
will be possible. An isolated concert, ill-planned,
here and there, accomplishes nothing. The more they
attend, the more familiar it all becomes and with this
there will be greater possibilities for concerts to
become a meaningful part in their lives. In a sense
I am saying that they need to be conditioned to good
music, and by conditioned I mean for music to become
a regular part of their lives. I feel this is very
important! If we just consider the fact that most
students who enjoy fine music have been exposed to
it at home - we realize that musical taste does come
from a certain over-exposure - a conditioning.

Ne have to over-expose the students to music in a
planned way. Offering youth concerts on a Saturday
in a neighboring city is not enough. They must have
concerts that are freely accessible to them - in
school, during school time. Later on they will be
interested enough to go on their own but that inter-
est has to be developed.
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"We must realize that we could treat music like the
other arts, i.e., the dromAtic. For we are competing

with the popular. Students get that music free anct

are not crying out for more music. Consequently a
trip to the theatre will be more appealing than a
trip to a concert. They will pay to attend the
Shubert theatre but not to attend Woolsey Hall
(the concert hall).

"Therefore, we must make the concerts free of cost
and very accessible to them. We must realize that
they are conditioned by the rhythmic excitement of
popular music and are at very primitive state in
their musical development. We have hard work ahead
if we expect them to go where the music is. The

music has to come to where they are4

"1 would be eager to serve on any committee for the
purpose of improving and clarifying the goals of
these concerts."

The principal of West Haven High School is very ihsisteht that
cultural opportunities be made available ta his students. Perform-

ances by outside gkoups sUch as the Orchestra, opera groups, en-
sembles, etc., are financed from the school's activity funds. For
20 mdnutes daily during homeroom period, classical music is played
for all students via the school's public address system. (Note:

West Haven is a separate municipality and has its own school system.)

Student Reactions

A sampling was made of opinions of 12 students of one suburban
area high school in which the Orchestra plays concerts. Mainly choral
students, some of them played instruments, and, as a group, had at-
tended both Young People's and High School concerts for an average
of 3.2 years.

5 students considered the concerts to be "good" without reser-
vations; 5 others liked them with some reservations. 2 were frank
in their dislike of the concerts. Only 2 students received concert
preparation in their classes, and only 1 reported post concert
activity. 3 of the 12 attend regular adult series concerts.
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NEW HAVEN TABLE NO. 1.

STUDENTS LIKES AND DISLIKES RELATIVE TO STOENT CONCERTS

Most Enjoyable

The younger kids liked the
puppets and dancers

Performances by our own peers (2)
The conductor's comments
Orchestral instruments in com-

bination
Fast "songs" (pieces)
"The Question", by Charles Ives

Least En lotrable

Screeching toderh music
Long slow pieces (3)
Some of the explanations

STUDENTS' SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING YOUTH CONCERTS

1. Use folk or rock'n roll groups (3)
2. Use Broadway musicals and Italian opera
3. Have more student solos (2)
4. More audience participation
5. Use visual aid. (This student had experienced concert prepara-

tion elsewhere that took the form of viewing filmstrips of
"Peter and the Wolf", and "The Firebird Suite".
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FACT SHEET - PASADENA) CALIFORNIA

THE CITY

Population Data Corporate population 116,407
(1960) Metropolitan area (Los Angeles County) 6,918,300

Eco#omic Base
(1960)

Income Data
(1960)

Whites in corporate population 84.6%
Negroes in 12.57w

If

Other non-whites in It 2.9%

Research and development in electronics and
missiles: manufacturing

Median family income - $6,922
1542% of families earned less than $3,000 (annual)
28.5% of families earned over $10,000 (annual)

Education Data Of Pasadena residents 25 years or older:
(1960) 3.1% had completed less than 5 years of school

59.5% had completed high school or mbre
Median number of school years completed 1244 yrs.

THE ORdHESTRA - THE PASADENA symmonx,olggli4 (1966-67 data)

Gross annual bu
Total number of
Total number of
Total number of

(Plus 2 opera
Estimated gross

President:

Conductor:
Manager:

Youth concert)
conductors )

dget . . . , . ; $105,71074 4 . 4

musicians
concerts played . . . . 10

youth concerts played 2

performances)

annual attendance at youth concerts . .

William B. Rodiger
Richard Lert
Miss Helen Martin

Lauris Jones, Ass't conductor
Eugene Ober, Ass't conductor
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PASADENA SCHOOLS - SUMMARY (1966-67)

Public school system enrollment
Non-public school enrollment
Total school population (through high school)

Pasadena Public Schools

Superintendent: Robert E. Jenkins

Director of music education: H. Leland Green
Coordinator of youth concerts: H. Leland Green

Per pupil expenditure (annual)
Grade structure: K-6, 3-3-2

44, 35Z-

12..40.6!

56 935

$694.49

Elementary schools, grades K-6 28

Handicapped children, Roosevelt School 1

Junior high schools, grades 7-9 5

Senior high schools, grades 10-12 3

Continuation high school, part-time students 1

Pasadena City College, grades 13-14 1

Total 39

FM Radio Station, school-operated

NO:29.1211sjaslellE

Parochial schools 4 11

Other private schools . . 1 a . . i 20

Representativ Educational and Cultural Organizations

Ambassador College
California Institute of

Technology
Fuller Theological Seminary
Pasadena City College
Pasadena College
Pacific Oaks College
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Coleman Chamber Music Assdc.
Pasadena Area Youth Music

Council
Pasadena Symphony Orchestra
Festival of the Arts
Art Museum
Children's Museum
Huntington Library and Art
Gallery

Public Library
Pasadena Community Playhouse



MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE PASADENA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

PASADENA TABLE NO. 1

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF - PASADENA CITY SCHOOLS (Total Staff 37)

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
(Music Coordinator)

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elemental

2 classroom music consultants 5 instrumental specialists
in 27 schools

1 Vocal

2 General Music
6 Vocal-General Music

in 5 schools

Junior High

5 instrumental specialists
in 5 schools

Senior High

3 Vocal teachers 4 instrumental specialists
in 3 schools in 3 schools

9 teachers - Junior college
Composer in Residence

...

Elementary and Secondary Music

Classroom music was taught by classroom teachers with the
help of two consultants who visited rooms when needed or when
asked, averaging about eighteen classes a week.

Instrumental music was taught in all but the school for
physically aild mentally handicapped children. An honors or-
chestra provided a challenge for the more capable student.

Junior high school general music and art were required for
one semester each in the 7th grade, but students in instrumental
music classes were excused from the general music requirement.
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Piano instruction for beginners was a unique offering at all 3
grade levels.

An extensive general music guide listed and out.lined the
various units to be taught in general music class, 1#ith instru-
ments of the orchestra, program and absolute music, chamber
music, form and contemporary music representing several areas
of exploration. The guide illustrates some of the thinking that
has gone into the listening program and its relation to community
music.

PASADENA TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM - PASADENA CITY SCHOOLS

VOCAL - GENERAL MUSIC

Classroom Music (P-6)

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary

Beginning Strings (4)
Beginning Winds (5)
Intermediate and Advanced

Instruction
Orchestra

Junior High

General Music - Required (7)
Intermediate Glee Club (8-9)
Advanced Glee Club (8-9)
Chorus (8-9)

Boys' Glee Club
Girls' Chorus
Girls' Glee Club
A Cappela Choir
Vocal Ensemble
Voice

Beginning, Intermediate
and Advanced Bands (7-9)

Beginning, Intermediate
Advanced Orchestra (7-9)

Piano (7-9)

Senior High

Band - 2 years
Orchestra - 1 year
Advanced Band
Advanced Orchestra
Instrumental Ensembles
Piano - 1 year
Advanced Piano 2 years
Organ

Music History and Theory - 1 year
Music Listening - 1 year
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SUMMARY OF 1966-67 PASADENA SYMPHONY YOUTH CONCERTS

The Pasadena Symphony Youth Concerts are presented as a part of
a coordinated series of music events for young people under
sponsorship of the Pasadena Area Youth Music Council.

Pasadena Symphony Youth Concerts

Number: 2 performances, 1 program
Conductor: Eugene Ober, Assistant Conductor
Sponsorship: Pasadena Area Youth Music Council, and

Pasadena Symphony Juniors
Financing: Ticket sales

Pasadena Symphony Juniors fund raising
project

Attended by: Any student purchasing a ticket
Performed in: Pasadena Civic Auditorium, capacity - 3,000
Time: Sunday, 2:00 PM and 3:30 PM
Admission: $2.00 for four events
Transportation: Personal

9. PaladerYouth Opera
Number: 2 performances, 1 opera
Conductor: Lauris Jones, Assistant Conductor
Sponsorship: Pasadena Area Youth Music Council, and

Junior League of Pasadena
Financing: Ticket sales

Junior League of Pasadena
Other data: See above

PASADENA AREA YOUTH MUSIC COUNCIL EVENTS - 1967

Each event is presented twice on a Sunday afternoon, in
the Pasadena Civic Auditorium. Season ticket for 4 events
$2L00, include admission to:

1. Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra Youth Concert,
Presented by Pasadena Junior Committee of the Philharmonic

2. Children's Opera Performance (Pasadena Symphony Orchestra)
Presented by the Junior League of Pasadena

3. Pasadena Symphony Youth Concert,
Presented by Pasadena Symphony Juniors

4. Chamber Music Concert
Presented by Coleman Chamber Music Association



HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF YOUTH CONCERTS IN PASADENA

In reviewing the history and philosophy of youth concerts in
Pasadena, three factors emerge as having been especially significant:

1. Proximity of Pasadena to Los Angeles: Pasadena, located
in Los Angeles County, is an integral part of the total
Los Angeles metropolitan complex. Freeways and public
bus sustems link the various communities together in
such a way that Pasadena students have relatively easy
access to many cultural events presented for young people
in Los Angeles including Los Angeles Philharmonic youth
concerts.

2. The fact that many of the morld's leading musicians,
composers, artists, writers, actors and scholars live
in the metropolitan area serves to heighten the general
interest in, and awareness of cultural activities and
developments throughout the Pasadena area. These fac-
tors are reflected in the inclusion of cultural activi-
ties in the curriculum of the public schools.

3. The influence of Dr. Richard Lert on the musical taste
of the community: Dr. Lert, one of the great conductors
of the world, has served as musical director of the
Pasadena Symphony Orchestra and Chorus for more than 30
years. More than 400 young persons who have come under
his influence have gone into music professionally, as
performers, composers, conductors or teachers. He con-
ducted the Pasadena Syaphony Youth concerts for many
years.

History

The Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra initiated youth con-
certs in Pasadena in 1926. Under sponsorship by the Junior League,
the Los Angeles Orchestra presented from 1 to 3 concerts in Pasa-
dena each year.

In return for the League's agreement to serve as underwriter
for the concerts, the Pasadena Board of Education agreed to be
responsible for selling two-thirds of the tickets, sales of the
remaining third to be the responsibility of the League. Ticket
prices ranged from 50 for unreserved seats to $3.50 for reserved
seats.

This basic plan continued until 1937, when the Junior League
felt "the cultural need in the community had been filled", and
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the!Ilational Association of Junior Leagues of Anerica was urging

its chapters to assume greater responsibility for meeting welfare

needs in each community.

Thereafter, Los Angeles Philharmonic youth concerts were
sponsored by Pasadena-based units of the Philharmonic's wide-
spread supporting organization including the Pasadena Junior
Philharmonic Committee during recent years.

The Pasadena Symphony Orchestra played its first youth con-
certs in 1934 under the sponsorship of the Junior League of Pasa-
dena which underwrote one concert each season until its discon-
tinuance of sponsorship of youth concerts in 1937.

The Junior League of Pasadena
Symphony Concerts for Young People
until the Area Youth Music Council
tra presented, on the average, tuo
Auditorium. The Junior League met
the concerts so the children could

resumed sponsorship of Pasadena

in 1946. For the next 11 years,
was formed in 1960, the Orches-
concerts each year in the Civic
all costs in connection with
attend free.

Formation of the Pasadena Area Youth Music Council

For many years prior to 1960 several organizations in Pasadena
were presenting their respective youth concerts including The Pasa-

dena Symphony, The Los Angeles Philharmonic, The Coleman Chamber
Music Association, and, from time to time, others as well.

Each organization conducted its own ticket sales, campaign
for youth concerts, promotion, and drives for community support
with resulting conflicts in dates, presentations and loyalties -
to say nothing of the stress and strain these many valiant
efforts placed on the public school system. Each organization,

of course, requested the schools to give time and attention to
publicizing the various events and, in many cases, to help in
ticket sale procedures.

In 1960, under the leadership of Mrs. H. J. Van de Kamp,
well known Pasadena civic leader and business woman, representa-
tives of the various organizations that were engaged in present-
ing youth concerts together with a representative of the music
education department of the Pasadena public schools met and
formed t'e Pasadena Area Youth Music Council for the purpose of
coordin _ing the work in the youth field.

SInce that time a series of 4 different musical events for
young people has been offered each year at a season ticket price
of $2.00 (for children or adults) and has included back-to-back
performances on a Sunday afternoon of the following:
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1. Los Angeles Philharmonic youth concett
.2. Pasadena Symphony youth concert

3. Children's Opera
4. Chamber music concert

The youth music series has not been an integral part of the
public school music curriculum due to the fact that the concerts

are not given during school time, and the number of children

reached is small in comparison to the total school population.

There has existed, however, close cooperation between the schools,

the Youth Music Council and its participating organizations.

In addition to Sunday concerts sponsored by the Youth Music

Council, a variety of classroom concerts has been presented in

Pasadena public schools. Financing for all of these events has

come from private sources rather than from public school funds.

THE PASADENA AREA YOUTH MUSIC COUNCIL - ORGANIZATION AND OPERATING

PLAN

Pur ose

"To further the music appreciation and education of Pasadena

area youth through coordinated planning, sponsorship and production

of annual musical programs."

Members of the Council

1. Financial sponsors:

A. Coleman Chamber Music Association

B. Pasadena Symphony Juniors - one of the supporting
units of the Pasadena Symphony Orchestra

C. Pasadena Junior Philharmonic Committee (one of the
local supporting units of the Los Angeles Philhar-

monic Orchestra)

D. The Junior League of Pasadena, Inc.
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2. Non-financial sponsor:

The Department of Music Education of the Pasadena
City Schools.

3. Affiliated representatives - interested organizations
or individuals may be invited to participate and cur-
rently include:

A. Pasadena Council PTA
B. District PTA
C. Parochial schools
D. Private schools
E. Music Teachers Association

Basic Plan of Operation

Each of the financial sponsors is responsible for committing
itself annually "to participate in planning, promoting, consum-
mating and/or financing" a youth concert which, together with
presentations of the other participating organizations shall con-
stitute the youth concert series.

Uork of the Council is handled by the officers and the fol-
lowing committees:

1. Publicity Committee - composed of one representative
from each financial sponsor, plus the chairmah.

2. Sales Coordination Committee - composed of one repre-
sentative frot eaCh financial sponsor, and one repre-
sentative from the Pasadena Council of the PTA, private,
parochial and district schools respectively.

3. Program Committee - composed of a concert chairman from
each financial sponsor and the Coordinator of MUsic Edu-
cation (director of music education) of Pasadena City
Schools.

4. Budget Committee - composed of the Council treasurer,
and the concert chairman from each financial sponsor.

5. Concert Procedure Committee - to supervise ushering at
each concert.

6. Donated Tickets Committee - to supervise contributions
and distribution of donated tickets and donated funds.
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7. Booklet Committee - to supervise the design, layout, and
printing of the booklets containing program listings,
program notes and tickets.

8. Fliers Committee - to prepare and distribute publicity
fliers.

9. Nominating Committee

Financial Structure

Each financial sponsor (organizations presenting the concerts)
must submit an advance production budget to the Council's budget
committee. Inasmuch as revenue from sale of tickets does noE meet
total costs of the four presentations, it is necessary to decide
upon the manner in which funds available for a current year shall
be pro-rated among the organizations.

First demand upon available funds is coverage of the Council's
expenses in connection with the printing of publicity materials,
ticket-booklets, and modest incidental expenses. By agreement
among the sponsors, it is the established policy to cover total
costs of the chamber music concetts presented by the Coleman
Chamber Music Association.

The remaindet of the funds is then divided bettqeen the Junior
League, the Pasadena Symphony and the Los Angeles Philharmonic
sponsoring units to assist each of these organizations in meeting
concert production costs. The amount of money allocated to each
is established by mutual agreement. Customarily, the Junior
League meets a greater portion of its costs for the anhual pro-
duction of the children's opera (ballet instead of opera per-
formance for 1967-68), than does either of the orchestra organi-
zations.

None of the organizations may receive from the Music Council
any amount over the actual cost of producing a yotsth concert4
Should a deficit occur at the end of a fiscal year, it shall be
shared equally by the financial sponsors. Should surplus funds
remain at the end of the fiscal year, they shall be divided on
an equal basis to those financial sponsors that have not already
received 1007 of their concert costs.

MN.
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PROCEDURES USED 111 CONJUNCTION WITH YOUTH CONCERTS

Planning and Evaluation of Concerts

The director of music education of the Pasadena City schools
confers with the program chairman of each organization and approves
all programs presented under sponsorship by the Youth Music Council.

The Pasadena Symphony youth concert planning committee in-
cludes the assistant conductor (who, in turn, confers with the
Orchestra's music director) and representatives of the Pasadena
Symphony Juniors (organization of young women who help support
the Orchestra's youth concerts).

There is no channel for direct involvement of teachers in
concert planning. Of 27 teachers responding to Study question-
naires concerning their interest in having a voice in concert
evaluations and planning, 12 indicated interest in doing so; 15
stated they had no desire to do so.

Concert Scheduling

Scheduling of the concerts is handled by the Youth Music
Council and was as follows in 1966-67:

November -

December -

January
February -

Los Angeles Philharmonic youth concert
Children's opera

Pasadena Symphony youth concert
Chamber music concert

All performances are presented at the Civic Auditorium on
Sunday afternoons at 2:00 PM and 3:30 PM.

The possibility of presenting concerts during in-school time
was discussed with teachers. Of 34 responding to Study question-
naires, only 6 teachers stated they would object to in-school time
concerts. One elementary classroom teacher stated she objected
to concerts on school time, "because our teaching day is already
heavily loaded with interruptions and students being released for
a variety of activities."

Promotion

The Youth Music Council is responsible for promotion and
publicity for the total series of youth music events during the
fall ticket sale campaign. During the year, each sponsoring or-
ganization is responsible for publicity concerning its own con-
cert or production.
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Through the help of the PTA, the Council distributes to the
schools one-2age announcements, that include listing of dates and
events, and a ticket order form. The children are expected to take
the fliers home so that parents may send their orders to the Coun-
cil. Fliers were distributed only to music students in junior
high schools. 9 of 13 music specialists reported difficulty in
getting word about the concerts to junior high school students not
enrolled in music classes.

In addition, the Council makes use of customary publicity
through newspapers, radio/TV, organizations' newsheets, bulletin
boards, school assembly announcements, etc.

The amount of publicity accorded the series in any given
school apparently was directly proportional to effort made by the
PTA music committee chairman of that school.

Ticket Sales

School personnel and/or PTA groups have been involved in
handling ticket sale money for youth concert tickets, off and on,
for nearly 40 years. The PTA, as an affiliated member of the
Youth Music Council, handled the youth concert series ticket sales
fron 1960 to the fall of 1966 when a re-study of the PTA by-laws
resulted in an interpretation to the effect that the PTA was not
authorized to handle funds.

This change in procedure created an emergency just prior to
the 1966-67 ticket campaign and it was decided that all season
tickets would have to be purchased via mail orders to the Music
Council office, with a resulting 237 drop in sales. Uhereas in
1965-66, season ticket sales totalled 6,000 (capacity of the house
for two perfomances), they totalled approximately 4,600 in 1966-67.

Ticket prices are $2.00 for the series of 4 concerts (for
either adults or students), and 75c single admission.

In Pasadena, "tickets" really mean "booklets" - attractive 20-page, 51 x 81 inch booklets with enamelled paper covers. Tear-off
tickets (one for each concert) form a fold-out on the back cover.
The stv.dent purchaser is expected to keep and use his booklet
throughout the season.

Contents ainclude brief notes on concert manners, orchestra
seating chart using drawings of instruments in each orchestra sec-tion, program page and program notes for each concert, a brief
listing of correct pronounciations for musical terms ("scherzo -
SCARE-tso, Haydn - H1GH-den, trio - TREE-oh", etc.), and attrac-tive illustrations.
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Preparation of the booklets is a cooperative venture coordi-
nated by the Youth Music Council. The program chairman of each
participating organization is responsible for providing copy for
program pages. The director of music education provides informa-
tion for program notes. The Youth Music Council is responsible for
editing, publishing, and distributing booklets to ticket purchasers.Costs of publication are covered as a part of the overall youth con-
cert series production expenses.

Children scheduled to attend the 2:00 PM concerts receive book-
lets printed in red and black; those who are to attend the 3:30 PM
concert receive booklets printed in blue and black. Unless ticket
orders specify a time preference, students from city schools are
automatically assigned to the early concert, and those from subur-
ban areas to the second concert.

Attendance

Although attendance was not as large in 1966-67 as in previous
years due to a change in ticket sale procedures, the concert series
customarily is sold out, with attendance running to the full capacity
of the 3,000 seat house for each of the two afternoon performances
(total attendance of 6,000).

Lack of sufficient seating capacity for all students wanting
to attend was a matter of concern for principals of some elementary
schools who stated they felt provision should be made to accommo-
date more children at each concert or that more concerts should be
given.

Inasmuch as the majority of tickets are sold on a season ticket
basis this means, of course, that the majority of students attending
go to all four events, thereby giving a maximum gross attendance of
approximately 24,000 persons throughout the year, but a total audi-
ence of approximately 6,000 different individuals.

24 of 25 elementary classroom teachers who responded to Study
questionnaires stated that 25% or less of their students attended.
Reasons mentioned for this limited participation included parental
and/or student disinterest (most frequently mentioned), and the
fact that the concerts are not presented during in-school time.

Audience Supervision is handled by the Concert Procedures Chairman
of the Youth Music Council with participation by members of the
organization that is presenting the concert on any given day. Audi-
ence behavior was considered to be "good" or "excellent" by the 33
teachers responding to Study questionnaires.
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Printed Programs are not used although many students bring their
youth concert season booklets containing program listings and notes.
Teachers responding to Study inquiries were about evenly divided intheir opinions as to whether printed programs are helpful or annoy-ances.

Transportation

Generally speaking, transportation arrangements are the re-
sponsibility of parents and students.

Children from deprived area schools who received free tickets
from the PTA council were transported to and from concerts on a
bus for a l5c fee. As one principal put it, 'When the children
have to pay something they come; when it is free, many don't showup. 11

At least one other school chartered a bus for concerts and
charged each child 25. Parents acted as chaperones.

Concert Preparation and Fol:low-up

Educational radio has been used for 7 or 8 years for concert
preparation. The director of music education narrates the broad-
casts, prepares and sends teacher study guides to each grade level.

There was comment to the effect that not enough teachers were
taking advantage of the broadcast and at least one principal was
not even aware they were available.

Lack of music specialists in the grades was recognized by the
music department as the prime reason for not being able to do morewith the youth concert opportunity.

Preparation is done by classroom teachers with assistance ofthe radio program. In a group of 24 elementary classroom teachers,6 reported develcping their own study materials, as did 3 out of 9music specialists responding to Study questionnaires.

One year, members of an opera cast visited some of the schoolsto help prepare students for the performance with excellent results
although there were not enough performers or enough time available
to do as complete a job as was needed. Dr. Lert, Music Director ofthe Orchestra, visited some schools in earlier years.

Concert follow-up is informal, done on an individual basis,
and according to one music consultant, could only be considered
"minimal".
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flasestions and comments concerning preparation made by school
personnel:

"I think that over-exposure to music before the
concert dulls the experience." (Director of music
education)

"Have an assembly on Friday afternoon for concert
goers at which they would be prepared." (Elementary
principal)

"The children in my areas are pretty sophisticated.
No preparation needed." (Instrumental specialist)

"qily class listens to the Standard School Broadcast
each week. They are attentive and enjoy a discus-
sion afterward. Each child has an atlas in order
to locate the country being included on the program.
They enjoy discussing the type of music and the
history of the country, relating its location hn
relation to ours." (Fourth grade teacher - low
income area)

".A sheet of questions is given each child by his
teacher before he hears Bernstein's program on
TV, since each child is required to listen. This
is not true of our youth concerts." (Sixth grade
teacher)

PROGRAMMING

The Pasadena Symphony Juniors (member of the Area Youth Music
Council) have 2 program committee that works with the assistant
conductor on youth concert programming. The assistant conductor,
in turn, confers with the Orchestra's Music Director. The program
developed through committee work is submitted by the committee
chairman to the director of music education of the schools for
suggestions, recommendations and approval.

The youth concert conductor is faced with very few restrictions
in programming. Generally speaking, he can count on three rehears.
als for youth concert preparation: The music does not have to be
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coordinated with in-school pre-concert study plans nor are the con-
certs played for any given age group. Central themes for concerts
were abandoned many years ago because they were felt to interfere
with desirable balance in musical content of programs. It is neces-
sary, of course, to coordinate the Pasadena Symphony youth concert
program with that presented on the series by the Los Angeles Phil-
harmonic.

Student soloists, selected by auditions arranged and held by
the Pasacena Symphony Juniors, are presented. Film personalities
have served as narrators from time to time (and, 4hereby, increas-
ing ticket sales, incidentally).

Selection of music used on Pasadena youth concert programs met
with approval of 837 of the 30 teachers replying to Study question-
naires.

Pro Tammin su estions and comments made b school ersonnel

"Some programs are more appealing than others.
Chamber music is hard for children to take. Opera
and good band music are thrilling ba our children.
The young soloists were well received . . . Make
the programs more appealing. Avoid too much string
music. If the first program isn't good they don't
bother to go back. It is always easy to get them
to go bo the first program." (Principal of ele-
mentary school in a deprived area)

"We need to be creative in our programming. A
fine band might be presented instead of a symphony."

School Personnel General Comments Relative to the Youth Concerts

"1We have a very rich music program in Pasadena.
I would like to see the concerts given to more
children similar to what I experienced in Cleve-
land, Ohio in the late 1930's. Concerts were
during the school day with transportation fur-
nished at a very nominal fee. All the children
were encouraged to attend as a class twice a
year." (Elementary instrumental specialist)

"This is the most enjoyable activity that I remem-
ber from my elementary school days - every Satur-
day morning to the Philharmonic on the school bus.
We should have it in Pasadena." (Fifth grade
teacher)
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"I would like to see concerts given free at the
Civic /Auditorium. Do not make it necessary for
parents to call for a reservation. Plan through
the classroom teacher." (Elementary teacher)

"I would like to see more Negro performers in the
orchestra." (Elementary principal, deprived area
school)

"The band concert really went over well - much
better than the regular youth concerts."

"Generally speaking, principals don't try to
bring the best in art and music to the children."
(Elementary principal)

FINANCING

Financial policies of the Pasadena Symphony relative to free
vs. admission concerts are the reverse of customary procedures. The
Pasadena Symphony, operating on approximately $100,000 annually,
presents the so-called "adult sdbscription series" concerts free but,
as previously indicated, admission is charged for youth concerts.

The policy of free adult concerts was established many years
ago when the City of Pasadena agreed to make substantial annual
allocations to the basic operating costs of the Orchestra contin-
gent upon the Orchestra playing its major concerts free so they
would be available to all Pasadena citizens.

In 1966-67, the City of Pasadena contributed $20,000 to the
Orchestra's basic financing, and Los Angeles County contributed an
additional $11,250. These city and county public funds accounted
for approximately one-third of the Orchestra's total income.

Traditionally, the Orchestra's youth concerts have been fi-
nanced from private monies - income from ticket sales, aad contri-
butions from individuals and organizations with special reference
to the Junior League of Pasadena and the Pasadena Symphony Janior.
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Income to the Youth Music Council from sale of season tickets
for the youth concert series customarily totals approximately $12,000
(6,000 tickets @ $2.00 each). From this income, the Council pays the
expenses involved in promotion of the youth concert series, in pub-
lishing and distributing youth concert booklets, and other modest
incidental costs of operating the Council.

The rest of the funds derived from ticket sales are allocated
to the four participating organizations to assist chem in meeting
costs of actual production of the con,erts, including rehearsal
and performance fees, concert hall rental, music rental and royal-
ties, etc.

Pasadepalmlosa_financing_for Youth Concerts

In the case of the Pasadena Symphony, out-of-pocket expenses
for the 1966-67 youth concerts totalled approximately $5,000, ex-
clusive of basic overhead, administration, and customary on-going
costs. The Youth Music Council paid $3,000 (from ticket sale in-
come) to the Pasadena Symphony Juniors who raise the remaining
$2,000 in a benefit project and reimburse the Orchestra for the
total costs of the concert.

The Orchestra was engaged by the Junior League of Pasadena for
the annual children's opera that the League presents as one of the
four events included in the youth concert series. The League paid
to the Orchestra approximately $5,500 which covered the Orchestra's
direct costs for the production.

The difference between the Orchestra's total costs in conjunc-
tion with the 2 performances of the youth opera, and the amount re-
ceived from the Youth Music Council totalled approximately $3,000,
and was met by the Junior League.

In addition to the youth concert and youth opera, the Orchestra
sponsors a student grant program costing approximately $3,500 per
year, thereby bringing the Orchestra's total educational activity
expenditure to approximately $15,000, or 157 of its total annual
financial operations.

School Financial Involvement

The Pasadena City School system, although represented in the
Youth Music Council, is not a recipient of funds from the Council
nor are any public school system funds applied to the youth concert
series. California public schools can contribute funds to activities
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of this nature only if the activities are free and open to all stu-
dents and prPsented during in-school time. One school board member
was of the opinion that a moderate school financial commitment to
youth concerts would be justifiable, granted that the school code
permitted it.

Some PTA and Junior League help was given to enable indigent
children to attend youth concerts.

ENSEMBLE CONCERTS

NallmMIN111.2..

onsored b the Coleman Chamber Music Association

The Coleman Chamber Music Association was established in 1904
by .Alice Coleman Batchelder. with the hope that "the story of chamber
music in Pasadena may offer encouragement and inspiration to those
who contemplate an undertaking similar to our Pasadena chamber con-
certs."

For 36 years, and without interruption, the Association has
presented the world's outstanding chamber music artists in concerts.
Emphasis has been placed on string quartets but other ensembles also
have been presented.

In celebration of its 50th anniversary in 1954, the Association
initiated chamber music concerts Bar young people "to give children
a taste of chamber music and to build chamber music audiences for
the future". That program now has been incorporated into the youth
concert series presented under sponsorship of the Pasadena Area
Youth Music Council in which the Coleman Association is one of four
concert presenting groups.

In 1955, the Coleman Association added Assembly Concerts in
public, private and parochial schools. One professional chamber
music ensemble is engaged annually to present the entire assembly
series. In 1965-66, the LaSalle String Quartet was presented; in
1966-67, the Los Angeles Brass Quintet (members of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic).

The Quintet came to Pasadena a total of 12 days during the sea-
son, and presented performances in 29 elementary and 3 junior high
schools, to a total audience estimated at 20,000 children. Each
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performance is 30-45 minutes in length and includes demonstrations,
verbal comments, etc. Performances are given at 9 AM, 10 AM and
11 AR. Within a three-year period all schools in the area are
visited.

Planning of the concerts is handled jointly by the executive
of the Chamber Music Association and the music education director
of the City schools, who also handles scheduling of the concerts.
Either the Association or the music education director prepares and
distributes program notes in conjunction with the performances.

One principal reported that the president of the student council
introduced the guest artists at the in-school ensemble concerts.

The Assembly Concerts project costs approximately $3,000 per
year, and financing comes from several sources, as indicated by the
1966-67 season:

(Approximate)
Music Performance Trust Funds $1,400

Performance fees paid by PTA groups
and/or the schools 700

Remainder met by the Coleman Chamber
Music Association from endowment funds
and special contributions 900

$3,000

A few performances "in the round" also have been presented for chil-
dren in Kindergarten through grade 3.

§Oonsored_121...flaalf11.4_§.Mat9.21_11019E.§.

The Pasadena Symphony Juniors began sponsorship of classroom en-
semble performances in 1964, allocating approximately $500 per year
toward this project. The Schoenfeld String Trio was presented in
1964-65. The following year (1965-66) 18 performances were presented
by a harpist and, in 1966-67, 12 performances by a folksinger.
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PASADENA SYMPHONY RELATED EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Student Grant Program

Each year, the Pasadena Symphony Association offers grants OD
15 to 25 student musicians (generally college students) to play in
the Pasadena Symphony. The students receive from $5 to $25 for each
of eight concerts, bringing total annual costs of the project to be-
tween $2,500 and $3,500 per year. 40 persons and organizations con-
tributed to the program last season. The students comprise approxi-
mately 207 of the total playing personnel of the Orchestra.

Yotjag_AEtiss_stion

The Pasadena Symphony Juniors sponsor the young artist competi-
tion from which winners are selected to appear as soloists with the
Pasadena Symphony La the annual youth concerts.

To be eligible to enter the competition: students must be under
19 years of age, and must have two concertos in their repertoire.
The competition is specified for pianists one year, other instrumen-
talists the following year.

An overall cash award of $100 is divided evenly between the
winners in any given year, and each winner is presented with the
Orchestra on the youth concert the following year.
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STUDY OF YOUTH CONCERTS IN PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

Field Workers: Franz Bibo Orchestra Research Specialist
Martin LeBeau Music Education Specialist
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FACT SHEET

THE CITY

Population Data
(1964)

Economic Base
(1960)

Income Data
(1960)

Education Data
(1960)

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

(See also Appendices, D

Corporate population 187,061
Metropolitan area 735,000
State population 859,488

Whites in corporate population 94.2%
Negroes in corporate population 5.4%
Other non-whites in " " 0.4%

Miscellaneous manufacturing,
textile mill production

Median family income - $5,069 (annual)
21.9% of families earned less than $3,000(annual)
10.4% of families earned over $10,000 (annual)

Designated major poverty areas (1966)
3 with 160,000 persons

Of Providence residents 25 years or older:
9.4% had completed less than 5 years of school
32.7% had completed high school or more
Median number of school years completed - 9.8 yrs.

THE ORCHESTRA RHODE ISLAND PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA (66-67 data)

Gross Annual budget $218,039
Total number of musicians , 75.

Total number of concerts played 45
Total number of youth concerts played 27
Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts 41,000

President
Music Director
Manager
Coordinator of youth concerts

Richard W. Billings
Francis Madeira
Hrs. Muriel Port Stevens
Mrs. P. S. Symonds
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PROVIDENCE SCROOLS - SUMMARY (1966-67 data)

Public school system enrollment 26,680
Non-public school enrollment 13,914
Total school population (through high school) . . . 40,594

Providence Public Schools
AM11111.7

Superintendent Charles A. O'Connor, Jr.
Director of music education Louis Pichierri

Annual per pupil expenditure
Grade structure: Pre-school, Kindergarten

Schools (1965-66)

Elementary . . . .

Junior High Schools
Senior High Schools
Special Schools: physically, . .

emotionally and mentally
handicapped, and Pre-schools

Special Facilities and Programs

42
8

4
2

P. L. 89-10, Title I Projects:
R-eading, psychological services, special
education for disadvantaged

P.L. 89-10, Title III Project:
Cultural Enrichment Program

Representative Cultural and Educational Institutions.

Festival of Music (Spring)
Rhode Island Civic Chorale and
Orchestra

Rhode Island Philharmonic
Rhode Island Youth Symphony

$567,11

6-3.3

Brown University . Pembroke
College

Providence Colleg
Rhode Island College
Rhode Island School of

Design

IMIC:11
Special schools for the emotionally disturbed and physically

handicapped were maintained as part of the school system. One
high school was strictly a college preparatory school.

An unusual facet of the Providence public school operation was
the released time program permitting Catholic students to attend
religious education classes on about 30 specific school days dur-
ing the school year with absentee reports submitted to the public
school principals. This program began in the 4th grade.
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MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE PROVItEVCE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

PROVIDENCE TABLE NO.I.

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF - PROVIDENCt PUBLIC SCHOOLS (Total Staff . 44)

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC

DIRECTOR OF NI:SIC EDUCATION

(Music Director)
(Assistant Director)

Elementary

In 42 schools:
14 Elementary Classroom Music

Specialists
3 accompanists (also high school)

Junior High
IlgraMinelErtS.M.Mr-0

INSTRMENTAL MUSIC

11 Instrumental Specialists
(cross all levels)

In 8 schools:
11 Vocal-General Music Teachers See Elementary

Senior High

In 4 schools:
4 Vocal-General Music Teachers
3 accOmpanists (also elementary)

Staff

See Elementary

Junior high vocal teachers were assigned full.time to a build.
ing, but junior high instrumental music teachers and all senior
high music teachers were assigned to a school part-time and to
the music department office part-time. Three paid accompanists
worked mith the elementary and senior high vocal groups, with
occasional assignments in the junior high schools.

Elementary Music

Music instruction began formally in the kindergarten, with

some specialist assistance, although a "pre-kindergarten" program

was in existence and undoubtedly included a liberal amount of

music. A combination of regular visits and the on.call system
were used to cover the 42 elementary schools, an average of 34

classes each week having been covered by each specialist. It

took each specialist a little more than a week to cover all her

classes. Eighty minutes a week was to be spent on music. In-

service instruction in classroom music was offered to new teachers
and experienced teachers who wanted a review.
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One out of every 5 lessons was to be devoted to listening
and although the instruments of the orchestra and the symphony
were studied, no specific reference was made to youth concerts
in Providence. The Carl Orff system was used, although the
basis for classroom instruction was the traditional 5 part music
education program of singing, listening, rhythmic activity,
classroom instruments and creativity. An all-city elementary
chorus presented programs twice each year.

A full array of intermediate and advanced classes, band,
orchestra, and small ensembles was available when there were
sufficient students in 35 out of 42 elementary schools. Teaehers
were responsible for from 5 to 6 schools at least 1 lesson a
week. The All-City Elementary Band and Orchestra also presented
2 concerts each year.

Secondary Music

General music was required for 2 periods a week for a full
year in the 7th and 8th grades, and was an elective in the 9th
grade. An emphasis was placed on listening through an under-
standing of the orchestra and its music, with no mention made
of youth concerts.

There were both junior and senior high all-city bands,
orchestras and choruses.

The music education department was developing a central
music materials library for use by teachers working in general
music as well as the performance area.
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PROVIDENCE TABLE NO.2.

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM - PUIVIDENCE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
...1..loomm1=1 ANNIAMMAIWININIANIMIMENM.M.111L.

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC

Classroom Music (Gr. K-6)
Junior Glee Clubs (Gr.4)
Glee Clubs (Gr. 5-6)

General Music - Required in
Grade 7 - 8

Girls' and Mixed Choruses
Choruses

Girle Glee Club
Choir
Small Ensembles

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementarl'
WILON.

Beginning Violin Instruction
(Gr. 3 - )

Beginning Wind and Percussion
Instruction (Gr. 4 -)

Intermediate and Advanced
Instruction (Gr. 4 -)

Band, Orchestra and Ensembles

Junior High

Intermediate and Advanced
Instruction (Band and
Orchestra)

Senior High

Band and Orchestra
Small Ensembles

Music Literature (3 semesters)
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SUMMARY 1966-67 RHODE ISLAND PHILHARMONIC YOUTH CONCSRTS, 2 -Sdries. .

Children's Concert Series

Number:

Conductor:

Sponsorship:
Financing:

Attended by:

Performed in:

Time:

Admission:
Transportation:

2. High School

Number:

Conductor:
Sponsorshin:
Financing:

Attended by:
Performed in:

Admission:

0111111111[1.011=111111MINIICUM

16 performapces;- 1 progran

Francis Madeira
Children's Concert Committee oE the Orchestra
Local foundations, business and individual

contributors, school systems

Grades 4-6 in school systems throughout the
state (public, parochial and independent

schools)

14 concerts in Veterans Memorial Auditorium
in Providence, capacity - 2,200
1 concert in Kingston
1* concert in Newport

February, March, April, Tuesdays, 10:30 AM

Free, plus 250 from some students.
Buses

Concerts

8 performances, 1 program
Francis Madeira
nhode Island Philharmonic
State Grant

High school students
8 high 5choo1s throUghout the State

Free

. Ensemble Concerts

Number:

Sponsorship:

Financing:

Attended by:
Performed in:
Admission:

160 performances
Children's Concert Committee, and Rhode

Island Philharmonic Association
State Grant, Music Performance Trust Funds,

Contributions, P.L. 89-10, Title I funds,

Rhode Island State Arts Council
Elementary and secondary school students

School buildings
Free
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF YOUTH CONGERTS IN PROVIDENCE AND THE

STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

The Rhode Island Philharmonic Orchestra, founded in 1945,
is located in Providence but, as indicated by the name the or-
ganization considers it has opportunity and obligation to serve
the entire State of Rhode Island, and receives State funds for
support of some of its educational work.

The State supported activities were initiated in 1948 when
the Orchestra received modest funds (approximately $5,000) specif-
icallY' for the purpose of financing concerts in several high
schools throughout the State. The plan continued without interrup-

tion until 1963. A change in State administration resulted in dis-
ruption of the program for two years. It was re-established in 1965,
and this time the allocation was placed in the budget of the state

department of education. Funds totalling $12,000 were allocated in
1966-67, $8,000 to be used for 8 chamber orchestra concerts in high
schools, and $4,000 to be used for chamber music programs in ele.

mentary schools.

In order that concerts also might be made available in ele-
mentary grades, a group of women took action in 1953. Drawn from

the Orchestra Association Board of Directors and from the community-
at-large, the women banded together as the Children's Concert Com-
mittee to undertake the task of developing, promoting, sponsoring,
administering, and financing concerts for students in grades 4 through

6. Starting with 4 concerts in 1953, the program expanded through '
the years to 16 eoncerts in 1966-67, 14 of which were played in
Providence. Some monies are made available for these concerts by
the School Committees (comparable to boards of education) of many
of the school districts served.

Prior to 1966-67, the Committee engaged and paid its own execu-
tive secretary, handled its own funds, solicited contributions from
individuals, foundations, business, and industry specifically for
support of the Children's Concerts.

Following inclusion of the Rhode Island Philharmonic in the
Orchestra Endowment Grant program of the Ford Foundation (3uly,
1966), the Children's Concert Committee voted to join forces with
the Orchestra Association and have its fund raising become part
of the Orchestra's annual appeal for maintenance funds. As of
1967-68, there is no longer a separate budget or appeal for funds

for Children's Concerts. The Children's Concert execUtive secretary
now is engaged on a full time basis and assists the Orchestra manager

with all educational programs of the Orchestra.
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The Children's Concert Committee is reported to operate effi-
ciently and effectively, but the opinion was frequently expressed
during Study interviews that the Committee gradually has permitted
itself to assume authority for certain areas of work that should be
shared with others in order to insure optimum development of the Or-
chestra's education program. In its turn, the Committee reports
that, whereas-the schools always have had representation on the work-
ing committees, the frequent absences of their representatives from
important meetings has left the Committee with no choice but to go
ahead on its own with plans and action.

In spite of the fact that school board-controlled funds at state
and local levels are appropriated to assist in financing the Orchestra's
educational work, and notwithstanding the fact that the Providence
public schools published, in 1949, a g3neral statement acknowledging
the importance of music in the child's total educational experience,
there is lack of joint work and communication between the Orchestra
and the department of music education of the Providence schools.

Complicating the relationship is the existence of a professional
chamber orchestra and chorale, founded and r!onducted by the director
of music education of the Providence public schools. The Orchestra
is composed. of "borrowed" Philharmonic members, the musicians being
engaged on a per-service basis by both organizations.

Some public solicitation of funds is made for support of the
chamber orchestra thereby placing it in direct competition with the
Philharmonic for public support and attention. As always is the
case in such situations, the primary orchestral organization of the
city (in this case the Philharmonic) carries the continuing-financ-
ial burden of maintaining the basic orchestral structure that makes
possible the presence in the community of the musicians who, then,
are available at very modest expense to%the "competing" organization.

These complications were heightened when P.L. 89-10 funds, avail-
able for educational concerts and controlled by school agencies, were
split between ttl. Philharmonic and the chamber orchestra fostered and
conducted by the director of music education.

MEMO. AVINTMIII.,==.1.11...manimm...1CM1,...........
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PROCEDURES FOLLOWED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE YOUTH CONCERTS

The metropolitan area population of Providence (735;000 as desig-
nated by the 1965 U.S. census) comprises 85% of the total population
of the State of Rhode Island whereas the corporate population of
Providence accounts for only 22% of the state's total population.
Distances from Providence to the farthest reaches of the State do not
exceed 50 miles.

The Orchestra, however; works with 39 listinctly separate public
school systems in Rhode Island plus parochial and independent schools.
Of the 36,000 children who attend the 16 Children's Concerts, only
5,600 are students of the Providence public schools.

Procedures Relating to The Children's Concerts
=alfieNammo

The Children's Concert Committee of the Philharmonic exercises
virtually complete control over all aspects of the 16 symphony con-
certs and the 80 ensemble concerts played for elementary grade stu-
dents in Providence and outlying areas.

The Committee has developed extensive delegation of responsibility
and work to its members through a massive sub-committee structure which
includes committee assignments for the following specific tasks involved
in planning and the mechanics of handling 56,000 children from the many
school jurisdictions:

Auditorium arrangements
Book lists
Chamber music
Finance (treasurer)
Guests
Hospitality
Junior League Liaison
Nominat

Concert Planning and Evaluation

Program
Publicity
Printing
Survey
Transportation
Ways and Means
Collections
Kingston Committee
Newport Committee

The program planning committee (also considered to be an evalu-
ation committee) consists of the Orchestra's conductor and represent.
atives from public, parochial, and independent schools who are selected
by the Children's Concert Committee officers and executive. In 1966-67,
school representatives included 3 persons (appointed to serve for 2-year
terms) plus the director of music education of the Johnstown, R.I.
schools, and two other music educators (total of 6 persons), but, for
the first time in 13 years, there WES no representation from the Provi.-
dence schools. At one time, school representatives on the committee
totalled 15 persons thereby providing significant representation from
the nearly 40 different school districts, but this large a committea
proved "totally impractical" according to the Orchestra management.
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Justifiably or not, four directors of music education directly
concerned with the Children's Concerts expressed the opinion that
the Children's Concert Committee is not receptive to suggestions
and reccmmendations made by music if.ducators.

-No concert planning and evaluation committees have been set
121) within the Providence public school system. Out of 64 ProVidence
teachers responding to Study questionnaires, 7470 were interested in
having a stronger voice in concert evaluation.

Scheduling

Due to an expressed preference on the part of school repre-
sentatives for scheduling concerts after Christmas, the Children's
Concert series is presented in February, March and April, on
Tuesday and Thursday mornings at 10:AM for 4th - 6th grade students
in public, parochial, and private schools located in Providence and
the outlying areas.

The Children's Concert Committee endeavors to carry out proce-
dpres prescribed by each different school system in working out
specific concert arrangements. Generally speaking, the Committee
works directly with individual schools on transportation arrange-
ments and certain other mechanics.

Apparently the administrative offices in some school districts
have not clarified the contact procedures with their own music edu-
cation offices as indicated from complaints made by several direct-
ors of music education. It was their feeling that the Children's
Concert Committee was by-passing proper channels thereby creating
many problems for the directors of music education who must be con-
cerned with the total scheduling of listening and performing exper-
iences for students under their jurisdiction.

Attendance
MIMININEMING.S...

In Providence City schools, the entire enrollment of 4th, 5th
and 6th grades, totalling approximately 5,600 students, attend the
concerts. In some of the outlying schools, large enrollment in-
creases have made it necessary to restrict attendance either to
5th and 6th grades, or to only 6th grade. Attendance projections
are worked out by the Children's Concert Committee through early
fall surveys of the schools.

For the 14 concerts presented in the Veterans Memorial Aud-
itorium in Providence, the audiences fill the 2,200 capacity of
the house for each concert. Capacity audiences also are normal
for the annual concerts given in Kingston and Newport. Attendance
is compulsory for students in classes scheduled to attend.
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Audience Supervisioa

Teachers attend with their classes, and aiildren's Concert
Committee members assist in usherim and audience supervision.

Concert behavior, in general, was in the "excellent" or "good"
categories in the minds of 49 out of 52 elementary teachers rest)ond-
ing to Study questionnaires. Proper concert behavior has been em-
phasized as a part of the teaching process in Providence schools,
according to the director of music.

Ttansportation

Ttansportation arrangements and financing vary according to
the concert financial arrangements made with s,.1.2ific schuuls.Out-
lying schoo/ districts make a payment equal t. .5c i. per studebit at.

tending and provide transportation for the students.

The Children's Concert Committee handles arrangements with bus
companies for the city school students, but the outlying school
districts make their own bus arrangements - many of them using
school buses.

Supervision of bus loading, unloading and parking is effi-
ciently handled by members of the Concert Committee.

Transportation ariangements were considered to be satisfactory
by about 91% ot the 74 Providence teachers respon&s.ng to Study
questionnaires.

Promotion

The Chiidren/s Concert Committee is in charge of concert
PrOmotion and publicity, the work being actually handled by the
Orchestra management, with chief emphasis placed on special youth
concert brochures and newspaper feature articles.

The music office of the Providence schools sent out one an.
nouncement relating tb Children's Concerts to schools.at th begin-
ning of the.year.

Concer1. Preparation and Follow-up
.111=1:Mo

Materials

The Children's Concert Committee prepares and financos pre-
concert study materials, and distributes them to directors or music
education are teachers in the approximately 40 school districts
whose students attend concerts.
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The 1966-67 material, reproduced by offset (well done), con-
sisted of 11 pages. The cover page explained the intended focus
of attention in the current concert (stringed instruments), in-
cluded a form for ordering additional copies of the study guide,
and an invitation to school personnel to send concert comments
and suggestions to the Committee.

The program page included very brief statements of the manner
in which excerpts of several program pieces would be used at the
concert to demonstrate stringed instruments. Program notes for
each piece consisted primarily of composer biographical information.
Musical examples, a suggested recording for each composition, a list
of books that could be used for additional source material, and the
words for the songs to be sung by the children plus reference to
the location of the song in the classroom music-series currently in
use, completed the study guide.

Although ratings of the guides according to Study questionnaires
filed by teachers indicated a high degree of sasisfaction with them,
personal discussion brought forth the suggestion that the prograM
notes mould be more helpful to many teachers uere they to include
more discussion of musical content and, perhaps, less emphasis or
historical data.

In the first year, the study guide was prepared by school per-
sonnel. The plan did not prove satisfactory, however, and the Con-
cert Committee assumed responsibility for preparation of the guide.
The director of music education of the Providence schools reported
offering to make a teacher available to assist in preparing the guide
in cooperation with the Committee in a recent year, but the Committee
did not avail itself of this offer of assistance.

48 of 52 elementary clazsroom teachers reported they actually
received the study guide, and 46 thought the guide was adequate for
their purposes, as did 15 elementary classroom specialists.

When asked how much musical background was needed to use the
materials, they responded as follows:

PROVIDENCE TABLE 140.3.

Musical Background Needed to Use Teachers' Guide
ONOWNP/M.0411

A great deal 2

A reasonable amount 28
Very little . 16

None . . 2

The sampling of Prcvidence public school teachers rated the
teachers' guide more specifically as follows:
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PROVIDENCE TABLE NO.4

RATING OF TEACHRRS' GUIDES FOR CHILDREN'S-CONCERT SERIES

Provides Sufficient

=1.111.`

Excellent
A
Good Fair Poor

A -BAB AB

Information .19 2 25 12 3 1 0 -

Oigarty organized

tipptemetitary materials

/9 -5 *,22 9 5 1 0 -0

readily available 15 3 20 .7 4 5 4 41.111

Column A . Elementary classrOom teachers

Column A . Elementaty classroom music specialists

411110.11MIN!

Preparing the. Students

In 1949, the Providence School Department developed a statement

of philosophy relative to the importance of music and the other arts

ih the child's total educational experience. The music operates under

the following statement of purpose:

"The music program attempts to acquaint each

student with the rich heritage of music as a

pOtential force for developing his aesthetic

and intellectual resources, a better under-

standing of other nations and their people,

and preparation for living in a society in

which the arts play an increasingly signifi-

cant role."

In spite of this stated philosophy, the Music education curricu-

lum guides developed for teaching at various levels make no mention

of youth concerts, although the framework exists for concert prepare-

tion and follow-up, considerable emphasTs. having been placed on study

of the symphony orchestra and its instruments.

Classroom concert preparation usually was a combination of teacher.

specialist effort although, in some cases, the specialists did all of

the preparation. In 11 out of 12 responses, music specialists rated.

classroom teachers' preparation as "adequate" or "usually adequate".
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When asked what might be done to improve concert preparation,
classroom music specialists made the following suggestions:

"Work books might be used where the student has themes
and other information to carry along and add to from
grade to grade. Small program notes such as one has
for an adult program but kept simple and geared to a
child's age and reading ability could be used. Much
of this could be developed if time permittqd, but our
school days are too crowded." (Mcsic specialist with
over 40 years of experience)

"I aim to familiarize children with iastrumentation,
form and lives of composers featured."

"Have them listen to 10 minute selections in the class-
room to learn how to (1) listen, (2) be a polite audience."

"Preliminary demonstration of instruments of the orches-
tra--as many as possible, at least one of each fmaily,
with an opportunity oE seeing at close range, touching*
if possible."

Concert foliow-up was similar 6 the pattern found in mo8t of
the Study cities--done oh ah individual teacher basis, if at all.
There seemed to be some atrdss in Providence on having the children
recall the concert experience by making drawings.

High School Cohcerts

The Orchestra has been playing free concerts for high school
students throughout the state for 20 years (with the exceptioft of
one 2-year suspension), during school time, under funds gvintel
by the State. From an original allocation of approximately :t5,000
in 1950, funding reached $8,000 in 1966-67, and covered costs of
8 concerts, one of which was played in a high school in Providence.
Concerts were presented in eiztober, November and Deceiaber. Ct)ticert
preparation is left entirely co the iritiative of individual teael-
ers with no special materials being provided.

Since 1965, administration of the concerts has been hand)ed by
the Orchestra management and the music consultant of the State Depart-
ment of Education.
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PROGRAMING

Children's Concerts

Programming for free Children's Concerts is the joint respon-: -

sibility of conductor and planning committee, subject tof-final ap-
proval by the conductor. Although music educators are represented
on the planning committee, responses from school personnel indicated
little participation in this phase of the concerts.

Chief restrictive factor in programming is lack of playing per-
sonnel for daytime concerts due to the fact that the musicians must
earn their main sources of income from non-orchestral employment.
The Children's Concerts must be playad by a personnel limited to ap-
proxtmately 50 musicians, thereby restricting repertoire choices.

From the conductor's viewpoint, concerts should introduce stu-
dents to the orchestra as a performing medium, and to the orchestral
literature. Their concert experience should be "pleasant, meaning-
ful and valid" so they will want to attend other concerts on their
own initiative. He experiences great frustration:in not being able
to set up an orderly projection of student concert experience that
will give a child listening continuity from 4th grade on through
high school. "It is almost hopeless to attempt to do anything
truly significant for the child on the basis of ene concert (maybe)
a year." he commented.

Concerts are planned for specific ages (grades 4-6). Student
soloists are not used in The Philharmonic youth concerts but are
given opportunities in conjunction with the Youth Orchestra.

As far as "special attractions" (Ouppets, artists and other
visual presentaiMEran- concerned, the conductor declared himself
to be "totally negative" toward them. "No musical vaudeville,please"
he commented.

No special effort is made to include contemporary works. Rather,
contemporary music is included as music, and is to be found within
each program.

Concert themes are employed to give cohesión,to the programs.
In order to carry out the theme concept, considerable use is made
of movements and portions of movements of the larger works.

Verbal commentary is held to be essential,and the traditionalCIMENMW
procedure has been that of engaging a "professional" narrator In
1966-67, the narrator was a local radio personality who, while seated
at a dsk on stage, read a prepared script.
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The verbal commentary was judged by one experienced observer
to be too length:4-e and it was felt that the effectiveness wasLess.
ened- by havinif the narrator seated. The short musical explanatory
examples were, however, well received.

A change of format has been adopted for 1967-68 concerts, and
the Orchestra's conductor will present the verbal comments.

Audierce participation is limited to singing one ol two songs
at each concert, the words for which are printed on the program
page of the concert programs. This student activity is looked upon
also as a good substitute for an intermission during the hour-long
program. Students learn the songs at school prior to the concert.

The Rhode Island Philharmonic employs an interesting (and, as
far as this Study is concerned, a unique) device for drawing students
into the concert atmosphere immediately upon arrival at the concert.
Some musicians do their tuning and warming up while walking up and
down the aisles, chatting with the students, showing them the instru--
ments, etc. The plan is well received by students and teachers and
succeeds, apparently, in establishing a more personal relationship
between orchestra and listeners than ordinarily is possible.

Use of printed programs was favored by about 66% of the teachers
responding to Study questionnaires. The Children's Concert Committee
prepares and publishes the programs. For several years, covers of the
8-page programs have been designed by a local artist--done with charm
and special appeal for children. Contents included program page, ad-
vertisements, one page devoted to listing of Children's Concert Com-
mittee chairmen, one page devoted to acknowledgements of contributors
to the children's concert funds, and an orchestra seating chart.

Printed programs for 1967-68 will reflect the change in the
Children's Concert Committee's basic financial plan. Now that fin.
ancial sponsors no longer make contributions earmarked specifically
for support of youth concerts, there is no need for a sponsor's page
in the youth concert programs. They now will consist of 4 pages de-
voted to program information and art work.

111. .1111MINIONINCONIE11111,1=s111f-IC.,-

COMMENTS, SUGGESTIONS AND EVALUATIONS BY TEACHERS

Teacher reaction to programming was varied. Of 51 elementary
classroom teachers, 40 considered the music to be suitable, 5 did
not, 4 stated they felt the music was too heavy and too difficult
for their classes to understand, and 1 was partially satisfied.
Several elementary classroom teachers found the programming "good".
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Fivedf 6 instrumental specialists considered the music to be
suitable for audiences attending.

Three of the music administrators interviewed were not satisfied
with program content, and one described it as "improving".

Elementary classroom teacher's individual comments

"Concerts should include a few familiar tunes along with
the classical pieces. (This feeling was expressed by six
other teachers.) The only piece of music in the 1967 con-
cert that the children knew was the beginning number, "America
the Beautiful" in which the audience participated." (Program
included works by Rossini, Bach, Haydn, Tchaikovsky, Barlow,
Ibert.)

"Music might be suitable for the age group, but the same
music, I believe, s not applicable to all types of chil-
dren. Negroes and other disadvantaged youths havP differg,t
ent cultures and appreciations."

"The immediate impression at the concert should be 'scintil-
lating'. Most of these youngsters will not become concert
goers unless something is awakened within them. I think
that the conductor should become more involved with the
children, perhaps even the performers themselves. (during
the performance, i.e.) The children should sing more - have
an opportunity to react more - be given an 'easy' reason
to love 'superior' music!! (fifth grade classroom teacher).

Instrumental Specialist's individual comments

"I do not like building programs around Ithemes4. I would
like to give the children a good solid diet of interesting
music, well-balanced and with change of pace, sprinkled
with occsional lightness and even comedy."'

"Some programs are better than others. This year's pro-
gram is too chopped up with illustrations and short ex-
cerpts.. Most of the narration is unnecessary and does
not have much effect on the children."

"Extra-musical devices can be effective if used taste-
fully and with discrimination."

"Children have expressed a desire to have soloists per-
form with the orchestra in a concert. We have many tal-
ented music:!ans in our Music Clubs in Rhode Island. The
experience wauld be fine, too."
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"Run in an excellent, efficient manner. A little more
emphasis on American composers . . . Complete works if
possible."

High School Concerts-.------.--

High school concert programming is handled by the conductor.
Again, he faces severe programming restrictions due to lack of ade-
quate stage space for a large orchestra in many of the schools in
which concerts are played. The high school conce-rt programs,there-
fore, are planned so they may be played by a personnel of approxi-
mately 40 musicians. The conductor makes the verbal commentaries
for these concerts.

FINANCING

Costs of the 16 concerts presented for elementary grade students
(grades 4-6) total $25,000 to $30,000 per year, or an average per-
concert of approximately $1,875. The figure of 75 has been used
as the per-pupil pro rata cost, but at the present time this is run-
ning about 100 under the actual cost per student attending.

Until 1967-68, the Children's Concert Committee assumed !Lill
responsibility for generating the funds for this series and had full
control over the monies. Under the new plan, funding for the con-
certs comes within the Orchestra's total administrative and financial
responsibilities. The funds actually derive from three sources:

1966-67
Approximate

1. Contributions from private donors . individuals,
business firms, local foundations and women's
clubs that formerly contributed directly to the
youth concerts and whose donations now are made
to the Orchestra's general maintenance funds... $7,000

2. Payments made by school districts ) 23,826

3. Voluntary 250 contributions from students

Total $30,826

In addition bus service provided by the schools
for Providence students is evaluated at approxi-
mately
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School District Payments are made by 39 different districts.
The Children's Concert Committee bills each school district accord.
ing to the number of children attending from a given district.

The Providence District pays on the basis of 600 per child
attending and the Children's Concert Committee provides free bus
transportation for these students. The Providence school district
paid a total of $3,388 in 1966-67 covering some 5,600 students at
600 each, in keeping with school board opinion that the schools
should assume the entire financial burden so that students would not
be denied attendance privileges.

Six of the outlying school districts pay at the same rate as
the Providence district--600.per child attending. The remaining
districts (32) are billed at the rate of 350 per child attending,
but these districts av- responsible for providing (in some manner)
students' transportation to concerts and for collecting voluntary
250 contributions from the students.

At each concert, a member of the Committee is stationed at
the auditorium entrance with a canvas money bag in hand and a siz-
able sign that identifies her as the qloney Collector", as an aid
to school representatives in turning over their voluntary collect-
ions to the Committee. Some schools deliver their bags of quarters
to the orchestra office, and others simply send checks through the
mail in amounts equivalent to the contributions made by students.

High School Concerts

Concerts played in high schools in various locations throughout
the State are financed from State funds. From 1950 to 1963, the funds
were a special budgetary item. Change in State administration resulted
in the item being dropped for two years. When reinstated in 1965, the
allocation for high school concerts was placed in the State educatton
department budget.

In 1966-67, $8,000 of a $12,000 allocation was used to fund a
total of 8 high school concerts. (The remaining $4,000 was used to
finance ensemble concerts in elementary schools.)
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Orchestra; s Total Educational Work

Annual e:tpenditures for the Orchestra's educational work
totalled $43,356, of approximately 20% of the gross operating
budget for 1966-67.

Children's concerts $23,612
High School concerts 6,500

Ensemble boncerts 9,345
Trainiug orchestra 3,899

$43,356

Youth symphony concerts (children's concerts and high school
concerts) accounted for 27 or 6W of the total concerts played by
the Rhode Island Philharmonic in 1966-67.

Note: The Orchestra reported that new sources of funds had been
-developed that would make it possible to present 4 concerts for Junior
high school students during 1967-68 under a P.L. 89-10, Title III pre.
ject involving the Philharmonic, the Civic Chorale, 2 ballet companies
end 2 theatre groups.

8 junior high concerts were given in 1965-66 under Title III funds,
but mere discontinued in 1966-67 when the federal project WAS not re-
newed.

GENERAL COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS

Classroom teachers' comments

"To organize these concerts is a tremendous under .
taking and in my opinion is done exceedingly well."

"The well organized ladies who hustled and bustled
us off the buses and into our seats are too, too
efficient. Their attitutes border on high-handed
bad manners. (For example, high-pitched voices
calling "Teacher, Teacher, this way!" to the amuse-
ment of onlookers not used to the "Teacher, Teacher"
routine.) (Fifth grade teacher with over twenty
years of experience).

"The children need much more concert experience
-than just a concert once a year. This is not
readily possible in all schools and at all times."
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"Excellent experience for all involved. Children
lcok forward to going to the concerts. Many who
are studying an instrument become more interested.
Others find themselves anxious to play an instrum-
ent after having a concert. I feel that many pupils
start through these concerts to appreciate good music,
and thus attend others as they grow older. My sixth-
gradars many times regret that it ends for them at
their grade level."

"Teachers should be an integral part of the group
which selects the pieces of music to be played."

"I think the committees do excellent work in pre-
paring programs, for greater interest and know-
ledge of music."

"Very valuaiqc for the following reasons:

1. Children see physical set-up in actual
concert hall.

2. Children are exposed to "grown-up"
situation.

3. /Live' orchestra means more than records.
4. Children become familiar with work of

great artists.

Music specialists' evaluations and comments:
.....2110.01

19 instrumental specialists, when asked if the purposes of youth
concerts were being achieved answered as follows: 73 said "yes", 10%
said "no", 17% felt the purposes were achieved part of the time.

Individual comments of music specialists included the following:

"The manner of presentation is acceptable, but
tthe magic of music' is not communicated!"

"This is a community effort involving so many
personalities. Logical improvements aren't
always possible because of this fact."

"I feel the-music teacher should have greater
participation in the planning of these concerts
as this is a large section of his music education.

-Many of us spend large amounts of school time on
preparation of music we have had no hand in choosing."
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"Perhaps a time spah of probably two or three genera-
tions of people could be reduced considerably if these
programs were designed to include parents, particularly
in the lower socio-economjc level. The cultural gap
between this decadest children and parents will, at best,
close at a painfully slow pace."

ENSEMBLE CONCERTS

Four different instrumental ensembles involving 18 members of
the Rhode Island Philharmonic played a total of 116 ensemble programs
in elementary and "community" schools in 1966-67. 36 of the concerts
were played under the aegis of "Progress for Providence"s an anti-
poverty agency in so-called "community" schools in 9 areas designated
as under-privileged. This phase of the ensemble concerts project
probably will not be repeated.

Teaching, supervisory and administrative staff in schools viFited
by ensembles were very enthusiastic over the work of the musicians.

The ensembles included 2 string quartets, a woodwind quintet and
a brass quintet. The musicians are paid for their services at the rate
of $12.00 per performance plus mileage, plus 2 initial rehearsals at
$10.00 each at the beginning of the series. Programming is in the
hands of the leader of each ensemble.

Performances of 30-35 minutes duration are given in the mornings,
in school auditoriums and/or classrooms and, in the case of the elem-
entary school performances, usually are focused on grades 4-6 in co-
ordination with the Children's Concerts.

Preparation of the children for the orchestra's youth concerts
is stressed in the ensemble performances. In addition, leaders of
the ensembles are concerned with the opportunity to acquaint children
with chamber music literature,with the instruments, and with the con-
cept of liVe performances. yhe concertmaster commented, "I want a
lesson learned by these kids:" Aside from study that may be initiated
by teachers wishing to do so, there is no centrally directed prepara-
tiOn of students for the ensemble performances.

Elementary school ensemble performances totalled 80 in 1966-67,
with an estimated total audience of 18,000 children. Administration,
planning, scheduling, and budgeting of the elementary school perform-
ances are the responsibility of the Children's Concert Committee.
Sources of finance in 1966-67 included Music Performance Trust Funds.
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State fuads totalling $1,662 and matched with funds from the
National Endowment for the Arts channelled through the Rhode Island
State Arts Council, met costs of the 36 ensemble performances in
the "community" schools.

Since there are many more schools tban can be served because
of limitations of funds and availability of the musicians, and since
the ensembles are much sought after by the schools, the Children's
Concert Committee is faced with many problems in selecting schools
to benefit from the projcct in any given year. Customarily, the
Committee selects the school systems on a rotation plan and requests
the school administrators to select the specific schools and classes.
After the selection of schools is made, the list is approved by the
State consultant of music. Even so, the Committee is charged with
"favoritism" in making the selections by some of the schools and
classes not included in the ensemble performance schedules in any
given year.

Ensemble performances for high schools throughout the State
come under the grant from the State for educational activities in
high schools. In 1966-67, the State allocated $41000 for this phase
of the work, and a total of 36 performances were given.

Administration and scheduling of the high school ensemble per-
formances are handled by the Orchestra management and the music con-
sultant of the State Department of Education.
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STUDY OF YOUTH CONCERTS IN SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Field Workers: Judith Hagerty, Orchestra Research Specialist
Martha Noyes, Music Education Specialist

REPORT OUTLINE

Fact Sheet

Sacramento Schools, Summary

Music Education in Sacramento Public Schools

Sacramento Symphony Youth Concerts, 1966-67 Summary

History and Philosophy of Youth Concerts

Youth Concert Procedures . .

Planning and Evaluation
Scheduling . . . .

Promotion and Ticket Sales .

Transportation
Audience Supervision
Concert Preparation
Attendance
Printed Programs

Programming

Financing

Related Educational Work

Tiny Tot Concerts
Instrument Demonstration Program
Northern California Junior Symphony
Work with High Schools and Area Colleges
Symphony League Juniors
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FACT SHEET - SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

TPX CITY

Population Data
(1960)

Economic Base
(1960)

Income Data

(1960)

(See also Appendices D

Corporate population (1964) 237,712
Metropolitan area (1965) 742,000

Whites in corporate population 87.37

Negroes in 6.3%
Other non-whites in 6.4%

Contracting and construction, retail trade
and State government offices

Median family income $6,943
11.97 of families earned less than $3,000 (annual)
23.87 of families earned over . .$10,000 (annual)
Designated poverty area (1966):

1 with 47,000 persons

Education Data Of Sacramento residents 25 years or older:
6.07 had completed less than 5 yrs. of school
53.27 had completed high school or more
Median number school years completed - 12.1 yrs.

THE ORCHESTRA - THE SACRAMENTO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (1966-67 data)

Gross annual budget $181,100
Length of season 30 weeks
Total number of musicians 81
Total number of concerts played 34

Total number of youth concerts played 10

Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts 18,000

President:

Conductor:
Manager:

Youth concert
conductors:

Carl B. Swanson
Harry Newstone
Mrs. Genevieve S. Fisher (1966-67)
William W. Darlow (1967-68)

Harry Newstone
Ross Shub, Associate Conductor
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SACRAMENTO SCHOOLS - SUMMARY (1966-67_data)

Public school system enrollment (1966-67)

Sacramento Public Schools

Superintendent:

Director of instrumental music education:

Annual per pupil expenditure
Grade structure: Kindergarten, 6 - 3

Schools

- 3

57,875

F. Melvin Lawson
Norman Lamb

$649 (approximately)

Elementary Schools, Grades K-6 57
Junior High Schools, Grades 7-9 12

Senior High Schools, Grades 10-12 5

Special Facilities and Programs

Educational radio programs
Adult and special education program
Department of compensatory education (federal projects)
Project Aspiration
Continuation high school for dropouts

Representative Cultural and Educational Institutions

Crocker Art Gallery
Jay Rob Playhouse
Music Circus
Northern California Youth
Orchestra

Sacramento Civic Repertory Theatre
Sacramento Opera Guild
Sacramento Symphony Orchestra
Sacramento Youth Band
State and City Libraries
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American River Junior College
Sacramento State College
Sacramento Junior College



Most of the elementary schools in the Sacramento City Unified
School District operated non-graded primary programs, and some
intermediate programs (grades 4-6) functioned in the same tRanner.
Provisions w&re made fot the educable mentallY retarded and the
aurally, visually and orthopedizally handicapped. The junior col-
lege was not administered by the public schools.

A department of coMpensatory education was in operation during
1966-67 to handle gotrernment projects. Project Aspiration was the
name given to the activity that bussed students from their own
neighborhood schooLS to schools in other sections of the city.
Nineteen schools were part of the project to eliminate de facto
segregation. In the areas designated as culturally deprived, there
were 13 elementary schocls, 2 junior high schools and 2 senior high
schools.

{111111M.111,...61/.011011.11.m.OV

MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE SACRAMENTO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

SACRAMENTO TABLE NO. 1

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF - SACRAMENTO PUBLIC scow (Total Staff - 67)

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION

VOCAL-GENERAL INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

In 56 schools:

Program Specialist -
Elementary Classroom

(Music)

Elementan
In 56 schools:

Vocal Music Program Specialist - Instru-
Teachers mental Music

26 Elementary Specialists,
(2 also Junior High)

Junior High
In 12 schools,

21 Junior High Specialists
(21 also Elementary)

In 12 schools:

12 Junior High Vocal Teachers

Senior High
In 5 schools:

7 Senior High Spec:kalists

In 5 schools:

4 Senior High Vocal Teachers
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Elementary Music

:

Classroom music instruction in kindergarten through-3ra grade
was handled chiefly by cliistiYoin teaChers. (27 of 50 elementary
classroom teachers returning questionnaires indicated that they
had either majored or rah-toted in music in college.) In grades 4;
through 6 an "exchange" program was'used, whereby classroom teach-
.ers : who were more thoroughly trained in music did the music
instruction in addition to regular classroom work. - Some teachefs
made regular use of the weekly Standard School radio bioaddastt;
Radio station KFBK also distributed study materials to supplement
their educational music broadcasts.

One or 2 instrumental lessons were given each weeg. Three
levels of instruction were offered, including band and orchestra
when po3sible. There also had been some recent wotk in 2 ele-
mentary schools in teaching the violin by rote. The school system
loaned some instrumnnts to interested students. Further perform-
ing experience was available in 3 area orchestras and the all-
city elementary band.

Secondary Music

Seventh grade music classes of all types met every other.Week
in Sacramento. A 7th grade student had a choice of either aft
or music unless he was in an instrumental class, in which case
this satisfied the requirement. The general music offering was
almost completely vocally oriented. In a junior high using flex-
ible, modular scheduling, every 7th and 8th grade student took
vocal music.

Most of the junior high vocal teachers had to teach other
subjects such as foreign language, social studies or English.
Two instrumental specialists taught other subjects. All junior
high school students were required to take 3 years of a foreign
language.

. .

Specialized high school music class offerings included 3
years of theory, music appreciation, music history, arranging
and a special music course for low ability students in one school.
All-City Junior and Senior High School Band and Oichestra, Ail-
City Chorus for junior high students, and Honor Choir for senior
high students were regular yearly extracurricular music oppor-
tunities for Sacramento students. A city-wide Fine Arts Festival
was held for i-mior high school students one year and senior high
students the next.

Sacramento maintained a central repository for vocal and
instrumental music and other music teaching materials.
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SACRAMENTO TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUGATION CURRICULUM - SACRAMENTO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (Staff - 67)

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Classroom Music (K-6)

Elementary

Beginning, Intermediate and
Advanced Winds, Percussion
Strings (Grade 4- )

Rote Violin Program (2 schools)
BE,nd and Orchestra

Junior High

General Music or Art - Beginning and Intermediate
required (Grade 7) Instruction

Choir Band and Orchestra
Small Ensembles (limited)

Girls and Mixed Choruses
Choir

Voice Class (2 schools)

Senior High

Beginning Winds and Strings
Band and Orchestra

Theory (3 years)

Music Appreciation
Music History
Arranging
Special Music for Low
Ability Students (1 school)
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SUMMARY OF 1966-67 SACRAMENTO SYMPHONY YOUTH CONCERTS - 2 Series

1. CONCERTS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

Number: 6 performances, 3 different programs

Conductor: Harry Newstone

Sponsorship: Sacramento Symphony Association

Financing: Ticket sales
Sacramento Symphony Association

Attended by: Any student purchasing a ticket. Programs
focused primarily on grades 4-6

Performed in: Memorial Auditorium, seating capacity - 4,000

Time:

Admission,

Saturdays, January and February
10 AM - concert for Sacramento residents
11:45 - concert for persons in outlying districts

Students - 50c single admission, $1,00 for
series ticket.

Adults - $1.00 single admission, $2.25 for
series ticket.

Transportation: City residents - private transportation
Others - some bus arrangements

2. TINY TOTS CONCERTS

Number: 4 performances, 2 different programs

Conductor: Harry Newstone

Sponsorship: Sacramento Symphony League (women's association)

Financing: Ticket sale and industrial sponsor

Attended by: ChIldren, ages 3 - 6, and parents

Performed in: Sacramento Inn, capacity - 500

Time: 10 AM, 11:30 AM

Admission: Students 50c; Adults $1.00

Transportation: Personal
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.HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF YOUTH CONCERTS

During the 1960-61 season, (12 years after the founding of
the Orchestra), the first Concerts for Young People were presented
by the Sacramento Symphony through the leadership of Mrs. Genevieve
S. Fisher, Managing Director of the Orchestra, and under the musi-
cal direction of Fritz Berens, Conductor of the Orchestra. The
initial plan of presenting a series of concerts on three Saturday
mornings in January and February has been continued.

In the same year (1960-61) the Symphony Association initiated
the in-school Instrument Demonstration Program under the leader-
ship of cellist Robert Fisher. A chamber music ensemble composed
of 5 members of the Sacramento Symphony presented 60 demonstra-
tion programs for 4th, 5th and 6th grade students the first sea-
son. By 1966-67, the demonstration program had expanded to two
ensembles and presentation of 124 programs under the leadership
of Richard Nix, oboist.

Harry Newstone was appointed conductor of the Orchestra in
1965-66 and, in that year, overflour youth concert audiences in
the 4,000 seat Municipal Auditorium indicated need for additional
concerts.

Presentation of double concerts for young people was initiatedin 1966-67. The first of the two back-to-back concerts on each
of the three Saturdays is designated for city residents, and the
second for students from outlying districts.

The concerts are financed from ticket sales with supplementary
support from the Sacramento Symphony Association.

Tiny Tot Concerts far children, ages 3-6, initiated in the
1965-:66 season, are sponsored by the Sacramento Symphony League
(the symphony women's association), and financed fram ticket
sales and contributions fram an industrial sponsor, Lucky Stores,
Inc.

Full responsibility for initiating, developing, promoting
and financing youth concerts has been assumed by the Orchestra
leadership. Although the concerts were sanctioned by the Board
of Education, school policy made it impossible to permit students
to leave school buildings to attend concerts during in-school time.

Since ne concerts are essentially extra-curricular activities
for students, there is almost a total lack of pre-concert and post-
Aoncert study, and the degree of involvement from an educational
standpoint is extremely limited. There was no mention of the con-
certs in any Sacramento teachers' study guides or teachers'
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handbooks that were examined during the research for this Study.
The director of instrumental music education stated that the 1966-
67 handbooks would contain references to the concerts.

That California music educators have to work foc what they
achieve is well known to music educators in general.' The concern
of the Sta5:e for controlling education has resulted in creation of
a complicated school code that touches virtually every aspect of
music education although there is no specific requirement for
music in elementary schools. The problems of holding together
an ackquate in-school music program in the face of numerous State
restrictions were painfully evident in the California cities in-
cluded in the Study.

In spite of limitations placed upon school participation, the
Orchestra leadership approaches the work with enthusia3m and strong
convictions concerning need for and value of student concerts.

Carl B. Swanson, President of the Symphony Association, stated
that "the community must have youth concerts as a means of inter-
esting children in good music." His comments were reiterated by
Mrs. Ronald Paul, President of the Sacramento Symphony League,
sponsors of the Tiny Tots Concerts.

Con3uctor Newstone feels that music is an essential part of
life and that youth concerts are one way of letting young people
know that fine music is available to them - as a listening experi-
ence, as well as a possible career. "Knowing that great music is
available to them, it is then to be hoped that they will come to it
spontaneously", he remarked.

1i7EMErnlitTits Crisis", Keith D. Snyder, MUSIC EDUCATORS
JOURNAL, Sept.-Oct. 1965, Vol. 52, p. 51.
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YOUTH CONCERT PROCEDURES USED

Plannin and Evaluetion

There was no formal committee that brought orchestra and
school leadership t^gether to plan youth concert activity, but the
director of instrumental music education, as a playing member of
the Orchestra and a member of the Association's Board of Directors
as well as having served on the committee that originally set up
youth concerts in Sacramento, was in close contact with the situ-
ation.

Although the conductor may informally discuss program plans
with school representatives, it is taken for granted that selec-
tion of music to be played in youth concerts is the conductor's
responsibility and prerogative.

Since the Concerts for Young People are given on Saturday
mornings, the schools have no direct reason to be involved other
than to inform the children of the event and to permit ticket
sales in the schools.

No formal, joint, orchestra-school evaluation of youth con-
cert activities has taken place for several years In reply to
Study questionnaires, 24% of teachers responding stated they had
a desire for a stronger voice in planning and evaluating youth
concerts.

Concert Scheduling.

The series of 3 concerts (6 performances) is presented within
a 10-week period (one pair of concerts presented every third week).
This schedule is considered to be somewhat too concentrated for
optimum attendance.

It is impossible to start the youth concert series prior to
January due to promotion methods used. Later spring dates con-
flict with other student and community established activities.

Promotion and Ticket Sales

Effective promotion is vital to the Sacramento youth concert
project. With financing dependent on voluntary ticket purchases,
with 8,000 seats to sell for each pair of concerts, with concerts
presented on Saturdays, with no formally structured school in-
volvement in pre-concert study or in the concerts themselves -
the Orchestra Association and management face a critical and
challenging situation.
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Use is made of customary promotion materials. Techniques in-
cluding distribution of brochures and posters, development of news-
paper feature articles, use of radio and TV announcements, and
distribution of concert announcements to teachers. School policy,
however, prohibits mass distribution of flyers to students.

Therefore, the Instrument Demonstration project has come to
be employed as one of the main channels for telling students of
forthcoming Symphony Concerts for Young People. As a result, it
has become very important to complete the entire year's series of
in-school ensemble programs (of which there were 124 in 1966-67)
prior to the first Young People's Concert in early January.

At the close of each half-hour Instrument Demonstration pro-
gram, a member of the Sacramento Symphony League spoke briefly
about the Concerts for Young People and left concert brochures
and ticket order envelopes with the teachar. At a later date,
the PTA ticket sales chairman returned to collect the youth con-
cert ticket money and deliver the tickets.

Even this procedure permitted only spotty coverage in pub-
licizing youth concerts because the Instrument Demonstrations
were presented in some schools only every other year, and in
others not at all.

Transportation

Sacramento students, generally speaking, depended upon per-
sonal arrangements for transportation. School buses were provided
for a small group of students benefitting from a P.L. 89-10, Title
I project.

Most outlying school systems facilitated concert attendance
for their students by reserving blocks of tickets and arranging
bus transportation.

Aud ienc e Supervisiori

Audience supervision and ushering were handled by members of the
Sacramento Symphony League.

Concert Preparation

The school system provided pre-concert study materials for tWO
years, 1959-1961, at which time the OrchestrE Association assumed
the responsibility but discontinued this phase of preparatory work
in 1963 because it was felt that youth concert promotion and infor-
mation presented by the Instrument Demonstration groups took care
of student pteparation for concerts.
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For the last four years (1963-1967), the Orchestra provided
teachers with brief fact sheets and brochures describing the Con-
certs for Young People, but, beyond that, development of concert
preparation materials has been left to the interest and initiative
of individual teachers and music specialists.

One elementary music specialist called special meetings of
elementary classroom music teachers for briefings on forthcoming
concerts. Several other teachers mentioned use of pertinent
materials from the Standard Broadcast booklets. 15 of 36 teachers
responding to Study questionnaires stated they individually gathered
their own materials. 5 of 17 instrumental teachers reported doing
some preparatory work with their students. Many respondents con-
sidered the Instrument Demonstration programs to be preparation
for the youth concerts.

Attendance

Attendance at the Concerts for Young People averaged 3,000
(75% of the seating capacity).

When asked what percentage of their classes attended, 25 of
the 31 teachers responding estimated it to be from zero to 257g.
The reasons most frequently given for low attendance were:

lack of parental encouragemeat
lack of transportation facilities 7
unable to afford tickets 6
because concerts were given on Saturdays 5
inadequacy of concert preparation of students. . 4
lack of sufficient interest on part of students. 4

When asked if they would object to presentation of youth con-
certs on school time, 817 of 54 teachers responding seid they had
no objection to the plan. One principal suggested holding con-
certs immediately after school with the PTA handling transporta-
tion arrangements.

Teacher comments on current attendance, suggestions for in-
creasing it, and alternate plans included the following:

Elementary Classroom Music Teachers (not specialists, per se,
in Sacramento)

"Youth concerts are wonderful and, to my mind, a
few scholarship tickets should be made available
to give to students interested in attending con-
certs which require paid admission and which are
not held at school."
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"They should be free, especially for poor people.
Allow only those children whom the teacher feels
would benefit from the concert. This would avoid
so many disturbances." (Teacher from disadvantaged
school)

"If only parents would realize that they, boo, would
enjoy the concerts and take their 'charges', we'd have
wonderful audiences. Those who do are well rewarded."

"Send program information at least three weeks ahead
of the event. Possibly a note could be included as to
recordings for use in school lessons. Give children
a chance to know background of a composition before
hearing it." (Four other comments referred to the lack
of materials for teachers to use in concert preparation.)

Suggestions

1. Present evening concerts with bus transportation available
to the students.

2. Tickets - 35c instead of 50c for single admission.

3. Classes urged to sit together with adult supervision.

4. Invite teachers to attend free and be with their classes.
(Note: The Orchestra's official policy was that of free
admittance for teachers and group chaperones but, due to
a lapse in complete communication, teachers were admitted
to concerts at the student ticket price.)

printeLfrogams

The Orchestra Association provided printed programs for youth
concerts partly on the theory that, if students take programs home,
they serve as an aid in promotion of and attendance at the next
concert in the series. Although the printed programs have not been
a problem during the concerts to date, the conductor is somewhat
apprehensive over this ever-present possibility.

About 55% of the teachers responding to Study queries on this
subject considered printed program to be helpful to students,5

while the minority considered the nuisance factor to outweigh their
usefulness.

One Sacramento teacher (as well as a few teachers in other
cities) linked the value of printed programs to elementary grade



students' attention span, pointing out that a 5til grade student
may forget what piece is being played and need to glance down at
the printed program as a reminder. Another teacher mentioned that
her children enjoyed reading names of performers as well as names
of composers.

PROGRAMING

Youth concert programming in Sacramento is considered to be
the responsibility of the conductor and, without formal involve-
ment of the schools in the total project, indeed it must be.

Mr. Newstone feels that children are not prejudiced in their
tastes, that they will "accept what is offered in complete freedom",
that the responsibility of giving a child his all-important first
impressions of symphony concerts and symphonic music is a grave
one, that orchestras never should 'Play down" to student audiences,
never play "kiddies' music", that concert themes are helpful but
there also is need to "play music for music's sake". Programs
are planned primarily for students in grades 4 - 6.

Emphasis is placed on all-orchestral programs with occasional
presentation of a featured player as, for instance, the concert-
master, or of a ballet.

In the conductor's opinion, themes and vnrbal commentary
should be used only as they serve the musical purposes, with con-
stant awareness of the basic principle that when students leave
the concert the strongest impressions they carry away should be
those of the music they have heard rather than of devices that
may have been employed to focus their attention upon that music.

No provision was made for audience participation. Rather,
the concerts were considered to offer opportunity for guided
listening.

12 of 14 instrumental music teachers responding to Study
questionnaires felt that music played was suitable for the stu-
dants involved. Only one of 35 elemeutary classroom teachers
felt the music was not suitable and this was not a complete re-
jection. Remarks made by elementary teachers did not cluster
around any particular aspect of the programming save the lack
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of student soloists and student participation, and a mild plea for
greater use of effective educational techniques such as instrqc-
tive narration. Instrumental teachers had little to say on the
subject of programming.

FOANCING

The Sacramento Symphony Association bears full responsibility
for raising all funds required for its youth education work. Where-
as the ten youth concerts (Young PeOple's and Tiny Tots) account
for approximately 307. of the total number of concerts played in a
year, income directly attributable to these concerts (including
ticket sales and contributions), represents only Mof the total
costs of operating the Orchestra for a year.

In other words, the Sacramento Symphony Association invests
significantly in youth education work from the Orchestra's general
operating resources. Sources of finance for the Orchestra's vari-
ous educational projects are as follows:

csacer.As_L_3r YounPeople (Saturday series

Ticket sales $ 94110
Radio station and other special contributions . . 500

Tiny Tots Concerts

Ticket sales
800

Sporsors
400

Instrument Demonstration Pro rams in the Schools

PTA groups and parent groups performance fee payments 2,300
Music Performance Trust Funds 2,300
Private contributions . . . . . . . 1,000

Maintenance of Youth Orchestra
Student Players' dues
Music Performance Trust Funds )
Ticket sales

2,100

Total cash income toward youth educational work $18,400



Public funds applicable to the Orchestra's youth education
work have been limited to the following:

Sacramento Board of Education allocated $500 to be used to
assist PTA groups in meeting the $25.00 performance fee charged
for a performance in the schools by an Instrument Demonstration
Group.

P.L. 89-10, Title I funds were used to provide $55 for 110
tickets for one of the Concerts for Young People under "Project
Aspiration", and $75 for 150 tickets for students involved in the
Compensatory Education program. Project sponsored transportation
also was provided for public and parochial school students bene-
fitting from the above federal programs.

When asked his opinion about use of public school funds to
assist in financing youth concerts, one upper-echelon school ad-
ministrator stated that, although he felt the schools should make
a moderate financial commitment for this purpose, he also felt
that youth concerts had a lesser claim to school budget money
than does instruction.. He further pointed out that under his
understanding of the California school code, it would be impos-
sible to use school money to help kinance youth concerts if ad-
mission charges also were made.

4.101...mOMI00/=0/1=01

SACRAMENTO SYMPHONY ASSOCIATION'S EDUCATIONAL WORK IN ADDITION TO
YOUTH CONCERTS

1. Tiny Tot Concerts

Each year, two programs are presented in pairs by the Little
Symphony, composed of approximately 40 members of the Sarramento
Symphony, under the direction of Harry Newstone. The concerts
are designed to acquaint 3 to 6 years olds with fine music.

The concerts are presented in a large room at the Sacramento
Inn to capacity audiences of 450 to 500. Children sit on the floor
surrounding the orchestra. Chairs are placed on the side-lines for
parents. No adult is admitted unless accompanied by a tiny tot.

Following the 30-minute program of very short works, the chil-
dren are encouraged to walk around among the musicians, talk with
them, and get a close view of the instruments.
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Tiny Tot Concerts, a pkoject of the Sacramento Symphony
League (the symphony women's association), are financed from
ticket sales and contribUtions. Members of the Symphony League
distribute flyers and posters to all kindergarten and first grades
in the area.

Metbers of the Symphony League Juniors, an organization for
high school girls, attend the Tiny Tot Concerts to assist with
audience supervision.

2. Instrument Demonstration Programs in the Schools

The Sacramento Symphony Association sponsors two instrument
Demonstration Groups that present 30-minute, in-school ensemble
programs for 4th, 5th and 6th grade classes during the fall months.
124 performances were presented in 1966-67.

The programs are used to acquaint young people with various
instruments of the orchestra, and to prepare them for attendance
at a full orchestra concert. One demonstration group consists of
a string quartet plus flute and oboe; the other group is a wood-
wind quintet (flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, horn).

Each school (usually the PTA) pays $25.00 for a performance,
an amount that represents about half the actual cost with the
other half covered by the Orchestra Association and Music Per-
formance Trust Funds of the Recording Industries.

Scheduling of the demonstration groups is handled by the
Orchestra) and the PTA ticket chairman for the city in conjünc-
tion with the school system's office of music education, and
school principals. Not all schools are involved in the program3
and some schools contract for performances only every other year.

The Orchestra's conductor assists the orchestra member in
charge of each demonstration group in selection of programs. The
orchestra-member-in-charge handles the verbal commentary in con-
junction with the performances which are presented during school
time and with teachers in attendance.

Each of the groups operated autonomously as far as teaching
and demonstration approaches and techniques were concerned. The
woodwind quintet players ekplained how modern instruments evolved
from primitive reeds, a ram's horn, etc. - A technique that ptoved
successful, interesting and valuable for students, Follbwing dis
cussion concerning each instrument, a short work featuring that
instrument was performed.

Educator evaluations indicated that the string group (plus
flute, and oboe) was somewhat less successful in this historical
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approach to the instruments, particularly when extending their dis-
cussions and demonstrations beyond each player's own major instrU-
ment.

Furthermore, the necessity for "watering down" the impact of
the educational value of the ensemble programs by tacking on a pro-
motional pitch for the youth concerts was regretted by some school
representatives. It was suggested that the two purposes might be
better integrated if the musician who handled verbal commentary for
ensemble programs were to weave the concert promotion into his re-
marks in such a way as to focus student attention and anticipation
upon forthcoming youth concerts as e natural corollary to the small
ensemble performance.

The Orchestra must meet grave personnel problems in maintain-
ing this program. The Sacramento Symphony has not expanded to the
point where performance in the orchestra provides musicians with
their main source of income, yet an in-school educational service
of this scope demands full time services of the musicians involved
for several weeks prior to the first of January. Therefore, the
Orchestra must somehow finance significant salaries for the en-
semble musicians or depend on putting together ensembles on a free
lance basis.

Teachers' comments on the Instrument Demonstration performances
indicated they were of value to the students:

"More appearances at the schools, especially junior
hizh schools, if not by the entire orchestra, then
by chamber groups and ensembles." (Instrumental
music specialist)

"Demonstrations given at the schools by a small
group from the Symphony have been very useful.
Students have been very enthusiastic about this
group. It gives them a more personal relation-
ship to the orchestra." (Instrumental music
specialist)

3. NorthernSalifornia

The Sacramento Symphony Association sponsors and maintains
the Northern California Junior Symphony Orchestra. During the
1966-67 season, the Junior Symphony performed 4 in-school, half
hour assembly programs in Sacramento area junior high schools under
the direction of Ross Shub, Associate Conductor of the Sacramento
Symphony. Two back-to-back performances were given in each of
too schools.
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Hembers of the Parents' Committee for the Junior Symphony and
Hr Shub work with school principals on various production details
for assembly concerts. The Sacramento Symphony Association handles
all publicity in connection with Junior Orchestra performances.

Work with Junior and Senior H' h Schools and Area Colleges

There are no concerts designed especially for junior and senior
high Achool and college age students. Therefore, the Orchestra
Association has devised other plans and activities designed to inter-
est and attract these students.

Student rates for subscription concerts and Connoisseur Series
concerts are made available to students. The Association also
sponsors Symphony Pool Tickets which consist of 100-150 tickets
purchased by patrons plus additional tickets provided by the Asso-
ciation and distributed in each school by music instructors.

Symphony League Juniors, a service and social organization of
100 high school girls from Sacramento and surrounding areas, is
sponsored by the Sacramento Symphony League. Each girls pays $10
annual dues and receives a ticket for the subscription series Sun-
day concerts. The group holds regular meetings in order to become
better acquainted with Sacramento Symphony operations, and assists
the Orchestra on various projects such as the Tiny Tot Concercs.
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FACT SHEET - SARASOTA FLORIDA

THE CITY (See also Appendix D)

Population Data Corporate population 34,083

(1960) Sarasota County population 76,895

Whites in corporate population 84,4%

Negroes in 4.1. g 15,67

Other non-whites in 0

Economic Base Production of electronic equipment

(1960) Resort and tourist services

Income Data

(1960)

Education Data
(1960)

Median family income - $4,889 (annual)
26.67 of families earned less than $1i000 (anhuai)

14.973 of families earned over $10,000 (annuel)

Of Sarasota residents 25 years or older:
6.7 had completed less than 5 years of school
59.5% had completed high school or more
Median number school years completed - 12 years

THE,ORdildiA - THE ii.biltWAST COAST SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
(1956-67 data)

Gross anntial budget . 4 & 4 6 6

Total nuMber of musiciaris i . o

Total nuMber of concerts played 4.4 4 . . . 4 4 . . . 47, 4

Total number of youth concerts played 4 otAi.ii66
Estimated gross attendance at youth concerts . . . & 4

$52,906
85

13
6

10,500

President: Mrs. Harry Mundy
Conductor: Paul Wolfe
Manager: David Cohen
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SARMOTA COUNTY SCHOOLS - SUMMARY (1966-67 data)

Public school system enrollment . . ..
Non-public school enrollment . 4 4 4 a

Total school population (through high school) 6 . . . .

Sarasota gour_Lt3r Public Schools

Superintendent: Thomas W. Guilford
Director of Music Education: Marguerie Burnham
Coordinator of Youth Concerts: 11

Per capita expenditure per child (annual)
Grade structure: 1-6; 7-9; 10-12

:18;429

-19,7.74

$539.00

Elementary schools 15
Middle schools, grades 6-9 1
Crippled children's clinic (elementary) 1
Junior high schools, grades 7-9 3
Junior-Senior high school, grades 7-12 1
Senior high schools, grades 10-12 3

Community School - Adult Education

Non-public Schools

Parochial and private schools

Re resentative Cultural and Education 1 Organizations

Asolo Theatre
Florida West Coast Symphony
Florida West Coast Youth Orchestra
Ringling Museum of Art
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Manatee Junior College
New College

Ring ling School of .4.rt



MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE SARASOTA COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS - 1966-67

SARASOTA TABLE NO. 1

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF - SARASOTA COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

(Total staff 39)

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
(Supervisor of Music)

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC

in 15 schools:

14 Teachers

INSTRUMINTAL MUSIC

Elementary

In 12 schools:

4 String teachers

Junior High

In 4 schools:

2 General music teachers
3 Vocal-general music teachers

(2 also Sr. high)
2 Vocal teachers

In 4 schools:

5 Vocal teachers
(2 also Jr. high)

11101

In 4 schools:

5 Instrumental teachers
(5 also Sr. high)

3 Instrumental-general teachers
1 Instrmigmtal-vocal teacher

Senior High

In 4 schools:

6 Instrumental teachers
(5 also Jr. high)

1 Vocal-instrumental teacher

Elementary classroom music was taught by classroom teachers
in the first 3 grades with assistance from specialists, and ex-
clusively by specialists in grades 4 through 8.

Special activities of particular interest included two projects
available to the Sarasota County schools:
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1. State-wide television series entitled "Florida Schools Present
MUSIC"*

Principal aims of 24 programs presented during 1966-67 (the
second year of operation) were (1) to publicize school music in
Florida, and (2) to give music educators a yardstick to use in
measuring their own teaching accomplishments, and a means of better
music education for their students.

Participation in programming for the series within the 2-year
period included:

AL. "We Build an Orchestra" - program presented by students
of Sarasota High School Orchestra, and of elementary
schools.

B. "Music in Motion" - program presented by students of
Riverview High School orchestra radio choir, and
modern dance classes.

C. Florida Symphony Orchestra (Orlando) presented a program
that described the orchestra's youth concert activity as
well as other music education activities in Orange County.

2. Experimental Instrumental Performance Clinic, P.L. 89-10,
Title III Project

Initiated as a P.L. 89-10, Title III project for six weeks in
the summer of 1966, the project was continued throughout the 1966-67
school year with Sarasota County school funds. The project was pri-
marily planned and coordinated by the conductor of the Florida West
Coast Symphony Orchestra.

The summer project enabled students to enroll in a variety of
small ensembles that met daily for 11 hours, under direct super-
vision of an instructor. During the first week of the summer clinic,
outstanding professional musicians from throughout the United States
played for and coached the students. During the last week, national-
ly known music educators evaluated the project. The entire program
was free of charge to the 376 students enrolled.

During the school year, the ensembles met once each week, in
after-school hours, under direction of the Sarasota County instru-
mental staff.

*Florida Schools Present MUSIC: 1966-67. State Department of Educa-
tion, Tallahassee, Florida
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SARASOTA TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM - SARASOTA COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

VOCAL - GENERAL MUSIC

Classroom music (Gr. 1-6)

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary

Beginning Strings (Gr. 6)

Junior High

General music (1 semester re-
quired in Gr. 7 and 8)

Girls'chorus
Mixed chorus

Girls' chorus
Mixed chorus
Small ensembles

Beginning winds and percussion
(Gr. 7-9)

Beginning strings (limited)
Intermediate and advanced strings

(Gr. 7-9)
Band

Orchestra
Small ensembles

Senior High

Beginning strings (limited)
Advanced strings, winds, and

percussion
Band
Orchestra
Small ensembles

Theory of music
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SUMARY OF 1966-67 FLORIDA WEST COAST SYMPHONY YOUTH CONCERTS

1. Concerts for Sarasota County Students

Number: 3 performances, 1 program

Conductor: Paul Wolfe, Musical Director of Orchestra

Sponsorship: Florida West Coast Symphony Orchestra

Financing: Orchestra Asssociation, and Music Performance
Trust Funds

Attended by: All students in 5th and 6th grades in County
school system. If seating space is available
students in other grades in public and parochial
schools attend.

Performed in: Sarasota Municipal Auditorium, capacity 1,700

Time: November, 3 back-to-back concerts in one day
9:00 AYE, 10:30 AM, 1:30 PM

Admission: Free

Transportation: Provided by public, private and parochial
schools at no cost to students.

2. Concerts for Manatee County_atjLAws

Number )

Conductor )

Sponsorship ) See Section 1, above
Financing )

Time )

Admission )

Attended by: All 4th, 5th, 6th grade students of Manatee
County School System

Performed in: Bradenton Municipal Auditorium, capacity 1,800

Transportation: Provided by Manatee County School System at
no cost to students.
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3. Orchestra's Related Youth Educational Activities

A. Sponsorship of Florida West Coast Youth Orchestra

Conductor: Paul Wolfe, Conductor of adult orchestra
Gross annual budget $3,500
Total number of musicians 78
Total number of concerts played 4-5
Total number of youth concerts played 2

Purpose of the youth orchestra is to train young instru-
mentalists for symphony orchestra participation and/or
professional playing careers. 17 menbers of the youth
orchestra played in the adult orchestra in 1966-67.
10 of the 17 served as heads of their sections in the
youth orchestra.

B. .5.22psorship of InstrumentaLkholgIshig_12Emus

Scholarshi_p_plan: Full scholarship consists of a term
of 10 private one-hour lessons given by teachers
selected and approved by Orchestra's conductor.
"Full scholarships or "half" scholarships may be
awarded depending on student's circumstances.

Eligibility: Students must be recommended for scholar-
ship consideration by their school orchestra or band
directors. In addition to auditton ratings, eligi-
bility qualifications include exceptional musical
ability and interest in further study, willingness
to pledge themselves to "play regularly and faith-
fully in the youth orchestra", school reports indi-
cating good character and satisfactory academic
standing.

Students of any orchestral instruments are eligible
for scholarship consideration. The Scholarship Com-
mittee may elect to give priority to students of
instruments that are especially needed by the Youth
Orchestra (strings, double reeds, etc.).

ScopeoLkoiest: In 1966-67, recommendations were made
by school band and orchestra directors from all but
one eligible school in Sarasota and Manatee counties.
Of a total of 39 recommended students, 25 were selected
for scholarship awards.

Total annual cost of project: . . . (approximately) $1,700
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ymphony Fund

In addition to the above scholarship program, the Symphony
Scholarship Trust Fund has, for the past 15 years, awarded major
scholarships of $500 and more per annum to exceptionally talented
students for matriculation at college and university schools of
music and conservatories.

These major awards are granted after auditions and reports of
financial need and only for students intending to make music their
profession.

The Scholarship Trust Fund is in excess of $20,000 at the
present time.

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF YOUTH CONCERTS IN SARASOTA COUNTY AND
MANATEE COUNTyl

The Florida West Coast Symphony youth program was started by
the Orchestra in 1950 (two years after the Orchestra was founded),
on a two-county basis, in Sarasota County and adjacent Manatee
County.

Alexandel: Bloch, then conductor of the Orchestra, and David
Cohen, Manager, Concertmaster, and Assistant Conductor, were in
charge of the concerts and established an immediate and enduring
close association with public school directors of music education
in each county.

The Orchestra assumed financial responsibility for actual
concert performances and the county school systems met all other
expenses.

With the appointment of Paul Wolfe as conductor of the Orchestra
in 1961, various related educational projects were added to the
Orchestra's overall activities.

The history and philosophy of the Florida West Coast Symphony
youth concert development is characterized throughout by vision,
leadership, sound planning, and unswerving dedication on the part
of schools and orchestra to the basic purpose of the project - that
of serving the students.
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In searching for factors that have contributed to this suc-
cessful development, the followiug appear to be of special signi-
ficance:

goatinuitiestraleadershi: David Cohen, a profes-
sional musician, has served as concertmaster and manager of the
orchestra since it was founded in 1948. Alexander Bloch served
as conductor for 13 years. Paul Wolfe, well known throughout
the East as a professional violinist, chamber music player, and
outstanding teacher, has served as musical director of the Or-
chestra since 1961.

Philosophy_ol.Ite_Qrchestra's board of directors: It is sig-
nificant to note that approximately 30% of the Orchestra's total
expenditures were allocated to youth educational activities in
1966-67. When asked to express the attitude of the board toward
the Orchestra's educational activities, Mrs. Harry Mundy, President
(also a professional musician) responded, "They are our raison
d'etre", and further stated that the board assumed as a matter of
course that it was up to the organization to develop financing as
required to carry on this phase of the work.

School system's approach to the program: In like manner,
school administrators and music faculty, especially in Sarasota
County, take the position that, of course, the students should
have the educational and cultural advantages of youth concert ex-
perience, and implement this viewpoint by incorporating youth
concert activities into the school music curriculum.

Furthermore, the school representatives observed that the
Orchestra and its conductor have continued to demonstrate their
deep interest in young people through the Orchestra's student
scholarship program, the youth orchestra, and through occasional
class instruction in the public schools by the conductor.

Joint planning between Orchestra and schools: Again, joint
planning seems so obviously essential that no question is raised
as to whether or not there should be joint planning, but rather
how can it best be done.

Small number of students involved: Sarasota and Manatee
counties combined have a total school population of approximately
32,000 students, thereby making it possible for youth concerts to
serve all students in a given number of grades.

The conductor: The conductor has a deep and pervading personal
interest in educational work, and upon invitation by school repre-
sentatives, personally assists in pre-concert work with students,
as well as being personally involved in various other phases of the
Orchestra's total educational work.
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So it is that in this small community, the needs of the young
students have been placed ahead of all other considerations and
interests in development and operation of the total youth concert
project.

111AINAMMN

COORDINATING THE WORK OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND OF THE ORCHESTRA
ASSOCIATION

Planning and Evaluation

Youth concert planning is handled jointly by the conductor,
directors of music education of the two county school systems, some
of the teachers, and the Orchestra president.

All elementary classroom music specialists were given oppor-
tunity to assist in planning and evaluating the programs each year..

In response to Study questionnaires, 11 of 45 classroom teachers
stated they would like to have even greater participation in evaluating
the concerts.

Scheduling

Twd days in November are set aside for youth concerts. Three
back-to-back concerts are played in one day in Sarasota for Sarasota
County students, and the same schedule is followed in :Bradenton..for-
Manatee County students 2 days later. Fall dates proved to be better
than spring dates due to heavier school activity schedules in the
spring.

All details having to do with scheduling, seating assignments
etc., were handled by directors of music education and teachers in
each county.

Attendance

In Sarasota County, the concerts are considered part of the
music education curriculum for grades 5 and 6, with expectation
that all students and teachers in those grades shall participate
in preparation, concert attendance, and follow-up as directed by
the elementary music education teachers and classroom teachers.
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When seating capacity is available, stUdents ftom other grades
in public and parochial schools are also admitted, and a majority
of eligible students attehded when given the opportunity to do so.

In Manatee County, all students in grades 4, 5 and 6 in the
entire county school system attend the concerts.

Audience Supervisipn

All teachers were required to attend concerts with their stu-
dents; no groups attend unchaperoned. Concert manners are a part
of the concert preparation study. No behavior problems have arisen
at the concert hall. 907 of the teachers responding to Study ques-
tionnaires rated student behavior "good" or "excellent".

Transportation

The school budget covers cost of transporting students to con-
cert halls. School buses were used, and arrangements were worked
out by the director of transportation for the schools, with some
assistance from the director of music education. 48 of 57 teachers
considered transportation arrangements to be satisfactory although
overcrowding in some buses was mentioned by about 12% of the re-
spondents to Study questionnaires.

Some schools were located as much as 30 miles distant from
the concert hall.

Concert Preparation and Follow-up

Study Materials

The schools in Sarasota County assumed full responsibility for
preparing, distributing, and financing pre-concert study materials,
The attractive preparatory materials were written by elementary
music teachers in in-service meetings, edited and readied for dis-
tribution by the director of music education.

Copies for use by teachers were collated and bound. Addi-
tional unbound copies were available for teachers and students to
use to the best advantage.

The study materials used in Sarasota County were among the
most imaginative examined in the course of this Study. An exami-
nation of the study guides used over a 6-year period disclosed
the following:
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1. There were numerous musical examples given for
each composition. Themes were explained briefly,
but effectively.

2. A variety of student quizzes for the students
were part of each guide (See Appendix 0).

3. Vocabulary and resource materials were given
in several guides, although not in the 1966
material.

4. Suggestions for concert preparation were included
in each guide.

5. The program notes were written to be read by
elementary children.

6. Materials were illustrated with drawings to
point up special features of the concert.

The 49 elementary classroom and music teachers polled were
unanimous in their opinion that study materials were adequate.

The teachers rated study materials as follows:

SARASOTA TABLE NO. 3

RATING OF TEACHER'S GUIDE - SARASOTA

Provides sufficient
information

Excellent Good Fair PoorABC ABC ABC ABC

12 8 3 19 3 2 - -

Clearly organized 13 8 4 14 3 1 4

Supplementary Material
readily available

.11* a MI/ Oa ela

14 10 3 10 1 2 5 2

Column = Elementary Classroom Teachers
Column = Elementary Classroom Music Specialists
Column C = Instrumental Specialists
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When asked to rate the materials for student use, the teachers
made the following ratings:

SARASOTA TABLE NO. 4

RATING OF TEACHER-STUDENT GUIDE - SARASOTA

Excellent Good Fair PoorABABABAB
Interesting for ages involved 10 6 25 4 7 1

Vocabulary choice 8 5 24 5 7 1 3

Layout and artwork 8 5 21 4 10 2 2

Organization of ideas and
information 12 5 24 6 5

Recordings available and in
good condition 10 7 17 4 12 -

Printed musical examples 7 7 19 2 10 2 1

CO

410

OD

Column A = Elementary Classroom Teachers
Column B = Elementary Classroom Music Specialists

,IiMIMIMEM101WIMNIU.

The amount of musical background deemed necessary to use the
guide properly is given below:

SARASOTA TABLE NO. 5

AMOUNT OF MEW, EACKGROUND NECESSARY TO USE SARASOTA GUIDE

Elementary Classroom

Elementary Classroom
Specialist

ea,

OP

/NO

111,

Reasonable
A great deal Anount Little None

Teacher 18

Music

7

13

4

1 OS.
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Student Ere aratioz_p2at

Preparation of students was done by elementary music specialists
and classroom teachers, but the burden of responsibility rested upon
specialists in the departmentalized intermediate grades.

The Florida West Coast Symphony conductor assisted with student
preparation in several Sarasota County schools each year. As he ex-
plained it, "I go to the schools with my violin and my oboe, and
sometimes also play the piano for the children. / feel it is im-
portant to try to see the students in these small groups before they
come to the concert. Concert preparation is most important for chil-
dren, and the effectiveness of it makes itself felt at concerts in
terms of students' attention, interest and enthusiasm."

20 of 58 teachers reported they arranged for some type of post-
concert activity;

Comments and Su estions from Teachers on Concert Pre aration

"The music teacher introduces the concert material and
provides the classroom teachers with carry-over material.
The classroom teacher then goes ahead on her own with
this material."

"I appreciate having as much material as possible and then
pick and choose what is appropriate for my groups."

"These materials include questions about musical terms and
composers, many of which I, as a teacher, am unable to re-
call. I personally feel that these hard materials detract
from the enjoyable memories of the musical experience."
(5th grade classroom teacher).

Ve could use a little more time away from our classes to
have sufficient time in which we can do the research for
these materials used in the concert."

The Manatee Count- Schools do not involve themselves in concert
preparation and follow-up although attendance at the concerts vas
included in the school structured schedule for all students in
grades 4, 5 and 6.

4110.
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PROGRAMMING

Programming was a cooperative venture between conductor and
school personnel. Teachers submitted suggestions, based on their
own reactions and formally elicited student preferences (See Appendix
0), to the conductor through the director of music education. In
order to avoid development of a static situation, experimentation
and variety in approach to programming and concert presentations
were deliberately sought by conductor and teachers.

To make fullest possible use of available rehearsal time, the
conductor coordinated programming for youth concerts, and the Orches-
tra's annual "pops" concert. Nevertheless, youth concert programs
were drawn from basic orcnestral literature, with serious considera-
tion given to attention span of students for whom the concerts were
designed. The conductor also saw to it that students did not hear
works repeated within the two or three year period that they were
eligible to attend youth concerts.

Again, unanimity of philosophy concerning youth concert opera-
tion, was made evident in the remarks of conductor, manager and
school personnel in reference to programming. The manager of the
Orchestra commented that in his opinion "great music carries itself,
and emphasis in youth concerts must be placed on excellence of per-
formance." This statement was reiterated by conductor, Orchestra
president and school personnel.

Music played was considered to be suitable for students in-
volved by 46 of 52 teachers responding to Study queries, with 4 more
stating that it was suitable "part of the time".

Soloists were selected by the conductor and included talented
students and, occasionally, members of the orchestra.

Special features presented from time to time have included a
ballet presentation, appearance of an artist who painted pictures
as the Orchestra played Moussorsky's "Picture at an Exhibition".

Student participation, in addition to occasional presentation
of student soloists, has included group singing on a limited basis,
student participation as members of the Orchestra in a performance
of Haydn's "Toy Symphony", audience responses to the conductor's
questions, and rhythmic responses. No more than one of these pro-
cedures was used in the same concert. 20 of 23 classroom teachers
responding to Study questionnaires considered audience participation
in a favorable light.

Concert themes have a tendency to place programming "in a
straight jacket", in the opinion of the conductor but, if used with
discretion, can be helpful - especially to teachers in pre-concert
activities. The theme approach had been used in the past but was
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not considered a necessary part of a successful program according
to the director of music education.

con1D2220a_mak is included simply as part of the total
musical repertoire, and the conductor sees no occasion or necessity
to place it in a special bracket. Students and teachers respond to
it as they do to other good music well played.

Verbal commentary is considered to be "absolutely necessary" by
the conductor. When school personnel presented specific suggestions
concerning the commentary they were immediately adopted by the con-
ductor. The basic plan is to include approximately 10 minutes of
verbal commentary within a program totalling 45 minutes in length.

The comments included introduction of instruments, reflecting
the conductor's conviction that one purpose of student concerts is
to encourage students to take up individual instrumental study.

Printed programs - Mimeographed programs are a part of the pre-
pared pre-concert material. Teacher response to their use indicated
a small majority opposed to distribution of them at the concert hall
because of their nuisance potential during concerts. The minority
opinion held printed programs to be a valuable aid to the children
during concerts.

FINANCING

The Florida West Coast Symphony Orchestra has assumed full
responsibility for meeting production costs of all youth concerts
presented in Sarasota and Eanatee counties since their inception
in 1950.

The Sarasota County school system meets all costs Involved in
transporting students to concerts, and bears full responsibility for
costs of preparing, mimeographing, binding, and distributing concert
study materials.

The Manatee County school system meets costs of transporting its
students to youth concerts, but does not involve itself in production,
or use of pre-concert study materials.

The Orchestra's expenditures for youth educational activities
total $12,500 annually and comprise 277 of the Orchestra's total
annual expenditure of approximately $53,000.
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Youth concert expenses (Sarasota and Manatee
youth concerts) $ 7,400

Cost of maintaining the youth orchestra . ; . . . . 3,400

Scholarships for instrumental study among
students and audition costs in conjunction
with scholarship program . .1 700

T0T4L: . $12,500

Sources of funds for the Orchestra's educational work include:

Orchestra's basic operating and maintenance funds.

Funds raised by the Orchestr# specifically for the scholar-
bnap progr

Music Performance Trust Funds of the Recording Industries.

Contributions of youth concert playing fees by many of the
musicians, including both union and non-union players.
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FACT SHEET - SPOKANE WASHINGTON

.

181,608
278,333

Population Data
(1960)

Corporate population
Metropolitan population .

Whites in corporate population f 98.3%

Negroes in
gi 1.37

Other non-whites in 0.4%

Economic Base Retailing and Manufacturing

(1960)

Income Data Median family income $6,044 (annual)

(1960) 16.1% of families earned less than $3,000 (annual)

15.3% of families earned over . . $10,000 (annual)

Education Data Of the Spokane residents 25 years or older:
3.4% had completed less than 5 years of school
53.9% had completed high school or more
Median number of school years completed - 12.1 yrs.

Designated major poverty area (1960):

1 with 23,000 persons

THE ORCHESTRA - THE SPOKANE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (1966-67 data)

Gross annual budget $74,061

Total number of musicians . . 75

Total number of concerts played 18

Total number youth concerts played . . . . . 5

Estimated gross youth concert attendance 3,500

President:
Manager:

Music Director:

Franklin Ott
Miss Leslie Critzer (part of year)

James Emde (1967-68)
Donald Thulean

Conductor of
youth concerts: Donald Thulean
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SPOKANE SCHOOLS - SUMNARY (1966-67 data)

Public school system enrollment

S okane Public Schools

Superintendent: Albert Ayars

Acting Director of music education: Gretchen A. Spieler

Coordinator of youth concerts:

Annual per pupil expenditure:
Grade structure: 6-2-4

Schools

N.R.

34,000

Elementary schools, Gr. 1-6 . . 42

Elementary - Junior High Schools, Gr. 1-8 . . 7

Junior High Schools, Gr. 7-8 . . 6

Senior High Schools, Gr. 9-12, one, Gr. 10-12 . . 5

Special Schools, (Physically, emotionally,

mentally handicapped) 3

Special Facilities and Programs

Educational Television - KSPS (opened, spring, 1967)

Adult Education
Continuing Education

jtepresentative Cultural and Educational Institutions

Spokane Art Gallery
Spokane Civic Theater
Spokane Concert Ballet
Spokane Community Concerts
Spokane Junior Symphony Orchestra
Spokane Symphony Orchestra
Washington State University

Spokane Art Center
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Fort Wright College
Conzaga University
Spokane Community College
Whitworth College



One of the better-known educational activities in the Spokane
School District 81 Public Schools was the proeram under way at the
Joel E. Ferris High School, which opened in September 1963. The or-

ganization of and approaches used in this school were the culmination
of several years of experimentation and planning that included several

team teaching programs.

The two main goals of the school were (1) to individualize instruc-
tion for the pupils and (2) to onable the teachers to do a more profes-

sional job. Facilities were provided for independent study and a flex-
ible scheduling plan was developed. The teachers had frequent contact
with one another and their individual students and they were not tied
down to a rigid, time-consuming schedule of classes that didn't allow
adequate planning time. Music functioned within this framework.

MUSIC EDUCATION IN SPOKANE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

SPOKANE TABLE NO. 1

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF - SPOKANE PUBLIC SCHOOLS (Total Staff - 55)

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC
(Music Consultant)

.,"-..;:;7Iwanew

VOCAL-GENERAL INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementarv
Curriculum Assistant, Elementary Curriculum Assistant,
Vocal Elementary Band

17 elementary music specialists Curriculum Assistant,

in 40 schools Elementary Orchestra
10 elementary classroom teachers 4 elementary and 4 elementary

(music) in 10 schools junior high instrumental
specialists in 50 schools

JunicEaligh
5 junior high vocal-general music 5 junior high instrumental

teachers and 2 general music specialists in 6 schools
teachers in 6 schools

(4 also in elementary)

Senior High
5 senior high vocal teachers 5 senior high instrumental

in 5 schools specialists in 5 schools
1 Television Teacher
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Staff: The position of director of music education had remained vacant

for several years (as was true for several other positions in the divi-

sion of instruction), the administration of the program having been

Llandled by the music consultant. Most of the junior high school tea-

chers taught some general music classes, but 3 of the vocal-general

music teachers also taught other subjects. Six music teachers had been

brought with Title 1 (P.L. 89-10) federal funds.

Thirteen of the music specialists taught each Saturday in the music

program activities offered then.

Elementary Music

The state curriculum guide for music in the first 6 grades pro-

vided the basis for elementary classroom music which was taught in

grades 4 through 6 in all but 2 schools by specialists who covered

from 2 to schools each and made 2 30-minute weekly WA5f0:s to each

classroom.'

In the 7 elementary schools that also housed grades 7 and 8, gen-

eral and vocal music teaching was done by elementary classroom music

specialists.

Under a federal program ending in August, 1966, over $18,000 worth

of classroom instruments (autoharps, resonator bells, rhythm instruments),

phonographs and recordings were purchased for 26 Spokane elementary

schools.

Forty-five elementary schools out of 50 had instrumental music,

one of the 5 without having been too small to sustain a program and the

others having had specialized programs. The instrumental specialist
had teaching loads ranging from 7 to 16 schools, including junior high

work done by 4 of them. String players and students in Title I schools

received 2 lessons on school time each week. Other students had one

in-school class each week plus large Saturday morning groups that were

to be attended by all students. Strings were taught for 2 years, at

which time the child was to seek private instruction.

Secondary Music

General music was obligatory in grades 7 and 8 on alternating days

for the entire year. It was taught as an exploratory non-academic sub-
ject offering, among other things, "a change of pace in the student's

academic day.
112

rZilingiOnntative Curriculum Guide for Music, 1960, Grades 1-6.

2Momo - Jr. High School Principal Music Curriculum Sub-Committee General
Music - Grade 8.
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There were elementary and secondary all-city vocal and instrumental

groups, and "Honors" bands choren for an arts festival. The high school

all-city chorus sang with the Spokane Junior Symphony Orchestra each

year.

SPOKANE TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM - SPOKANE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

VOCAL-GENERAL

Classroom NUsic (Gr. 1-6)

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary

Beginning strings (3)
Intermediate strings (4)
Beginning winds, percussion (5)
Intermediate winds, percussion

(5-6)

Band (5-6)
Piano instruction (2-5)

Junior High

General Music required in 7 and 8

Girls', Boys', and Mixed Choruses

Choir

Beginning strings, winds,

percussion
Intermediate strings, winds,
percussion

Band and Orchestra
Small Ensembles

Senior High

Girls', Boys', and Mixed Choruses
Choir
Applied Music Credit

=7-7-

Band
Orchestra
Small Ensembles

Theory (10-12)

Humanities (10-12, ExpRrimental)
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YOUTH CONCERT OPERATIONS FOR 1967-68

The field work for the study of youth concerts in Spokane was
completed in Nhrch 1967, and the detailed report is based on tbe
work and procedures as of that date.

During the ensuing months, however, new plans were adopted for
the 1967-68 season including the following:

Concerts to be given during in-school time;

Pre-concert materials are to be issued prior to each concert;

The school board has granted permission for teachers who
play in the Orchestra to be excused from their classes in
order to play youth concerts;

Publicity and promotion have been greatly expanded.

1 Im II .1 1 Om
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1966-67 SPOKANE SYMPHONY YOUTH CONCERTS

Saturday Youth Concerts: 5 concerts, 5 different programs

Conductor:

Sponsored by:

Financed by:

Attended by:

Performed in:

Time:

Admission:

Donald Thulean, Conductor, Spokane Symphony
Assistant Conductor, Seattle Sym.

Junior League of Spokane

Junior League

Primarily, students in grades 4-8, plus many
parents

The Post Theater, seating capacity - 1,250

Saturdays, 12:45 PM

50(*, or 5 concerts for $2.00 on season ticket
basis

Transportation: Personal arrangements

14.211.1c11221_Conserts: 10 concerts, 1 program

Note:

Financed by:

Performed in:

Admission:

The high school concerts were presented in
1964-65 and 19455-66, but were not played in

1966-67.

P.L. 89-10, Title I funds (one concert), and
funds from the Music Performance Trust Fund
of the Recording Industries.

5 high school buildings, 2 back-to-back concerts
in each school

Free

Chamber Orchestra Concerts

The 'Chamber Orchestra of the Spokane Symphony, consisting of 24
members of the Orchestra, participated in the Seattle Symphony's
state-wide P.L. 89-10, Title III Project titled "Enrichment
Through Music". Under this grant and in cooperation with the
Seattle Symphony, the Spokane Chamber Orchestra played a total
of 12 concerts for young people during 3%6-67 in rural communi-
ties in the northeastern section of Washington State. Two of
these concerts were performed for junior high school students
in Spokane.
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF YOUTH CONCERTS IN SPOKANE

During the 1962-63 season (the Orchestra's 17th year), youth con-
certs were instituted under the leadership of the Orchestra's then

newly-appointed conductor, Donald Thulean. The Junior League of

Spokane sponsored and financed the project, sold the tickets, arranged
for preparation of pre-concert material and program printing, ushered

at the concerts, and handled promotion and publicity. 5 concerts were

presented on Saturdays at 12;45 PM, primarily for students in grades

4-8. The youth concert project has continued in this same format.

It is the general national policy of the Junior League to insti-

tute needed services and projects in a community and continue such

support during a demonstration period in order to pave the way for

development of continuing permanent financing by a community institu-
tion logically responsible for a given field of endeavor. Therefore,

in line with this general policy of operation and due also to certain

problems of administration within the Spokane Symphony, the Junior
League expects to taper off its support of the youth concerts over

the next five years.

For each of two years, (1964-65 and 1965-66), the Spokane Sym-
phony also was enabled to present 10 concerts in the high schools -

2 back-to-back concerts in each of 5 schools. These concerts were

discontinued in 1966-67, due to administrative lapses on the part

of the Orchestra organizatione

At the time the Study was undertaken in Spokane, the future of

youth concerts appeared bleak in spite of the fact that representatives
from both school and Orchestra spoke of the youth concerts with en-

thusiam, pride and pleasure.

The Orchestra's problems were many and varied: problems of gen-

eral orchestra administration were all but overwhelming the organiza-
tion due to a mid-year resignation of the manager; scheduling of youth

concerts was greatly disrupted due to conflicts in the professional

schedules of musicians and conductor; the spectre of diminishing sup-
port for youth concerts from the Junior League, coupled with the un-

fortunate and unnecessary discontinuance of concerts in high schools,

came at a time when the Orchestra Association was ill-prepared to make

alternate future plans.

Coincidental with the Orchestra's mounting problems were anxieties
over future support of the public schools. Several school tax and bond

issues failed to pass in special elections held during 1966-67.

Therefore, in spite of the fact that the conductor was enthusiastic
about the Orchestra's educational work and had proven himself most suc-
cessful in handling youth concerts; in spite of the fact that the
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Orchestra:s president, Mr. Franklin Ott, expressed conviction that the

coLcerts had proven successful and extremely valuable for the young peo-

ple and were urgently needed in the community; in spite of the fact that

school representatives expressed some interest in the concerts even

though they were not formally integrated into the study curriculum - in

spite of these circumstances, the youth concert project had not gained

sufficient stability during the five years of- its existence to assure

its continuance. (See page 6 for 1967-68 operations)

PROCEDURES FOLLOUED IN PRESENTATION OF YOUTH CONCERTS

All phases of the youth concert project reflect the basic plan

under which it operated - that of presenting concerts on Saturdays as

an extra-curricular activity for students under financing derived from

sale of tickets and support by the Junior League, and without either

the schools or the corporate body of the Orchestra bearing the brunt of

major responsibilities for the concerts.

llasim_aild Evaluation

The Junior League carried full responsibility for activating the

youth concert planning committee that involved members of the League,

the Orchestra's conductor and manager, the acting director of music

education and the elementary curriculum assistant for vocal music. All

teachers were invited to attend the planning committee meetings but

only 6 or 8 availed themselves of the opportunity.

There was, apparently, no formally organized teacher planning or
evaluation activity other than efforts made in a few individual schools.

None of 15 music teachers expressed an interest in having a stronger
voice in evaluating the youth concerts in response to Study question-

naires. Only one of the 5 elementary classroom specialists even an-
swered the question.

Concert Schedulisa

Concert scheduling proved to be a major problem in Spokane. Estab-

lishing concert dates for 5 Saturdays that would avoid major conflicts
in schedules of performers or audience (or both) seemed almost an im-

possible task. A portion of the public school elementary instrumental
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music program takes place on Saturdays, and involves l'oth students and

teachers many of whom play in the Spokane Symphony. A Saturday skiing

school is of great importance and significance in Spokane. The conduc-

tor carries dual responsibilities - as conductor of the Spokane Symphony,

and as assistant conductor of the Seattle Symphony, with resultant com-

plicated schedules.

During one 2-week period, the following public announcements were

made concerning one of the youth concerts for which the established date

had been released early in the season: (1) the concert would be pre-

sented as originally scheduled; (2) the concert was cancelled due to a

conflict in the conductor's schedule; (3) the concert would be presented

at the time originally announced but under the direction of a guest con-

ductor; (4) the concert would be postponed until later in the season.

18 of 19 music teachers responding to Study questionnaires stated

they would have no objection to presentation of concerts during in-school

time. One member of the school board was favorably disposed to in-school

time concerts but stated it was not considered feasible at the present

time. (See page 6 for 1967-68 plans)

Concert Attendance

The youth concerts were presented in the Post Theater with a seating

capacity of 1,250. Attendance had declined from approximately 1,000 in

1965-66, to an average of 700 per concert in 1966-67, including students

and many of their parents.

Although concerts were focused primarily upon students in grades

4-8, many younger children also attended. Of great concern to the pub-

lic schools, Orchestra and Junior League was the very limited attendance

by junior high school students (grades 7-9). Of 6 junior high schools,

nnly 1 had a.c. many as 10 students attendinz the youth concerts.

This lack of interest among older students in Saturday youth con-

certs was in direct contrast to interest evidenced by older students in

concerts that had been played in high school buildings during school

time in the two previous years. One high school principal gave the

students of his school the choice of attending or not, and practically

every stlident in the school had gone to the concert.

Opinions concerning the Saturday concerts gathered from one group

of junior high students brought forth the following suggestions: (1)

"Have older kids only in the audience". (2) "Move the concerts to

Saturday night."

These student viewpoints, conflicting schinlules in youth e:Itivities

on Saturday, lack of a close tie-in of concerts with music study curricu-

lum in the schools, plus the necessity to shift concert dates - all were
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felt to be significant factors in accounting for the relatively small

audiences for the concerts.

Audience Supervision

Audience supervision was handled by members of the Junior League

with some assistance from parents of the students, and teachers. In a

small sampling of opinion, teachers rated audience behavior as either

excellent" or "good" in 487. of their replies, and "fair" in 527g.

Transportation

Inasmuch as concerts were presented on Saturdays, there was no in-

volvement by schools, Orchestra or Junior League in transportation ar-

rangements.

Concert Preparation and Follow-up.

School participation in preparation of students for 1966-67 concerts

was extremely limited. No study materials were made available either by

the Orchestra, the Junior League or the school music department. No

mention was made of the concerts in elementary or secondary teachers'

courses of study that were examined by the Study researchers.

In replies to Study questionnaires, 3 of 14 music teachers reported

they had developed their own concert preparation materials, and 2 of 17

teachers had arranged for limited post-concert activity.

In previous years, the Junior League had activated a Syllabus Com-

mittee composed of public and parochial school music teachers. The

commiti-ee hnd 117-nd,-ed well decigred, well written cf-lidy zuideg suit-

able for use by students or teachers. The guides were wTitten by paro-

chial and public school teachers and mimeographed by the schools.

Preparation and distribution of the guides were discontinued in

1966-67 because it was felt that the slight use made of them by teachers

did not justify the time, effort and expense required to prepare them.

Several examples of these earlier study materials have been included

in Appendix 0 to show that a considerable amount of effort had been made

to use the youth concerts as an educational activity.

The laissez faire approach to preparation for the 1966-67 Saturday

concerts was in sharp contrast to procedures followed for concerts pre-

sented in the schools in previous years when, for example, a concert
orientation faculty meeting was beld in one high school in order to
assist home room teachers in working with the students. All classes

attendiug the earlier in-school concerts also participated in post con-

cert discussion.
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Teacher responses to queries on the value and desirability of pre-
concert study included the following:

One

value of
joyment
tivity,

discuss

"Do we need preparation? It may set up a barrier,

Er. Thulean does a fine job of narrating the concert.'

music specialist mentioned personal indecision concerning the
concert preparation. "It could well take the edge off the en-
of the concert." Asked about the validity of post-concert an-
the response was, "1 don't like to have the children asked to

their feelings. This is a personal matter."

Promotion and kublicity

The Junior League, with cooperation from the Orchestra, handled pub-
licity and promotion including distribution oi youth concert brochures,
newspaper articles and ads, radio and TV spot announcements.

6 of 16 teachers polled felt publicity was sufficient to reach non-
music-class students; 10 considered it to be adequate.

Some persons ascribed the limited size of the audience to lack a
effective focus in publicity, stating it was fraemented and reflected
lack of overall planning and direction.

Orchestra Personnel.
Unavailability of playing personnel for expansion of the Orchestra's

educational activities seriously limits this phase of the work in Spokane
just as it does in all cities in which the Orchestra musicians earn their
main income from non-orchestral work.

A number of Spokane public school music teachers and students play
in the Orchestra and, although the school system has been most coopera-
tive in arranging for them to have released time in order to play edu-
cational concerts, there is a limit to the extent to which regular class
activities can be disrupted.

Uhereas there are only limited school conflicts in conjunction with
Saturday youth concerts, serious conflicts arose in conjunction with
concerts played in the high schools for two years, and with the Spokane

Chamber Orchestra acttvities.

The Spokane school system approved released time for teachers to
play for high school concerts with no salary deductions. It was sug-
gested that thc teachers contribute their orchestra fees from these
concerts to the school band and orchestra fund, and some of them did.
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Released time for teacher-players to participate in Spokane Chamber

Orchestra activities presented quite a different problem. The funding

for these concerts came through a P.L. 89-10, Title III grant, made on

a state-wide basis and involving the Seattle Symphony which subcontracted

with the Spokane Chamber Orchestra to play 15 concerts (back-to-back) in

rural communities located in the northeastern section of the State. Only

two of the chamber orchestra concerts were presented in the Spokane area.

Therefore, approval of released time for the Spokane teacher-players for

this project resulted in benefits for only a limited number of Spokane

students.

The Spokane school system, therefore, worked out a plan whereby the

3 teacher-musicians involved could have the five days of released time

required for them to participate in the Chamber Orchestra project, but

five days' salary was deducted from their teaching salaries for the year.

./

PROGRAMMING

The youth concert situation in Spokane offered certain programming

advantages. Audiences and concert hall were sufficiently small to per-

mit wide choice in selection of music. Concerts were planned primarily

for students in grades 4-8. The entire personnel of the Spokane Sym-

phony was available to play the youth concerts. Excellent rapport

existed between conductor, representatives of the school music depart-

ment and of the Junior League in all matters relating to programming.

The chief restrictive factor stemmed from financial limitations.

With only one orchestra rehearsal allocated to each youth concert, the

concert programs had to be drawn primarily from repertoire the orches-

tra already had prepared for regular, adult subscription concerts. The

conductor, however, could (and did) plan subscription concerts with dhe

needs of the 3.outh concerts also in mind. As a result, the youth con-

cert programs, although never more than an hour in length, offered the

children well rounded miniature symphonic programs representative of

the basic renertoire of the various periods and styles of music.

Nr. Thulean conceived of the five youth concerts as a total pro-

gramming unit, hoping that all students attending the concerts would

hear all five programs. One of his goals was to stretch the listening

span of the young audience little-by-little, concert-by-concert.

"The concerts should be a musical experience for the children, and

music doesn't need to be dissected for the listener - even for young

listeners", commented the conductor.
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Concert themes were used in order to focus attention on different

aspects of music.

Verbal comments were used to put the audience at ease and to try to

Li help children establish a personal relationship v.lith what was happening

on stage.

Student participation was achieved through presentation of a student
soloist in at least one concert during the year, by having the children
sing rounds under the direction of the conductor, and by making limited

use of clapping of rhythms, etc. The Spokane Junior Symphony Orchestra
played with the adult orchestra in one concert one year.

Contemnammusic was included in practically every program. The

students responded to it enthusiastically. "All of the music is new to

the students", commented Mr. Thulean.

Limited presentations from the dance and opera were successfully
included from time to time.

FINANCING

The Junior League assumed full responsibility for financing all as-
pects of the 5 Saturday youth concerts with the exception of staff tine
invested in the project by school and Orchestra administrators.

Costs for the 5 concerts totalled approximately $4,250. Ticket
sale income averaged approximately $1,650 per year, with the Junior
League making up the remaining $2,600 from association funds derived
from annual fund-raising projects.

Ticket Sales

Tickets were sold through the schools. Payments were maee to school
personnel (teachers, or other school staff). Junior League members col-
lected the money from each school, issued the number of tickets required,
and teachers distributed them to the student purchasers'.

Between 400 and 500 season tickets were sold each year, plus approxi-
mately a total of 1,700 single admission tickets divided between the 5
concerts.
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High School Concerts Financing (prior to 1966-67)

The concerts presented in the high schools during 1964-65 and 1965-
66 were financed from Music 2erformance Trust Funds of the Recording In-
dustries plus P.L. 89-10, Title III funds for one concert one year.

14.-

TEACHER AND STUDENT REACTIONS AN6 COMMENTS ON THE SPOKANE YOUTH CONCERTS

Student Comments

A group of 8 junior high school students filed answers to Study

questionnaires. 7 of the students sang in a school choral group, 5

played the piano, and I played the guitar. 4 had attended ycuth con-

certs for one year, 2 for two years, 1 for five years.

SPOKANE TABLE NO. 3

STUDENT OPINION - SPOKANE

Enjoyed the Most

The soloist (3)
Hearing the orchestra (2)
Audience singing
Conductor's explanations

Individual Comments

Enjoyed the Least

Singing of rounds (3)
Ballet performance (2)
Length of the programs
Shortness of the programs

"I feel they are good entertainment if you enjoy
this kind of music. I guess I do, sorta. They

are also very educational."

"Occasionally they seem like they're put on mostly

for elementary students. We sang songs like 'Three

Blind Mice'. Usually, though, it's good."
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"I think there should be one cmcert for junior high
school students and one for the elementary schools."

"They are very good in that they help you understand
music more."

Teacher Comments

Teacher comments on overall aspects of the youth concerts centered
primarily around the difficulties encountered with presentation of con-

certs on Saturdays.

"Season tickets are hard to sell. $2.00 all at once
is a lot of money for students in many schools.
(Single tickets were available also.) Saturday is a

drawback."

"Concerts scheduled during the latter part of a school
day would be more successful as would be class parti-
cipation ana group attendance."

"The concerts would be more widely attended if they
were held on school days, if the children could be
bused in, and if the teachers would come with them.
Few teachers enjoy giving their own out-cf-fxhool
time consistently even for something they think is
worthwhile and enjoyable."
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FACT SHEET - WINSTON-SALEM NORTH CAROLINA

THE CITY

Population Data Corporate population 111,135
(1960) Metropolitan area 189,428

Whites in corporate population . . . . 62.9%
Negroes in ll II

. . . 31.1%
Other non-whites in It .... 0.0%

Economic Base Tobacco, textiles, furniture, electronics
(1960)

Income Data Median family income $ 5,317
(1960) 23.1% of families earned less than $ 3,000

14.7% of families earned over . . $10,000

Education Data Of the Winston-Salem residents 25 years or
older:

13.4% had completed less than 5 yrs. of school
42.2% had completed high school or more
Median number school years completed - 10.6 yrs.

THE ORCHESTRA - THE WINSTON-SALEM SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

(1966-67 data)

Gross annual budget $60,000
Total number of musicians . 4 70
Total number of concerts played . . . . 13
Total number of youth concerts played 2
Estimated g,Gss attendance at youth concerts . . 15,000

President: Mrs. T. J. Van Metre
Conductor: John Iuele
Manager Colonel James Alfonte
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WINSTON-SALEM - FORSYTH COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS - SUMMARY (1966-67)

Public scho,31 system enrollment 47,922

Winston-Salem ?ublic lAcrionls

Superintendent: Marvin Ward
Director of music education: Robert A. Mayer

Annual per pupil expenditure $409.46

Grade structure: 6-3-3

Schools
Elementary, Gr. 1-6 42

Junior High, Gr. 7-9 14

Junior-Senior High, Gr. 7-12 1

Senior High, Gr. 10-12 8

Special schools for physically,
emotionally, mentally handicapped. . 2

Special Facilities and/lulu:Ems

Federally funded projects
Differential education programs in the academic and fine
arts areas for selected students who show intellectual
and creative promise

Project for cultural activities - elementary school con-
certs and summer project

Manpower development and training center

kpresentative Cultural and Educational Institutions

Children's Theatre
Civic Ballet
Civic Music Association
Gallery of Fine Arts
Little Theatre
Moravian Music Foundation
Theatre: '67

Wake Forest Chamber Music Society
Singers Guild Chorale
Winston-Salem Arts Council
Winston-Salem Symphony Orch.
Winston-Salem Youth Orch.
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North Carolina Advancement
School

North Carolina School of the
Arts

Piedmont University Center
Salem College
The Governor's School
University of North Carolina

- branch
Wake Forest College
Winston-Salem Teachers College



The Covernor's School provided a summer program for academi-
cally and artistically talented students in the state, while the
North Carolina Advancement SO,00l offeted three-month sessions
for eight g,:ade under-achievers living in the state. Both
schools were operated by the State Department of Public Instruc-

tion.

The North Carolina School of the Arts was a state-operated
high school of the fine and performing arts for students of high

ability from North Carolina and other states, as well.

MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE WINSTON-SALEM - FORSYTH COUNTY PUBLIC
SCHOOLS

WINSTON-SALEM TABLE NO.

MUSIC EDUCATION STAFF - WINSTON-SALEM - FORSYTH COUNTY
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Total Staff )

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
(Coordinator of Music)

VOCAL-GENpAL MUSIC

Elementary

In 42 schools:
20 classroom music teachers

INSTRUMENZAL MUSIC

20 instrumental special-
ists - Band (Gr. 4-12)

14 instrumental special-
ists - Orchestra
(Gr. 4-12)

Junior High and

§saiar_High

20 Vocal teachers See above

Staff: Teachers were sometimes required to teach band, orchestra,
and chorus in a high school, for example, if the enrollment called
for it.
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Elementary Music

Elementary classroom music specialists were responsible for

two schools each and covered both schools during one week. The

specialists taught twice a week in the primary grades and once
each week in the intermediate grades, with the classroom teacher
expected to do the remainder of the instruction.

The teaching of listening was begun in the first grade, with
instrumental recognition beginning in Grade 3 and recognition of

style and form in the fourth grade. Pre-band instrument work

(melody wind instruments) began in the third grade.

Secondary Music

The Fine Arts course was a required course for seventh grade
students offered on alternate days for one year. It included

music, painting, drama, literature, sculpture and architecture.
Music appreciation for eighth and ninth grade students was an

ftlective. High school music appreciation and theory were one-

year courses.
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WINSTON-SALEM TABLE NO. 2

MUSIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM

VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC

Classroom Music (Gr. 1-6)

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Elementary

Beginning Band and Orchestra
(Gr. 5)

Intermediate Band and
Orchestra (Gr. 6)

Fine Arts - Required (Gr. 7)
Girls' and Boys' Choruses (Gr. 7)
Mixed Chorus (Gr. 8)
Advanced Chorus (Gr. 8-9)

Girls', Boys
(Gr. 10-12

Mixed Chorus
Chorus III

Beginning Band and Strings
(Gr. 7-9)

Intermediate Band and
Orchestra (Gr. 8)

Advanced Band and Orchestra
(Gr. 8-9)

Music Appreciation (Gr. 8-9)

Senior High

' and Mixed Chorus I

) -

II and Advanced
(Gr. 11-12)

Band and Orchestra I

(Gr. 10-12)
Band and Orchestra II

(Gr. 11-12)
Band and Orchestra III

(Gr. 11-12)

Small Ensemble

Music Appreciation (Gr. 10-12)
Theory (Gr. 10-12)
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SUMMARY OF 1966-67 WINSTON-SALEM SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA YOUTH CONCERTS

1. Coliseum Youth Concerts

Number:

Conductor:
Sponsorship:
Financing:

Attended by:

Performee in:
Thne:

Admission:

Transportation:

Little

2 performances, 1 program
John Iuele, Conductor of the Orchestra
Winston-Salem Symphony Association & School System
Ticket sales, and Sysphony Association
Grades 4-9

Coliseum, capacity 8,250
10:30 AM, 1:30 PM (back-to-back concerts)
25

25C via school and commercial buses

hon Concerts in School Buildinas

Number:

Conductor:

Sponsorship)
Financing )
Attended by:

Performed in:
Time:

Admission:

Transportation:

11

John Iuele

P.L. 89-10, Title I Project and funds

Adults and children
Elementary school buildings
7:30 - 9:00 PM
Free
Personal

Related Education Activities

A. In-school Performances b

Number of performances:
Number of musicians:

Under direction of:
Sponsorship:

Financing:

Attended by:
Performed in:
Time:

Admission

Small Ensemble

44 performances, 1 program
9

John Iuele

Winston-Salem Symphony Assoc.
aocal foundation, PLA payments,
CIPTF, Orchestra AAssociation
Grades 4, 5, 6
School auditorium
School days - mornings
Free for students
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Sponsorship:

Conductors:

Financing:

Number of concerts:

Winston-Salem Sywphony Association
Leila Graham) Public school music
Eleanor Gwin) teachers who play in

) W-S Symphony

(Winston-Salem Symphony Association
(and $10 payments by participating
(students
2
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF WINSTON-SALEM SYMPHONY YOUTH CONCERTS

The history of musical interest and influence in Winston-Salem
dates back to the days of Old Salem, the Moravian Colony established
in 1766. During the early years of this colony, Salem musicians were
in close personal touch with musical leaders of Europe including Franz
Josef Haydn.

Continued interest of the Moravians in support and enjoyment of
music has been a major factor in cultural developments of the entire
area. The Moravian Music Foundation is an important institution in
today's cultural life of the community.

Prior to 1954, youth concerts were played by visiting major or-
chestras (Detroit Symphony, Cleveland Orchestra and others) appearing
in Winston-Salem under the aegis of the Civic Music Series, and by
the North Carolina State Symphony.

In 1954, six years after its founding, the Winston-Salem symphony
presented its first youth concert. John Iuele, the Orchestra's con-
ductor, Mrs. James B. L. Rush, then manager of the Orchestra, and
Mrs. Katherine Detmold, then director of music education for Winston-
Salem public schools, were chiefly responsible for developing the con-
cert. It was presented during school time, at the Reynolds Auditorium,
for students in grades 4-9, and financed chiefly from ticket sales.
The same general plan was followed in 1955.

In 1956, a second concert - for negro elementary grade students
in city schools - was presented during school time in the Atkins School
gymnasium.

The school system assumed responsibility for school activities
and arrangements in connection with both concerts, and the Orchestra
Association was responsible for the performing end of the project.
This basic plan held for succeeding years.

1956 marked the start of another educational venture - that of
the Orchestra's Youth Workshop, fully approved by the school board.
Presented on 20 Saturday mornings, the Workshop offered young students
opportunity to participate in group work, ensemble playing, and classes
taught by members of the Winston-Salem Symphony. Students paid a fee
of $10 for one 10-week session. The Workshop program later developed
into the Junior Symphony project.

Through leadership of the Orchestra's conductor, in-school en-
semble concerts were introduced in 1957 under school sponsorship. A
group of 8 string instrument players from the Orchestra presented en-
semble concerts in 23 elementary schools. Interestingly enough, fi-
nancing for the project came from Music Performance Trust Funds and
the Nancy Reynolds Bagley Verney Fund which originally had been set up
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to sponsor fine arts lectures at Reynolds High School. $1,500 from

the fund is now applied annually to the ensemble concerts which have
ranged from 12 musicians giving performances in 56 schools (1963-64),

to the 1966-67 schedule of 8 musicians performing in 44 elementary

schools. (13 musicians will be used in 1967-68.)

In 1963-64, the Winston-Salem City Schools and the Forsyth County

School System were consolidated. The additional number of students to

be served by student concerts demanded either an increase in the num-
ber of concerts, or a building having a much greater seating capacity.

The latter solution was chosen. It was at that time that youth con-

certs were moved from Reynolds Auditorium and the Atkins School gym-

nasium to the City Coliseum, a sports arena having a seating capacity

of over 8,000.

In 1963 the Orchestra adopted the format of presenting two con-

certs on the same day, once a year, for integrated audiences of approxi-

mately 8,000 students in grades 4-9 for each concert.

Total attendance for the two concerts averages between 13,000 and
15,000 students which means, theoretically, that approximately 307 of
the total school population in the City and County schools may hear
each year, approximately 45 minutes of live symphonic music played es-

pecially for young audiences.

The school system and Orchestra Association continue to work
closely together on production matters, with the schools responsible
for scheduling, seating allocation, pre-concert work, etc. Although
school administrative appraisal of orchestra-school cooperation was
quite favorable, there is some variance between the two institutions
in basic philosophies concerning youth concerts.

Orchestra representatives, including conductor, manager, board
and women's association presidents, emphasized "exposure to live
music, and opportunity to see an orchestra" in discussing the chief
purposes of the youth concerts. Education spokesmen emphasized the

need for concerts to provide a meaningful educational experience as
well as a cultural and musical experience, pointing out that audi-
ences of 8,000 children assembled once a year in a sports arena can-

not serve these purposes well.

In 1965-66 and 1966-67, the Winston Salem Symphony Association
was involved in a cultural enrichment program under P.L. 89-10, Title

funds. 30 members of the Orchestra, designated as "The Little Symphony",
played evening concerts in school auditorium under the direction of
John Iuele. The project was focused upon attracting listeners, adults
and children, from the neighborhoods of the schools. Attendance was

disappointing for all concerned. The spring series consisted of 9
performances in 1965-66, and 11 performances in 1966-67.
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COORDINATING THE WORK OF THE SCHOOLS AND THE ORCHESTR4 ASSOCIATION

Concert Planning and Evaluation

Aside from joint work between schools and orchestra on production
matters, and informal exchanges of opinion, concert plannirg rests in
the hands of the conductor, The director of music education reported
that teacher opinions were generally known, and he transmits sugges-
tions and comments to the conductor informally. The director of music
education, incidentally, is a member of the Orchestra's Board of Direc-
tors and also helped in the founding of the Orchestra.

Teaching staff evaluations were held on an informal basis with the
exception of those relating to the night concerts presented in elemen-
tary schools under federal financing for which evaluation procedures
were more formal.

§s1124121Ing

The Orchestra Association is responsible for establishing the
annual date for Youth Concert Day - usually in the spring. Chief prob-
lem has to do with availability of playing personnel. All musicians in
the Orchestra (many of whom are teachers in the Winston-Salem Forsyth
County system as well as in neighboring county and city systems) must
look to employment other than the Orchestra for their main source of
income, and it has proven extremely difficult for them to obtain re-
leased time to play daytime concerts.

Although the youth concert date has been established well in ad-
vance some years, the Orchestra occasionally has found it aecessary to
shift the date due to players' schedules, with resulting confusion and
administrative problems within the school system.

A large majority (95%) of the teachers queried had no objection to
presenting concerts during school time.

Attendance

Attendance is optional for students and averages between 6,500 and
8,000 per concert, or app:oximately 90% of the Coliseum's seating capac-
ity. (Total attendance for the two concerts ranges from 13,000 to
15,000.)

Attendance from specific classes has varied widely - from "no at-
tendance" to 1007 attendance. Three principals stated it was not nec-
essary to stimulate attendance of students in their schools because
they already had "excellent" attendance.
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In attempting to account for poor attendance from some schools,
197 of 26 elementary classroom teachers mentioned students' lack of
money for tickets and bus transportation, and students' restricted
background and resulting lack of interest, as primary factors.

"In my school community", one elementary grade school teacher re-
marked, "the interest is lacking as in many other rural sections. The
church bands have great influence and prestige in our area."

WINSTON-SALEM TABLE NO. 3

PERCENTAGE OF CLASS ATTENDING CHILDREN'S CONCERT

0 257

3

1.
25 - 507 50 - 75% 75 - 99% 100%

5 6 9 3

Total number of elementary classroom teachers responding: 26

Concert Hall and Audience Supervision

Aside from its huge size as a locale for youth concerts, the
Coliseum presents a major psychological problem. Students are ac-
customed to attending sports events in the Coliseum and enjoying
customary sports audience informality.

To expect students to grasp the demand made upon them to con-
sider the sports arena as a concert hall on the annual occasion of
the youth comerts is, indeed, expecting a good deal.

The miracle is that the majority of students rise to the occasion
and student behavior at youth concerts is considered by many persons to
be excellent. The conductor commented with pleasure upon the excellent
audience supervision developed by teachers and members of the Orches-
tra's Women's Guild, and upon the attentiveness of the children.

When asked to rate student behavior at youth concerts, 20% of 60
music education respondents rated it "excellent", approximately 56%
rated it "good". Of 6 administrators interviewed, 4 considered audi-
ence behavior to be acceptable, one did not, and one was ambivalent
about it.
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Transportation

Students pay 25 for bus transportation, and the school system
makes the actual arrangements, uJing State-owned school buses and 3
local commercial bus companies. Although there were a few complaints
from teachers concerning overcrowding, poor supervision, and an insuf-
ficient number of buses, 867 of respondents to Study questionnaires
indicated satisfaction with bus arrangements.

Concert Preparation and Follow-up

The conductor recommends only minimal concert preparation for
students, being convinced that children gain greater pleasure and
actually learn more from concert experience if both the music and
verbal material are new to them at the time of the concert. He would
place the main emphasis for in-school study upon post-concert discus-
sion and follow-up.

He also pointed out what he considers in Winston-Salem to be a
major problem of contrasts in sound that may lead to disappointment
for children when extensive study of recordings is a part of concert
preparation. The students can well become accustomed to the sound of
the concert music being performed by one of the great orchestras of the
world in a high fidelity recording, played at full volume in a rela-
tively small room. At the concert, then, the student hears the same
music played, under what might charitably be described as low fidelity
audio conditions with an audience of 8,000 children in a sports arena,
by a quasi-professional orchestra of approximately half the size and
instrumentation of the recording orchestra.

Under these conditions, it's quite possible that some students
may experience disappointment in the concert rather than having a
sense of excitement and exhilaration over the concert experience.

The director of music education and teachers, however, are con-
vinced that concert preparation of students is essential in order to
make full use of concerts as educational experiences. The director
of music education prepares program notes in mimeographed form for use
by both teachers and students.

Distribution of this material apparently has presented problems.
10 of 29 elementary classroom teachers in grades 4-6 reported they al-
ways received the material. 10 others reported they received it some-
times, with 9 stating they never had received it. Responses from ele-
mentary classroom music specialists also indicated limited distribution
of the study material.

14 of 17 elementary classroom music specialists developed their own
material, as did 8 of the elementary classroom teachers responding to
Study questionnaires.
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In addition to the mimeographed notes prepared by the director of
music education, individual teachers made use of orchestra seating
charts, pictures, filmstrips, recordings, biographical matezial on com-

posers, library displays, diagrams of conducting patterns, etc. Same

teachers coordinated pre-concert preparation with materials used in

classes other than music classes. A few teachers had their children

make instruments prior to concerts. Teaching of songs to be sung at

concerts formed a part of the total concert preparation Procedures.

Actual preparation of elementary students was, in all cases, a
responsibility of visiting classroom music specialists, with about 76%
of the 29 classroom teachers who answered Study questionnaires having

given assistance. Elementary instrumental specialists also helped in
preparing general classroom children in about 40% of the cases.

Post-concert follow-up was left to the discretion of individual
teachers and, where ured, consisted primarily of discussions and ex-

pressions of student reactions. Recordings of music heard at the con-

cert, and art projects were used in some cases.

Suggestions and Comments on Preparation

Elementary classroom teachers

"Would prefer having material to use in preparing
children for conce.ts - names of selections, a few
vital statistics concerning composer, perhaps a few
interesting things to look for in each selection."
(4th grade teacher)

"I remember one year when excellent material was pro-

vided. However, in other years, material was not
provided until the last moment and then it was not
as good as previous years." (5th grade teacher)

"Copies of programs should be sent to schools well
in advance so teachers can prepare children." (5th

grade teacher)

Elementary classroom musicapecialists

"For some children these might well be the only con-
certs that they will attend. Bore preparation and
better evaluations in some cases could promote a
desire to attend concerts other than the in-school
concerts. There are other children with rich musical
background that need little preparation. These children,
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too, could broaden their listening habits, under-
standing, and would find pleasure in planning for

a concert."

"I feel that the special music teacher needs to
work more closely with the classroom teacher in
preparing students for the in-school concerts, as
well as the symphony concerts at the Coliseum."

Publicity

Publicity for youth concerts was handled by the school system.

In answer to Study questionnaires, 19 respondents deemed publicity

successful, 4 administrators considered it well handled, but 5 of 9

instrumental specialists felt it was not extensive enough for non-

music students; 4 others were not certain of their reactions to it.

Printed Programs

Printed programs were considered unnecessary or unwanted by the

conductor, manager, and education representatives - the latter by a

3-to-1 margin. Several respondents suggested that programs be dis-

tributed after concerts.

PROGRAMMING

The conductor has complete autonomy, theoretically, over choice

of music to be played, and programs are selected without formally or-

ganized participation by school personnel.

Actually, the conductor is severely restricted in choice of reper-

toire due to:

1. Limited availability of musicians for day-time services
thereby making it necessary to present youth concerts
with a playing personnel of approximately 50 musicians.

2. Limited availability of musicians for youth concert re-
hearsals by virtue of the demands of their security em-
ployment, as well as limited funds with which to finance

youth concert rehearsals.
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3. The huge size of the building in which concerts are played.

4. The wide spread in ages of the student ausEences (grades 4-9).

5. Limited funds wrailable for purchase and/or rental of music
specifically for youth concerts.

In spite of these limitations, 727 of the elementary classroom

teachers and 617 of fhe music specialists responding to Study ques-

tionnaires commented favorably on youth concert programming. The teach-

efls were unanimous in their opinion that audience participation in

youth concerts enhances students' enjoyment of and involvement in the

concerts. Singing with the orchestra, responding to conductor's ques-

tions, and rhythm clapping have been used successfully, and were unani-

mously accepted by teachers responding to Study questionnaires.

Programming Suggestions

Elementary classroom music specialists

"Concert should not be too long, as children with
kidney trouble start going up and down the aisles

which is disconcerting to listeners."

"Last year the music teachers met and decided which
songs mould be most appropriate to sing with the

orchestra."

Instrumental specialists

"The music was not suitable. Also the program is done

on too large a scale. The students are too far away

from the performing group." (4th-9th grade teacher)

"Too much music is selected that is difficult for the

children to understand. The children do not study

the music prior to the program because a program is

not sent out." (4th-9th grade teacher)

"Over a period of 7 years, I have observed some re-

peated works. Considering the vastness of the litera-

ture perhaps others might have been used." (7th-12th

grade teacher)
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FINANCING

Ticket Sale Procedures

Ticket sales are handled by the school system. Classroom teachers

are responsible in most schools, with music specialists handling approxi-

mately 25% of the sales in the elementary schools.

50% of the teachers responding to the Study surveys indicated a

preference for classroom teachers handling ticket sales. 107 preferred

collection by the school office, and 67 preferred that it be handled by

music teachers.

There was no established procedure for payment of concert admis-

sion and bus transportation for indigent children. The problem was met

in various ways - through payments made by the school system under P.I.

89-10, Title I grants, by the P.T.A., and personnally by some teachers.

Free Concerts vs. Admission Concerts

Teacher attitudes toward admission charges, as reflected in a

random sampling of opinions, varied widely. Nearly 60% of respondents

favored making some charge to students (either ticket admission, bus

fare, or both), whereas approximately 20% opposed any charge. A few

elementary school teachers stated they were convinced that student

response to concerts was heightened when students made at least some

financial investment in the project.

Several school administrators observed that if the concerts are

judged to be valid in-school time activity, there should be no charge

to students.

Financial Arran ements

Through the schools, SOO is collected from each student who at-
tends a concert, of which 250 is for concert admission, and 25 is for

bus transportation Each school settles its transportation bill directly

with the bus company involved. The school system pays to the Orchestra

Association half of the total receipts for concert admissions.

Orchestra and school system are each responsible for certain desig-

nated youth concert costs. If the receipts each receives from ticket

sales do not meet those costs, the organization responsible must meet
them from other sources. If receipts exceed costs of the specified
items, the agency finding itself in this fortunate position presumably

retains the excess against emergency situations that may arise in some

future year.
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The plan worked out as follows for the concerts of one recent year:

Schools

Ticket sale receipts $1,366

Responsible for
Coliseum rental payment $500

Lights, sound system, etc. 20

Piano rental, moving, tuning 50

Civic ballet fee 100

Total $670 $ 600

Amount applicable to preparation of
concert study materials, administra-

tive costs, incidental expenses, etc $ 696

Orchestra

Ticket sale receipts

Responsible for:
Musicians' fee $1,184

Soloist fee 50

Instrument cartage 30

Telephone, postage, incidentals . . 27

. $1,366

Total $1,191 $1,191

Amount applicable to conductor's
fee, music rental, purchase and
royalties, administrative expense, etc $ 175

The two youth concerts represent 16% of the total number of con-

certs performed by the full Orchestra annually, but revenue from these

two concerts accounts for only 27 (approximately) of total costs of

operating the Orchestra. It becomes immediately obvious that the Or-

chestra is limited in the amount of additional money it can spend to

strengthen youth concerts for additional rehearsals, payment of more

musicians to play youth concerts, increased investments in music

rental, purchase and royalties for youth concert repertoire.
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EVALUATION OF CONENTS AND SUGGESTIONS RkLATING TO THE COLISEUM YOUTH
CONCERTS

Achievement of Concert Goals

Of 32 teachers queried, 24 felt that the goals being sought in
presenting youth concerts were being achieved, with 8 dissenting. Fac-

tors mentioned as working against complete success were (1) the fact
that so few concerts were presented, (2) student preparation was in-
adequate, and (3) the music played was not appropriate to age levels
of students attending.

In answer to the question "In your current teaching situation, do
youth concerts have a noticeable effect on any of the following?n, the

following results were obtained from 14 instrumental specialists:

WINSTON-SALEM TABLE NO. 4

EVALUATION OF EFFECT OF YOUTH CONCERTS ON STUDENTS

Favorable Not Evident Unfavorable

Influence upon attracting new
students to study of music (re-
cruiting) 6 1

Influence upon students' at-
tendance at regular concerts 5 1

Influence upon students con-

duct in rehearsals and concerts
of student performing groups 5 2

Influence upon students' general
enthusiasm for music 7 1

The director of music education mentioned the fact that sales of
recordings of compositions played increase after each concert.

One administrator, with long experience in the community, men-
tioned that participation in school instrumental programs had in-
creased markedly since youth concerts began. 6 of 14 instrumental

specialists felt this same influence in their teaching.

One grade school teacher reported that "after an orchestra concert,
new students always ask how they can join the band".
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Comments and Sumestions Made by Teachers and Sct:)ol Administrators

Production Matters

"Scheduling should be adhered to. Concert dates sLould

not be changed after dates have been announced. Start

concerts on time and finish on time."

"Arrange seating plan so that all students can see the

conductor and hear well."

"A more suitable place for concerts is desirable."

Student Preparation

Numerous suggestions were made relative to preparatory material.

Several respondents stated that if this material were received several

months in advance of the concert, much more could be done with it.

Specific suggestions for useful material included: odiance listings

of music to be played, with music analyses, instruments to be featured,

sources of recordings, information on conductor and orchestra.

"Unless students are adequately prepared for the
concert, more damage is done than good." (Ele-

mentary classroom specialist)

Programming and Audience Partici ation

Programs should be planned for and focused more directly upon

specific age groupings.

Audience participation is valuable, but it should come at midpoint

in the program, not near the end.

One administrator suggested more student involvement, use of

younger players in the Orchestra, use of young school talent that is

not currently getting recognition. He also urged greater faculty sup-

port of youth concerts.

More Concerts Needed

Increase the number of concerts and make them available to all

students in all schools. One administrator suggested at least two in-

school concerts for elementary schools. Another recommended a series

of concerts be given to satisfy those students whose deep interest

has been aroused.
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One administrator suggested an outdoor concert in a more informal
atmosphere.

Alternate Winston-Salem Symphony youth concerts with concerts pre-
sented by the (nearby) Greensboro Orchestra, the North Carolina School
of the Arts Orchestra (located in Winston-Salem), and the North Carolina
State Symphony (plays throughout the State).

Develop concerts for junior high and senior high school students.

"Principals often say many children go simply to get
out of school. This may be true in many cases, but
they have at least been exposed to good music, and
they are made to behave, so some of it is bound to
rub off on them and parts of it they do enjoy. I

think the youth concerts are an excellent and profit-
able experience for all who go." (Elementary classroom
music specialist)

CONCERTS PLAYED BY THE LITTLE SYMPHONY UNDER P.L. 89-10, TITLE I
FINANCING

In 1965-66 the Winston-Salem Little Symphony, composed of 28-30
members of the Winston-Salem Symphony, under the direction of John
Iuele, participated in a cultural enrichment program sponsored by the
school system under a P.L. 89-10, Title I grant, and administered by
the Winston-Salem Arts Council.

The Little Symphony presented 9 free performances (I program) in
as many different school auditoriums on Friday evenings (7:30 - 9:00
PM), during March, April and May. The concerts mere available to any-
one wishing to attend, but were directed primarily to children and
adults living in deprived school neighborhoods.

The overall project also included preformances in the same 9 schools
by theater, dance, and choral groups, and a piano recitalist.

Although the official evaluation of the project included comments
on its overall value, great disappointment was evinced over the small
audiences that attended the Little Symphony Concerts. Size of audi-
ences ranged from 15 to 125 persons. Various matters relating to the
newness of the project and its administration, publicity, lack of school
faculty and administration interest, etc. were judged to be involved in
the limited attendance at concerts.
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The project was continued in 1966-67 with the Little Symphony play-
ing 11 performances.

Comments from teachers and school administrators concerning the
project and concerts included the following:

"Since more children are able to go on school time,
I think that the concerts should be planned for a
school day rather than at night or on a weekend."
(4th grade teacher)

One principal said that attendance would be better if all youth
concerts were held during the school day, the transportation problem
becoming acute for some children under other circumstances.

"The children look forward to having the musicians
visit the school. They are close to the conductor
and orchestra and they seem to be more attentive in
a smaller audience." (4th grade teacher)

"I think that in plarning a program for the pupils
of a school, emphasis should be placed on the needs
of the student population and the character of the
community in which they live." (6th grade teacher)

"I could be proved wrong, but I'm not too convinced
that the small orchestra concerts "get the job done':
The sound is so small and many students will hear
only this because they do not go to the full orches-
tra concerts, voluntarily. Probably the advantages

outweigh the disadvantages. I hope so." (4th-9th

grade teacher)

SMALL ENSEMBLE IN-SCHOOL PERFORMANCES

Initiated in 1957 through the leadership of the conductor, in-school
performances for 4th, 5th and 6th grades, presented by a small ensemble
from the Orchestra have continued to form an integral part of the Orches-
tra's overall educational work.

These programs feature a double quartet of strings (no bass) and,
each year, a different instrument from one of the other sections of the

orchestra. This year's featured instrument was the trumpet. Musicians

are paid for their services.
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The programs, 45 to 60 minutes in length, are planned by the con-
ductor, who discusses the imtruments and music, demonstrates different
styles of playing and kinds of music. The same program is presented in
each school throughout a given year.

Although the musicians presented a total of 44 performances in
1966-67, the chief complaint expressed concerning the ensemble project
was that it could not be extended to enough schools or made available
to enough of the children.

The director of music education coordinates the scheduling of en-
semble concerts with the conductor and school principals. Student at-

tendance is required.

Preparation of students for ensemble concerts rests upon the ini-
tiative of the individual teacher. Concert preparation was done via
radio in years past, through use of recordings and discussions about
the music and composers.

The director of music education contacts each participating princi-
pal for individual evaluations of ensemble programs and informally pre-
sents the suggestions and recommendations to the conductor.

The Orchestra Association assumes responsibility for developing
the financial support (approximately $4,000 per year) for the ensemble

project. In addition to funds allocated by the Nancy Reynolds Bagley
Verney Fund and tbe Nusic Performance Trust Funds of the Recording
Industries, the Orchestra solicits PTA groups to help meet the $25 fee.
In 1966-67, 36 of 40 participating school PTA groups contributed at the
rate of lO for each child attending an ensemble concert in their re-

spective schools.

Comments of teachers and school administrators concerning the en-
semble project included the following:

"The in-school concerts are grand as far as they go:
however, they give children only a taste, not a
swallow." (Elementary classroom music specialist)

"The chamber group going to elementary schools and the
full orchestra presenting a concert in the Coliseum
seems most effective." (Instrumental specialist)

"Young people need a full sound to grasp an idea and
form. Chamber groups such as are presented in the in-
school concerts tend to become boring and are definitely
empty when presenting a work written for full orchestra.
Young people need to be thrilled with sound!"

Some school administrators observed that the burden of financing
student attendance in depressed areas should not have to be borne by
the PTA which has many other financial responsibilities.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

AMERICAN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA LEAGUE YOUTH CONCERT SURVEYS

The most comprehensive surveys of youth concert activities
in this country have been conducted by the American Symphony Or-
chestra League through and for its member orchestras.

The 1955 questionnaire survey brought forth replies from 71
orchestras giving youth concerts. (L) All data was provided by
the orchestras without involving the public schools. Topics rang-
ing from finance to audience supervision were covered. No attempt
was made to compare the artistic or educational value of one or-
chestra's concerts with those of another.

The major conclusion arrived at was that means of financing
youth concerts had to be found and more of them presented.Several
other findings are germane to the present study:

1. There was no correlation between the number of years
youth concerts had been given and either high or low attend-
ance.

2. Admission charges or lack thereof were not a deciding
factor in high attendance. The policy of having students
pay an admission charge was favored by many orchestras as
an aid to a young person's training to support fine music
financially.

3. Concerts given in school time attracted the largest
audiences. Saturday morning concerts were found to be
next best in this respect.

4. Higher attendance was noted when there was close or-
chestra-school cooperation. There was orchestra-school
planning in all but 10 cases, but no details were given
on the extent of this planning.

5. Orchestras were handling much of the preliminary work.
Schools provided pre-concert study materials in less than
half of the cases, but school personnel actually handled
preparation of the students in most instances.

6. Ticket sales did not cover concert costs for 85% of
the orchestras. Costs were met from orchestra general
funds and women's association funds in 68% of the orches-
tras. Five orchestras received school funds.
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7. Although it was felt that young people responded well
% to contemporary music, indications were that not much was

appearing on youth concert programs. Programming, in gen-
eral, was described as reflecting "lack of imagination and
resourcefulness".

8. The regular conductor was involved in youth concerts
in 85% of the cases. Three used youth conductors occasion-
ally.

9. All but one orchestra used verbal commentary at con-
certs. The conductor did this in 7570 of the cases. Two
used student narrators.

10. About 75% of the orchestras developed concerts for
specific age or grade levels. Two-thirds of the concerts
involved elementary children.

11. Transportation was handled by 14 of 62 orchestras.
Several orchestras included transportation costs in the
ticket fee.

A secona League survey report issued in 1961 utilized data from
75 orchestras. (2) An aggregate audience of 1,635,000 was reported
by 73 orchestras in 1960-61 for 766 youth concerts. Printed programs
were used by 45% of the orchestras. About 87% of the orchestras
reported concert preparation of students being done. Mention was
made of the fact that study materials varied greatly in their use-
fulness.

Contemporary music was included by 71% of the orchestras re-
porting, but the interpretations given to the term "contemporary"
varied from Leroy Anderson to Stravinsky. An interesting list of
works written especially for young children was included. Concert
themes were listed, with the comment that some of them were obviously
contrived to justify using certain music or to provide material for
copy writers.

HOFFER'S STUDY OF YOUTH CONCERTS PRESENTED BY MIGHIGAN COMMUNITY
ORCHESTRAS

Hoffer's study of 6 community orchestras in Michigan (made in
1958) was centered on youth concerts presented for elementary stu-
dents and the problem of attracting more secondary students to con-
certs. (3) He found that the conductors selected music for pro-
grams based on the orchestra's ability to play it, the number of
rehearsals needed to prepare it, the place of the music in a pro-
gram built upon a theme, and with the time element being a con-
sideration, as well.
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About 1 hour was devoted by the average teacher to class-
room concert preparation, which included discussion, playing of
records, and explanation of instruments. Preparation was judged

not to be thorough. An average of 15 minutes was spent on con-
, cert follow-up, with all of the teachers questioned participating.

Teenage concert attendance was reckoned at about 1 percent

of those eligible to attend. Suggestions made for improving it
were: (1) holding orchestra-school planning meetings, (2) care-
ful preparation of students with focus on the music to be played,
(3) giving extra credit for concert attendance, (4) increasing
publicity for the concerts, and (5) having special concerts for
junior or senior high school students with some music being
chosen by the students.

Hypotheses were developed and tested to attempt to determine
why results obtained from practices observeddid not measure up to
expectations. The first analysis was focused on philosophical-
methodoliggical differences between schools and orchestras--one
of the principal considerations in the current study. Hoffer
examined the effect of misunderstandings and derogatory attitudes
between the institutions involved and concluded there was a strong
need for sincere "mutual education". The crux of the study was

stated as follows:

Probably the most significant finding of the entire
study was the effect of the existing weakness of
school-orchestra joint effort in promoting music
appreciation and understanding. This condition
existed in spite of stated views and objectives
of both parties. The orchestra officials and school
music teachers each avowed one thing and practiced
another.

His conclusion was that the teachers or the orchestra per-
sonnel either were not aware of the problems and opportunities
involved in the development of youth concerts, or were not in-

terested in them.

Hoffer also examined problems involved in available time,
money and leadership factors as related to youth concerts.



In constructing a desirable elementary youth concert situation,
Hoffer mentioned the following points:

1. Offer at least 4 free (or nearly so) concerts each year
during the school day.

2. School boards should help to finance youth concerts.

3. The schools should allow much more time for teachers
to prepare and follow-up the concert experience.

4. Preparation should include instrument demonstration's, con-
cert manners, the use of radio and television and integration
with other subject areas as a real part of the general ifistruc-.
tion..

5. Cognizance should be taken of existing-techniques for im-
proving educational concerts and use should be made of these
techniques.

6. Good attitudes toward music should be emphasized at all
times.

7. There should be more joint participation by school groups
and soloists.

S. Programs should not be over 45 minutes and should be well
paced.

9. Music should not be too complex.

BURTON'S STUDY OF HONOLULU SYMPHONY YOUTH CONCERTS

The Honolulu Symphony Orchestra figured prominently in the report
on youth concerts issued by the American Symphony Orchestra League in
1957. Burton's study (1965) examined the educational activities of
this orchestra in greater detail. (4) From its beginning in 1950,
the Honolulu Symphony youth program included a demonstration team
of 4 to 7 musicians, a chamber orchestra and the full orchestra.

Originally set up by joint action of the orchestra and schools,
details and problems of running the youth concert program grew to a
point where it became necessary to hire a music consultant for the
Hawaiian Department of Education whose initial duties were to work
with the orchestra. At the same time of Burton's study, however,
the position had been expanded to cover music education in the en-
tire State, with much less attention given to the Orchestra's edu-
cational functions.
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Burton fouild there was no joint effort being made by the
schools and the Orchestra to plan educational activities. Object-
ives of youth concerts were not understood and there was little
effort being made to make teachers aware of the educational activ-
ities involving the Orchestra.

The existence of a youth symphony board of 75 high school
students and young adult concert parties, a mixture of the musical
and the social, were evidence that efforts were being made to in-
terest and involve adolescents in concerts.

Youth concert preparation was considered to be weak at the
time, although study materials were available. A special effort
was made to integrate 7th grade concerts with social studies, with
no apparent outstanding results.

Suggestions for improvement included employment of a full-time
youth concert education director, and appointment of a ten-member
advisory committee, including music education specialists, a school
administrator, elementary and secondary classroom teachers and the
Orchestra's manager. This group would set goals, plan for concert
continuity and learning experiences. It was suggested that the edu-
cational director might be the Orchestra's assistant conductor or a
teacher with a partial load.

Several of Burton's recommendations for concert preparation of
students, based on his study of and long experience with the Hono-
lulu Symphony Orchestra, are given below:

1. Provide self-instructing guides for secondary non-music
students.

2. Hold in-service meetings for junior high school general
music teachers.

3. Have an introductory planning meeting at the beginning of
each school year for all concerned.

4. Create a pool of recordings.

5. Develop a teachers' handbook of a non-technical nature
to include everything a teacher should know about youth
concerts from objectives to program notes to be lead aloud.
All mechanical details of interest, such as transportation
.T.1(ould be covered. Reading lists for required ottside as-
signments would be provided for students. Suggestions for
evaluation were also made.
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VAN VACTOR AND MOORE'S STUDY OF STUDENT AUDIENCES IN GERMANY AND
TENNESSEE

Van Vactor and Moore's study of symphony orchestra concerts
for over 600 school students in grades 6 through 10 in Knoxville,
Tennessee and Frankfurt, Germany, included, along with an inter-
esting brief history of youth concerts, many points that have a
direct bearing on many of the concerns of the present study. (7)
While concerned with measuring the effect of the same concert
programs on two different young audiences with different national,
educational and cultural backgrounds, the study also was concerned
with the educational outcomes for the individual.

A comprehensive 34 page student booklet was prepared which
contained, along with a general history of musical instruments
and the orchestra, biographies of composers of programmatic music,
explanation of terms used, short sections on types of music, mate-
rial pertaining to concert themes, a short history of the opera
and other works by composers whose works were being played. The
notes pertaining directly to the compositions played were based
on musical form as explained through the use of diagrams and mu-
sical examples.

Several evaluation devices were developed to measure student
learning. Steps were taken to equate European and American audi-
ences and concert situations. Much emphasis was placed on changes
in listening tastes as a result of the four programs each audience
heard. Of particular interest to the present study were the fol-
lowing statements:

1. Students learn from live concerts designed with their needs
in mind, although all didn't like the concerts.

2. "Themes" are effective programming devices. They bring
about concentrated learning and emotional impact.

3. Good classroom materials are vital. Classes not using
materials learned a great deal less than those who did.

4. Concerts are a valid part of the music course of study.

5. The presentation of the concert in the concert hall creates
"irreplaceable" excitement and emotional impact. (His substan-
tiation of this point was rather weak from a purely objective
standpoint).

6. The preconceived notions that children have of serious music
and musicians are often erroneous.

7. It is not enough to teach the facts about the music.
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Five suggestions given for creating listening activities,
even when live concerts were not available were:

4)- 1. Developing programs in the classroom, using recordings
as the basis.

2. Use School ensemble groups for youth concerts.

3. Integrate music with other subjects.

4. Encourage individual initiative in creating concert

programs.

5. Center attention more on music in films and television.

In his discussion of the functions of the youth concert con-
ductor, Van Vactor made several interesting observations:

1. The conductor's role as narrator has become less important
as the educational aspects of youth concerts haw., been devel-

oped. (Not borne out by 1957 League survey or the present

study.)

2. The conductor has not the time (and sometimes not the in-

clination) to fully consider the needs of his youth audience.

3. The conductor of youth concerts will have little success
unless he has a liking for and some understanding of children.

4. The conductor must try to listen "through the ears of the

young and inexperienced."

5. The conductor must react to emergencies during a concert

in a calm and reassuring manner.

6. The conductor must program shorter numbers for younger

children. A rule of thumb, as given by the manager of the
Wichita Symphony, is one minute for each year of age.

The problems existing between orchestras and schools were recog-

nized and the absolute necessity for close cooperation and planning

for the sake of the young listener was stressed.

The dearth of contemporary music found on youth concert programs
and the problems encountered in rehearsing new music are touched upon,

as are concert manners, paying for concerts as the only means of com-

manding the child's full respect, and the necessity for program notes.
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METHODOLOGY FOR THE YOUTH CONCERT STUDY

Methods Followed

SOURCE OP STUDY IDEA

The American Synphony Orchestra League and The American Univer-

sity were asked by the head of the Arts and Hunanities Branch of

the U. S. Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and

Welfare, to submit a proposal for a study of symphony orchestra

youth concerts (and related activities) presented in conjunction

with public education, the study to be based on detailed case

studies of such activities in a few selected cities in the United

States.

The League was chosen because it is the national professional

orchestra association and the one organization fully knowledgeable

in the area of orchestra matters. The Music Department of The

American University was selected by the League to oversee the

music education portion of the joint proposal and to provide the

administrative framework within which the study might function.

PLANNING AND PROPOSALS

A period of about 12 months passed before a suitable proposal

was ready for examination by a board of review under the Develop-

ment Activities Program of P. L. 83-531. Originally, an 18-month

period was deemed necessary by the project directors to conduct

the study, but it was determined that only a shorter period of

time would be considered by the board of review, and a I2-month

schedule was developed. This initial proposal was submitted in

November, 1965. Due to budget limitations within the U. S. Office

of Education, the proposed size of the study staff and related

budget were rejected, but the procedures outlined were considered

to be suitable.

A second budget proposal was submitted in June, 1966 and the

entire proposal was accepted. The contract between the federal

government and The American University under P. L. 83-531, provid-

ing $93,000 of federal funds went into effect on June 20, 1966 and

was to run for 12 months.

A request for an extension to September 30, 1967 and later, to

December 15, 1967, was submitted in May, 1967 and granted, with the

extended operation financed by a re-distribution of unexpended funds

as of June 19, 1967.
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SELECTION OF CASE STUDY CITIES

The choice of orchestras and school systems to be studied was
made on the basis of the follcwing criteria:

1. The existence (or absence) and extent of certain youth con-
cert activities, the study of which micht prove significant
to a majority of orchestras and school systemc;

2. Geographical location that would give national representa-
tion while providing practical itinerary for field research
teams;

3. Willingness of orchestras and school systems to cooperate
with study personnel in gathering of data;

4. Budget category of orchestra.

All orchestras invited to participate were members of the Ameri-
can Symphony Orchestra League, in which are represented some 800 of
the approximately 1,400 symphony orchestras in the country, includ-
ing practically all of the more active and artistically significant
orchestras. An.priginal list of 25 orchestras was selected for par-
ticipation by the project directors. Of this group, 20 were finally
selected for study and all agreed to participate.

ORCHESTRAS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

Musicians engaged on a full
time basis for a stated num-
ber of weeks per year

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Cleveland Orchestra
Detroit Symphony Orchestra
*Hartford Symphony Orchestra
New Orleans Symphony erchestra
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra

Seattle Symphony Orchestra
Utah Symphony Orchestra,

Salt Lake City

*Only a portion of orchestra
musicians engaged on a full

time basis
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Musicians engaged on a
per-service basis

Chattanooga Symphony Orchestra
Columbus Symphony Orchestra,
Ohio

Evansville Philharmonic
New Haven Symphony Orchestra
Pasadena Symphony Orchestra
Rhode Island Philharmonic,
Providence

Sacramento Symphony Orchestra
Florida West Coast Symphony
Orchestra, Sarasota

Spokane Symphony Orchestra
Winston-Salem Symphony Orchestra



Obviously, there could be no examination of youth concert
activities without cooperation from both orchestra and public
schools. After the orchestra had accepted the invitation to par-
ticipate, a similar invitation was extended to the public school
system in the home city of the orchestra.

In extending invitations to school systems, it was found that
school systems which did not return the completed form indicating
their willingness to participate and had to be contacted either by
a follow-up letter or telephone call to obtain approval, provided
less data of meaningful nature for the study personnel. Due to the
limited time permitted for the study, no substitutions were possi-
ble without creating additional expense and fieldwork.

Although the orchestras were all willing to participate, admin-
istrative and conducting changes did occur, either during or around
the time of field visits, in several instances, which changed the
picture somewhat, but, here again, last minute substitutions could
not be easily made. Imminent changes in top music education per-
sonnel in several cities also strongly influenced the case study
procedures.

The following two factors significantly affected the response
of some of the school systems to the case study procedures:

1. The familiar dilemma of the school system', located near
colleges and universities that have active graduate and
research programs being innundated with requests for com-
pletion of questionnaires, presented difficulties for the
youth concert study. The particular case in point was the
San Francisco Unified School District's policy of not
permitting questionnaires to be distributed. This was not
known until it was too late to substitute another city.
The school system's position in this matter, although
understandable, prevented the gathering of data that, along
with interviews, provided the bulk of the music education
information used in preparing this Study.

2. There were several instances in which it was felt that the
director of music education was ?participating in the study
unwillingly or without a clear idea of the purposes of this
study and the necessity of employing certain data gathering

procedures.

ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION

The official study office was established on the campus of The
American University in Washington, D. C. All study administrative

matters pertaining to the project contract, payment of personnel
and the American Symphony Orchestra League for services, ordering
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of supplies, preparation and dissemination of all music education

data gathering devices, and arrangements for maintenance of re-
search teams in the field were handled through this office. The

research specialists in music education were based here. The

University study office was set up and supplies ordered during

June an.17 July, 1966.

The orchestra phase of the study was coordinated through the

office of The American Symphony Orchestra League at Symphony Hill

in Fairfax Cotnty, Virginia, a 20-minute drive from Washington.

Correspondence and arrangements with the orchestras, research-team
housing arrangements were carried on here, and the orchestra re-
search specialists worked mainly from the League office.

SELECTION OF THE STUDY STAFF

Announcements were sent by the study office throughout the

country during the early summer of 1966 to colleges and universi-

ties maintaining large graduate music education programs and

research activities. The personnel employment services of the

Leaque also were brought intO play. The final selection of re-

search specialists was made from among a small number of well-

qualified applicants and represented, in the minds of the project

directors, a fortunate blend of experience, interest and ability.

All 4 specialists brought extensive orchestra experience to the

study, along with special abilities to conduct the critical field

work.

Team A - Eastern United States and Mid-West

Franz Bibo

Martin LeBeau

Conductor, former conductor of orchestras
at the Oberlin Conservatory of Music, con-

ductor of the City Symphony Orchestra of

New York; Bachelor's degree from New York

University, Master's degree from Juilliard

School of Music, former faculty member of

Brooklyn College.

Music Educator and violist, former instru-

mental music instructor in Arlington--County
schools, Virginia, member of Shenandoah
Valley Festival Orchestra for 6 summers;
Bachelor's degree from Northwestern Univer-

sity, Master's degree from the University

of Virginia.
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Team B - Eastern United States and the West Coast

Judith Hagerty

Martha Noyes

Member of the special projects staff of
the American Symphony Orchestra League,
and a cellist; graduate of the Univer-
sity of Puget Sound, Music Major, former
manager of the UPS-Tacoma Symphony.

Music Educator and cellist, instrumental
music instructor in the public schools
of Birmingham, Alabama and Knoxville,
Tennessee, faculty member, Morningside
College, Iowa, former member of the
Houston Symphony; Bachelor's degree
from the Carnegie Institute of Techno-
logy, Master's degree from Indiana
University.

TRAINING OF THE STUDY STAFF

Due to the nature of the field activity and the complexities

of the study in general, an intensive training phase had been
deemed necessary for the research staff. Due to the late dates t.

at which it was neceasary to place the specialists under ccntract

(August 19, 1966 for 3, and September 12, 1966 for the fourth
person), and the necessity for beginning the field trips in early

October, 1966 to meet the June 20th, 1967 deadline for the final

report, this critical aspect of the total program was reduced to

a period of about 7 weeks. During this time the case study con-

sultant, Dr. Ruth Morris, presented interviewing and case study

techniques in general, with a minimum amount of time being avail-

able to observe and criticize practice interview sessions. The

project directors presented a review of pertinent aspects of their

professional fields, and a review of the literature available on

youth concerts was made by the specialists individually.

DEVELOPMENT OF DATA GATHERING DEVICES

It had been determined early in the formulation of study pro-

posals that data would be gathered chiefly by means or: personal
interviews, observation, informal contacts and examination of docu-

ments in each city. Due to complexity of factors to be considered

and the probability of innumerable variables being inherent in a

study of the type contemplated, it was decided that statistical

treatment of data would, of necessity, be of a very simple nature.

As the music education staff contemplated the task of ade-

quately surveying school involvement, it was decided to develop

a series of rather extensive questionnaires to be distributed to
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students and various categories of teachers. The music education
devices were prepared with assistance from the case study consul-

tant.

Data from the orchestras was gathered through personal inter-
views and examination of orchestra documents. Comprehensive sub-
ject guides were prepared on each aspect of youth concert operations
These guides were then translated into a series of detailed inter-
view guides for use during interviews with various persons involved

in orchestra operations. Supplementary forms were prepared for
documentation of various portions of the material to be covered,
such as historical background of youth concerts in each city, finan-
cial schedules, programming information, concert schedules, etc.
All orchestra materials were prepared under the personal direction
of the League's Executive Vice President, the co-director of the

study.

A major portion of the staff training period from August 19

until the first field visit beginning on October 10, 1967 was
devoted to the preparation of the data gathering devices.

ORGANIZATION OF THE FIELD WORK

It was estimated that approximately 2 weeks should be spent in

each city to gather necessary data and make an on-the-spot evalua-
tion and report of the situation. In some cases, it was possible

to do 2 cities in 2 weeks and, in others, 2 weeks were not enough

to finish the work.

An examination of the study itinerary will

reveal that Team B stayed on the road for longer periods of time

than Team A, their itinerary having been closer to the home base.

From a financial standpoint, it was necessary to schedule a

series of visits that would make it possible to gather signifi-

cant data while making efficient use of travel funds.

The visit of a team to a community was preceded by about 2 weeks

by communications to the orchestra office and director of music edu-

cation outlining, once again, the procedures to be followed and

preliminary steps that might be taken to set up appointments and to

gather data.

Press releases and pictures were sent from the League office to

each city before the research teams arrived announcing their impend-

ing activities. Upon arriving in the city, initial meetings with

key liaison persons were held to set up interviews and arrange for

questionnaire distribution. The final day or two of each visit was

devoted to preparation of the field report.
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FINAL EVALUATION BY THE RESEARCH SPECIALISTS

Although several study all-staff meetings were held throughout

the course of the field work, the intensive field staff evaluation

and preparation of preliminary reports was done during April, May

and June, 1967. By the time the field work was completed in mid-

April, compilation of questionnaire information was well underway.

The professional staff members also were given assignments

designed to draw together information on various peripheral youth

concert activities such as opera and ballet performances for young

people. Preliminary charts that brought together all of the factual

information were compiled and checked. Additional contacts were

made with study cities to clarify points that mere not clear.

The final 10-day employment period of the research staff was

devoted to discussions of findings, as they were evident up to that

time, and analysis of final conclusions and recommendations.

PREPARATION OF THE FINAL REPORT

Experimentation by project directors and field staff during the

winter of 1966-67 established the form of the case study reports

for each city. Several drafts of the Winston-Salem report were

prepared. The form used for each city report, although somewhat

refined, is essentially what was decided upon then.

Actual writing of the final report was done by the project

directors and began in early July, 1967, at the study office, with

staff assistance and an additional research specialist employed

for a six-week period. A separate report of the educational find-

ings in each city was prepared and incorporated with the findings

of the orchestra specialists.

As per the original commitments made by the American Symphony

Orchestra League with each orchestra, the first draft of the

final report for each city was submitted to the orchestra concerned

for checking of factual data and verification of field worker inter-

pretations of material covered during personal interviews.

All of the final drafts of reports were referred to each of

the four members of the field research staff for final review and

approval.
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Form of the Case Study Report

FACT SHEET

Information of a general nature about the community, the orches-

tra and the public school system is presented with the conviction

that a thorough understanding of the youth concert situation is not

possible without some basic knowledge of the community and activi-

ties that constitute the society in which these concerts function.

Sources of Information

City Data - County and City Data Book, 1967

Community Profiles, U.S. Office of Economic

Opportunity (1)

County Data - Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area Data

(Appendix D)

0E0 Infarmation -Center,' Washington, D. C.

World Almanac, 1967 edition (2)

County and City Data Book,1967

The Orchestra - The American Symphony Orchestra League and the

individual orchestra offices

Purpose of County-City Data

The information on the Fact Sheet and in Appendix DI

al:though limited, was included to introduce the reader to

sone of the major social and economic influences affecting the

communities being studied, since youth concert activities can

be profoundly affected by the economic climate, the size and

racial balance of the general population and its general educa-

tional attainments.

SCHOOL SUMMARY

Latest figures and names of personnel were furnished by indivi-

dual school systems. Non-public school enrollment figures are

given when available for the same year as the public school enroll-

ment. Some information was obtained from the U.S. Office of Educa-

tion and N.E.A. Libraries.
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Annual per pupil expenditures for Seattle and Sacramento were

obtained by averaging separate expenditure figures for elemen-

tary and secondary levels.

Schools.--It was necessary to adopt a single system for ex-

pressing the type of school involved when listing them in the

various communities. The following categories were adhered to,

unless otherwise stated:

Elementary School: K-6

Elementary-Junior High School: Grades K-6 plus one

or more secondary grades

Junior High Schools: Grades 7-9

Junior-Senior High Schools: Grades 7-9 plus one or

more high school grades or Grades

9-12 plus one or more lower grades

Senior High Schools: Grades 9- or 10-12

Special Facilities and Programs.--Radio and television stations,

federally funded projects, special general programs and activi-

ties.

Re resentative Cultural and Educational Institutions

Sources of Information

Chamber of Commerce and School publications

Americana Encyclopedia

World! Almanac, 1967 Edition

Purpose of Including This Data.--Further understanding of a

community's potential can be gained by examining its higher

education and arts resources as an indication of the cultural

development of a city, and as resources upon which public

education can sometimes draw.

MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

The effectiveness of a music education program in a school

system cannot be judged solely on the basis of an outline of

curriculum and a list of personnel, but these can provide the

interested, experienced music educator with information upon which

he can base his study of the use of youth concerts.
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Staff assignments and numbers of teachers are given to provide
a basis for comparison with other situations of similar size and to
give an idea of the depth of music education teacher coverage. A
brief profile of curriculum and special programs is offexed as a
prologue to understanding how youth concerts are, or can be; fitted
into the existing course structure, and to point up some of the
inherent structural weaknesses in American music education in gene-
ral today when one thinks terms of music for every student at
all levels as a goal.

1966-1967 YOUTH CONCERTS - SUMMARY

An overview of the total youth concert schedule and related
activities presented by the orchestra, including full orchestra
and chamber orchestra concerts,small ensemble performances, spon-
sorship of youth symphony orchestras, etc.

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF YOUTH CONCERTS IN THE CITY

The oft-repeated statement that to fully understand the present,
one must look at the past prompted the inclusion of this section.
The philosophical aspect provides the "raison d'etre" for youth
concerts that is so vital to their existence and, sometimes, their
survival.

YOUTH CONCERT OPERATIONS

The principal consideration in each case study is a detailed
presentation of activities involving the orchestra as a large
unit. Small ensemble, opera, and ballet activities are mentioned
briefly, for the most part, with additional data given in separate
chapters and in the appendixes.'

Programming discussions and financial data are included within
the Youth Concert operations reports.

APPENDIXES

Summations of youth concert activities in chart form are given
in Appendixes I and J.

Materials gathered in each city and considered valuable in an
over-all sense have been included in Appendixos N and 0. Analyses
and sample programs are included in Appendixes P and Q. Compila-
tions of music education questionnaire and interview guide data
are given in Appendix B.
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Although comparisons among the various cities certainly can be
made in some categories, it is intended that each case study be
considered as a separate entity. Generalizations made on the
basis of a study of 20 cities can refer only to these cities and
do not necessarily constitute valid assumptions for other cities
with youth concert programs presented under what would probably
be very different conditions.

YOUTH CONCERT STUDY STAFF

Project Director - Thomas H. Hill - music education (32 time)

Project Co-Director - Helen M. Thompson - orchestra (1/3 time)

Research Specialists - full tine for 10 months

Team A - Franz Bibo - orchestra
Martin E. LeBeau mmsic education

Team B - JUdith A. Hagerty- orchestra
Martha H. Noyes - music education

Study Analyses and Library Research - Barbara Brodie

Consultants

Case Study Consultant - Dr. Ruth Morris
Music Education Consultant - Dorothy Baumle
Editorial Consultant - Dr. George C. Schuetze, Jr.

American University Contract Administrator - Maynard Young

Coding and Data Compilation

Richard Wingate - University Data Processing Center
Robert Brauchli
Margaret Kixmiller
Sally Kleinman
Frank L. Walton
Pamela Wigent
Janet Wilkins
Leanne Hillmer

Assistance in Preparation of Final Report

Betty Gimmi
Kathleen Murphy
June Wainwright

Assistance in Program Information
WlettrA E. Beaston, manager, Radio Station WGMS, Washington, D.C.
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RESEARCH TEAMS FIELD SCHEDULE

Team A - Mr. Bibo and Mr. LeBeau

October
October
November
December

january
JanUary
Fdbruary
February
March

Team B

10-23, 1966
31 - Nov. 8

20 - Dec. 3

5 -"Dec. 17

9-21, 1967
30 - Feb. 3

14 - Feb. 24
27 - Mar. 10
27 - Apr. 8

Miss Hagerty

NIP

41.0

SID

Baltimore
Evansville, Indiana
Cleveland
Detroit

Pittsburgh
New Haven
Hartford

-.Providence
Sara!mta and New Orleans

and Miss Noyes

October
October
November
November

January
January
February
February
March
March

10-23, 1966
31 - Nov. 12
14 - Nov. 26
27 - Dec. 11

9-21, 1967
22 - Feb. 2

3- Feb. 18
27 - Mar. 10
13- Mar. 24

Apr- 18

4.0 NIP

4111. .11111,

ao

Winston Salem
Chattanooga
Columbus
Cincinnati

Salt Lake City
Pasadena
Sacramento
San Francisco
Spokane
Seattle

REFERENCES

(1) U. S. Bureau of the Census. County and City Data Book, 1967:

A Statistical Abstract Supplement. Washington: Government

Printing Office.

(2) The World Almanac and Book of Facts: 1967. New York:

Newspaper Enterprise Association, Inc. 912p.
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GLOSSARY

ACADEMIC MUSIC CLASSES: Elective non-performance classes in theory,
music history and literature, humanities.

ADMISSION CONCERT: A concert for which a fixed charge is made to
the individual attending.

ALL-CITY ORCHESTRA, see YOUTH ORCHESTRA

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS: International union of instru-
mentalists.

ARTS COUNCIL: Coordinating agency for all or many of the fine and
performing arts groups of a given area.

AUGMENTING GROUPS: An ensemble performing with an orchestra such
as a choir or ballet group.

BACK-TO-BACK CONCERTS: Generally, two performances of a program
given within a 2 to 3 hour period, each performance usually
of no more than 45 to 60 minutes duraticm.

CSAMBER ORCHESTRA: A small orchestra (up to approximately 35
musicians). In addition to a small string complement,
orchestra usually consists of up to 8 woodwind players, usually
2 French horns, and sometimes additional brass instruments.

CHILDREN'S CONCERT, see YOUTH CONCERT

CLASSIFICATIONS OF ORCHESTRAS, see ORCHESTRA CLASSIFICATIONS

CLASSROCM TEACHER/ see ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM TEACHER

COMMUNITY ORCHESTRA, see ORCHESTRA CLASSIFICATIONS

CONCERT: A, performance of a musical progrmn.

CONDUCTOR: Musical leader of an orchestra.

Chief Conductor ) Terms used to designate perf,on having
Principal Conductor) highest artistic authority when the

musical staff of an orchestra consists
of more than one conductor.

CORPORATE POPULATION: Number of residents that live within the
official geographical limits of the city corporation.

COURSE OF STUDY (Public School): An outline of learning activities
and content for a particular area of the music curriculum,
such as general music or orchestra.
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CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS: Community organizations devoted to the fine
and performing arts, including orchestras, ballet companies,
choral societies, art galleries, museums, theaters, arts coun-
cils, etc.

CURRICULUM (131/1021X School): Courses and activities offered in a
particular subject matter area such as music.

DEPARTMENTALIZED INSTRUCTION: The practice in some school systens
of offering much of the instruction by specialists in grades
4-6 rather than by the general classroom teacher.

DIRECTOR. OF MUSIC EDUCATION: The principal music administrator
in a school system, regardless of his local title (supervisor,
coordinator, consultant, etc.)

ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM MUSIC: General music offered to all elementary
children, usually on a required basis. Consists basically of
singing, listening, rhythmic activity, playing of classroom
instruments and creative activity.

ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM MUSIC SPECIALIST: The music specialist who
either acts as a helPing teacher to the classroom teacher or
who does the actual instructing of the Children, or both. May
be assigned to one school or travel to many different schools.

ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM TEACHER: The teacher responsible for the total
instruction program in the elementary classroom.

ELEMENTARY GRADES OR. LEVEL: Usually kindergarten through grade 6;
includes pre-school activities in some systems. Is subdivided
into Primary Level - grades 1-3; and Intermediate Level -
grades 4-6.

ENSEMBLES, SMALL: Small groups of musicians who form duos, trios,
quartets, quintets, etc., giving musical instrument demonstra-
tions and informal performances in the schools.

E.S.E.A-: Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 or Public
Law 89-10. Passed to strengthen and improve educational qual-
ity and educational opportunities in the nation's elementary
and secondary schools. Title I, financial assistance to schools
in areas having high concentrations of lcw-incone families; and
Title III, supplementary educational centers and services, are
of particular concern to the present study.

FREE CONCERTS: Concerts for which no admission is charged to the
individual attending. The performances are financed by the
orchestra association, private doncrs, foundations, school
systems, city, state, or federal. programs, etc.
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GENERAL ADMINISTRATOR-SUPERVISOR (Public School): Superintendent,
associate and assistant superintendents, general area super-
visors (art, English, elementary education, etc.)

GENERAL MUSIC (PubLic School): Music instruction required of all
students or designed for the non-performing student in the
secondary school. Involves singing, listening, rhythmic and
creative activity and the playing of classroom instruments,
Instruction is often organized in units.

GREAT CITIES PROGRAM: The study by the Research Council of the
Great Cities Program for School Improvement begun in 1965 under
a grant from the Ford Foundation.

HONOR ORCHESTRA, see YOUTH ORCHESTRA

HUMANITIES (Public School): An elective class taught at secondary
level, usuaily in the high school, involving the combination
of art, music and English, or art and music. Ordinarily taught
by specialists in each field. Sometimes taught as a double-
period class each day for more capable students.

IN-SCHOOL CONCERTS: Performances given during the school day
at the school buildings.

an..1

Ik-SCHOOL-TIME CONCERTS: Performances given during the school day.

INSTRUMENTAL CLASS: Classes designed primarily for instructional
purposes, although occasional performances might be given.
Usually, beginning and intermediate level classes. The desig-

nation "advanced class" in some school systems refers to band
or orchestra rather than classes that are basically for learn-
ing the individual instruments.

INSTRUMENTAL SPECIALIST: A teacher who is trained to teach instru-
mental classes and ensembles and who devotes the major part of
his teaching time to this. Quite often travels from one school

or level to another. Gives group instruction on the various
instruments and/or conducts the band, orchestra, stage band,
coaches ensembles.

INTERMEDIATE GRADES OR LEVEL: Grades 4 through 6, subdivision
of Elementary grades or level.

INTERVIEW GUIDE: The form containing the sequence of questions to
be asked in a personal interview.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADES OR LEVEL: Usually grades 7 through 9,
subdivision of secondary level or grades.

KINDERKONZERTS, see YOUTH CONCERTS
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LOLLIPOP CONCERTS, see YOUTH CONCEFCS

MAJOR ORCHESTRA, see ORCHESTRA CLASSIFICATIONS

MEDIAN FAMILY INCOM2: Fifty percent of families have an income
above the given figure and 50% below this figdke.

METROPOLITAN AREA POPULATION: Standard metropolitan population
area, as designated by the U.S. census, contains at least
one city having a minimum population of 50,000 persons, the
county (or town in New England) of this city, and adjacent
counties closely related to the city which together form an
integrated social and economic unit.

METROPOLITAN ORCHESTRA, see ORCHESTRA CLASSIFICATIONS

MPTF, see MUSIC PERFORMANCE TRUST FUND

MUSIC CONSULTANT: A, music specialist who functiOns largely on an

on-call basis.

MTICTO rnnpnrN4ToR; see DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION

MUSIC DIRECTOR (MUSICAL DIRECTOR): Term used in desciibin4
duties of the conductor of an orche6tra including the actual
-musical leadership and referring to his total musical and

artistic direbtion.

MUSIC PERFOiMANdE TRUST FUND: Fund establisheci by the-kedOrding
indhstry in cooperation with the Amrican Federation of
Musicians, through whidh funds are Made available fbi per-
formances of instrilmental musid for which no admisSion charljé

is made.

MUSIC SPECIALIST: A teacher trained specifically to teach music.

MUSIC SLERVISOR, see DIRECTOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION

NON-SCHOOL-TIME CONCERTS, see OFF-SCHOOL-TIME CONCERTS

OFF=St'unrIL,IITur rnwr mRng, PorfnrmnacPQ given during hours and at
tines when schools customarily are not in session (Saturdays,

Sundays, evenings, etc.)

ORCHESTRA, see SYMPUONY ORCHESTRA

ORCHESTRA ASSOCIATION: A non-profit organization, usually incor-
porated, that serves as the sponsoring body for a symphony

orchestra.
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ORCHESTRA BOARD: The board of directors of the orchestra asso-
ciation in which is vested the legal power, civic and financial
responsibility to guide the affairs of the orchestra associa-
tion and the performing units it brings into being and maintains.

ORCHESTRA CLASSIFICATIONS: For convenience, symphony orchestras in
the United States and Canada are classified according to their
annual expenditures or "annual budgets".

Major orchestras - operating on more than $500,000 per year.
Range $500,000 to $4 million. (Effective minimum
base will be $1 million.)

Metropolitan orchestras - operating on annual expenditures
ranging from $100,000 to $500,000.

Urban orchestras - operating on annual expenditures ranging
from $50,000 to $100,000

Community orchestras - operating on annual expenditures of
less than $50,000.

ORCHESTRA SOCIETY, see ORCHESTRA ASSOCIATION

PAROCHIAL SCHOOL: A church-supported school.

PER PUPIL EXPENDITURE: The annual expenditure for public education
of an individual. (Can be figured on the basis of average daily
membership and average daily attendance. Some systens give one
figure for the entire grade structure, but others break it down
into elementary, junior and senior high school figures, the
secondary figures being correspondingly higher than elementary
expenditures.)

PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: Name used by many orchestras, see
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.

POLICY LEVEL PERSONNEL (Public School): Responsible for establish-
ing the principles upon which a school system is run.
Ordinarily the function of a school board or committee. Due
to his close liaison with the school board, the superintendent
could be classed in this category.

POVERTY AREA: Area in Standard Metropolitan Statistical areas of
250,000 or more population based on: (1) percentage of fami-
lies with cash incomes under $3,000 in 1959; (2) percentage of
children 18 years old not living with both parents; (3) per-
centage of males 25 years old and over with less than 8 years
of school completed; (4) percentage of unskilled males - laborers
and service workers-aged 14 or over in the employed civilian
lab.)r. force; (5) percentage of all housing units lacking some
or all plumbing facilities or dilapidated.
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PRIMARY GRADES OR:LEVEL: Grades 1 through 3. Subdivision of
elementary grades or level.

PRINTED PROGRAM: Listing of musical selections performed at a
concert, and varying in format from a simple, one-page sheet
to an elaborate booklet.

PRIVATE SCHOOL: Secular, non-public school.

PROGRAM: A grouping of a number of musical selections performed
at a given concert.

PUBLIC LAW 89-10 (P.L.), see E.S.E.A.

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC ADMINISTRATOR, see DIRECTOR: OF MUSIC EDUCATION

SECONDARY GRADES OR. LEVEL: Grades 7-12; subdivided into junior
high sdhool - grades 7-9, and senior high school, grades 10-12.

SECONDARY VOCAL-GENERAL MUSIC TEACHER: A music specialist in
grades 7 through 12 who is responsible for teaching general
music and, ordinarily, vocal ensembles. Usually confined to
one school.

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADES OR LEVEL: Usually grade 10 through 12.

SERIES CONCERT: One of several concerts played for essentially
the same audience and, if admission is Charged, usually on a
subscription basis.

SERIES OF CONCERTS: A group of performances hAving some basic
relationship, such as audience age grouping, sponsorships,
programming, etc.

SERVICE: A term used in mmsans' union contracts referring
either to rehearsals and/or performances. Customarily in
professional symphony orchestras, the contracts call for from
7 to 9 services maximum per week, each service of 2 to 3 hours
duration.

")

SINFONIETTA, see CHAMBER:ORCHESTRA

SPONSOR: Term used to designate a person, organization, agency or
institution that participates in the financing of a concert.

STUDENT CONCERTS, see YOUTH CONCERTS

STUDENT MATERIALS (Public School): Reading matter, outlinese
worksheets, suggested references, resources, individual
activities,tests, evaluation forms given directly to the
student for his personal use.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS (Public School): Recordings, films, film-

strips, books, pemphlets, pictures, etc.

SYMPHONETTA, SYMPHONIETTA, see CHAMBER ORCHESTAA

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA: A large group of musicians, characterized

by the instrumentation of string, wodwind, brass and per-

cussion complements, rehearsing and performing together on

an organized basis under the artistic leadership of a con-

ductor, and usually under the auspices of an orchestra asso-

ciation.

TEACHERS GUIDE: A, publication written for use by the teacher in

preparing to present the matter in a subject area, such as

music, and specifically, youth concerts.

TINY TOTS CONCERT, see YOUTH CONCERT

TRANSPARENCIES (Public School): A clear film-like sheet upon which

a teacher may Write, draw or type. Pictures and photographs

rt* be also imprinted. For use with the overhead projector.

URBAN ORCHESTRA, see ORCHESTRA CLASSIFICATIONS

WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION: An association of women who volunteer their

time and services for work on behalf of an orchestra, including

educational, promotional and fund raising activities, and desig-

nated by various names such as Women's Committee, Women's

Auxiliary, Women's League, Women's Guild, etc.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERTS, see YOUTH CONCERTS

YOUTH CONCERTS: Performances given expressly for young people,

usually up to and including high school age students. The

term, in usuage by various orchestras, is synonymous with:

Children's concerts, student concerts, young people's

concerts, little people's concerts, etc.

Concerts for pre-school age children are presented under the

following and similar titles: Tiny Tots concerts, Lollipop

Concerts, Kinderkonzerts, Little People's Concerts, etc.

YOUTH ORCHESTRA: An orchestra composed of young people, usually

of junior high school, high school and college age students.
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APPENDIX A

MUSIC EDUCATION DATA GATHERING DEVICES: ORGANIZATION, USE, COMPILATION

DEVICES

Used for School Personnel

Questionnaires

ow

Elementary Classroom Teachers Code V

Elementary Classroom Music Specialists Code R

Secondary Vocal Teachers . Code U

Instrumental Specialists (all levels) Code T

General Data Sheets (for specialist use only) . . Code Z

Interview Guides
,.......eNNL NCI

Policy Level Personnel (School Board Members,

Superintendents) . . . . . Code 0

Federal Contract Administrators Code P

General Administrators and Supervisors Code Q

Music Administrators and Supervisors Code S

Television - Radio Personnel Code X

Used for Students

Questionnaire for Secondary Level Student Opinion Code N

PROCEDURES

Questionnaires

Basic music education questionnaire pre-tested in an ele-

mentary school in Arlington County, Virginia.

Final revisions made after first field trip (Baltimore

and Winston-Salem).
Random samplings of questionnaire respondents used where-

ever possible.
In part of the study, respondents given option of submit-

ting questionnaires anonymously.
Maximum of 50 questionnaires of any one code distributed

in any given school system.
Questionnaire data coded and placed on punch cards.

Key punching and processing handled by American University

Data Processing Center.

Interview Guides

Final revisions made in guides after first field trip.

Use of guides remained sufficiently flexible as to be

practical in a given situation.
Data was hand-coded and recorded for use in final report.
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APPENDIX A

Copy of Announcement Sent to Respondents Along With Questionnaires-----_--------------------

YOUTH CONCERT STUDY

Your school system and the Pittsburgh Symphony are partici-
pating in a nationwide study of symphony orchestra youth concert
activities. The U.S. Office of Education, the American University,
and the American Symphony Orchestra League have jointly undertaken
such a study to develop suggestions and guidelines for presenting
youth concerts as an increasingly important part of our cultural
growth.

A major concern of the study will be to find out what effect
these youth concerts have upon the total public school experience.
Through a questionnaire sampling of the attitudes and opinions of
teachers and administrators, vm hope to learn what is happening
from those closest to the situation.

It is our sincere hope that you will find this questionnaire
interesting and thought-provoking. Please complete and return
it in the self-addressed envelope as soon as possible.* Your reply
will be considered confidential. You may omit your name from the
questionnaire, if you so desire. The success of the study depends

on your interest and cooperation. For this we are deeply grateful.

Upon completion, a copy of this study will be made available
through the music office of every participating school system.

Martin Le Beau
Research Specialist

* Be sure that the questionnaire title agrees with your teach-
ing position. If, for some reason, you are unable to complete
this questionnaire, please return it to the central office so
that our records will be complete.
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APPEhTIX B

Selected Data From

MUSIC EDUCATION QUESTIONNAIRES AND INTERVIEW GUIDES

Questionnaire Data Compilations

More often than not, the total number of responses to a ques-
tion will not equal the number of questionnaires returned in

any one category because:

1. Few respondents answered all questions

2. Some questions elicited more than one answer

The Elementary Classroom Teacher Questionnaire (Code V) was

the basic data gathering device used in sampling teacher opin-

ion, and most of the questions also -were used in one or more

of the questionnaires for oth:Fx teaching categories.

A compilation of responses is given for questions common to

2 or more questionnaires, to permit comparisons of opinions

expressed among the 4 different categories of teachers.

Compilations of responses are given to some questions that

were used in only one questionnaire when such data is per-

tinent to the music education and youth concert programs in

which the teacher functioned.

Interview Response Compilations
1111MINIC

Compilation of responses are given for questions not included

in the questionnaires.

Compilations are included in most cases only when answers from

2 or more responses are involved.

Compilation of Responses
I'mumirmilunOmme.mirammonwelcvmwollimmimartmcsmasamm

Code R Elementary Classroom Specialists
Code T Instrumental Specialists (all levels)

Code U Secondary Vocal Teachers

Code V Elementary Classroom Teachers

The position of each question in the respective questionnaire is

indicated by the code number preceding each question.

Percentages are based on the actual number of responses received
and are rounded off to the nearest whole number. The total number

of questionnaires received is listed to provide further basis for

comparison. 646



In your childhood, were
concerts desigaed yolIng

people-ever a part of your

background?

U-9 If so, through which
V-14 medium were they pre-

sented?

.....

Von
U
cW, g01,

Junta of Res

Code Total lc'z: 500

V
Live Concert
Radio 1 1

2 16".

1 Zb 2 270

& 3 -
& 3.111

Number of Responses 113 162

Code Total 1:8 500

11-10 Rate the effect these youth U V
17-15 concerts had on your cul- Favorable 95A-93i0

tural development. No ParticulLELELL.-2g-__ag
16'L

Code Total 198 530

U-1214 Do you help in
T-10 pre-concert pre-
V-171,1 paration?

Unfavorable

10111~....IIIMIM.01111111111

Yes

U V

--"-5-P0 "--"o53 0

No 28 47
Number ofiesses 193 280 501

Code Total 198 292 530

11-14 If other than school per-
V-18 sonnel assist in the pre-

paration, are you satisfied

with their presentation?

U-16 Mo you receive a
T-14 teacher's guide
V-21 for concert pre-
R-12 paration?

1111M.7w11.1.1.1.1111i
ti V

No
Sometimes 1-V9 -
N.A.

Vumber of au.9.0252_2A__
Code Total 198 500

V
-srcomromm.

Yes
2°4

...Nuises.1.78.15.9 450 2 8

Code Total 198 292 500
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U-17 Is it adecuate for
T-15 your purposes?
V-22
R-13

Yes
No ....
Sometimes
Other-
No Answer

TS 5 R

920
5% 4% 750 -7%
20; ANL

Number of Responses
Code Total

13-18 Please rate this material.

T-16
V-92

R-14

- 41111

133 112 282 229

19C 292 500 2.62

loot
CODE U

&cellenu Good Fair Poor
No oT

Responses
Provides sufficient
information

Clearly
organized
Suggested supple-

41%
mentary material available

55% 35% 1 0 119

62% 32%

Other

Code Total -

26%

4 5 7
aa.I.I.o.arsoo.

11=0140.140CM .......1....1.00

AMPIIII~.1

137

132

11

Provides sufficient
irfolmation
Clearly

.2teanized
Suggested supple-

38%
mentary matbrial available

Other

CODE T
Excellent Good Fair

55% 41%

47% 48%

Poor
No of
Responses

3% 1% 100

3% 1% 105

33% 16% 13% 100

Odls 462 4114

Code Total L 292
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U-18
T-16
V-22

11-1 4

-111.10.00

_Provides sufficient

information
Clearly
.pr nized
Suggested supple-
mentary. materials

111 .11/

Other

CODE V
Excellent Good Fair Poor Res onses

No. of

34%
,CNNZNIIIMCSIMIZNIMM

54% 1 1 % 1% 273

3 9°A 5 ego 1 019 1 %

available29% 38% 16% 17%

279

239

Code Total -

OUI

Anal.11.01

Provides sufficient
information
Clearly

CODE It
Riccellent Good Fair Poor Res onses

No. of

57% 3 5% efo 40I
_organized

60%
00M.,,..

3 ocio 1 o%

Suggested supple- 23%

Other

Code Total - 262

U-20 Mo your receive
T-17 materials p're-
V-25 pared for dis-
R-16 tribution to

your students?

ekles

No
Sometimes 23% 13% 1 4%

Number of Res onses 182 1 4 462 250

Ira

229

231

21% 10 214

U T

Oa

4.1111111Y
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U-22 Please rate this material.

T-19
V-27

M-18

CODE U

Interesting for
ages involved
Vbcabulary
choice
Layouz and

61%
artwork

Ex.-Good Fair-Poor Number of Responses

75% 25%

77% 23%

Organization, of ideas
and information

85% 15%

53

54

38

52

,I11111,

Recordings available
and in good condition

Printed musical
examples

Code Total - 198

59% 41% 46

66% 32% 47

CODE T
Etc.-Good Fair-Poor Number of Res

Interesting for
ages involved
Vbcabulary
choice 9°6/°

78% 22%

Layout and
71%artwork

loalo

46

39

onses

29% 38
Organization of ideas
and information

Recordings available
and in good condition
Printed musical
examples

Code Total - 292

111WIIMY

83%

71%

69%

18% 40

29% 38

32% 3514.,,
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U-22
T-19

V-27

. R-18

Interesting for
ages involved .

Vocabulary
choice

layout and

artwork :-

CODE V
EX.-Good Fair-Poor Number 'of Res onses

77.0% 23.0% 145

71.0% 29.0% 142

69.0% 31. aio

Organization of ideas

and information
Recordings available
and in ood condition
Printed musical

.82. 18.0%

128

135

66.0% 34.0%....M.,
exam les

52.0%

oode Total - 500

122

48.0% 125
..lorwrommiwor

aroma..

Interesting for

1.1-22-11222221.--
Vocabulary
choice

Layout and

'artwork
Organization.of ideas

88.0% 11.0%
and information

Etc

CODE
Good

90.0%

.81;0/0

F.hir -Poor

10.0%

11.1111.21/11MOKIMINI

liUmber of liesponaes,

50

19.0%

7600% 24.0

Recordings available
and in good conditioh

80.0% 20.0%

Printed musicams 86.0% 14.0%

47

34

45

35

36

Code Total . 262
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U-23 Do you develop
T-20 material spe-

V-28 cifica4y for
R-21 your own pur-

poses?

U-25 Do you collect

V-30 money for any of

R-25 the following?

U T V R

11-26 ta what way do you

V-31 t.hink the collection
R-26 of money should be

handled?

NO
Other
Number of Resmnses
Code Total

11..........4ft
11=1111.1.=1.

45% 36% 30% 59%

1

19C 292 500 262

V

Ticket Admission
Printed Naterials
Both Above
Transportation
None of These
Other .

Nimber of Responses 153 437 317.

Code Total

27% 23% 26%

198 500 262

By Massrcom Teacher
By School Office
Other; PTA) etc.

U V R
5 0 440 61

22% 290 1/
9% 27% 22

0

By EUsic Teacher
Number of Res Onses 147 347 153

Code Total 190 500 262

U-27 Vhdt it youis attitude toward having studen-6 pay for some-

V-32 bh±ng ih order to attend yotth concerts'?

R-27 1

U V R
- Favorable

Neutral
Unfavorable

awnOlon

V Uhfavorable

61 56%

_J1L
27o 33

0

9
25,0

.0ther

EUmber of Responses 161 392 210

Code Total 198 500 262
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U-28 Uhat provision is
11-33 made for students

R-28 financially un-
able to meet the

expense of youth
concerts?

U V R

Teacher PaYs 6°L

School PaYs 12V 2 56 22-e

PTA Pays 1% 10% 4

FTral Funds ,J09

:;her -6F-1370----e 0

None 23

Number of Responses 154 270 178

Code Total --1gf.3 500 26i

13-29 lo you feel that the students should be prepared to hear the

T-22 music played at youth concerts?

R-23
CODE U.- Of 183 respondents to this question, 179 were

in favor of student pre-concert preparation.

CODE T 283 of 285 respondents to this question were

in favor of student pre-concert preparation.

CODE R - Opinion was unanimous that the studer"..-,s ohould be

prepared before hearing the concert.

13--37 Do you object to

T-27 having the con-
11-38 certs on school

time?

U-36 From the standpoint
V-37 of student receptive-

ness, what time is
best for concerts?

V
Yes
No ___951_914_26

_NumhgIudaigsnonses 181 285 482

_Ladg_Total 193_222.5.0

U V
Earlier Morning Hours 4YLA7,2_10

Later Morning Hours 29% 25
Both of Above 3

Earlier Afternoon Hours
Later Afternoon Hours
Outside of School Hours 4

Other 50 -

Number of
Code Total 198 500
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U-39 Are you satis:-
T-29 fied with the

V.40 transportation
R-29 arrangements

when dhildren
attend concerts

away from school?

.Yes

No

Sometimes Wo - --iVo .4.

Other 1% 1% - .47_

N.A. 0......._/ 9.......1-1 leo it/ l%

number of RespO-TI-JeT-- 174 262 437 244

Code Total

4. .

.151/0 22EL11%.

19& 292 500 .'.62

U-40 If not, which of the following are contributing factors?

T-30

V-41
R-30 .Bpsses Not Provided

-Eame...510.o_Eq1211.9.jvc,

.Tpo Crowded

...1rilD2Wsgg.Tagaare
Combination 112
Combination 2 ec3
Combination 2 & 4
Combination 2, 3 & 4

T .y R

50% 39%....aq
12.4 2.5st

..._17/2_i ;Po

10_244_5%
1.6.40

d'a

0 4/0 -
2

Insufficient Supervision on Bus 3, 4.);

Bus Kot On Schedule 13(c. 2%

Both 5 & 6 3/0 2%

Other - 2% - -

nbmi-6;17767-ligiTy717e-S-------------730 52 -717171

COde Total 198 20 500 "262
_....,......_........._.................

411.

U-41 Fi'omi your own experience, what type of youth concert has

T-31 proved most effective educationally?

V-42
R-31

Full Orchestra
Chamber Orchestra
Orchestra with Soloist or Group 14°,

Small Ensemble 16%

Unable to Answer

37 35 5 41

1117 4
15

8 11 7

17 24 16

2 1 4Combination 1 & 2

73;1717,-Tion-1 & 3 9 11 3%

Combination 1 & 4_

Combination 2 & 3 IL-1/2
1 -

gem Oft

Combination 2 & 4
Number of Responses 190 280 478 264

Code Total 19g 792 516 Z62
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Rate general audience behavior at youth concerts.

U-43 U TV R

T-33 Excellent-Good 82% 87% 87% 887,

V-44 Fair-Poor 18% 13% 13% 12%

R-33 Number of Responses 182 201 470 244

Code Total 198 292 500 262

U*-44 In your opinion, what factors account for the type of be-

T-34 havior yau have just indicated?

17-45

B-34 R--

Lack of Pre-concert PreDaistion 47-6--5-iic7970
Inadequate Supervision 22542 2F=7.-/0 2.71- 2

. bo

parcjlan_late Trite7..lial for Age Group 18 5":. 2/5/.) 11';'.3 -.9g

Conductor Veriab.Th'S'------------ ------TR-----0----67-1---;--'7.if0 .1 I 0 ; a jio
Concerts Too-Ui;77-

757;17;Ewdza-FJ,3ETT------------------..._26c- ---W.V0-----§"cfo

Poor Acoustics 2% 210 25?,- i&T,

-

Interruption of' 2ellr3 - 1/0

.-Number ofRespomes 55 45 105 45
_ . . ......_, ......_ ._....,....

rercenta:; o.:e Reportin-Fair-Poor Bahavior la; -1-1,-)70---73--710

Code -1)--ot-a- 1 --1-i.i. 9,:)..- !:;'fi .) 27

61.111111110011011111.1111.1411111..11,1*.o.=weaeol. 11.17 114 111.01fts......e." ...,..11.. HI,T777,
TT 1' V It

Good Behavior Due To Pre-concerG Prep. 580 51,0 562.0

Adequate Supervision
Good Program Content
Other

''-4 if, -
2119 15310 1 6a1/9 1'05.. 70

81,0 rr./. '717:)5.;

NUmber of Responses 4p0 135

Percentage Reporting Ex.-Good EPhavior 825 eiT-W'l E38-6;

Code Total 196 232 .NO 2(.2

1T-47 To what degree has

T-37 the conductor's
1T-49 manner contributed

to the general suc-
ces of the youth
concert performances?

00w.emays...mam...awv.ftraftw.mreerm++.-.-.
if T V

Very Bich 87 4 6-07 667'3
Quite a Bit 2*--28% 2-
A Little
Not At All %0 2

amber ok Responses 171 24 445
_Code TotT1-.7 1?3 2,32 500
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T-40 Have extra-stsical .1OO...M....I...........w rP IT41.
---...-----....-

V"52 devices, such as -119-L-------..YAL.147; 1'4
R-36 cartoons, puppets, No 78ag 85% 87%

or large animated Sometimes - -

figures,been used as LA. 3% 1 -

part of the concerts? Number of Responses 224 451 244
Code Total 292 500 262

T-41 If so, what
V- -53 were they? Cartoons 18010 1110 18%
R-37 Puppets 8 %aio r210

Animated Figures 10% 8% -

Drawings Illustrations 29% L.4_52/,
Dramatic Effects 2% 35I0 -
Dancing 8% 24% 8°f0

Audio-Visual Devices 18% 4 0 1170

6Other q
Number of Res- onses 49 80 38

411N......M...........rPaaabawmmmwnioawowo

11=Mr.IIIIOMRIYLP ..e T V R

T-42 Rate their effect.

V-54 iveness for edu-
R-38 cational purposes.

Code Total 292 500 262

T V
Very Effective

17 o 26%Moderately Effective
Ineffective 96:f° 4%
Number of ResEns.2s.35 74
Code Total 292 500

R
24
23%

3,°

_59
262

IlkVws,4...........
13''.51 Is the music played Ir T V
T-43 suitable for the Yes 86c10 79% 86%
V-55 age group involved? No .-3

"-gometimes -----9
"lo not Know 1 13.L...212.

Ntmber of Responses 175 266 459
Code Total 19g 292 500
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1J-52 Vhat stIggestions do you have for i,,..qu'Oirjng the p::ogre.:A

T-44 content for your specific age group?.

V-56

V
The type of music should be geared to
the children's ability to comprehend

Concerts are too long
,...ACV.Irrb..a.rt...mr.o.11r

Concerts are too short

18% 20% 21%

1%

1% 1%

More extra-musical devices
should be employed

The instryctional narration
should be expanded
More music familiar to the
bhildren should be played

105/6 5% 10
There should be more student soloists

10% 4% 4%
and other forms of student participation
Shorter numbers should be played and73-27

5% 12% 12%
fewer movements from long symphonies

More contemporary music
should be played

15% 11% 8%

Other - 36% 17%

Number of Responses 92 91 138

Code Total

3% 1% 9%

7% 7% 9%

U-53 Is there audience

V-57 participation at
R-41 the concert?

IT-54 Mat do the
V-58 students do? Sing 62% 43% 35%
R-42 Clap or Tap Rhythms 8% 17°0 297

Both Above 05770770
0.4estion-Answer 16----1-7

_...9t1ISI_r _----------O 0

Clap and Question-Answer -0;
, -

Number of Resl)onses

11101111.M

198 292 5C0

V R

2-J16

Sometimes 4%
Other 2% 1/0 1%

2910 jg,

iiUmber of Responses 165 450 241

Code Total 198 500 262

V

Code Total

67

76 308 204
1 sop 262



V-55 What is your opinion
V-59 of this type of
R-43 activity?

U-58 Do you think that
V-60 your students should
R-39 have programs in

hand during the con-
cert?

11711=1,1101111..1.11!
Very Good
Good
Good If Limited

Unfavorable
Other

R
31q:- 3P% 4r;

4Th 35 0

110r--14 ,77-r73

Code Total A98 00 2E2

U V

B.A.
Sometimes
number of Res onses 157 468 242

Code Total

.0000.111.L...1111......7 1 g

198 500 262

U-59 Please explain your answer.
V-61

R-40
V

Programs are a distraction
for audience members
Prodrams rattle and disturb
the orchestra members
Programs are unnecessary if adequate

27% 41% 36%

Programs are helpful, in that they give the
students knowled-,..e of the order, titles etc.

Programs should not be used without adequate pre-chem
Programs (-rifle better

Yes for older but
ELymilerstudents

Other

11% 8% 8%

12% 7% 17%

30% 31% 29%

2% 4% 3%

8% 1% 3%

111.6111..

libmber of Responses
.11KOMOMMt

Code Total

658.

5% 3% 2%

910 4% 4%

144 431 234

198 500 r62



UA60 Do you veceiVe
T.-47 mtterials for

. V-62 post-concert

R-44 classrAy_m ubes?

-U-62 Do you use

T-49 planned post- Yes 45jo 34% 4 ch.....1e
0:V-64 concert activi- --No 59 66 o 49% 29%

R-46 ties of Your own?

NUmber of Res-)onses 155 227 3 9 193

Code Total 198 292 500 262

R

les
No
Sometimes
Other

1 2rt; 14510, j52L 3:4°/
86% 83c E 87-'2

0-
A

Number of Rae7;;;;77---T5-70t-W-171-
Code Total ic8 297 300 '/.62

11WW.........0
U T V R

U-63 If so,_describe briefly what they are.
T-50
V.-65

R-47

Discussian of reactions to music - possibly
accompanied by written or oral reports

Replaying of selections on records,
or of instruments of the orchestra

V

60% 79% 50% 53%

20% 14% 14% 14%

8% 1%

1%

"' 4% 5%

5% 6% 9% 13%

Written Assignments

Films

....1111.1.1Wr

Listening to related music

Discussion of non-subjective elements, i.e.

composers lives styles etc.

Correlating the music with other studies -
art,literature, social studies

Discussion of proper concert behavior .1%

Other 3%

NUmber of Responses
11.11....ei

88 85 191

Code Total 1S3 292 500

659



11-65 Does your school
T-52 system have post-
V-66 concert staff
R-48 evaluation ses-

sions?

u.66 r so, are you
T-53 usually given a
V-67 chance to Nerti-
R-49 cipate in these

evaluations?

11-67 Are the results
T=54 of the evalu-
V-68 ations genera4y
Rr50 pvt into practice?

U-68 Would you like
T-55 to have a
V-69 stronger voice
R-51 in evaluating

youth concerts?

Yes
No 2% 02,70

Sometimes
Do Not Know
Number of
Code Total 6 292 500 262

No
:amber of Res onses.:::::11...21.37
Code Total 198 292 ,500

Yes
No

..,Other
Number of Res' onseiriall
Code Total "1-9B 292 .:;0-0 262

U T V R
Yes 4a..4:1/2.23L4Z

Other - T%

-Jaggter of liegipszrres 92 1,87 351 166
...code Total 198 29 100 262
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1I-69 In your opinion, what is the purpose of youth concerts?
T-56

R-52
R.

Educational in music 26% 29% 27%

Educational in student's own
6% 5% 5%

social res onses with others
Enrichment, fosters appreciation

38% 34% 42%for good =Bic
To enjoy music and

Vo 5% 4%increase concert attendance
Stimulate interest in music as
an amateur or professional
Recruitment for future concert

4% 4% 6%audiences
Exposure to the live

_performance

Other

'WOW

11% 13% 10%

Number of Res onses
Code Total

.129 444.4
-4.98 292

4

la-70 Are these goals
5-57 being achieved in les
R-53 the current youth No

concert situation? Sometimes
Other 2 2._Ember of Responses 142 01 02
Code Total

U-7I If not, please elaborate.
T-58

R-54
Insufficient number of concerts 2

Inade uate varie of o
Ve few attend concerts
lack imagination
lack of orchestraareparation

understanding al
Inadequate.student preparation 0 16

Inade nate ost-concert follow-u
Other

Code Total 198 292 262

fINININNO11111!

198 292 262
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APPENDIX B

STUDENT OPINION ON YOUTH CONEERTS - Questionnaire Code N

(Note: Not all students responded to all questions)

Responses

Junior Senior
high high
school school Total
.1.NOMMENIIMIMMENI. .11

Number of student respondents. . . 37 223 260

Number of different schools. . . . 2 6 -8

No.of different cities represented -- -- 7

Youth concert attendance

Number having attended youth concerts 207

Number of years having attended youth concerts:
Average number of years attended . . . 4.0 (yrs)

Range in "
ft' IT tt 10.0

Median It tt 4.5

Mode ti It TT tt 6.0

General response to youth concerts

Positive reaction 89%

Some reservations or outright rejection 11%

Enjoyed the most at youth concerts No. of answers
received

Variety of music played 31

Music involvirtg a soloist 30

Classics ..... . . . . 20

Contemporary music . . . 14

Seeing someone my own age perform 10

Broadway show tunes . .
6

String numbers . . .
5

Vocalists as part of the program 3

Miscellaneous responses included quality of
performance, specific compositions, types

of programs.
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Enjoyed the least at youth concerts

Longer pieces 32

Slow, heavy music 26

Very modern music 13

Conductor talking down to the audience. . . 12

Some solos . . . . 10

Miscellaneous responses included opera,
7ifficulty of staying awake, etc.

If you were given the chance to plan youth concerts, what
would you suggest? (Most frequently mentioned items)

Well-rounded programs of classics and

contemporary 34

More familiar tunes with movements 30

Shorter, lighter pieces 28

More soloists 21

More contemporary music 21

Program introducing jazz 16

Separate concerts for high school students. . 14

No changes in present programs are necessary. 14

More explanation of music before it is played 12

More frequent concerts 11

More show tunes . . . . 10

A good narrator . . . . 9

Instrument demonstrations 8

More student participation 3

Do you attend any of the orchestra's regular subscription
concerts?

Yes 101

Sometimes 1

No 144

If so, do you prefer youth or adult concerts and why?

a. Youth concerts
They have more appeal for younger people 17

b. Regular subscription concerts
Because complete compositions are played -17
Programming is less general and mom
specific 10

Youth concerts geared to too low a level 15

31

77

c. Both have their place 12
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Concert preparation and follow-up

Received by 162 None received by. . . 91

Student rating of value of preparation:
Very valuable 68 Makes no difference . . 13

Somewhat helpful 88 Worthless 5

Number participating in post concert activity in classes 132

Consisting of: Discussions 114

Written report. . 22

Replaying concert music . 5

Miscellaneous answers . . 7

Profile of music activities of the student respondents

Instruments played: Ensemble participation:

Orchestral strings . . . 44 Concert band . 31

Woodwinds . . . . . 39 Marching band . . 11
Brasses . . . . 24 Stage band 13

Keyboard . . . .114 Orchestra . . . . . 55

Guitar . . e 24 Rock IN Roll band. . . .1

All-city groups . . 7

(some played several) Small ensembles . . . 1)

School choir . . .150

Glee club 10

Church choir . . . 22
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Appendix 13

Interview Questions

1. In what ways are you involved
in youth concerts?

CODE Q 54 Resporidents
NERAT., ADMINISTRATORS AND SUPERVISORS

Attend concerts . . . . 12

On principal's committee 9
No direct connection 10

Involved with mechanics 8

Member of orch. bd. of directors. 3
Federal project involvement . 2

2. Generally speaking, are you Yes...34 Not complete1y...3 No.4.1

satisfied with the existing

arrangements between orchestra
and schools?

3. Do you make arrangements for
youth concert preparation
for students who do not
receive music instruction as
a part of their school work?

Yes...3

4. Is it possible to provide it? Yes...1 No...32

5. In what ways can the student
be effectively involved in
planning and presentation
of youth concerts?

6. Are you satisfied with
audience control at
concerts?

More student participation as
players and soloists . . .8

More student audience participation 6

Use student opinions and interest 3

Assembly planning 3

Skits to teach manners 1

Yes...33 No...2
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CODE S 61 Respondents

MUSIC ADMINISTRATORS AND SUPERVISORS

Wrote preparatory materials 13

On orchestra bd. of directors and/or youth concert

planning and evaluation committee 8

Planning of youth concerts 9

Attended concerts 5

Involved in presentation-, supervision (4 each) . 4

Involved in program selection 3

Played in orchestra 2

YeS...17 Not completely...9 No...4

Reasons:
Excellent cooperation 8

Materials come too late 5

Schools and orchestra should work together. Orchestra

should assume more responsibility in doing program

notes and thematic notation 5

Music educators don't have enough voice in things. 2

Yes...3 Not sure...2 No...8

Use as soloists . . 7

Have students sit in with orchestra . . 7

Listen to student opinions and evaluations 6

Instrument demonstration, planning ideas 6

Use a student chorus 4

Yes...23 Sometimes...2 No...2

Explanation ,

Children well prepared . 6

Supervision is good 6



Interview Questions

7. Do existing student post-
concert activities serve a

useful purpose?

CODE Q
GENERAL ADMINISTRATCRS AND SUPERVISORS

Yes...17 Don't know... 1

8. Do you have joint evaluation Yes... 3

sessions with the symphony

orchestra?

9. Do you have school staff
evaluation sessions?

10. Are there any aspects of
your youth concert pro-
gram that are particularly

effective?

11. What is the purpose of
youth concerts?

No 28

Yes...12 Not completely...3 No...1
Results (3 answers given)
Evaluate concert preparation
Discuss level of the music (too high)

Generally positive

Yes...15 No...3

What are they?
Good programming, performance,

explanations 8

Exposure to the orchestra instru-

ments 4

Student participation 4

Ensemble visits to the schools . 2

Hear good music, balanced learning

experience, educational activity. 26

Cultural exposure 10

To learn the instruments . . . 6

To learn good behavior 2
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CODE S 61 Respondents
MUSIC ADMINISTRATORS AND SUPERVISORS

Yes...10 Don't know...10 No... 0
Suggestions for improvement
More discussion 5

More follow-up and general activity 7

Write letters to conductor 3

Yes...16 Sometimes...6 No... 17
Results
Fruitless, orchestra does what it wants 3

Make detailed arrangements 2

Good, conductor open to suggestions 1

Sometimes orchestra takes suggestions 1

Yes...4 Sometimes...4 No... 28
Don't know...1

Yes...23 No... 5

What are they?
Planning, transportation and mechanical details. 7

Student soloists 6

Fact that we have them in the orchestra's
concert hall 4

Program content 3

The conductor 3

Definite part of mus. ed. curriculum 2

History extends well over 10 years 2

Cultural exposure to good mmsic 12

The live, visual experience 8

Educational 6

Recruitment of future concert audiences 6

Motivate instrumental students 4

Just a social experience because there is
not enough preparation done 2

Are the goals being achieved?
Yes 17 No 3

Sometimes 5 Don't know . 2

Not enough students attend . . . 4

Achieved but only for those attending 3
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APPENDIX

MUSIC EDUCATION POLICY LEVEL INTERVIEVS (Code 0) 30 Respondents

Selected Data:

Questions
1. In what ways have you been

or are you involved in youth
concerts?

2. How much-responsibility do
you feel school system
should assume in financing
of youth concerts?

3. Is this an expense that
should be included in
yearly school budget?

4. Why do you feel this way?

5. Do you receive requ.asts for
financing youth concerts?

6. Who makes these requests?

7. If school-awned buses are
used to transport students
to and from concerts, who
should pay the costs?

8. Is there a school policy
covering presentation of
youth concerts on school
time?

669,

Responses
nave attended concerts'. . . 10

No direct involvement... . 6

Own children attend youth
concerts . 2

Serve on orchestra board of
directors. . .

Moderate commitment .

N
.

one
8

2

Complete responsibility. 1

Depends upon the circum-
stances 1

Completely for ensembles in
schools, but none for
music hall concerts. 1

Yes 11

No 0

School should take the
initiative.

Should be included.- a cultural
experience.

It is not top priority.
Sponsors should pick up the

deficit.
We have legal problems.

Yes. 7 Don't know . 2

No 8 Can't answer 2

Orchestra 3

Individuals 1

Principals and parents. .

School ....3 PTA . 1

Students....1 School and
students . 1

Yes 9

No 4



9. What is the policy?

10. Are you familiar with the
music played at youth
concerts?

11. Are you satisfied that the
music being played is
zhosen mainly for the bene-
fit it can bring students in
the audience?

12. Is the publicity and pro-
motion of the concerts
presented by the symphony
musicians adequately handled?

13. In your opinion, what is
the purpose of youth co -

certs?

14. Are these goals being
achieved in concert pro-
grams now in operation?

15. What direction would you
lite to see the youth con-
cert program take in the

future?
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Children aren't excused.
Permission given from the

central office.
Permission from home.
Children are excused (2)
Children are excused but ad-

mission fees prohibited.
Handled through community

relations committee.

Yes 14 Bo .6
Slightly 1

Yes 9 NO 1

Yes 13 Fo 2

Don't know

Cultural exposure 9

To develop lasting
appreciazion of music 5

To build future
audiences 2

To enhance individual
understanding 1

Community service 1

Yes 9

No 0

More concerts . 8

Improvements in mechan-
ics of presenting
concerts 3

More student partici-
pation 2

Bring orchestra to the
high schools 2



APPENDIX B

GENERAL ADMINISTRATORS AND SUPERVISORS (Code Q) 54 Respondents

Additional Selected Data From Interviews

1. Do you feel that the present youth concerts are a valid use

of school time?
Yes ... .72 No ... 1

Explanation
Serve as good educational purpose ..... 9

Generally satisfied 3

General disapproval

2. Are you satisfied with the arrangements that exist to finance

concerts?
Yes 22 No ... 0 Partly satisfied ... 0

Not familiar with this 1

Explanation
Concerts should be free 4 All students can pay 2

3. Uhen concerts are held during the school day, are trans-

portation arrangements generally satisfactory?

Yes .. 15 No I Sometimes 1

4. Are safety factors associated with the youth concerts

properly taken care of?
Yes 20 As far as I know 3

5. Are health and personal needs adequately provided for

at concerts?
Yes ... 16 As far as I know 3

S. Do you feel that it is necessary to teach studeilts anything

about the music to be played on a concert program before he

hears it?
lies 30 No ... 3 Sometimes ... 1

Explanation
Concerts educational as well as entertainment ... 6

Adds to enjoyment and understanding of music .... 16

Helpful, but not necessary ..... 3

7. Are you familiar with the concert preparation of the

students?
Yes .. 34 No 4 There was none 2
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8. What is your assessment of the effectiveness of student

concert preparation?
Very effective 9 Not too effective 2

Effective 13 Ineffective 3

Don't know 3

9. Have you had any experience with people other than school
employees preparing the children before a concert?

Yes I No 32

10. Do you think that radio and/Or television can be used
effectively in the total youth concert situation?

Yes 13 No 4 Possibly 6

Explanation'
Can be used in concert preparation 5

Can't replace teacher 1

Too many other things to do . 1

Televise programs for students who can't go... 1

Records are sufficient 4

11. In your position, what reactions have you experienced from
the following people regarding youth concerts?

Favorable Not Evident Unfavorable---.....-
Students ..... ****** 24 . -1 Preraied Band
Teachers 25 .., *4

Parents 18 1 A

Other administrators... 10

* Youth concerts mean too much work -1
Teachers were disinterested or

non-commital -3

** Poor transportation .2
Saturday concerts .2

**8

12. What might be done to improve the actual presentation of
the youth concerts played by the symphony orchestra and
its smaller components?

Continue them and increase the number of concerts... 8
Better programming 3

Arrange to have more children attend 3

Give in-school concerts . 2

Arrange for better transportation 2
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APPENDIX B

MUSIC ADMINISTRATORS AND SUPERVISORS (Code S) 61 Respondents

Additional Selected Data From Interviews

1. Do any persons on your staff work exclusively an youth concerts?
Yes 0 No 29

2. Are you familiar with material used to prepare students for

youth concerts?
Yes 25 No .. 0

3. From your vantage point, can you suggest improvements in this

preparatory material?
Teacher should have a hand in writing it to gear it

for children: 4

Thematic materials 3bould be clearly printed: 2

Have themes on tape*. 2

Get the materials sooner: 2

4. Have you had any experience with people other than school
personnel preparing students before a concert? .

Yes 4 No ... 28 Only on program notes 2

Who were they?
Opera cast ... 1 Ladies from orchestra 1

A mother 1

5. What is taking place as far as student post-concert activities
are concerned?

Nothing * 11

Some follow-up, language arts activity, disucssion
on an individual teacher basis:. 10

Children write letters, thaniz you notes to

conductors: 7

Not too much activity 6

Student Evaluation, opinions, quiz: , 2

6. Does the location of the concert seem to have any effect on the
educational value of the concert performance?

Yes 21 No 7

Explanation
Concert hall better atmosphere than school:- 17

Would like to see concerts held in the
schools so there are no transportation
problems and all students can attend... 14

Smaller groups create informal atmosphere
and familiarity-with instruments and music: 14

Some financial problems would be alleviated
by having concerts in schools: ..... 14
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7. As a general rule, are you satisfied that the music played

on these youth concert programs is suitable for the age-
level of studmts.attending?

Yes 27 No 3 Not always .... 11

8. Would you care to comment on programming and program order?
Play familiar music 3

Tbe music is sometimes over their heads... 2

9. Does the use of a central theme or topic for a nrogram
seem to be an effective device from the standpo;nt of
student receptiveness?

Yes 17 F . 2

Explanation
Good teaching device 12
We've had them, but they're not really necessary 10
Difficult to do - no time to develop 6

10. Do the youth concert programs actually carry out
these stated themes?

Yes ... 18 Sometimes 5

11. Would you rather have a program announced instead of
using printed programs?

Yes ... 24 No ... 3 Use both 6

12. Have any particular problems arisen over the narration
or speaking from the stage during concerts?

Conductor's accent creates problems or delivery
unappealing 5

Soma small ensemble leaders used first names.
We feel children should learn social ame-
nities and become accustomed to using the
proper title, such as Mr. and not Joe 1

Narrator's comments are too long . _2

Conductor causes problems by the way he asks
questions 2

13. Has the orchestra performed youth concerts with augmenting
groups such as choruses and ballets?

Yes 10 ... 8

14. How have they been received?
Very well 10
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15. Ohat is your reaction to such extra-musical devices as
puppets, cartoonists and larger-than-life animated fig-
rres being used in youth concerts?

Not appropriate for a concert 5

Good 5

aaould have music written for it to be effective 3

liot necessary 2

16. In ytur opinion, is the quality of performance generally
what you might expect from the symphony orchestra musi-
cians?

Yes 32 No.... 2

17. What aight be done-to improve the actual performance
of youth concerts played by the symphony orchestra and
its tmaller ensembles?

Mbre rehearsal time 5

Give instrument demonstrations at concert hall 2

Don't program lengthy selections 2

18, Further comments:
Ilring the orchestra to the school more often 5

Money to present concerts is a problem 4

Need more ensembles in the classroom. WonAerful
experience 2

Start concerts in lower grades and carry them
through the high school OOOOOO 0.0***A*OG* 2

Orchestra and school should work together for
children's benefit! 2

Use shorter pieces in the progrm 2
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APPENDIX B MUSIC EDUCATION PERSONNEL-PROFILES

Profiles of Respondents Music Training and Participation, and

Teaching Responsibilities

ELEMEUTARY CLASSROOM TEACHER: 502 respondents in 13 cities

Music Training and Participation

Almost all had taken a music course in teacher training

20% took a music major or minor
75% had studied voice or an instrument
75% had participated in vocal or instrumental ensembles

at some time in their lives
30% had attended youth concerts ae children, and

93% of the group considered them to be a positive influence

Teaching Responsibilities and Experience

42% had taught from 1-10 years in present school system

67% were teaching in grades 4-6
11% were working with exceptional children

52% were involved in youth concert preparation

Music Study Areas Having Greatest Influence Upon Teackmrs

When They Were Students in Public Schools

21% instrumental study ( not keyboard)
30% keyboard instrument study
36% vocal study
31% general classroom music in grades Kr-6

16% general music in grades 7-9
30% music appreciation and theory in grades 10-12

10% combinations of any 3 of the above categories

14% reported no influence from any of the above studies

Youth Concert Background of the Teachers during Their Childhood

30% (150 individuals) had been exposed to youth concerts

and 93% of this group (140 individuals) considered

youth concerts to be a positive influence

The youth concert exposure of the 150 individuals came through

the following ways:

74:00% through live concert atterdance
11.00% through live concert attendance and TV prigrams

1.23% through live concerts, TV and radio programs

62.00% through TV programs only
12.90% through radio programs only
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ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM MUSIC SPECIALISTS: 262 respondents in 14 cities

Teaching Responsibilities

69% taught in grades 1-6. The remainder also taught
at the secondry leverl

20% of 118 respondents functioned in 1 school as building
music teachers, 44% covered 2 schools, and 25%
covered 3. 10% covered from 4 to 9 schools.

52% of 250 respondents reported regular classroom
teacher having some degree of responsibility for
teaching of music.

45% of 132 respondents depended upon classroom teacher
in varying degrees to prepare their classes for
youth concert attendance. 86% of this percentage
were, by and large, satisfied with teacher
prepar4tion.

Music Classes - generally 40 minutes in length, meeting
on an average of 2 times a week.

Youth Concert Responsibilities

7.0% involved in writing concert preparation materials
98.6% handling concert preparation of students

INSTRUMENTAL SPECIALISTS: 292 respondents in 17 cities

Number of Years of Teaching

15% 1-5 years
24% 6-10 years
34% 11-20 years
27% over 20 years

Major Performing Instruments Most Frequently Mentioned

85 individuals - strings
87 - woodwinds
21 - brasses
6 - percussion

14 - keyboard

62
56
44
27

111

- violin
- clarinet
- trumpet
- trombone

Continued on next page
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INSTRUMENTAL SPECIALISTS (Continued).

Performing Activities

30% najor performance area was strings
12% were currently playing in orchestra being studied

in respective cities
21% had played in orchestra under study in respective

cities

Teaching responsibilities were distributed throughout the
elementary and secondary areas.

100% taught string instruments
20% taught only string instruments
65% taught band
53% taught orchestra

SECONDARY VOCAL TEACHERS: 198 respondents in 14 cities

Major performance area

51% keyboard r major-performance area
36% voice - major performance area
14% instruments - major performance area

Taken as a group, the secondary vocal teachers were much
less active in music ensembles since college than
were the instrumentalists.

Teaching resnonsibilities

92% taught general music
76% worked with choral group.s.
81% taught one or more junior high grades (7-9)
34% taught high school grades (10-12)

-76% had taught more than 5 years

Type of classes taught other than vocal music

87% general music
18% music mApreciation
6% theory
3% humanities

11% instrumental music and other subject areas

Total years in teachiAg

17% 1-5 years
22% 6-10 years

34% 10-20 years
23% over 20 years
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COMPARISON OF VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL TEACHERS' PARTICIPATION IN
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS SINCE GRADUATION FROM COLLEGE

Percentage of Respondents
Who Partici ated

Secondary Vocal InstrUmental
Musical Orlanizations Specialists Socialists

Sraphony o=hestras

Theater or opera orchestra

Concert bands

Dance bands

Marching bands

Chamber groups

Opera chorus or solo

Chorus - gee clubs

Church choirs

Others, combihations

None
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GENERAL ADMINISTRATORS AND SUPERVISORS - Musical Background and
Experience

Typo of music study and/or Number of persons

participation involved involved

Music study and training
College courses

Music appreciation 21

Music for elementary teachers 11

Other music courses 8

Music minor 4

Music major 4

Voice study 10

Instrumental study 28

Strings 5

Woodwinds 4

Brasses 6

Percussion 2

Keyboard 21

Music teaching experience
Public school teaching 2

Conducts school choir 1

Private teaching 1

Music performance experience
Elementary instrumenta/ participation . . . 2

Secondary band, orchestra, chorus 16

College band, orchestra, chorus . 10

Community band, orchestra, chorus 2

Church choir member
Solo vocal work
Organist and choir Ai°^*^rl'

Professional playing 4

Other activity
Member of board or committee of

musical group 4

Attend concerts regularly 5

No academic music training in college 14

(3 of the above had extensive
applied music backgrounds)

Total of 54 respondents



APPENDIX C

Cities in
order of
population
High - Low

MUSIC EDUCATION PERSONNEL
RECEIVED AND INTERVIEWS

N 0

- QUESTIONNAIRBS
HELD IN 20

CODES

TABLE 140, 6

STUDY CITIES

U VR S

DETROIT 49 1 2 3 36 4 41 32 0

BALTIMORE 0 0 0 3 35 7 28 37 44

CLEVELAND 0 2 1 2 45 6 30 26 48

SAN FRANCISCO 0 2 0 2 0 4 0 0 0

NEW ORLEANS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PITTSBURGH 0 3 1 0 25 4 6 0 33

SEATTLE 29 1 0 6 9 6 26 18 26

CINCINNATI 48 3 0 3 20 2 16 6 0

COLUMBUS 33 2 0 0 3 2 27 17 ..,,c,

,....

SACRAMENTO 0 2 1 3 0 2 17 0 39

SALT LAKE CITY 50 2 0 6 0 2 19 15 45

PROVIDENCE 0 1 0 3 15 5 8 0 55

SPOKANE 8 2 0 5 5 4 9 10 0

HARTFORD 0 1 0 0 7 2 0 0 0

NEW HAVEN 13 0 0 0 0 0 5 7 0

EVANSVILTE 30 3 0 2 25 4 21 3 37

CHATTANOOGA 0 2 0 5 9 2 11 12 38

PASADENA 0 2 0 4 0 2 7 6 29

WINSTON-SALEM 0 0 0 5 17 1 14 7 27

SARASOTA 0 1 0 2 11 2 7 2 47

TOTALS 260 30 5 54 262 61 292 198 500
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Cities

Listed in order
of population,
high to laa

Corporate
Population

Metropolitan
Area
Population

Percent of Corporate
Population

Non-white Negro

Major Poverty Concentrations
in Metropolitan Areas

No. of
poverty
areas

No. of persons
in povcrty
areas

1. Detroit 1,670,144 3,762,360 29.2% 28.9% 2 637,000

2. Baltimore 939,024 1,727,023 35.0% 34.7% 3 532,000

3. Cleveland 810,858 (165, 1,971,000 ('65) 28.9% 28.6% 1 305,000

4. San Francisco 740,316 2,648,762 18.4% 10.0% 3 (includes 393,000
Oakland)

5. New Orleans 627,525 907,123 37.4% 37.2% 1 529,000

6. Pittsburgh 604,332 2,405,435 16.8% 16.7% 10 591,000

7. Seattle 557,087 1,107,213 8.4% 4.8% 1 63,000

8. Cincinnati 502,550 1,268,479 21.8% 21.6% 3 296,000

9. Columbus 471,316 828,000 ('65) 16.6% 16.4% 1 148,000

10. Sacramento 237,712 ('64) 742,000 ('65) 12.7% 6.3% 1 47,000

11. Salt Lake City 189,454 ('65) 447,795 2.1% 0.8% 1 25,000

12. Providence 187,061 735,000 ('64) 5.8% 5.4% 3 160.000

13. Spokane 181,608 278,333 2.5% 1.3% 1 23,000

14. Hartford 162,178 549,249 15.5% 15.3% 1 53,000

15. New Haven 151,000 ('65) 303,400 14.9% 14.5% 1 50,000

16. Evansville 141,543 222,890 6.6% 6.6% N.R.

17. Chattanooga 130,009 283,169 33.2% 33.2% 2 157,000

18. Pasadena 116,407 6,918,300 15.4% 12.5% N.R.

19. Winston-Salem 111,135 189,428 37.1% 37.1% N.R.

20. Sarasota 34,083 76,895 15.6% 15.6% N.R.

High 1,670,144 6,918,300 37.4% 37.2% 10 637,000
Low 34,083 76,895 2.1% 0.8% 1 23,000

Population Figures: World Almanac, 1967 Edition; U.S. 1960 Census unless later census indicated by year
Other Data: Sources - County-City Data Book, 1967; 0E0 Community Profiles (Office of Economic Opportunity;

Reports from individual school systems
Poverty areas are designated by 0E0 only for communities having metropolitan areas of 250,000 or greater



Annual Median Family
Income Annual per pupil City pUblic

For For city expenditure for school

county
population

oopulation city public
schools

enrollment

Median number school
years completed by
city residents of age
25 yrs. or over

$7,357 $6,069 N.R. 300,000 10.0 years

$5,659 $5,659 $532 195,843 8.9

$6,943 $5,935 $481 155,026 9.6

$6,687 $6,717 $603 106,191 12.0

$5,470 $4,807 $349 105,716 9.0

$6,470 $5,605 N.R. 78,000 10.0

$6,960 $6,942 $621 95,417 12.2

$6,666 $5,701 $482 88,391 9.7

$6,556 $5,982 $410 105,417 11.2

$6,968 $6,943 $649 57,875 12.1

$6,265 $6,135 $462 37,319 12.2

$5,779 $5,069 $567 26,680 9.8

$5,991 $6,044 N.R. 34,000 12.1

$7,054 $5,990 $659 26,016 9.6

$6,836 $5,864 N.R. N.R. 10.1

$5,922 $5,299 $521 33,139 10.2

$5,726 $4,438 $373 27,163 9.2

$6,993 $6,922 $694 44,330 12.4

$6,370 $5,317 $40Ss 47,922 10.6

$4,532 $4,889 $539 18,429 12.0

$7,357 $6,943 $694 300,000 12.4

$4,532 $4,438 $349 18,429 8.9

APPENDIX 0

CHART NO. 3

SOCIO-ECONOMIC DAT
ON TWENTY STUDY
CITIES
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APPENDIX H
CHART NO. 4

MUSIC EDUCATION DATA - GRADE STUCTURE, MUSIC DEPARTMENT ADMINISTRATION

Mote: See Chart

CITIES

Idsted in order
of population;
high to low

for School Enrollment and Per Pupil Expenditure)

GENERAL uRADE STRUCTURE
P - Pr,s-school

K - Kindergarten
Grades - I - 12,

Junior
College

NUMER OF MUSIC
ADMINISTRATIVE
AND SUPERVISORY
PERSONNEL

DETROIT P -K6 -3 -3 4

BALTIMORE pg -K-6-3-3 -2 10

CLEVELAND P -K-6 -3-3 9

SAN FRANCISCO K-6-3-3-2 5

NEW ORLEANS P -K-6 -3 -3 5

PITTSBURGH P -K-6 -3 -3 7

SEATTLE P -K-6 -3 -3 -2 7

CINCINNATI P -K-6 -3 -3 2

f"LUMBUS P -K-6 -3-3 2

SACRAMENTO K-6-3-3 2

SALT LAKE CITY P -K-6 -3 -3 2

PROVIDENCE P -K-6 -3 -3 2

SPOKANE 6-2-4 4

HARTFORD 8-4 11/2

NEW HAVEN K-6-3-3 N.R.

EVANSVITLE 8-4 4

CHATTANOOGA 6-3-3 1

PASADENA P -K-6 -3-3 -2 3

WINSTON-SALEM 6-3-3 1

SARASOTA 5-3-3 1

N.R. - No Report
683



CITIES

LISTED IR ORDER

OF POPULATION,

HIGH 70 LOW

DETROIT

BALTIMORE

CLEVELAND

SAN FRANCISCO

NEW ORLEANS

PITTSBURGH

SEATTLE

CINCINNATI

COLUM3US

SACRAMENTO

SALT LAKE CITY

PROVIDENCE

SPOKANE

HARTFORD

NEW HAVEN

EVANSVILLE

CHATTANOOGA

PASADENA

WINSTON-SALEM

SARASOTA

HUMBER OF SCHOOLS ELEMEWARY CLASSROXiMUSIC
regiNTARV ELEHsJUPIOR IrDHSER OF:

Scaoots HIGH SCHOOLS

161 63 210

145 7 55

135 3 74

98 0 3 suov

88 0 7

60 29 86

86 0 20 full-
time

70 1 51

118 2 8

57 0 0

41 0 0

42 0 14

42 7 17

0 24 31

N.R. N.R. . R .

6 31 37

29 2 9 TV

28 0 2

42 0 20

15 1 14

Gr.6-9

N.R. - No Report
* - Winston-Salem:

( ) Estimated
ncludes secondary schools

SPECIALIST CLASSW1I-IUSIC LESSOHS

Av. NO. OF

SCHOOLS PER

ECn SPECIir

LIST

1

3

2

SHADES SERVED

sr Ecm SPECI4+

LIST

4-6

K-6

4-6

AV. O. PER

WEEK PER

CHILD

2

1 every 2 wks

Z.

AY. 40. OF

H/HUTES PER

LESSOR

50

30

40

0 K-6 0 100 Gr.1-4
60 Gr.4-6

3--rest
on call

(K-6) 0 60/wk

'3 1-6 2 prim., 3 int.40

0 varied Daily to
less often

25

1+ A-6 2 3 35

0 varied 2 or 3 wks/Yr (30)

0 4-6 0 0

1 5-6 5 20-35

2-3 K-6 1 30

2-3 A-6 2 30

1-2 (1-6) 1-2 15-30

7-8 (45 Gr.7-8)

N R. N.R. N.R. N.R.

1 5,-8 Alt. days 40

1 for each 1-6 for 9 2 20

of 9 schools schools

(14) P -K -6 varied varied

2 1-6 1 30

1 1-6

varied
2 32

RAH
GM
SOON

Bo

Bo

Bot.

No

TV

No t

TV

No

Yes

Ra

No

No

N.R

No

No

No



C LESSORS

Av. O. OF

MINUTES PER

LESSON

50

wks 30

40

HADtp/T7 For

GESUAL CLASSr
EOM m'I-SIC

INSTRI CTION

Both

Both

Both

100 Cr.1-4 No
60 Gr.4-6

TV

No

25 TV

60/wk

3 int.40

35

/ r (30)

0

20-35

30

InSTRUIENTAL SPECIALISTS

NuMBER OF: AV. NO. OF iRSTROm
MENTAL MUSIC LESSONS

PER WEEK PER CHILD

LOWEST GRADE FOR Ay. O. OF
Pali/MKS IHSTEUm, PER IRSTRUME

MENTAL INSTRUCTIONS SPECIALIST

71 5 4

321/2 varied 4 strings; 5 winds

25 4 4

15 51/2 5

22 4 4

19

32

No 4 ;- 18 fee

Yes 30

Radio 26

No 17

No (11)

3

5 4 2

4 5 2

4+ 4 1-2

4 4 2

5-6 3 strings; 4 winds 1

30 N.R. 8 7-16 3 strings; 5 winds, perc 2

15-30 No 7 2+ 5 1

(45 Gr.7-8)

N.R.

40

30

varied

30

32

N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R.

Radio 17 2 5 2

TV 12 2 4 strings; 5 winds 2

Radio 5 5-6 4 strings; 5 winds 2

No *34 N.R. 5 1

No 4 3+ 6 strings; 7 winds, perc 2



IgSTRUIENTAL SPECIALISTS

Ay. No. OF LKSTF.13.

MENTAL MUSIC LESSONS

PER WEEK PER CHILD

LOWEST GRADE FOR

BEGINNING INSTEN=

MESTA/. INSTRUCTIONS

AY. NO. OF SCHOOLS

PER INSTRUIENTAL

SPECULIST

APPENDIX H

CHART NO. 5

HUMBER OF:

71 5 4 2 MUSIC EDUCATION
DATA -

321/2 varied 4 strings; 5 winds 11/2 ELEMENTARY
LEVEL

25 4 4 2

15 51/2 5 2

21 4 4 11/2

19 5-8 4 1

32 3

4 -1.- 18 fee 5 4 2

30 4 5 2

26 44- 4 1-2

17 4 4 2

(11) 5-6 3 strings; 4 winds 1

8 7-16 3 strings; 5 winds, perc 2

7 2+ 5

N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R.

17 2 5 2

12 2 4 strings; 5 winds 2

5 5-6 4 strings; 5 winds 2

*34 N.R. 5 1

4 3+ 6 strings; 7 winds, perc 2



-ITIES.111
LISTED IS ORDER
OF POPULATION,

IISH TO LOW

Imula
HIGH

SCHOOLS

OF SCHOUS

ELEMENTIRY-

JUNIOR HIGH

SCHOOLS

I;,.ER Of TEADiERS

JONIOR-. VOCAL AND
SENIOR GENERAL
HIGH MuSIC

SCHOOLS TEAUERS

INSTRU-.

MENTAL

TEACHERS

SENERAL *YZJSIC

RE-

QUIRED
NUMSEH OF

CLASS

MEETINGS

PER WEEK

VOCAL AO InSial--

;-1ENTAL mitSIC

NUMBER OF CLASS

MEETINGS PER

WEEK PER CHILD

ACADEilc IJs

CLASSES

OFFEHE3

DETROIT 41 63 7 71 31

BALTIMORE 25 7 5 57 19

CLEVELAND 24 3 4 31

SAN FRANCISCO 15 0 0 23 27

NEW ORLEANS 20 0 1 27 24

PITTSBURGH 9 29 7 19 13

SEATTLE 17 1 45 11

CINCINNATI 13 1 5 23 22

COLUMBUS 22 2 2 24 29

SACRAMENTO 12 0 0 12 21

SALT LAKE CITY 12 0 0 26 12

PROVIDENCE 8 0 0 11 (11)

SPOKANE 6 7 0 12 5

HARTFORD 0 24 0

NEW HAVEN 4 N.R. 0 N.R. N.R.

EVANSVILLE 0 31 0

CHATTANOOGA 9 2 1 12 13

PASADENA 5 9 5

WINSTON-SALEM 14 1 20 **34

SARASOTA 3 1 1 7 9

7-8

7

2 -I- 3 V-5, 1-5

1 V- 2-5
I- 2-5

7-8 2 for 1 sem. V-3 or 5, 1-5

7 5 for 1 sem. V-5, 1-5

V-5, 1-5none

7-8

7

(7)

7

Art or
Music

7-8

7-8

7-8

7-8

N.R.

7-8

None

Gen.M

None

Humani

None

3 V- 2-5, I- 3-5 None

2 -I- 3 V-5, 1-5

2 -I- 3 V-21/2 or 5

I-21/2 or 5

(2) V-2 or 5
1-2 or 5

Alt. V-5, 1-5
Weeks

(5) V-5, 1-5

2 V-2, I- 3-5

Music S
Gr. 8-9

Gen.Mus

Gen.Mus

None

None

Gen.Mus

Alt. Days V-211 or 5, 1-5 None

2 V-2 or 3
1-2

N.R. N.R.

Alt. Days V-5, 1-5

7 2 for year
5 for sem.

V-2 or 5
1-5

7 5 for 1 sem. V-5, 1-5

7

7-8

N.R. - No Repori:

- Hartford, Evansville: included in figures for Elementary Level
** - WinFcon-Salem: includes elementary and secondary teachers
*** - Chattanooga: includes 1 school, grades 1-12

2 -I- 3 V-211, 1-5

None

N.R.

None

None

Ncne

Fine Ar

Alt. Days V-21/2 or 5, 1-2-5 None

Estimated
- Vocal
- Instrumental



_

UMBER OF

LASS

EETINGS

ER WEEK

VOCAL AND PISTF2- ACADEMIC !WIC
MENTAL mUSIC CLASSES

HUMBER OF CLASS OFFERED

MEETINGS PER

WEEK PER CHILD

HUMBER OF NUMBER OF TEACHERS
SENIOR

HIGH VOCAL IRSTRU-
SCAOOLS TEACHERS MENTAL

TEACHERS

+ 3 V-5, 1-5 None

1 V- 2-5 Gen.Mus., Gr.8-9
I- 2-5

1 sem. V-3 or 5, 1-5 None

I sem. V-5, I-5 Humanities

V-5, I-5 None

3 V- 2-5, I- 3-5 None

Music Survey
Gr. 8-9

4- 3 V-211 or 5 Gen.Mus.
I-211 or 5

(2) V-2 or 5 Gen.Mus., Gr.8-9
1-2 or 5

Alt.
Weeks

(5)

2

t. Days

2

N.R.

. Days

r year
or sem.

V-5, I-5

V-S, 1-5

V-2, I- 3-5

ACADEMIC MUSIC CLASSES OFFERED

8 5

20 35

14 311/2

14 'A
J., 15

11 10

12 17

3 8

12 12

11 15

31 Elements of M.Isiz, Harmony,

Fine Arts Adventure

121/2 Theory, Applied, Humanities,
Appreciation in seLected schools

Theory, Music Appreciation

8 Humanities, History, Survey, Theo

13 History & Appreciation, Fundamenta

5 Theory and Literature

13 Harmony, Special Theory, His -

tory, Apprec., Humanities

10 Theory, General Music

14 Theory

None ..,
= A 7 Theory, Appreciation, History

Arranging

None 4 7 4 Humanities, Harmony

Gen.Mus., Gr. 9 4 11 Music Literature

V-211 or 5, 1-5 None 5 5 5 Humanities, Theory

V-2 or 3 None 3 4 5 Music Literature, Appreciation,
1-2 Theory, Intro. to Music

N.R. N.R. 2 N.R. N.R. N.R.

V-5, I-5 None 5 4 7 Humanities

V-2 or 5 None ***4 5 5 Appreciation, Theory
1-5

1 sem. V-51 I-5 None 4 2 4 Music HisLory and Theory, Listenin

4- 3 V-211, I-5 Fine Arts-elective 8 20 **34 Music Apprec., Theory
in Gr.9

. Days V-211 or 5, 1-2-5 None 3 5 7 Theory

Estimated
V. - Vocal
I. - Instrumental



uraER OF

MOH
GH

HOOLS

NUMBER OF TEACHERS

VOCAL IHSTRU-

TEACHERS MENTAL

TEACHERS

ACADEMIC MuSIC CLASSES OFFERED NUMBER OF

CLASS

MEETINGS

PER WEEK

1-TtSTIMATE

20

14

35

311/2

31

121/2

Elements of Music, Harmony,
Fine Arts Adventure

Theory, Applied, Humanities,
Appreciation in selected schools

5

2-Music App.
5-others

14 14 15 Theory, Music Appreciation 5

11 10 8 Humanities, History, Survey, Theory / C
-1 I

12 17 13 History & Appreciation, Fundamentals 2-4(Hist), (5) (Fund.)

8 5 5 Theory and Literature 5

11 15 13 Harmony, Special Theory, His-
tory, Apprec., Humanities

(5)

3 8 10 Theory, General Music 2+3 or 5

12 12 14 Theory (5)

5 4 7 Theo.cy, Appreciation, History
Arranging

4 7 4 Humanities, Harmony 5

4 11 Music Literature (5)

5 5 5 Humanities, Theory 5

3 4 5 Music Literature, Appreciation,
Theory, Intro. to Muc7ic

(5)

2 N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R.

5 4 7 Humanities 5

*4 5 5 Appreciation, Theory 5

4 2 4 Music History and Theory, Listening 5

8 20 **34 Music Apprec., Theory 5

3 5 7 Theory 5

APPENDIX H

CHART NO. 6

MUSIC EDUCATION
DATA -
SECONDARY
LEVEL

Page 685



CITIES

Listed in order
of population:

High to low

SCHOOL
GRADL:S Concerts Dif-

in the ferent

NUMBER 0 F

Attend- series
ing

concerts

pro-

grams

Concert ex-
posures per
student on
which plan
is based

COST TO PUPIL
Concert Bus
admission fare

Single con-
cert price

CONCERT FINANCE
Are education funds us
to help finance concer

Local or
state

DETROIT none

BALTIMORE ss 4-5)

all 6 )
11

2 1 free free yes

CLEVELAND 4 8 1 1 45 25-50 yes
5-6 26 2 2 45 25-50 yes

SAN FRANCISCO 4-6 6 6 1 $1 50-75

NEW ORLEANS F".6 9 3 3 $1 15

PITTSBURGH 1-3 6 3 3 $1 30-$1

SEATTLE all 4 4 1 1 free 3(21 yes
5-6 8 2 1 50 30 yes

CINCINNATI

COLUMBUS

SACRAMENTO

SALT LAKE CITY

4-6 18

none

none

none

3 3 50 25-75

PROVIDENCE

SPOKANE

HARTFORD

NEW HAVEN

EVANSVILLE

4-6 16

none

none

none

none

1 1 free 0 -25 yes

CHATTANOOGA

PASADENA

WINSTON-SALEM

4-6 8

none

none

2 1 free 25-40

SARASOTA all 5-6 3 1 1 free free

Federal

ss Selected students attend concerts
all- All students in grades designated attend concerts

w.c. Women's Committee or Association of the
(2) - Cincinnati schools prepare the materials

the orchestra pays for them.



CONCERT FINANCE
Are education funds used
to hello finance concerts?

Local or
state

yes

yes
yes

yes

yes

yes

Federal

AUDIENCE PROGR AMMING MATERIALS EDUCATI

SUPERVISED Jointly Coordinated Used for Prenared RADIO 0

by: planned by with school concert by: used in

schools &
orchestra

m "sic

curriculum
preparation concert

prepara

teachers

teachers and
parents

teach. & ushers

teach. & w.c.

wom. comm.

teachers
teachers

teachers

teach. & w.c.

teachers

teachers

ee or Association of the orchestra
pls prepare the materials and
'pays for them.

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no
no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

schools

orch.

orch.

orch.

orch.

orch.

schools(2)

orch.

orch.

schools

non

non

non

non

non'

nori

non
,

non::

non,

no



PROGR
Jointly
planned by
schools &
orchestra

AMMING
Coordinated
with school
music
curriculum

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

MATERIALS
Used for Prepared
concert by:

preparation

EDUCATIONAL
RADIO OR TV
used in
concert
preparation

yes yes schools none

yes yes orch. none

no yes orch. none

no yes orch. none

no no none

no yes orch. none
no yes orch. none

yes yes schools(2) none

w.c. yes yes yes

yes yes yes

yes yes yes

orch.

orch.

none

TV

schools none

_

APPENDIX LI

CHART NO. 7

CONCERT DATA

ELEMENTARY GRADES ONLY
(1-6)

IN-SCHOOL TIME CONCER1S
FOR CITY SCHOOLS

(See also Elementary and
Secondary In-school Time
Concerts)



CITIES

Listed in order
of population:

High to low

SCHOOL
GRADES

Attend-
ing

conc?rts

NUMBER
Concerts Dif-
in the ferent
series pro-

grams

0 F
Concert ex-
posures per
student on
which plan
is based

COST TO PUPIL
Concert Bus
admission fare

Single con-
cert price

CONCERT FINANCE
Are education funds used
bo help finance concerts?

Local or
state

Federal

DETROIT 10-12 48 N.R. 1 free yes

BALTIMORE ms 7-12 13 2 1 free free yes

CLEVELAND 10-12 6 2 1 free none yes
7-12 6 2 2 60 25-75 yes

SAN FRANCISCO

NEW ORLEANS 7-12 6 3 3 free 15 yes

PITTSBURGH

SEATTLE 9-12 12 1 1 free none yes

CINCINNATI 7-9 3 3 3 50 varies

COLUMBUS

SACRAMENTO

10-1:! 6

none

3 1 free none yes

SALT LAKE CITY 7-9 24 18 1 free none (1)
10-12 (3)

PROVIDENCE

SPOKANE

HARTFORD

10-12 8

none

none

1 1 free none state

NEW HAVEN 7-9 14 2 2 free none (1)

EVANSVILLE

CHATTANOOGA

PASADENA

WINSTON-SALEM

SARASOTA

10-12

none

none

none

none

none

ms Music students in grades designated
(1) Funds available to individual schools used but not
(2) Cincinnati schools prepare study materials and the
(3) Schools establish own policy on free vs. admission

appropriated for concerts by school board
orchestra pays for them
charge



CONCERT FINANCE
Are education funds used
to helo finance concerts?

Local or
state

school board

AUDIENCE PROGR AMMING MATERIALS EDUCATIONAL

SUPERVISED Jointly Coordinated Used for Prepared RADIO OR TV

by: planned by with school concert by: used in

schools & music
orchestra curriculum

preparation concert
preparation

teachers yes none none

teachers yes yes yes schools none

teachers yes yes none none
teachers yes yes yes orch. none

teachers no no none none

teachers yes yes yes schools none

teachers
yes yes yes schools(2) none

teachers
no no no none

teachers

no no none none

teachers

no no none none

teachers

no no none none



niE

VISED

Y:

APPENDIX J

CHART NO. 8

PROGR AMMING MATERIALS EDUCATIONAL

Jointly Coordinated Used for Prepared RADIO OR TV

planned by with school concert by: used in CONCERT DATA
schools & music preparation concert

orchestra curriculum preparation SECONDARY GRADES ONLY

hers

hers

hers
hers

hers

hers

hers

hers

hers

ners

hers

Ii

(7-12)

yes none none IN-SCHOOL TIME CONCERTS
FOR CITY SCHOOLS

yes yes yes schools none
(See also Elementary and

yes yes none none Secondary In-school Time

yes yes yes orch. none Concerts)

no no none none

yes yes yes schools none

yes yes yes schools(2) none

no no no none

no no none none

no no none none

no no none none
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CITIES

Listed in ord.:.r

of population:

High to low

SCHOOL
GRADES

Attend-
ing

concerts

NUMBER OF
Concert ex-
posures per
student on
which plan
is based

Concerts Dif-
in the ferent
series pro-

grams

DETROIT

BALTIMORE

CLEVELAND

SAN FRPNCISCO

NEW ORIEANS

PITTSBUR(H

SEATTLE

CINCINNATI

COLUMBUS

SACRAMENTO

SALT LAKE CITY

PROVIDENCE

SPOKANE

HARTFORD

NEW HAVEN

EVANSVILLE

CHATTANOOGA

PASADENA

WINSTON-SALEM

SARASOTA

COST PUPIL
Concert Bus
admission fare

Single con-
cert price

CONCERT FINLNCE
Are education funds used'
to help finance concerts

Local or
state

ss 5-8 1.6 8 1 free 55-654'

1-12 10

none

1 free none yes

4-7 30 5 75 30 -$1

5-6) 16 1 i.ree 30 yes
5-9)

7-9)

1-1; 84

none

none

none

none

none

N. R 1 free none

all 6-12 16

none

1 free free

all 6-8 3 1 1 free 25

ms 9-12

none

none

4-9 2 1 1 25 25

none

ss Selected students attend concerts
all All students in grades designated attend concerts
ms Music students in grades designated attend concerts
(1) - TV Guide for teachers' use prepared by schools

Federal

ves



CONCERT FINANCE
Are education funds used
to help finance concerts?

Local or
state

Federal

AUDIENCE
SUPERVISED

by:

PROGR
Jointly
planned by
schools &
orchestra

AMMING
Coordinated
with school
music
curriculum

MATERIALS
Used for
concert
Preparation

Prepared
by:

En*:'ATIONAL

RADIO OR TV
used in
concert
preparation

yes

yes ves

teachers yes yes yes schools

teachers no

WOM. COMM. no no yes orch.

teachers yes yes yes schools

teachers no no yes orch.

teachers

teachers

teachers

yes

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

schools

TV(1)

orch. radio

schools



IENCE
ERVISED

bY:

cae-rc

chers

6. comm.

achers

achers

achers

PR3GRAM1 ING MATERIAf. S EDUCATIONAL
AADIO OR TV
used in
concert
preparation

APPENDIX J

CHART NO. 9

CONCERT DATA

Jointly
planned by
schools &
orchestra

Coordinad
wiLh school
music
curiculum

Used frZ
concert
preparation

Prepared

COMBINED AUDIENCES OF
ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY
GRADES (1-12)

yee VC:S ves schools radio
IN-SCHOOL TIME CONCERTS
FOR CITY SCHOOLS

(See also Elementary

no none
Only and Secondary Only
In-school Time Concerts)

no no yes orch. TV (1)

yes yes yes schools none

no no yes orch. none

yes yes

5.chers no no

achers no yes

yes

yes

yes

schools

orch.

none

radio

schools none
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APPENDIX M MATERIALS USED IN COLLECTING DATA FROM SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRAS

SUBJECT GUIDES

The first step in collecting data from synphony orchestras was
the development of the following Subject Guides, indicating infor-

mation and opinions sought on various phases of youth concert

operations:

Code Subject

Current youth concert schedule and orchestra's related

educational activities

Historical data on youth concert activities and organization's

previous and current philosophies concerning youth concerts

III Financing of youth concerts

IV Programming

V Orchestra's involvement in pre-concert instruction of stu-

dents and preparation of materials

VI Rehearsal policies and procedures related to youth concerts.

VII Various production policies and procedures related to

youth concerts

VIII Information relating to youth concert co-sponsoring organi-

zations and financial sponsors

IX Concert attendance information - current and for past 2 years

X Publicity and promotion

XI Evaluations of youth concerts

689



INTERVIEW GUIDES

From the above subject guides, specific questions were formu-
lated, coded, cross referenced, and grouped into logical sequences
to form complete guides (ranging from 5 to 20 pages each), to be
used in interviews in each city, as follows:

Code Interviews With

A Conductors

B-C Managers and Youth Concert Administrators

President of Orchestra Associations

President of Orchestra Women's Associations

Co-sponsors and Financial Sponsors of Youth Concerts

Administrative Directors of Ensemble Performances in
schools (if presented by Orchestra)

Musicians Presenting Ensemble Performances (if
presented by orchestra)

Conductor or Manager of Youth Orchestra if sponsored
by the adult orchestra and related to youth concerts

Administrator of contests, awards and competitions
presented in conjunction with youth concerts

DOCUMENTATION FORMS PREPARED FOR YOUTH CONCERT OPERATIONS OF EACH
ORCHESTRA

1. Orchestra data sheet relating to basic orchestra operations,
personnel, etc.

2. Biographical data relating to conductor and manager

3. Listing of youth concerts by years since date of initiation,
conductor, auditoriums, etc.

4. Detailed data on youth concerts for 1964-65, 1965-66, 1966-67

5. Financial report on youth concerts, 1966-67

6, Youth Concert program listings for 1964-65, 1965-66, 1966-67

7. Program analysis forms (classifications of works, etc.)

690



kitsaLtANEOUS FORMS

1. Orchestra agreement with the American Symphony Orchestra
League to participate in the Study

2. Schedule of youth concerts for 1965-67 to aid in scheduling
field visits to coincide with youth concert presentations

3. Report forms to be tsed in conjunction with orchestra docu-
ments examined by field research specialists

4. Press releases concerning the Study

5. Preliminary report outlines and forms for each city study
:irepared during the visit to each city).
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APPENDIX N

MATERIALS RELATING TO ORGANIZATION, ADMINISTRATION AND

PRODUCTION OF YOUTH CONCERTS

Page

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra 692

Information sheet for school principals concerning
arrangements and facilities needed for concerts
played in schbol buildings

Detroit Public Schools, Music Education Department 694

Memorandum to principals and teachers on plan of
organization for participation in the School Concert
Series of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, 1966-67

Hartford Symphony Society . 698

Contents of brOchure describing ensemble perfor-
mance project titled "Symphony Society of Greater
Hartford Education Program"

Pasadena Area Ybuth Music Council 701

Organization Chart; Articles From By-Laws

Pittsburgh Symphony Society 704

Procedures for Concert Hostesses

691



APPENDIX N

INFORMATION SHEET SENT TO SCHOOL PRINCIPALS CONCERNING ARRAFGEMENTS
AND FACILITIES NEEDED FOR CONCERTS PLAYED IN SCHOOL BUILDINGS

To:

BALTIMORE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (1966-67)
Peter Herman Adler, Conductor

Elyakum Shapira, Associate Conductor

YOUTH CONCERT INFORMATION

Concert:
(Date) (Location) (Time)

The following information is forwarded in connection with the appear-
ance of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra.

1. The equipment van and stagehands are scheduled to arrive at
. Please make certain that a custodian is on hand

to meet the movers and to assist in spotting the van for unload-

ing.

2. Damage to steps and property will be avoided if wooden ramps
can be provided at the time of unloading.

*3. A minimum auditorium temperature of 700 is-required at concert

time.

*4. On auditorium stage, white light inborders should be used.
PLEASE REMOVE COLORED GELATINS. Nc spotlights are to be used
unless specifically requested, and in such case, will be con-
trolled by the stagehands of the Orchestra staff. An operator

for the houselights is to be furnished and will function under
the direction of the orchestra's stagehands.

5. Prior to our arrival, please check to see that stage is completely

clear of all paraphernalia not essential to the performance.

6. To obtain the best accoustical results, it is essential that we

play ariinst a background of bard-surfaced walls. Curtains or

drapes of any kind muffle the sound of brass and woodwind instru-
ments and deprive your audience of the real sound of the Orchestra.

The bare walls of the stage are preferred if no accoustical type
shefl is availdble on your stage.
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7. Please provide one dressing room for the Conductor, one large
dressing room which will accommodate approximately SO man,
and another room to accommodate approximately 20 women.

8. A standing microphone with an ON-OFF switch is needed for use
by the Conductor.

9. 80 sturdy chairs are needed on stage.

10. 60 permanent-type mmsic stands are requested to be placed on

stage if available.

11. A piano is is not needed for this performance. (if piano

is requested, please have it tuned to A-440 within a reasonable
period prior to the concert, and place on stage.)

12. No one except the working crew should be permitted on stage
before or during performance.

13. Recording the whole, or any part of, the performance is prohibited
except by special permission which must be obtained through the

offices of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra. Permission,
evidenced in writing, must be presented to the Manager in charge

of the Orchestra at concert time.

14. If it is at all possible, please provide coffee for the Orchestra
during the break between concerts. If the school cafeteria is
available to the Orchestra, the members are happy with a pay-
as-you-go situation. In any case, your cooperation will be much

appreciated.

*PLEASE NOTE: Items 3 & 4 are of utmost importance. It is su .ested

that one person be designed to assume res onsibili
for heating and lighting arrangements.

Address communications to:
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SUBJECT: Plan of Organization for Participation in the School Concert
Series, Detroit Symphony Orchestra, 1966-1967

FROM Music Education Department
Division for Improvement of Instruction

TO Principals and Music Teachers in All Elementary, Junior and
Senior High Schools

DATE September 1, 1966

The Detroit Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Valter Poole,
will provide a series of sixteen free concerts for the boys and girls of
Detroit and Metropolitan Detroit public and parochial school systems.
These concerts are planned and presented for pupils in grades five through
twelve. The concerts will be played at the Ford Auditorium on the fol-
lowing dates:

Program I
Program II
Program III
Program IV
Program V
Program VI
Program VII
Program VIII

October 11, 1966 9:30 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
November 15, 1966 930 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
November 29, 1966 9:30 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
December 13, 1966 9:30 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
February 14, 1967 9:30 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
February 28, 1967 9:30 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
March 7, 1967 9:30 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
April 4, 1967 9:30 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.

The programs scheduled for October 11, 1966 and February 28, 1967
will be primarily for the junior and senior high schools of Detroit and
the metropolitan area. (See Seating Allocation Bulletin.)

Distribution of Seating Allocation Forms

The series of sixteen concerts will be divided into two series. Each
elementary school will receive an allocation of sixty seats for each con-
cert which it is scheduled to attend. Junior and senior high schools
will receive a quota of fifty or one hundred seats, based on a request
previously made by the school administration. Reserved seating alloca-
tion forms will be distributed by the Music Education Department of the
Detroit Public Schools well in advance of the date for attendance.

Please check carefully on the series, dates and time of performace
for which your school is scheduled to attend concerts. (See Ticket Allo-
cation Bulletin.)
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D.S.R. Bus Service

HOW TO GET A BUS: Simply call the D.S.R. Chartered Service, 962-9233,
no later than two weeks before the concert date, stating that you wish
bus service on the date of the concert. Chartered Service will have had
previous notice of dates, schools attending each series, location of
schools, and time of the concerts, and it will be their responsibility to
have the bus at your school at the right time and bring the children back
to school. The D.S.R. Chartered Service will tell you when you order your
bus, the approximate time that it will arrive at your school. It is im-
perative that the techer and pupils be ready to board the bus immedi-
ately upon the arrival of the coach, as a delay of even a few .minutes
upsets the schedule and delays the arrival at Ford Auditorium. The
audience must be seatid at least ten minutes before concert time.

Bus Fare

Each bus will cost a flat rate of $33.00, with each bus transportipg
fifty people. The cost of the bus is to be pro-rated at the discretion
of the principal. .The money is to be previously collected and paid to
the bus driver by the accompanying teacher upon boarding the bus. This
procedure has been requested by the Chartered Service Department of the
D.S.R. If, for any reason, the coach is not used after it arrives at
the school, there will be a charge of $22.00.

Attendance

The Vocal Music Teacher from each school is requested to attend all
concerts with her group and be responsible for decorum suitable for the
occasion. It may be desirable for a second teacher to attend and assist
the music teacher.

It is the responsibility of the music teacher, by stimulation and
build-up, to see that every seat is filled. Students are to be chosen
from grades five through twelve. All students participating in thd
instrumental program of Music Education in grades five through twelve
are to be given the opportunity of attending one concert each season.
Teachers have found it advisable to select the children who are to attend
the concerts well in advance of the scheduled date, getting notes from
hone and being sure that the students have the necessary bus fare. There
should be no vacant seats. The quota of seats Assigned to my school
must include the chaperons. Emu seat is assigned. There are no extra
seats.

greparatilm

The programs for the concerts form the basis of the Music Apprecia-
tion Course in grades five through twelve. Program notes for the current
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Schoca Concert Series will be found in the musid bulletin entitled "Pro-

gram Notes - The Detroit Symphony Orchestra, School Coneert Series, 1966-

1967." Phonograph records of the selections on the concert programs, as
well as related visual aids, may be secured from the Audiovisual Teaching

Aids Library. Call for phonograph records from the Audiovisual Teaching

Aids Library (833-7900, extension 2191). Collections of materials suit-

able for exhibits, as well as pictures, are available for circulation at

the Children's Museum (873-2670).

Singing

At every concert the audience will sing the first stanza of "The

Star Spangled Banner," and as a theme song, at the opening of the broad-

cast, the first stanza of "America, the Beautiful." In the arsaog
Notes" bulletin will be found an arralient_me of "America, the Beautiful"

with descant. This arrangement is to be learned by the students who"will

attend the concerts through the year. Definite schools, howevet, will

be designated to sing the descant at each concert. These schools will be

seated in front rows and they are the only schools that will be responsible

for singing the descant and the only groups to sing the descant at the

concert. It is necessary to make this direct stipulation so tHat good

balance may be secured in the singing of our theme song.

Arrival at Ford Auditorium

1. The teacher should be ready to disembark fnmn the bus with her pupils

upon arrival at Ford Auditorium. The D.S.R. official will give the
signal when each bus load of passengers is to disembark. Please

have your seattra allocation form readily. available,

2. Students will disembark and form a double line to enter Ford Audi-
torium, with the teacher leading the group. All groups will enter

at the main entrance. Schools holding balcony and loge seats will

use the first and last set of double doors at the rain entrance.

Upon entering lobby, use the staircase to immediate left or right of

main entrance.

3. Please check your seating form before entering Ford Auditorium and
know where your seats are located and the aisle which you are to use.
Aisles are numbered left to right as you enter the auditorium.
(Main Floor, Aisles 1-2-3-4-5-6) (Balcony or Loge, Aisles 1-2-3).

4. Please bring your group up to the aisle indicated on your seating
form. This will facilitate speedy seating of the groups. Do not

attempt to seat your own group. The ushers will lead your group
to the specified seat locations. Seat your group quickly and
quietly in your assigned location as indicated by the ushers. If

readjustments within the group are necessary in the interest of good
concert decorum, please make this adjustment after the group has been

seated as a whole.
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Plan for Dismissal at Conclusion of Concert

It has been found that a formal plan of dismissal at the School Con-

certs is necessary. This is necessary for safety and orderly dispatch in

boarding the busses. We will greatly appreciate the cooperation of tea-

chers and pupils in carrying out this plan. May we request the teachers

to explain to the students:

1. All students will keep their seats and remain quiet until their

school is called. (Explain to the students that their school
may be first or it may be last, and that at the next concert
this order may be just reversed. In any event, it is necessary

for their safety and to avoid cmafusion.)

2. When the school name is called, please use the exit indicated
and immediately move quickly and quietly to your school bus.

We would appreciate your cooperation in maintaining formal con-
duct until the auditorium is cleared.

Concert Etiguette

In the past we have observed that application of the following items
contributes to the greater enjoyment of everyone attending the concert:

1. Sit comfortably and quietly. Hold programs quietly.

2. Avoid unnecessary use of the drinking fountains and rest rooms.
Only one child at a time should leave the group after securing
the chaperon's permission, and then only when absolutely neces-
sary.

Put on wraps at the conclusion of the concert. It is disturbing

to others if this takes place during the playing of the last
number, and frequently we are "on the air" for several minutes
after the conclusion of the last number.

Avoid all unnecessary whispering or talking.

5. Autographs cannot be given at the concerts. Students are not

permitted on the stage or back stage.

6. Eating at the concert just "isn't done."

1.1e hope that each teacher will assume full responsibility for the ob-
servance of conduct suitable to the occasion, not only for their own group
but for any group that may be out of order.

We appreciate the fine cooperation of the principals and teachers
that we have enjoyed in the past, and we hope that the requests and
comments do not seem too arbitrary. Experience has taught us that these

items are all essential in achieving a coordinated, efficient organization
with a resulting happy concert experience for the audience.
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The Symphony Society of
Greater Hartford

EDUCATION PROGRAM

Introduction

To foster an increasing interest and pleasure in orchestral music,
the Symphony Society of Greater Hartford offers the services of the musi-
cians of the Hartford Symphony in a variety of small ensembles available
to school and adult groups.

Young people are inspired and stimulated by performances of the high-
est professional quality. Programs are carefully selected to fit the needs
and experience level of individual schools and age groups. The listings

this yea/ provide specific suggestions as to the age levels for which the
programs are especially designed and suitable. These are intended as a
guide to help schools in setting up a sequence of programs that will be
comprehensive in the development of an appreciation of music and music
making and in the orderly progress of musical knowledge.

For clubs and community groups, the same purpose is served as for
younger audiences. In addition, all programs are lively and provide in-
expensive as well as novel entertainment.

A narrator for each ensemble helps provide a background of information
needed for the understanding and enjoyment of each program. Dancers join
the instruments in some ensembles to add a visual dimension to the music
performed. Programs are scheduled for approximately 45 minutes. They

are held at the convenience of the school administration during regular
assembly periods.

Detailed information as to the music included in each program is
available on request.

Descriapn of the Services

The programs available for the coming season have been listed in five

categories: Strings (S), Woodwinds (W), Brasses (B), Percussion (P), and
groups representing combinations of these instruments and other groups of

special interest (SG). In each category the listings have been given in
progressive order, ranging from the more elementary to the more advanced.
In the listings themselves, we have attempted to be as explicit as possible
concerning the content of each program and have also indicated the age
levels for which we consider them best suited.

For your guidance an additional section has been included which con-
tains a Suggested Sequence for the presentation of these programs. This
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has been arranged so as to provide a well-rounded listening program on

each of the following levels: Xindergarten through Grade 3; Grades 4

through 6; Junior High School, Grades 7 and 8; and Senior High School,

Grades 9 through 12.

Each level contains withih it a series of programs which covers all

sections of the orchestral instrtments, and, as the levels progress there

is a significant enlargement in information, listening repertory and growth

in musical experience.

Units of the Education Program are available for single performances

or in what is termed the "School Plan."

The "School Plan" may be elected by a single school which needs more

than one performance to accommodate its student body. It may be used by

two schools for one performance in each school under the following cir-

cumstances:

(a) That performances in each school are given on the same day and

within approximately a half-hour's travel time of each other, and

(b) That the same instrumental group performs for each.

If necessary, the Education Director will be glad to assist individual

schools in arrangements for a companion school to share in a "School Plan.':

Sumeste.:4 Program Secuece

This suggested sequence of programs is being included in the Education

Program for the first time. Adherence to this sequence will, in the opinion

of our staff, insure the most effective use of the program. However, we

wish to emphasize that this outline is designed to serve only as a guide.

Imdividual music supervisors may wish to change or adapt this sequence to

fit their educational needs,

This sequence is projected on the basis of two programs yearly at each

level. It represents a plan which progresses from instrument demonstration

and simple forms in Level I through the major music forms and repertory.

In each of the levels we have used the four sections of the orchestra,

as well as additional special groups designed for that age level. In a

sense, then, each level is complete in itself, and yet thete is a progres-

sive development in musical content and repertory from level to level.

The Education Director of the Symphony Society will be happy ba con-

sult with schools concerning their specific program needs.
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LEVEL 1

Kindergarten
through grade
3

LEVEL II

Grades 4
through 6

LEVEL III

Junior H.S.
Grades 7/8

LEVEL IV

High School
Grades 9/12

SUGGESTED SEQUENCE OF PROGRAMS

S-1

String Trio

W-1
Woodwind
Quartet

SG-3

Trio with
2 Dancers

B-2
Brass Ensemble

SG-5

Piano, Violin,
Cello Trio

W-4
Woodwinds with
2 Dancers

2

P-1
Percussion Trio

B-1
Brass Quartet

S-2

String Quartet

W-3
Wbodwind
Quintet

R-

Brass Group
with Piano

P-4
Percussion Trio

3 4

SG-1 P-2

Melody in Music Percussion Trio

W-2
Woodwind
Quintet

P-3
Percussion

Piano/Dancers

SG-4
Harp Trio

3-4 SG-6 SG-7

String Quartet Anthology of Jazz Violin, Cello

with String Piano

Bass

SG-10 S-3

Small Orchestra String Quartet

or W-5
Woodwind
Quartet
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SG-2
Early
Instruments

SG-8

Early Music

S-5 SG-9

String Quartet Contemporary
and Piano Music
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APPENDIX N

PASADENA AREA YOUTH MUSIC COUNCIL BY-LAWS, 1966, ARTICLES I, II, III, V

I. NAME
Pasadena Area Youth Music Council (a non-profit organization)

II. PURPOSE
The purpose of this Council shall be to further the music appre-
ciation and education of Pasadena area youth through coordinated
planning, sronsorship, and production of annual musical programs.

III. MEMBERSHIP
Section A. Classes of membership

1. Sponsors. The sponsors of this organization shall be
the Coleman Chamber Music Association, The Pasadena
Symphony Juniors., the Pasadena Junior Philharmonic
Committee, the Junior League of Pasadena, Inc. and
the Department of Music Education of the Pasadena
City Schools.

a. Financial sponsors. The following members shall

be known as financial sponsors:
The Coleman Chamber Music Association
The Pasadena Symphony Juniors
The Pasadena Junior Philharmonic Committee
The Junior League of Pasadena, Inc.

b. Non-financial sponsors. The following member
shall be known as a non-financial sponsor:
Department of Music Education, Pasadena City
Schools

2. Affiliated representatives. Any interested organi-
zation or individual may be invited to participate
and shall be known as an affiliated representative.

Section D. Sponsor Participation
The sponsoring organizations shall annually give
written demonstration of their intention to parti-

cipate in planning, promoting, consummating and/or

financing a season of youth concerts.
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Pasadena Area Youth Music Council By-Laws (continued)

V. FINANCE
Section A. The fiscal year shall be from May first through

April thirtieth.

Section B. The book- of account shall be audited annually by
a certified public accountant. A copy of the com-
plete audit shall be filed in the Treasurer's
books and in the permanent file kept by the
Secretary. Books shall be kept in accordance
with sound accounting p-actices.

Section C. Annual budget requests ,submitted in writing,
shall be presented to the Music Council by each
financial sponsor. This request shall not exceed
the actual cost of producing each organization's
youth concert.

1. After annual budget request has been approved,
any sdbsequent changes in basic costs must first
be approved by the sponsoring organizations.

Section D. Prior to publication of any printed material adver-
tising concert dates for each season, participating
groups shall bind their respective groups to parti-
cipation in planning, promoting, and consummating
and/or financing a season of youth concerts by
means of a letter. This letter should be addressed
to the Music Council Chairman and signed by the
president of the participating group.

Section E. From the net proceeds of ticket booklet sales the
music Council shall pay to each financial sponsor
the amount specified in the annual budget.

1. A rotating balance adequate to start the new fiscal
year shall be maintained in an amount approved by
the financial sponsor.

Section P. No financial sponsor may receive from the Music Coun-
cil any amount over the actual cost of producing a
Youth Concert through the distribution of surplus funds.

1. Surplus funds at the end of the fiscal year shalll be
self-liquidating on an equal basis to all financial
sponsors.

2. Should a deficit occur at the end of a fiscal year,
it shall be shared equally by financial sponsors.
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THE PITISBURGH SERHONY SOCIETY

YOUNG PEueur,'S CONCERM 1966-67 SEASON

PROCEDURM FOR HOSTESSES

As a hostess for the lroinig People's Concerts, you are performing a

valuable service toward the cultural and educational development of
the young people in our communities. To make the seating and super-

vision of the large groups of children as trouble-free as possible,
please read the following procedural suggestions carefully before
coming to the concert:

3.. Please reporb to the Syria Mosque promptly at 12 Noon on the
concert day. We have arranged for narking spaces to be reserved for
hostesses in the :tot next to the stage door of the Mosque. NOM: If
you are drivii*, .yOu mutt oll Mrs. Miller at the Woraen's Association
office (281-66156) 1i 2 P4Me of the day preceding your concert day (on
Frida:y 'for Monday tioSte'ssei) to have a space held for you. The parking
fee will be paid by the SyinphonY.
2. Check with ihe Chairman in the Lounge on the first floór; Where'
you will receive an arra band; then go immediately to the floor on which
you are to work*

3. You will be assigned an aisle by the Captain of the floOr, where
you Will receive a chart showing the groups to be seated on that aisle.
As the audience assembles, please see that the young people 'axe seated
quickly, quietly and efficiently. If there is any seating problems,
please refer it immediately to the Captain.

4. In order to carry out the rasponsibiity of seeing that proper de-
portment is maintained, yoi must REMAIN at your post INSIDE the audi-
torium during BOTH doncerts. If there is a deportment problem, by

going directly to the area of disturbance, you will probably asseri
the calming influence needed. If the trouble persists, speak quietly
to the chaperones of the group. If no chaperone is present, speak
ouietly to the group.

5. DO NOT PERMIT CMIDREN TO GO TO 113E MST ROOM OR RE-ENM. TElL AUDI-7
TORIUM WILE WEE ORCHESMA IS PLAYING EfeETT .11.7 TaIERGENCY. IN CASE OF
AN EMERGRICY., CHILD MUST BE ACCCMANIED BY A CHAPERONE OR HOSTESS.
GROUPS OF CEILD.175 ARE NEVER PERMITM TO TRINE THE AUDITORIUM UNLESS
A um= EXCUSE FOR EARLY DEPARTURE IS PROVIDED.

6.. Eating and rattlire or throwing paper is strictly prohibited.

7. IF YOU HAVE TO LEAVE YOUR POST FOR ANY REASON, PLEASE ASK ANOTEtEll

HOSTESS OR CAPTAIN To TATM YOUR PLACE AS YOUR AISLE SHOULD IIEVER BE

LEFT tillSVPRIVISED1

8. SMOKING WILL BE CONFINED TO P121.10D BETWEEN CONCIIITS ONLY*

We are most grateful to you for agreeing to give your time to serve in
this educational and exciting venture. If an emergency shoilld arise
that would prevent your attendance, PIELSE ADVISE US AS SOON AS POS-
SBLE, as we are depenairg upon you otherwise.
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APPENDIX 0

YOUTH CONCERT EDUCNTIONAL MATERIALS, Samples and Outlines

Page

BALTIMORE 708

Baltimore City Public Schools
Philosophy for Music Education
Preparation Notes for Surprise Composition
Preparation Notes on Contemporary Music

Baltimore County Schools
Program Notes (excerpts) for Elementary Program
No. III, 1966-67 Youth Concert Series of Baltimore
Symphony Orchestra

CHATTANOOGA 714

Chattanooga Public Schools
Tele%Yision Music Lessons for Grades 4-5-6, Excerpts
Pertaining to November 1966 Youth Concerts

CINCINNATI 717

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Program Notes (excerpts) for Young People's Concert
February 1967

CLEVELAND 719

Cleveland Listening Program in the Cleveland Public Schools
Cleveland Public Schools, Music Division:
Program Notes (excerpts) for 4th Grade Concerts, 1966-67

Cleveland Public Schools, Music Division:
Guide Sheet for Opera Broadcasts, WBOE, Grades 5-9

Rhymes for Young Listerners - Lillian Baldwin (excerpts)

DETROIT 731

Detroit Public Schools, Listing of contents of Program
Notes for School Concert Series

Detroit Public Schools, Program Notes (excerpts) for
1965-66 School Concert Series

Children's Museum, Lending Collections Available for
Schot-,l Concert Series 1965-66
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APPENDIX 0 (continued)

YOUTH CONCERT EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS, Samples and Outlines

Page

NEW ORLEANS 738

New Orleans Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra, Memorandum
to Teachers to be Read to Students (description of

youth concert)

PITTSBURGH . 741

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, Outline of Program Votes
for 1966-67 Concerts for Young People

Pittsburgh Public Schools, Television Guide for Concerts
for Young People, WQED School Services, 1966-67

SARASOTA 745

Sarasota County Public Schools, Student Evaluation Sheet

for Concert
Sarasota County Public Schools, Quiz, and Matching Test

SALT LAKE CITY 748

Utah Symphony Orchestra, Outline of Youth Concert Program

Booklet, 1966-67

SEATTLE 749

Preparatory Materials for the Puget Sound Project and

the Statewide Tour of the Seattle Symphony Orchestra

SPOKANE .. , . 752

Spokane Symphony Orchestra, Preparatory Materials for

February 1965 Concert for oung People Titled
"Musical Shapes"
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CITIES VI

ORDER OF

POP ULAVIOR

CONTEn CONCENTS-sPART ATTENDANCE MATER IALS PREPARED FOR OSE By FORMAT COS-7Egrl aro. I NM.

SHOUP OF SCHOOL COMP. OPT. B TEAcHERS OR sTuavan PR VITEO OTHER INCLUDES mAnsEas ON ON

CO tIRSE OF !CHOOLS ORCHESTRA SPECIAL ISTS DRAW INUS, INFO . COND. ORCH.

STUDY PiCTURES

DETROIT II x (1) x T Sp. x x x

BALTIMOhE I x x x T Sp. x

CLEVELAND TV X X X -- Sp. x

SA" FRANCISCO VI x x T x

NEW ORLEANS VI x x T x x

PITTSBURGH III x TV x T Sp. x x x

SEATTLE IV x x x T Sp. x x x

I x (I) x T Sp. x x x x

CINCINNATI T X X x Pd. Sp. x x

COLUMBUS IV x x T x

SACRAZ4ENTO x

SALT LAKE CITY II x x Sponsor T Sp. x x x x x x

PROVIDENCE
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NEW HAVEN
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WINSTON-SALEM

SARASOTA
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x
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x x T x
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I Notes, musical examples, raferences and resources, teaching suggestions
TT Notes, musical examples, reference and resources
ITT Nots, musical examples, teaching suggestions
IV Notes, musical exaLiples
V Notes, teaching suggestions
VI Notes, references and resources
VII Notes
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(1) Compulsory in some individual schools
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x
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x
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x
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x
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x
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x

x

x

x

x
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x

x
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x

x x x

TV x x x x

x x x x x

(1) Compulsory in some individual schools

(2) Seattle On tape
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Baltimore City Public Scheols

Baltimore, Earyland

The stated philosophy and objectives governing music education
and, consequently, youth concerts, are presented below in their
entirety.

A PlIELOSOPIff FOR MUSIC EDUCATION

If the most important thing about a person is hit.s integrity,
it follows that the most important education le moral education.
Distinction is made between moral prescriptiong which is left to
agencies other than the schools, and moral experience, which is
properly and unavoidably a part of everyone's general education.
The ancient identity of truth, beauty, and goodness, and the
ethical impact of the aesthetic experience identify music as one
of the most available and potent sources of such expezience.
Providing experiences in valu: the best of moral education; it
is also music education.

The tons deaf and the rhythmically insensitive constitute a
ndnute fraction of aar population; practically everyone is =aeon-
sive to =Bic, There IB additional and invaluble advantage in
the fact that MU21.0 is directly apprehended; it co MI 44 'oatAs im-
mediately with the seat of the emotions. This communication is
not directive or prescriptive, nor can it be verbalized. Mhile
it is an expression of feeling, it also has a cognitive value
which transcends linguistic symbolism. How and what we tesoh
nuet therefore be organized toward the sensitizing of musical
perceptivity. It will seek to emphasize participation for every
child, to recognize special abilities, to exploit the possibili-
ties of social growth through =Bic, tO employ music as a neans
of self expression and emotional release, and to develop taste.
It will encourage the continuiag exercise of musical activity
and taste in both niinioruNall+ nvIA Aanit life. It is axiomatic
that the value of a musical experience to a child corresponds
directly to the quality of that experience; given this quality,
the integration of the home, school, and community will result
as a natural consequence.

An instructional program of quality presupposes adsauacy and
excellence in its ingredients. Competent teachers, suitable
schedules, quality equipment and materials in sufficient quantity,
and appropriate facilities are minimal. For these elements to
function effectively, there must be administrative understanding
that, while the program offers special values, it also involves
special problems that nscessitate depth and consistency in moral
support,
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Performance is the primary avenue of education in music. A
child learns what he does, not what someone else doesf not even
his teacher. Listening, properly motivated, is a most valuable
adjunct. Creativity, where possible, is in some respects the
most compelling of all educational exneriences. Appropriate
implementation of these three essentials will constittite the
structure of the program in mUsic education.

OBJECkVES IN MUSIC EDUCATION

To provide experiences in performing, listening, and cre-
ating which will lead to the development of musical Skill, musi-
cal taste, and musical perceptivity in every child according to
his capacity. To guide children through a progressive sequence
of musical challenges that will foster musical growth; to pro-
vide them with a m_ans of expression and communication that is
both emotional and inte1lect.0-4. To develop skill in ir.-r'form-

ing, in listening, and in music reading and writing; to develop
an understanding of how the elements of music are combined to
create a composition, and an awareness of the cultural reglec-
tions in both fold and composed music. The ultimte objective
of music study is to help the student discover within himself
the quality of his own hvmanity.
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PREPARATION FOR SURPRISE COMPOSITION

While program notes and preparation guides for listening are very
valuable, students should be challenged to listen to a composition in
light of their own musical and aesthetic background. The joy of ex-
ploration should be developed. If this is done, then an unfavorable
reaction to a composition, simply because it is unknown, would not
occur. Below are listed some ways to help make listening more mean-
ingful. Have students discover how many of these approaches aid them
in a better understanding of the surprise composition, even in the
event that the composition is familiar to them.

Very loud to very soft - dynamics

Very high to very low - pitch

Unexpected sounds made by instruments - texture

Sudden changes from joy, to sadness, to excitement - mood

Contrast of quick; short notes followed by smooth, long
notes - style duration

Music moving by two's, three's, four's, five's - rhythm, tempo

Short, vigorous tune followed by a smooth, connected tune, or
vice versa - melody

Shorter melodies within a long, flowing continuous melody -
phrases (some alike, some different)

Two or three melodies, singing along in harmony or singing
against a main melody - counterpoint
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Baltimore City Public Schools

Selected Preparatory Materials

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

Have you heard the airline commercial that says, "Eat your breakfast

in New York, your lunch in London, and your dinner in Paris."? Through

technological advances in electronic science, resulting in faster jet

planes, people in all corners of the earth have become neighbors. Super-

sensitive radio and television equipment let people of all parts of the

world see and hear each other instantly.

Because of the fantastic rate of s)eed at which life in the 20th

century progresses, a feeling of unrest aids the rise of new groups

throughout the world, who rebelling against time-honored fundamentals,

have put some wild experiments in their place. In music, as in poetry,

we have seen an abandonment of traditional rhyrre and rhythm, and in its

place a tendency toward a free, flowing, easy style making great use of

irregular accents, multi and poly rhythms, and dissonant harmonies.

There are many composers whose works are becoming better known, as

our ears become more attuned to the different sounds. One reason

the music sounds so different is because modern composers do not write

their music around a tonal center or key. Tonality is a system in

which all tones move toward a central tone. The American composer,

Charles Ives, was a pioneer in writing this kind of music. Polytonality

means the use of several keys at the same time, key against key or scale

against scale, like counterpoint. Try playing the melody Hot Cross Buns

in C major and F# at the same time. Igor Stravinsky used this technique

in writing the ballet Petrouchka. Multi-rhythms (going from one rhythm

to another) and poly-rhythms (two or three different rhythms played at

the same time) are used by contemporary composers. Zoltan Kodaly worked

with tone rows, a sequence of twelve half-steps, instead of scales.
Arnold Schoenberg is the leader of this modern technique. Listen to the

Viennese Musical Clock from the Hary Janos Suite by Kodaly.

There are many factors that influence modern composers, artists, and

writers of today. Television, radio and movies have aided new composers

by commissioning works to be written especially for them. Gian-Carlo

Menotti's Amahl and the Night Visitors is a good example. However, there

is no universal style established and modern composers are busy writing

music that is creative, fresh and exciting as a symbol of the exciting
world in which we live.
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BLLTIMORE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

YOuTH COMMIT SERTRS

1966 - 67

ELEMENTAFf PROGRAM NO. III

ffortiong
ffiepared by the Baltimore County Schoolil

In the 1966 - 67 comert series, M.. Shapira is interested in
maintaining some flexibility in the programs. The reasons are

twofold: 1. To adapt tp a particular concert situation more read-

ily, and 2. To give the members of the orchestra a greater variety
of material to play and thereby retain a freshness to the presen-
tation. This flexibility will be achieved by playing various parts
of Grieg's "Peer Gynt Suite". We will uot know in advance which

parts of the suite will be played at any particular concert. An-

other means of achieving flexibiliiy is to present several selec-
tions as a "surprise". No preparation is expected for the "sur-

prise". It may be a soloist, or it may be a related composition.
However, there will be an attempt to present some aspect of con-
temporary musical saands at eadh concert. For that reason it is

suggested that the children have an opportunity to explore auch
techniques as atonality, the twelve tone and whole tone scales,

and the irregular meter. Some opportunity for listening to modern
sounds should be made prior to attending the concert.

Grieg Peer Gynt Suite No. I

Beethoven Symphony NO. 8

1st or 2nd Movement

Vaughn WilliamsOOOOOO . Fantasia on "Greensleeves"

SYMPHONY NO. 8 IN F MAJOR Ludwig van Bee4toven
German (1770-1827)

At the writing of this symphony in 1812, Beethoven was just about

totally deaf. Be deliberately avoided associating with others since

he felt self-conscious and suspiciaus. It is difficult to envision a

man with all of his problems, both physical and self-imposed, writing

a symphony like the Eighth with its lilting melodies. This smaller

symphony, coming on the heels of his well received Seventh tended to

be dwarfed and not too well accepted. This irked Beethoven since he
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felt, at least at the time, that his "Little Symphony" las superior

to the Seventh.

The first movement opens with a brigiat tune that sets the tone
of the entire work. It is pastoral in character and is somewhat

reminiscent of the Sixth Sympharay. Beethoven with his usual craft-

manship selected a contrasting second theme which enabled him to

develop his melodic ideas. The movement is in the usual sonata

allegro design.
ggaeme presented herg

The second movement, marked alleetto, is the shortest move-

ment in all of Beethoven's symphonies, and one of the most charming.

The music is merry, playful, and yet energetic. The movement is

commonly associated with one of Beethoven's friends, Herr Haelz el ,

the inventor of the metronome. The movement seems to tick with a

steady staccato accompaniment which persists throughout. Me use

of the sforzando, appearing in unexpected places is so typical of

Beethoven's writing. Although written in 2/4 meter, the slowness

and delicateness of the melody requires that it be conducted in

four. This movement is also in the sonata allegro form.

52eme presented heril

Suggested activities:

Discuss the -berm movement.
How are movements related to each other in a symphony?

What is the usual pattern of contrasting movements?

Sing the first and second themes of the first movement.

How do they compare?
Why do you think- Beethoven wanted them to be contrasting?

Sing the first and second themes of the seoond movement, and.

compare as above.

Suggested reading:

Ludwig van Beethoven and the Chiming Tower Bells - Wheeler and
Deucher, Dutton Company

Beethoven - !faster Musician - 1/Adeline Goss - Holt Company

Beethoven - Reba P. Mirsky - Follett Company

Suggested Listen8:

Symphony No. 8 and 1 - Victor LM 2491
Symphony No. 8 - 2nr.l. movement - Adventures in Music - Grade 6,

Vol. 1

Symphony No. 7 - Scherzo - Bowmar Orchestra Library, BOL #62
Symphony No. 3 - Scharzo - Basic Library Series - RCA., Listen-

ing ActivildeN Vol. 1

Minuet - Beethoven - Basic Library Series - RCA, Listening
Activitieo, Vol. 1
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CHATTANOOGA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

TELEVISION-MUSIC LESSONS

for

GRADES 4-5-6

8:3C a.m.-9:00 a.m. E.S.T. each Wednesday
1966-1967

Teachers' Guide I

Lessons 1-13

Prepared and Taught by

Mrs. Shirley C. Sironen

Television. EUsic and Resaurce Teacher

(NOTE: Only sections pertaining directly to the november 9 and 10, 1966,

Youth Concerts are given below. Lessons included material in

addition to that given)

LEA.RNINGS:

RE6ORD:

September 28, 1966 - Lesson 2

Vhat we mean by "suite"
The American Composer, Ferde Grofe

October 12, 1966 - Lesson 4

"On the Trail," Canyn_ Grofe

PRITARATION:

If possible, find and discuss pictures of brass instruments:
trumpet, Frendh horn, tuba

LEARNINGS:

Review family of musical instruments: Brass
Work and biography of American composer: Ferde Grofe
Vocabulary: dynamics - trumpet - trombone- French horn - tuba

October 19, 1966 - Lesson 5

Come, Ye Thankful People"



RECORD:

"Desert Water Hole," Death Valley Suite, Grofe
R.C.A. Victor Adventures in Music, Grade 4, vol. 1

LEAR1aNGS:

Other work of Ferde Grofe
Finding familiar tunes in orchestral works
Review of another family of musical instruments: Strings

Vbcabulary: tempo - violin - viola - cello - bass viol -

song form

FOLLOW-UP:

SONGS:

ilECORD:

Listen again to "Desert Water Hole" if records are available

in your school.
Find or draw pictures of stringed instruments and listen to
recordings of the different sounds they make.

October 26, 1966 - Lesson 6

"Come, Ye Thankful People"

;;;:1,tzing Cat - Leroy Anderson

FOLLOW-UP:

SONGS:

RECORD:

"Come, Ye Thankful People" has many chord roots. Try using the
resonator bells to play these with the song. Music is reproduced

in the back of the guide.

November 2, 1966 - Lesson 7

"Come, Ye ThanWul People"

Little Train of the Villa-Lobos
R.C.A. Victor, Adventures in Mimic, Grade 3, Vbl. 1

PREPARATION:

If your children or one child has learned to accompany "Come,
Ye Thankful People" ucing the resonator bells on the chord roots,
they may play while the song is being sung on the video lesson.
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LISTENING:

Reinforcement of ability to hear brass instruments: trombones,

French horns, etc.
Ittroduction of Brazilian composer: Heitor Villa-Lobos. (Sixth

grade teachers please note),
listening for "story telling" in music

Vocabulary: aaipira (peasant or farmer)

FOLLOW-DP:

Vise the Little Train of the Caipira as a subject for art class

November 9, 1966 - Lesson 8

Youth Symphony Concert on 9 and 10 Nbvember, 1966. Remind your children

of their listening manners,and review points to listen for in the concert.

Ehny of the selections have been played on the television lessons.

CONCERT SWRICTIONS:

RECORD:

Farandole - Bizet

Little Train of the Cai ira Villa-Iobos

On the Trail - Grofe
tzip - Anderson

Pear Gynt Suite - Grieg
"Come, Ye Thankful People" (children will be asked to sing)

Foresb of the Amazons - Villa-Lobos

FOLIOW-W:

Review the families of musical instruments, find pictures, if

possible, and discuss woodwind instruments.
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cmumairi SYMPHOPY ORCEMTRA

SECOND YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERT

ERICB RUNZEL - Conducting

February 13, 14, 15, 16, 1967

"FUN IN MUSIC"

Suite from "Bary Janos". . . . . . . . . Zoltan EbdaY

ALL SING: "IlY Favorite Things". . . . . Rodgers &Hammerstein

Till EUlenspiegels Iustige Streiche, Opus 28

(Till Etlenspiegel's Merry Pranks). . . . . Richard Strauss

Illustrations by. . . .

gortions of Program Dotes by:

Viennese Eusical Clodk:

Siegfried Humphreys

Stanley L. Rowland
College Bill and Pleasant Bill

Schools
Cincinnati Public School?

Bary's visit to the Imperial Palace in Vienna vas highlighted by
the sight and sound of the famous musical clock that played while toy
soldiers marched around on a "track" when the hour struck.

The tune that is repeated over and over (4 times) sounds like a
clock,

ff.-measure theme giveg

The accompaniment below this is simply four notes:

gnotes giveg

The bugle call of the toy soldiers is played by trumpets, echoed
by a piccolo:

LT-measure call giveil-

Notice that our first tune is repeated after every new tune. The
compose wonderful orchestration varies but still the same tune is
repeated.
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There are no strings. The use of lot3 of woodwinds, brass, and
percussion gives that crisp, metallic sound and mechanical effect.

Some of the percussion instruments used here include the triangle,

key of C and played upon the bells or xylophone. A low-pitched in-

the chime accompaniment also moved down to the key of C.
stent such as the extended bass xylophone, or riano, could

cymbals, snare drims, gong, chimes, celesta; and glockenspiel. Bow
nany can you spot?

Th

Some classes might enjoy listening to this pal-1: ';nd trying to de-
scribe its story before they know the real story.

e chiming clodk theme (Nro. 1) mdght be transposed down to the

ft

6 ERTRAUCE OF T11 3 ENPEROR Alp HIS COURT

The procession begins in a,brisk marching tempo mithwoodminds and
xylophone sounding this tune: (sounds an octave higher)

18--measure theme given7

The second theme is made up of the five-tone pentatonic scale (1-
?-3.5-6).

LT-measure theme given7

Brass instruments play in harmony as the music softens for a brief
spell. Then trumpets and trombones play a fanfare, again a pentatonic
tune.

&measure theme giveil

The complete form of this music is:

A-B-A-B-C (not notated - It is played 4 times with interlude
between 2 and 3.) -.A and B tdgether, B-Fanfare - Coda

After we are familiar with the music, certain groups might be as-
signed to each section. Each group could have a procession during its
designated section of the music.

The brilliant orchestration convinces us that this is a great cele-
bration. The mtsic ends with a terrific climnx with the bass drum get-
ing the last word.

BEIPS FOR THE TIMBER:

If recordiz,gs of the complete suite are not easAy available, two
sections of this suite are in the RCA Adventures in Mtsic recordings
found in many schools. "Viennese Musical Clock" is in Album 2 and "En-
trance of the Emperor and His Court" is in Volume 2 Grade 4 album.

Teachers might desire to make this connection for their classes if
they use either the Eugene Ormandy or the Antal Dorati recordings of
this music. Both conductors, Hungarian by birth, have studied with
and are personal friends of Zoltan Kodaly.

Approximate time for teaching: Whole Suite, 23 - 1/2 minutes;
Tale Begins, 2' 30"; Song, 5'; Battle of Napoleon, almost 41;
Intermezzo, 4' 40"; Emperor and Court, 4' 40".
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THE CLEVELAND LISTENING PROGRAM

The Cleveland picture is best understood by first examining closely
the philosophy and accomplishments of Lillian Baldwin, who served in
the dual capacity of Supervisor of Music Appreciation for the Cleveland
Schools and Consultant in Music Education for the Cleveland Orchestra
from 1929 until her retirement in 1956, the latter title having been
conferred upon her in 1939 in recognition of her services. In a
paper written in 1949, she set forth the foune.ation upon which these
live concerts for students has rested for nearly forty years.'

Whatever success has been achieved has not occurred haphazardly,
but has been based on several firm convictions expressed in a colorful
and forthright manner by Miss Baldwin:

1. As wonderful as exposure to a live orchestra can be to
a child, and as rewarding as the resultant publicity
can be for the orchestra or an individual, the fact
remains that "mere exposure to a concert program can
no more meet the educational implications of music than
can a pleasant field trip through a metropolitan park
suffice as a course in natural science. For learning
that lasts, nothing has taken the place of the good
old preparation and follow-up. . And there must be
straight thinking by those who plan children's con-
certs, thinking free from sentimentality, outside
pressures and thought of personal advantage. The
thing to remember is not what we do, for that is
often faulty, but why we do it - the educational and
aesthetic principles back of the effort. .2

2. Why give the name "Music Education" to a screening
process through which the talented few get eN,er?thing,
the less musical many, little or nothing? . . . There
is just resentment toward so-called music education
which spends all on show-off groups and neglects the
majority of the children.

3. Music was meant to be enjoyed, even in the classroom.
There is no danger of too much enjoyment, the more the

1
Lillian Baldwin, "The Cleveland Plan of Music Education for the

Listener," 1949. Mimeographed.
2Baldwin, p. 2
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better, if only the music is good. Alas, for the
blight which too frequently falls on music when it
enters the classroom where it is made to serve the

pedagogical purpose instead of the other way around.
To magnify teaching fads and procedures until they
destroy what we have to communicate is surely one of
education's most pathetic fallacies . . Ic is with

the hope of awakening consciousness of these musical
values - consciousness of music as music - a great
art to be enjoyed for its own sake and to the limit
of each individual's capacity that today's schools
offer training for the listener.3

The realization by Russell V. Morgan, who was appointed Directing
Supervisor of Music in the Cleveland Public Schools in 1923, that the

fullest use was not being made of this orchestra so closely identified
with music for youth since its founding in 1918, led to his engaging

Lillian Baldwin as the orchestra-school coordinator in 1929. As one

of her first recommendations, Miss Baldwin encouraged devoting most
of the music-appreciation segment of the music education program to
the live orchestra concerts'and dispensing with the strictly textbook-

recording approach. All children would receive preparation and those
who were interested would go to the concerts, the others having had

the benefit of the preparatory instruction. She also requested that
the concerts be presented near the end of each semester to create a
favorable psychological effect, a "gala week . . a festival, a mass

interest" as she called it, and to allow for the maximum time for

preparation of the students.

Programs were planned not only with enjoyment in mind, but with
a concern for the student's continuing musical growth. A long-range

seven-year cycle of programs was developed. The formulation of study

materials grew out of the realization that teachers would not or
could not be expected to do the type of preparation individually that
would be necessary to provide their students with information about
the compositions to be played. Themes from the music were provided
and the students were encouraged to develop the habit of reading

about music. Miss Baldwin's judgment was that "too much of the
available material for young listeners talks down to them, is senti-
mental, overly anecdotal and may easily ruin their respect for so-
called mnsic appreciation."4

The approach which was developed during Miss Baldwin's tenure,
and which still exists, with some major changes however, (see page

723 ) began in the kindergarten by providing the very young child with :

3Baldwin, pp. 3-4.
4Baldwin, p. 8.
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listening experiences which utilized nursery rhymes. "Gradually we

shift the focus of attention from words to tunes, from physical to

emotional', and imaginative response. After passing through the

physical stage, the children learn what 'concert' means and arrive

at the quiet listening which is the source and secret of all true

appreciation of music."5 in the first and second grades, this ex-

perience is extended, sometimes embodying repetition of old tunes

with a recognition of new content. "All of which proves the important

point idiat the more you bring to -ausic, the more it will give back to

you."6 The first and second graders heard new and longer compositions

and learned to pronounce and write musical terms. In the third grade

a weekly fifteen-minute radio broadcast called "Music for Young Listen-

ers" was made available. Live artists performed carefully chosen

groups of compositions'of masterworks for solo instruments and small

ensembles. "Every piece was chosen, placed in the series and pre-

sented as a definite step for the young listener."7 Whenever possible,

recordings of the pieces played were made available for further class-

room study. The criterion used to evaluate the success of these broad-

casts was the student's own reaction, particularly his eagerness to

hear the "radio pieces" again.

In the fourth grade, after three years of hearing about the

Severance Hall concerts and being primed for them, the child was

given the opportunity to attend a program. Estimating their atten-

tion span to be about three minut^s, the program was planned accord-

ingly:

It ie usually a "two-composer" program, the life, times

and style of two major composers giving scope enough for

listeners of this age. It is a program of obvious con-

trasts. For example, the first part of the program may

present the old-fashioned airs and dances of Bach, which

children love, the second part, Debussy's Children's

Corner Suite,, picturesque, modern music. As substitute

for an intermission, the instruments of the orchestra

are individually and informally demonstrated. This

serves a physical as well as a musical purpose. Moving

in the seat, clapping hands every few minutes, giggling

at the tuba, audibly adoring the harp, are as relaxing

as the stroll and cigarette in the foyer.8

5Baldwin,
6Baldwin,
7Baldwin,

8Baldwin,

p. 4.
pp. 4-5.

p. 5.

p. 8.
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The Children's Concerts given twice each year for fifth and sixth

graders (now being given only once a year for the fifth grade) pre-

sented more composers and longer pieces of about 5 minutes:

The idea of contrast is carried still further in these

programs with special classroom attention to the two

kinds of music --pattern music and story and picture

music, which musicians call absolute and program music.

For example, a January program of Dance Types is bal-

anced by a second semester program From the Land of

Make Believe. Instrument demonstration presents the

four instrument families --string, woodwind, brass and

percussion, with special attention to the recognition

by sound.9

The junior high school student had an opportunity to attend a con-

cert each semester designed specifically for him.

These programs assme experience gained in the elementary

schools; an ability for more discriminating listening;
appreciation of longer compositions; the greater depth
of a "one-composer" program, bringing out the style and

variety of such an artist as Schubert or Brahms; and

programs illustrating nationality in music with various

correlations. Instrument demonstration, when given, is

less concerned with recognition of instruments by sight

and sound than with their musical purpose, particularly

in the music programmed.10

The twice-a-year concert opportunity was also offered to senior

high students, with programs based on the same general subject as the

junior high school programs, some of the music being varied to allow

the playing of a complete symphony, for example, in deference to the

maturity of the older student. Form and instrumentation were stressed.

(Concerts in the three series now last from one hour to an hour and

fifteen minutes. The secondary level concerts are now combined.)

Preparation took the form of classroom activities based on books,

mimeographed materials, and recordings sent to every school at the

beginning of the school year. Special projects were encouraged and

Miss Baldwin offered her services for this purpose. Soloists were not

used "to prevent embarassment and protect our concert plan . . . The

orchestra cannot afford the extra rehearsal time required by a soloist;

9Ibid.

10Baldwin, p. 9.



the solo number seldom works into the idea of the programs; and we can-
not let educational concerts become vulnerable to personal ambitions."11
Music that had not been commercially recorded was not played in order
to ensure proper classroom preparation. "This policy, while it may
deprive us of music we would like to inclucb, also spares us nany
wild pieces! #112 No pictures were taken in the auditorium. To round
out these rather austere set of restrictions:

Out-of-town visitors . . . find it strange that even through
depression and war years we have had steady, consistent
growth, rather than spurts of publicity-fed success alter-
nating with doleful slumps. They are surprised that we
offer no side-shows, no child prodigy soloists, no lantern
slides of bewhiskered composers with coats buttoned up to
their chins, no mangy zoo lion led on for Saint-Saens
Carnival of the Animals, no battered straw hat on the con-
ductor for a Beethoven Country Dance, no printed programs
to tempt idle hands to mischief, not even audience singing
of God Bless America -- nothing but a great orchestra and
its music! It evidently hadn't occurred to them that
children might be proud of the fact that their concert is
a real symphony concert with the audience listening like
grown-ups (only better) and the orchestra complete to the
last detail of norning coat and pin-striped trousers.13
(Only on rare occasions at this time, does the student
audience participate in any way. The fourth graders have
sung the National Anthem, and occasional clapping or other
rhythmic activity is encouraged.)

Are-examination of policies and practices became necessary in
1956 when both Rudolph Ringwall, conductor of the youth concerts, and
Lillian Baldwin left, and a period of readjustment ensued.14 In 1961

a number of re-statements and changes were made:

1. Soloists and augmenting groups could be used with the
orchestra' (An occasional soloist has been used, and
Gianni Schicchi was staged in Severance Hall in May, 1967)

2. The repertoire for programs was expanded.

3. The practice of preparing all students for a program,
whether or nOt they attended, was continued with the

11Baldwin, p. 10.
12Ibid.
13Ibid.

14Baldwin, p. 11.
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added statement "Preparation without the opportunity

to attend is -disappointing to children and embarrassing

to teachers."

4. A four-year cycle of programs, which had been instituted

in place of the seven-year cycle originally used, was

continued as a necessary part of providing and handling

recordings.

5. Inasmuch as the pattern for these concerts has evolved

from many years of careful planning 4nd experimentation,

aad, as a result, have attained national recognition, it

would be unwise to make major changes in these concerts

unless Oere is overwhelming evidence of need for such

change."'

151iusic Department, Cleveland Schools, "Children's Concerts,"

February 20, 1961. Mimeographed.
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MUSIC DIVISION - CLEVELAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS

1966-67 Educational Concert

(Portion of Program Notes)
To Teachers of Fourth Grade Music:

The program for the Fourth Grade Concert is listed below. Attached
to this program list is material on the concert music written es-
pecially for the schools by Klaus Roy, program annotator for the
Cleveland Orchestra. The last pages of this material include ex-
amples of themes notated by Mr. Roy and referred to in his type-
written material as Ex. 1, 2, etc.

These 1.hemes may be used in many different ways. They may be copied
on the blackboard or on a chart, recognized and Wentified in the
recordings, sung by the class and played on piano or bell set by
the teacher and individual pupils.

It is expected that teachers will make good use of this material
and references in providing children with quiet listening experi-
ences and preparing them for the concert this semester at Severance
Hall. Please save this concert material from year to year for
future use and reference.

If you are using the London record CM 9292 for Falla's La Vida
Breve, you will find the "Spanish Dance" in the second band on
side 2. It starts approximately 3/8 of an inch into the band
after the "Interlude."

THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA

Louis Lane or Michael Charry conducting
James Levine assisting

FOURTH GRADE PROGRAM

Prelude to Act III, "Lohengrin" Wagner Mer. 50234
MSB 78133

Four Dances

Minuet from Symphony No. 40
in G minor Mozart Epic LC 3287

London LL 1285
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Hungarian Dance No. 6

Hoe-Down from Rodeo

Spanish Dance from La Vida
Breve

"Peter and the Wolf"

March, "National Emblem"

Brahms DGG 18610
Ma 78110
Richmond 19038

Copland Epic LC 3539
Cap. P 8196
Mer. 50172

Falla Lon. CM 9292
Vic. LM 2230
Lon. CM 9153
Lon. LL 1404

Prokofieff Vic. LM 1803
Ang. 35638

Bagley Mer. MG 50113

(Plus demonstration)

PRELUDE TO ACT III of the OPERA, "LOHENGRIN"

By RICHARD WAGNER

Born May 22, 1813, in Leipzig, Germany; died February 13, 1883,
in Venice, Italy.

Reference:
L. Baldwin: Music to Remember
(p. 127, biography and music)

"Lohengrin" is one of Wagner's earlier operas; he wrote it in
his thirties, and th,.. first performance was given in 1850, con-

ducted by his older Yriend, Franz Liszt. The story is a little
comOicated; yo. will surely read it in one of your books. But
although che events of the opera are on the whole very serious,
and even tragic, there is much colorful pageantry and joyful music
in it. Perhaps the most vigorous and cheerful music comes in this
Prelude to the Third Act, just before the wedding festivities of
the noble knight Lohengrin and the princess Elsa whom he has rescued
from a false accusation.

Listen to the leaping, exuberant statement from the uhole
orchestra ith which it begins:
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Men comes a related theme which is ingeniously orchestrated
for m_- 11 tit effect; against a tremolo of the strings, it is "bur
nished into our minds" by horns, bassoons, and 'cellos, and ov. its
next appearance is even more powerful as these instruments are
joined by three trombones and tub:

Ex.2

Ho less festive, but in a much quieter mood, comes a melody
which suggests the bri& and her attendants:

Ex. 5

The immessive and masculine themes ret-urn once more, and
there is a coda (closing section) which is sometimes added for
the occasion of a concert perfonnance: we hear an ominous hint of
the theme which re-oresents Lohengrin's waxn-ing to Elsa not to ask
him certain questions a-bout his mysterious origin, and not even
his name!

Ex. 4

It is a peculiar request to have made, and because women are
naturally curious, trouble soon follows, In the opera itself, we
do not hear that motive at this point, instead, the music goes
directly into the famous wedding march which all of you kaow, or
will, -- sooner or lateri
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To the Music Teachers

MUSIC DIVISION
CLEVELAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS

GUIDE SHEET
OPERA BROADCASTS IGOE
Grades 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

PROGRAM II "Puccini and His Opera Gianni Schicchi"

MAY 8
MaY 9

Wedwday, May 10
Thurs&v, May 11

11:30

9:00, 9:45, 1/:15, 11:55, 1:25
9:15
2:15

If you listened to rl:nram I, please hold a short preliminary discussion
on opera as an art It might be well to review su,:h terms as aria,

recitative, overtts.re, iettov and to stress the fact th.st The Lake Erie
Opera Theater is a loc< v;ompany,

Please write the following < ens 3:70ard and point to eaeim as they are

referred to in the lesson:

!

La Boheme Moussorgsky Giacomo P.3%.1cini

Mozart Benjamin Britteu Gianni Sch!cchi (pr. Johnnie Skeekee)
Bizet La Scala "0 ludo babbino caro"

Following the broadcast, if there is time, perhaps ehe class could discuss
one or more of the topics listed below. Alternative17, the teacher may
wish to assign these or other topics as subjects for ieports at a later
session:

Why Cleveland Needs a Local Opera Company
Some Well Known Opera Composers
What Is Required to Become a Great Opera Singer
The Many Specialized Operations That Go Into Preparing an Opera Pro-
duction

Great Opera Stars Past and Present
Should Opera Be Tax Supported Here As It Is in Many European Countries?
A Brief History of the Development of Opera
Arturo Toscanini, the Famous Operatic Conductor

Some questions to be answered when pupils return from Severance Hall. The
teacher will doubtless think of many others.

Did you enjoy the performance? Why?
Did the music enhance the story?
Was the story comic or tragic?
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Did the orchestra help or hinder the singers?
Were the scenery, costumes, lighting, make-up appropriate?
Was tlie vocal quality of the singers pleasing?
Which charactet did you like best? Uhl!?

What did the conductor in the orchestla pit contribute?
Were the singers able to act as well as they could sing?
In what period of time did the story take place?
Would the opera have been as effective if the actors had been dressed

in modern clothes?
Have you ever heard another opera? Was it in an auditorium or on TV?
How did Giann,i Schicchi compare with the other?



RHYMES FOR YOUNG LISTENERS

Lillian Baldwin

MAENERS
Manners are just dr?. patterns
For different things we do.
And what we call "good manners"
The kind we want for you--
Are all the little, pleasant ways
Which every child should know
Will make him liked and welcome
Wherever he may go.

THE GOOD NEIGHBOR
When I go to a concert

It makes me glad to know
That all my concert neighbors

Enjoy the music. So,

I add my happiness to theirs,
For I love music too.

I wouldn't dream of whispering
Or making noise. Would you?

THEWHISSS-PER
A whisper is a pointed sound.

Ic pricks the quiet all around.
It bores right through the music

too.

Oh never think that even YOU
Can whisper and it won't be heard!

Som listener will catch every
word

And wish you'd stayed at home!

CONCERT GOOPS
The Coops of Mr. Burgess

They taught us such a lot!
But the Goops that go to concerts
Are the ones that he forgot.

These Goops, they rattle paper!
Have restless hands and feet:

Are tardy in arriving!
They squirm and squeak the seat!

They whisper and they sniffle!
Oh, they drive their neighbors wild!

They don't really love the music.
Are you a Goop, my child? 730

AUTOGRAPHS
Oh pity the poor conductor,
Who finds when the concert is o'er,

A long row of autograph hunters
Lined up at his dressing-room door.

He hates to Eay "NO" to nice children,
But oh, it's the tiresomest task

To write one's narle dozens and dozens

of times,
So please have a heart and don't ask!

HAND CLAPPING
Sometimes when the Orchestra's playing

It sounds like the end of the tunfi,

Our ears are a little bit puzzled,
And hands begin clapping boo soon.

So here is a good tip for listeners--
Just "watch the conductor" because

The same hands that started the music
Will show when to start the applause.

IT'S A MATTER OF TASTE
What! Candy at a concert?

Oh that will never do!
It's such bad taste, no matter
How good it tastes to you.

Don't eat!

AND AS FOR CHEWING GUM
There is a useful, kindly beast
That chews the live-long day.

It's not bad manners for a cow
Since cows are made that way.

But cows don't go to concerts,
They stay at home to chew.

And I think gummy girls and boys
Should stay at home, don't you?

Don't chew!



Contents - Detroit Public Schools

School Concert Series Program Notes

Foreword - Philosophy and short history

Acknowledgments

Detroit Symphony - a page of material on its development

Sixten Ehrling and Vaiter Poole, the conductors

Concert Schedule and Appendix Contents

The Notes - a very brief presentation about the music, including themes

Audiovisual Aids - recordings for each selection programmed, if recorded;
suggested list of films and filmstrips from Audio-Visual Ed. Depart-

ment of schools

Biographies of Composers correlated with Adventures in Music teachers

guides.

Childrela's Museum - a unique collection of exhibits and pictures that
are available on loan for use in the music rooms in the various

schools and pertinent to the programs discussed in the guide.

References

Songs to be sung at the concerts

Editor's Notf: ItaI02212121 for 1965-1966 were used at the request
of Zsabelle H. Hoersch.
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PROGRAM NOTES

(Portion)

Detroit Public Schools Concert Series: 1965-1966

Isabelle E. Hoersch

Fixst Movement (Allegro vivace), from
Symphony in C major, (Jupiter) (K.551) . Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

(1756-1791)

During tha summer of 1788, Mozart composed three of his greatest
symphonies, the E flat (K.543), the G minor (K.550), and the C major
(K.551),also titled the Jupiter Symphony, the first movement of which we
will hear on this prograZTriar= interest to know that the letter
and figures associated with many of Mozart's works were used to indicate
a specific work, as Mozart composed more than one work in certain keys:

The popular name of the symphony - the Jupiter - may well be associ-
ated with the image of the ancient Roman god - Jupiter (Jove the Uncon-
querable).

The symphony has four movements:

I. Allegro vivace
II. Andante Cantabile

III. Minuetto: Allegretto: Trio
IV. Finale: Allegro Molto

The opening notes of the first movement establish the idea for the
climax of the symphony. The first three movements might lien be classi-
fied as "preludes" to the fourth movement.

The syaphony opens with sweeping broad phrases, gay in mood, for
full orchestra. Then the upper strings are heard in a half-sad, half-gay
theme. The woodwinds and lower strings then sing a beautiful counter-
point melody.

(8-measure theme quoted)

An auxiliary theme in G major, typir...ally Mozartian is then heard.

(4-measwe theme quoted)

Many musicologists express the thought that in this symphony Mozart
departs from his typical style and makes a definite approach to the
style of writing found in the modern symphony. The Jupiter symphony was
music not only of Mozart's century, but of all centun="It was music
by a Mozart at his best.
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CHILDREN'S MUSEUM

Lending Collections Available for School Concert Series

1965-1966

"THE ORCHESTRAL PALETTE AND
THE GRAND SYMPHONIC FORK"

The Catalogue of Lending Collections available at the Children's
Museum lists in detail numerous exhibits and sets of pictures for use in
music rooms. Supplementing this catalogue, the following list outlines
briefly materials pertinent to the School Concert Series Programs. Tea-
chers who do not find what they need listed should consult the Maiseum
(873-2670), as new materials are being added constantly. Requests for
material should be indicated as music orders on the order blank.

Concert Highlights

The following materials provide Listorica] and cultural background
for Imisical compositions, reflect the musical mood of a piece, or illus-
trate the story on which the music is based.

Program II - Featuriin Strings November 16, 1965

First Movement, Symphony in C major. The instruments for which
Mozart scored this syMphony - flute, oboe, bassoon, horn, trumpet,
kettledrum, and strings are illustrated in various types of pictures.

Carnival of the Animals. The stately swan, the clumsy elephant, the
royal lions, and all the other animals described in this musical-
zoological fantasy are depicted in a set of drawings. Realistic
pictures of the elephant and the swan are available, also.

Polka and Fugue from Schwanda. A picture of the bagpipe player
shows the main character in this opera by Weinberger.

Featured Composers. Portraits of Mozart and Saint-Saens are avail-.
able as well as pictures of the countries where they lived and worked.

The Life of Mozart. Mozart as a child, his family, title pages
and manuscripts for some of his compositions, places where he
performed and other details related to his life are presented
in this collection of pictures for bulletin-board display.

Mozart - His Musical Life in Austria. Like Beethoven, Haydn,
Schubert, and many other musicians, Mozart lived and worked in
various places in Austria which are shown in this collection of
bulletin-board pictures.733



Prague, the City of Mozart. Scenes of 18th Century Prague

where many of Mozart's musical activities took place are high-

lighted in this group of pictures,

Musical instruments

Many of the "7!::silauft::, feated on the School Concert Series are

interestlAg because of the instruments itz-red and the way they are used

to create a mood. The following materials are T7-1111able to correlate

with the study of musical instruments.

Accent on Rhythm. Drums, musical gourds, rattles, and other rhythm

makers from Africa, Latin America, and the American Indians are

featured in this erhibit for use in a locked e7thibition case.

European Folk Music. Flutes, stringed instruments, and rhythm

makers are combined with costume dolls and background pictures for

an exhibit to use in a locked cavl.

Instruments of the Band. This series of small black and white

pictures shows the characteristic instruments with a brief descrip-

tion of each.

Meet the Instruments. This sezies of color pictures shows indi,

vit7ual and families of instruments. Teachers nay order the com-

plete set of twenty-five posters or by groups as follows:

Part A - The Strings
Part B - The Woodwinds
Part C - The Brass
Part D - The Percussion

Music of the Orient. A Chinese moon guitar, a sat of miniature

Japanese musical instruments, a Burmese gong, a Miriam drum from

Israel, and various fiutez are among the instruments in this ex-

hibit for use in a locked exhibition case. Background pictures

and labels provide interpretation.

Musical Instruments from Many Lands. Spanish castanets, African

drums, Latin American maracas, and Yugoslavian flutes are typical

of the instruments included in this collection for use in a locked

exhibition case. Many of these instruments are used for special

effects in contemporary musical works

Musical Instruments of Latin America. Fold instruments from

Ectiador, Cuba, Brazil, and Peru, as well as the modern importa-

tions ..)f bongos, claves, and castanets, are represented. Back-

ground pictures ane labels interpret these unusual instruments

in this exhibit for use in a locked exhibition case.
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Paintings by William Gibbs. These authentic and beautiful paintings
portray "Continental Bagpipes," "Drums of India," "Double Spinet,"
"Guitar," "Northumbrian and Lowland Scotch Bagpipes," "State Trumpet
and Kettledrum of India," "Chamber Organ," "Clavichord," "Upright
Spinet," "Viola da Gamba," "Mandoline and Quinterna," and "The
Hellier Stradivarius." A brief text on the front of each picture
tells about the instruments.

Thc Piano and Its Relatives. The clavichord, spinet, and harpsichord,
together with a chart showing the history of the piano, highlight
the story of this instrument popular with many musicians.

Paintings by Famous Artist-s. "The Jester," by Hals, "The Two Girls
at the Piano," by Renoir, "Marimba Players," by Paradise, and "The
Music Lesson," by Davis are a few of the paintings available.

Musical Themes in Paintings. These pictures for bulletin-
board use are prints of paintings by old masters and con-
temporary artists in which music is the subject. "Boy with
Violin." by Mancini, "Pipers of Balmoral," by Melchers, "The
Troubador," by Tamayo, and the "Singing Boys," by Hals ale
among those included,

Tune Up. The captivating photograph.; from the book of the
same name show the four main choirs of instruments. These
are arranged in sets which may be ordered individually as
follows: Brass and Woodwind Instruments, Percussion Instru-
ments, and Strings.

The Opera

The interest in this form of musical drama has been fostered by the
annual appearance of the Metropolitan Opera Company in Detroit. New
materials related to the operas performed and pictures of opera singers
are constantly being added to the lerding collections. The following
materials are available on this top,x:

Aida by Verdi. These colorful illustrations show dramatic moments
in this opera and can be used as a background for a locked case
exhibit or in the classroom.

Behind the Scenes at the Met. The prop man, the stagehand, the
costume custodian, the scenery designer and a host of other skilled
workers vital to the successful performance of any opera are pre-
sented in these black and white photographs.

Detroit Singers at the Met. Chase Baromeo, Eugene Conley, Marilyn
Cotlow, Emilia Cundari, Wilfred Engelman, Maria Leone, John MacCurdy,
and George Shirley are Detroit singers represented in this collection.
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Famous Composers of Opera. Composers whose operas are still popular
today, including Bizet, Gounod, Mozart, Pdccini, Rossini, Verdi,
Strauss, and Wagner comprise this collection of pictures.

The Metropolitan Opera. The magic of opera at the Met is captured
in these pictures for bulletin-board use from the book, "The Magic
of Opera." These collections are organized into fotr parts, which
may be ordered separately by title as follows:

Part A - The Traditions of Grand Opera
Part B - Great Moments in Opera
Part C - The Magic of Opera
Part D - Scenes from Operas

Opera Houses Around the World. Famous opera houses in England,
France, Italy, Germany, and the United States are shown in this
picture collection for use on a bulletin board.

Opera in Perforwance. Sets of Photographs on individual operas pro-
vided by the Metropolitan Opera Association are available for the
following operas:

Aida
Boris Godunov
Carmen
Die Meistersinger
Don Giovanni
Faust
La Traviata
Lucia di Lammermoor
Madame Butterfly
Othello

- by Verdi
- by Moussorgsky
- by Bizet
- by Wagner
- by Mozart
- by Gounod
- by Verdi
- by Donizetti
- by Puccini
- by Verdi

Scenes from FaEous Operas. Exhibits for bulletin boards show
scenes from famous operas such as "Aida," "Carmen," "Pagliacci,"
"La Traviata," "Die Walkure," "Barber of Seville," and many others.

Singers at the Met. Among the contemporary singers, pictures are
available for rtyllis Curtin, Robert Merrill, Jan Peerce, Cesare
Siepi, Joan Sutherland, Leontyne Price, and Theodor Uppman.

Stars of the Opera Stage. Famous singers of yesterday and today
who perform in opera are represented in photographs. Albanese,
Conley, Gorin, Lehman, Martinelli, Pons, Ponselle, Tebaldi,
Tibbetts, Tucker, and many others are available.

Cultural Background of Music

Music is often a unique expression of the culture from which it comes.
Some of the following materials may be helpful in developing students'
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musical understanding. For complete listing of materials on the following

topics, see the Catalogue of Lending Collections on the pages listed.

Costumes. Colorful illustrations show folk, historic, and nationality

costumes from European, Latin American, and oriental countries.

Spanish dancers, Russian cossacks, and gypsies are depicted, as well

as regional and historic folk costumes,

Geographic Background. A view of Salzburg as it looked in Mozart's

day, a Norwegian fiord, the Rhine River, the Kremlin, the Castel

Sant' Angelo in Rome, and many other pictures that show the locale

of musical compositions or depict the native land of the composer.

Historical Events. Scenes of important events and pictures related

to the life during various periods of history, such as ancient Egypt,

ancient Greece, the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance provide back-

ground material for many operas and musical compositions.

Literary Backgrounds. Pictures of fairy tales by Andersen, Grimm,

and Perrault; portraits of legendary heroes and gods; and illustra-

tions of Biblical stories are examples of material that would cor-

relate with musical compositions. "Heroes from Greek Myths,"

"Enchanting Tales," and "Scandinavian Fairy Tales," are collections

representative of this material.

Paintings. Reproductions of famous paintings by the world's masters

reflect musical themes - the moods, rhythms, and emotions. They also

relate to periods and styles as they have changed through the ages.

Related Arts. Materials on the dance and drama are available to

correlate with the study of music. Pictures of folk dances, ballet,

and historic dances are available, as well as an exhibit on "Dances

from Manv Lands" for use in a locked exhibit case. Drama materials

on the Greek theater, Shakespeare's plays, and the Chinese theater

are available also.

Music teachers desiring a cr-w of the

Catalogue of the Lending Colctions

may obtain one by calling the Museum,

(873-2670)
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NEW ORLEANS PHILHARMONIC-SYMPRONY ORCHESTRA

To: Home room, classroom, and music teachers.
-

May we ask that you read this memo, and its supporting
material, to youz students,. Some teachers invite dis-
cussion and some assil light research regarding compo-
sers, comtositions, or instruments.

Thug, long before the time -when the concert is to begin, the New
Orleans Symphony's big moving van will pull up at the hall where the
concert is to be held.

In this van will be many of the erchestra's instruments, the music
stands, a -trunk carrying the music for the concert, -the podium or
platform for the conductor, and the other eauipment. Carefvfly the
instruments; all in their specially made trunks, vill be moved into
the a-aditori-aq. 17-12st; there will be seven big wooden trunks which
look like mummy ca-ses. Each case is about seven feet tall and each
of these big cases encloses 7-5ass, or a strirA- Bass, as it is come-

:times called. Then s:Paller cases lools-i-r,g somewhat like "big bro.-.
thers", will be brought carefully in and these will enclose the cellos

"and they will be aboul; nine in number.

There -will be three or four trunks, each about four feet so-dare,
and each will contain a tympani - or kettle drum. Other trunks will
contain bars ea-um, military &int; -xylophone, Chinese gong, chimes,
and many other instruments that the musicians play by hitting.

A big Idnd-of-triangular case will enclose the harp.

Then will come a case holding the contra-bassoon, an important

woodwind instrument that makes a rather funny low-dcm sound.

Musicians who play violin, viola, trumpet, trombone, flute and
the other smaller instruments, carry their instruments with them

and therefore these instruments will net be unloaded from the van.

After the Symphony's stage manager has put the music stands and

chairs in place for the eighty (80) member orchestra and has seen to

it that there is enough light on the stands for the music to be seen

and read, and made sure -that the microphone is working, and a dozen
other tasks, the Symphony's librarian will arrive.

The librarian, like the stage manager; is a playing member of

the orchestra. He will unlock his music trunk and, -with his assis-

tant, will place the music on the stands. From time to time a last
minute change in Program occurs and -when it does the librarian has
to get busy putting out the music for the new comosition. Some of
the musicians read from music placed on a stand directly in front of
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them. Some other musicians "deuble up" and this is especiafly true

in the string sectior. . one stand holds the music for each two

violinists, each two violists, each two cellists, and each two

bassists.

Iong before concert time, the musicians will arrive at the audi-

torium. They will arrive in chartered busses. After uncasing thier

instruments they will begin their individual limbering up, and with

each musician -practicing scales or parts of the nmsic to be played,

a great musical d5n is the result.

Amord about the membe:es of the Pew Orleans Philharmonic-Sym-

phony Orchestra: these nen and women are all first rate professional

performers -.all belong to the American Federation of EUsicians,

mhich is the musicians union. Most of them started the study of

music when they were four, five or six years of age. In grade school

and in high school, they-mere members of their school bands and or-

chestras. Almost all of them bold the lacholors degree from colleges,

universities or music conservatories, and many of them have their

E4ster's degrees. Thus, their training and experience is at least

equal to that of most of our city's lavers, engineers, accountants

and other professional people.

At the present time, only two members of the Symphony are na-

tives of New Orleans. The others come to New Orleans from all cor-

ners of the nation and about a third of them were not born in the

United States although they are citizens now - with the exception

of two young men, new in the S-,:.mphony this year and new to this

country, mho are qualifying for citizenship. Eany of the musicians

are private music teachers and some teach in the colleges and uni-

versities of New Orleans. About half of the Symphony musicians also

play in the Opera orchestra. hany of them also play in small &em-
ber music groups while others constitute the backbone of the Mobile

and Jackson opera orchestras. Saveral of them are hotter players
than the Bourbon Street jazzmen, but they seldom get a chance to

prove it.

Vixen they are not performing or rehearsing: with their respective

groups, they are ITacticing: at home in order to have the material in

good order in advance of the perforEatce date. Woodwind players -

oboe, clarinet, bassoon - spend a lot of time at home making reeds,

an operation mhich often requires the need of a lathe and a number of

other special tools.

Mhat time they have left, of course, they spend with thei-0 fani-

lies, and since many are married to professional musicians, and their

youngsters are being taught at least one instrument2 you can see that

just about every hour of the musician's day - at the concert hall or

at home - is a musical one.
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When the members of the Nw Orleans Philharmonic-Symphony have
all taken their places on stage, an electronic device is turned on

which emits a loud hinniving sound. This is the sound of an electri-

cally operated Tuning Fork and it vibrates at the rate of 441 cyeles
per second. ghis is the key of "A." and once a musician has his in-
strument tuned perfectly to tLat "fi" he can tune perfectly to the

other no-L.1s above "A" and 'helm. Vnis being done, the electronic de-
vice is turned off and the stage is all set for the conductor to en-
ter and begin the concert. There is no further opportunity to "run
through a few plays", or to "cneck the signals" - everything has to
be ready then because the kicklff is about to take place.

The conductor and music dIeector of the New Orleans Philharmonic-
Symphony is Werner Torkanowsky. He was born in Germany, raised in
Israel, and came to the United States in 1948. He has studied with
the best teachers here and abroad, played in major American orchestras,
and has been the guest conductor of the Philadelphia, New York, Chi-
cago, Detroit, San Francisco and all the other big American orchestras
in addition to many in Europe. He is young and because he has a son
in uade school and a daughter in high school, he is very familiar
with the non-musical appetites of young people as well as what they
like at a concert. For this reason, and for many other reasons, you
are assured of a good time and a wonderful experience when he steps
briskly onto the stage to lead the Symphony and begin the concert.
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Me Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra

COUCERTS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

1966.67

prepared by

lr. Frederick Dorian

Sun.Pestions to Teachers 2 pages.9. 2

The 1-40 tations of these notes

The importance of eliciting student opinion
Concert behavior
The Task: Building Tomezrow's Audience
The ilethod: Activating the Young Rind
Appreciation in Technical Terms
ibnTechnical Approach

H.enryz:azer Conductor and Commentator

The Orchestra

1 The Instmments of the Orchestra
11MwsWelmatif

The Strings
The Woodwinds
The Brass
Percussion

History of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra

UQED School Services Televised Filmic Instruction

Broadcast Schedule WUD Concerts for Young People

The Program Nbtes
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PITTSBURGH PUBLIC SCHOOLS

CONCERTS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE-WQED SCHOOL SERVICES

Instructor: Miss Christine Skoda, Kusic Supervir7or, Pittsburgh
Public Schools.

This 1966-67 series of five 20-minute lessons is designed to assist
classroom teachers (grades 4-9) develop in their students a deeper
appreciation, understanding and enjoyment of symphonic music.

EETBASIS WILL BE P1ACED ON THOSE SELECTIONS TO BE PERFORMED BY Thh
PITTSBURGH SYBPHONY OR aNTRA. AT ITS 1966-67 SERIES OF CORCERTS FOR
YOUNG PEOPLE.

(1) GETTING ACQUnITED 'OM MUSIC Th Oct. 13: 1:00-1:20 PM

1' Oct. 14: 9:35-9:55 Ali

Objective: To acqusint young students with the 4 sections of the SYm-
phony Orchestra and to introduce them to the Overture.

lesson Outline: 1) The seating aTrangement of the orchestra, 2) The
Overture as a mmical form.

Before the Lesson: 1) Letlx.n. the families of instruments: Strings,
Woodwinds, Bmss and Percussion, 2) Introduce musical forms: Sym-
phony, Concerto and Suite.

After the Lesson: 1) What music did students like best? Wiry did they

like it? Did 5t sound like something they had heard before and en-
joyed? 2) Discuss the instrumentation used at a concert: a) full or-
chestra, b) small orchestra, 3) After the Syn2hony, listen to addi-
tional movments of the music heard on the progrm.

(2) LEARNING Tu LISTEN Th Jan. 5: 1:00-1:20 PM
F Jan. 6: 9:35-9:551E

Objective: To help students develop good habits for listening to music.

Lesson.Outline: 1) Discussion and demonstration of the basic elements
of music: Rhythm, Aelody and Harmony, 2) Added features which make the
music interesting and exciting: Tempo, Tone Color and Dynamics.

Before the Lesson: 1) Enow the difference between noise and sound, 2)
Learn that something must vibrate if Ile arc to hear it: a) Sounds of
nature (scraping of an insect's feet on its wings), b) MUsical instru-
ments (brass instruments - lips vibrate in mouthpiece), 3) Discuss the
quality of sounds--Demonstrate that a person may play the same tone on
the bells, piano or sing it. The pitch is the same but the quality is
different.

After the Lesson: 1) Emphasize that the melody is the "easiest" part of
the music to hear, 2) Learn to hum the melody of the "Old Castle". 3)

Discuss instruments in the orchestra that are -often used as the"rhythe
instruments. (Peraassion, bass, piano are usually considered in this
category.) 4) Have the class sing a round and notice that the har-
mony is not chordal, but the result of several melodies moving along
at the same time.
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CONCERTS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

WED SCHOOL SEITICES TELETBED Num INSTRUCTION: 1366-1967

(3) ENCODRAGITIG YOLNG TALENT T Jan. 31: 2:40- 3:00 PM

W Feb. I. 11:05-11:25 KM.

Objective: To present great music performed and writd,en by children--

past and present

Lesson Outline: 1) Discussion and intervi(r.w with, and demonstration

by a young musician, 2) Developing oar musical potential, 3) Famous

child musicians of the past.

Before the Lesson: 1) Discuss talent or musical ability of children

in your school. Do they come from musical homes? Does the school

help foster this talent? Do some talented people wa.-te their talent?

2) Discuss Felix Nendelssohn as an outstanding child musician.

After the_Lesson: 1) Encom.rage students who play instruments to per-

form for the class, 2) Talk about other famous child musicians; e.g.,

Mozart and Heifetz, 3) Listen to recordings of talented children of

today; e.g., children's choirs singing professionally, 4) Encourage

the composing of simple songs which might be played or sung by the

class.

i (4) UNDERSTANDING BRINGS ENJOYMENT Th April 6: 1:00-1:20 PN
F April 7: 9:35-9:55 AN

Objective: To streso the importance of the role of the conductor as

the link between composer and the listener.

Lesson Outline: 1) Brief history of conducting, 2) Responsibilities

of the conductor, 3) Conductor for the Pittsburgh Symphony Young
People's Concerts, Henry Mazer, 4) Conductor of the Pittsburgh Sym-
phony Orchestra, Uilliam Steinberg.

Before the Lesson: 1) Discuss the use of the score by the conductor,

Ty Show examples of a conductor's score. Point out how the instru-
nents are listed, how they are grouped, etc. 3) Stress the fact that

every selection you hear (hand, orchestra or choir) is the result of

the work of some conductor.

After the Lesson: 1) Discuss the training; needed to become a conductor
of a, najor orchestra, 2) Select several different recordings of the

same work.. Look for differences in the style of interpretation, 3)

List famous conductors of our day, 4) List famous conductors of.the
past mho conducted the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, both as guests
and as regular conductors.
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(5) BUIIDIRG TOMRROW'S AUDIMICE M April 27: 1:00-1:20 Piri

F April 28: 9435-9:55 .A11

Objective: To help students understand their musical heritage,

Lesson Outline: 1) Vationalism in music, 2) Knowims and apprecia-

tng our communities musical resources, 3) Placing our music in
relationship with that of other nations and peoples.

Bffore the Lesson: 1) Discuss different types of music which we en-
counter in daily life: a) D'rch - Band - Parades, b) Polkas, Fox-

trots, Rock a Roll - lancing, c) Hymns - Church - Meditation. Stress

the fact that they all serve different purposes. We need a "balanced

diet". 2) Point out that the more you know about music and hear it,

the more you will enjoy it. 3) Discuss the recent tour of the Pitts-

burgh Symphony Orchestra (Europe and the Near Fast).

After the Lesson: 1) Pncourage the students to exchange their impres.;.
sions after attending a Symphony Concert. Did they enjoy the mu3ic?
Did knowing something about the music beforehand help them to enjoy
what they heard? Would they care to go again? 2) Encourage students
to build a home library of recordings, 3) Micourage them to go to the

public library and use the listening room.

PRODU(hd) BY WQED SCHOOh S Dr VICES MOM A GRANT FROM Tat! CITY OP
PITTSBURGH.
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SARASOTA COUNTY PUI,LIC Sc&OOLS

EYALUATION OF 1/1.0 CONCERT

(Student)

SCH00-..;
tr,

'
AV' =.

PRO:NM

1. OvERTURE: THE SECRET O. ,02AhNE . . . . .WolfFerrari

2. TOY SYMPHONY Haydn

3 LITTLE TRAIN OF CAIPIRA. ....... . . TillaIobos

4. SWAN LA'KE BALLET SUITE Tchaikowsky

5. PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION. . . , . . . MUssorgdky

Write the number of the composition which you would like to hear again.

=0 Why? , .....,1118

Nkme three instruments of the orchestra you would like to play.

Why?

as. ..mi..reytM.M.II

Vom

Choose from the list below three types of music you would like to hear
performed on next year's concert. Put these in the blanks.

symphony descriptive music
concerto music from opera
overture choral music
suite music that tells a story
dance forms contemporary music

0
MMOMMIiMMO

INI.IA~NIONMIMOM. W..

If you did research for this concert, write yes in the blank._

Write ves in the blank if this was your first symphony orchestra concert.

Write no in the blank if this is not your first concert.

In the remaining space, write what you think you have learned from

attending this concert:
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SARASOTA COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

1965

f: EATCBING TEST

MIRECTIONS: Fill in the blanks with the proper word from the list below.

There are two words that are not defined.

OIMMII011001/Mid

111114141.R.AMIIMno=1=o, 11.111/111041.....111MC

11...~Mr

A short overture often introducing each act of

an opera.

A short, repeated melody or theme.

The written music which the conductor follows

in directing the orchestra or singe's.

An e/aborate vocal solo fram an opera.

A -person who arranges dances.

A hymn tune or traditional melody a.franged for

use in church.

Leader of the orChestra.

A play set to music with scenery and costumes.

A person mho writes the words for an opera or

operetta.

First violinist in the orchestra.

concertmaster librettist

prelude chorale

aria score

cunductor opera

motif sonata form

choreographer concerto



SARASOTA COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

QUIZ

MULTIPLE CHOICE - UNDERLINE THE CORRECT ANSWER

1. Four families of instruments are needed for a (1) chorus (b) band

(c) symphony orchestra

2. Symphony 40 in G Minor was written by (a) Mozart (b) Beethoven (0)

Brahms

3. Bartok was the composer of (a) Nutcracker Suite (b) Rumanian Dances

(c) Intermezzo

4. The conductor (1) plays in e orchestra (b) directs the orchestra

(c) is a. principal in the on;72estra

5. A story danced to music is (a) suite (b) polka (c) ballet

TRUE OR FALSE

1. Mozart was probably the most outstanding musical genius

2

4.

5.

1111.....14Voms1...

06.1.011101.110., siMewJamos

the world has ever known.

Pianissimo means to play or sing very loudly.

Fritz Kreisler is not only-a composer but is a famous

violinist.

Chamber music is a composition for a small group of

voices or instruments.

Shostakavich wrote the Nutcracker Suite.

6. Tchaikuwsky was the Russian composer who vas known as

the "bad boy."

7. A favorite concert piece, "The Dance of the Sugar Plum

Fairy" is a part of the Nutcracker Suite;

9. 1....1.11

10,itlirea..

The flute is a woodwind instrument.

This is a theme taken from the "March" fi'om the Nutcracker

Suite.

(Theme given here)

This theme is taken from Mozart's .Symphony in G Minor;

(Theme given here)



UTAH SYNPHONY ORCHESTRA

YOUTH CONCERTS

OUTLINE OF 1966-1967 PROGRAM WONTET

'TOUR GUIDE TO MUSIC"

Introduction - Commercial sponsor.

Music for Everyone - Brief development of the symphony orchestra and

related general acoustics.

Meet the Masters - A time line.) giving composers' dates and general

period classification.

Tne Composers' Frost Representative Works and Their Dates

Ebet the Maestro Eaurice Abravanel and his function.

Instruments of the Orchestra - A brief paragraph about each one with

accompanying drawings.

Seating Plan of Utah Symphony Ordhestra . Diagram and photograph of

orchestra spread over 2 pages.

Frequency Range of the Orchestra

Glossary of Eiti ical Terms

Program Notes for 1966-1967 Season
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PRWARATORY .1.111iR.TALS FOR TIE PUGET SO1J0 PROJECT

A.10) TEE SMETIDE TOUR BY TEE SEATTLE SE4PHONY ORCHEMA

The materials dsveloped for these two federally-funded series

of concerts -played "by the Seattle Symphony Orchestra were -written

by music educators for immediate, practical use in the elementary;

junior, and senior high classroom. The main vehicles for trans-

mitting the information were the Teacher's Handbook and tapes that

were coordinated with the handbooks.

The elementary and junior high school handbooks were divided

into three parts: 1) a tape of musical excerpts and narration to

be played for the class; 2) in-class discussions and student -11.-r-

t.icipation activities; 3) concert posters and visual naterials to

be displayed.

The elementary materials, written by-Walter Barnum, supervisor

for the Shoreline School District :Jo. 412, left little for the class-

roo d. teacher to do other tl..an follow instructions closely. The tea-

cher vas told what to say, when to say it, mhen to stert and stop the

tapes and what to nut on the chalkboard. It was not necessary to com-

:paete the entire lesson in one sitting if the teacher did not feel it

;practical. SDoestions for various songs relating to the concert mere
given, along mith the books containing them, student-level reading aa
the lives of the composers, and recorded compositions. The narration

vas done by a professional announcer.

The junior hieh school handbook, mritten. by Barbara Reeder, EUsic

Department Assistant of the Seattle Schools, included brief background

information on the Seattle Symnhopy, four class lessohs coordinated
with a tape, one each concerning the camposer, the performer, and the

listener, and the final one a combination of all three. The symphony

section was a series of questions and answers, with an opportunity
given the student to conduct a two-beat pattern as an introduction to

the conductor's function.

Taking a portion of the first lesson, The Composer, as an example,

the following steps mere given:

Start the tape - introduction
Stop the tape - The Composer "Writes the Eusical Idea

1. Students draw lines to indicate direction of melodies
played on the piano by the teacher.

2. A short graphic representation of a rhythmic pattern
drawn by the students.

3. Writing a musical score. A very simple means of having
the student make a sign for a trumpet, a gong, or a
drum, each time one is heard.

Start the tape Students mark an "x" each time he hears the
drum inCalilEd's Fanfare for the Common Man.
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Lesson 2: "Ihe Performer Plays the Musical Idea," dealt- with

dynamicss tempo, and phrasing. Students wrote "fu or up" according

to the dynnmic played on the tare. Then students conducted a portion

of Nozart's Impresario Overture in two. Then the three-beat pattern

was introduced, alow.; with legato and parca:62, the student listening

to determine which las used.

Lesson 3: "Me Listewr Recognic.es the Nasical 3:a". rine Charles

SchurnaP AWIejca Variaticzis were presenIE cl for melodic

recognition purposes, followed by the chorale prelude Slppep Awake,

Bach-Ormandy, in which the student coilld learn the melody and even

sing it with piano acccmpaniment. An example of how Bach combined

this melody with another to form polyphony was given. And so on. .

Lesson 4: "Combining the Mcperie ace of the Corpnoser,. Performer,

and Listener", -Using the Creston ranee Overture, a formal breakdown

of the composition vas presented, utilizing the main theme in a crea-

tive maimer by giving the students an opportunity to write a short

composition using this melody.

. 18 /9
The second step in the lesson vas to take -che -.F.; 4.0 time signa-

ture and have the student clap and count various maric emphases., and

then playing them on simple 1:hythmic !ffistruments along and in combi-

ration.

Thma the bolero section of the averture was played, with the casta-

net rhythm having been written on the chalkboard for study. This was

conducted and the two final sections considered. Anumber of possible

student activities mere suggested to conclude this section. These in-

cluded identification of principal melodic and background instruments,

writing a story or drawing a picture to fit the music, writing a para-

graph that mould explain the student's reasons for assigning this music

to a television, literary, or movie character, and using the music to

describe a scene for a play. These activities were undertaken mhile

the music vas played on the tape.

As part of the precaration, the student received a program listing

the compositions, giving a diagram of the orchestra, a photograph of

a bass paayer demonstrating his instrument: and a section for class

votes.

The senior high school materials examined were prepared by Parker

E. Cook of the Seattle Schools, and represented a step ahead in com-

plexity of information and mai.:urity of the listener. The four part

lesson consisted of a tape, in-class discussions, a page of chrono-

logical listings of composers and significant events along with cen-

cert posters to be displayed; and, finally, student participation in

interdisciplinary projects and activities. The student pamphlets

similar to the junior high programs mere given to the class.



There were no thems given in this last marruail the info-rirtion
on the compositions havinr, been given by the narrator on the tape.
PauEes in the taped narrations were devoted to class discussions.
ne interdisciplinary aspect of the lesson was considered very iia.
portant: in facts awards were given by the Title m office for
outstanding work in this area. This approach involved suggested
activities in language arts, social studies, science and matha-
matics, foreign language, business education, art, home economics,
industrial arts, photography and rhysical edumtion. A list of
recomraentled paper-backs was also given.
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Symphony Concerts for Young People

Spokane, Washington

SPOKANE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

SYMPHONY CONCERTS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
1964-65 Seaon
Under the Auspices of the Junior League of Spokane

Fourth Concert: MUSICAL SHAPES

February 27, 1965 - 12:45 P.M. - Post Theatre

Syllabus Committee: Mildren Torbenson, Floyd Acree, Forrest Daniel

Programa Haydn "SURPRISE" SYMPHONY - Andante Movement
Bartok HUNGARIAN PEASANT SONGS
(Other Selections to be Announced)

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. How can music have shape or form?

2. Does form in music have anything in common with form in Art?
With Literature?

3. How can a fundamental understanding of forb in music enhance
our enjoyment in listening and also make performance more musical?

4. Why is the imagination so vital in both listening to music and
in performance?

5. Try to compose a short song or piece of music. How could this
help you to understand the basic principles of form?
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MUSICAL SHAPES

FORM is the shape or structure of something as distinguished from the

material of which it is composed. Thus FORM IN MUSIC is continuity in

music achieved through recognizable patteras. It is the organization of

musical ideas into meaningful, satisfying designs without which rhythm,

melody, and harmony lack sense. Schoenberg describes form in music as

comprehensibility through memorability.

FORM IN MUSIC is the sequence in which things happen. It is the

arrangemept of tones that make up a melody, to the development of musical

ideas that make up a composition. The nature of the music determines its

form. It results from the natural growth of the composer's idea. In this

sense, all forms are unique. But all forms, however divergent, are based

on the extra-musical principles of unity and variety achieved largely

through repetition and contrast. The composer utilizes these devices to

give his work coherence, but he does so voluntarily, in a personal way.

Form follows an inner logic inherent in the music itself.

A Composer uses the elements of music (melody, rhythm, and harmony)

in such a way that from the infinite variety that is possible in the use

of these elements, he creates a meaningful "whole." This is true of all

art. In order for us to feel a sense of satisfaction and inner harmony

from a work of art, there must be a delicate balance of elements within

this "whole." The principle of unity and variety is basic in all form.

We can see it exemplified through music in the simplest folk song to the

most complex symphonic work.

How does one comprehend FORM in music? How does one comprehend the

structure or framework of an extended piece of music? Form presents the

listener with his greatest challenge, for while the other elements of

music appeal directly to the senses (aesthetic response to beauty of

tone, melody, rhythm, harmony, etc.) Form engages the mind. Thus, while

still enjoying the sensual aspects of music, he finds added and deepened

pleasure in comprehension of the relationship of the elements of music to

each other. One must become aware of the details of a composition, and

the development of these details and patterns to form a unified whole.

Tc do this, one must exercise his powers of tonal memory and imagery.

Aaron Copland speaks of the imagination as one of the chief attributes of,

as he states, "the Gifted Listener." He describes this full appreciation

of music as a delicate balance of heart and mind.

But how to begin? Analytic listening is always a matter of noticing.

As such, it can begin very early and very simply. Folk songq are pez-

fectly suitdble material for the beginning of analytic listening. Within

these songs there is the opportunity to observe the make-up of a lovely

melody, strengthen a feeling for phrase length, and cadence,
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Some examples of simple song form are the following:

One-part song form or strophic form is made up of one main tune. A song

in strophic form uses the same music for each stanza:
This Old Man
On Top of Old Smoky
Night Herding Song
Shenandoah

Two-part song form makes use of a tune and a contrasting tune: A song
with a stanza and refrain is in two-part form. The diagram for this form

is A B.
The Happy Wanderer
Lullaby - Brahms (This song illustrates two-part form with an

internal unity -- each period has a definite cadence and the
two parts balance each other.)

Three-part song form consists of three parts: the principle theme or

melody: a contrasting theme; and a restatement of the principle theme:
B A)

0! Dear, What Can the Matter Be
All Through the Night
Marine's Hymn
Rock-a-My Soul
Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen

Instrumental Music illustrative of ABA form:

Suggested response to
strengthen feeling for
Form

Berceuse (from "Firebird Suite") Stavinsky
(Adventures in Music - I - Vol. I)T

ChildrerOs Symphony - First and Third
Movements - Harl McDonald
(Adventures in Music II & III, Vol. I)

Waltz from "Faust" - Gounod
(Adventures in Music, III, Vol. I)

Listening and
Art Expression

Dramatic rhythmic
movement

Rhythmic movement

Waltz from "The Sleeping Beauty" - Tschaikovsky Rhythmic and Art

Acjimentuts,- IV, Vol. I) Expression

Symphony No. 5 First Movement - Schubert
(Adventures in Music - V, Vol. I)

Symphony No. 8 Second Movement - Beethoven
(Adventures in Music - VI - Vol. I)
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The ability to recognize and remember melodies is basic to gaining

an awareness of Form. Discover what interesting things can be done udth

a melody through:

Theme and Variations
Rondo
Canon
Fugue

THEME AND VARIATIONS

%SING THE THEME

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star

LISTEN TO THEME AND VARIATION

Variations on a Folk Tune - Mozart

(Music for Young Americans, Bk. II) (Record Album to Accompany EYA, Bk. II)

Compare Mozart's Variations with a
more modern treatment of this tune: Variations on a Nursery Tune - Von Dohn-

any

Pop! Goes the Weasel Variations on the Theme "Pop! Goes the
Weasel" Cailliet (Adventures in Music,
Grade 4, Vol. I)

(Music for Young Americans, Bk. III)

Jesu, Joy of Ean's Desiring - Bach Jesu, Joy of Nan's Desiring from
Cantata 147 - Bach

(Singirlg Together, Grade V) (Adventures in Music, Grade V, Vol. I)

When Johnny Comes Marching Home American Salute - Gould

(Singing in Hamm, Grade VI) (Adventures in Music, Grade V, Vol. I)

Hum principle theme from the Second Movement - Andante - "Surprise"

Second Movement of the "Surprise" Symphony - Haydn

Symphony - Haydn

RONDO FORM: In which the main theme recurs after each contrasting theme.

Sing:

Viennese Musical Clock - Kodaly
(Music for Young Americans III)

Romanza - Mozart
(Music for Young Americans II)
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Listen to:

Viennese Musical Clock from "Hary Janos"

Suite - Kodaly
(Adventures in Music II, Vol. I)

Romanze from "Eine Kleine Nachtmusik" -
Mozart
(Adventures in Music IV, Vol. I)



CANON: In which the imitation nay be at any melodic and rhythmic interval

as contrasted with a round in which an entire phrase is completed

before the entrance of the next voice.)

Sing:

March of the Three Kings

(Music Everywhere VI)

Farandole - from "L'Arlesienne Suite
No. 2" - Bizet
(Adventures in Music, VI, Vol. I)

FUGUE: In which imitation (repetition) in several voices of a phrase or
subject previausly announced by one voice is the essence.

Follow the theme "in flight" as it Little Fugue its G Minor - Bach

is played by various sections of (Adventures in Music - VI, Vol. I)

the orchestra.

SYMPHONY No. 94 IN G MAJOR "Surprise" - HAYDN

Second Movement - Andante

The surprise which gives Haydn's Symphony No. 94 in G Major its title

occurs in the second movement (Andante). The movement opens very quietly

with a slow, soothing melody played by the violins which ends with a com-

pletely unexpected loud chord played by the full orchestra! The surprise

of this loud chord after a quiet firot movement, and an even softer open-
ing second movenent, was by way of a joke on English audiences (Haydn

was visiting in England when he wrote this -- it is one of his London

Symphonies) who were apt to doze a bit while listening to music -- es-

pecially in the Andantes and Adagios. Haydn is known for his cheerful-

ness and loved to inject humor in his music.

The Andante, like many of Haydn's slow movements, is a set of varia-

tions on a single theme. Violins give out the naive melody.

This section is repeated pianissimo, only to end with the fearful bang!

The second half of the tune reaches a quiet ending, for Haydn knows
when a surprise is not a surprise. A series of short variations follows.

First the air is heard in the second violins and violas with first violins

and flutes in high obbligato -- a kind of descant.

The next variation offers the sharper contrast of fortissimo and a

minor tonality.

Oboes, in a dainty double-quick version of the tune, introduce the
third variation which later develops a pretty countermelody for woodwinds.

In the last variation, the original theme is mingled with several
other themes, working up to a happy close.
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YOUTH CONCERT PROGRAMMING

Works Played In Youth Concerts Presented In 196445, 1965-66,

1966-67, By The 20 Symphony Orchestras Included In The Study

NUHBER OF TOTAL NUMIND

DIFFERENT BER OF

PROGRAMS IN DIFFERENT

WHICH WORK PERFORMANCES

COMMER GIIMPOSITIOR
WAS INCLUDED _OF WORK

ALDEN= IBERIA SUITE

4010 COL; BOGEY MARCH 3 57

ANDERSON JAZZ PIZZICATO 3 35

SANDPIPER BALLET 1 2

A CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL 1 2

BUGLERIS HOLIDAY 2 2

THE TYPEWRITER 2 4

lom WASHENOMAN 1 2

SLEIGH RIDE I 2

THE WALTZING CAT 2 30

AMU SONATA FOR CHAMBER ORCHESTRA i 9

ARNOLD Tom OlSHANTER OVERTURE
^
4 5

AUBER MASANIELLO OVERTURE 1 2

BACH, J.S. BRANDENBURG CONCERTO NO. 3 3 3

BRANDENBURG CONCERTO NO. 5

CONCERTO NO. I FOR PIANO 3

CONCERTO IN C MINOR FOR VIOLIN AND OBOE

CONCERTO NO. I IN.A MINOR FOR VIOLIN 1 12

CONCERTO IN D MINOR FOR Two VIOLINS 2 3

SUITE NO. 2, B MINOR 1 9

SEIM No. 3, B MAJOR 7 24

SUITE No. 4 1

CHORALE PRELUDE: SLEEPERS AWAKE 1 10

FUGUE IN C MAJOR 1

JESU Joy OF MAN'S BES/RING 2 3

BAcu.0AILLIET LITTLE Fuoui In 6 miuon 6 25

BACHMADEIRA Alloso 1 16

BACHSTOKOWSKI TOCCATA AND FUGUE IN 0 MINOR 3 6

BACON MUFFIN MAN I I

BAGLEY NATIONAL EMBLEM MARCH 2 11

BALES MUSIC OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION SUITE NO. I 1 28

Masfc OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION SUITE No. 2 1 28

NATIONAL GALLERY SUITE NO, 3 2 17

BARAB LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD 1 2
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J. /

comosai_oriposivon
BARBER

BARTOK

BEETHOVEN

ADAGIO FOR. STRINGS

CAPRICORN CONCERTO

ESSAY no4 1
SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL OVERTURE

CONCERTO FOR ORCHESTRA

DIARY OF A FLY

RUNGAR IAN PEASANT initrr
MIKROKOSMOS, 2

KROKOSKOS2 5

ROUMANIAN FOLK DANCES

OVERTURE: CORIOCANUS

OVERTURE: EtiMONT

OVERTURE : F REM
OVERTURE : LEO IMRE H I

OVERTURE: PROMETHEUS

CONCERTO NO. `.4. IN C MAJOR FOR PIANO

CONCERTO NO. 2 in B FLAT MAJOR FOR

CONCERTO NO 3 IN C MINOR FOR PIANO

CONCERTO NO. 4 IN G MAJOR FOR PIANO

CONCERTO /11 I) MAJOR FOR VIOLIN

MIL ITARY MARCH FOR THE CitROUSSEL

TURK ISM MARCH, "RU INS 0 F ATHENS"

SONGS 11HYMN TO JOY"

STR I NG QUARTET, OP 59, NO. 3
SYMPHONY NO*

SYMPHONY NO* 2

SYMPHONY No. 3

SYMPHON't NO . 5
SYMPHONY No. 6

SYMPHONY No. 7

SYMPHONY No. 8

Sri:PHONY NO 9

BENJAMIN TWO OARRIBEAN PIECES

JAMAICAN RHUMBA

BEREZOWSKY BAHR THE ELEPHANT

BERGSMA PAUL BUNYAN SUITE

BERLIOi DAMNATION OF FAUST,

EXCERPTS

DANCE OF THE SYLPHS

MINUET 0 F THE SPR ITES

RAKODZY MARCH

BOMAN CARR VAL OVERTURE

SYMPRONIE FANTASTIQUEi

MARCH TO THE SCAFFOLD

BERNSTE In OVERTURE : CANDI DE

OVERTURE : WEST S we STORY

WEST SIDE STORY, EXCER
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PROGIZAMEIED PERFORMANCES

4 5

3 3
2 23

2 16

4 15

1

3 29

1 2

1 2

1 28

4 7

15

4 7

2:-- 19

5 32

5 9

P NO

2 5

1

2 7
1 5

4
16
28

15 28

5

19 127

6 JO

7 27
7 15

2

5

1 1

1 2

2 lb

30

33

12 43

13 40

1

6 g7



COMPOSER COMPOSITION PROGRA5MED PERFORMANCES

BIZET CARMENI,

EXCERPTS 4 13

PRELUDE 2 37
TOREADOR SONG 2
GYPSY DANCE 2 4
INTERMEZZO ACT III: AND ARGONAISE 3

CARMEN SUITE I 3 6

CARMEN SUITE II 10 49

L'ARLESIENNE SUITE I 28

L'ARLESIENNE BEITE II 7 17

CHILDRECI GAMES 1 2
SYMPHONY IN C 4 11

BOCCHERINI CDNCERTO IN V FLAT MAJOR FOR CELLO AND ORCHESTRA 4 7

Bonooni NOCTURNE FOR STRINGS

on THE STEPPES OF CENTRAL ASIA A

POLOVETZIAH DANCES 8 60

SYMPHONY NO. 2 1

BOWLES ThE OWL AND THE PUSSYCAT

BRAHMS ACADEMIC FESTIVAL OVERTURE 4

BONG OF BMW! 2
VARIATIONS ON A THEME OF HAYDN

CONCERTO IN 0 MAJOR FOR VIOLIN 2

CONCERTO IN A MINOR FOR VIOLIN AND CELLO 7

HUNGARIAN DANCE No. 1 2 37

HUNGARIAN DANCE NO. 3 1

HUNGARIAN DANCE NO. 5 6 23

HUNGARIAN DANCE NO. 6 3 13

SYMPHONY NO, 2 2

SYMPHONY NO. 2 2 9

SYMPHONY NO4 3 2 2

SYMPHONY NO. 4 6 22
TsLege OVERTUEE

BRITTEN SIMPLE SYMPHONY 3 9

YOUNG PERSON'S GUIDE TO THE ORCHESTRA 5

BRUCH CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA

CACAVAS THE DAY THE ORCHESTRA PLAYED 2

CAILLIET VARIATIONS ON "POP ROES THE WEASEL"

CHABRIEM RHAPSODY: "ESPANA" 5 14

CHABRIEB.MOTTL BOUREE FANTASQUE

CPAVEZ TOCCATA FOR PERCUSSION

C/MAROSA CONCERTO FOR OBOE AND STRINGS 2

tOPNES LOUDON SUITE= KNIGHTSBRIDGE MARCH 2 3



COMCOSER COMPOSITION PROGRAMED PERFORMANCES

COPLAND

CORELLI

CONCERTO FOR CLARINET AND ORCHESTRA

AN OUTDOOR OVERTURE

APPALACHIAN SPRING

BILLY THE KID

EL SALON MEXICO

FANFARE FOR THE COMON MAN

LINCOLN PORTRAIT

BED PONY

HOMO

CONCERTO GROSSO HO. 9, "CHRISTMAS"

CORIGLIANO ELEGIE

COWELL FIDDLER'S JIG

SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE FIREHOUSE

COWEN

OnEsTom

DEBUSSY

DELIUS

DELIUS

OELLG.Joto

1 2

1 2
3 4,

3 4
9 21.

1 1

1 1

4 12

13 49

3 7

1 1

1 8

1 10

MARCH OF THE GIANTS

CONCERTINO FOR MARIMBA AND ORCHESTRA

DANCE OVERTURE

PRELUDE AND DANCE

CII:LOREN'S CORNER SUITE,

I

1

3

1

"SNOW IS DANCING" 2

"GOLLIWOG'S CAKEWALK" 1

CLAIR DE LUNE 3

DANSE 1

GIRL WITH THE FLAXEN HAIR 1

LA MER 5

NOCTURNES: "FETES" 5

PETITE SUITE FOB ORCHESTRA: "BOATING" 1

PRELUDE TO AFTERNOON OF A FAUN 3

PIZZICATO POLKA FROM SYLYti

ON HEARING THE FIRST CUCKOO IH SPRING

"SERENADE" FROM HASSAN

"FIME" FROM VARIATIONS, CHACONNE AND FINALE

DUKAS FANFAFS FROM LA.PERI

SORCERER'S APPRENTICE

DVORAK

ELGAR

SLAVONIC VANCE NO; 1

SLAVONIC DANCE N0.-9

SLAVONIC DANCE NO0-9

CARNIVAL OVERTURE

CONCERTO IN 8 MINOR FOR CELLO

SERENADE IN E MAJOR: %UTZ"
SYMPHONY No. 2

SYMPHONY No. 4

SYMPHONY No. 5

SYMPHONY No. C

SYMPHONY No. 8

SYMPHONY NO. 9

ENIGMA VARIATIONS
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I

3

12

I

4

2

5

?
2
16

22
28

24

2 4

1 2

1 3

3 5

5 9

4 9

1 2

6 12

2 3

1 I

1 28

1 8

4 19

3 4

2 4
1 9

i 5

? 14

c



COMPOSER COMPOSITION PROGRAMED PERFORMANCES

ELWELL TEE HAFPY HYPOCRITE 1 P

ENEsco RUMANIAN RHAPSODY No; 1

FALL% EL Amos ROJO,
EXCERPTS

Rriusa. F IRE DANCE

THREE CORNERED HAT (ComPLETE)

FINAL DANCE

LA V IDA BREVE,
SPANISH DANCE Noi; 1

Film B IVERS IONS FOR ORCHESTRA

FISCHER TRI LOGY

FRANCK PSALM 150

SYMPHONY In D MINOR

Gnu LANDSMAN 0 F HUNTSVILLE

GERSHff AMERICAN IN PAR IS
CUBAN OVERTURE

PORGY ADD Bnss A SYMPHOR IC PREFACE

RHAPSO DY !El BLUE

G IHESTERA ESTANCIA,

"MALAMBOn

NIMAT DANCE"
VAR IACONES CONCERTANTES

GLIERE RED Poppy: "Russ IAN - RAI LORIS BANCEn

BLINK!, OVERTURE: RUSSLA 11 AND LoomILLA

GLUCK ORPHEUS AND EURYD ICE,

"DANCE 0 F THE BLESSED SP IR ITS"
"DANCE OF THE FUR IES"

MELOD IE FO R V OLIN AND ORCHESTRA

Goo EXODUS,

THEM'

EXCERPTS

10 17

1 2

7 20
2 3

1 3

4 21

1 3

j 2

1 i
3 16

1 I

2 '2
2 8

1 I
2 7

2 8

1 2

1 5

6 38

7 42

3 12

1 1

2 2

i 1

2 4

GOLDMAN DPI THE MALL MARCH 1 1

GOLOMARK OVERTURE: IN SPRINGTIME, OP* 36 1 2

GOULD AMERICAN SALUTE

LATIN AMERICAN SYMPHONETTE NO; 1p
"GUARACHA" AND "TANGO"

"PavatERI CAN

LATIN AM SYMFHONETTE NO 6 20

ie

GORNOD FAUST: BALLET MUSIC

FUNERAL MARCH 0 F A MAR IONETTE

GRAINGER SHE PHARDt S HEY

GRANADOS GOTESCAS: I NTERMEzZO
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2 22

2 3

2 4
.1 1

; 28

1 28



COMM COMPOSITION PROGRAMME? PERFORMANCES

GRETCHAMHOFF RUSSIAN SLUMBER SONG 1 2

GRIEG CONCERTO In A MINOR FOR PIANO 1 ?
NC/RWEGIAN DANCE ND. 2 I 2
Two ELEGIAC MtLODIES 2 II

HALL 0 F THE MOUNTA IN KING I I

PEER GYHT SUITE 5 56

CONCERT OVERTURE: In AUTUMN, OP. II I I

SRIFFES

GROFE

GUARNIERI

WHITE PEACOCK
POEMEFOR FLUTE AND ORCHESTRA

GRAND CANYON SUITE

MISSISSIPPI SUITE

BRAZILIAN DANCE

3

1

4

4 8

1 16

HANDEL WATER MUSIC 3 15

ROYAL FIREWORKS I g
MESSIAH,

EXCERPTS 5 14

PASTORAL SYMPHONY I 2
CONCERTO GROSSO I 2
SERSE: LARGO I I

CONCERTO IN 8 FLAT MAJOR FOR HARPSICHORD I 2

CONCERTO No. 10 IN G MINOR FOR OBOE 3 20

HANDELHARTY WATER MUSIC 5 11

HANSON BRUM TAPS 1 2
MERRY MOUNT SU ITE

SYMPHONY NO. 2 1 2

HAYiati

HEROLD

HINDEMITH

HONEGGER

HOVHANESS

CONCERTO in C MAJOR FOR PIANO 1 3

CONCERTO IN I) MAJOR FOR PIANO 2 4
CONCERTO IN E miT MAJOR FOR TRUMPET I 2

CONCERTO FOR OBOE I g
CONCERTO Vo. 2 in 0 MAJOR R)R CELLO 2 2

SYMPHONY No. 45 I I

SYMPHONY NO, 86 I 3

6YmPtioNy No. 88 1 2

SymPHONY No. 93 I 5

SYMPHONY No. 94 3 4
SYMPHONY HO, 98 i 2
SYMPHOny No. 100 5 12

SYMPHONY Noy 101 3 8

SYMPHONY No. 102 I I

SympHotly No, 104 3 3

Toy SYMPHONY (LEOPOLD MOZART) 2 6

ZAMPA OVERTURE 2 3

SYMPHONIC METAMORPHSOSES OH THEMES BY WEBER 6 38

CoNcERTo fOR WOODWINDS, HARP AND ORCHESTRA

PACIFIC 231

SYMPHONY No, 2
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COMPOSER COMPOSITION
,

PROGRAMMED PERFORMANCES

HUMFERDINCK

..

HANSEL UND SRETL,

EXCERPTS 4 8

OvERTunE 1 2

!BERT DIVERTISSEMT 3 6

IRELAND CONCERTINO PASTORALE: "TOCCATA" 1 28

ITHRBI SEGUIDILLAS 1 J

IVES VARIATIONS ON "AMER0e 3 13

THREE PLACES IN NEW ENGURD, II 2 2
SyMPHOHY NO. 2: PIHALE 3 5

UNANSWERED QUESTION
; 6

JACOB CONCERTO FOR TROMBONE M1D ORCHESTRA 1 1

KABALEVSKY COMEDIANS: "EPILOGUE" AND °GALLOP" 2 21

ConcEnTo Fon CELLO AND ORCHESTRA 1

'am CONCERTO No. 3 FoR PIAno Apo ORCHESTRA 1

.1

3

OVERTURE: COLAS BREUGNOK 2 11

KHACHATURIAN BAYNE BALLET,

SUiTE

SABRE DANCE 3 7

KIRK AN ORCHESTRA PRIMER 3 8

KLEINSINGER TUBBY THE TUBA 4 8

ADVENTURES OF A Zoo 1 2

KODALY HARY JANOS: EXCERPTS Ii 36

DANCES OF BALANTA 1 1

KURKA GOOD SOLDIER SCHWEIK,

"WAR DANCE" AND IICIHALE" 1 3

"POLKA" AND "MARCH" 1 1

LALO SYMPHONIE ESPAGNOLE 1 1

Lamm 770370008007 1 2

LEcum.GouLo SUITE EsFAGNOLE 3 10

LEHAR MERRY WIOCW WALTZ 1

MERRY WIDOW: EXCERPTS 1 28

LEONCAVALLO PAGLIACC1.: "VESTA LA DIUBBA" 1

LIAM EIGHT HUSSIAN FOLK SONGS: 111 DANCED WITH

A MCEQUITO" 1 16

Mustc Box 1 2

TONE POEM: KIKIMORA 1 2
ENCHANTED LAKE

LIEBERMANN CONCERTO FOR JAZZ BAND AND SYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA 1
7

LISZT CONCERTO NO. 1 IN E FLAT MAJOR FOR PIANO 1 2

LEs PRELUDES 2 4
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COMPOSER COMPOSITION PROGRAMMES PERFORMANCES

LOEWE MY FA R LADY,
EXCER PTS 4 13

LULLYAIOTTL Sum 2 17

MAHLER SYMPHONY NO. ly 3RD MOVEMENT 1 2

MASCAGHI CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA: INTERMEZZO 5

MCBRIDE( PUMPKIN EATER'S LITTLE FUGUE 2 29

MCDONALD LEGEND 0 F THE ARKANSAS TRAVELER 3 57

SympHony No. 2

McKENZIE THREE DANCES FOR PERCUSS ION 2 4

MENDELSSOHN Mosul-W.01 NIGHT'S BREAM:
OVERTURE 1 i
EXCERPTS 8 57

FINGAL'S CAVE: OVERTURE 3 5

CONCERTO IN a MINOR FOR Viot.IN 5 10
CONCERTO NO. I III G M INOR FOR P /A NO 3 5

CONCERTO NO. 2 IN D MINOR FOR PIANO 1 1

SYMPHONY No. 3 4 16
SYMPHONY No. 4 7 43

MENOTTI AMAHL AND THE N IGHT VISITORS,
EXCERPTS 3 19

MEYERBEE

M ILHAUD

MOURANT

MOZART

THE PRO PHET,
"CORONATION MARCH"

SUITE FRANCAISE
CHEAT IO N OF THE WORLD

NOCTURNE

OVERTURE MAR RI AGE OF FIGARO

OVERTURE : DON G IOVANN

OVERTURE: IMPRESARIO

2

1

1

1 9

15

le2

4

OVERTURE: MAGIC FLUTE 2 17
SEHENADE FOR WINDS I N B FLAT MAJOR, K. 381 1 3

31.4FONIA CoNCERTANTE IN E FLAT MAJOR FOR FOUR
WINDS AN D ORCHESTRA

BASSOON CONCERTO

CLAR INET CoNCERTol A MAJOR

HORN CONCERTO, 0 MAJOR

I

2

3

I

i
4

5

I
FLUTE CONCERTO No. 2 2 4
PI ANO CONCERTO, 6 MAJO R 2 4

CONCERTO FO R FLUTE AND Nap 2 3
OBOE CONCERTO 1 3

oncEo No. 12 Iti A MAJOR FOR PIANO, 4PIANOC in
4 7

PIAtio 400NCERIONO 20 IN D MINOR FOR PIANO,
3 7

PIANO CONCERTO NO. 27 IN B FLAT MAJOR FOR PIANO,
K. 595 1 1

CONCERTO NO. 3 in G MAJOR FOR V IOL IN, K. 216 1 ?
CONCERTO NO 4 IN 0 MAJOR FOR V JO LIN, K. 218
0 IVERTIMENTO, K. 131 1 1
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COMPOSER COMPOSIT ON PROGRAMMED PEReORMANCES

MOZAWr EINE KLEINE NACHIMUSIK

TunKi44 MARCH, Kali

MINUET1 Ki1

"THAT Must:, ENCHANTING"

MARRIAGE OF FIGARO, FIRST SCENE

COSI FAN TUTT,g, EXCERPTS

MAGIC FLUTE, EXCERPTS

SYMPHONY NO. 1

SYMPHONY No, 35

SympOoNY No 36

SYMPHONY No. 38

SYMPHONY No. 39

SymPHoNY No. 40

SYMPHONY No. 47

1.14t0ACOKYin PICTOnEd'Af AR EXHIBITION, EXCERPTS
RAVEL Nloiton BALD MOUNTAIN

KHOYANdaCHINA: PRELUDE

6 47

12
12

1 1

1

1 2
48

10

30

38

40
8

15 56

3 §

j8

NELaItt JUBILEE OViR7URE 1 0
SAgANNM RfvEn HOLIDAY 1 1

THIS IS THE ORCHESTRA 5 13

NICOLAi OVERTURE:MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR 2 8

NIELSEN SyMPHONY No. 5, EXCERPTS 1 2
MASKAHADE OVERTURE 1 1

OFFENBACH OVERTURE: ORPHEUS IN THE UNDERWORLD 4 6
SofxsANTESMEmE

ORFF CARMINA BORANA, EXCERPTS I I

PAGAN INI PERPETUAL MOTION 2 3

PERGOLESI CONCERTINO FOR STRINGS, NO. 4 1 2

PHILLIPS CONCERT PIECE FOR BASSOON ANO STRINGS

SELECTIONS FROM "MCGOFFEY'S READERS" 1 1

PIERRE OiDALISE3 MARCH OF THE LITTLE FAUNS 1 28

.-

PISTON INCREDIBLE FLUTIST, EXCERPTS 5 5

CONCERTO FOR ORCHESTRA 1 I

SYWONY No. 4 1 ?

PoNCHIELLI DANCE OF THE HOURS FROM LA GIOCONDA 1 1

PORTER TWELVE SONGS FOR nELEN AND ONE FOR BILL 1 2

PPDAGFIEV CONCERTO NO. L IN 0 FLAT FOR PIANO 1 2
LOVE FOR THREE ORANGES, EXCERPTS 5 40
PETER ANU THE War 8 29
SUMMER DAY FROM MUSIC gOR OHILDRE/I 1 1

ROMEO AND JULIET,

SUITE I, No. 7
J ;

salt 20 No. 1 2 4
EXCERPTS 1 1
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COMPOSER COMPOSITIOIL

PROKOFIEV TROIKA FROII FLT4 KIJE

CINDERELLA SUITE

CLASSICAL SYMPHONY

SymPHONY NOr 5

PUCCINI INTRODUCTION, ACT hi, MADAMA BUTTERFLY

LA BOHEME, "CHE GELIDA MARINO

PURCELL TRUMPET VOLUNTARY

RACHMANINOFF SYMPHONY No. 2, EXCERPTS

VOCALISE FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA

RAMEAU FETES DIHEBE (BALLET SUITE)

RAMEAUMOTT: BALLET SUITE

RAVEL DAPHNIS AND CHLOE, SUITE II

PAVANE FOUR UNE INFANTE DEFUNTE

MOTHER GOoSE SUITE

LE TOMBEAU DE COUPEREN

BOLERO

ALBORADA DEL GRACIOSO

REEVES SECOND CONNECTICUT REGIMENTAL MARCH

RESFIGHI GLI UCOELLI

PINES OF ROME

SUITE II, ANCIENT AIRS ANC DANCES

REZNICEK OVERTURE, DONNA DIANA

PROGRAMMED PERFORMANCES

1 f6

2 3

4 19

2 21

1 2

1 2

2 2

2

1 2

1 2

3 29

2 3

3

2

.12

2
8 18
2

5"

I 76

3 8

3 7
2 6

2 3

BIEGGER DANCE RHYTHMS
r
i I

RIISAGER CONCERTINO FOR TRUMPET AND STRINGS 2 4

RimiyKORSAROV CAPRICCIO ESPAGNOL ta 55

LE COq DIOR EXCERPTS 5

SCHEHERAZADE EXCERPTS 3 15

Snow MAIDEN, EXCERPTS 3 4

PLIGHT OF THE BUMBLEBEE

ROBERTSON UN/VERSITY OF UTAH FESTIVAL OVERTURE

BOOK OF MORMON 0 HATO IO: "PASTORALE"

7 67



COMFOSER COMPOSITION PROGRAMME); PERFORMANCES

RODGERSmBENNETT VICTORY AT SEA 1 C.

THE SOUND OF MUSIC, EXCERPTS 3 8

CAROUSEL, EXCERPTS 3 22

ROGERS FANTASY FOR HORN, TYMPANI, AND STRINGS 2 2

ROHE A MusICAL JOURNEY THROUGH TIME 2

LAND OF BOTTLE 2 4

Rousful BARBEa OF SEVILLE, EXCERPTS

OVERTURE: BARBER OF SEVILLE 9 29
OVERTURE: CENERENTOLA 3

OVERTURE: LA GAZZA LADRA 4 9

OVERTURE: ITALIAN IN ALGIERS 4
OVERTURE: LA SCALA DI SIETE 2 4
OVERTURE: SEMIRAMIOE 3 6

OVERTURE: THE THIEVING MAGPIE 2 2

OVERTURE: WILLIAM TELL 2 A

ROSS I U1.-BR IVO SO IREES MUS ICALES : BOLERO AND TAR ANTELLA 3

ROSSIN IRESP IGH I THE FANTASTIC TOYSHOP

ROUSSEL BACCHUS ET ARIANE, EXCERPTS 3 6

AINT4AENS ALLEGRO APPASSIONATA FOR CELLO AN) ORCHESTRA 2 4
CARNIVAL OF THE ANIMALS, EXCERPTS

CONCERTO NO. 2 IN G MINOR FOR PIANO

.1f

2 5

HENRY VIII : "GYPSY DANCE" 2

PfttNCE TO THE DELUGE 2

PHAETON, SYMPHONIC POEr 2

DANSE MACABRE, SYMPHONIC POEM 4 4
SUITE ALGERIENNE, EXCERPTS 2 4

SAMSON AND DELILAH: BACCHANALE 3

RONDO CAPDICCIO FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA 2 19
OVERTURE: LA PRINCESS JAUNE 7

SARASATE ZIGEUNERWEISEN, FOR V !OLIN AND ORCHESTRA 3

SCH RE INER WORRIED DRUMMER 5 IO

SCHUBERT MARCH M IL ITA IRE 3 if

MASS IN G 2

THE MAGIC HARP OVERTURE (ROSAMUNDE) 3 8

BALLET MUM FROM THE MAGIC HARP 2 7

SYMPHONY WO. 30 1TH MOVEMENT 3

Sympnouy No. 5, MINUET 9

SYMPHONT No. 8, EsT MOVEMENT 3 15

SCHULLER SEVEN STUDIES ON THEMES OF PAUL KLEE, EXCERPTS 2 8

SCHUMAN NEW ENGLAND TRYPTYCH 3

AMERICAN FESTIVAL OVERTURE 1 1

SCHUMANN SYMPHONY NO. I, SRD MOVEMENT 1

SYMPHONY No. 4, EXCERPTS 2 15

CONCERTO IN A MINOR FOR PIANO 2 2

SESSIONS BLACK MASKERS BALLET 7
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COMPOSER COMPOE ITIOII PROGRAMMED PERFORMANCES

SHOSTAKO V I CH PIANO CONCERTO NO. 2 I 2
Nom. IRE 1 2

THE GOLDEN AGE : "POLKA" 2 18

SYMPHONY NO . f p 131 MOVEMENT I 8

SYMPHONY NO 4 5, EXCERPTS 14 52

SIBELIUS FINLAND IA 5 21

SYMPHONY NO* 2, F !RALE 2 3

VALSE TR ISTE 1 10

THE SWAN OF TUONELA 2 6

S /EGME3STER OZARK SET: SATURDAY NIGHT 1 2

SKELTON "WAR DANCE" FROM TWO IND IAN DANCES 1 28
s

SMETANA OVERTURE: BARTERED BRI DE.: 5 7

BARTERED BR IDE, EXCERPTS 7 25

MOLDAU
2 4

MOLDAU, POLKA I
9

SOUSA EL CAPITAN MARCH 1

SEMPER FIDELIS 2 1J

STARS AND STR i FE S 5 19

WASH I NGTO II POST MARCH 2 31

&MANDE AFR ICAN SUITE: tIAKINLA" 1 28

STAIGHT CARN!VAL OF VENICE ! ?

STEINER GONE WITH THE WIND: TARA'S THEME f 1

STILL DANZASA DE PANAMA 1 28

STRAUSS, E. GAUP FROM "CLEAR TRACK" 3
9

STRAUSS, J. CH ITZHAT POLKA 1 g

VERGNEUGNUNGSZUG POLKA 1
2

PERPETUAL MOTION 6 a
VOICES 0 F SPR ING WALTZ 2 1f

TALES FROM THE VIENNA WooDS 4 8

CARNIVAL OF VENICE 1 2

OVERTURE: GYPSY BARON 1 1

DIE PLEDERMAUS, EXCERPTS 5 31

OVERTIME: DIE PLEDERMAUS 1 2

ON THE BEAUTI FUL D ANU BE 2 25

EMPE ROR WALTZ 6 13

STRAUss, R. CONCERTO NO. I IN E FLAT MAJO R FOR HORN 5 11

DoN JUAN 4 §

DON QUIXOTE 1 2

DER ROSENKAVAL IER SUITE 1 1

ROSENK AVAL IER WALTZES 2 .17

SERENADE FOR WINDS 2 7

TILL EULENSPIEGEL 7 13

STRAY/MY LE BAI SER DE LA FEE 2 4

CIRCUS POLKA 2 3

F IREBIRD SsUITE ?2 .100

PETROUCHKA SUITE AND BALLET

SU ITE No, 2 FOR SMALL ORCHESTRA 1 16

SYMPHONY ill THREE MOVEMENTS, 1945. 3RD MOVEMENT 1 f
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COMPOSER COMPOSITION PROGRAMMED

SULLIVAP

... ------

PINEAPPLE gOLL BALLET: "PAS OE :POW AND

"F/NALE 2

SUOLAHTI SINFONIA PICCOLA 2

TCHAIKOVSKY CAPRICCIO 1TALIEN 7

CONCERTO NO. 1 IN B FLAT MINOR F)R PIANO 1

Viotin CONCERTO 3

NUTCRACKER, VARIOUS EXCERPTS 27

EUGENE ONEGIN0

FOLCNAISE 1

IALTZ 1

1812 0 VERTURE 6

SWAN LAKE, VARIOUS EXCERPTS 10

Symmony No. 4 6

SYMPHONY No. 5 7

SYMPHONY No, 6 9

ROMEO AND JULIET FANTASY OVERTURE 3

SERENADE FDR STRINGS 4

SLEEPING BEAUTY EXCERPTS 3

THOMAS OVERTURE: MIGNON 1

THOMPSON SYMPHONY N. 20 LARGO 1

THOMSON ACADIAN SOtGS AND DANCES 10

TOON GEOGRAPHICAL FUGUE 1

CIRCUS OVERTURE 1

TOMASI EVANGILE AND SCHERZO I

VAUGHAN WILLIIK8 FARTiSIA OH GREENSCEEVES
9

VERDI AIDA: ACT il, SCENE AND DUET 1

AIDA: HYMN, TRIUMPHAL MARCH 1

.. OVERTURE: LA FORZA DEL DEsmo 3

TRAVIATA,

PRELUDE TO ACT I 2

PRELUDE TO ACT 111 1

PRELUDE TO ACT iV I

Vitib-Lows. THE LITTLE TRAIN OF (441PIRA

VIVALDI CONCERTO FOR GUITAR AND ORCHESTRA

FouR SEASONS,

"SPRING"

NiNTER"
CONCERTO In A MAJOR FOR VIOLIN

CONCERTO FOR PICCOLO AND ORCHESTRA

CONCERTO GROSSO, OP. 3, NO. 1

CONCERTO IN A MINOR FOR VIOLIN

CONCERTO FoR Two VtoLINs
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58

P

13

2

2

120

I

2

15

48

II

35

31

5

13

6

1

1

P
1

1

3

29

2
2

5

4
13

?

8 16

I 3

? 5

2 IT
! 7

) I

1 28

3 7

1 2



OMFOSER COM:OAT/On- PnOGRAIOIED PEKFO RtIAIICE3

WAGNER Oy ERTnE: FLYING OUTMAN 2 24

INTRODUCTioN, AcT III, LOHENGRIN 7 13

Dm: MEISTERSINGER:

PRELUDE 4 10

Dace OP THE APPRENTICES 3 30

ENTRANCE 0 t THE 11E !STEM' INRERS 3 ao

OVERTURE : TANNHAUSER 4 n
..

TANNHAUSERg

FESTI VAL MARCH 2 3

ENTRANCE OF THE GUESTS I UTO WARTBURG 1 15

I.. IEBESTO 0 HON TR ISTAN A HO ISOLDE 1 5

Dm Wit KURE,
MAG IC PI RE MOS IC 1 1

RIDE oF THE VALNYR IES 5 22

WALOTEU FEL SKATER' S lit TZ 1 3

WARD ,FRITASIc FOR BRASS ARO TYMPANI 2 8

WEBER CARR ;VAL of VENICE 1 2

CONCERT INO FOR CLAR I NET 7L NO ORCHESTRA 1 6

CONCERTO NO* 2 /ti E FLAT MAJO R FOR CLAR INET 1 3

I NVITATION To THE DANCE 3 32

OVERTURE: BER PRE ISCHUTZ 2 4

OVERTURE : OBERON 10 35

OVERTU RE : EURYANTHE I
n4

WE BERN tinFolly No. 21 1 5

WE INBERGER SCHWAN OA THE B AGP IPE PLAYER,

POLKA 3

POLKA Ano FUGUE

WRITE

wouE-FERRARI

26

WALTZ FOR TEEM' S DOLL; MOSQUITO DANCE 1 2

JEWELS 0 F THE MADONNA,-

INTERMEZZo I I

INTRODUCTION, ACT 111 1 2

OVERTURE: SECRET OF SUZANNE 2 5

:

1
.

4.4
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Music for String Orchestra

Bach, J. S. Brandenburg Concerto #3 in G Major
Concerto in d minor for Two Violins

Berber Adagio for Strings, Op. 11
Capricorn Concerto for Flute, Oboe, Trumpet

and Strings

Borodin Nocturne for Strings

Britten Simple Symphony

Corelli Concerto Grosso #8 in g minor, Op. 6,"Christmas"

Cowell, Henry Fiddlers Jug for Violin and Strings

Dvorak Serenade in E Major, Op. 22: "1Waltz"

Grieg Two Elegiac Melodies: "Heart Wounds"
Two Elegiac Melodies: "The Last Spring"

Ireland, John Concertino Pastorale: Toccata

McBride, Robert" Pumpkin Eaters Fugfte

Pergolesi Conmrtino for Strings #4

Phillips, Burrill Concert Piece for Bassoon and Strings

Riisager Concertino for Trumpet and Strings, Op. 29

Rogers, Bernard Fantasy for Horn, Tympani and Strings

Sowande "Akinla" from African Suite

Tchaikovsky Serenade for Strings

Vivaldi Concerto in D Major for Guitar and Orchestra

Four Seasons
Concerto Grosso Op. 3, No. 1, d minor

Violin Concerto in a minor
Concerto for Two Violins
Piccolo Concerto
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Programming Themes Used For Youth Concerts: 1964-655 1965-665

1966-67

Chattanooga Symphony
The Ballet
Expression in Music

Cincinnati Symphony
Development of the Modern Symphony Orchestra
Growth of the Symphony Orchestra
The Symphony
Demonstration of Orchestra Sections
Elements of Music
Young Artists
Stories in Music
Music of the Theatre
Ballet
Forms in Music
Folk Music in Serious Music

.".:Cleveland Orchestra
Twentieth Century: New Directions in Music

A Golden Century of German Music
Beethoven
Ballet
Dances and Marches
French Music
American Program
Music from the Opera
Russian Program
Latin American Program
Descriptive Music

Columbus Symphony
The Composer as a Youth

Detroit Symphony
Incidental Music for the Shakespearean Era
Christmas rzcgram
Music from Britain
Featuring the Brass
Composers of the European Continent
The Orchestra Palette and the Grand Symphonic Form

Music from France
The New and Old in Music
Featuring Percussion
Music of Vienna
The Opera
Featuring Woodwinds
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Detroit Symphony (cont:i
Instrmments of the Orchestra
South American Music
Music of America
The Music of Spring

Hartford S
Pcpul
Music
Musirl

Music
Music
Music
Color
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music

imphony
ar Overtures
at Christmas Time
of the Opera
in the U.S.A.
of the Ballet
for Strings
in Orchestra Music
of One Composer (Brahms)
of One Composer (Mozart)
for Violin Solo and Choir
of the Symphony
in a Holiday Mood
in MusicHumor

Legends and Stories in Music

New Haven Synphony
Opera Program
Introduction of Instruments

New Orleans Symphony
Of Strings, Woodwinds, Brass and All
Of Rhythm, Melody, Harmony
Other Sounds of Musical Forms and Fun

Pittsburgh Symphony
Holiday Program (Christmas)
Introduction to the Orchestra
Orchestra Families
Music for the Dance
Orchestra Sounds
Musical Forms
Opera Program
Request Program
Dance in Music

Sacramento Symphony
Adventures in Music
Music and Nature:
Weather and Seasons
Wildlife
Land and Sea

Music and Magic:

Fairies, Spiiits and other Little People
Gods, Goddesses and Enchanted Things
Wizards, Witches and Demons
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Salt Lake City: Utah Symphony
Melody
Form
Composers

Seattle Symphony
The Shape of Music

Spokane Symphony
Musical Shapes
Soloists from the Orchestra
Music and Dance
Music as an International Language
Mbsic that Tells a Story
Symphony and Young Artists
Nusic Sing-a-long
At the Ballet
At the Opera
The Symphony and All That Jazz
Meet Your Symphony
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Lpnendix

50 YOUTH CONCERT PROGRAMS

The following are presented as a sampling of youth concert pro-
grams presented for specific age groups and/or for concerts given
under specific conditions, including:

I. Programs for Pre-School and Primary Grade Children
Pittsburgh Symphony

II. Programs for Elementary Student Audiences
Baltimore Symphony
Chattanooga Symphony Grades 4-6
Cleveland Orchestra Grade 4 program, Gr. 5-6 Program
Florida West Coast Symphony Grades 5-6
New Orleans Symphony Grades 1-6
San Francisco Symphony Grades 4-6

III. Programs for Combinations of Elementary and Secondary Grades
Hartford Symphony Grades 6-12
Winston-Salem Symphony Grades 4-9

IV. Programs for Junior High School Students
Cincinnati Symphony Grades 7-9

V. Programs for Combinations of Junior and Senior High School
Students

Cleveland Orchestra Grades 7-12
Evansville Philharmonic Grades 9-12

VI. Programs for Senior High School Students, Grades 10-12
Baltimore Symphony
Rhode Island Philharmonic
Seattle Symphony

VII. Programs for Concerts Presented during Non-School Time and
Available to Any Student Wishing to Attend
Columbus Symphony
Detroit Symphony
New Haven Symphony
Pasadena Symphony
Sacramento Symphony
Spokane Stmphony
Utah Symphony
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Ii2129rams For Pre-School And Primary Grade Children

PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor of Youth Concerts
Season
Concert Plan

Ronald Ondrejka
1965-66

Each student expected to attend
all 3 concerts. Same basic pro-
gram presented for 2 different
groupings

Program No. 1
For Pre-school Children and Grade 1 Students

Rossini
Mozart

Boccherini

Beethoven
Bizet

Overture, "Barber of Seville"
Eine Yleine Nachtmusik, 1st movement
(string instrument demonstration)

Concerto in Bb Major for Cello and
Orchestra, 1st movement

Symphony No. 1, 1st movement
Farandole from L'Iirlesienne Suite, II

Changes made for 2nd and 3rd Grade Student Audience
Added 3rd movement of EiLe Kleine Nachtmusik
Substituted excerpts from Carmen Suite No. 2 (Bizet) for the
Farandole

Program No. 2
For Pre-school

Offenbach
Gluck

Barber
Beethoven
Brahms
Gliere

children and Grade: 1 Students
Overture, "Orpheus in the Underworld"
Melodie for Violin and Orchestra
(Woodwind demonstration)

Capricorn Concerto, 3rd movement
Symphony No. 1, 3rd movement
Hungarian Dance, No. 5
Russian Sailor's Dance from "Red Poppy"

Changes made for 2nd and 3rd Grade Student Audience
Added 2nd movement of the Capricorn Concerto
Added Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 3
Added Lehar, Merry Widow Waltz

Program No. 3
For Pre-school Children and Grade 1 Students

Mozart Overture, "Marriage of Figaro"
Rogers Fantasy for Horn, Tympani and Strings

(Brass demonstration)
Beethoven Symphony No. 1, 4th movement
Schubert Marche Militaire
Rimsky-Korsakov Dance of the Buffoons from "The Snow Maiden"

Changes made for 2nd and 3rd Grade Student Audience
Added Stiauss, Emperior Waltz
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U. Programs Presented For Elementary Student Audiences

BALTIMORE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductors:
Season
Concert Plan

Program No. 1

Bizet
Mozart
Tchaikovsky
Kodaly

Peter Herman Adler and Elyakum Shapira
1966-67

Most students attend 1 concert during the
year

L'Arlesienne Suite, II, Excerpts
Synphony No. 39, 3rd movement
Serenade for Strings, Waltz
Hary Janos Suite, Excerpts

"Contemporary Sounds" -- will include current works and
discussion of contemporary harmony, form, color, etc.

Program No. 2

Grieg
Beethoven
Vaughan Williams
Hindemith

"Contemporary Sounds"

Selections from "Peer Gynt"
Symphony No. 8, 1st or 2nd movement
Pantasia on Greensleeves
Symphonic Metamorphoses on Themes by Weber

as per above

CHATTANOOGA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor
Season
Concert Plan

Attended by

Program No. 1

Mozart
Strauss
Beethoven
Battle Hymn of the
Kodaly
Anderson
Khachaturian
Ravel

Charles Gabor
1965-66

Each student expected to attend 2 concerts
per year
Grades 4, 5, 6

Symphony No. 39, Minuet
Emperor Waltz
Symphony No. 3; Funeral March

Republic - Orchestra, and Audience Sing
Hary Janos Suite, Intermezzo
The Typewriter
Sabre Dance
Bolero
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Chattanooga Orchestra (cont.)

Program No. 2

National Anthem
Mozart
Schubert
Strauss
Sibelius

Synphony No. 39, 1st movement
Symphony No. 8, 1st movement
Chit-Chat Polka
Finlandia

America the Beautiful -- Orchestra, and Audience Sing
Handel Concerto Grosso, Opus 6, No. 12, last

movement
Battle Hymn of the Republic -- Orchestra, and Audience Sing

*CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA

Conductors of Youth Concerts

Concert Plan

Louis Lanes Michael Charry,
James Levine
Each student to attend 3
concerts per year with a
4-year cycle of programs

The following pzograms might have been heard by the same student
in successive years while attending 4th through 7th grade.

4th Grade Program - 1964-65

Bizet
Vaughan Williams
Brahms
Ravel
Smetana
J. Strauss
Sousa

Prelude to "Carmen"
Fantasia on Greensleeves
Hungarian Dance No. 5
Mother Goose Suite
Dance of the Comedians from "Bartered Bride"
Voices of Spring Waltz
Stars and Strives

5th - 6th Grade Program, 1965-66
Concert Theme - Music from the Opera

Mozart
Bizet

Verdi
Rimsky-Korsakov

Menotti

Strauss
Wagner

Overture to "Magic Flute"
Guard Mount and Gyosy Dance from "Carmen",
2nd suite

Prelude to Act III, "La Traviata"
Introduction and Wedding March from
"Le Coq d'Or"

Suite from "Amahl and the Night Visitors"
Introduction, March, Shepherds Dance

Waltzes from "Der Rosenkavalier"
Ride of the Valkyries from "Die Walkure"
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Cleveland Orchestra (Cont.)

7th Grade Program
Concert Theme - American Program

Bernstein Overture, "Candide"
Griffes Poem for Flute and Orchestra
Barber Overture, "School for Scandal"
Ives Unanswered Question
Sessions Black Maskers Ballet, 1st movement
Gershwin Rhapsody in Blue
Gould American Salute

FLORIDA WEST COAST SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor Paul Wblfe
Season 1965-66
Conmct Plan Each child attends 1 concert per year

5th and 6th Grade Proarara

Wagner Overture to "Die Meistersinger"
Sibelius Swan of Tuonela
Beethoven Symphony No. 5, 1st movement
Handel He Shall Feed His Flock from the "Messiah"
Rodgers-Bennett Selections from "Carousel"

NEW ORLEANS PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductors Werner Torkanowsky, Kyung-Soo Won
Season 1965-66
Attended by Grades 1-6
Concert Plan It is anticipated that each student will

attend 3 programs per year

Program No. 1

Nelson This is the Orchestra
Mozart Symphony No. 38, finale
Bartok Mikrokosmos 2, 5
Beethoven Concerto No. 2 in Bb Major for Piano,

1st movement
Strauss Till Eulenspiegel
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New Orleans Philharmonic (cont.)

Program No. 2

Beethoven
Strauss
Beethoven
Haydn
Copland
Bernstein

Program No., 3

Beethoven
Mozart

Pergolesi
Ives

Shostakovich

Overture, "Coriolanus"
Perpetftal MOtion

SynphonY No. 6, SCherZo, Thunderstorn
Concerto in D Major for Piano, 1st movement
El Salon Mexico
Overture,"Candide"

Oiyetture, "Fidelio"

Concerto No. 3 in G Major for Vioblin,
K, 216, 1st movement

Concertino for Strings, No. 4, finale
Symphony No. 2, finale
Symphony No. 5, Scherzo, Finale

SAN FRANCISCO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor of Youth Concerts
Season
Attended By

Program No. 1

J. Strauss
Mozart
Borodin
Tchaikovsky
Mozart

Ravel
Toch

Rimsky-Korsakov

Verne Sellin
1966-67
Grades 4-6

Overture,"Gypsy Baron"
Symphony No. 36, 3rd and 4th movements
Nocturne for Strings
Symphony No. 4, 3rd movement
Concerto No. 27 in Bb Major for Piano,
K. 595, finale
Alborada Del Gracioso
Circus Overture
Le Coq d'Or, March
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San Francisco Symphony )cont.)

Program No. 2

Weber
Haydn
Brahms
Grieg
Falla
Cimarosa
Mendelssohn
Anderson
Tchaikovsky

Program No. 3

Thomas
Mozart
Stravinsky
Strauss
Dukas
Berlioz

Haydn

Overture, "Oberon"
Symphony No. 102, finale
Hungarian Daftce No. 6
Norwegian Dance No. 2
Spanish Dance No. 1 from "La Vida Breve"
Concerto for Oboe and Strings, 1st movement
Midsummer Night's Dream, scherzo
Irish Washerwoman
Symphony No. 4, finale

Overture, "Mignon"
Symphony No. 41, finale
Petrouchka Ballet, excerpts
Concerto No. 1 in Eb Major for Horn
Fanfare from "La Peri"
March to the Scaffold from "Symp4onie
Fantastique"

Symphony No. 45, finale

III. Pro rams for Combinations of Elementar and Seconda Grade Students_

HARTFORD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor
Season
Concert Plan
Attended by

Arthur Winograd
1955-57

Each student attends 1 concert per year
Grades 6-8, 9-12

Program No. 1
Concert Theme -- Music of the Symphony

Dvorak Synphony No. 5
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Hartford Synphony (Cont.)

Program No. 2
Concert Theme: Music of the Opera

Beethoven
Puccini

Verdi
Verdi

Program No. 3
Concert Theme --

Barber
Gould

Copland

Program No. 4
Concert Theme --

Mozart

Schubert

Overture, "Fidelio4

"Che gelida Manina" from "La Boheme"
Tenor soloist

Prelude from "Traviata"

Hymn and Triunphal March from "Aida"

Music in the U.S.A.

Adagio for Strings
Pavane from Latin American Syuphonette
No. 2, 2nd movement

Billy the Kid

Music for Violin Solo and Choir

Concerto No. 4 in D Major for Violino
K. 218, 1st movement

Mass in G: Kyrie, Gloria, Credo

WINSTON-SALEM SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor
Season
Concert PIall

Attended By

Grades-4-9

Meyerbeer
Mendelssohn
Smetana
Weber
Rodgers-Bennett
Handel

,::Tchaikcvsky

John Iuele
1966-67
Each student attends 1 concert per year
Grades 4-9

Coronation March from "The Prophet"
Symphony No. 3, 1st movement
Comdians Gallp from "The Bartered Bride"
Invitaaon to the Dance
Selectjans fzom "The Sound of Music"
Concerto in Bb Major for Harpsichord
Symphony No. 6, March
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IV. P 2.2ranIs For Junior Hi

CINCINNATI SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor of Youth Concerts
Season
Concert Plan

Attended by

Erich Kunzel
1965-55

Each student to attend 3
concerts per year
Grades 7-9

Program No. 1

Concert Theme -- Grcith of the Symphony Orchestra in Eras of Music
History as Demonstrated through the Dev4opment
of the Symphony as a Form.

Britten
Bach
Haydn
Brahms
Stravinsky

Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra
Suite,No. 4

SyMphony No. 101, 2nd movement
Symphony No, 1, 4th movement
Symphony in Three Movements (1945), 3rd
movement

Program No. 2
Concert Theme -- Folk Music in Serious Music

Brahms
Tchaikovsky
Vaughan Williams
Enesco
Copland
Rimsky-Korsakov

Academic Festival Overture
Capriccio Italien
Fantasia on Greensleeves

Roumanian Rhapsody, No. 1
Appaiachian Spring
Capriccio Espagnol

Program No. 3

Concert Theme -- Music of the Theater

Rossini

Tchaikovsky
Steiner
Gold
Rodgers-Bennett

Barber of Seville: Overture, Recitative,
Trio

Swan Lake, excerpts'

Tara's Theme from "Gone with trqe Wind"
"Exodus", Theme
Sound of Music - selections
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V. Programs For Combinations of Junior High and Seniv High School
Students

CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA

Condnctors of Youth Concerts

Season
Concert Plan

Attended By

Program Theme --

Stravinsky
Shostakovich
webern
Schuller

Bartok

Louis Lane, Midhael Charry;
L'ameS Levine

1966...67

Each student to attehd 2
concerts per year
Grades 7-12

20th Century: New Directions in Mtsic

"Petroudhka" Ballet (1911), Tableau Four
Symphony No. 5c Finale
Symphony No. 21, 1st movement
Four Pieces from "Seven Studies on Thenes
of Paul Klee"

Little Blue Devil
Twittering Machine
Arab Village
An Ominous Moment

Concerto for Ordhestra
Play of the Couples
Interrupted Serenade
Finale

EVANSVILLE PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

Conductor
Season
Concert Plan
Attended by

National Arthem
Reznicek
Bern An
Mozazt
Falla
Jacob

Rimsky-Korsakov

Minas Christian
1966-67

Eadh student attends 1 concert per year
Grades 9-12

Overture, "Donna Diana"
Overture, "West Side Story"
Symphony No. 35, finale
Ritual Fire Dance from "El Amor Brujo"
Concerto for Trombone and Orchestra,
1st movement

Scene and Fandango from Capriccio Espagnol
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VI. Programs For Senior High School Students

BALTIMORE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductors
Season
Concert Plan
Attended By

Program No. 1

Peter Herman Adler and Elyakum Shapira
1966-67
Most students attend 1 concert per year
High School Students

Brahms Trafic Overture
Mendelssohn Midsuomer Might's Dream, Excerpts
Shostakovich Symphorp, ft. 1, 1st movement
Solo work to he announced at the concert

Program No. 2

Kdbalevsky
Mussergskv-Ravel
Prokofieff
Wagner

Colas Breugnon, '1'....drture and Introduction

Excerpts from "Pictmes at an Elthibition"
Symphony No. 5, 2nd ntovement
Selection to be announced at the concert

.RHODE ISLAND PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

Conductor
Season
Concert Plan
Attended by

1965-55 Program

Armen
Bach

Grieg
Falla
Mourant
Loewe

1966-67 Program

Beethoven
Lully-Mottl
Grieg
Bales

Francis Nadeira
1965-66; 1966-67
Each st=eent attends 1 concert per year
Grades 10-12

Sonata for Chamber Orchestra
Suite No. 2 in b minor: Gavotte,
Sarabande, Badinerie

Heart Wounds from "Two Elegiac Melodies"
Spanish Dance No. 1 from "La Vida Breve"
Nocturne
Selection from "My ?air Lady"

Overture, "Prometheus"
Suite
Incidental Music to "7reer Gynt"
National Gallery Suite, No. 3
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gEATTLE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor of Youth Concerts
Season
Concert Plan

Attended By

Program No. 1
Concert Theme 41114111.1

Mozart
Beethoven
Barber
Bartok
Tchaikovsky

Program No. 2

Creston
Mozart
Bach
Ives
Brahms

The Shape of Music

Donald Thulean
1966-67
Most students attend 1
concert per year

High School Students

Overture to "Marriage of Figaro"
Symphony 110. 5: 1st movement
Essay No. 1 for Orchestra
Hungarian Peasant Songs
Symphony No. 5, finale

Dance Overture
Symphony No. 41, 1st movement
Suite No. 3 in D Major, 2nd movement
Variations on "America"
Symphony No. 2, finale

VII. Programs Presented Diromg Mpm-School Hours and Available to
Any Student Wishing to Attend,

COLUMBUS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor
Season

Evan Whallon
1966-67

Concert Theme -- "The Composer as a Youth"

Glinka
Mozart
Mozart
Mendelssohn
Bizet
Suolahti
Sibelius

Overture, "Russian and Ludmilla"
Minuet, K.1
Symphony No. 1
Midsummer Night's Dream, Overture
Symphony in CI Allegro
Sinfonia Piccola
Finlaadia
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DETROIT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor of Youth Concerts
Season
Concert Plan

Program No. 1

Humperdinck

Program No. 2

Mozart
Stravinsky
Prokofieff
Saint-Saens

Program No. 3

Rossini
Porter
Mendelssohn
Schreiner
Rinsky-Korsakov

Program No. 4

Shostakovich
Dukas

Valter Poole
1965-66

Series ticket zold for four
concerts during season

"Hansel und Gretl"

Presented in English by the Piccolo
Opera Company

Overture, "Don Giovanni"
Firebird Sui.te

Classical Symphony
Bacchanale from "Samson and Delilah"
featuring the Wale Fisher Ballet Company

Overture, "La Scala di Siete"
Twelve Songs for Helen and One for Bill
Symphony No. 4, 2nd and 4th movements
Worried Drumer
Capriccio Espagnol

Madeline
Sorcer's Apprentice

featuring the Detroit Severo Ballet Co.
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NEW HAVEN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor of Youth Concerts
Season
Concert Plan

Concert Theme

Prokofieff
Mozart
Mozart

Berezowsky

Opera Program

Harry Berman
1966-67
Series tickets sold for 3
concerts during season

March from "Love for Three Oranges"
"Marriage of Figaro", first scene
"That Music Enchanting"

(Fcr audience singing)
"Babar the Elephant!"

Children's Opera in one act
performed by the New Haven Opera
Society

PASADENA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor of Youth Concerts
Season
Concert Plan

Gould

Hovhannes
Mozart

Schumann
Prokofieff

Eugene Ober'

1965-66

Each student purchasing 1
ticket hears one Pasadena
Symphony concert per year
under the Area Youth Music
Council project

American Salute
Little Fugue in g minor
Mysterious Mountain Fugue
Concerto No. 12 in A Major for Piano,
K. 414

Concerto in a minor for Piano
Peter and the Wolf
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SACRAMENTO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductors
Season
Concert Plan

Harry Newstone and Ross Shub
1966-67
Students to attend 3 concerts per year

Theme for entire 1966-67 Series "Music and Magic"

Theme for eadh of the 3 concerts

Program No. 1
Program No. 2
Program No. 3

Program No. 1

Weber
Gluck

Tchaikovsky

Berlioz

Mendeissohn

Program No. 3
Theme -- Gods, Goddesses and Enchanted Things

41=1.1=

41=111111.

.1=11.1110

Fairies, Sprites and Other Little People
Wizards, Witches and Demons
Gods, Goddesses and Enchanted Things

Overture, "Oberon"
Dance of the Blessed Spiritsi and
Dance of the Furies from "Orpheus and
Eurydice
Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy from
Nutcracker

Minuet of the Sprites from Damnation of
Faust

Midsummer Night's Dream, Excerpts

Schubert
Cowen
Wagner
Rossini-Respighi

Overture to "The Magic Harp"
March of the Giants
Ride of the Valkyries
The Fantastic Toyshop
Camellia City Ballet Company

SPOKANE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor
Season
Corxert Plan

Donald Thulean
1966-67
Students to attend 5 concerts during lhe
season

Concert Themes for 1966-67 Season
1. Symphony Sing-a-Long
2. Symphony and Young Artists - featuring 2 student soloists
3. Music and the Dance
4. Symphony and All That Jazz, featuring jazz combo
5. Symphony and the Music Festival - featuring young artist

winners in Spokane Allied
Arts Festival
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Spokane Symphony (Cont.)

Program No. 3 Music and the Dance

Orff
Beethoven
Mozart

Carmina Burana, Excerpts
Symphony No. 3, finale
Synphony No. 40, 1st and 4th movements

Prograth No, 4 -- Symphony and All That Jazz

DeMonstratIon of Improvization
DVorak Symphony No. 8, 2nd moVement
Demonstration of Walking Bass
Gershwin American ih Paris

UTAH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor
Season
Concert Plan

Program No. 1

Handel
Bach
Brahms
Bizet
Mascagni
Wolfe-Ferrari
Robertson

Bernstein

Maurice Abravanel
1966-67
Each Student to attend 3 concerts during
the season

Theme: Melody

Program No. 2 - Theme:

Handel-Harty
Bach-Cailliet
Haydn
McBride
Britten

Serse: Largo
Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring
Symphony No. 3/ 3rd movement
L'Arlesienne Suite, Intermezzo and Farandole
Cavalleria Rusticana, Intermezzo
Jewels of the Madonna, Intermezzo
Pastorale from the Book of Mormon
Oratorio

Candide

Form

Water Music, finale
Little Fugue in G Minor
Symphony No. 104, Minuet
Pumpkin Eater's Little Fugue
Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra

Program No. 3 - Theme: Composers

Smetana
Delibes
Gershwin
Gershwin
Tchaikovsky

Bartered Bride Overture
Pizzicato Polka from "Sylvia"
American in Paris
Rhapsody in Blue
1812 Overture
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